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EXAMINATION OF THE ECONOMIC SITUATION
AND OUTLOOK

MONDAY, JULY 29, 1974

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcONoMIc COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 1202,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (vice chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire and Percy; and Representative Brown.
Also present: John R. Karlik and Courtenay M. Slater, senior econ-

omists; William A. Cox, Lucy A. Falcone, Robert D. Hamrin, Sarah
Jackson, Jerry J. Jasinowski, L. Douglas Lee, and Larry Yuspeh,
professional staff members; Michael J. Runde, administrative assist-
ant; Leslie J. Bander, minority economist; and Walter B. Laessig,
minority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMIRE

Senator PRoxmIRE. The committee will come to order. The Joint
Economic Committee opens this review of the economic situation
amidst an atmosphere of great public concern about the basic
health of the U.S. economy. Words like "crisis," "disaster," "intol-
erable," are heard with increasing frequency. The opinion polls tell
us that the confidence of the public in the Government's ability to
manage the economy is falling lower all the time. The stock market
averages demonstrate the very low level of investor confidence.

I think there is a need to pause and ask: Why this discontent? How
have we gotten into a situation which so many people feel can be
described accurately as an economic crisis?

The U.S. economy has a fantastic productive machinery in place,
both in agriculture and in manufacturing. We have a highly efficient
national marketing and distribution system. We have a modern and
sophisticated financial system. We have a vast wealth of natural re-
sources. We have an educated, highly skilled, and hard-working labor
force.

I made a speech on the floor of the Senate about what is right about
our economy. And I was surprised, in working on that speech and
developing it, to find out how many things are right about it.

I think we have a tremendously productive economy, and the fact
is that, on the average, people, now, in real terms, after inflation, have
50 percent more disposable income than they had 15 years ago.

With all this wealth of advantages, why does our economy increas-
ingly give the impression that it teeters on the brink of collapse? Why
do we tolerate increasingly poor performance?

(1)
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Back in mid-1971-just 3 years ago-we regarded a 3-percent growth
rate and a 5-percent inflation rate as such a poor combination that
emergency measures such as the price-wage freeze were introduced.
At the moment, our real growth rate is essentially zero. The inflation
rate is 9 percent, a far worse situation than we had in 1971. Yet, in-
stead of taking action, the administration is putting out press releases
pretending this is good news. A 9-percent inflation rate is described as
a substantial improvement. A decline in real GNP indicates that the
downtrend in production is being arrested. The President on national
television tells us to be patient, to defer our consumption spending
and increase our savings and all will be well.

The American people are concerned about complacency at the
highest levels of Government which is creating a crisis of public
confidence. Let's lay it on the line: a 9-percent inflation rate is not
good news.

Two consecutive quarters of declining real output are a great dis-
appointment to a public which was assured by the President less than
6 months ago that "there will be no recession in the United States
of America." The American people are concerned about the 5.2 percent
unemployment rate which, while not as high as many analysts had
projected, is still far too high a rate of unemployment. And the poor
GNP performance in the second quarter indicates that a further rise
in unemployment may still lie ahead. They are concerned that the
real value of the average weekly paycheck has declined nearly 5 per-
cent in the past year.

'It is hard to be patient when one's income is eroding steadily like
that. It is hard for the average income family-earning about $12,000
per year-to envision saving more. Indeed many of these families
must dig into the small savings they already have just to make ends
meet. For the family earning even less than average-and 16 million
families in this country have income below $8,000 a year-the plea
to increase their savings can only arouse wonder and resentment.

A first requisite for improving the state of the economy is some
evidence that Government officials understand the impact of inflation
and unemployment on average citizens-that they understand, that
they are concerned, and that they are willing to discuss the economic
situation.

Finally, Mr. Rush, I cannot think of anything more irrelevant or
lacking in real perspective and vision than to ignore the facts of life
as -we confront them at this tragic time.

You are the President's No. i adviser. There is no way this hearing
can be relevant and useful unless we all squarely face the grim pros-
pect that confronts this Nation this morning.

Many Members of Congress, many businessmen, many consumers
now think President Nixon will in all likelihood be impeached by
the House.

Suppose he survives that impeachment after a Senate trial. What
can you tell us to indicate that President Nixon in that weakened,
and at least partly discredited, posture can give this country the kind
of confidence and unifying faith in our economic future that this
country needs from its President to meet the serious inflation problem.
the' sky-high interest rates, the threatening unemployment increase,
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the threat of a super wage-price spiral-all of which require strong
and unifying Government leadership.

And regardless of whether the President is tried and convicted
and removed or not, what can you tell us about how economic policy
is going to be conducted by the White House in the next traumatic
and unsettled 4 to 5 months while this country is going through its
ordeal?

One possibility, for example, is that the President might tempo-
rarily invoke the 25th amendment so he can let the Vice President
move in as Acting President while President Nixon concentrates on
his impeachment defense.

Or is there some way short of this in which stable, unifying execu-
tive leadership can be applied?

I am very pleased, AMr. Rush, that you decided to come before us
and reverse your earlier decision. I think you have made a wise deci-
sion and a good decision, and I think you are serving the interest of
the administration too in appearing at a hearing before us to explain
the economic policies under these very trying circumstances.

Congressman Brown has an opening statement he would like to
make, and perhaps Senator Percy would like to make an opening
statement, too.

OPENING STATEMIENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BROWN

Representative BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
I am delighted that we are having these hearings at last. I originally

was in touch with you and the chairman of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee some 60 days ago asking that we have these hearings. We are
now in the process of having them.

I also originally, I think, contacted you about that same time,
suggesting that we have Mr. Rush as our first witness at these hear-
ings. I was sorry to see his initial acceptance reversed on the grounds
of executive privilege. I met with Mr. Rush to urge him to appear.
But I also urged you, as you recall, to have these hearings even when
he indicated that he was only willing to appear informally. And I am
sorry that it has taken so long to get to these hearings with Mir. Rush
as a formal witness.

AIr. Vice Chairman, I would like to make just a few brief remarks
at this time with reference to the status of the economy.

What strikes me as we open these 1974 midyear hearings of the
Joint Economic Committee is that these hearings are being held in
what is perhaps the period of greatest uncertainty in our society since
I entered public life about 9 years ago.

We are in the midst of the most serious inflation, both domestically
and worldwide, of modern times. Many respected commentators are
expressing grave fears about the ability of our domestic and inter-
national banking and financial system to survive under current condi-
tions. We have been told to expect a substantial worsening in unem-
ployment in the United States during the rest of 1974, but no guaran-
teed significant relief from the galloping inflation.

It appears that we have experienced economic recession in the first
half of 1974. with rises in prices almost being matched by drops in
real production, and with no strong assurance that the decline in real
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growth seen so far this year will be turned around during the rest of
the year.

Over the longer term, we face grave problems in financing the busi-
ness expansion and capital investment necessary to assure the avail-
ability of goods necessary to reduce inflationary pressures.

Compounding this problem are potential shortages and existing
shortages, and large price rises for many of the raw materials which
we import and which are so necessary to our industrial production.

However, I am not here merely to recite the problems to the other
members of this committee, the witness, and the public. We are
familiar with the magnitude of most of these problems. What we must
focus on this week, and during the weeks ahead, are possible solutions.
I only regret that we did not have these hearings earlier to get to those
solutions earlier.

In listening to Mr. Rush and other witnesses through this week,
and in the questioning later in this hearing, I would be most interested
in discussing some of those possible solutions.

In the short term it is apparent to me that the soundest policy is
one of carefully monitored fiscal restraint and monetary prudence.
It is evident that monetary restraint has been a policy of the Fed
and will continue to be a Fed policy if Mr. Burns' public statements
are to be credited. However, I have a number of questions about fiscal
restraint on the part of the Federal Government and what, if any-
thing, is being done along these lines.

Whether we are to reduce the proposed Federal budget for fiscal
year 1975 by $10 billion, as Mr. Burns has proposed, or by $5 billion,
as Secretary of the Treasury Simon and President Nixon have advo-
cated, is not the main question. To me, the main question is where
these cuts will be administered, who is and will be making the author-
ized decisions in this regard.

Also, what other policies, other than general fiscal and monetary
restraint, are necessary in appropriately combating inflation while
maintaining an adequate level of economic activity.

Certainly I hope that we will not resort again to the type of wage
and price policies which have proven to be so ineffective in the past.

I look forward with interest, Mr. Vice Chairman, to hearing Mr.
Rush's testimony and the questions that the members of the committee
will ask.

Thank you.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Congressman Brown.
Senator Percy.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PERCY

Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman. I also should like
to join my colleagues in expressing my appreciation for Mr. Rush
being here this morning.

As I mentioned to him, he is such an able witness and such a
respected voice, and he has such a great responsibility now, that it
would be wrong not to have the benefit of his testimony. And certainly
we would not invade. and would not think of invading executive
privilege, which certainly does not go into our province.
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What you say to the President, Mr. Rush, and what the President
says to you is not the question, but the question is the economy.

It is of such vital interest to every American family today to have
this forum. Without any question, it is the No. 1 topic, although
Watergate is of great interest. As I go through the country in Illinois,
the economy outweighs all other subjects of inquiry as well as mail
and telephone. And the deep conversations I heard all this weekend
were about the economv and where is it going.

The uncertainty of the future is causing concern on Wall Street,
and concern in the purchasing offices of major corporations, and the
concern of millions of people today, And uncertainty is the thing
that we are trying as best we can to remove. By having strong and
effective, vigorous leadership at the national level in the executive
branch of Government, I think, long before Watergate is behind us,
we can reassure the Nation that we intend to tackle this problem.

One way we can do it is to have a very close cooperative effort
between the legislative branch and the executive branch. This is not a
position where we should be adversaris. We should be partners. The
executive branch cannot fight this battle alone, and we would be
foolish to just simply cast all the blame on that side and say it is the
executive branch's fault when we retain many of the powers here and
have appropriately those powers which can help remedy the situation.

These hearings. I think. con be extraordinarilv useful, not only in
imparting information, but also in citing those things that the execu-
tive branch can do and those things that the legislative branch can do.

I disagree very strongly with those in the legislative branch, and
some of our leaders, who have indicated that Congress and the execu-
tive branch have done nothing to fight inflation. I think we have done
a great deal just in the past 3 or 4 weeks to start the wheels going and
remove some of the uncertainty that hangs over the economy.

Certainly we have to decide up or down the issue of wage or price
controls. And we decisively decided to put this face of economic plan-
ning behind us. to recognize our total incompetence to plan and control
and regulate the American economy, with the buying decisions that
are being made day-by-day and week-after-week in the marketplace.
We do not know how to run a controlled economy. We might just as
well admit our utter incompetence. We totally failed to regulate and
maintain a flow of supply in basic farm commodities. And we saw
the impossibility of doing it for tens of thousands of other items.

The reason I disagree with the standby control proposal of the
administration is, I do not know how anyone would price new prod-
ucts. They would always price them at the highest price rather than
the lowest simply because of the uncertainty that wage and price
controls would be slapped back on.

In talking with George Meany last week and Leonard Woodcock
and other labor leaders, it was brought out that the uncertainty of
wage controls and that power over their heads would drive them to
do nothing but demand the most, rather than a sensible, reasonable
wage increase that has some relationship to productivity.

So we removed that uncertainty over the opposition of many of my
own colleagues. But that is out of the way now, and the free market
is going to reign, and that uncertainty is gone.
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I think the second uncertainty is the uncertainty about tax levels,
as to whether or not, just because it is an election year, once again, as
we have done every election year since Congressman Brown and I have
been in the Congress at least-every election year we have reduced
taxes. We are not going to do it this year-over the dead bodies of some
of us, if it is going to be done.

When Senator Allen and I engaged together in a filibuster to stop
a tax reduction, it is serious then. And there is a unanimity of opinion
that that would have been a morally offensive thing for us to have
done at that particular time, to have reduced personal income taxes,
to feed the fires of inflation for millions of people. That decision I hope
is decisively behind us. And the defeat that was handed to those who
were proponents of it, I hope it was conclusive enough so that they will
not try it again, because it would increase uncertainty again.

Do we mean it when we sav we are going to try to be fiscally respon-
sible? That is our job and our responsibiilty. We cannot blame the
executive branch for it.

In the area of budget reforai, as the President said a week ago Fri-
day, this is the most significant action in budgetary control taken by
the Congress in almost 200 years. That may be overreaching a little bit.
A pretty good bill was passed in 1921. but nothing since then.

Now the question is, Can we live up to it, can we face our respon-
sibilities, and can we implement in action what we said we intend to
do? This takes cooperation.

The President said in his economic message, we can cut this budget
$5 billion; that is, the fiscal 1975 budget. That. I think, is a significant
move.

The proposal I have made for a $6.7 billion cut is within the ball
park. We are all talking the same language. We are at least saying we
can cut something, maybe not $10 or $15 billion, but you can go deeper
than any of us thought a few months ago.

I also hope we can add some taxes and that we can add revenue. We
ought to pick up $3 or $4 or $5 billion through additional revenue and
additional taxes.

I have outlined my thoughts on it, but they are not sacrosanct at all.
Many of us have other ideas as to where that revenue can come from.
But just to say, beginning now in 1975 and 1976 we are going to have a
balanced budget would have little effect on a trillion-dollars-plus
economy. But psychologically it will mean a tremendous amount. And
Arthur Burns is our best authority for that.

Lastly, the concept that all of us believe very deeply in is increasing
the productivity of this country. George Meany pledged last Wednes-
day at lunch that organized labor will work in this respect providing
it is not a show. a charade, a performance, but it has real substance to
it and meaning behind it.

Again I believe that the National Commission on Productivity
should be instilled with new life, new vigor, new backing. and support
from the highest office in the land. Leadership should be given to that
Commission.

We are in a condition today where I believe the administration asks
for $2.5 million for a budget, and the House approved $2.5 million.
The Senate has just cut it from $2.5 million to $1.5 million.
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I intend to carry, I hope with the support of many of our col-
leagues-and I know howv strongly our vice chairman feels about it-
an amendment to the floor to bring that level up. I think it would be
tragic at this particular time if we would try to cut down the only
full-time Government activity to try to find ways to increase produc-
tivity, to introduce or stabilize units of productivity and have Wage
increases really meaningful and not just passing them off in the form
of higher prices.

Here again is a cooperative effort. I am sorry that we have not used
this particular instrument to do more in the Congress. But I hope be-
tween us we can battle this out and convince our colleagues on the
floor of the Senate and the House that this is not the time to save a
few pennies when tens of millions of dollars, hundreds of millions, in
increased productivity are available.

Once again I want to thank you very much for being here, Mr. Rush.
We respect your judgment a great deal and look forward to hearing
vou.

Senator PROX31uE. Thank you, Senator Percy.
Mr. Rush, I would like to make two suggestions: Number one, this

is your first appearance before this committee, of course, and it is
your show, and you take whatever time you feel you should with your
prepared statement. It is, however, a detailed prepared statement. The
press has copies of it and the committee has been given copies of it,
and you were very thoughtful to make those copies available in
advance.

If you want to summarize it-it is a long prepared statement-that
would be completely acceptable, and the entire prepared statement will
be printed in full in the record.

The second suggestion is that you might want to respond, in this
critical situation we have now, with a President who is under great
duress, and where the country is looking for strong, unifying leader-
ship from a President who has suffered already a very serious setback
and may well be impeached, you might want to respond to that first,
then get into your statement.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH RUSH, COUNSELOR TO THE PRESIDENT
FOR ECONOMIC POLICY, ACCOMPANIED BY SIDNEY JONES, DEP-
UTY ASSISTANT TO THE COUNSELOR

Mr. RusnT. Thank you very much.
I am pleased to appear before this committee to review the status

of the U.S. economy and the policies necessary to continue the process
of stabilization following the serious disruptions caused by food,
energy, materials, and capacity shortages.

As Counselor to the President for Economic Policy. I must care-
fully protect the privileged nature of my communications with him,
but we can have a full and meaningful discussion of economic issues
vithout violating that confidential relationship.

With regard to the point you made, I have been in my position since
the end of May, and during that period of time I have seen the Presi-
dent in some cases daily, and have been in touch with him almost daily.
I have devoted a vast amount of time to economic matters.
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Many Presidents have been under very serious siege and have exer-
cised leadership most effectively. I suppose we could go back to Abra-
ham Lincoln in the Civil War, who had a victory in the Civil War
despite, I suppose, the worst attacks that any President has ever had.

I remember in the days of Franklin D. Roosevelt there were some
very bitter attacks on him, and on Mr. Truman. And Presidents are
subject to very serious attacks, as President Nixon.

In my opinion, the American people are so deeply concerned about
the economy, and they have so much at stake, that they are anxious
to cooperate with the President, and with the administration, and
to respond to leadership. In my opinion the Congress is very respon-
sive, the Congress is anxious to improve the economy, and to fight
against inflation, and they will cooperate with the President and with
the administration, I am quite sure, to meet these very just challenges.

The President himself is exercising very strong leadership in this
field. I feel that my colleagues are an extraordinarily able group of
men.

So, I see no problem with regard to leadership. And I really do not
see that there is any problem with regard to securing the cooperation
of the Congress and of the people to fight inflation, which is the grave
threat over our economy.

Going, then, to my prepared statement, which I will read in part
and summarize in part. As you know, my appearance today will be
followed by other administration officials who will discuss economic
issues in greater detail. In my role as coordinator of economic policy,
I will limit my comments to summarizing our program for moderat-
ing the unacceptable rate of inflation as a beginning point for achiev-
ing general progress in the U.S. economy. While policies must focus
on the diverse goals of high employment, efficient production of goods
and services, price stability, and international trade and investment,
progress in reducing inflation is now the foremost need. And from the
statements of Senator Proxmire and Congressman Brown and Senator
Percy, I am sure that we all agree on this.

Our policy recommendations of fiscal and monetary restraint are
widely recognized as the most reasonable approach available. Perhaps
even more important, we intend to pursue these policies until the
desired results are obtained. Gradual progress will require cooperative
efforts within the Government and awareness in the private sector
that current price and wage decisions should reflect long-term realities.
My review of the economic outlook and our policies will hopefully
contribute to these goals.

In 1973, housing demand and consumer durable goods spending
softened following an extended period of rising real output. The
unexpected oil embargo and extraordinary oil price increases aggra-
vated this slowdown, and a decline in real growth occurred during the
first quarter of 1974. Supply and capacity contraints further restricted
production.

To summarize, what I am saying here is, during the first quarter we
had a very serious decline in production of some 7 percent, and the
deflator was 12.3 percent, which was most unacceptable.

In the second quarter one might say that the domestic economy was
flat. The minus figure, 2.39, came about primarily because of an extra-
ordinary circumstance with regard to the takeover of the stock of oil
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companies by producer countries. And another unexpected factor was
a decline in spending by State and local governments.

Personal consumption outlays in real terms strengthened in the sec-
ond quarter. Consumer durable goods spending jumped at an annual
rate of $2.3 billion in real terms-1958 dollars-and services outlays
rose $900 million. Automobile sales have dropped well below the record
levels reported in 1973, but purchases have strengthened in recent
months and the outlook is improving.

As I summarize my prepared statement, the summary is not to be
taken as the active presentation, but rather, the statement itself. So
I trust that any quotations will come from the prepared statement.
I am trying to save time by going through the prepared statement
rather hurriedly.

One of the very strong features of the economy is, of course, indus-
trial construction, which continued at a very high level.

Housing expenditures were off $600 million at a reasonable rate as
expected during the first part of the year, but the bulk of the decline
in housing outlays caused by the drop in new starts in late 1973 is now
behind us. New housing starts have been holding steady since January,
and a backup program of $10 billion in various mortgage financing
aids has been created to help offset the disruptive effects of high
interest rates and financial disintermediation.

The rate of inventory accumulation, stated in 1958 dollars, was $1.5
billion less in the second quarter than in the first 3 months of the year,
but stocks did increase at an annual rate of $9.1 billion during the
second quarter. Inventory to-sales ratios remain relatively low and
the backlog of orders is at a record level and rising.

We must, I feel, insure that the great strength of the economy in
terms of producing goods, which is to be met by capital investment,
continues at a high level, and that we provide economic incentive to
assure expansion of capacity.

In terms of wages, there is no question but that wage earners are
striving to recoup some of their real income lost to the large price in-
creases we have been experiencing over the past year. Wage increases
being paid are currently running at a national average rate of 9.6 per-
cent, up from 6 percent in the first quarter. Settlements recently
negotiated have been running well over 10 percent.

A sustained period of this level of wage increases is dangerous to
the American economy because it builds in permanently escalating costs
which add to inflation, and gradually remove the American economy
from the competitive world market. Reasonable and responsible wage
increases are desirable, just as are responsible and reasonable prices,
but increases of the magnitude we have been experiencing lately are not
healthy for the U.S. economy.

There is also more industrial strife now than at any time since the
early fifties, with 528 strikes involving 235,399 workers. Most of this
strike activity is associated directly with the end of wage and price con-
trols and the sharp price rise in the cost of living. Fortunately, these
strikes generally have been short in duration and at this point have not
adversely affected the general industrial relations climate. This area
will have to be watched closely to insure that harmonious long-term
labor management relations are continued.
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Our export picture is very good. In 1973 our merchandise exports
increased 44 percent in value from $49.2 billion to $70.8 billion while
imports rose only 24 percent from $55.6 billion to $69.1 billion. As a
result, the merchandise trade account returned to surplus following
2 years of deficits. There were a variety of factors contributing to this
improvement, including a surge of agricultural exports and strong
demand for U.S.-manufactured products.

The realinement of currency exchange rates beginning in 1971 was
a major factor in enhancing the competitive position of the United
States and we expect this to be a continuing source of strength.

For the same reasons, U.S. exports continued to climb rapidly during
the first half of 1974, and our imports have tapered off. In fact, when
we strip away price increases and get down to the volume of trade, we
find that our exports rose well over 10 percent and our imports actually
declined.

This, of course, is very important to us, but, because of the great
increase in the cost of oil, we are in a position of a slight deficit for the
first 5 months.

But with regard to my policy recommendations, I want to emphasize
that in spite of the underlying strength and resilience of the U.S.
economy, particularly the stabilization in. the second quarter despite
the many domestic and international economic problems encountered,
I am not trying to minimize either the virulence of the inflation pres-
sures or the risks that unemployment may rise during the coming
months as real output gains remain below the long-term target. The
economy faces many real problems and responsible leaders should not
attempt to gloss over the reality of how hard or how long the adjust-
ment process will be.

But it would be an even greater fallacy to disrupt the policies of
moderate restraint which are necessary to gradually reduce inflation
without triggering unacceptable increases in unemployment. Some
people will claim that this is only a policy of inactivity and an out-
moded commitment to a dogmatic view of the economy.

On the contrary, these recommendations represent a conscious deci-
sion to sustain fundamental policies for a long enough period of time
to achieve results. We will take whatever adjustment actions are neces-
sary to improve the efficiency of the economy-such as the decision to
release all available acreage to stimulate agricultural output.

Government policies often create marketplace distortions which dis-
courage both efficiency and output needed to help moderate inflation,
provide employment opportunities, and enhance the growth of real
income. We are striving to identify and correct these problems. But
our approach is based on the fundamental premise that certain fiscal
and monetary actions are needed to get lasting results. There is also
an explicit recognition that the adjustment process must not ignore
the risks of unemployment during the transition stage.

For several weeks we have been making difficult decisions about the
fiscal 1976 budget and what must be done to prevent fiscal 1975 out-
lays from drifting out of control. Trying to slow down the upward
momentum of the Federal budget is not. easy because it is usually
more popular to respond to demands for increased spending, lower
taxes, and easier credit.
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We must cooperate. But I would urge that the Members of Congress
who have been pressing upon us the need to reduce the budget consider
their votes with regard to individual items of increase as they come up.

We are also greatly encouraged by the recent enactment of the
Congressional Budget Impoundment Control Act, because it estab-
lishes a rigorous framework for Congress to use in approaching Gov-
ernment spending decisions. But we must make our actions conform
to our rhetoric in many ways.

Coming now to my specific proposals, first, it is not the proper
time to reduce tax receipts. What Senator Percy said I would like
to second 100 percent, and I would not go into this further, but my
prepared statement does so.

As to Federal expenditures, decisions must be made now to require
at least a balancing of receipts and outlays in fiscal 1976. We have a
leadtime of 11 months, and we must start now to slow down the lead-
times and make specific legislative adjustment in order to achieve a
balanced budget for 1976.

With regard to 1975, my prepared statement goes into this. We hope
to reduce-we are working to reduce the $305.4 billion of expenditures
to a goal of $300 billion.

The President has very emphatically stated that he will veto any
bills that go beyond his total recommendation of $305.4 billion.

There is legislation now in Congress which would rapidly escalate
spending. And this must be resisted, and it must be resisted success-
fully, if we hope to come near a balanced budget for 1975.

With regard to monetary policy, my third recommendation is that
we reaffirm the importance of achieving the moderate restraints of
the Federal Reserve System. We feel that this policy is moderate, we
feel that it is necessary to be continued, and we are in complete accord
with Mr. Burns' recommendation.

My fourth recommendation is that the Government can and should
make every effort to improve the productivity of the economic system
so that output is increased without creating more inflationary cost
pressures. The obvious beginning point is for the Government to elimi-
nate, or at least reduce, the barriers to efficiency created by its own
policies.

Examples of such actions include the decision to release some 60
million additional acres of idle cropland to stimulate farm output:
the energy conservation and allocation programs for alleviating the
physical distortions of the oil embargo; the Project Independence
effort to provide reliable sources of energy at the lowest possible cost;
proposals to rehabilitate the Nation's transportation system. including
some needed deregulation to promote competition; recommendations
for modernizing the existing system of financial institutions; and many
other specific Government purchasing and regulatory actions which
I will not list in this brief statement.

The President recently announced his intent to conduct a broad re-
view of Government regulatory activities which may be disrupting the
productivity of the economic system. In considering every piece of
legislation, we must seriously consider the impact on future inflation,
employment, and investment goals. And we shall certainly look at the
National Commission on Productivity and hope to utilize that much
more successfully than in the past.
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I would like to join in urging that the Senate uphold the budget at
the $2.5 billion level that has been proposed, and not cut it to a million
and a half.

Fifth, I want to once again state our strong opposition to returning
to wage and price controls. We will continue to meet with representa-
tives of all sectors of the economy to discuss the importance of con-
sidering long term interests in making current wage and price deci-
sions, but we do not believe that a program of controls would contribute
to the real solution of our economic problems.

Finally, there are a number of important policy issues pertaining
to international economic developments which strongly affect our own
economy and which are therefore receiving priority attention.

We have taken the lead for many years in working for a more open
and equitable world trading system, in the conviction that expanded
exchange of goods and services among nations benefits all peoples.
However, trade policy issues are sensitive matters for most nations,
where important sectors of their domestic economies are affected, and
difficult negotiations are ahead of us. The most important immediate
task before us is the passage of the Trade Reform Act so that inter-
national negotiations can begin to reduce trade barriers and make
better arrangements for managing trade relations.

As you know, the new round of GATT negotiations started in Sep-
tember of 1973 with a meeting of 105 nations in Tokyo. Other nations
are anxious to proceed and 'are waiting for the United States to obtain
authority for full participation in the negotiations. Passage of the
pending trade legislation by the Senate before the end of this summer
is a crucial part of our commitment to meaningful discussions.

I think this legislation is so vital to our national interest that it
should be moved promptly through the legislative process. It should
not be held up on grounds which have nothing directly to do with
international trade.

There are other trade policy issues which are receiving our urgent
attention, and I refer to those in my prepared statement.

Coming to a very important question, oil, we have been talking with
the other major consumer nations in the Energy Coordinating Group
[ECGG. The most important of the cooperative efforts discussed is a
program to deter any future supply disruption and to protect our-
selves if supply distortions return. Effort has also focused upon longer
term cooperative solutions to the energy problem, such as research and
development, as well as conservation and the accelerated development
of conventional resources.

Consistent with the understandings reached with the other members
of the ECG, we have also conducted some direct bilateral discussions
with oil-producing countries. Our aim has been to keep production
up and access to supplies open at reasonable prices. We have also
sought ways of attracting requisite investment in oil, and have offered
technical assistance for development of the economies of the oil-
producing countries.

However, the crisis continues to be important and serious. While
we are engaged in several efforts to adjust to this challenge, a funda-
mental problem is the high price. A number of severe problems would
be alleviated if oil prices would come down. The current level of oil
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prices is creating serious problems for every nation and is making more
difficult our own domestic efforts to combat inflation.

In this interdependent world we are also concerned with the prob-
lems of the less-fortunate countries. Working with other governments
who are members of the World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund, we are seeking a better international system to deal with the
development problems of these countries, including the problems
created by the major increases in oil prices and other commodities.

One of the most important and complex economic challenges facing
us today is posed by the large flow of funds to the oil-producing coun-
tries resulting from higher oil prices. If we are to insure the continued
willingness of the oil producers to export the quantities of oil needed
by the western world, these earnings will have to be recycled.

We have also initiated an international effort designed to minimize
the distortions caused by Government investment policies. Artificial
incentives of barriers to investment can significantly alter the efficient
use of resources and thus undermine world economic progress. Because
such an effort will first have to be undertaken by the developed coun-
tries, we have concentrated our efforts in the OECD.

In the international monetary area, we have made considerable
progress toward a new international framework. We took the initiative
in bringing about more flexible and adaptable system which has been
able to cope with the rapidly changing circumstances of the last few
years. Because of the uncertainties caused by the oil price increases,
our goal of restructuring the international system has been tempo-
rarily delayed. An international agreement, however, has been reached
on the basic tenets of the system and on guidelines needed to help us
through the current uncertain period.

I have attempted to summarize my view of current economic con-
ditions and the short-term outlook. I believe the situation requires a
sustained program of moderate fiscal and monetary restraint com-
bined with specific Government actions to improve the productivity
of our system.

It is also important that immediate Senate attention be given to
the pending trade legislation. If we sustain this set of policies, I be-
lieve that the unsatisfactory rate of inflation will gradually moderate
and that this goal can be achieved without experiencing an excessive
increase in unemployment.

Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Mr. Rush.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rush follows:]

PBEPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETH IRUSH

I am pleased to appear before this Committee to review the status of the
U.S. economy and the policies necessary to continue the process of stabilization
following the serious disruptions caused by food, energy, materials and capacity
shortages. As Counsellor to the President for Economic Policy, I must care-
fully protect the privileged nature of my communications with him, but we can
have a full and meaningful discussion of economic issues without violating that
confidential relationship.

My appearance today will be followed by other Administration officials who
will discuss economic issues in greater detail. In my role as coordinator of eco-
nomic policy, I will limit my comments to summarizing our program for moderat-
ing the unacceptable rate of inflation as a beginning point for achieving general

42-809-75-2
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progress in the U.S. economy. While policies must focus on the diverse goals of
high employment, efficient production of goods and services, price stability and
international trade and investment, progress in reducing inflation is now the
foremost need.

Our policy recommendations of fiscal and monetary restraint are widely recog-
nized as the most reasonable approach available. Perhaps even more important,
we intend to pursue these policies until the desired results are obtained. Gradual
progress will require cooperative efforts within the Government and awareness
in the private sector that current price and wage decisions should reflect long-
term realities. My review of the economic outlook and our policies will hopefully
contribute to these goals.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND OUTLOOK

In 1973 housing demand and consumer durable goods spending softened fol-
lowing an extended period of rising real output. The unexpected oil embargo and
extraordinary oil price increases aggravated this slowdown and a decline in real
growth occurred during the first quarter of 1974. Supply and capacity con-
straints further restricted production. The preliminary figures for the second
quarter Indicate that the sharp drop in activity was not continued even though
the real Gross National Product did decline at a seasonally adjusted annual rate
of 1.2 percent after eliminating the effects of inflation. The pace of domestic
bulsiness activity has stabilized and this is a major accomplishment given the
risks of the economic transition and the severe distortions of various shortages.
Employment gains have matched the moderate labor-force increases so the un-
employment rate has remained stable in the 5.0 to 5.2 percent zone during the
last six months. By June 1974, there were 744,000 more nonfarm jobs than in
October 1973 when the oil embargo began. Total employment in June was 1.6
million higher than twelve months ago. The unemployment increases that occurred
in late 1973 were largely associated with energy-related problems.

Despite the strengthening performance of the general economy in recent
months, uncertainty about the near-term outlook persists. We believe that the
economy will experience small, but steady, output gains over the next few
months with relatively small unemployment increases, and that policies of
moderate fiscal and monetary restraint should be pursued to gradually reduce
the excessive rate of inflation. The GNP price deflator continued to rise at a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of 8.8 percent in the second quarter, which is
most unsatisfactory, even though the rate did drop from a level of 12.3 percent
in the first quarter. The current improvement in food production and more stable
world-wide prices for oil and some industrial materials will help moderate these
inflationary pressures further. Nevertheless, Inflation will persist at an unaccept-
able level unless a comprehensive program is sustained.

In planning for 1974, it was anticipated that a sharp decline in real output
would occur and that the economy would then stabilize prior to gradually in-
creasing the pace of activity as the year progressed. The preliminary figures for
the second quarter are now available to evaluate the pattern of results so far.

Personal Consumption outlays in real terms strengthened in the second quarter.
Consumer durable goods spending jumped at an annual rate of $2.3 billion in real
terms (1958 dollars) and services outlays rose $900 million. Automobile sales have
dropped well below the record levels reported in 1973, but purchases have
strengthened In recent months and the outlook is Improving. Spending for non-
durable goods, such as gasoline, food and clothing, was off $600 million, but
consumer demand remains strong, according to weekly reports now available,
and retail store sales are rising. The key factor in stimulating this basic sector
of the economy is to make real progress against inflation so that consumers can
Increase their real purchasing power.

Data on Gross Private Investment reflected a mixture of strengths and weak-
nesses last quarter. Constant-dollar housing expenditures were off $600 million
at an annual rate, as expected, but the bulk of the decline in housing outlays
caused by the dfop in new starts In late 1974 Is now behind us. New housing starts
have been holding steady since January and a backup program of $10 billion in
various mortgage financing aids has been created to help offset the disruptive
effects of high Interest rates 'and financial disintermediation. The rate of inventory
accumulation, stated in 1958 dollars, was $1.5 billion less in the second quarter
than in the first three months of the year, but stocks did increase at an annual
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rate of $9.1 billion during the second quarter. Inventory to sales ratios remain
relatively low -and the backlog of orders is at a record level and rising.

Measured in constant dollars, business investment for plant and equipment
remained essentially flat in the second quarter, as a small increase in nonresi-
dential construction spending was offset by a slight drop in producers' durable
equipment spending. Despite the high level of interest rates and continued
shortages in some industries, the sustained pace of business investment should
be considered a major source of strength in the economic outlook. However, to
meet the expanding demand for goods and services and to remain competitive in
world markets, many basic industries require extensive capital investment. Con-
tinued business spending for plant and equipment is basic to the near-term and
future strength of the economy, and to the ultimate control of inflation, but it
will not occur automatically. Economic incentives must be available to assure
expansion of capacity in the United States and massive amounts of capital will
be required.

Total government spending, measured in 1958 dollars, declined at an annual
rate of $700 million during the second quarter. The $600 million drop in State
and local government spending reflects some slowdown in the pace of revenue
sharing outlays.

In general, the domestic sector of the economy was essentially "flat" in the
second quarter according to the preliminary GNP figures. For the rest of 1974,
we expect small, but steady, gains in real output. While the pace of growth may
not be as robust as anticipated at the beginning of the year, the gradual improve-
ment should help to moderate possible unemployment increases and should help
avoid a surge of unwanted inflationary pressures. Mlost important, the underlying
strength and resiliency of the economy will justify our sustained policies of
moderate fiscal and monetary restraint which are necessary for reducing inflation.

In terms of the wage side of the picture, as well as industrial relations, there
is no question but that wage earners are striving to recoup some of their real
income lost to the large price increases we have been experiencing over the past
year. Wage increases being paid are currently running at a national average
annual rate of 9.6%, up from 6% in the first quarter.' Settlements recently
negotiated have been running well over 10%. A sustained period of this level of
wage increases is dangerous to the American economy because it builds perma-
nenily escalating costs which add to inflation and gradually remove the Amer-
ican economy from the competitive world market. Reasonable and responsible
wage increases are desirable, just as are responsible and reasonable prices, but
increases of the magnitude we have been experiencing lately are not healthy
for the U.S. economy.

There is also more industrial strife now then at any time since the early fifties,
with 528 strikes involving 235,399 workers. Most of this strike activity is asso-
ciated directly with the end of wage and price controls and the sharp price
rise in the cost of living. However, these strikes generally have been short in
duration and at this point have not adversely affected the general industrial
relations climate. This will have to be watched closely to ensure harmonious
long-term labor management relations are continued.

In the international economy, events aside from the oil situation appear to be
following the desired course. In 1973 our merchandise exports increased 44 per-
cent in value from $49.2 billion to $70.8 billion while imports rose only 24 per-
cent from $55.6 billion to $69.1 billion. As a result, the merchandise trade account
returned to surplus following two years of deficits. There were a variety of factors
contributing to this improvement, including a surge of agricultural exports and
strong demand for U.S. manufactured products. The realignment of currency ex-
change rates beginning in 1971 was a major factor in enhancing the competitive
position of the United States and we expect this to be a continuing source of
strength.

For the same reasons, U.S. exports continued to climb rapidly during the first
half of 1974, and our imports have tapered off. In fact when we strip away price
increases and get down to the volume of trade, we find that our exports rose
well over 10% and our imports actually declined. This improving U.S. trade per-
formance came at a crucial time, since it helped boost economic activity at home.
The strength of our foreign trade sector has also helped maintain the dollar's
international value. The market has taken Into consideration that the United

I Adjusted average hourly earnings index.
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States would have enjoyed an $8 billion trade surplus during the first half of
1974, but for the higher prices of imported oil. The near-quadrupling of petroleum
prices, however, has caused a trade deficit for the last two months and I would
anticipate that we will be in deficit these next few months.

Many other oil-consuming nations are also experiencing trading deficits which
will create serious balance of payments problems. We believe that the developed
countries should refrain from actions, either on the import or export side,
designed to improve their trade balances with each other, as this does not reduce-
their overall deficit but creates additional tensions. As a first step, member
nations of the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment) have agreed to avoid such trade measures, and a similar proposal is now
before the International Monetary Fund.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

In emphasizing the underlying strength and resilience of the U.S. economy,
particularly the stabilization in the second quarter despite the many domestic
and international economic problems encountered, I am not trying to minimize
either the virulence of the inflation pressures or the risks that unempolyment
may rise during the coming months as real output gains remain below the long-
term target. The economy faces many real problems and responsible leaders
should not attempt to gloss over the reality of how hard or how long the adjust-
ment process will be.

But, it would be an even greater fallacy to disrupt the policies of moderate
restraint which are necessary to gradually reduce Inflation without triggering
unacceptable increases in unemployment. Some people will claim that this is only
a policy of Inactivity and an outmoded commitment to a dogmatic view of the
economy.

On the contrary, these recommendations represent a conscious decision to
sustain fundamental policies for a long enough period of time to achieve results.
We will take whatever adjustment actions are necessary to improve the efficiency
of the economy-such as the decision to release all available acreage to stimulate
agricultural output. Government policies often create market-place distortions
which discourage both efficiency and output needed to help moderate inflation,
provide employment opportunities, and enhance the growth of real income. We
are striving to identify and correct these problems. But our approach is based
on the fundamental premise that certain fiscal and monetary actions are needed
to get lasting results. There is also an explicit recognition that the adjustment
process must not ignore the risks of unemployment during the transition stage.

For several weeks we have been making difficult decisions about the Fiscal
1976 budget and what must be done to prevent Fiscal 1975 outlays from drifting
out of control. Trying to slow down the upward momentum of the Federal budget
is not easy because it is usually more popular to respond to demands for increased
spending, lower taxes and easier credit. In fiscal 1965 Federal outlays totaled
$118 billion; in fiscal 1975 outlays of $805 billion have been proposed and there
are constant pressures to move that figure even higher. This constant expansion
of spending programs has already eroded budget planning flexibility and legis-
lative commitments have been established far into the future.

The recent enactment of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control
Act is encouraging because it establishes a rigorous framework for Congress to
use in approaching Government spending decisions. But we must make our
actions conform to our rhetoric In many ways.

First: This is not the proper time to reduce tax receipts. The additional con-
sumption demands would further aggravate inflation. Even more Important,
such action would repeat earlier signals that the Government is unwilling to
face the difficult challenges of necessary fiscal restraint. Taxes have already
been cut three times since 1963 despite a long string of budget deficits reported.
in fourteen out of the last fifteen fiscal years.

Nor Is this the right time to increase taxes even though the announcement
effect might be dramatic. New capital Investments in plant and equipment are
particularly sensitive to tax Increases and to uncertainties about future cash
flows which are directly Influenced by tax and capital consumption allowance
rules.

Fundamental changes In the tax structure should occur only after long and
careful analysis of the impact on investment incentives and the resulting fair-
ness to all groups. Tax reform studies preceding new legislation can and will
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go forward and some significant adjustment may be necessary, but the basic
tax structure should not be changed each time short-term economic distortions
develop. That would be disruptive to consumers and business firms in making
long-term savings and investment decisions.

Second: As to expenditures, decisions must now be made to require at least
a balancing of receipts and outlays in Fiscal 1976. Since there is a lead time
of eleven months, we can strive to slow down the rate of increase of outlays for
existing programs and specific legislative adjustments can be identified and
acted upon. We can also work to increase the productivity of government pro-
grams so that the same services can be provided at a lower cost. The Congres-
sional budget reform measure may provide an effective procedure forcooperative efforts to achieve this basic goal.

Our flexibility in restraining Fiscal 1975 spending is somewhat more limited
because the programs are already in place. The latest official estimates include
budget outlays of $305.4 billion and receipts of $294.0 billion, which would result
in a deficit of $11.4 billion during the current fiscal year. However, legislation
currently pending before the Congress would rapidly escalate spending beyond
the planned level. Our firm intent is not to allow the cumulative effects of pend-
ing legislation to push spending higher and to seek every possible way to reduce
spending, using the figure of $300 billion as a target. I wish we could cut outlays
even more, but we must be realistic in recognizing the accumulation of existing
legislative requirements. The important thing now is to move forward on the
two-pronged budget goal of achieving at least a balance in Fiscal 1976 while
actively attempting to reduce Fiscal 1975 spending to below the current estimate
of $305 billion rather than permitting outlays to drift upward in response tocurrent legislative increases.

Third: As for monetary policy, I reaffirm the importance of achieving the
moderate restraint goals of the Federal Reserve System. Careful examination
of various statistics indicates that the Federal Reserve has sustained a supportive
level of growth in the supply of credit while attempting to gradually stabilize
the turbulent financial markets. The necessity of adding large inflation premiums
and the intensity of loan demand in recent weeks have pushed interest rates to
historically high levels, but both lenders and borrowers should consider the future
course of the economy, particularly the slow acceleration of business activity
and the gradual moderation of inflation pressures. While monetary policy must
remain flexible and responsive to the changing needs of the economy, the current
policy of moderate monetary restraint seems to be most appropriate for thecurrent situation.

Fourth: The Government can and should make every effort to improve the pro-
ductivity of the economic system so that output is increased without creating
more inflationary cost pressures. The obvious beginning point is for the Govern-
ment to eliminate, or at least reduce, the barriers to efficiency created by its own
policies. Examples of such actions include the decision to release some 60 millionadditional acres of idle cropland to stimulate farm output; the energy conserva-
tion and allocation programs for alleviating the physical distortions of the oil
embargo: the Project Independence effort to provide reliable sources of energy
at the lowest possible cost; proposals to rehabilitate the Nation's transportation
system, including some needed deregulation to promote competition; recommenda-
tions for modernizing the existing system of financial institutions; and many
other specific Government purchasing and regulatory actions which I will not listin this brief statement.

The President recently announced his intent to conduct a broad review of
Government regulatory activities which may be disrupting the productivity of the
economic system. In considering every piece of legislation, we must seriously
consider the impact on future inflation, employment and investment goals.

These specific actions can be important supplements to the basic fiscal and
monetary policies in shaping the general economic environment. We are constantly
seeking new ways whereby the Federal Government can improve productivity.
both in its own activities and in the private sector. Various Cabinet officials have
participated in the efforts of the National Commission on Productivity and we
hope this group of labor, management, government leaders will continue to be
active in the future development of incentives for productivity improvement.

Fifth: I want to once again state our strong opposition to returning to wage
and price controls. We will continue to meet with representatives of all sectors
of the economy to discuss the importance of considering long-term interests in
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making current wage and price decisions, but we do not believe that a program
of controls would contribute to the real solution of our economic problems.

Finally, there are a number of important policy issues pertaining to inter-
national economic developments which strongly affect our own economy and which
are therefore receiving priority attention.

We have taken the lead for many years in working for a more open and
equitable world trading system, in the conviction that expanded exchange of
goods and services among nations benefits all peoples. However, -trade policy
issues are sensitive matters for most nations, where important sectors of their
domestic economies are affected, and difficult negotiations are ahead of us. The
most important immediate task before us is the passage of the Trade Reform
Act so that international negotiations can begin to reduce trade barriers and
make better arrangements for managing trade relations. As you know, the new
round of GATT negotiations started in September of 1973 with a meeting of 105
nations in Tokyo. Other nations are anxious to proceed and are waiting for the
United States to obtain authority for full participation in the negotiations. Pas-
sage of the pending trade legislation by the Senate before the end of this summer
is a crucial part of our commitment to meaningful discussions. I think this legis-
lation is so vital to our national interest that it should be moved promptly
through the legislative process. It should not be held up on grounds which have
nothing directly to do with international trade.

There are other trade policy issues which are also receiving our urgent atten-
tion at a time of world-wide economic uncertainty, we must strive to maintain
free and open markets by avoiding the tendency toward nationalism that has been
demonstrated by some nations. At the moment, we are attempting to shape a
more effective response to the problem of goods entering our markets with the
advantage of government subsidies from the countries of origin. The products in-
volved range from shoes to dairy products. We are hopeful that we can reach
solutions with the nations involved that will meet their needs and avoid distor-
tions of international commerce.

Drama-tic fluctuations in world trade in agricultural commodities have had a
disruptive impact all over the world. Our overall policy is to seek ways to ensure
that food production is adequate to the world needs, and that reserves are accum-
ulated to prevent severe shortages during years of poorer crop yields. Several
specific issues command our immediate attention: the question of who should
maintain reserves of agricultural commodities, the volume of reserves, and in
what form- the relationship between our food assistance programs -to the less
developed countries of the world and today's high prices, in view of our needs
to keep Federal budget expenditures down; the question of how to respond to
the current beef glut, which has resulted in Japanese and European Community
actions to close their borders to imported beef, thus causing hardships for pro-
ducers in other nations, including our own.

All of these questions are under intensive study now by the relevant agencies
in the government, under the coordination of my office, as we move toward the
formulation of specific U.S. policy positions for the trade negotiations and for
our role in the World Food Conference to be held at our initiative in Rome this
November.

In seeking an international approach to the world energy problem, we have
been talking with the other major consumer nations in the Energy Coordinating
Group (ECG). The most important of the cooperative efforts discussed is a pro-
gram to deter any future supply disruption and to protect ourselves if supply
distortions return. Effort has also focused upon: longer terms cooperative solu-
tions to the energy problem, such as research and development, as well as con-
veational resources. Consistent with the understandings reached with the other
members of the ECG, we have also conducted some direct bilateral discussions
with oil-producing countries. Our aim has been to keep production up and access
to supplies open sat reasonable prices. We have also sought ways of attracting
requisite investment in oil, and have offered technical assistance for development
of the economies of the oil-producing countries. However, the crisis continues to
be important and serious.

While we are engaged in several efforts to adjust to this challenge, a funda-
mental problem is the high price. A number of severe problems would be allevi-
ated if oil prices would come down. The current level of oil prices is creating
serious problems for every nation and is making more difficult our own domestic
efforts to combat inflation.
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In this interdependent world we are also concerned with the problems of the
less fortunate countries. Working with other governments who are members of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, we are seeking a better
international system to deal with the development problems of these countries,
including the problems created by the major increases in oil prices and other
commodities.

One of the most important and complex economic challenges facing us today
is posed by the large flow of funds to the oil-producing countries resulting from
higher oil prices. If we are to ensure the continued willingness of the oil producers
to export the quantities of oil needed by the Western World, these earnings will
have to be recycled.

We have also initiated an international effort designed to minimize the dis-
tortions caused by government investment policies. Artificial incentives or barriers
to investment can significantly alter the efficient use of resources and thus under-
mine world economic progress. Because such an effort will first have to be under-
taken by the developed countries, we have concentrated our efforts in the OECD.

In the International monetary area, we have made considerable progress to-
ward a new international framework. We took the initiative in bringing about a
more flexible and adaptable system which has been able to cope with the rapidly
changing circumstances of the last few years. Because of the uncertainties caused
by the oil price increases, our goal of restructuring the international system has
been temporarily delayed. An international agreement, however, has been reached
on the basic tenets of the system and on guidelines needed to help us through
the current uncertain period.

AUMMLY

I have attempted to summarize my view of current economic conditions and
the short-term outlook. I believe the situation requires a sustained program of
moderate fiscal and monetary restraint combined with specific Government actions
to improve the productivity of our system. It is also important that immediate
Senate attention be given to the pending trade legislation. If we sustain this set
of policies, I believe that the unsatisfactory rate of inflation will gradually mod-
erate and that this goal can be achieved without experiencing an excessive increase
in unemployment.

Senator PROXMIRE. 'Mr. Rush, in your response to my opening state-
ment you compared the criticism of the President to the criticism that
was suffered by such great wartime Presidents as Lincoln, Franklin
Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson. and others. I see what you mean. But
that is not what I am talking about. I am not talking about the level
of public support for the President. What I am talking about is in
the next month., just as in the past several days, the President's com-
petence, his ability to control his subordinates in the executive branch,
and especially his integrity. his honesty, whether he can be believed,
is going to be under constant attack day after day.

That is the nature of the impeachment process, and under these cir-
cumstances it seems to me that it is very hard to expect that you can
get a situation in which the business and the consumers, labor people
and others. can have the kind of confidence in what they hear from
the White House and feel any kind of unifying force that will help
us solve the very serious economic problems that confront us.

Do you see what I mean?
Mr. RusH. Yes, I understand what you are saying.
Mr. Vice Chairman, I have known President Nixon for a long

time-
Senator PnoxmInu. Let me just interrupt to say, it is not that I do

not think that the President does not have great strength and great
force and intelligence and determination to do what he thinks is right.
What I am saying is that these are circumstances that are now at this
point beyond the control of the President to a very considerable extent.
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And I think under those circumstances they require an extraordinary
adaptation, which might be to have the Vice President step in, or
there might be some other solution.

But it seems to me that in the next 4 or 5 months that are critical to
our economy, his power under the threat of impeachment is seriously
threatened.

Mr. RusH. In my years of diplomacy before I went to the White
House as an economist, I have noticed no lack of leadership. And
frankly, in my present areas today I would say that there is as much
unanimity of view among the financial advisers as one could ask for.
We discuss things fully, we discuss them with the President, and the
President makes the final decision. There is certainly a falling in behind
him to carry out those decisions.

In my own executive experience-as you know, I have gone through
life as a corporate executive as well as in my Government work-I
would say that in the economic field the executive branch of the. Gov-
ernment is working in a very satisfactory way under strong leadership.
It would be, to me, extraordinarily disruptive if someone, not know-
ing the people, and not knowing the economy anywhere nearly as well,
or understanding our policies as well, because no one could, since the
President has been handling them and they have been formulated by
him, should step in for a brief interim period. I think this would bring
about uncertainty and would cause great harm.

Senator PRox3IIpE. In all these things it is a matter of judgment, and
it is true that changes in leadership are difficult. But it is true that
we confront a situation that is so unparalleled and dangerous to us, to
our economy, that it requires some consideration.

Let me go on to say that I think this prepared statement of yours
frankly is a nothing program. You say on the first page, moderating
the rate of inflation. But to moderate inflation, what do you propose?
Nothing.

Consider: You recommend, No. 1, no tax change up or down, no tax
reforms, and no specific incentives, except a generalized hint of more
business tax reductions, and no equity improvements. This may or may
not be right, but it is hardly a policy.

No. 2. no real spending change. You have mentioned a goal of a
billion dollars cut, a goal-and you are very earnest about it when you
s&y a goal-of a cut in spending in this fiscal year. You say, legislation
now pending could push spending to $310 or $315 billion. And I get
the impression that the administration really does not expect to mod-
erate this fantastic $35 billion increase in spending over last year, a
13-percent increase, the biggest increase in the peacetime history of
our country by far, one of the very biggest percentage increases that
we have ever had, and this at a time of our worst inflation.

No. 3, you say no wage and price controls. I think that is right. But
it is not a policy.

No. 4, vou say not a word about antitrust action.
And No. 5. no mention of jawboning industry and labor to hold down

price and wage increases.
You suggest no change in monetary policy. no strategy to reduce the

oultrgeomsiv high oil prices, and no prospective program to meet the
trcgic housing depression we suffer, and no proposal since last year
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to keep the threatened resurgence of food inflation, and only rhetoric
on improving government productivity.

There is not a single suggestion, positive or negative, as to how we
do this; no indication of a real, not token, program to lessen inflation
by increasing productivity in the private sector; and especially and
above all, no recognition of the crying need for a Government strong
enough and tough enough to say no to the competing pressure groups
that are pushing prices in the private sector, and the Government
subsidies, and quotas, big steel, big trucking, big shipping, big high-
way builders, big military contractors, and all the rest.

So you have not given us, in my opinion, a reassuring picture.
Mr. RusH. Let me say this: A policy can be presented in many

ways. For instance, we say that we do not wish to have tax increases.
You can have a policy of increasing taxes or decreasing taxes or keep-
ing the tax structure as it is. Whichever one you choose is a possibility.
Obviously, people in general say that if you do not adopt my policy,
you have no policy. But in my opinion we have a very good policy
and a very sound one.

Why do we not want to decrease taxes? Because we are feeding the
fires of inflation very badly.

Why do we not want to increase taxes? Because if they come in
with a tax increase bill, it brings an uncertainty into the economy.

What people need now is certainty. We have gone through, in my
opinion, too many changes in the past several years. We try this and
this and this. And I think what the American people need now is a
period of feeling that we are on the right track, and we intend to stay
on the right track, and that they can plan on this.

It might be of interest for me to review the fact that the President
has been meeting with top members of industry, of banks, of insur-
ance companies, of top economists of all kinds, and though with only
one labor leader, I have been in touch with other labor leaders, and
we have their input as best we can.

These meetings were designed to say, how can we cope with
inflation.

The consensus from each of these meetings with these representative
broad segments of society is that we are on the track, and that we do
have a very good policy, and we hope we will stick to this policy and
will not change.

Now, there were a few, a minority, who said that we should cut
back, you have the group that said, cut taxes, prime the pump, and the
like, which would of course feed inflation.

There are some others who go to the other extreme and say, why
do we not cut the budget by $20 billion or $18 billion, impose rigid
price controls and wage controls and profit controls, and whack them
out from there. But these are the vast minority. And the moderate
policies that we have adopted have been applauded at these meetings
by top industrialists, top economists, top bankers, and top insurance
people

Senator PROXMTIE. Let me just interrupt to say that the problem
is this: I do not agree with you that the situation is getting better. As
you know, the Wall Street Journal reported on Friday-you may
have more recent statistics-that:

Wholesale price figures for July, coming out early next month, are likely to
jump about 3.5 percent from June, equal to a yearly rate above 40 percent;
farm prices are the villain once again. The increases will begin showing up at
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retail within weeks. Statistics due out today will show a larger foreign-trade
deficit for June than the big gap reported for May.

The unemployment rate, hovering about 5.2 percent for several months, is
expected ito shoot up soon. Gloomy White House economists expect joblessness
to join inflation as a top public concern by Thanksgiving. Administration officials
concede now that the gross national product will show a drop for all 1974, in-
stead 'of the slim gain predicted earlier.

Also worrisome: Exploding wage rises, increasing strikes, supply bottlenecks.
loan demand keeping interest rates up. 'It's going to be a long, hot summer for
the economy,' one official says.

What I get from you is that we do not have any kind of a program
to deal with that, and what we are doing now is just about right. I
read in a column over the weekend that Mr. Stein, your top profes-
sional economist, is a man who never met a statistic that he did not
like. It seems that you never met a policy that you do not like.

Mr. Rusi-. On the contrary, before we recognize the seriousness of
the situation we are in, I do not expect that we are going to get out of
it scot-free. It is not something that has been created by us, it is some-
thing that has been created by factors which have been building up
over a period of many years, which I shall be glad to review.

Senator PnoxmiiR. Certainly I disagree with that. Certainly we had
a big role-and by "we" I mean the President and the Congress-in
creating inflation, something beyond

Mr. RusH. Certainly we contributed to it. But to carry on for just
a moment with regard to your comment, I would say that You might
have an analogy of Mr. Churchill and his blood, sweat, and tears pol-
icy. He was faced with a long war, and things looked very dark. The
fact that you intend to stick with the course does not mean that you
do not realize the seriousness of the fight or the seriousness of the
challenge. We do.

We are on the course that we think will lead to victory. And it is
because we are on that course, and we do have confidence in it, and we
have every reason to have confidence, that we think it should not be
changed. The fact that we are not making changes does not mean that
we do not see the seriousness of the problem. Quite the reverse.

I think making the changes would make the problem more serious. I
think we have made too many changes in these years.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, let me just say-my time is about up-
let me just say as I conclude, the problem is that the situation really
is not bad for big business. Profits went up very sharply in the first
quarter this year, when everything else was going down.

The second quarter, they are going right through the roof. The oil
companies are really having a great situation. This is true right
along the spectrum, making up for the automobile industry. Every-
where else the profits of big business are up. This is a good situation.
They like it.

Now, the President's economic cabinet consists of Kenneth Rush.
Who is he? The president of Union Carbide.

William Simon, partner in the Wall Street firm of Salomon
Brothers.

Roy Ash, cofounder and president of Litton Industries.
Frederick Dent, president, Mayfair Mills Textile Co.
William D. Eberle, chairman of American Standard.
Jack Bennett, top executive of ESSO.
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Coming aboard is Allan Greenspan, business economist, the first
chairman of CEA ever to be a business economist.

Big businessmen are fine.
I think Chuck Percy is one of the finest Senators and one of the

finest men I have ever met, and I think businessmen in this com-
petitive world deserve to be heard. I think they ought to be listened
to in our Government, and in a big way, but not entirely.

If you have the most radical kind of President in the world and
he surrounds himself with people like this, of course, he might be
inclined to favor policies that are favorable to big business to keep
those profits up, and to do no jawboning down of prices, and to do
nothing about antitrust action. And businessmen like that. Of course
they do. Why should they not?

You see, this is the problem. The administration has lost credibility,
and it is going to lose credibility very sharply over the next few
months. And for an administration to be dominated by one sector of
the economy is just as bad as if we had nothing but professors or
nothing but labor leaders advising a president.

Mr. RusIn. Mr. Vice Chairman, of course, in addition to being in
industry, I have been in diplomacy for 5 years. I have been a lawyer,
and a professor. And I am not especially in favor of big business; in
fact, I gave up a lot of it to go into Government.

But I would like to say this: The people we have been talking to
are not just big business people. I have talked to many people in
Government. They do not want price and wage controls. They do not
want to incrpase taxes. They may want to reduce taxes. That may be
the one part of our policy they do not like. Maybe they do not like
our policy with regard to monetary restraint. But this is not a matter
of big business or labor, this is a matter of the economy.

Big business cannot prosper in an economy where labor cannot
prosper. Big business cannot operate in a vacuum. Big business is a
part of the entire economy, and the problem of getting cash to build
plans for big business poses many problems. The profits they are mak-
ing are not going out in dividends, they are going into inventory to
replace inventory that may cost four times as much, and to replace
plants that have become obsolescent. So this is not a question of big
business or labor or farmers against each other; this is a matter where
the entire economy is seriously weakened by inflation.

I do not think any policy designed to conquer inflation in favor of
big business is going to help big business any more than anybody else,
or designed to help labor any more than anyone else. We are all in the
boat together. and our policies are determined by what we think is best.

I think. without bias. the list of people you mentioned certainly is a
very broad one. Mr. Simon, as you say, came from Wall Street. He is
not big business.

Senator PRoxz3rE. You are kidding. His income was $2 million a
vear before he came to the Government. If that is not big, what is? It
makes the President look like small change.

Mr. Rusn. I think there are many people who have big incomes that
are not big business.

Senator PRoxUmRE. OK. MlV time is up.
Congressman Brown.
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Representative BROWN. Mr. Vice Chairman, I am perhaps going to
bring in a third viewpoint here. I share your concern about the idea
that business has been the primary area in which the executive branch
has leaned in its discussions on this economic problem.

Mr. Rush's own comment was that he has discussed the matter with
the Congress, industrial banks, and the insurance companies. I am sure
that is the basic problem, the problem of capital and finance.

That was referred to by Mr. Simon when he testified before the
Bentsen subcommittee on June 26, where he-well, I should read it-
said that 62 percent of our capital markets are preempted by the U.S.
Government and its federally sponsored agencies.

'Mr. McCracken, the former Council of Economic Advisers chair-
man, a few days later said that the figure was more like 6 percent. And,
of course, what we are caught with here is the trap between big business
and big government.

I suppose that if we get a veto through the next Congress, why then
the American people's choices will be reduced to big business, big gov-
ernment, or big labor.

I would like to suggest something to this committee, Mr. Vice Chair-
man, and that is that perhaps we ought to give the average American
a chance to participate in this discussion on the economy and see if we
cannot get some recommendations put in from labor personalities that
are not big labor, from business people who are not big business, from
consumers, from the elderly to poor farmers, and others, about how we
might find some solutions to this economic problem of the Nation. It
it not just big business, big government, or big labor's problem, it is
the problem, I think, of the average American citizen. Unless we get
them all into the picture. we are not going to solve it.

I think it would be helpful perhaps if we do what I think the Gov-
ernment ought to bo whenever it is in trouble. That is. turn to the
average citizen and ask for his or her assistance with this problem.

I would like to suggest, Mr. Vice Chairman, that now that we have
finally gotten these hearings on the way, maybe we might spend a little
time over the next few weeks going into the 10 Federal regions of the
country to ask average citizens. small business people, consumers, and
others, for their suggestions about how we resolve these problems.

Ask them what it is that they would be willing to give up in terms
of this massive Federal budget that does wonderful things for people,
but mostly to them, in a way of trying to cut back this Federal
spending.

Is this a possibility, do you think, Mr. Vice Chairman, that we
might be able to do this: Go out into the 10 regions of the country
and have some Members of the 'Congress concerned about this problem,
and who serve on the Joint Economic 'Committee, have some hearings
on this matter?

Senator PROXMIRE. I think that is a very constructive suggestion.
Representative BROWN. I understand Senate concurrent resolution

93 has been introduced in the Senate to provide $100.000 to study the
economy between now and the end of the year. We will take this up
in the House this week.

I would like to suggest that those funds be used to get the opinions
not of sophisticated economists or college professors, but of citizens
who may have some judgment about what we ought to do.
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Senator PROXMIRE. I think that is fine. We certainly ought to do that.
Representative BROWN. I am delighted, Mr. Vice Chairman. I hope

that we will be able to implement that policy as soon as we can.
Now, if I can in the time remaining ask just a couple of questions

about this issue of big government. It seems to me that we have had
62 percent of the capital formation overtaken by the Government be-
cause we have added over the years, deficit on deficit-and this is not
a Republican policy; it is not, I guess, just a Democratic policy, it has
been a governmental policy. Some of us have been very distressed by
it for a number of years.

I cannot say that the policy of deficits originated with the Nixon
administration. I think the policy of deficits started with the Johnson
administration. But deficits began long before that.

Is there a way, Mr. Rush, that we can terminate this ever-increasing
requirement of the Federal Government to go out and borrow money
from the average American citizen?

I can understand why people take their money out of the savings
and loan where you get 5, 6, or maybe 7 percent, if you are lucky-
and I am talking about big money, because that is the kind of money
we are talking about -here-why they take it out of the savings and
loan and why they take it out of the bank. When they take it out of
the savings and loan, you have crippled the housing industry; when
they take it out of the banks, you have crippled a lot of the small
businesses.

I had one of my constituents this week ask me if small business
could survive this experience. And I must say, I could not give him a
terribly competent answer. But I am not sure that some big businesses
cannot survive it either, because if they have to borrow money at 12
percent to increase the capacity to produce shortage goods, that 12
percent interest means that a 100 percent of whatever they borrow
has to be replaced in a little over 6 years, based on cumulative rates.

The result is that they have to jack the price up pretty high to pay
for that interest rate.

Now, the only reason that we have that high interest rate is because
they are competing with the biggest borrower of all, and that is Uncle
Sam. The reason that he borrows is because he has never paid back, he
has the worst credit in the world, all he does is keep the money that
he has borrowed and increase the interest rates so that he can get more
money.

Now, when are we ever going to get away from that?
Is there a way to do that?
We sure cannot do that with a $305 billion budget that has an $11.4

billion deficit. We have to cut back. I do not see any other way. But is
there any other way?

Mr. RusH. The best way we could start cutting back is to start
balancing the budget.

Representative BROWN. How can we do that?
Mr. Rusn. This can be done by the cooperation of the Congress

and the President. This is something that we are aiming for in 1976,
and I hope we can reach it.

Representative BROWN. In an election year, Mr. Bush, you are not
going to get the Congress to go along with that unless you can also get
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the average citizen in the country to go along with it. If the average
citizen comes to somebody and says, let's reduce taxes and let's spend
more money and let's go deeper into debt, and he does not understand
that that is laying the burden on the poor and the people on fixed in-
comes, the little man, the small businessman, and the average guy in
this country. Big labor is going to survive, big industry is going to
survive, and most of all, big government is going to survive, because
they are the people who turn on the printing presses with the money.

I am not worried about the Government. It will be around, who ever
is running it, but it will be doing things to harm people rather than
help them if it responds improperly to this problem.

Now, the Congress will not respond properly unless there is, out
in the countryside, some understanding of this difficulty.

Mr. R-usH. The 1976 budget, of course, will not be formed during
this election year. We are working on it now, and it will be frame
after the election.

The 1975 budget will to the degree that they get legislative action;
we must get that legislative action soon. Perhaps we will not be able
to get legislative action, but we can at least ask that the Congress-

Representative BROWN. We have not had much legislative action in
the last few months because the Congress has been more concerned
with another problem. But that can be done at the executive level
then.

Mr. RIuSH. The executive level, for one thing, for the 1975 budget
is trying to work with the Congress so that the Congress will not
increase the budget above the level. The great worry is that the budget
will be increased substantially by congressional action, bills such as
the agricultural bill which has just been passed, or which is just in
the process of going through Congress now.

Representative BROWN. But if the fiscal problem of the country is
the dominating issue, what specifically is being done with reference
to having people meet with the Members of Congress, with the mem-
bers of the public, these average citizens?

If the executive branch cannot do it or does not do it, then I would
suggest that the Joint Economic Committee and the Congress do it.
But what action is being taken to meet with the Members of Congress
involved in these varying committees?

Mr. R-usm. Of course there is a continuing rapport, dialog, shall
we say, going on between Members of Congress and the executive
branch with regard to every bill that comes up before the Congress.
This is not institutionalized perhaps, but it certainly is a continuing
dialog. Most of the dialog is informal and not formal. And there must
be a continuing dialog between the executive and the legislative which
regard to legislation by Congress. But I was really referring to the
point that you raised of the Government taking 62 percent of the
total money available out of the money market which it is really
recirculating.

Representative BROWN. By a simple necessity of borrowing money
to keep going.

Mr. RusH. This money in large measure consists of recirculating
debt that is already out, recirculating the existing debt, refloating it,
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by independent agencies, establishments going out and borrowing
money on their own.

Representative BRoWN. By guaranteeing things like housing and
student loans and all these wonderful things that the Government
does for people which do rotten things to the economic situation in
our country.

Mr. Rusn. The recent loan to cattlemen, for example, is another
illustration, which was signed by the President and passed with a
great majority by Congress.

Most of the programs that have been adopted in recent years that
have pushed the budget up so heavily, this year's budget over 1974,
is primarily because of social increases, welfare increases, veterans'
benefits.

Representative BROWN. On the social security question, you know
what worries a lot of people who are approaching social security age?
That the system may soon become unsound because of the declining
birth rate and the lack of enough people in the work force to be able
to support those people on retirement.

Now, have we given any thought to what we are going to do with
that problem? That is a long-range problem, and I really think it is
not an appropriate subject for discussion in this session. But I can
tell you that the average citizen back home is considerably worried
about where the economy is going.

Mr. Rusn. When you look at the huge Federal budget and the huge
expenditures and think in terms of a bloated bureaucracy, that is not
where most of the money goes. The money goes in these large social
programs, over 50 percent of it, in defense, some 26 percent of it, and
in many other programs of that type. If we cut back, for example,
personnel in Government, and we undoubtedly have too many, it still
is only a drop in the bucket compared to the total budget of $305 billion.
We have to think in terms of broad categories that are almost sancro-
sanct-social security, as you say, welfare.

Representative BROWN. But is there an agency at the Federal level, a
group of people, a task force, a bunch of economic advisers, at the
executive level, who are sitting down and trying to work through this
$305 billion budget. Working through this budget, most of which has
already been appropriated, to determine where it can be cut, how it can
be reduced, how it can be brought into balance, so that the borrowing
will be terminated based on this one year ?

You are going to have to continue borrowing. I would like to see a
*surplus this year, because that means borrowing to meet last year's
bloated budget would be reduced; in other words, you could pay some
of that back, and that would leave some for business expansion or indi-
vidual preferences in building a home, or buying new cars, or some
appliance that otherwise would have to be financed. It would permit
the borrowing of money at a somewhat reduced interest rate.

Is there a group that is meeting on this problem to make a determina-
tion, and could that group meet together with a similar group in the
Congress, and with people in the general public, to say, here is how
we are going to cut back, here is how we are going to get the Govern-
ment under control?
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Mr. Ruses. Yes. ThM ways this would work, Congressman Brown is
this: In the White House we have a group that meets every morning,
which I chair. And it consists of the Secretary of the Treasury, the head
of OMB, the Office of Management and Budget, the Chairman of the
Economic Council, the head of the Energy Office, and the head of the
CIEP. This meets every morning.

We also meet to consider the budget matters. And we also have Mr.
Burns in on a lot of discussions.

Then the integrating offices in the White'House for budget is, of
co irse, the Office of Management and Budget, which we work very
closely with, headed by Roy Ash. It works very closely with all of the
departments which work up their own budget. They alone know their
programs in real depth-HEW, Defense, the two biggest, and all the
others. They know where the weak spots are, much better than you can
-know it just from the White House. And the process is one of not only
the White House, but is is one involving all of these departments. And
when you get into those departments you go on down from there. You
have the Department of Defense, the DOD. You get into the various
departments. the Air Force, the Army, and the entire thing really is
brought together at the top of the officials of Management and Budget.

But we cannot sit on Olympian heights in the White House and
say, you cut this and this. We can review, and we do review, and we
can try to get the general policies and principles. But we need the
cooperation of the departments who deal with the Congress, who get
their budget from the Congress. We do not get their budget, they get
it themselves from the Congress, and we work with them. We try to
get their cooperation, and we try to review everything they do and
try to suggest ways where they can cut their budgets. But that really
is the way the process works.

Representative BROWN. Mr. Vice Chairman, my time for the moment
is up, but I will commend to you the prospect of sitting down with
that group and coming to the conclusion-I think the President said
that in his speech the other night that you are going to cut that $11.4
billion worth of deficit out of the Federal budget this year. That is
not a very big cut, just a little over 3 percent, about 31/2 percent. I
would commend you to come to the Congress and tell the Congress
to do precisely the same thing, and then to get together and try to
resolve those differences, and then finally to take that message out
to the American people and say, hey, what 31/2 percent are you
going to give up ? During World War II we asked people to buy bonds,
we asked people to participate in the sacrifice that is required in that
war. We are in as serious a war against inflation, or should be, as we
faced with that foreign enemy at that time. And I would like to see
us trv to get the same kind of dedication going, the same kind of self-
sacrifice going.

Mr. Rush, I really hope that that kind of approach, that word
could go out through the Government that we must cut this out of
Federal spending.

Mr. Rusn. I appreciate that very much, Congressman Brown. And
I have great faith in the willingness of the American people to sacrifice
when they see the real need to do so.

Senator PRoxmu3m. Senator Percy.
Senator PERcY. Mr. Vice Chairman, I would like to comment first,

on your remark on the big business people in the executive branch of
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Government, and then on Congressman Brown's comment on what
we can all do.

I think the one thing common to all the people, at least in the
executive branch of the Government that you mentioned, is that they
all have in common demonstrated proven success in virtually every-
thing they have undertaken. Certainly, our witness today, whether
it is in law, in diplomacy, or I hope, in dealing with economic matters,
and certainly in industrial matters, has proven a success.

But I think, Mr. Rush, that there are certain problems involved in
an administration that has been charged with being too business ori-
ented. I would think at a time when we really want to bring the
American people together, and all focus on this economy, that we
should bring in other points of view such as notable exponents of the
consumer's point of view, like Virginia Knauer or Esther Peterson.
AWe should also include taxpayers federations and other citizen groups
concerned about the way we spend our money, and national priorities.
Also certainly labor participation.

I know that they were invited to a recent meeting but I think that
only Mr. Fitzsimmons responded, but they were invited to participate
at the west coast meeting. I think it would be reassuring to know that
balancing out my friends and yours in business would be representa-
tives of other segments of the economy all equally and deeply con-
cerned about the economy.

With respect to what we can all do, I think we do have a feeling
that we want to participate now, we want to be a party, we would all
like to have a piece of the action. And it is no all-out war in military
terms, but it is an all-out war against a common enemy that is ruin-
ing so many American families. And many would like to participate.
And I would appreciate your advice as to whether it is advisable,
now as we did in the war, to establish productivity councils in every
factory and every office in America to get labor and management to
work together to put people who are laborers, workers, and managers,
down on the same side of the table to say, here is the problem, now,
this is what we can do about it in our own sphere of economic activity.

George Meany assured me Wednesday that organized labor would
participate. But I think the initiative really must come from manage-
ment in this regard, because it is harder for organized labor or labor
which is unorganized to take the initiative in a plant or an office.
What can Government do to stimulate this kind of activity, which is
authorized by law as a matter of national policy? A bill has been
engineered or initiated by the Congress and signed by the President,
and yet only the steelworkers and the steel industry have gotten off
the ground and created these counsels that I know of.

What do you think can be done that is feasible and desirable to
get these activities underway as a means of getting everyone involved?

Mr. RusH. I certainly think, Senator Percy, that we need to have
the cooperation of labor and management to bring this about. I have
had some talks with labor, and I intend to have other talks. I have
not publicized them at the request of labor. But I intend to maintain
a very close relationship with labor. And my interest is solely in how
to improve the economy and fight inflation more successfully.

Certainly, I know of no one with whom you have associated, and
certainly as far as I am concerned, who thinks that inflation is a

42-309-75-3
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nonclass thing. It is a thing that hurts everyone across the board.
And we want the input of every single segment of society. I feel that
management and labor, with the help of Government, can do a great
deal on productivity, for example, if they work together and work
together in depth. And steel is doing that. And it is being done in
some other industry. And I would think that we would want to
encourage that, and it would be a very important factor with regard
to getting prices down.

And the antitrust laws which the vice chairman mentions, are-I
did not go into that in my prepared statement, because that is a very
broad subject. But the best way to get prices down is competition.
And the best way to have competition is to have an excess of supply
over demand.

It is very difficult to have competitive prices when demand far
exceeds supply. The urge is just not there, the economic need is just
not there. And your entire drive is, how can we increase product and
productivity-the product gets into the product price, but the product
gets by increased productivity, by the building of new plants, but the
development of new processes, and all those things. And these must
be encouraged, and we may come to Congress for help on that. But
I certainly intend to try to get, as far as I am concerned, input from
every segment of society. And I have no bias against or for anylbody.

Senator PERCY. Again, as an economic counselor and coordinator,
vour role can be extraordinarily valuable. Not only George Meanv. but
Mr. Fitzsimmons and Air. Woodcock have told me that labor wil co-
operate. I met recently with the new president of the Communications
Workers. He is anxious to start an innovative new career, and he does
not just want to start it on a strike note. He would like to be creative.
And he will cooperate. In your contacts with NA1M and the U.S.
Chamber I just feel that you can be the catalyst to get a lot of this
started. And you have a staff and agency behind you in the National
Productivity Commission on which labor and management both serve.

From the standpoint of cutting the budget to symbolize that we
intend to balance our outgo with income and not have Federal Govern-
ment feed the inflation through deficit financing now could you clarify
what the President really intends to do now if the budget is a $305
billion budget? As I understand, he intends to cut it to $300 billion,
a $5-billion cut that he will go after cooperatively with the Congress.
What if the budget does go up to $312 billion, and expenditures ex-
pands? Does that mean the President will cut back $12 billion?

Mr. RusH. The abilitv of the President to cut back the budget is
very limited. As you know, the impoundment effort was not very suc-
cessful. and met with a great deal of resistance, and is now of course,
eliminated under the budget bill, and under the legislation. So the
ability of the President to act alone is very limited. The ability of the
President and the Congress to act together-

Senator PERCY. Inflation is more powerful than anv other human
being on the budget. And he has to assert what he is going to do then.

Mir. Rusii. He intends to veto any bills that would take the budget
for 1975 over the amount asked for. He intends to drive toward reduc-
ing the budget to $300 billion. Whether this can be done without ask-
ingJ for legislation is questionable, because of the very limited nature
of the executive to operate unilaterally with regard to this. It may be
that in order to reduce it to $300 billion the President would have to
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ask for legislation. Unfortunate]y, as you know, Senator Percy, we
are all in favor of reducing the budget and of a balanced budget, but
when it comes to our particular program it means something else again.
And I am not saying this critically, I am saying this just as a fact
of life. So that we run into great resistance vlhenever we bring up
some concept for asking a legislative action with regard to this pro-
gram or that program or the other program, because most of these
programs-

Senator PERtcy. The budget sent up had an $11-billion deficit in it.
Now we are processing it. Let us resubmit that budget. Aiid I think
vou have probably seen the specific proposal that I made to cut the
deficit by $10 billion. Others are thinking in terms of other things. but
all Hwe are saying is for the President to take the initiative now and say
specifically where he would cut.

AIr. RusH. W;\e think that the $294 billion of receipts-just as last
year the receipts were underestimated by $12 billions. we think they
are underestimated this year. and they might be more than that. or
$300 billion. If we get the budget down to $300 billion we might be
able then to come near a balance, we do not know. That is vet to be
seen. But the President does intend to comei up to work toward this
g oal that I mentioned. Whether we will have to confer with Congress
to see whether or not we can successful] ask for a legislative retreat
from the budget that he has asked, I do not know.

Senator PERCY. It is my feeling that -we have available $5 billion of
added revenue. It would not be as easv as picking apples off a tree, but

I think with the combined effort of the executive and legislative branch,
uld some strong determined leadership, I think we can in the oil

industry, without discouraging production. and without discouraging
output. or exploration and development, which would be self-defeating,
I thinkv we can pick that added revenue up. Can we expect some pro-

posals for some increases in revenue to help us insure that we are
actually going to balance revenue with income in fiscal 197a5?

Mr. RusH. We have none ready for proposal now. Whether we will
be able to come up with any, I do not know.

I would like to put in a caveat. The policy of restraints On fiscal and
monetary policy, and how long they should continue before you go
too far into a recession. are pretty thin. If eve should see a dowvnturrn
in consumer demand. for example. and if the economy should start
down, then there would be a great demand for increased outlays by
Goverinment. not for decreased outlays. And we inust move now. not
with a blunderbuss, but carefully. And wve want to move very care-

fully, so that we are able to moderate the inflationary pressures. so that
we are able to increase production, and at the same time so that eve do
not go too far to start on the downward side toward a recession. This
is a very tricky thing.

Senator PERcY. My time is up. 'Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROX-MIRE. Mir. Rush, I want to be a little specific now in

indicating why I think the orientation of the administration can be
highly inflationary when the advice is concentrated, as it is in people
vith a single viewpoint.
President Nixon, in last week's speech on the economy. placed a

large part of the blame for inflation on the increases in prices of oil, but
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lie said that those prices are now stabilizing. However. as you know,
there is strong evidence that we may be in for another round of oil price
increases. I understand that you and other Government officials met at
San Clemente recently with officers of Gulf Oil Corp. in an attempt
to persuade them to resist pressures from the Government of Kuwait
to hike the price of crude oil. I also understand that Gulf refused and
is going along with the price hike. Is this true?

Ml. RUSAI. I had a meeting with the chairman of Gulf Oil along
the lines you suggested; yes.

Senator PROX2WIRE. Will you give us the date of your meeting with
Gulf and tell us the names of the other Government officials present?

Mr. RusH. The date of the meeting was-I will have to look at
mv calendar-it was a week ago Saturday, as I mention it.

Senator PROX3UME. A week ago Sunday?
Mr. RusH. Saturday. And the other persons there-the people there

were Mr. Sawhill, Mr. Dorsey, and me.
Senator PRoxMIRr. You are reported to have said at this meeting,

according to a July 23d McGraw-Hill newsletter, that while you
would like Gulf to resist the price increase you did not want Gulf
"to do anything that would hurt their stockholders." That statement,
if true, would be a clear invitation for Gulf to go along with the price
hike. Did you or anyone else at the meeting make such a statement?

Mr. RUSH. Not in that context. As I remember, what Mr. Dorsey
told me was-and this is a confidential classification which I think I
should tell you off the record, and not betray the confidence of Mr.
Dorsey. But obviously, if Gulf Oil's property is not internationalized
because of this action on their part, they miight be subject to stock-
holders' reaction because of harming the company.

Now, I was not interested in the stockholders at all. What I am
interested in is keeping the price of oil down. And the interest of
Gulf stockholders as such, was not something I considered.

Senator PROXMIIRE. So you counseled him to give in, to give in to
the threatened Kuwait price hike?

Mr. RusH. No, I counseled him not to do so.
Senator PROXMTRE. You counseled him not to?
AIr. RUsH. Yes. That was the purpose of the meeting.
Senator PROXMIRE. At any rate, what was Gulf's position? They

went along with the price hike, did they not?
Mr. RusH. They went along with it despite my meeting with them.
Senator PROXMIRE. Do you know whether other producing countries,

such as Saudi Arabia, are now planning to follow Kuwait's lead and
increase their prices?

Mr. RusH. I think the two situations are entirely different. I believe
that Gulf has always wanted to keep their supplies away from
Aramco as a competitor, of course. And if they did not have a supply
from Kuwait they would have to buy it from Aramco. which they
did not want to do.

Senator PROXMIRE. Does the administration plan to take any steps
to stop this new wave of oil price increases from hitting the American
consumer, and if so, what steps are you taking?

Mr. RusiT. We are very anxious to see decreases in oil prices.
Senator Pnox-mrmE. I know you are anxious to, we are all anxious to,

but what steps are you taking to achieve that?
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Mr. Rusu. We are taking steps which I do not think I can publicly
discuss.

Senator PaoxIInE. Mr. Rush, I want to read a portion of a White
I-House tape that recently became public, and then I have a question.

These are excerpts from a House Judiciary Committee released
transcript of a conversation on April 19, 1971, between the President,
Treasury Secretary Shultz, and John Ehrlichman and later a phone
conversation with Richard Kleindienst.

First the President is talking to Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. Shultz.
The PRESIDENT. I don't want to know about Geneen. I've met him and I

don't know. I don't know whether ITT is bad, good or indifferent. But there is
not going to be any more antitrust action as long as I am in this chair * ° *
God damn it, we're going to stop it. I have nothing to do with them, and I want
something clearly understood, and, if it is not understood, McLaren's ass is to be
out within one hour. The I.T. & T. thing-stay the hell out of it. Is that clear?
That's an order.

And then the President said:
The order is to leave the God damned thing alone. Now, I've said this, Dick,

a number of times, and you fellows apparently don't get the me-, the message
over there. I do not want McLaren to run around prosecuting people, raising
hell about conglomerates, stirring things up at this point. Nowv you keep him the
hell out of that. Is that clear?

The President said later:
Or either he resigns. I'd rather have him out anyway. I don't like the

son-of-a-bitch.

And the President later says to Shultz:
This is the problem. The problem is McLaren's a nice little fellow who's a

good little antitrust lawyer out in Chicago. Now he comes in and all these
bright little bastards that worked for the Antitrust Department for years and
years and years and who hate business with a passion-any business-have
taken him over. They haven't taken him over. Then, of course, McLaren is the
man. They go into Kleindienst, who is busy appointing judges; Mitchell is busy
doing other things, so they're afraid to overrule him.

I mean the point is that on this antitrust they had deliberately gone into a
number of areas which have no relationship with each other, to-whether it's a
question of operating more, more efficiently than the rest. There's simply a ques-
tion of tactically, they've gone off a kick, that'll make them big God damn trust
busters. That was all right fifty years ago. Fifty years ago maybe it was a
good thing for the country. It's not a good thing for the country today.

And later the President said:
Oh, I know what McLaren's, he believes this * * * And he's not going to

stay another minute, not a minute, because he's going after everybody.
The reason that I read from this transcript is that the statements

were made 3 years ago. I think there is considerable evidenec of price
fixing, and of unjustified price hikes. And I want to ask you. in the
light of the fact that 3 years have transpired since these statements
were made, does the administration now recognize. in view of the sharp
recent increases in prices, the consumers are paying a terrific price
because of price fixing and price gouging tactics of the concentrated
industries, do you plan to do anything to curb these sharp practices?

M~r. Rush. If there is price fixing, Mr. Vice Chairman, the Anti-
trust Division is obviously not doing its job properly.

Senator PROXMIRE. How are they doing their job properly if you get
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this kind of message telling him to stop antitrust activity fromi the
President?

If I were Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust Division I
would sure get the messag"e clearly.

Mr. Rusii. As I understand it, the issue has not been decided yet
to this dav as to whether or not bigness per se is a violation of the
antitrust laws. That was the issue. It wasn't a matter of price fixing.
Price fixingr is per se a violation of the antitrust laws, there is no
question about it. And for anyone to engage in price fixing is a form
of criminal action.

Senator PROXmrnE. Let me read from a statement that was made
just 2 or 3 years ago by Federal Trade Commissioner Mayo Thomp-
son. He said:

In a period of devastating inflation such as the one currently being experienced
in the United States, surely there is no better way this agency could spend its
resources than by trying to roll back some of these illegally inflated prices.

In a second memorandum Thompson said the steel companies which
make up the third largest manufacturing industry in the United States
were overcharging the public at least $1.25 billion a year through price
fixing. and should be the subject of a concentrated commission effort.

Later Mr. Thompson said a conservative estimate was that at least
$100 billion worth of goods or services "are sold in the country each
year at prices set by collusion rather than competition" resulting in
"an a(.Yorectte constumiier loss here of some $10 billion or more per year.'

Concerning steel, the Commissioner said his analysis of what the
steel companies charged over the last few decades indicated that the
industry's pricing behavior "bears no resemblance to that expected
under the laws of supply and demand as understood in even mod-
erately competitive industries."

Mr. Thompson argued that because steel was part of so many dif-
ferent products, inflated costs here because of price fixing had a major
impact throughout the economy.

Mr. Rusii. First of all. Mr. Vice Chairman, the Congress is very
emplhatic by its action. Theey said that they did want price and wage
control. but they refused to give us standby authority for price and
wage controls. So I think our position wvith Congress with regard to
price and wage controls is the same.

Senator PROX;3MI.E. I am not talking about price and wage controls,
I anm talking about violation of the antitrust laws, and I am talking
about price collusion. price fixing.

M. Rusi. The question of price fixing, wvhich is illegal per se, and
price collusion, which is illegal per se, is something that I have nothing
to do with, because this is a criminal matter, it is under the control of
the Antitrust Division of the Federal Trade Commission.

Senator PROXMI7RE. Mr. Rush. I recognize that you are not a Com-
missioner of the Federal Trade Commission and vou are not in charge
of antitrust. But you are the principal economic adviser. And cer-

tainlv one of the very important elements of an anti-inflation program
is to make sure that there isn't price fixing at a high level by
corporations.

Mr. Rus.T-I. I would advise anyone -who asks that if the Antitrust
Division and the Federal Trade Commission is not definitely pursuing
any price collusion. any price fixing they are not doing the job. I do
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not enforce the criiminal laws of the country. And I am completely
opposed to anyv violation of them, price fixing of any kind. I have
nothing to do with that.

Senator PROXMIIRE. In President Nixon's speech on Thursday night
he said nothing about antitrust action. And in your prepared state-
ment here today you said nothing about antitrust action, and in the
transcript here that I read the President's position on antitrust seems
to be about as negative as anything could be, and it is very clear.

How could we possibly expect to have effective antitrust action with
that kind of Presidential action?

Mr. Rusut. I will say this about antitrust action. The antitrust law
should be vigorously enforced. I think that it goes without my saying
so that I strongly back the antitrust laws. The President strongly
backs the enforcement of the antitrust laws. This has nothing to do
with an analysis of the economy. What we are trying to do, and what
I have said repeatedly is this. We are trying to insure that production
and supply exceeds demand. Then you have the full forces of comipeti-
tion working.

Senator PROX-MIRE. Where you don't have them working-and I can
indicate an instance in just a couple of minutes of an important indus-
try where they have all kinds of productive capacity and they are
cutting back and raising their capacity at the same time. Steel has
done this for years, and oil is doing it now.

Mr. Rusii-. I think that all of these cases should be turned over to the
Antitrust Division, and promptly.

Senator PROX-MIPE. Let me just point this out. Mr. Fred Scherer,
who is a distinguished economist, did an extensive analysis of market
structure and economic performance and he found that the consumer
was being forced to pay;- a heavy price for industrial concentration.
He found a close correlation between the concentrated industries and
losses of efficiency due to (1) resource misallocation, (2) pricing dis-
tortions., (3) deficient cost control among firms insulated from com-
petition and among defense and space contractors, (4) wasteful pro-
motional efforts, (5) excess and inefficient capacity. and so forth. Mr.
Scherer then calculates the total losses due to market power concen-
tration at a whopping 6.2 percent of the gross national product.

Another way of saying it is that when the consumer buys his ham-
burger or TV set or shoes for his children, he has an additional
6-percent sales tax because the antitrust laws are not being effectively
enforced and because of the concentration.

Do you have any grounds for disputing that analysis?
Mir. RusH. I would say this, 'Mr. Vice Chairman, that I remember

back about 1939 this same issue was the subject of considerable study,
and the Congress created the National Economic Council to deal with
this. This constituted elimination of the competition. This is in the
power of Congress to create the language. And it is within the powers
of the Antitrust Division of the Federal Trade Commission to enforce
the law. I believe it should do so fully. If the Congress wishes to
review the subject of, does concentration in itself constitute an elim-
ination of competition. I think that is an important subject. And
Congress has looked in it many times, and they should do it again.

Senator PROXnIRE. My time is up. Mr. Rush. But what I am telling
you is that when vou hear the President's words to his Attorney Gen-
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eral, emphatic as they are, against antitrust action, when you get abso-
lutely no assertion now whatsoever from either you this morning or
the President in your prepared statements calling for antitrust action,
and when you have people in the administration, the top policymakers
in the administration, from the biggest businesses and the concen-
trated industries, it is no wonder that we have that viewpoint
represented.

It is not pleasant to have vigorous competition if you are in business.
It is not pleasant to you individually. You may favor the principle
philosophically, but from the industry standpoint it is one of the
worst things that can happen. If you have a competitor and your
competitor cuts his price, you are in trouble. No wonder big business
opposes it. But that is why the President should not represent big
business the way he does and surround himself exclusively and com-
pletely with big business advice.

Mr. RusH. I would say, Mr. Vice Chairman, that the worst thing
for big business or little business or something else is not to have
vigorous competition. I think vigorous competition is absolutely essen-
tial for the well-being of any size business no matter what it is. And
I fully endorse vigorous competition. And I fully endorse enforcing
the antitrust laws.

In a speech by the President to the Nation he tried to concentrate
on the things that seem completely relevant. Frankly, I thought for
him to go off into a labor-management relations, antitrust, and various
factors of the competition, would not have been appropriate. He might
make a speech about that.

But I do not think it is good for big business, little business, or any
business not to have very vigorous competition. I think it rounds them.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is fine, but I would like to see some action.
Mr. RusH. What can I do?
Senator PROXMIRE. You and the President, too, can publicly call for

it-you have done it this morning in response to my questions-but
when you make these speeches, when the President makes them, he
could say, I am directing my Attorney General and the head of the
Antitrust Division to vigorously enforce the Antitrust Act on this
$10 billion that the customer is paying for high prices, or the 6 per-
cent of -the gross national product on the basis of another competent
analysis.

Mr. Rusui. It seems to me that the items you are reading, Mr. Vice
Chairman, are more argumentative than fact. Other people will argue
either way. These are economic arguments. I myself will go with the
one that says, we want vigorous competition, and the antitrust laws
must be vigorously enforced. And the lack of competition is the worst
thing in the world for any business. And maybe it is bad for the
Government.

Senator PROxMiRE. Congressman Brown.
Representative BROwN-. I would like to take up the competition

theme.
Mr. Vice Chairman and Mir. Rush, I have recently written the ad-

ministration about the pricing practices in the meat industry because
we have had a decline in the level of the price of beef on the hoof.
or the carcass price of beef, without a consequent decline in beef at
the supermarket level.

But having said that-and I think the FTC and the Justice Depart-
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menlt ought to look into that and find out if we have a problem in that
area-having said that, however, I would like to differ a little bit
with the vice chairman. I realize that it is not a very popular com-
ment to make, but in 1971 when these comments were quoted we were
facing a rather sharp decline in our balance of international trade.
The countries that were doing rather well in international trade at
that time were two countries that encourage national monopolies, the
Japanese and the Germans.

Now, if we become an international trading nation-and we seem
to be on the way toward doing that-our traditional attitudes about
competitive practices as they apply to international affairs may have
to be changed. Our competition is coming from abroad in many of these
fields. We have lost a good many of our industries, which means a
good many jobs, not because we didn't have competition in this coun-
try-I can give you the electronics industry-but because our competi-
tion came from abroad, and the competitive industry in this country
was just simply put to the wall because we had foreign competition
without doubling. ;With reference to the steel industry-and I have
an interest in the steel industry because of the nature of it in Ohio,
and the contribution it makes to the Ohio economy-it seems to me
that we have had a terrific growth in the steel industry abroad. but
not a great deal of growth or improvement in the steel industry in the
United States. It is an industry with one of the lowest margins in
terms of profit in this country.

You can beat it around if you want to, but if you want to see us in
trouble as a society, maylbe the thing we should do is let the Govern-
ment take over the steel industry.

I think some of these arguments are arguments of the past. And
it seems to me that this is why we need to get this effort out into the
country and find out what is going on in terms of our economy now,
and where we are headed as a national economy.

If we can't compete in the world it won't make any difference
whether we compete among ourselves unless we want to be back in the
1890 and 1920 economic era in the United States. I think we have to
face the world as it is.

Mr. Vice Chairman, I would like to change the subject just briefly
if I can. I have one industry, which is a declining industry in this
country because of world competition, that recently was threatened
by removal from the scene by the Federal Government because it
didn't conform with some of the new legislation that we passed in both
the environmental and the occupational safety and health area. The
administrative decision was in the process of being made to require
industry within 2 years to replicate, repeat, duplicate its entire fiscal
investment of the last 100 years.

The President in his comments talked about the legislation in en-
viromunental controls and some of these other areas which require non-
productive investment. I gather that he meant nonproductive invest-
ment in the environmental area, and such things as the requirement in
the printing and publishing indutry, of which I have some knowledge,
to invest a billion dollars to take care of the noise problem. I assume
that that won't produce any more goods or services or provide any
more jobs, except for those people who provide the suppressant ma-
terial or equipment.
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Now, there are none of us, I think, who wvant to continue to live
off the rape of the environment such as we have had in this country
for the last 190-some years. But on the other hand, are we moving too
fast or too slow in this area? What is the approach that was behind
the comment about nonproductive investment in the speech the other
evening?

I like the idea that we all ought to breathe clean air. I wouldn't like
anybody to starve to death in it for lack of a job. Those two things
seem to have some conflict in some of the areas in which we are in-
volved, and I must say frankly I am not sure where rationale stands
in that field.

Can you give me some comment on that?
Mr. RusH. Yes.
Congressman Brown, you have put your finger on it. Basically there

are various objectives that we wish to achieve. 'We do want to improve
our environment, our air, our -water. We do want safety. We don't wvant
people to be killed in automobiles, and we wvant them to be as safe as
possible.

Representative BROwNX. I might say. incidentally, the statistics mat
I see about the billion dollars investment in the printing and pub-
lishing industry to take care of the noise problem is about two-thirds
of the total annual investment in that industry, which is a rather
significant part of the productive investment. And that is why I have
some concern about it, you see.

Mr. RuSH. We do want to get ahead of this.terrible inflation problelel.
'We awant to increase production. W\e do want to see the interest rate
on money go down.

Now. these things are in conflict, because much of the money and a
lot of the labor and much of the productive capacity is going for non-
productive things. for environmental control and for safety. And what
the President was saving vwas, we must have a balance between these
various things. We can't go all out., for example., on environmental
control on automobiles. -which means so many more pounds of steel in
everv automobile. so much more additional cost for every automobile.
so much more productive capacity going into nonproductive things. or
in the case of a chemical plant-you can get down to a point. for
example, wvhere it may be prohibitive and the plants close down. as
some have, and people lose their jobs, the plants stop operating. Then it
takes new money to build a new. much more expensive plant to put in
the environmental equipmnent and that kind of thing.

Now. all of these are very worthy things. But vou havie to have a
balaniee. You have some choices. And the essence of what we are saving
is. I moderate program of choices. doesnt go all out on any one
particular thing.

Representative BRowx. I might say in one instance in which a com-
pxany was going to be put out of business wve did get the people in the
Government. to agree to a phased schedule. where over a period of. I
think. 6 or 7 years when we finallv settled it. rather than 2 years. In
that time the comnpany would modernize all of its eouinment, and so
forth. aind we saved the jobs in that case. WVe are talking about jobs
here. and T griss in the long run. the cost of production and so forth.

VY'. uTTsi. The taconite controversy in the Mesabi Range is a good
illustration.
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They ale closed down right now. All those people are out of work.
And wve have started importing iron ore, or started cutting back on
steel production, take your choice, and less jobs. The question is, Shall
we face it or, or what shall Ave do?

Representative BrowN-. It would be nice not to make those choices.
Mr. Rnsi-i. We have to make those choices.
Representative Bltowrx. We have to get to a point where we make

some rational choices.
I giving you the opportunity to expound on that for a moment,

I will ask you a question which I was asked when I was in my district
and I had to admit I could not answer it. Given our economic prob-
lems-and you have a background both in the business and now the
economic field and also foreign diplomacy-what was the authoritv by
which the President gave one of the Arab States that $4 million ain-
plane?

Mr. Rusi-i. That was part of the AID progr-am.
Representative Bnowx. I-ad the Congress vielded up to him the

right just to give that to some head of state. and the parts. and so
forth, that went with it?

Mr. Rusji. It really, I think, is a question of whether it was a Gov-
ernment program, whether it just event as part of the AID program
and was not mentioned as a gift. that sort of thing.

Representative BROwx. Was it in effect given with the authority
that had been yielded up by the Congress to present aid to that
country ?

Mr. RUSH. That is mv understanding. Of course. obviously. he did
not go out and buy it with his own money and give it, and he did not
give it with money not legally to be used for that purpose. I think
that is the answer. But I will be glad to go into it further.

Representative BROWN. I wonder if there is an economic advantage
to us of giving away to some head of a state a $4 million airplane-if
we are going to cut back I would like to ask the Arabs to cut back too.

Mr. RUSH. We, of course, are trying to develop a new and better
relationship with the Arab countries, which is highly important, as
we saw when the oil embargo was in effect.-

Representative BROwN\-. I would like them a lot better if they had
not jacked up the price of oil four times. Maybe we could be better
to them if thev would be nicer to us.

Mr. RUSH. Well. they have the oil.
Representative BROWN. That is a good point.
Senator PERCY. And we have the airplanes.
Mr. RusH. We have the airplanes.
Representative BROWN. My time is up, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROXMIRE. 'Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. I will just comment on that from the standpoint

of the appearances also.
I think it is technically justified, particularly in the light of all

these gifts and aid and things of that kind going back and forth.
I had hoped that there would be enough sophistication in the world
now to recognize that that kind of AID money really cannot any
longer be justified. and should be ruled out. I think we will all be a
lot happier when that comes about. But it has gone on for a long
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time under many different administrations, whether it is airplanes or
whatever it may be. I just hope as one aftermath of Watergate that we
get a lot of that behind us, and we will have less embarrassment as
a result of that.

Representative BROWN. Maybe somebody could bake them cookies.
[Laughter.]

Senator PERCY. Or send them Illinois corn. [Laughter.]
I would like to ask about food prices. As you know, Mr. Rush,

through the years of our periodic reviews of the economy, it has been
of great value to review our views and take a look back at things.
The administration has told the American people that we are now
over the hump on food prices. And yet, something that we cannot be
responsible for is weather. And weather has been a major factor this
year. Too much rain in the Midwest to start with, fields that were
washed out, and plantings that were just inundated and destroyed.
And then now very, very hot weather and drought conditions, so much
so that U.S. corn production is off at least 3 to 5 percent nationwide,
and Illinois corn off 10 percent from last year. And I have seen this
weekend the very serious effects of weather out there.

When we consider what the estimates for this year's crop currently
are-I think I have got some figures here some place-would be as
against the original estimates, I am worried; 6.7 billion bushels of corn
was the original estimate. but the estimate as of last Thursday was 5.95
to 6.22 billion bushels. Private industry's estimate, from the best infor-
mation I can get, comes down to 5.7 to 5.9. That would be almost a 15-
percent shrinkage from estimates originally. And that means higher
prices. And that affects livestock and everything else. Does the admin-
istration still hold to the original estimates that we are over the hump
on food prices?

Mr. RusH. Senator Percy. I was in Chicago Friday. And I heard
some very somber reports also from members of the audience there
with regard to the weather situation. I have not been in touch with Mr.
Butz since I returned, so I do not know.

May I ask my associate, Mr. Jones?
Mr. JONES. It now appears that the wheat crop is supposed to be up

20 percent. and corn and soybeans and some of the other crops will be
in greater difficulty this year. I think the administration's estimate
on food prices for the immediate future is that there would be some
amelioration from the 1972 and 1973 runups, but not as much as had
been oririnally anticipated at the beginning of the year. These esti-
mates will, of course, have to be borne out by the actual crop results
over the next month or two. The weather has been such, as you pointed
out, that we are still uncertain about it. But there will be some amelio-
ration, perhaps not as much as has been anticipated.

Senator PERCY. I think constantly updating these estimates would
be helpful.

In your prepared statement you said: "Such as the decision to re-
lease all available acreage to stimulate agricultural output." Obvi-
ouslv. when it is released is crucial, because of the planting time. Is
there anv implication here that it is possible to release acreage now
being held out of production to somehow bring more supply on stream,
and to have, therefore, an affect on prices, and could it be done now?
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Mr. RuSH. We are doing everything we can now to release acreage,
set aside, so that we can have maximum agricultural production.

Senator PERCY. I would again hope we would not be too cautious,
because timing is so important on those decisions, as you so well know.
Anything that can be done now to bring downward pressures on those
prices and compensate for farmers' reduced income through increased
production I think would be highly desirable.

At the annual hearings last February the administration said it
was basing its opinions for recovery during the second quarter on up-
turns in housing and automobiles. The figures on sales in mid-July for
automobile production were down 26 percent from a year earlier,
though there seems to be on the demand side a firming up in recent
weeks that I have detected. Could you comment on that? And also
could you comment on housing?

We know that a new housing program was introduced not too long
ago with respect to federally aided homes. How much progress is
expected in privately financed dwellings as long as there is such a
dearth of mortgage money? Do you not think it is time the adminis-
tration told us what those contingency plans are that were alluded to
last February, and how soon they can be put into effect?

Mr. Rusi-i. With regard to automobile production, we were told by
Mr. Chrisberger and other leaders in the automobile industry that they
are optimistic of it with regard to the coming fiscal year. And we
expect an upturn in automobile production.

With regard to the housing situation, as you know, it has plateaued
off at something over a million and a half units. And it was up S per-
cent last month. And we expect it to continue roughly along the same
line, until mortgage money eases and the situation improves.

The President has a program of some $10 billion of additional mort-
gage money for housing.

Senator PERCY. On the subject of unemployment, Mr. Rush. there
has been stability in those figures, but we see also a buildup in inven-
tory which could mean larger unemployment figures later if we decide
to eat into that inventory. Does the administration have standby plans
to deal with unemployment if it gets to any higher levels than right
now? And certainly any higher levels would be unacceptable.

MNr. RusH. The unemployment, as you know, as I mentioned in my
prepared statement, total unemployment has been mounting during
the last year, and 'in fact since the oil embargo first went into effect.
But the unemployment figure this year has been going up about 5 per-
cent, and it has been staying in the 5.2-percent range. We anticipate
it will go up as a result of the current policies to perhaps between
51/2- to 6-percent area. And we consider that this is a price that we
do not like to pay, it will be necessary to pay it in order to help get
inflation under better control. We do not anticipate that it will go back
to the 6-percent level.

Senator PERCY. I have talked with Arthur Burns, and he is strongly
of the opinion, as I am, that one of the best ways and the quickest
ways to deal with this problem is to have standby authority for more
public service jobs. It gets right to the heart of the unemployment.
Public spending and public works and that sort of thing dribble
down and very seldom get to that unemployed person soon enough
to do anything.
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Senator Long and I were working on a piece of legislation which
-would create more jobs. but also at the same time finance them through
an increase through removing deductibility of State and local taxes
on gasoline, which would bring in about $600 million. And so it is a
WVashington deal. You pay for it with one revenue bill. and we had the
standby authority prepaid far ahead of time for the administration
to use. Is that something that makes sense to you and that you think
the administration could support?

Mr. Rusu. Well, the purpose of our present policy is, of course, to
bring demand down somewhat. And of necessity there would be some
additional unemployment. And we feel that this is essential. Now, if
we then start pumping the economy with new money which creates
additional demand, then it is self-defeating.

Senator PERCY. Lastly, a question right down your line on a subject
you have dealt with all your life, productivity. And this is one of the
most honest figures that I have seen, and one of the most discouraging
figures. It reverses a trend in the greatest economy in the world. Our
greatest reduction in productivity is this year. It declined 6.2 percent
in the first quarter of this year, following a 3.3-percent decline in the
last quarter of 1974. Improved productivity would make a significant
contribution to the Nation's attempt to combat inflation. What are the
things the administration is planning on doing to reverse this trend
and increase the country's productivity?

Mr. RusH. As you know, Senator Percy, productivity in large
measure consists not in labor working more, but really in labor having
to work less. Wlhat you do to increase productivity is to substitute
machines for men, new processes, and otherwise get much more pro-
ductivity out of the facilities that you have. Now, in a situation where
there is an excess of demand over supply the incentive to perhaps lose
production in order to get more productivity, or to have to lose pro-
duction for just a brief period of time, is not acceptable. And accord-
ingly, almost all facilities, including some that are quite high-cost, as
in the steel industry, are put back into operation in order to get the
maximum quantity output rather than to have maximum low cost.
And I should think, frankly, that our productivity advances will not
return until we do reach a situation where you have demand exceeding
supply, and where management is looking everywhere as to how we
bring cost down per unit rather than how can we get the maximum
unit out? We are, however, going-and I want to very wholeheartedly
endorse, as I did earlier while you were out, your suggestion that you
restore the funds that we requested for the Productivity Commission.
And we intend to use that as a vehicle to further this productivity
approach and to increase productivity to the fullest extent possible.

That is going to be the next turn of the economic field, in my opinion.
Senator PERCY. I regret that I cannot stay further because of Mr.

Watson's funeral. But I do express gratitude for the valuable testi-
mony.

Mir. RusT. Thank vou verv much.
Senator PROXA1111E. I make this point, Mr. Rush, for a real reason,

not just because I want to call attention to higher profits, because I
think what the oil industry is doing with respect to those higher profits
is very interesting. As I understand it, in the second quarter there
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was an enormous increase in oil profits. 82 percent. And I rull down
some of the companies. Atlantic-Riclhfield enjoyedc a 104-percent in-
crease. Continental, 49 percent. The biggest of all, Exxon, the biggest
companies, enjoyed a 67-percent increase, their earnings in the quarter
welre $850 million. And I understand they have a special reserve, and
if they added to that, it would go over $1 billion for the quarter, and
I do not think any company in history has ever clone that in only 3
months.

Getty, 167 percent: Maraithon, 140 percent; Occidental, 293 percent:
Phillips, 167 percent; Skelly, 199 percent; and Standard, 131 percent.
Now. when the public reads this-and they are concerned about the
price that they have to pay for gasoline and oil, with the enormousincrease they have suffered in the last year, and then they hear that
the President's principal economic adviser made one strong pitch in
his statement this morning, and that was that wage increases might
get out of line, nothing about oil profits, he did not say a word about
thlat, or about steel profits or other profits, and then you read in the
New York Times, Monday, oil the front page, it says:

Despite plentiful supplies of crude oil, the nation's major oil companies inrecent weeks have reduced their production of gasoline and have operated their
refineries six to seven percent below the capacity they were utilizing a year ago.

Industry critics say the companies are deliberately restraining production to
avert price wars, that would erode their record profits.

The production cuts come at a time when inventories of gasoline held by the
big companies have jumped nine to ten percent above year earlier levels.

As long as they (the major companies) can keep the supply of gasoline rela-
tively tight, they can keep gas away from the dealers who would cut prices and
pass oil savings to the public.

That is the statement of Fred Alvine of the Georgia Institute of
Technology, a specialist in the oil industry.

Now, in the light of this. and in the light of the fact that here is one
industry where you do have price controls, where you do have the
capncity to hold down prices, why is the administration so passive in
permitting this kind of situation to develop? As I say, they are operat-
ing below capacity now, far below what they were last year. And their
profits are, as one Senator indicated, disgusting.

Mr. Rusii. In my prepared statement, and repeatedly in my public
statements, Mr. Vice Chairman, I have called for industry, manage-
mient and labor, and industry in general, to exercise restraint with re-
gard to effective bargaining, with regard to wage increases, and with
regard to price increases. I have directed my words toward both. There
has been some very severe criticism of prices. and some of wages.
strictly in the construction area. So that I am deeply interested in both.

Now, the Government does have price control over oil. It does not
have price control over-

Senator PROXMIRE. There is where the least justifiable price increases
occurred. I can understand it in new oil. Even if the price is very
high. you understand, for new oil, you open up new wells and there
is an incentive to increase production. But old oil is there. There is no
reason for an increase. They should require a strict accounting. And
officials of the Energy Administration have told me they are on very
weak grounds there, they admit it, privately they will say, that in-
crease from $4.45 to $5.25 per barrel just could not be justified, there
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is no cost justification, it was simply a gouging of the consumer. And
there is a very big inflationary factor.

Mr. RusH. I think you might well want to have the oil people in
just to explain their profits. I do not want to be in the position of ex-
plaining their profits or the justification for it.

Senator PROXMnu1. I started off the round of questioning with the
observation that you not only have the price fixing, but you have also
the very inflationary aspect of the influence of big business on priori-
ties in the budget. I think this budget could be cut, and should be cut,
if the President had the will to cut military spending, space spending,
and other spending that could be postponed. I am convinced that the
reason that the cutback is so anemic, only $5 billion instead of $10
billion, as Mr. Burns and I have suggested-and the Senate passed my
amendment 74 to 12 to cut spending by $10 billion, there is an over-
whelming approval in the Senate-is because these are sacred cows,
and this is where your controllable spending really is. Now, would
you feel that you could make and you will make a reduction of a sub-
stantial amount in the military budget, say, $3 or $4 or $5 billion
dollars?

Mr. Rusn. I would be very much opposed to it, Mr. Vice Chairman.
We have in the last 5 years reduced the number of men under arms by
one-third, we have gone from 41/2 million to about 2 million.

Senator PROXMn. We were fighting a big war 5 years ago.
Mr. RusH. Meanwhile, the Soviet Union has increased theirs by a

few hundred thousand. The Soviet budget today is much higher than
ours. At the same time

Senator PROXM=. May I just interrupt to say that the CIA testi-
fied before this committee. And we have released their sanitized testi-
mony. And we find that the increase in spending by the Soviet Union
has been really very modest, around 3 percent in real terms?

Mr. RUiSH. We do know this, that in terms of strategic weapons
they now have 'far more than we. Their throw-weight is much greater
than ours.

Senator PROXMIRE. They have more tonnage, we have more accuracy,
greater reliability, far more -warheads and 41 Poseidon submarines,
any one of which can wipe out every single Russian city. And as
Secretary Kissinger said, "What in the name of God do you do with
nuclear superiority?" We have got even to a point where we can wipe
them out, devastate them a couple of times over. How many times do
we have to do it?

Mr. RuSH. We are getting into a very controversial subject. But in
my opinion, for us to allow the Soviet Union to have marked nuclear
superiority over us, and marked superiority in strategic weapons over
us, would have a marked effect on our relations with our allies and the
ability of the allies to stand up to the demands of the Soviet Union in
their bargaining posture. And in my opinion, this could result in a
great weakening of our Western Alliance.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let us leave the strategic side of it aside, I think
we could argue about that, but let us assume that we should maintain
our strategic expenditures. And there are many other areas where
cuts could be made. Let me just mention a few.

Supposing we postponed the starting date for the B-1 bomber. That
is not going to come on for a number of years anyway. We have four
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times as many long-range bombers as the Soviet Union 'has anyway.
Supposing we postponed any expenditure for new aircraft carriers.
We have 16 carriers, and they have none. And we may have one con-
ventional that is coming along, but we have an enormous superiority.
W;hat would be the damage to our military posture if we did that?
We have to make these decisions. I realize that nobody is fully com-
petent except maybe some unusual general or admiral, but we have to
make these decisions, we have to say yes or no to them, with our im-
perfect knowledge.

Mr. Rusn. The Soviets have gone one way with regard to their
strategic weapons and we have gone another. We have decided to go,
as you know, toward the bombers with emphasis on SLBM's and we
emphasize in a large measure ICBMI's. The Soviets have in the past
emphasized ICBM's, and we have emphasized warheads. And they
have emphasized megatons, throw-weight. A part of our force struc-
ture is the bomber, the Trident, the new submarines coming along for
the future. They have emphasized on the other side their new missiles,
the S-16, 17, 1'8 and 19, the new ones which may 'well be MIRV'ed.
And this means more additional warheads for them.

So that overall it is a matter of our force structure, and the B-1 is a
very important part of our force structure.

Senator PRoxmnum. Could we not slow down military spending in
other areas? We asked-and it was hard to get because nobody knew
for a while-how much we provided in foreign military and eco-
nomic aid, and we found it was over $10 billion. It was quite shocking.
We send military equipment to over 60 nations. We spend far more
than the Soviet Union does. Is this not an area where we could re-
lieve the pressure of inflation if it were not a sacred cow of the ad-
ministration?

Mr. RusH. Military assistance, of course, includes military assist-
ance to Israel, which is very large, and runs around $5 billion.

Senator PRoxmnE. I hesitate to interrupt you, but the fact is that
if you take what is in the Defense budget and in other budgets-and
I asked the GAO to make a study of this, and they did-to me foreign
aid is at least $10 billion. And $6 billion of that is military aid not
reported as such. As a matter of fact, the GAO found that nobody
knew how much the foreign aid was because the military were not
keeping a record a couple of years ago as to how much they were giving
away of military equipment. But if you take all the foreign aid, and
$6 billion of it is military assistance, that is not $5 billion, it is over $10
billion.

Mr. RusH. I would like to see those figures.
Senator PROX3mE. I would be glad to document them.
Anyway, could you now slow down the building of highways, pub-

lic works, the Space Shuttle? Why do we need the Space Shuttle?
We have another space program that costs tens of millions of dollars to
enable us to see the end of the universe. The universe is going to be
there a long time. Why do we have to spend that money in this year,
with the worst inflation we have had in our history, is beyond my
understanding. It is projects of this kind, it seems to me, that we
could slown down billions of dollars by Congressional action. If the
President asked the Congress to pass a resolution so that he would

42-309-75
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not have to go to the impoundment route, I am convinced that the
Congress would be willing to do that if he labeled it as an anti-
inflation resolution and said, these are postponable expenditures, they
are not a matter of providing human needs or meeting urgent social
needs, they can be postponed. Why cannot the President give us lead-
ership in that area?

Mr. Rusis. Senator Proxmire, I am sure that many of your ideas
are worthy of very serious consideration, and I should like to consider
all of them very carefully. I am sure that we will not agree with every-
thing, but I do want to cooperate with you, because I have a very high
regard for your sincere effort to cut the budget.

Senator PRox3mIE. I hope you will consider abolishing immediately
the Selective Service System. They have done anything but play
bridge over there. They have not inducted anybody for 2 years. And
they cost $47 million a year. And this is not much, but it is an indica-
tion that we never let an agency die.

Congressman Browii.
Representative BRzOw-N. I would like to talk about shortages for a

moment, Mr. Rush. Do we have any idea how many jobs are lost or
are currently not being filled, or how much lack of productivity exists
in the country because of shortages of raw materials. parts, and so
forth? I have an International Harvester truck plant in my district,
and currently we have 1,200 people out of work, not because the truck
orders do not exist-there are many of them from overseas-but be-
cause eve do not have the parts for the manufacture of those trucks,
because the plant that supplies the parts is also running way behind.
Now, I am sure that is the result of the lack of a product, or it results
in lack of product. Do we know how many jobs are lost in that way?

Mr. R-usi-i. Certainly the question of shortages as a restriction on
production is a very serious one. And we have shortages in the basic
elements like steel and chemicals and the like. One does not really know
just how many shortages there are until you have an ample supply.
But through my own experience I know that when there are shortages
the demand seems to be far greater than it actually turns out to be
vhen the demand is caught up with.

Representative BRow-N. Does everybody backorder or double order,
or order to store and save?

Mr. Rusi-i. Exactly.
Representative BRowN-. So that they do not have their production

interrupted on account of shortages of materials.
Mr. RusH. Exactly.
Representative BROWN-. I think it would be helpful if there were

some way that the administration, as we did during the war. could
figure out some agencies that could be put together to make determina-
tions about those shortages and give our attention to those particular
areas.

1\r. Rusii. We had that in this new committee created by Congress.
as you know, on the shortages. And that committee is in the process of
being organized. And we will have representatives on it from the public
and from the Congress and from the executive. And I hope that that
committee will be able to produce some very constructive work.
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Rep)resentative Bnow-N. You and the vice chairman were discussing
our military expenditures witlh reference to strategic arms. I support
the concern about the degree of strategic arms investment that we
ought to be making at this time, or at any time. I gather that one of
the admimistration's approaches is to negotiate strategic arms limita-
tions both in defensive weapons and other weapons limitations, so
that we can reduce our military expenditures consonant with reduc-
tions or limitations in military expenditures by our adversaries or
potential adversaries. I think that, is a good way to go about it, the
negotiation method. and I would like to see us have as many bargain-
ing chips in that kind of negotiation as we can have.

Now, that brings me back to the shortage area again. It seems to
me that we have some problems-we had testimony before the Eco-
nomiC Growvth Subcomninittee of this committee just last week about
Alcoa, about the fact that thev alie paying much heavier taxes. for
instance, to the Jamaicans for obtaininir bauxite, which has raised
the cost of aluminum in this country. Should the Federal Government
be negotiating? Should it be involved in direct negotiations with for-
eign countries that have raw materials wvhich we find in shortage here
or which -we need for the expansion of our industrial needs? Shortages
that create other shortares that create the kind of nonproductive uln-
employment that I am talking about at the truck plant. Should we
use as our negointing bargaining chip some of the things that we are
able to do well, such as the production of food? Is that part of our
national policy, or should it not be?

Mr. RumSi. That is not part of our national policy overall. Now. in
the case of Jamaica. for example, of course. the.aluminin companies
were negotiating. We tried to have moderation prevail in those nego-
tiations. If we take over these negotiations on a government-to-govel n-
mient basis, this represents a rather forward step in controlling the
costs of the aluminum companies themselves. And it eliminates an
important factor of competition. And there are other competitive
sources for bauxite. For example, the aluminum companies can develop
plants and extract almost limitless amounts of bauxite from the clays
of Georgia and other sources. But if our Government takes over the
raw material aspects, then it becomes responsible in essence, for a
major element of competition. And it becomes a worldwide thing. be-
-cause once we have a government-to-go vernlment deal with one country,
then that is apt to prevail otherwise.

Representative BRo-wx-. I would like to see us develop our national
resources-and we have enormous resources-so that we are not jeo-
pardized by the pressures brought on by other nations because of this
circumstance or the circumstances in war time. But it seems to me
that there are also some negotiating chips that we might use with
.other nations. I think of food as one of those negotiating chips. I am
told that we are in a position to supply some surplus food if we can
escape this serious drought that we currently have in the Midwest.
I am hopeful that the Lord will be on our side if nothing else, in this
problem.

But we have some other shortages, and we have other nations in the
'world where they may need food and we may need some of their raw
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materials. 'Can we not use that as a better weapon than we are using it,
or are we using it to the maximum of our potential?

Mr. RUSH. I think overall, Congressman Brown, we are trying to
use our diplomatic efforts. The diplomatic efforts include, of course,
the various methods that we have to carry out our diplomatic objec-
tives. And certainly, I think that it is really to our interest to try to
keep the price of imported raw materials down, to prevent these exces-
sive prices from being levied on the American consumer. Diplomatic-
ally we should exercise our best efforts to prevent these very exorbitant
demands in some cases, or unreasonable price increases from being
opposed. Now, that should be, I think, in conjunction with the bargain-
ing efforts of private industry as they pursue their objectives. For
example, the other government itself would have to deal with us.
And if they do not want to, they do not have to, because their agree-
ments are with private industry they are not with the American
Government.

Representative BROWN. I understand that, Mr. Rush. But I wish
you would use your considerable background in business, in economics,
in government, and particularly in international affairs, to encourage
our more effective cooperation between American business and Ameri-
can Government to resolving some of these shortage problems we have
had by that kind of negotiation for meeting the needs and raw ma-
terials that we may have from abroad. At the same time, we can meet
their needs in such areas as food supplies.

I do want to thank you for being here. I join my colleagues, I think,
in the expression that this has been productive, and helpful to the
extent that we can get some of our thoughts across to the administra-
tion. The time in which we find ourselves at this moment may pre-
clude a most successful relationship between the administration and
the Congress, the Republican administration and the Democratic Con-
gress in resolving this problem. But I would hope that at least within
the congressional area we can develop some bipartisanship in terms of
addressing this rather formidable problem on a nonpolitical basis, and
one this is sound economically. If you can divorce economics from the
passion that exists in the other area of confrontation between the
Democratic and the Republican administration, perhaps we can get
to some rational and productive solutions for the future of the Amer-
ican economy and maybe for the world economy.

Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chairman. We have a quorum call
in the House, and I have to leave.

Senator PRoxMuuE. Thank you very much, Congressman Brown.
The President sent up that $305 billion budget request, a $35 bil-

lion, 13 percent increase, it is his budget, Congress did not ask for it,
it was at his initiative. I think we ought to make that clear.

In the President's economic address last Thursday he said in refer-
ence to his proposed 1975 budget of $304.4 billion: "A variety of forces,
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the most important being pending Congressional legislation in ex-
cess of the budget, threaten to raise this to $312 billion."

Would you elaborate on the $71/2 billion difference? Exactly which
programs now pending before Congress threaten to add $71/2 billion
to the budget?

Does this $71/2 billion increase include requests that the admin-
istration has made for spending above the original $304.4 billion
such as:

An amendment to the Department of Defense appropriation which
would add over $1 billion to 1975 budget authority and increase out-
lays by $873 million?

An additional $200 million in budget authority for housing pro-
graims?

An administration requested extension of unemployment benefits?
It is my experience as a member of the Appropriations Committee

for 10 years that the increases over the original budget are almost al-
ways because of supplementary requests made by the administration.
And seldom do we honor a request unless the administration favors it
itself, and seldom are we able to get it through. And these really are
the President's requests.

Mr. Rusw. I will submit that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PROXINIRE. IS it your understanding that any significant part

of this is an independent congressional initiative? Is not this almost
entirely an administration supplemental?

Mr. RusiT. I have not gone into this in detail, but my understanding
is that this is almost entirely congressional initiative. But I would be
glad to elucidate.

Senator PROXMIRE. I would strongly disagree with that. Would you
agree that the billion dollars I mentioned in the supplemental is a
request made by the administration?

Mr. Rusii. I am not sure that that is included in the figures sub-
mitted. I would be glad to talk to Mr. Ash and get you an answer on
that.

[The following response was subsequently supplied for the record:]

(Prepared by the Office of Management and Budget)

In noting that a variety of forces threaten to increase the budget to $312
billion, President Nixon's statement of July 25 used $305 billion as a base figure.
That base figure reflected the latest estimate of 1975 outlays of $305.4 billion
publicly announced in the supplemental summary of the budget sent to the
Congress on June 3, 1974, and subsequently discussed in testimony on the public
debt limitation. The estimate of $305.4 billion includes $800 million for the
administration's legislative proposal to extend unemployment benefits. This
amount was identified specifically in the June 3, 1974, report to the Congress. A
budget amendment for HUD community development programs for $200 million
of budget authority was transmitted after the $305.4 billion estimate was com-
piled, but resulting outlays were absorbed within existing budget totals along
with most other amendments transmitted since our latest estimate.
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The following table identifies the derivation of the $312 billion used in the
July 25 statement in terms of changes from the $305.4 billion base:

O tlays
Billions

June estimate-- ---------------------- ------------------ $305. 4
Completed congressional actions:

Appropriation bills-second supplemental, 1974 and special energy
R. & D ---------------------- _------------------------------- -0. 2

Mandatory authorizations requiring subsequent appropriation re-
quests:

Child nutrition and school lunch (P.L. 93-326)_--------------- 0.2
Two year extension of veterans education (P.L. 93-377)_------ 0. (
Other (P.L. 93-347, 328, 350, and 314)_---------------------- 0.1

Pending congressional actions:
Appropriation bills:

Defense (based on expected House cut of $4 billion)_---------- -2. 0
Labor-HEWV (estimated possible increase)…-------------------- 2.0
Other pending appropriation bills, net_------------------------_______

Mandatory authorizations requiring subsequent appropriation re-
quests:

Veterans readjustment benefits (H.R. 12628, S. 27S4)---------- 1. 3
Comprehensive housing legislation (S. 3066)_----------------- 0. 8
Trade reform act worker readjustment benefits (S. 3331)______ 0. 6
Small Business Administration amendments (S. 3331)____----- 0. 4
Operating subsidies for mass transit (S. 3S6) ……---------------- 0.2
Full Civil Service annuities with survivor benefits (S. 628)_____ 0.2
Relocation assistance --------------------------------------- 0 . 2
Other-_ -_ )

Inaction on proposed budget reductions:
Agriculture-Commodity Credit Corporation-repeal of disaster pay-

ments authorization for feed grain----------------------------- 0. 2
Health, Education. and Welfare:

Public assistance-reduce calculation for work expenses and end
Federal matching for adult dental care--------------------- 0. 3

Social security trust funds-eliminate certain optional payment
procedures under OASDI-0-------------------------------- °. 3

Veterans' Administration-medical care-private insurers…_____-___ 0. 1
Administration initiatives:

Defense-effect of $1.5 billion supplemental for defense … __…_- 0. 9
DOT-release of $500 million of Federal aid highwvay reserves______ 0. 2
Veterans' Administration-urgent 1974 supplemental for cost-of-

living and man-on-campus, etc_-------------------------------- 0.1

Total----------------------------------------------------- 311. 9
'.$5.000,000.

Senator PROX-IIIRr. Now, the administration event through one of
these exercises analyzing all the possible expenditures that Congress
might make and adding up all possible decreases that Congress might
make, and 10 regular appropriation bills Vwhich have been acted on by
the House where cuts below the Presidents request for a total of $1
billion. Now. Congress also will cut at least $31/2 billion. and I think
up to $6 billion. from the Defense budget. And Congress also will cut
the foreign aid budget. And this year it is very big, and this year I
would expect Congress to cut that by $2 billion. Is this $61/½ billion
to $10 billion cut included in your $10 billion figure?

Mir. RUsH. I do not know. I will submit an answer to you analvzing
that.

[The following response was subsequently supplied for the record :]
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(Prepared by the Oflice of 'Management and Budget)

In the estimates in question, the administration took into account a reduction
of $2 billion in Defense outlays, based on expected House action reducing budget
authority by $4 billion. Because no congressional action has been taken with
regard to the Foreign aid appropriation awaiting action on items in the bill
requiring authorization, no reduction in that area wxas included in the estimate.

As of this date, both the House and Senate have acted on Defense appropria-
tions. Senate action would reduce 1975 appropriations by $5.5 billion, a $1.4
billion larger reduction than the House cut of $4.1 billion. Because Defense
appropriations often spend over a period of years rather than immediately, the
effect on 1975 outlays of the $5.5 billion Senate reduction is $2.9 billion, $0.9
billion more than assumed in the $312 billion estimate. Conference action wvill,
of course, determine the eventual reduction.

There has still been no action on Foreign aid appropriations. Outlays for
Foreign aid appropriations spend slowvly over a period of years. The affect,
therefore, of a $2 billion cut in appropriations (a 40-percent cut) would be to
reiluce 1975 spending by no more than $400-$500 million.

Senator Piox-rtim. Nowv, in the President's address. he said that in
1975, "I am determined to cut below $305 billion toward a goal of
$300 billion." If this goal is reached, it wvil mean significant reductions
in some areas of the budget. You have already said you would be
opposed to cutting the defense budget.

3Ir. Rusitr. Yes-no, I would be opposed to cutting our defense
stren(rtll.

Senator PROxMII]rE. So would I.
Mr. Rusni. And there are other things that can be done in defense

budget and bring, about a better economy that might give us greater
strength. For example, some military bases can be closed down, and we
will strengthen the military. not wveakeni it.

Senator PROX-31IRE. You are absolutelv right. I am so happy you said
that.

M~r. Rusii. And there are other things that can be done in Defense
where we -will strengthen and not weaken it. So I think we can reduce
the defense budget.

Senator Piiox-rinE. That is the most encouraging thing I have heard
this morning. Does that mean that any significant part of the $5 bil-
lion cut will come f rom defense?

Mr. RusiT. I think so.
Senator PRoxMrTnE-. How much? $1 or $2 billion?
Mr. RuSiT. The reason we said that we are going toward $1.300

million is that we do not have a good estimate of -what we can get
out of the budget. W7hat we have to do is to go out in all departments
and impress oln them that this is our goal and see if we can come up
with it.

Senator PROX-MIRE. After all, the Defense Secretary conceded that at
least a billion-and very able people in the House said it is up to $5
billion-in the Defense budget is for economic purposes. because they
anticipated a possibility of unemployment. Unemployment, of course,
is serious. but the inflation is so overwhelming now that I would think.
if this is the case. that the Secretary might acquiesce in a postpone-
ment of some military spendilng, recognizing that the economic situa-
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tion now calls for a Defense cut. There should be no place in the budget
for inflationary Defense spending.

Mr. RuSH. I would like to discuss that with the Secretary of De-
fense and see what he is talking about.

Senator PROX3IIRE. What other areas would you cut? The Defense
budget is by far the largest controllable item that you have.

Mr. RUSH. Of course, $5 billion in a $305 billion budget is only about
13/4 percent.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is right. But there is only about $30 bil-
lion outside of Defense that is controllable; maybe less than that.

Mr. RUSH. That is the problem.
Senator PROXMIRE. Can you give us some indication of where you

would look for reductions?
Mr. RUSH. This we are searching for some now. I do not have the

figures. We will prepare an answer for you.
[The following response was subsequently supplied for the record:]

(Prepared by the Office of Management and Budget)

In order to hold down Federal outlays in 1975, the administration has asked for
congressional support in several important areas. First, the President has an-
nounced a plan to defer the Federal pay raise for 3 months and to cut Federal
personnel by 40,000. Together, these two actions will reduce 1975 outlays by $1
billion. Second, the President is sending to the Congress a special message on
budget rescissions and deferrals. 'Failure to support these actions would increase
1975 spending by about $600 millioA. In addition, it is essential that the Congress
enact proposals in the budget that would reduce spending by about $700 million.
Finally, the Congress should navoid passing legislation that adds to the 1975
spending total.

These actions are necessary first steps if we are to reach the President's target
of holding 1975 outlays to below $300 billion. They are, however, only first steps
and additional actions will be necessary. The administration has, therefore,
initiated discussions with the Congress on additional ways to reduce 1975 spend-
ing. There will be no list of specific cuts until agreement is reached with Members
of the Congress.

Senator PROXMIIRE. Could you cut in Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, and independent areas?

Mr. Rusn. We can by reducing personnel by some 40,000 as the
President mentioned.

Senator PROXAMIE. But that is only $300 million, as I understand
it, and it will be over a year. It seems to me that you could cut three
times that much in the civilian component in the Pentagon alone. You
have got almost a million civilians over there.

Mr. RUSH. $300 million for the fiscal year, because we would only
achieve about half the savings.

Senator PROXMIRE. This is a drop in the bucket.
Mr. RuiSH. Yes. But I think we have to get drops from the bucket

across the board. Tackling a big program and trying to get a cut in
that is very difficult. It will call for legislative action.

Senator PROXMIRE. In the President's address he said:
For the 1976 fiscal year * * * I shall submit a budget that will not only be in

balance, but that will actually reduce the rate of growth of Federal spending.

Since the current estimate for Federal spending is for a 13-percent
increase from 1974 to 1975, an equivalent rate of increase from 1975
to 1976 would mean a budget in the 1976 fiscal year of over $346 bil-
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lion. Is it a correct interpretation of the President's statement to say
that we can expect fiscal 1976 spending to be below $346 billion?

AIr. RuSH. Yes.
Senator PROXMIIRE. I am somewhat troubled by the positiveness of

the President's statement that the 1976 budget will be balanced. This
must mean one of two things:

One, you have a very good idea of how much Federal revenues will
be collected, and you feel that an equivalent amount of spending
represents the appropriate fiscal policy; or two, this administration
has no fiscal policy. W1hich is it, Mr. Rush?

Mr. Rusi r. Wbe have estimates of what will be collected, and we intend
to keep the budget within that figure.

Senator PROXMINE. So that it may well be $346 billion, unless you
are going to raise taxes ?

Mr. RusT-I. We intend to have it well below $346 billion.
Senator PROXmIRE. The President in his speech last Thursday night

said:
I shall use every influence of the Presidency to bring about healthful voluntary

restraint on the part of both business and labor.
Of course, we are all for that sentiment. But let us see what it

means. Will the President personally be willing to meet with labor
leaders?

Mr. Rusii-. He will personally meet with them.
Senator PROXMIRE. How muich interest and enthusiasm have labor

leaders shown as to meeting with the President? Besides Mr. Fitz-
simmons, are any of them willing to do it?

Mr. RUSH. I would not want to express the degrees of enthusiasm
of labor leaders. I would prefer that they express that themselves.

Senator PROXrINME. Do you have any assurance from labor leaders
that they would meet with the President?

Mr. RUSH. Some would, but I am not sure.
Senator PROXMIRE. In addition to Mr. Fitzsimmons?
Mr. RusH. I have not canvassed them.
Senator PROXMIRE. You have not canvassed them, but that is your

guess, is that right ?
Mr. RUSH. I would prefer not to guess.
Senator PROXMIRE. Do you think there is a need for price and wage

guidelines of the kind that were developed in the Kennedy adminis-
tration? You do not need legislation for that. Or do you have in mind
a more ad hoc case-by-case?

Mr. RuSH. I would say that we have more in mind than the educa-
tional process of the levels of not exercising restraint. I do not have in
mind as of now guidelines.

Senator PROX3DRE. Without a specific goal-and that was the great
advantage of the Kennedy guidelines, they worked very well for sev-
eral years, and they were killed in 1967 with the impact of fiscal policy
and monetary policy of the Vietnam war. For years we held inflation
down very well. We had marvelous cooperation from labor. We had an
increase in wages that was not inflationary, and we had a very limited
inflation, 1 or 2 percent.

Mr. Rusn. Yes. That was a continuation of the very low inflation
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rate of the Eisenlhower vears. But it started up very dramatically, as
vonl remember. in 1965.

Senator PROXMIWr.E. One of the interesting aspects of that-I do not
want to be partisan about it, and you do not either-was that all dur-
ing this period we had a climbing rate of employment. and we had a
long period of prosperity. We had very little inflation. We had modest
waage increases, but they were sufficient to permit the increase in real
income.

Mir. Rusil. We had a very low inflation rate throughout the Eisen-
hower years, following, of course, inflation during the Korean war
period. And then during the Kennedy period, which wvas less than 3
years, the official rate also continued to be fairly low. But it started
uip again in 1965, and, of course, it increased rather rapidly.

Senator PROX:3IIIE. SO far the inflation problem has been all on the
price side. Until recently wage settlements w-ere modest. And now
we have a problem. The results have been that the workers real earn-
ings have fallen. AWThy should anyone expect workers to cooperate with
a further program of restraint? What right does the Government have
to even ask their cooperation unless there can be some assurance of an
equitable program, a real crackdown in area where prices have gone up
unjustifiably? I have cited the oil industry, and I think -we have got
a pretty good documentation there. And the steel industry has had an
enormous increase in prices, 31 percent in the last year. How can you
expect labor to stand still wvhenr they see these profits going through
the roof. and executive compensation at enormous levels?

Mr. Rusil. I would say, MIr. Vice Chairman, that one could impose
price controls and wage controls, and thereby expect industry manage-
mient to cooperate. But we found that that did not work well, and it
has caused manv of the dislocations that we have had. Price controls
without wage controls obviously do not work. Otherwise, all we can
do on prices is to have industry exercise moderation and to go back to
an economy of real competition which you and I have been talking
about earlier.

Senator PROXNrIrE. And I think it would be a lot better if the Presi-
dent wvere more vigorous in trying to encourage it than trying to gut it.

In June you met with representatives of the meat industry. And
following the meeting you refused to make a judgment on whether
their profit margins were too high. So it would seem to me to be the
mildest kind of jawboning and the mildest kind of educational effort.
You were reported as saying: "We are not in the profit control
business."

Without getting into the particular question of profit in the meat
industry, how are wve going to have an effective program of price
restraints if vou are not willing to look at and talk about profit mar-
giiis? Ford Motor Co. has raised its price $300 on new models in terms
of the prices on the 1974 models. And U.S. Steel has increased its price
94 percent since controls ended. How can you evaluate these and other
price increases unless you talk about costs and profits. how can you
say that a particular industrv has had a profit that is too high ? I do not
call that profit controls. but you can have price controls. and at least
make the assertion so that there is some public pressure, some pressure
that the responsible and effective people in our Goverunment could
hold prices that are unjustifiable down.
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Mr,. Rusm. As you know, whvat is a pYrofit is a nebulous thing, depend-
i ng oln accounting and so forth.

Second, industry mav be low profit, and somebody in the industry is
miakinig very high profits while others are losing money.

Senatol PROxMIRE. Take the oil industry as an example. Here is an
industry that is making colossal profits. They reduced their produc-
tion and their operating flow capacity. How call that possibly come
about?

Mi'. RusI. I would not want to justify or condemn the oil industry
wi thlout analyzing it much more carefully. I do know one thing that is
quite obvious. One is that they have to replace inventory at four times
the cost, and unless they make profits they cannot replace the inventory.

Aind a second thing is that they have a trenmendous expansion of
refineries and other things whiclh are going to cost far more than the
refineries in the past. I-Vow much of this so-called profit is going in
dividends and how much is needed to replace inventorv for new coin-
struction and new exploration and devclopmient, which is absolutely
essential, on]v they can sav. I do know. and we all kniow. that the costs
of doing these things have goiie up tremendously. and that there must
be money for them.

Senator PpoxiriRE. Sure. the cost of doing these things have gone up
tremendously. but the measure w-hether the cost reflects that price is
the profit, if the profit margin is high, obviously there is something
else at work.

Mr. Rusir. I would prefer to have them explain this for themselves.
Senator PRoxMIRE. Let me ask now about the statement that the

New York Times quoted riI. Jones, your assistant, as making:
A high administration economist conceded today that lie hoped consulners

would not take President Nixon's request in last nighus economic address literally
and save an additional 1.5 percent of their income.

And I think Mr. Jones' position may be well taken. A 1l/2 -percent
additional saving could mean a recession. It could certainly mean that
a kind of drop in consumer spending which could be very, very bad
newsv for much business. and it could mean a substantial increase in un-
employment, and it could mean that the inventories according to the
manufacturers most recent newsletter, now look top heavy and a lot
worse.

Mr. Stein seemed to agree with Mr. Jones to some extent in saying
that he felt the President after all, did not say everybody should save
11/2 percent. But then. he disagreed too.

Now, as Mr. Jones' boss, and as the President's principal economic
adviser, who is right?

Mr. RUSH. I would say that they are both right.
Senator PrOXMIRE. You are really a diplomat.
Mr. RusH. Mr. Stein is the author of that language in the Presi-

dent's speech. And what it was was in essence a plea by the President
that people use some discretion in a period where demand exceeds
supply, that people use discretion with regard to their purchases.

Secondly, at a time when we have very high interest rates, where
savings are at a very low level. and where you can have more money
for productive purposes as against just purchases by people saving
rather than by spending willv-nilly, he was asking that they use
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some discretion. And he gave an illustration of this. You could have
savings of $12 billion, which would be the same thing as a $12 million
cut in the budget.

Now, a $12 million cut in the budget, some people are saying would
be a very serious thing to your economy, because it would give us less
employment. On the other hand, some other people say a $12 million
cut in our budget is a very desirable thing. The reason why Govern-
ment expenditures, I will agree with you, should be carefully watched,
including defense expenditures, is because generally they are not
productive, they agree with the demand-

Senator PROXM=. That is true with some Government expendi-
tures, but not others. I do not think it is true with manpower expendi-
tures, or educational expenditures, or housing expenditures, but it
certainly is true with military expenditures, and it is certainly true
with space spending and many other categories. But I think it is
better to cut these areas where you do not get economic results.

Mr. RISEr. Yes. And the President gave that illustration, you can
cut the budget and save money. And there are various ways in which
we can all cooperate to get the economy better in balance.

Now, what Mr. Jones said, as I read it, was that we do not want
a consumer boycott. No one wants a consumer boycott. If we had a
consumer boycott, and the consumer spending went way down, obvi-
ously we would go into a recession.

Senator PROxMIRE. I would like to see a consumer boycott where
the prices are too much, or where they think they are.

Mr. RusH. Where prices are unjustified because of a shortage of
supply as compared to demand is where they do go up.

Senator PROXMIM. It would be very helpful if the Government
were more specific in this kind of an area. That is why I think it would
be a good idea for you to speak up when you think that prices are
too high and profits are too high and cannot be justified. And then
I think the consumer can get a signal as to how he can react. 'If he
feels that the prices in industry are high and he has not any discre-
tion-and in many cases he does not, if he has any discretion, he may
choose not to buy, and it may have a very wholesome effect.

Mr. RUSH. I understand your point, 'Mr. Vice Chairman. And I
think there is much to be said for it. The other side of the coin is that
one must look at these things in some detail to be sure that they are
right. And where the Government speaks it should be a very strong
voice. For example, this morning I could very easily have attacked
oil-company profits. But I have not gone into their needs enough to
know just what their profits should be. I know they are very high,
based on any historical basis.

Senator PROXmiRE. Every indication that I have seen, Mr. Rush, has
been that their cash flow will substantially exceed any kind of invest-
ment plans they have. We know that some of these oil companies are
buying unrelated businesses, whether they bid for circuses or Mont-
gomery Ward or whatever, they are getting into unrelated fields. So
that in terms of need it is very hard to demonstrate. And Heaven
knows you cannot justify it on equity grounds in view of the colossal
increase in profits that they have.
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MIr. Rusii. As I say, I cannot criticize their profits without knowing
what their cash needs are. And I have not seen their figures. I do not
know what their exploration and development needs are, their inven-
tory replacement needs, and their refinery construction requirements,
their capital needs overall.

Senator PRoxmmInE. I respect that kind of care and that kind of con-
cern for being fair. But I do think that the administration just has
been pussyfooting in respect to profits. I think they ought to crack
down and crack down hard. And I think that that is the kind of effort
that at the very least the American consumer should expect, because
the Government will find out and make it a point to find out where
price increases are not justified, and at least say so. And I am not
talking about price controls, and I am not talking about any other
kind of discipline. I am not even talking at this point, although I
favor it, about antitrust action. But at least we could have a public
announcement by the President that this is exorbitant, unjustified,
and let the consumer know about it. In the oil industry I hope that
you will get informed on that as soon as you can so that you can speak
out.

Mr. RusH. The view of the Congress, as I understand it, was that
not only was Congress very strongly opposed to wage and price
controls

Senator PROX3MIE. I was one of the leading ones who opposed price
controls.

Mr. RusH. I mean, the moderating agency-
Senator PROXrMIRE. There was no time that we indicated that we

did not want the Government to jawbone or step in and point out
unjustified price increases.

Mr. RusH. Perhaps I misinterpreted it.
Senator PROXXMIE. Furthermore, the President vetoed the congres-

sionally passed legislation, which I supported and overwhelming ma-
jority of the Senate supported it, to roll back the price of old oil,
the President vetoed it. We were going to give him that power.

Mr. RUSH. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. I have, just have a couple of more questions in

the area.
In the first half of this year real output declined at about a 4-percent

rate and prices rose at a 10-percent rate. What do you expect for. the
second half?

Mr. RusH. In my prepared statement, Mr. Vice Chairman, I said
that:

For the rest of 1974, we expect small, but steady, gains in real output. While
the pace of growth may not be as robust as anticipated at the beginning of the
year, the gradual improvement should help to moderate possible unemployment
increases and should help avoid a surge of unwanted Inflationary pressures.
Most important, the underlying strength and resiliency of the economy will
justify our sustained policies of moderate fiscal and monetary restraint which
are necessary for reducing inflation.

I could not add to that, because we have no definite features.
Senator PROXYMIE. We have a very substantial drop in the first half,

of 7 percent in the first quarter, and another percent or so in the second
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quarter. Do you expect for the whole y ear that there will be an increase
in pr oduction, or a reduction ?

Ar. Ruses. For the domestic economy, I would not wish to estimate
on that, I would not on the present basis estimate the rate of real
growth that we will have for the last half of the year. We think it will
be slow but steady, whether it will equal the decline in the first half.

Senator PROXNEIRE. Hobart Rowen, the columnist for the Washing-
ton Post, quoted a top governimcnit economist as saying: "We could
well have another drop in the third quarter,' meaning a further drop
in real output. Can you tell us who said that?

Mr. RusH. I do not know who that was.
Senator PRoXiII]nE. Evidently you do not agree, since the statement

said you expect a small rise in GNP in the second half.
Mr. RUSn. And my prepared statement represents the considered

judgment of what we call the troika.
Senator PROXMIIRE. I take it that that was a, considered judgment

that you made 2 weeks ago when you said that there would be a rise
in output in the second quarter.

Mr. Rusii. This was the flash that I had at that time, yes.
Senator PROX-MIRE. That was the what?
Mr. RUSH. A flash bit of news that I had at that time, that was our

estimate at that time.
Senator PROX3I1nRE. What about unemployment? What would you

expect the unemployment rate to be at the end of the year?
Mr. Rusin. I would expect it to be between 51/2 or 6 percent, possibly

as high as 6 percent.
Senator PROXITNRE. The main thing which has caused the inflation

rate to diminish slightly in the past few months has been the drop in
farm prices and the tapering off of oil price increases, at a very high
level. Industrial prices are continuing to rise at a really alarming
rate. I quoted the wholesale price increase at 31/2 percent as the ex-
pectation for the rise in July, in 1 month. And workers are getting
increasingly restive and more determined in their demands for the
wage increases that will keep wages in line with price in creases. In
view of these continuing inflationary trends, what do you expect in-
flation to be in the second half ?

Mr. Rus -i. We would expect it to by the end of the year to be in
the range of-we think it will be nearer 7 and 8 percent, is our best
estimate. There is naturally a variation. But I would estimate that it
would be nearer 7 percent by the end of the year. Now, there are lower
estimates than that. I notice the First N\ational City Bank and many
economists it is between 6 and 7 percent by the end of the year. Ours is
a bit higher than that.

Senator PRoxmi REE. So that you would expect inflation to continue
at about the present rate at about 8 percent?

Mr. RUSIT. It was 8 percent in the second quarter.
Senator PROX-nRnE. And it would moderate just a little?
Mr. Rusii. By the last quarter.
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Senator PRox.NIulE. Does that include the recoglnition that there is
likely to be a big increase in wholesale prices in July?

Mr. Rusii. Yes, that does include that.
Senator Pnox:Nniii_. I want to thank you very, very much, Mr. Rush.

You are a very fine gentleman, and a very decent person.
I do have one more question. I have to ask you this.
You have agreed to testify before this committee, and we are most

grateful for it. Will you testify before other committees of tile
Congress?

MNfr. Rusii. I have not yet made a final decision on that, AMr. Vice
Chairman.

Senator PROXMErau-1. Howv about the Senate Banking Committee? The
reason I ask that is because Mr. Greenspan is coming before our com-
mittee to be Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers. And
from your job description you are to be Mr. Greenspan's boss. I do not
see how the Senate can exercise the advice and consent powers intelli-
gently when the man with the real power is not subject to Senate con-
firmation. Would you be willing to appear with MIr. Greenspan to
clarify your relationship with him for the public record?

Mr. Rusix. Yes, I would.
Senator PRoxM1Jw-,u. Thank you very much.
Tlhe witness tomorrow will be Chairman of the Council of Economic

Advisers, Herbert Stein, at 10 o'clock in this room.
And we have a change in schedule previously announced. Federal

Reserve Chairman Burns will testify Tuesday, August 6( a week fronm
tomorrow, instead of Wednesday, July 31. No hearing Wednesday.
And Thursday Walter Heller will be heard.

Thank you again, Mr. Rush, you have been most helpful.
Mr. RusH. Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a.m., Tuesday, July 30,1974.]



EXAMINATION OF THE ECONOMIC SITUATION
AND OUTLOOK

TUESDAY, JULY 30, 1974

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcONOmIc COMMITrEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m., in room 1202,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (vice chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire and Percy; and Representative Browvn.
Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; John R. Karlik and

Courtenay M. Slater, senior economists; Richard F. Kaufman, gen-
eral counsel; William A Cox, Lucy A. Falcone, Robert D. Hamrin,
Jerry J. Jasinowski, and L. Douglas Lee, professional staff members;
Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant; Leslie J. Bander, minor-
ity economist; and Walter B. Laessig, minority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PnOXMlIRE

Senator PROxMiIRE. The committee will come to order. Our witnesses
this morning are-Mr. Herbert Stein, chairman of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers, and Mr. William Fellner and Mr. Gary Seevers,
members of the Council. Mr. Stein, this morning vwe meet in the midst
of what is probably the worst inflation in our history. We have had
other serious inflations in war time, but they all seem to have a termi-
nation at the end of the war. And in fact, in many cases in the past, as
you know, in our economic history prices have receded to where they
were before the war.

This is peacetime inflation and there seems to be no end of it in
sight. The latest figures we don't have completed, but everybody seems
to expect that the Wholesale Price Index will show the largest increase
in almost a year, perhaps about 31/2 percent. This comes on top of a
whole series of increases.

*What has been so puzzling and perplexing and frustrating is that
the tools to fight the inflation are so limited.

Wage-price controls, whatever the case for or against them, are
obviously politically impossible. There has been virtually no support
in the Congress or among the business and labor people who would
have to actually work with them so that is out of the question.

Unemployment is high and expected to go higher, and that comes at
the same time as a drastic slowdown in production.
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Interest rates are sky high and working a tragic burden on housing
and imposing a serious problem on State and local borrowers. Small
business seems to rule out any significant tightening of credit.

Now other solutions may be too long term. Solutions like antitrust
and productivity improvements seem to be too long term.

The result is that nothing seems to be a realistic or practical solu-
tion. There seems to be a conclusion, as I get it-and this may be unfair
to the administration-but a feeling there is no solution. The pro-
posals that were suggested to us yesterday I regard as a nothing
program; the proposals by Mr. Rush.

I disagree with the nothing type program or the very mild program
which he suggests because I think that while dramatic action is dif-
ficult, we could do much more than is proposed.

Even without wage-price controls for example I think some real
old fashioned Teddy Roosevelt type jawboning and garnishing with
antitrust followthrough and embellished with the Government using
its regulatory power and its procurement and stockpile power to get
results, can help.

We all recall the results the Kennedy administration got with
respect to steel back in 1962. And I think this is especially appro-
priate when you recognize the immense increase in profits.

The Federal Government still does have on the books the power
to roll back or at least to control and prevent increases in energy
prices. And in view of the fantastic profits the oil companies are
reporting now and reported last quarter and the previous quarter,
that seems to be another area where action could be taken, but there
is no indication from the administration that action is likely to be
taken.

I think that a sharp-sharper anyway than the administration
proposes but what I would regard as a moderate reduction in this
year's increase in spending would be appropriate. The President asked
for a $35 billion increase from the $270 billion figure last year. That
was the biggest increase in peacetime history. That was a 13-percent
increase.

I think we can cut it back to $25 billion as Mr. Burns and others
have suggested. The Senate voted by a 74 to 12 vote to provide it.

I would hope that both the Treasury and the Federal Reserve
would consider at least indicating to the lending institutions where
they think lending would be less productive and I would hope they
would take more vigorous leadership in this area although many would
regard that as an influence on the free market. But I think under
the present circumstances with the great need in housing, with the
very high interest rates, with the inflation we have, that at least that
kind of moderate action could be used.

Well, these are my opinions based on the hearings that we have
had, and I am anxious to hear your statement. It is a long statement
and I would appreciate it if you would summarize it in 15 minutes or
so. The entire statement will be printed in full in the record.

This may be your last appearance before this committee. And
although many people have been critical of you and I have been crit-
ical of you sometimes in the past-I disagreed with you then and
disagree with you now on some issues-I think we all have to recog-
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nize that you are an extraordinarily able and intelligent and articulate
man. You served the administration well. It is your wit and yoursense of humor and your willingness to take the slings and arrows ofoutrageous criticism with a smile and with a pleasant rejoinder thathas been one of the things that has made a very difficult situation a
great deal easier.

I think that your performance on television, for example, has beenoften unfairly criticized and your statements sometimes taken out ofcontext. After all, it is not politically wise and it takes some courageto tell off the public and say they made a mistake. When you do that,
you get it from all of us politicians and the media too, but we recog-nize that you are an easy target when you make that kind of astatement.

So I think you have contributed very considerably to our under-standing and I am sure that you will now.
Now one other point. As you are winding up your service as Chair-man of the Council of Economic Advisers, you are in an unusualposition it seems to me to give us perspective and advice on what youfeel both the Congress should do and perhaps you might have some

reflections on how the Council should operate as you look back inperspective having served, I understand, 51/2 year on the Council andabout 31/2 years as chairman. I think that is one of the longest terms
of service of anyone who served on the Council of Economic Advisers.
Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT STEIN, CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF
ECONOMIC ADVISERS, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM S. FELLNER
AND GARY L. SEEVERS, MEMBERS
Afr. STEIN. Thank you very much. I certainly welcome those kindwords, which I may say are rather rare these days, but I especiallyappreciate them coming from you because I have come to recognizeand value your judgment in these matters even though we have dis-agreed, as you have indicated, on many points. I believe unless youcall me up again before August 31, that this will be my last appear-ance in the capacity of a member of the admilnistratio'n, but I willbecome a professor. And after I become a professor, after I havebeen laundered in that way, perhaps you will call me back to testify

again.
Senator PROXMIIRE. We certainly will, but I hope you can speakeven now.
Mr. STFINc. Well I think I will and I think I always have. Perhaps

that has been part of my problem.
Senator PROXMIRE. Fine.
Mir. STEIN. We have submitted a long statement, which we did notat all intend to read. We would like what we call the appendix to beincluded in the record and we would discuss any part of that youwant to discuss.
Senator PROX3MTRE. Fine, that will be placed in the record at the endof your oral statement.
MArr. S'IEI-\. I have a short statement which I will read on behalf ofthe three of us. Before I do that I would like to insert in the record the
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text of the speech that the President gave on July 25, because I think
that has not yet been done and I think that would be quite relevant.

Senator PROXrrw. Yes, that is fine. WTe will be happy to have that
printed in full in the record. That will be incorporated in the record
at this point.

[The text of the speech by President Nixon, given July 25, 1974,
follows:]

RErARKS OF PRESIDENT NIXON AT A CONFERENCE ON THE EcoNoMY, SPONSORED BY

THE CXLIFORNIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIA-

TION, Los ANGELES AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, AND MERCHANTS AND MANU-

FACTURERS ASSOCIATION, JULY 25, 1974, Los ANGELES 'ROOM, THE CENTURY PLAZA
HOTEL, Los ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Smith, all of the very distinguished guests on the podium and in this
audience, and all of the millions listening on television and on radio:

I want to discuss today the major problem confronting America today-
inflation.

And I want to discuss where we are in the fight against inflation, how we got
here, and what we are doing about it.

Let me begin by touching briefly on the nature and causes of the inflation we
have been experiencing.

Basically, we and the other industrialized nations have had a generation of
inflation because governments all over the world, for a long period of time, have
permitted and encouraged the demand for goods and services to outrun the
capacity to meet that demand with rising production.

Governments have repeatedly increased their own spending more than taxa-
tion. They have added to demand without making a balancing cut in private
spending. They have created new money to finance more borrowing and invest-
ment than people were willing to finance out of their savings. Now, all this has
added to the upward pressure on prices.

The great worldwide surge of inflation in the past year and a half was caused
by three exceptional circumstances coming at once.

One was a decline in the world grain production as a result of bad weather
in many areas of the world. Another was the oil embargo, together with the
action of the oil exporting countries in suddenly quadrupling oil prices. And the
third was a simultaneous economic boom in the industrialized nations, which
increased demand for goods far beyond the capacity to produce them in those
nations.

Now fortunately, although other inflationary pressures continue, food produc-
tion now has increased. The oil embargo has ended. World oil prices have leveled
off. The worldwide economic boom has slackened.

And so, these particular inflationary forces are no longer propelling the in-
flationary spiral upward to the same extent that they were. We must recognize,
however, that the higher price levels that have been reached by oil and other
raw materials will continue to exert strong upward pressures for a time as they
work their way through the economy.

We are also now feeling the effect of last year's surge of prices in the form
of an understandably strong drive for large wage increases, as workers try to
catch up with earlier cost of living increases.

Confronted with an unacceptable level of inflation on the one hand, and with
a temporary slackening of economic activity on the other, many voices have
lately been raised in America demanding some swift, spectacular action. Some
ask for reimposing wage and price controls. Others recommend that we wring
out the economy with higher taxes or sharply restrictive monetary policies,
even at the cost of a severe recession. And then, on the other hand, there are
those who urge that we should lower taxes in order to pump up the economy
more rapidly. And still others suggest that we should simply give up-that we
should accept a rampant inflation as a mysterious and incurable disease and
concentrate on learning to live with it.

Well, we are not going to do any of these things. Let me tell you why not,
and let me tell you what we will do instead.

If experience teaches anything, it is that economic policies aimed exclusively
at short-term relief too often bring long-term grief.
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We must learn to think less in terms of programs and more in terms of policies:
policies of respect for the basic laws and forces of the market place and of
recognition that in those policies lie the keys to our economic future.

And so, let me tell you first what we are not going to do.
WVe are not going to resort to the discredited patent medicine of wage and price

controls. To return to controls now for temporary relief would only create new
distortions and thus intensify our long-term difficulties and lead in the end to
even more inflation when the controls came off.

We are not going to respond to the short-term slack in the economy by priming
the pumps of inflation with new deficit spending or with a new easing of credit
or with tax cuts that would only make inflation worse. These actions would be
like pouring gasoline on a raging fire.

And neither will we administer the shock treatment of a sudden drastic "wring-
ing out" of inflation, the cost of which in terms of increased unemployment for
millions of Americans would be unacceptable.

Now, let me tell you what we are going to do.
Our aim is to control inflation while continuing to produce more, so that people

can live better. The key to this lies in keeping our eye squarely on the long-term-
and keeping it there even as we actively manage our short-term difficulties. It lies
in choosing a sensible, realistic course and sticking to it, whatever the pressures,
and that is exactly what we shall do.

We will continue to monitor every sector of this economy. And I can assure you
that we will take what actions are necessary to prevent undue hardship in any
sector of the economy. But we will not react either to general or to specific needs
with gimmicks or emotionalism, and we will continue steadily on our basic anti-
inflationary course.

A policy to check inflation is fundamentally a policy to curb the growth of
demand relative to the growth of supply. In the short-run, attention must focus
on holding down the increase in demand, because with few exceptions, increasing
supply takes a considerable amount of time.

There are exceptions, however, where changes in Government policy can result
in rapid expansions of supply. Examples on which we have already acted include
the turning back into production of tens of millions of acres of farmland which
had previously been kept idle, and the sale of excess Government stockpiles of
certain raw materials.

In the longer run, we can focus more on increasing the growth of output-
on producing more rather than on demanding less. So our strategy must have
two elements--mainly restraining demand in the short-run and expanding supply
in the long-run.

Let's turn now to the Federal Government. The most obvious thing the Federal
Government can do to restrain demand is to hold down its own spending. For
the current fiscal year, expenditures under the budget I submitted in February
would be $305 billion. A variety of forces, the most important being pending
Congressional legislation in excess of the budget, threaten to raise this to $312
billion; over $7 billion over the budget I submitted in January. Undoubtedly,
more spending proposals wvill be pressed in Congress in the months ahead.

I will not accept this inflation of the Federal budget. On the contrary, I am
determined to cut below the $305 billion I submitted in January toward a goal of
$300 billion. I intend to veto Congressional actions that would raise that spending
above the budget. And beyond this, I have direeted the heads of all Federal
departments and agencies-without exception-to trim already-programmed Fed-
eral spending toward the goal of $300 billion.

I have also ordered a reduction of 40,000 in the number of Federal employees
provided for in the budget for the current year. This alone will save $300
million.

For the 1976 fiscal year-in which we are now preparing the budget, a year
which begins in just 11 months-I shall submit a budget that will not only be in
balance, but that will actually reduce the rate of growth of Federal spending
so that the increase from 1975 to 1976 will be less than the increase from 1974
to 1975 rather than more. And when necessary, in proposing this budget, I shall
propose repeal of existing legislation that makes spending mandatory.

Now. two weeks ago, I signed the Congressional Budget and Impoundment
Control Act of 1974. For -the first time in our Nation's history, this law provides
a mechanism for the Congress to consider the whole budget comprehensively,
not just its parts. It will be essential that this new law be used effectively with
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the clear, continuing objective of reducing or eliminating expenditures that would
hell) some of the people, but cause higher prices for all of the people.

We have to understand one fact. The President alone cannot cut the cost of
Government. This new law provides a means by which the Congress and the.
President can work together to accomplish that goal.

And I am confident that a majority of the Members of the Congress will sup-
port 'the efforts of the President to balance the Federal budget so that millions
of Americans will have a chance to balance their family budgets.

The other principal weapon in the Government's arsenal to control inflation
is monetary policy-that is, the control over the expansion of money and credit.

It is the function of the Federal Reserve system to nainintafif an adequate sup-
ply of money and credit but *to prevent that supply from rising too fast. The
Federal Reserve is doing so. Holding down money and credit in the face of a
rapid inflation causes high interest rates, which nobody likes. But allowing more
rapid monetary expansion would soon cause even more rapid inflation and ever
higher interest rates. And therefore, the course of the Federal Reserve, the
course it is on, is the necessary route to less inflation and lower interest rates.

Like any other part of the anti-inflation program, monetary restraint can
be overdone. It has not been overdone up to this time: and it will not be overdone.
We shall provide the expansion of money and credit necessary to support
moderate growth of the economy at reasonable prices. Chairman Burns, of the
Federal Reserve, has assured me of the intention of the Federal Reserve to avoid
extremes of restriction in the effort to conduct an effective anti-inflationary
monetary policy-an effort which every American should endorse. There will
not be a credit crunch in which the money for essential economic activity
becomes available.

And so, as far as the Federal Government is concerned, we will cut the
growth of Federal spending. 'We will hold down the growth of money and credit
to check private spending. And I call on State and local governments, and on
businesses and consumers, to hold down their own spending and increase their
own savings as their contribution in the fight against higher prices.

I recognize that some Americans cannot cut their spending without real hard-
ship. And I recognize that some expenditures by business cannot be cut without
cutting production now or in the future and thereby increasing unemployment.
But most families could reduce or defer some expenditures-building their
savings instead-without hardship. And every business has some fat in it, just
as every Federal agency has. And State and local governments, whose spending
has been rising rapidly, should follow the lead of the Federal Government in
cutting unnecessary spending.

Now, there are cynics who will say that such an appeal to the public spirit
of the American people is futile. Well, I don't believe that. We saw how the
American people saved during World War II. And just last winter, we saw
how the American people conserved gasoline and fuel oil and avoided, as a
result, gas rationing and all the consequences that would have flowed. In my
recent meetings to discuss the economy and in my mail, I have had abundant
evidence of the willingness of the American people not only to cooperate but to
join actively in the battle against inflation.

Less spending means less pressure on prices today. More saving means more
investment in new housing and new production, and therefore, lower prices
tomorrow. And the consumer-and that is everybody-wins both ways.

I referred earlier to the significance of a $12 billion difference in the Federal
budget. A cut of only 11/2 percent in personal consumption expenditures-that
would mean like putting away 15 cents for every $10 spent-would make a
similar difference in the fight against inflation. How rapidly we succeed in
cutting inflation will also depend on business and labor. If they continue pushing
prices and wages rapidly forward, this will continue the inflationary pressures.
But sales will suffer, because consumers will resist paying higher prices and
employment will also suffer, and no one in the end will be better off.

And therefore, in their own interest as well as in the Nation's, it is essential
that business and labor act responsibly in their price and wage demands. As
I have said, we shall not return to price and wage controls. But I intend to
use every influence of the Presidency and of the Federal Government to bring
about helpful voluntary restraint on the part of both business and labor in this
critical area.

In the short run, as I have said, we must focus on measures that restrain
demand. But to achieve prosperity without inflation in the long run, we must
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focus above all on producing more so that we can have more goods and services
without higher prices.

To assure a vigorous growth of supplies in the longer run, a number ofcritical measures are necessary.
A good example is agriculture, where today less than five percent of ourpopulation feed all of America, and help feed much of the rest of the world

as well. We must keep our agricultural programs focused on a policy of abun-
dance as they now are, rather than on a policy of scarcity.

Wie have seen vividly the importance of energy supplies and energy prices in
the U.S. economy over these past few months. We must now take all necessary
steps to assure ourselves of reliable supplies of energy at the lowest possible cost.That is the essence of Project Independence on which we are now moving steadilyforward. Let us take whatever steps are necessary to make sure that the United
States will never again be hostage to a cut-off of vital energy supplies by anyforeign country. And here is another area where the President alone cannot do
the job. We need the cooperation of the Congress on many pieces of legislationin this area which await action.

We need to assure adequate long-term supplies of capital for investment, an-other area we have discussed at great length in recent weeks. In May, I directedthe Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers to undertake a special study
of long-range capital needs to provide for the continued growth of our economy.and how to ensure that these needs may be met.

Too often today the creative energies of our economic system are stifled byburdensome over-regulation based on policies designed for an earlier era. Forexample, Government regulations often require trucks to run empty. This wastesfuel and it raises the cost to the consumer of everything these trucks carry.
That is just one example. Many others could be cited. And consequently, I havedirected a sweeping review of these policies with the objective of recommendingthose changes needed to bring the regulatory agencies and regulatory policies in
line with the needs of a new era when increasing productivity must be a primarymeans of achieving our primary economic goals.

And where regulatory agencies, because of obsolete rules, have the effect ofrestricting production, rather than encouraging, those rules need to be changed-and they will be changed.
Some of the most important regulations from this standpoint are not Federal,but State or local, such as obsolete building codes. Therefore, this review willencompass the reforms needed at all levels. At the same time I again urge the-Congress to enact the regulatory reforms that I have already proposed-with,

respect to transportation and financial institutions, for example-in order -to makeour economic system more productive and less inflationary.
And now we come to a very sensitive political point. It is time for us to re--evaluate the trade-off between increasing supplies, increasing production and-certain other objectives that are worthwhile, such as improving the environment

-and increasing safety. Those goals are important, but we too often recently havehad a tendency to push particular social goals so far and so fast that otherimportant economic goals are unduly sacrificed. and consequently these policiesmust be reevaluated and adjusted to the new needs.
Congress should enact the trade reform bill so that negotiations to reduce tradeharriers can begin. This sometimes sound like an esoteric subject of interest

-only to those who are in international trade, but competition from abroad can be-a powerful force toward increasing productivity in the United States, creatingmore jobs, making more supplies available for American consumers and in holdingflown prices.
Finally, 'and most important, we must restore the idea in America that the way

to have more is to produce more. This is true of a nation, it is true of individuals.Too many countries are in extreme difficulty because their people have come tobelieve that the way to get more is to have the Government spend more, eventhough no more is produced. That has often been true in this country.
It is often said that we have worldwide inflation because people demand more.That is just a half-truth. We have worldwide inflation because people's demand

for more is not matched by a willingness and ability on their part to producemore. The demand too often is translated into a supply of votes, not a supply ofwork, saving, initiative and innovation.
In America, and may it always be this way, the power of Government isthe power of the people. And, therefore, the most Important responsibility of'each American in fighting inflation is your responsibility, those of you in this
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room, and the millions listening on television and radio. I can assure you that
your Government will take firm measures, measures that will be unpopular
with many special interest groups. The voice of the people in support of sound
anti-inflation policies needs to be heard in Washington above the voices of the
special interests.

In fact, we need in this country the one lobby we don't have-an anti-inflation
lobby. This should not be a lobby with plush Washington offices and high paid
officers. And I am not reflecting on any of the people who may be lobbiests
here. This lobby should have an office in every home in America and every
citizen should be an officer in it. When every Government official-whether in
the Executive branch, in the Congress or in State and local governments-
knows that this anti-inflation lobby will reward anti-inflationary action and
punish inflationary action, the fight against inflation will be won.

We have looked, as we should, at many of the troubles in the American
economy today, but we must also recognize that despite its troubles the Ameri-
can economy today is the envy of the rest of the world. One needs only to travel,
as I haxe in recent months and over the years, to other nations, particularly in-
dustrial nations, to realize the truth of that statement.

Painful as our own inflation is, it is less than that of France, of Italy, of
Great Britain, of Japan, and less than that of most of the industrial nations
of the world.

In fact, time and again I have found in recent months the leaders of other
countries marveling at the great economic strength of America and wishing
that they could exchange their economic difficulties for ours.

And consequently, as we look at the troubles in our economy today, we must
not overlook its strengths. We have the strongest economy in the world by
far, and we can win any economic battle that we determine to win. We are out
to win the battle against inflation and with our strong economy we have the
resources to do it.

As we look at the strengths of that economy, we have more jobs in America
today than ever before and those jobs pay higher wages, real wages, than in
any other country in the world, even in the area of food costs, which we all
know is one that really strikes home to whoever keeps that family budget. A
smaller percentage of the wage earner's income goes to food in the United
States than in any country in the world.

Young Americans today are finding work rather than facing the draft, and
we can be thankful for that. And our unemployment, which is holding lower
than we had earlier predicted, if it is higher than we want-and it is-let us be
thankful that those who may be unemployed are not facing the draft and not
serving in any war overseas.

In fact, we can be thankful that our problems today are the problems of
peace rather than the problems of war.

We will win the fight against inflation, but we are going to win it not by a
single set of dramatic actions, but by the cumulative effect of actions that in
themselves are often undramatic, actions that may not make headlines in the
morning newspapers, but that will be the right actions to take.

In economic policy, impatience is the great enemy of sound policy. If you look
at the history of inflation in America, more than anything else it can be laid at
the doorstep of impatience: impatience to spend money we have not yet earned,
or to spend taxes we have not yet collected; impatience to satisfy all of our social
wants at once, without regard to the fact that we cannot afford everything at
once; impatience with the short-term dislocations that often are part of long-
term adjustments needed to keep the economy growing in a healthy rather than
an unhealthy way.

The key to fighting inflation, therefore, is steadiness. The steadiness that ac-
cepts the need for hard decisions, for occasional unpleasant statistics and even a
measure of sacrifice in the short run, in order to ensure stable growth without
inflation for the long run: the steadiness that stands firm against the clamor
to take dramatic action just to create an appearance of action, and the kind of
steadiness that reflects demagogery. that rejects gimmickry and that gives the
enormous creative forces of the marketplace in America a chance to work. That
is our strength, the free marketplace in America. and we must keep it free.

And so I say to you that we are on the right road toward our goal, a goal
of full prosperity without war and without inflation. We are going to stay on
that road.
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We will be steadfast in holding down Federal spending, in slowing the growth
of the Federal budget.

We wvill have moderate but firm restraint on the growth of the money supplies.
We will work creatively with other nations *to deal with inflation in its world-

wide dimensions.
We will take new measures to encourage productivity, and this is perhaps the

most important long-term objective we can set for ourselves-to encourage pro-
ductivity and to increase supplies of scarce resources. And in particular, we are
going to press vigorously forward in increasing supplies of energy and food-the
biggest components of the recent inflationary surge.

We shall stand firm against efforts to turn us aside from the steadiness of
course that is necessary.

We intend 'to devote the full energies of fthe Federal Government to the fight
against inflation-and I ask for your support, for the full support of the American
people in this great cause.

In 1976, America wvill celebrate its 200th anniversary as a Nation.
Let our goal for that anniversary be an America at peace with every nation

in the world, a peace 1that we helped to bring about, and here at home, let our
goal be an economy of prosperity without war and without inflation.

That is a great goal. It will require the united efforts, the dedication of Gov-
ernment, of business, of labor, and of individual Americans all over this country.

What you do, each and every one of you, 'will matter.
As you play your part in this great crusade, you can be confident that your

Federal Goverijment wvill play its part. And together, we can achieve the goal
that all of us want: the goal of full prosperity without war and without inflation.
for ourselves, for our children, and for America's future.

Mr. STEIN. As I said, 'we have submitted a long statement which
covers many aspects of the economy, production, employment, prices,
housing, balance of payments, incomes, food, and material supplies.
These are all important subjects and we will be happy to answer ques-
tions about them. However, we would like to use the short time allotted
for our oral presentation to concentrate on the question of inflation.

The history of inflation is the history of frustrations, and I noticed
vou used the word "frustrating" in your opening statement. I think
this does characterize our present situation. Again and again the in-
flation has seemed to be near its end. The reasons for each surge of
inflation were regarded as temporary and special. The inflation seemed
to be subsiding when the economy softened in 1967. When Congress
enacted the temporary tax increase and expenditure ceiling in 1968
there was a feeling that decisive action had been taken, and there was
concern about "overkill."

The last economic report written by the previous administration,
January 1969, foresaw a decline of the inflation rate by midyear, and
the need for expansionary policy thereafter. Many economists thought
a decline of food prices in 1969 would help hold down the inflation
rate that year. None of that happened in 1969, but a continued policy
of fiscal and monetary restraint began to yield signs of smaller price
increases in 1970.

However, progress came more slowly than had been expected. This
was the time when many people were saying that we had entered a new
era of inflation in which the classical remedies would not work. Re-
sponding to general impatience and a widespread demand for controls,
the President imposed the price and wage freeze of August 15, 1971,
which was followed by the more flexible system of phase II. This pro-
gram was to wring the inflationary expectations out of the general
psychology and also to bring about a better balance within the, wage
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structure, so that there wouldn't be a strong claim for one industry-
after another to catch up.

By the end of 1972 this policy seemed to have gone a long way to-
ward achieving its goal, while the well-known difficulties with con--
trols were becoming larger in fact and even more worrisome in
prospect. We believed that the rate of inflation which had declined
to about 3 percent at the end of 1972 would remain around that level
during 1973. We did not count on controls to contribute much to that
result, although controls were to be continued in the modified form of
phase III. We counted mainly on several other factors to hold the in--
flation rate down.

With the unemployment rate at 5 percent there seemed to be room
for a good deal of economic expansion before shortages were encoun--
tered. Fiscal policy had turned in a restrictive direction at the middle-
of calendar 1972. Agricultural policy had been changed to bring about
maximum food production. In view of the moderate rise of consumer
prices in the previous year, the outlook for reasonable wage behavior
seemed good.

Needless to say, many of these expectations were disappointed.
Larger United States and world food supplies did not begin to push
down food prices until the spring of 1974. During most of 1973 food
prices were soaring, as booming world incomes pressed on the still
limited supply of food. We turned out to be closer to the ceiling of
capacity in many parts of the economy than we thought. This situa-
tion was intensified by the worldwide boom, which tightened the-
squeeze on supplies and prices of basic materials. The second devalua-
tion of the dollar, which tended to raise U.S. prices, had not been
expected. And in the last quarter of the year we were hit by the sharp-
increase of oil prices.

Again, at the beginning of 1974 we looked forward to a slowdown
of the inflation rate during the year. The increase of food supplies:
would finally result in a leveling out of food prices. The enormous
increase of oil prices would not be repeated, although its repercussions
would be felt during much of the year. The abatement of price in-
creases in these two critical sectors would leave us with a much lower
overall rate of inflation. This is still our basic view. But it must be-
admitted that prices outside the food and fuel areas spurted more than
many, including us, expected and our estimate of the inflation rate
at the end of 1974 is higher than it once was, although we continue to-
believe it will be significantly lower than in the first half of the year.

What are we to make of these repeated frustrations, of the fact
that the inflation rate has moved higher and higher despite the expec-
tations that it would subside? The view is gaining currency that infla-
tion is an inexplicable and inexorable disease which democratic-
societies cannot control. We do not believe that. The explanation is-
complex and the solution difficult, but neither is impossible.

For years economists have been saying that once inflation gets
started there is a strong tendency for it to persist or accelerate. We
have not really understood how strong this tendency was. This has-
been reflected in forecasts which underestimated the future inflation
rate. It has been reflected in policies which were too weak in dealing:
with inflation or were abandoned too soon.
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This is not to say that inflation once started will accelerate end-
lessly or even continue endlessly, without further propulsion, and can-
not be stopped. It is not to say that a complete explanation of present
and future inflation is the fact that we had inflation in the past.
Inflations have their initial causes, in policies or events, they are sus-
tained by policies and events, and they can be brought to an end by
appropriate policies or by fortuitous events. But the failure to foresee
the durability of inflations once started probably makes us more likely
to embark on inflationary policies in the first place. Because the process
once started is so strong the policies needed to stop it are more forceful
and painful than commonly recognized. And in an inflationary world
random events, like droughts and embargoes, which might be infla-
tionary or deflationary, turn out to be predominantly inflationary,
because the economy responds to them in an inflationary way.

An important part of the mechanism by -which the inflationary proc-
ess is continued or accelerated is expectations. Experience with a rising
rate of inflation generates the expectation that the rate will be not only
higher bilt even rising in the future. That becomes par for the course
and the behavior of businesses and labor in setting prices and 'wages
conforms to it. If policy or external events slow down the growth of
demand, price and wage increases abate little if at all, as everyone is
looking across the valley to the next surge of inflation. Because price
and wage increases persist at a high rate employment suffers, and
governments are driven or tempted to pump up demand, validating the
expectation of continued or ever accelerating inflation.

The lags on which we once counted to resist the surge of inflation dis-
appear or weaken. In the textbook description of inflation, government
revenues outrun expenditures, yielding a surplus and prices outrun
wages yielding an anti-inflationary increase of profits and saving. But
in the real inflationary world government expenditures keep up with

revenues, and wages keep up with the prices of the things labor pro-
duces. Moreover, inflation with one country is not restrained by its ex-
ternal economic relations. for several reasons. If all countries are in-
flating at the same rate. inflation will not show in 'any country's ex-
ternal accounts. And even a country that inflates more than others may
not be inhibited, because it accepts the resulting deficit, or depreciates
its currency or allows its currency to float downward.

Random events like droughts, which in other circumstances might
raise particular prices but not the general price level, turn out in the
inflationary world to be inflationary. A rise of food prices resulting
from a drought is not offset in the inflationary world by a decline of
other prices. Not only the level but even the rate of increase of other
prices is sticky. Moreover, the spectacular rise of a particularly impor-
tant category of prices, like food prices, only intensifies the general
expectation of inflation and causes other prices to rise more, not less.

Restrained growth of the money supply might prevent surges of in-
flation from occurring or persisting. But there is some tendency for
monetary growth to expand when there is inflationary pressure, espe-
cially if the monetary authority tries in some degree to moderate rises
of interest rates. And there is a good deal of looseness, especially in the
short run, between the rate of monetary expansion and the rate of in-
flation, so that inflation can accelerate for a while even if monetary ex-
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pansion does not. The monetary authorities then confront the problem
of slowing down an existing high rate of inflation, which is likely to
entail more unemployment than would have been involved in avoiding
the acceleration, and also higher interest rates and more injury to hous-
ing and other sensitive sectors.

While this general scenario applies to many countries and times, its
specific sequences have varied. Our own current inflation began almost
10 years ago when the costs of the Vietnam war were piled on the costs
of the Great Society, without any tax increases until 1968. The infla-
tionary boom thus generated was financed by an increased expansion
of the money supply. By the time policy turned in an anii-inflationary
direction, in late 1968 and early 1969, we had already experienced an
unusually long and strong inflation. The restrictive fiscal and monetary
policy of 1969 and 1970 was beginning to reduce the inflation rate, but
the country, including the administration, was not prepared for how
long it would take.

We were assailed for having the "worst of both worlds," continued
inflation and rising unemployment. Complaints on this score were
intensified by the common belief that there was a better way-a way
by which we could both stop the inflation and reduce the unemplov-
ment. That way price and wage controls, then often euphemistically
described as "incomes policy." Finally, and reluctantly, in August
1971, the administration switched course. It imposed controls and
turned to more expansionist policies. Taxes were reduced and expendi-
tures increased. The dollar was allowed to decline in value, which in-
creased net exports and contributed to domestic expansion. The rate
of monetary growth increased.

Around the middle of 1972 the administration decided to turn away
from these expansionist policies, by clamping down on the rise of
Federal spending. However, looked at with hindsight the prior ex-
pansionist push had been too great and the reversal too slow. As a
result we entered 1973 with demand rising too rapidly, relative to
productive capacity. The food shortage, the worldwide commodity in-
flation, the oil price increase, and the further depreciation of the dollar
all impacted on this inflationary environment, and the result was a
violent surge of the price indexes. Many of the causes of this surge have
now passed, but we are still feeling its effects, in the movement of
earlier cost increases through successive stages of production and dis-
tribution and in the rise of wages to catch up with earlier cost-of-living
increases. We still have shortages in many sectors of the economy. We
still have inflationary expectations. We still live in an inflationary
world.

The basic lesson of our decade of inflation is that a policy of firm
restraint on the expansion of demand must be continued steadily for
a long period. We must guard against underestimating the force of the
inflation and the strength of the policies needed to deal with it, even at
the risk of possibly leaning too far in the other direction. The instru-
ments for restraining demand are well known-chiefly limiting the
increase of the money supply and the increase of Government spend-
ing. They must be our main reliance.

This prescription is sometimes dismissed contemptuously as "the
same old medicine," as if it had been commonly used and found in-
adequate. However, what stands out from our experience is that our
troubles are due to failure to follow this prescription. We surely did
not follow it from 1965 to 1968 and we turned away from it too soon
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in 1971. The evidence is not that the prescription is ineffective, but
that it wvill work if applied firmly and continuously.

How long the restraint would have to be applied to achieve any
specified, durable reduction of the inflation rate, no one can tell. Much

vill depend on how the public estimates the determination of Gov-
ernment to stay on the restrictive course. It would be irresponsible,.
and probably self-defeating, to tell the public that victory against-
inflation will come quickly or easily. But every Government official has.
said that checking inflation is the number one economic objective;.
polls show that the public agrees. If this means anything it mneans;
-willingness to bear some cost to achieve the objective.

We should try if eve can to avoid excessive concentration of the
burdens of checking inflation on particular individuals. That is why,
for example, it would be desirable to enact the improvements of the
unemployment compensation system proposed by the administration.
But perfect fairness is no more likely to be found in the war against
inflation than in other human endeavors, and insistence on it would
guarantee failure.

Restraint of demand is the indispensable condition for restraining
inflation. It is not the only thing that can be usefully done. Measures
to increase the competitiveness of the economic system will tend to
make prices and wages more responsive to a deceleration of demand
and reduce the cost that must be paid in employment and output when
anti-inflationary action is taken. Increasing competition will also
tend to make the economy more efficient and so enable us to meet the
demands on the economy with a real supply of goods and services,
rather than by an illusory supply of inflated incomes. Other ways to
increase production and productivity, which we have dealt with re-
peatedly in our economic reports, deserve serious attention. If there
were more time these could be elaborated. However, these other possi-
bilities should not distract us from the central lesson, which is the
need for continuing, firm restraint of demand.

Thank you.
Senator Piz0ox-mmE. Thank you very much.
[The appendix to the statement of Mr. Stein follows:]

APPENDIX TO STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT STEIN

The Economy at Midyear

The American economy has been through a difficult half year as a result
of the energy crisis and the continuing problem of inflation. The oil embargo
had a severe economic impact and although we continue to feel its effects the
most difficult part of that problem is now a thing of the past. The inflation
problem, which was heightened by the embargo and subsequent price increases,
is a much more troublesome and enduring one. Any serious effort against infla-
tion involves costs that still lie ahead of us and will be felt for a long time.

At the time of our Annual Report at the end of last January the problem
uppermost in our minds was the energy crisis. We knew that this would in-
volve cuts in production, employment and living standards. While we viewed
the outcome with great uncertainty we did not share some of the dire predic-
tions.of things to come. We expected total output to fall in the first quarter
of 1974 and then to stop falling in the second. Output did decline in the first
quarter-more than we expected-but the decline now seems to have come to a
halt. We expected unemployment to rise more or less continuously in the first
half of 1974. Unemployment did rise sharply from November to January hut
since then it has stabilized-at lower levels than we had projected and despite
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the sharper-than-expected cut in domestic output. We foresaw a high rate
of inflation in the first quarter and a lessening in the rate in the second quarter.
Although this is the pattern that has unfolded the rates of price increase in
both quarters of 1974 have been greater than we anticipated.

Prior to the time of the oil embargo overall demand was strong, production and
capacity utilization were high and unemployment was low. Shortages of many
basic materials were common and were holding down production in several
industries. At the same time it was clear that demand in some sectors, notably
housing and automobiles, had fallen from very high rates that prevailed earlier
in 1973 and were continuing downward. Under these circumstances we fore-
saw a slower rate of growth in demand and output in 1974 than in 1973 and
a small rise in unemployment. We viewed a slowdown of this kind to be de-
sirable because of the strong inflationary pressures that existed in 1973 and
were likely to persist into 1974.

The energy crisis transformed a slowdown of the rise in output into a very
sharp decrease as consumers refrained from buying large cars and reduced
their real outlays on energy related products and services. In the autumn of
1973 the typical expectation for calendar 1974 was a production cut for autos
of about 8-10 percent from calendar 1973. Production fell much more sharply;
from the fourth quarter of 1973 to the first quarter of 1974 alone output of
automobiles fell by 30 percent. Consumer real spending on gasoline, fuel oil,
electricity and gas, which had typically grown by 1 to 1Y2 percent per quarter,
fell by 10 percent as a result of curtailed supplies, high prices, voluntary con-
servation efforts, and an unusually warm winter. Indeed, that part of the
overall output cut associated with energy-affected items appears to account for
all of the first quarter decrease, if not more.

On July 18 the Commerce Department released its preliminary estimate of
second quarter GNP, which in real terms showed a decline of 1.2 percent at an
annual rate. Several points should be made about these figures. First of all, if
we confine attention to domestic output only-which affects employment and
unemployment-we find that the second quarter was essentially the same as the
first. (and the first quarter drop was a little larger than the drop in total GNP).
By way of explanation we may note that the GNP includes interest and divi-
dends received by U.S. corporations and residents from abroad net of interest
and dividends sent abroad. These net receipts were reduced in the second
quarter because oil-producing countries increased their ownership of foreign
subsidiaries of U.S. corporations.

[In billions of 1958 dollarsl

3d quarter. 4th quarter, Ist quarter, 2d quarter.
1973 1973 1974 1974

Real GNP -840.8 845.7 830.5 828.0
Rest of world -5.1 5.0 7.0 4.2
Domestic GN P -835.7 840.7 823.5 823.8

Second, the second quarter GNP estimates are based on incomplete data. In
Accordance with its usual procedures it was necessary for the Commerce De-
partment to make its own estimate of inventories, net exports and consumer
prices in June. Final figures could show a somewhat higher or a somewhat lower
figure. The key point is that we should not attach much signiecance to a small
change in either direction since any statistical estimate is subject to a margin
of error.

Efver since the second quarter GNP statistics were released there has been a
good deal of discussion about whether we are in a recession because real GNP
fell in two consecutive quarters. The National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER), commonly regarded as the arbiter of recessions, does not use the ex-

iz~tence of two consecutive quarters of decline as its criterion of a recession. The
NBER looks at a wide variety of economic statistics and cannot reach a judgment
until some time has passed, so that the changes can 'be viewed in perspective.

We are encouraged by the behavior of industrial production and unemployment
so far. Industrial production is a comparatively volatile component of overall
production and the sector most affected by cyclical influences. Industrial produc-
tion declined 21/2 percent from last November to February and since then has
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risen by 1 percent, paced by a recovery in motor vehicle production. For the
second quarter as a whole industrial production was 1.3 percent higher (at an
.annual rate) than the first quarter. As noted earlier, unemployment has been
-essentially unchanged since January.

Table 1 compares the behavior of industrial production and the unemployment
rate in past periods of declining real GNP. Whenever in the past we have ex-
perienced two successive declines in real GNP we have also experienced declines
'in industrial production. The rise of Industrial production in the second quarter
of 1974 stands in sharp contrast to earlier experience. The contrast with respect
'to the unemployment rate is even more striking and more significant.
.Prospects-Second half 1974,

We believe that overall production will recover in the second half of 1974
'but the rise will be slower than we had thought earlier. This in turn will entail
*a rise of unemployment in this period; however, the unemployment rate is now
lower than we had expected it would be at this time, and we do not think the
-rate will exceed 6 percent this year, aside from the occasional erratic behavior to
'which the estimates are subject. We continue to expect a less rapid rate of infla-

ation by the end of I1974 than we saw in the first half.

TABLE I.-CHANGES IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND THE RATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT DURING
THE IST TWO QUARTERS OF DECLINING REAL GNP

Percent change, seasonally adjusted annual rate Point change in
Real GNP Industrial production unemployment rate

Initial 2d Initial 2d Initial 2d'Initial quarter of real GNP decline quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter

1974 1 - -- 7. 0 - . 2 -6. 5 1 I. 3 0. 5 0. 01969 IV - -- 2. 3 -2.1 -3. 5 -9. 4 0 .61960 11 -4 -1. 9 -8. 0 -6. 4 0 .41957 IV - -6. 0 -9. 2 -15. 7 -20. 9 .7 1. 41953 III - -2. 6 -4. 7 -0 -17. 4 .I 1.1949 1- -5.0 -2. 4 -12.1 -12. 5 .8 1. 3

l Preliminary.

The slower rise in production will reflect continuing unfavorable financial
'conditions in mortgage markets, which will hold down the recovery of housing.
In addition, there is some question as to whether businessmen will step up
their investment in inventories. Revisions in the estimates of inventory accumu-
lation suggest that stocks are higher in relation to overall output or sales than
we had been led to believe on the basis of the statistics available earlier. Even
so, we are not now inclined to compensate for these shortfalls from our earlier
expectations because of the continued rapid increase in prices. Demand con-
tinues to be excessive in some sectors. In industries like primary metals, indus-
trial chemicals, and machinery and equipment, output will continue to feel the
effects of supply shortages.

Demand for capital goods continues to be very strong even though in real
terms nonresidential investment outlays have changed little since the fourth
quarter. In the first quarter there was a dip in business purchases of cars and
trucks associated with last winter's energy crisis while supply limitations seem
to have held back shipments of machinery and equipment this spring. There
are many signs of strong demand for capital goods at the present time. The ratio
of output to capacity in major materials industries in the second quarter of
1974, although 3 percentage points below its peak one year earlier, was still
very high gauged by the experience of post-World War II years. At the end of
M1arch the proportion of manufacturing firms indicating a need for more capacity
remained at its peak reached at the end of 1973: chemicals and primary metals,
where shortages have been common, the proportions showed a rise as compared
to December. Backlogs of nondefense capital goods industries at the end of
June were 35 percent greater than a year earlier and the ratio of backlogs to
shipments in these industries at the end of June was close to the peaks reached
in the late 1960's. In the face of declines in automobiles and residential con-
struction, two important users of steel, the continued high rate of operations
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in the steel industry attests to the strength of demand for capial goods at the
present time.

The Commerce Department survey of business investment plans published in
early June pointed to a current dollar rise of 11 percent (annual rate) from
the first to the second half of the year. Given the outlook for capital goods
costs, this implies a moderate rise in real terms.

The energy crisis seems to have had a differential impact on investment
programs of energy industries. As compared to the survey published in March
the Commerce Department's June survey pointed to stronger plans by petro-
leum firms but reductions in planned increases in motor vehicles and electric
utilities. The electric utilities have been cutting back investment plans not only
because they are re-evaluating the long-run growth of their markets but also
because of liquidity problems and high interest costs. However, because of the
large volume of work underway, these cutbacks will probably have a greater
effect in 1975 than in 1974 and will mean smaller rises rather than outright
.eclines.

The inventory situation looks different from the way it did just a few weeks
ago because of major divisions in the underlying statistics. Investment in
inventories in the 1971-73 period now appears higher on the basis of new data
from the Commerce Department. For example, one measure used to guage the
level of inventories is the ratio of real nonfarm stocks to total real GNP. At
the end of March this ratio, based on figures then available, stood at .227. This
was somewhat higher than a year earlier but close to the 1947-73 average of
.225. Revised estimates by Commerce now put this ratio at .235 for the end of
March and .238 for the end of June, both of which would make total nonfarm
stocks appear comparatively high. 'It may be that because of continuing short-
ages and prospective price increases businessmen desire to hold larger than
normal stocks. 'However, there is some evidence that stocks are greater than
desired-among department stores, for example, and among foreign car dealers,
Given the new view of inventories in a setting of high interest rates we are not
likely to see much change in the rate of inventory accumulation for the rest
of the year.

Real consumption outlays fell sharply in the fourth quarter of 1973 and first
quarter of 1974 but recovered slightly in the second. The decline last fall and
winter and the pickup this spring centered in products and services affected by
the energy crisis. In aggregate all other consumption in real terms has been essen-
tially unchanged since the third quarter of 1973. Since that time a drop in the
saving rate has helped to sustain consumption in the face of declining real
incomes but the large revisions in the savings figure suggest caution in attaching
too much significance to changes in the saving rate.

We anticipate a slow rise in real consumption over the balance of 1974. The
number of new automobiles sold in the second half of 1974 should rise over the
first half rate. Domestic sales had been -running at an annual rate of 10 million
units in the first 3 quarters of 1973 but they fell to a rate of S million in the
fourth quarter and 72A million in the first quarter. The drop in the fall and
winter was concentrated in large cars, but with the improvement in gasoline
supplies in March large car sales began to revive. The second quarter total rose
to a rate just over 8 million. In the meantime the automobile industry has taken
steps to increase its capacity for producing small cars. Prospects for a further
sales pickup this summer appear good partly because real incomes should be im-
proving and partly because there may be some consumer purchasing in anticipa-
tion of price increases scheduled to go into effect in the new model year. Price
Increases already announced should curtail demand late this year but the greater
availability of smaller vehicles with improved gas mileage performance should
act as a stimulus.

Reduced supplies, rising prices and voluntary conservation efforts put a halt
to the strong growth in consumer real outlays for energy-gasoline, fuel oil,
electricity and gas-in late 1973 and early 1974. In real terms, first quarter 1974
outlays for these items were 11 percent below their third quarter 1973 rate. On
the basis of very preliminary and incomplete figures it appears that consumer
outlays for gasoline and oil have recovered part of their earlier drop but this
is not so for fuel oil and electricity and gas. A return in the direction of the
long-term trend existing prior to the energy crisis seems to be a reasonable
prospect but given the price increases that have occurred the speed of the return
is likely to be slow. Considered as a whole all other real consumption-consump-
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tion excluding autos and parts and energy-will probably show a somewhat
sluggish improvement over the balance of 1974 and into 1975. This increase will
stem from rising real incomes but it will be dampened by continuing adjustments
by consumers to high energy prices.

TABLE 2.-REAL DISPOSABLE INCOME AND ITS COMPONENTS

[Billions of 1958 dollars]

1973 1974 Change
1973 11 to

III IV I II 1974 11

Real disposable income - 621.8 622.9 610.3 604.3 -17.5
Real saving -- 49. 9 59.2 54. 2 45. 9 -4. 0
Real personal outlays -571.9 563.7 556.1 558.4 -13.5

Interest and transfers -16.5 17.4 16.4 16.1 -. 4
Personal consumption expenditures 555.4 546.3 539.7 542.3 -13.1

Autos and energy------------------- 95.3 87. 0 79.6 81.7 -13.6
Autos and parts -51.7 44. 9 41.8 42. 9 -8. 8
Energy -43. 6 42.1 37.8 38.8 -4. 8

Other -460.1 459. 3 460.1 460.6 +. 5

TABLE 3.-DISPOSITION OF REAL DISPOSABLE INCOME

[Percentl

1973 1974

III IV I II

Real disposable income -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Re saving -8.0 9.5 8.9 7.6
Real personal outlays -92.0 90.5 91.1 92.4

Interest and transfers -2.7 2. 8 2.7 2. 7
Personal consumption expenditures- 89.3 87.7 88.4 89.7

Autos and energy----------------------- 15. 3 14.1 13. 0 13. 5
Autos and parts -8.3 7.2 6.8 7.1
Energy -7.0 6.8 6.2 6.4

Other -74. 0 73.7 75. 4 76. 2

EMPLOYMENT

During the first two quarters of 1974 the seasonally adjusted unemploy-
ment rate was approximately level gt 5.2 percent, which can be compared with
the 4.7 percent average rate in the second half of 1973. This pattern of an in-
crease in unemployment from the second half of 1973 to the first half of 1974.
and a constant level in 1974 is observed within demographic groups.

The seasonally adjusted unemployment rate for married men increased 0.3
percentage point from 2.1 percent in 1973-III-IV to 2.4 percent in 1974-II,
while for all adult men it increased 0.5 percentage point to 3.5 percent. During
the same period the seasonally adjusted unemployment rates for adult women
increased 0.3 percentage point to 5.1 percent, and for teenagers of both sexes the
increase was by 0.9 percentage point to 15.2 percent. The unemployment rate
rose 0.5 percentage point to 4.7 percent for whites and 0.4 percentage point to
9.2 percent for Negroes and other races. The seasonally adjusted state insured
unemployment rate increased 0.6 percentage point to 3.3 percent during the
same period.

The seasonally adjusted unemployment rate among male Vietnam-era veter-
ans (those who served after August 4, 1964) age 20 to 34 was 5.0 percent in
the second quarter, approximately the same as the national rate. This can be
compared with an unemployment rate of 5.6 percent for male nonveterans in the
same age bracket. Except for the youngest of veterans (age 20 to 24), who
are primarily recent dischargees and hence recent entrants to the civilian labor
force, male Vietnam-era veterans appear to have a lower unemployment rate
than male nonveterans of the same age. Higher unemployment rates are a

42-309-75 f
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characteristic of both men and women who are recent entrants or reentrants to
the civilian labor force.

TABLE 4.-LABOR FORCE DATA 1973-74

[Seasonally adjusted quarterly data]

Civilian Labor force Civilian Civilian Civilian
unemployment participation labor employment unemployment Employment

rate rate I force (in (in (in rate1

(percent) (percent) thousands) thousands) thousands) (percent)

1972 -5.6 61.0 86, 542 81, 702 4,840 57.7
1973 -4.9 61.4 88,714 84,409 4,304 58.5
19731V -4.7 61.8 89, 896 85, 656 4,240 58.9
19741 -5.2 61.9 90, 532 85, 826 4,706 58.8
197411 -5. 1 61.7 90, 637 85, 970 4, 667 58.6

X Total labor force as percent of noninstitutional population 16 yr. of age and over.
2 Total employment as a percent of noninstitutional population 16 yr. of age and older.

The changes in the unemployment rate by demographic group indicate that the
increase in unemployment was relatively greater among persons who had been
employed as skilled and semi-skilled workers in the manufacturing sector.

The seasonally adjusted average monthly number of unemployed persons was
fairly constant at 4.7 million during 19741-11. Civilian employment increased
seasonally adjusted by 144,000 from 1974I to 197411 to 86.0 million, an annual
rate of 0.7 percent. This small increase is in sharp contrast with the 3.1 percent
rate of increase in employment from 19731 to 1974I, an increase of 2.6 million
persons. The slow growth in the labor force (employment plus unemployment)
led to a decline in the labor force participation rate from 61.9 percent in 19741
to 61.7 percent in 1974II. Except for the two previous quarters, 19731V and
19741, the most recent quarter's labor force participation rate was at a record
Ieacetime level.

The labor force participation rate has been on a general increase in the post-
World War II period from 58.9 percent in 1947 to 61.4 percent in 1973. The
average annual secular rate of increase is 0.03 percentage point. The secular
increase is largely due to the fact that the increase in the labor force participa-
tion of married women was outweighing the effect of earlier labor force with-
,drawal of older workers. The participation rate also has a cyclical component,
increasing in a business expansion (as married women and teenagers are at-
tracted into the labor force and early retirements decrease), and decreasing in

,a cyclical contraction.
From 1972-IV to 1973-IV the labor force participation rate increased by 0.7

percentage point. The large increase was, in part, a consequence of the joint
effects of a secular increase in participation and the cyclical improvement in

-labor market opportunities. However, the labor force participation rate of 61.8
percent in 1973-IV was greater than would have been predicted on the basis of
historical experience, which would have been 61.1 percent.

The unusually high participation rate continued in 1974-I with an increase to
.61.9 percent, which was also greater than the predicted value (61.0 percent).
The employment rate (percent of the noninstitutional population 16 years of age
.and older that is employed) declined somewhat from 1973IV to 19741. As a
result, the unemployment rate increased. The increase in the unemploynsent rate
in 19741 was, therefore, a consequence of an expansion of the labor force which
was already above the trend at a time when employment opportunities were on

4a decline.
in the second quarter of 1974 the labor force participation rate declined to 61.7

percent, a level 0.3 percentage point closer to the predicted value (61.1 percent).
The unemployment rate was essentially unchanged as the decline in the participa-
tion rate was combined with a continued decline in the employment rate. Thus,
'in spite of the weakening of employment opportunities in 197411, the slow growth
of the labor force as the participation rate declined toward its long-term pre-
dicted level was responsible for a fairly constant level and rate of unemployment
in 19741-11.

The pattern of change in labor force participation during the first two quarters
of 1974 differed across demographic groups. Whereas the number of adult women
In the civilian labor force increased at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 5.4
:percent, the number of adult males decreased at an annual rate of 0.6 percent,
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..ind teenagers decreased at an annual rate of 10.0 percent. Thus, whereas teen-
agers found the labor force to be less attractive, women continued to increase
their attachment to market employment.

Data on nonagricultural payroll employment indicate a continued growth in
the number of jobs, although at a decelerating rate. From 19731 to 19741, the
number of nonfarm payroll jobs increased by 2.1 million to 76.7 million, an
increase of 2.8 percent. From 19741 to 197411, however, 354,000 additional jobs
were created (seasonally adjusted) for a total of 77.1 million, an anlnual rate of
increase of 1.9 percent.

The slower growth in jobs in 1974 was not experienced uniformly across sec-
tors. Durable manufacturing jobs increased in 19741I by 1.4 percent on a season-
-ally adjusted annual basis. This was partly due to the recovery in the trans-
portation equipment sector where 50,000 jobs were added in the second quarter
of the year (an annual rate of increase of 12.2 percent) for a total employment

-of 1,763,000. This increase reversed a three quarter decline, but employment was
-still lower than in any quarter (other than 19741) since 19721111. Although
transportation equipment comprises approximately 15 percent of all durable
manufacturing jobs, increased production in this sector has positive spillover
effects on other durable manufacturing sectors that produce inputs for the pro-

-duction of automobiles, trucks, etc.
Employment decreased on a seasonally adjusted annual basis from the first

to the second quarter of the year in nondurable manufacturing (1.7 percent) and
in contract construction (6.5 percent). On the other hand, the number of private
service producing jobs and government jobs increased at seasonally adjusted

-annual rates of 2.5 percent and 4.7 percent, respectively, during the same period.
Thus, although employment in the goods producing sector was sluggist during

-the first half of the year there were clear signs of a recovery in the transporta-
-tion equipment sector. Employment increases were strong in the service pro-
-ducing sector, especially in government.

HOUSIING

During the first half of 1974, private housing starts were 31 percent below
'those registered in the same period of 1973. Mobile home shipments also declined
-substantially as shown in Table 5.

In the first quarter of this year, an unusually large inventory of unsold homes
-restrained starts, while supply bottlenecks caused delays in construction plan-
-ning and completion. At the end of the quarter interest rates began a sustained
new rise which weakened 'the competitive position of thrift institutions. As a
result, seasonally adjusted net savings flows to the (thrift institutions, including
interest credited -to their depositors, fell by one-half from over $7 billion in the

-first quarter to less than $4 billion in the second quarter of 1974. Without the
interest credited, there was a slight outflow.

Thus, mortgage loans became increasingly hard to get and more expensive.
-For instance, the effective conventional mortgage interest rates rose from less
'than 8 percent in June 1973 to almost 9 percent in June of this year. Over the
* same period, the FHA-VA ceiling rate went from 7 percent to 8V4 percent. It
has since been raised to 9 percent, effective July 8. Mortgage interest rates re-

*-quired in the secondary market rose to even higher levels. For instance, in
FNMA's bi-weekly auction of 4-month commitments to purchase FHA-VA and

-conventional -home mortgages, an average yield of 9.90 percent was registered
-on offers accepted in mid-July.

-TABLE 5-SEASONALLY ADJUSTED PRIVATE HOUSING STARTS AND MOBILE HOME SHIPMENTS, AT ANNUAL RATES

Private housing starts Mobile horne shipments

Change Change
1973 1974 (percent) 1973 1974 (percent)

AJanuary - ---- 2,472,000 1,464,000 -41 632,000 469,000 -28
February- 2,423,000 1, 922,000 -21 626,000 449,000 -26
March -2, 283,000 1,499,000 -34 703, 000 475, 000 -32
April -2,153, 000 1,630,000 -24 639, 000 435, 000 -32
May- 2, 330, 000 1,476,000 -37 628, 000 451,000 -28
June -2 152,000 1 595, 000 -26 600,000 .
Ist half -2 302,000 1,599,000 -31 1 646,000 1 456,000 '-29

I Ist5 mo. ofyear.
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As a result of these factors, the outlook is for housing starts to decline in
the third quarter from the 1.6 million level maintained in the first half of the
year. However, the decline will be cushioned by the $10.3 billion program of
mortgage credit assistance announced by the President on May 10 of this year.
Already almost $4 billion of mortgage credit and subsidized advances has been
committed under this program.

One component of the President's program enabled the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation to offer commitments to purchase up to $3 billion of mort-
gages at 8%4 percent interest in the coming months. Within two months from
the announcement date, the entire $3 billion had been committed. Of the $4
billion of advances subsidized internally by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
almost $1 billion has already been paid out in cash or committed at interest rates
of around 8 percent. However, since the FHLB system's borrowing costs have
risen to 9V2 percent in July, subsidized advances will have to be offered at around
9 percent in August.

The commitment authority granted under the GNMA Tandem program in
January, which involved more than 200,000 units at 7TY, percent interest, may
be exhausted by the end of the current quarter. Commitment activity is cur-
rently running at the rate of 20,000 to 30,000 units per month. An additional
100,000 units at 8 percent interest authorized under the Tandem program on
May 10 remain available for commitment, probably in the fourth quarter. The
increase in value limits provided in the proposed Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974 would widen participation in the program.

Together with the decline in the rate of inflation and the reduction in short-
term interest rates expected later this year, the President's program will support
housing starts in the coming quarters.

In the long run, the improvement of secondary mortgage market facilities and
the adoption of variable mortgage interest rates should provide greater stability
for the housing sector. The initiation of an automated mortgage market infor-
mation network (AMMINET), cosponsored by the Federal Home Loan Mort-
gage Corporation, in June of this year will increase the liquidity of mortgages.
Over 200 mortgage trading institutions will be phased into the system by the
beginning of August with the network, over which traders can communicate
offers to buy and sell mortgage investments, becoming completely operational
by August 1. Other recent innovations include the adoption of an experimental
program for insuring mortgages with varying financing instruments, including
a variable interest rate, contained in the proposed Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974. In addition, passage of the Financial Institutions
Act would make mortgages more attractive to investors and broaden the lending
powers of the thrift institutions.

There are fundamental factors at work which should boost the rate of housing
starts in 1975 if monetary conditions permit an increase in the supply of mort-
gage credit. Net household formations are expected to amount to about 1.5 mil-
lion per annum in coming years. Adding 0.1 million to provide for the normal
growth in the stock of vacant units and 0.7 to provide for normal replacement
demand yields a normal growth of about 2.3 million dwelling units per year.
Reducing this figure by about 0.3 million additional mobile homes, net of dis-
cards, which correspond to at least 0.5 million shipments per annum, leaves 2
million private housing starts which will be required on the average per year to
meet normal additions to the stock demand for housing. Since actual starts will
be lower in 1974, resulting in low rates of housing completion in 1974 and in the
early part of 1975, there will be increasing pressure from the side of demand to
raise starts to-or temporarily somewhat above-the 2 million level.

PRICES AND WAGES

Inflation continued at a rapid rate in the second quarter of 1974, but not as
rapid a rate as in the first quarter. The slowdown was most noticeable in the
C-NP deflator which increased at an annual rate of 8.8 percent in the second
quarter as compared with 12.3 percent in the first quarter. The improvement on
a quarterly basis was much smaller for the -Consumer Price Index-from a rate
of 12.2 percent in the first quarter to 11.4 percent in the second, though the rate
of increase measured from March to June slowed to 10.9 percent from 14.2 per-
cent in the preceding three months.

In the first quarter of 1974, higher prices for food and fuel accounted for two-
thirds of the 12.2 percent rise in the CPI. In the second quarter, the composition
of inflation changed. Price increases for food (discussed further in the next
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section) and directly purchased fuel slowed and accounted for only one-third of
the CPI increase during that quarter. (See Tiable 6.) All other items accounted
for two-thirds of the rise. The increase in the contribution of prices of all other
items to the second quarter increase in the CPI reflects several forces: (1) the
pass through of earlier increases in prices of fuels and other industrial raw
materials: (2) the termination of- controls on April 30 (,the increase in the
ClI vas 0.6 percent in April but stepped up to about J.0 in May and June) and
(3) the increase in May in minimumi wages from $1.60 to $2.00 per hour for most
wvorkers covered hy the legislation which appeared to be reflected in the prices
of many consumer services. In addition there was a special factor-used ear
prices rose at an 89.3 percent annual rate in the second quarter and accounted
for about one-sixth of the rise in all items other than food and fuel. The in-
crease in used car prices does not affect consumers in the same way as most other
price increases since consumers are both sellers and buyers of used cars.

TABLE6.-CONSUMER PRICE INDEX AND MAJOR COMPONENTS CHANGES AND CONTRIBUTION TO CHANGE-1974-11

Relative
importance

December Percent Contribution
1973 change to change

(percent) (SAAR) (percent)

All jtems -100.000 11.4 '100.0
Food -24. 810 5.5 12.2
Directly purchased fuels -6.424 35.7 18.6
All other -68.766 11.0 66.3
Used cars- 1.849 89.3 11.7

' Contributions to change do not add to 100 percent because relative importances change monthly but are published
only once a year by BLS.

Declining farm prices held the increase in the Wholesale Price Index to 14.6
percent rate in the second quarter as compared with 24.4 percent in the first.
The pass through of cost increases and the termination of controls were factors
in the continued high rate of increase in industrial commodity prices. Toward
the end of the quarter one impetus to cost increases-soaring raw commodity
prices-showed signs of petering out.

But, wage rates, the other major source of cost increases, advanced markedly
in the second quarter. Private nonfarm hourly wage rates-adjusted for over-
time in manufacturing and interindustry shifts-rose at an annual rate of 9.6
percent in the second quarter of 1974, with all of the acceleration from the first
quarter rate of 6 percent occurring in May and June. Year-over-year changes in
this measure had fluctuated between 5.5 and 7.0 percent in almost every quarter
since the beginning of 1968. But during the same period quarterly changes fluctu-
ated more, reaching almost 8.5 percent in some three-month periods. The sharp
rise in the second quarter may also be somewhat of an aberration brought about
by the confluence of the termination of controls and the increase in the minimum
wage. But this increase, together with the effect of output per manhour combined
to bring about a rise in unit labor costs (all private employees) at a 12 percent
rate in the second quarter.

Although price and wage advances in the second quarter of 1974 proceeded at
a somewhat faster rate than we anticipated, our earlier forecast that the rate of
increase in the CPI would be in the neighborhood of 7 percent in the fourth
quarter still looks reasonable. (See statement in appendix supplement detailing
the basis for this projection.) But price forecasting continues to he fraught with
uncertainty. Three key assumptions surrounded by uncertainty in our forecast
are: (1) that the second quarter rise in wages was to some extent influenced by
transitory factors. (2) that retail food prices will not fully reflect the recent rise
in farm prices just as they did not fully reflect the decline in farm prices during
the spring and (3) that farm prices will end up in 1974 about 5 percent higher
than a year earlier.

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

There has been a sharp reduction in the rate of increase of retail food prices
in recent months. The annual rate of increase fell to 3.1 percent in the three month
span ending in June compared with 20.1 percent in 1973, and 19.4 percent in the
three months ending in 'March 1974. Grocery prices rose only 1.0 percent at an
annual rate in the three months ending in June.
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The increases for the first six months of 1974 as a whole were very close to.
our expectations although they were larger early in the year and smaller later.

This improvement in retail food prices resulted from reduced prices at the-
farm level, especially livestock, poultry, and egg prices. Indeed, in June the price
of the farm-value component in the Department of Agriculture's food "market
basket" was lower than a year earlier. In contrast, the market basket statistics
have reported a substantial widening of the difference between farm and retail
prices. A number of factors account for this widening. Margins were being held
down by price controls a yearago, and so some of the expansion has been simply
a recovery to more normal levels. Costs in the food chain have risen considerably
faster than productivity over this period, especially for transportation, packaging,
and labor. Finally, changes in margins in the past typically have been inversely
related to changes in farm prices. Since farm prices declined substantially from
February through June, processor and retail margins could be expected to widen.

Indeed, the wide margins in the second quarter can serve as a buffer, at least
temporarily, to the rise in farm prices which began in mid-June and which is
not expected to be reversed before this fall.
Second half outlook

Earlier this year we had anticipated a further deceleration in food price-
increases during the second half because food supplies were expected to expand
faster than demand. Indeed, it was our view that food prices would increase
less rapidly than other consumer prices and lower the overall average. There
were considerable uncertainties in this picture. In particular, it depended on
an expansion of red meat supplies; and it depended on "average" weather that
along with expanded acreage would lead to record domestic grain crops and to-
increased crop production abroad. This combination of events would lower grain
and soybean exports from the United States and allow for some rebuilding of
the historically low carryover stocks of grain from the 1973/74 crop year.

'Estimated red meat production in the first six months increased about 6 percent
compared with a year earlier. The outlook is that beef and pork production,
will continue to exceed the abnormally low levels of last summer for several
months but fall below the slaughter rates of the last three months. The grain
situation has developed less favorably. After getting off to a good start, plant-
ing and growing conditions have reduced earlier estimates of both plantings
and yields of major crops. Despite this slippage, wheat production is estimated
to increase 12 percent over the previous record (1973) ; rice production will
increase by at least 20 percent; and feed grain production, while still somewhat-
uncertain, should reach a new record. Although record food and feed grain
harvests are still highly probable for this year, any easing of the tight supply-
demand balances will be marginal because of 'the low level of stocks left over
from the 1973 crop year. The price outlook, of course, will depend on export
demand relative to a year earlier. The current expectation is that grain and
soybean exports will be somewhat lower, thereby not adding any significant net
increase in demand.

The revised crop outlook since mid-June has caused sharp increases in crop,
prices, especially of corn and soybeans. There has also been a sharp recovery in
prices of livestock and poultry from unexpectedly low June levels. At this stage.
the outlook for livestock prices is consistent with our forecasts at the beginning
of the year, but current and prospective crop prices are higher. Because of the lag
between changes in feed supplies and their impact on livestock supplies, the
outlook for retail food prices in the second half of this year has not changed mate-
rially. We still expect a deceleration in the second half compared with the first
half and increases somewhat less than overall consumer prices. The recent sharp
recovery of livestock prices will translate into some step-up from the second
quarter in late summer and early fall; the outlook for late 1974 and early 1975
will be contingent on the final crop output and how the recent squeezes on feeding
margins affects the planning of livestock and poultry producers.
Redirection of food policy

Beginning in late 1972, it became apparent that the demand for food commodi-
ties was outstripping supplies, a condition which continued until the spring of
1974. In response the Administration took numerous steps through trade meas-
ures, stockpile releases and annual farm programs to expand supplies. Previous
Council reports have detailed these steps. The policy of all-out production has
been an important factor in increasing farm production of food commodities. In
1973 estimated food production increased 2.1 percent.
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Another 4 percent increase is forecast for 1974. The dependence of productioni
on Government policy is most direct for the major commodity programs. Under
these programs, about 60 million acres-over 15 percent of the nation's cropland-
was withheld from production from the late 1950's through 1972, with a brief
relaxation in 1971 following the previous year's corn blight. In exchange for Te-
moving land from production, farmers received direct Government payments.
From 1972 to 1974, the 60 million acres were released to production. About 33
million acres have been planted to crops this year and it is estimated that another
7 million would have been planted had the weather cooperated. This has made a
significant contribution to the Administration's policy of expanding food produc-
tion. Crop production in 1973 and 1974 should be about 7 percent above the aver-
age of the previous two years.

The policy of all-out production has been implemented mainly by removing
Government interference with food production, marketing, and imports. It has
been implemented concurrently with a shift toward free markets for agriculture.
It is for this reason that the Administration's all-out production policy would be
inconsistent with raising market price support levels, for example and the policy
to expand food supplies would be inconsistent with controlling the free flow of
exports. To a greater extent than at any time since the 1930's, agricultural
production is determined by price incentives resulting from market forces.
Longer-term food policy

The conditions that have permitted the shift to a new agricultural policy
have now lasted nearly two years. There are several reasons that point toward
a continuation of an agricultural economy producing at full capacity for the
next two or three years, at least.

1. Grain stocks are low and are unlikely to be replenished to satisfactory levels
this crop year.

2. Export demand, especially from the centrally-planned economies, appears
to be on a considerably higher plateau than just a few years ago.

3. Land availability in the short run is more limited than was indicated by
estimates that Government programs were holding 60 million acres out of pro-
duction. In the last two years only 33 million acres have returned to produc-
tion even with much higher crop prices.

4. The period of chronic excess labor in the farm sector may have passed.
If so, the farm sector will have to pay higher returns to hold and attract ade-
quate labor and management.

5. The cost of purchased inputs (particularly fertilizer, fuels, and chemicals}
has risen dramatically, even relative to farm prices.

6. The flow of new technology into agriculture, which has been an important
source of productivity improvement in the past, may be ebbing temporarily.

What are the implications of these propositions? It is not that the country
will run out of food or that there will be food shortages. Rather, it would mean
that for a period farm prices would remain relatively high and, perhaps more
important, there would be considerable price instability for farm commodities.
Small shifts in production or demand would cause large price swings because of
the absence of the excess productive capacity and reserves of the past. It would
also mean that resources and investment would be attracted to agriculture in
response to higher prices.

MATERIALS SHORTAGES IN 1973-74

One outstanding feature of the accelerating inflation of the past year-and-a-
half has been the surge in prices of primary products, both agricultural and
mineral. Prices of nonferrous metals and other industrial commodities ex-
ceeded all past peaks, Including those of the Korean war period. These record
increases reflected growth in world demand resulting from the nearly simul-
taneous cyclical expansion in the economies of the major non-Communist de-
veloped nations to near full-employment levels in 1973 and early 1974. The
surge in materials demand pressed on the available domestic supply of many
materials and resulted in some temporary shortages.

It should be emphasized that "shortage" as used here indicates that prices
have not been allowed-for several possible reasons-to rise to levels which
would equate demand and supply thus allowing the market to be cleared. In
the United States, until recently. price controls were a major factor in suppress-
ing this normal price reaction. Other factors were contractual or other continu-
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ing relationships between some sellers and buyers which restrained price
increases.

With respect to supply constraints it is important to note that these shortages
did not reflect inadequate reserves below ground but rather bottlenecks in the
extractive, transportation and processing operations which prepare and deliver
materials for industrial consumers. The effect of price controls was to make
uncontrolled export sales more attractive than domestic sales at controlled
prices and to make some products more profitable than others, thus resulting
in "shortages" of the less profitable items. Significantly, the staged decontrol
of commodities beginning in the second half of 1973 usually had the effect of
alleviating the shortage of a given commodity.

The materials supply situation also was improved in early 1974 as overall
materials production continued to exceed the comparable period of 1973 al-
though falling slightly below the late months of last year:

TABLE 7.-INDEX OF PRODUCTION OF DURABLE MATERIALS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED I

[Seasonally adjustedj

Month 1973 1974

January -- 130. 6 140. 0
February -- 134.2 137.6
March -- 134.9 137. 5
April -- 134.7 137.1
May -- 135.3 137. 2
June---- 134.9 137.7
July - -137.6
August - -138.0
September -138.7
October -------- 139.0-
November -------- 138.7-
December -- 141.6

I Includes basic metal materials such as ores, primary metals, castings and mill products; and miscellaneous materials
including wood, rubber, plastics, cement, glass and stone.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

The great variety of material supply-demand situations reflects particular
factors in the mix of final demand as well as specific factors impinging on
supply. However, aggregated capacity utilization data show that recent durable
materials output has been closer to capacity than at any time in the past quarter-
century except for the peak during the Korean hostilities:

TABLE 8.-Capacity utilization in major materials (durable goods) industries'

[Output as percent of capacity]

1951 (highest in 1948-74 period)-------------------------------------- 93.2
1965 ---------------------------------- 88. 8
19c6 6 ------------------------------ 88.4
1967 --------------------------------------------------------------- _ 81. 7
1968 -------------------------------------- _-_-_----_------------ 83. 6
1969 --------------------------------------------------------------- _ 87. 6
1.970 --------------------------------------------------------_----___ 83. 6
19 7 1 -- --- --- --- - ----- -- ---- ---- ---- --- --- -- -- - --- ---- ---- --- --- -- --_ 78. 8
1972 -------------------------------- 84. 7
1973 (seasonally adjusted):

I-------------------------------------------------------------90.0
IT ----- ---- ------------ --- -_ 7_- _- --- ----- ------ ----------- ------ 9 1 .6

III- -____________________________________________________________92.1
IV ------------------------------------------------------------- 91. 7

1974 : I… -------------------------------- --------------------------- - 90. 3
Includes metals. cement, and plywood.

Source: Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System.
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Steel industry
One important example of the pressures on domestic production capabilities

has been the steel industry. "Capacity" is a somewhat indefinite concept in that
industry, since for particular steel producers the constraint on final output may
be at any one of the several stages of processing, ranging from raw materials
supply (including coal for coke production) to the final rolling mill stage which
produces a steel sheet or beam. The conventional measure of capacity has been
at the raw steel (formed into ingots or continuously cast) stage. In 1973 and
thus far in 1974 'there is little doubt that most steel companies have been pro-
ducing at close -to practical capacity which has been limited variously by fuel
availability or by equipment capabilities, including the need to repair and
renovate worn-out units. Coking coal supplies and blast-furnace shut-downs are
reported to be major problems.

The significant fact is that the industry has maintained its volume of ship-
ments at record levels during the period of peak demand in spite of difficult
materials supply conditions. However, a shift in international trade in steel mill
products has resulted in reduced net imports of steel thus far in 1974, offsetting
slightly higher shipments by domestic producers.

At midyear, according to trade sources, domestic steel demand remained strong
with producers allocating their output among customers several months in ad-
vance. There was some evidence that increased imports might augment supplies
in the second half.

TABLE 9.-STEEL MILL PRODUCTS SHIPMENTS AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION, QUARTERLY 1973-74

[Millions of net tons]

Industry Apparent
shipments Imports Exports consumption

1970 (average) - 22.7 3.3 1.8 24. 2
1971 (average) ------- 21.8 4.6 .7 25. 7
1972 (average) -23. 0 4.4 .7 26. 7
1973:

- -- 27. 6 3. 9 .8 30. 7
-- - 28.9 3.9 1.0 31.8

III - - 26.9 3.8 .9 29. 8
IV -- - 28.0 3. 6 1.2 30.4

1974:
---- ---- 28.8 2. 5 1.4 29.9
I1 (estimate) - 29.5 3.2 1.7 31.0

Source: American Iron and Steel Institute; 2d quarter 1974 estimated by CEA from partial data.

Stockpile releases to eopand supplies of materials
Under authority of legislation mainly passed shortly after World War II

and during the Korean hostilities, the Government acquired during that period
massive inventories of strategic and critical materials. This stockpile was in-
tended, in the words of the legislation, to prevent "a costly and dangerous
dependence on foreign sources of supply in a period of national emergency".
By early 1973 the stockpile was valued at $6.7 billion with 95 percent of the
materials having been acquired before 1959.

For several years the Administration had been conducting, under the leader-
ship of the National Security Council, an intensive review of the strategic and
economic basis for estimates of materials requirements in a future national
emergency. This review, which was concluded in early 1973, indicated that
because of increased size and flexibility of the economy and because of techno-
logical progress, the possibilities for material substitution were much greater
than formerly believed and the need for stockpile inventories correspondingly
less. New guidelines for stockpile requirements or "objectives" were accord-
ingly drawn up which drastically reduced those objectives to an estimated
combined total of approximately $700 million of materials. This resulted in
materials valued at $6 billion becoming excess to the new strategic objectives.

The President, therefore, on April 6, 1973 asked Congress for authority to
sell $4.1 billion of these materials; existing legislation already provided author-
ization for sale of $1.9 billion. He pointed out that world demand for many
Industrial commodities had outpaced production capacity in the short term,
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resulting in rapid price increases which would soon be reflected in higher prices
of consumer goods and that, therefore, stockpile sales would be particularly
timely in expanding supplies. The potential savings on interest and warehous-
ing costs of this large investment obviously were also large.
Stockpile sales in 1973-74f

Although Congress has not yet acted on all of the proposed disposition pro-
grams for particular commodities, the Administration, with strong support from
industrial consumers, moved to accelerate sales under existing authorization
and new authorizations granted piecemeal during the past year. Sales from the
strategic stockpile totaled $2.2 billion in FY 1974 compared to $.6 billion in the
preceding year. In terms of particular commodities, these sales provided very
substantial increments to domestic supplies during a period of severe demand
pressure on markets.

TABLE 10.-U.S. NATIONAL STOCKPILE; STATUS AND SALES OF SELECTED METALS AND RELATIONSHIP TO
CONSUMPTION

[Thousands of net tons except as notedi

Status June 30, 1974
Sales no

National Author- Sales Estimated percent
security ized for July 1973- 1973 con- of con-Metal Inventory objectives Excess disposal June 1974 sumption sumption

Aluminum -17. 3 0 17.3 17. 3 952. 6 5,650. 0 17Copper -20. 5 0 20. 5 20. 5 231. 1 2, 401. 0 10Zinc -464. 7 202. 7 262.0 262. 0 332.4 1, 449. 0 23Tin -234. 2 45. 4 188.8 9.5 44. 7 72.8 61Lead -686. 2 65. 1 621. 1 156. 2 321. 4 1, 484.0 22Platinum metals I - 1,725. 0 518.0 1, 207. 0 0 0 1,788.0

I Amounts in thousands of troy ounces.
Source: General Services Administration; Department of Interior.

All of these metals showed large price increases in 1973-1974 and particularly
after the removal of price controls early this year. The extent to which their
prices would have risen: further in the absence of stockpile sales is difficult to
estimate, particularly under the system of controls. However, at least in the
case of aluminum and zinc, capacity limitations would have certainly precluded
any significant production increase so that the demand supplied from the stock-
-pile would have otherwise remained unsatisfied with resulting curtailment of
consuming industry activity or with increased imports at much higher prices
making up the difference. In either eventuality the added impetus to general
inflationary forces would have been substantial.
Economic stockpile proposals

Because of the traumatic economic effects of the petroleum embargo and higher
-energy costs in the past year, serious concern has been expressed about similiar
supply problems developing in the case of other imported industrial commodities
which are of critical importance economically. This concern has also extended to
a questioning of the wisdom of further sales from the stockpile and recommenda-
tions for stockpiles established on the basis of protection against economic
disruptions rather than on the narrower national security basis.

An interagency group including representatives of 0MB, NSC, CIEP, Interior,
State and other agencies has been studying this question on a commodity-by-
commodity basis together with possible remedial actions. Although the work of
this group is not complete, it appears that there are relatively fevw imported
commodities for which the U.S. might experience serious supply problems 'as a
result of embargo or other restrictive action by producer countries. The comn-
modities in Table 11 are those having the highest dependence on imports. For-
tunately, this country remains largely self-sufflicient in most industrial materials;
in aggregate, about 15 percent of our annual consumption of industrial materials
are imported and about one-half of our imports of such materials come from
Canada, a relatively secure supply source. In the relatively few instances where
major supply sources are insecure, there are several possible alternative policies.
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These include development, through subsidy or otherwise, of high-cost domestic
production ; international agreements to assure access to markets; and establish-
ment of economic stockpiles. Each course would be recommended only after
careful assessment of alternative strategies including costs and benefits.

It should be noted that, even after thie heavy sales of the past year, strategic
stockpiles of many industrial materials are large. In the event of a broadening
of the stockpile concept to include purely economic contingencies these supplies
could form the basis of an economic stockpile (see Table 12).

TABLE 11.-UNITED STATES 1973 NET IMPORTS OF SELECTED COMMODITIES AS SHARE OF DOMESTIC CONSUMP-
TION; LEADING SUPPLIER COUNTRIES

Net imports as
percent of 1973 Leading supplier countries and their percent of total

Commodity consumption 1973 U.S. imports

Alumina ---- 35 Australia (50). Jamaica (22), Surinam (18).
Bauxite -84 Jamaica (54), Surinam (23).
Chromium -56 USSR (32), South Africa (30), Turkey (18).
Platinum metals group -95 United Kingdom (39) L, USSR (32), South Africa (12).
Iron ore - , 28 Canada (50), Venezuela (31).
Nickel --------------- - 82 Canada (82), Norway (8).
Natural rubber -100 Malaysia (40), Indonesia (39).
Manganese- -,, 82 Gabon (35), Brazil (33).
Zinc -,- 52 Canada (60), Mexico (24).
Tin - 81 Malaysia (64), Thailand (27).
Cobalt - 77 Zaire (45), Belgium-Lux. (29)'.
Mercury - 82 Canada (59), Mexico (17).
Tungsten -,, 55 Canada (61), Peru (9).
Columbium -63 Brazil (62), Canada (16).
Fluorspar -, 84 Mexico (77), Spain (12).

1 Refined products; United Kingdom sources are South Africa, Canada and USSR.
2 Of Zaire origin.

Source: Department of the Interior.

TABLE 12.-U.S. NATIONAL STOCKPILE LEVELS RELATIVE TO DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF SELECTED
MATERIALS

[Stockpile amounts as of June 30, 1974, expressed in months of consumption at 1973 ratesl

Held as Excess to
strategic strategic

objective objective Total

Aluminum/bauxite - - 2 5½ 8
Chromium - 4 42 46
Cobalt ------------------------------------------ 7 30 37
Columbium -- - 3 18 2134
Copper ,-- - 0 0 0
Fluorspar ----------------------------- 1 10 11
Lead- -'3 9 A
Manganese -- ------------- 4 16 20
Natural rubber -- -------- 0 21½ 2
Nickel - -0 0 0
Platinum metals - -4 10 14
Tin - -9 36 45
Tungsten ----- - ----------------- 3 96 99Y2
Vanadium ,--,---- - 0 1 1
Zinc ,,---- - 1 2½ 4

Source: Department of Interior; GSA.

CHANGES IN INCOM£E AND EARINGS

During 1973 the real inacoe of the population made substantial gains. The
results for the first half of 1974 were less satisfactory. In 1973, however, per
capita disposable income rose well in excess of the increase in prices and this
increase in per capita income was echoed in the rise in the income of families and
individual income recipients. One factor behind these income gains was an in-
crease in real earnings of individuals who seem to have earned more per hour as
well as to have worked more weeks and hours. Gains were also made at the lower
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end of the income distribution as the percentage of families and persons with
income below the poverty line dropped.

Income
Different rates of increase are of course obtained when different measures of

income are used as is illustrated in Table 13. Income figures from the household
survey show a somewhat smaller increase than income from the national ac-
counts even when both are put on a before tax, per capita basis. Taxes evidently
did not increase as fast as personal income, so per eapita personal disposable
income increased faster than per capita personal income before taxes.

Different rates of increase are also obtained when different price indexes are
used as deflators. The deflator for personal consumption expenditures (PCED)
increased more slowly than the Consumer Price Index (CPI) from 1972 to 1973,
primarily because the PCED gives a smaller weight to food than the CPI and food
prices increased faster than other prices during the period. The weight given to
food in the PCED is considered to be more realistic in terms of the current ex-
penditure pattern of the average family than that in the CPT. In real terms
(deflated by the PCED), per capita disposable income rose by 6 perent from 1972
to 1973. As a result of the slowdown in growth from the fourth quarter of 1973
through the second quarter of 1974, however, there was a decline in real terms of
3.3 percent in per capita disposable income (deflated by the PCED, which has
been rising faster than the OPI recently).

The income of families and individual income recipients also rose from 1972
to 1973. In real terms (deflating by the CPI), the increase for all families was
2.1 percent, for nonfarm families 1.9 percent, and for farm families 6.9 percent.
The median income of unrelated individuals rose by 17.4 percent in current dollars
and 10.5 percent after adjustment for increases in the CPI. This large increase is
probably in part due to increases in social security retirement and disability ben-
efits since a large proportion of unrelated individuals are eligible for these
programs.

Changes in family income are influenced by many factors including changes
in age-sex composition of family, in composition of income sources of family
(earnings vs. other income), in number of earners per family, in weeks and
hours worked per earner, in wage rates received. Available data for 1972 and
1973 indicate a slight increase in the proportion of families headed by a female
and a slight increase in the proportion of male-headed families without an
earner, presumably because of increased retirements. Both factors would in
themselves usually lower the overall measured income. Working in the other
direction, the proportion of families with 2 or more earners increased slightly
and among male family heads who worked both years, the proportion working
year-round full-time increased somewhat from 78.4 to 79.5 percent. However,
the practical importance of these and other changes in affecting income in 1972
and 1973 has not yet been determined.

While the precise contribution of the various factors to the increase in
family income is not clear, one factor that most certainly added to family in-
come was the increase in income of male heads of families-an increase in
real terms of 3.2 percent for married men. Increases in social security benefits
for the retired, increase in weeks worked by the working population, and in-
creases in real hourly earnings all contributed to the rise in income of married
men.

Earnings
A meaningful increase in earnings is one in which a worker of a given skill

level experiences a gain in real earnings for a given amount of time worked.
Most wage rate data give averages for the whole labor force which are as
likely to reflect changes in the skill mix of the labor force as they are to reflect
changes in earnings of particular kinds of workers. On the other hand, earn-
ings data with detail about worker characteristics are seldom adjusted for
amount of time worked. Because of these discrepancies, different series of earn-
ings with different degrees of disaggregation show different earnings increases.
Table 14 illustrates the point. From 1972 to 1973 the Census indicates a sub-
stantial increase in annual real median earnings for men who were year-round,
full-time workers (3.2 percent). The more comprehensive group of all men (in-
cluding part-year, part-time workers) shows a somewhat smaller increase, al-
though weeks worked probably increased with the cyclical gain in employment.
However, the results are blurred by compositional changes such as the increase
in teenage males with lower earnings.

Usual weekly earnings obtained from the Mlay household survey show even
larger gains than those implied by the annual data. But the May to May change
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may have caught a peak and there is also a possibility that a change in the
questionnaire made in 1973 biased the results upwards. It is of interest, however,
that the increase in usual weekly earnings of all workers (full- and part-time)
was 7.7 percent while the increase for full-time workiers alone was 10.4 percent.
The increase in part-time workers, who may also be less experienced workers,
probably can explain the discrepancy.

Earnings data collected from establishments are more widely used because they
have been more regularly collected and over a longer period of time. But these
data are not meaningful for evaluating changes in the return to workers of a
given level of skill since they are derived from payroll data which cannot be
adjusted for changes in the mix of workers. In 1973, the influx into the labor
market of less experienced workers would have the effect of increasing the
weight of low-wage workers and of lowering the average measured wage rate.
The payroll data could also show different earnings changes than the household
data since wages of supervisory workers and of all farm and government workers
are excluded from the payroll series. And multiple job holding by individuals can
cause additional divergence between the two series.

Although the information is limited, available data point to a situation of price
increases outstripping wage and income increases during the first half of 1974.
The decline in real per capita personal income is consistent with the observed
decline in real hourly wage rates. Since the labor force has not expanded so
rapidly during.1974 as it did in 1973, it is less likely that compositional changes
are important in explaining the failure of real wages to rise in 1974.
Male-femiale differentials

The increase in earnings of women does not appear to be as great as for men
in 1973. The very low (2.7 percent) increase in earnings of all women is of
course influenced by changes in weeks and hours worked during the year and
by less experienced women entering the labor force. Although women who worked
year-round, full-time did increase their earningsg by 7.3 percent (a 1 percent gain
in real terms) this was not up to the increase of 9.6 percent shown for men.

It is difficult to interpret year-to-year changes in the earnings of women rela-
tive to men since there is considerable turnover in the female labor force each
year. Even year-round workers could have been out of the labor force in the
preceding year, so it is difficult to know whether the skfill-experience mix of
women is falling or rising relative to men's vwithout specific information on this
question, and such information is not available. However, women are concen-
trated in different occupations and industries than men and it may be that in
1973, earnings in male-dominated activities increased more than in the female-
dominated activities. For example, a larger proportion of wonmen than of men are
employed in the public sector and in 1973, wages of government workers rose less
rapidly than wages of workers in the private sector.
Black-white differentials

Although the per capita income of blacks has been increasing faster than the
per capita income of whites, the relative median family income of blacks has
been falling during the same period (Table 15). The seeming paradox arises
because of the differences between blacks and whites in family structure and of
changes in family structure and the distribution of earners among families. The
proportion of black families headed by a female is much larger for blacks than
for whites (34 percent compared to 10 percent) and the increase in the propor-
tion has been greater among black families. Also, there has been a decline in
the number of earners per family in black male-headed families (related to
the decline in the proportion of working wives) while earners per family have
increased among white male-headed families.

When the income and earnings of individuals are compared, blacks are found
to have experienced larger gains than whites; hence, it is not surprising that
black per capita income, which is free from changes in family organization,
has been rising relative to white income.
Changes in low-income status

The long-term trend towards a decline in the percentage of persons living
below the poverty line continued in 1973 (Table 16). Although the slowdown
of 1970-71 had interfered with this trend, by 1973 almost all groups had a lower
incidence of poverty than in 1969. There was a continuing large drop in the
incidence of poverty among the population 65 years old and over and among
the farm population, and the difference in poverty status between these groups
and the population at large has sharply diminished since 1969.
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It is possible that the decline in persons below the poverty line in 1973 is
overstated, since the CPI is used to update the "low-income threshhold" which
determines low-income status. Although, because of the exaggerated weight
given to food, the CPI may overstate the increase in cost of living for the
average family when food prices are rising, it may understate the rise in cost
of living for poor families who may spend more of their income on food than
the CPI weight allows. The poor do have access to food stamp bonuses which
can provide a substantial supplement to income and, as discussed in the Eco-
nomic Report of 1974, this kind of income is not collected by the Census and so
cannot be used to calculate low-income status. Although food-stamp bonuses
are adjusted for increases in food prices, the adjustments generally take effect
with a lag, and as a result, in 1973, the bonus did not keep up with food price
increases. However, in 1974, the subsidy has risen faster than food prices. For
example, in July, 1974, a family of four with zero net income' was eligible for
a food-stamp bonus of $150 a month, an increase of 29 percent over the preced-
ing July, while food prices from June 1973 *to June 1974 (as measured by the
CPI) had increased by 15 percent.

TABLE 13.-PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN VARIOUS MEASURES OF INCOME AND PRICES, 1972 TO 1974-IV

1972- 1972-IV- 1973-1- 1973-11- 1973-IV-
1973 1973-IV 1974-1 1974-11 1974-11

National accounts:
Per capita personal income 10.8 10.8 9.0 8.3 2.8(5.7)
Per capita disposable personal income. 11.8 11.3 8.5 7.5 2.5(5.0)

Household Survey (Census):
Aggregate income of families and individuals

on a per capita basis X 9. 7
Median family income - -8. 4

Nonfarm - -8.2
Farm .. 13.5 -- - -- -
Male-headed families 9.3
Female-headed families 8.5- - - --

Median income of unrelated individuals -- - 17.4 -- - -- ---- --- --

Price indexes:
Consumer Price Index (CPI) -6.2 8.4 9.9 10.7 5.7(11.8)
Personal Consumption:

Expenditures Deflator (PCED) 5. 6 7. 9 10.2 10.7 6.0(12.3)

' Projected as an annual rate in parenthesis.
2 Calculated as: mean family income times numberof families plus mean income of unrelated individuals times number

of unrelated individuals divided by total population.

TABLE 14.-PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN VARIOUS MEASURES OF EARNINGS, 1972 TO 1974-IV

1972- May, 1972- 1973-1 1973-11-
1973 May, 1973 1974-1 1974-11

Household data:
Median annual earnings of all workers:

Male 8.6
Female - 2.7.

Median annual earnings of year-round, full-time workers:
Male 9.6 -
Female -- - -7. 3

Median usual weekly wage and salary earnings:
All workers 16 yrs. and over -7.7
All full-time workers:

16 yr and over 10. 4
Men 25 yr and over -14.0 0-
Women 25 yr and over -- 10.0

Establishment data:
Average gross hourly earnings of private, nonagricultural

workers - 6.6 6.4 6.9 7. 3
Average gross weekly earnings of private, nonagricultural

workers - 6.3 6.6 4.7 5.9

CPI -6. 2 5. 5 9. 9 10. 7

I Includes only production and nonsupervisary workers; not seasonally adjusted.

I Net Income for calculating eligibility for food stamps Is gross Income minus specified
expenses sucli as all taxes (including social security taxes), certain vork-related expenses
(including clild care expenses), medical expenses, rent and utilities exceeding a certain
percentage of income, anid there is a $30 a month earnings disregard.
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TABLE 15.-INCOME OF BLACKS AS A PERCENT OF INCOME OF WHITES

1969 1972 1973

Per capita income '
Median family income

Male headed families:
Married (wife present)
Wife worked ---------------------------
Wife did not work-

Female headed family
Median personal income:

M ales-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Year-round, full-time workers

Females
Year-round, full-time workers

54.0 56.6 56. 8
61.9 59.4 57. 7

71. 6
76. 8
61.6
60. 7

58. 2
66. 1
84. 3
79. 6

75. 5
80.1
63.9
61.8

60. 6
67. 5
93. 4
85. 5

73. 2
78. 4
61.0
64. 4

60. 5
67. 4
90. 3
84. 8

I Calculated as: mean family income times number of families plus mean income of unrelated individuals times numberof unrelated individuals divided by total population.

TABLE 16.-CHANGES IN THE LOW-INCOME POPULATION, 1959 TO 1973

1959 ' 1969 1971 1972 1973

Persons below the poverty line (thousands)
Families below the poverty line (thousands)
Percent of persons or families living below the poverty line:

Persons:
Total

65 yr. and over -
White -- ------------------------------------
Negro and other races.
Farm -- -----------------------------
Nonfarm

In male-headed families :
White -- -------------------------- ----- ----
Negro and other races

In female-headed families
W hite -.-.------------------. --------- -------
Negro and other races -

Families:
Total
With head who worked

Male headed -
Female headed .------------.

With head who worked year round, full time
Male headed - - -
Female headed

39, 490 24, 147 25, 559 24, 460 22, 973
8, 320 5, 008 5, 303 5, 075 4, 828

22.4 12.1 12.5 11.9 11.1
(2) '25.3 21.6 18.6 16.3

18.1 9.5 9.9 9.0 8.4
56.2 31.0 30.9 31.9 29.6

(a) 20.7 20.9 14. 9 13. 4
(2) 11.7 12.1 11.7 11. 0

18.2 7.4 7.5 6.8 6.0
14.7 6.0 6.2 5.6 4.9
51.0 19.8 19.1 18.5 17.7
49.4 38.2 38.7 38.2 37.5
40.2 29.1 30.4 27. 4 28. 0
75.6 57.8 55.6 57. 7 56. 5

18.5 9.7 10.0 9.3 8.8
14.6 6.3 6.4 6.0 5.5
13.4 4.8 5.0 4.6 4. 0
33.3 23.5 21.9 21.5 21. 1
9.4 3.2 3.3 2.9 2.5
9.1 2.9 3.0 2. 7 2. 2

16.6 8.5 7.2 7. 2 7. 2

I Not strictly comparable to data for later years.2 Not available.

THE U.S. EXTERNAL DEVELOPMENTS IN EARLY 1974

The United States commercial relationships with the outside world in the first
part of 19T4 were strongly influenced by the world-wide inflation and the impact
of the energy crisis: Large, divergent movements in prices of U.S. exports and
U.S. imports have had a profound impact on both the value and the volume of
U.S. trade; the U.S. financial transactions with the outside world have been
influenced by flows of payments for higher-priced oil and other special, related
developments; movements in the value of the dollar relative to major world
currencies reflected the unsettled international climate, as the foreign exchange
markets were adjusting to the aftermath of the energy shock.

The U.S. trade balavce, as conventionally measured in terms of the difference
between the dollar value of commodities and merchandise sold to and purchased
from abroad, showed a sharp decline in the first half of 1974 over the previous
year. From a surplus in the last half of 1973 of about $1.6 billion (seasonally
adjusted, balance-of-payments basis), it dropped to a deficit of $1.6 billion in
the first half of 1974. On the Census Bureau basis, the trade balance changed
from a surplus of $2.3 billion in the second half of 1973 to a deficit in the first
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half of 1974 of $254 million.2 Price developments in the United States and the
world markets in general have been entirely responsible for this reversal.

On the import side, the sharp rise in the price of oil has been the main factor
in the rise in the value of imports in this category. The price of imported oil rose
from a little over $3 per barrel in 1973 to about $9 during the first quarter, and
to over $11 in the second quarter of 1974. As a result, although the quantity of
crude oil and petroleum products imported during the first half of this year has
actually declined to 1,132 million barrels from 1,175 million barrels during the
first half of 1973, the payment for these products rose to $11.1 billion in the first
half of 1974, from $3.2 billion in the first half of 1973. The increase in prices of
non-fuel imports was far less spectacular but nevertheless significant; the unit
value index of these imports rose by about 20 percent by the end of the first half
of 1974 over 1973 as a whole. When overall imports are corrected for the price
changes, the figures show a rather startling picture: "Real" imports have re-
mained almost level through 1973 'and the first half of 1974, although the dollar
value of imports has risen almost 60 percent.

TABLE 17-U.S. IMPORTS IN CONSTANT DOLLARS (BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS BASIS, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)i

lIn millions of 1967 dollarsl

1973 1974

1 11 Il1 IV I 112

Foods feeds, and beverages -1,560 1,508 1,389 1, 473 1,659 1, 455
Industrial supplies -4, 921 4, 750 4,783 4, 724 4, 344 4, 529

Fuels and lubricants -1, 254 1, 430 1,510 1, 463 1,199 1,415
Capital goods -1,320 1, 365 1,474 1, 429 1,487 1, 563
Consumer goods -2,393 2,230 2,243 2, 145 2,004 2,054

Total imports, 1967 dollars 
- 11,984 11,617 11,533 11,407 11,531 11, 589

Total imports, current dollars -16,190 17, 030 17, 541 16, 868 22,198 25, 732

' Categories above do not add up because of exclusion of certain categories.
' Estimated.

The difference between the change in dollar values and the change in real terms
over this period is partly a reflection of the effects of the devaluation of the
dollar relative to major currencies; this, and the general rise of prices abroad,
caused sharp rises of prices of foreign goods in terms of U.S. dollars in the U.S.
markets, and caused substitution of domestic products for imported products by
the U.S. consumers. However, other factors were, of course, also at work here.

The value of U.S. exports was also affected by rising prices. The rise in the
prices of agricultural products in 1973 and the first part of 1974 has had a sig-
nificant impact on the value of U.S. exports in that category. Agricultural exports,
in value terms, rose from $9.5 billion in 1972 to $17.9 billion in 1973-a rise of
aDout 70 percent. However, when corrected for price increases, the quantity in-
crease was only about 28 percent. In 1974, the value of exports of agricultural
products rose further, reaching an annual rate 'of over $23 billion in the first
half of 1974. The 29 percent rise in the value, however, was represented all by
price rises; in volume terms, agricultural exports actually declined during the
first half of the year. On the other hand, exports on nonagricultural goods in real
terms continued to rise strongly, partly, no doubt, in response to greater com-
petitiveness of U.S. goods in the world markets as a result of the depreciation of
the dollar, but also, quite possibly, due to the impact of price controls in the United
States which. while in effect, made export sales more attractive to producers than
domestic sales.

2 The Census basis ea.port figures are adjusted by adding inland freight to Canada (which,
in the first half of 1974 amounted to $265 million), private gift parcels and other such
Items ($280 million), and by deducting exports transferred under U1.S. military agency sales
contracts ($836 million). Census basis import figures are adjusted by adding imports to
Virgin Islands ($808 million). imports of non-monetary gold ($210 million), valuation and
timing adjustments ($452 million), and by deducting automotive trade valuation adjust-
ments ($298 million), and imports of U.S. military agencies ($106 million).
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TABLE 18.-U.S. EXPORTS IN CONSTANT DOLLARS (BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS BASIS, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

[in millions of 1967 dollarsi

1973 1974

11 III IV I lie

Agricultural products -2,637 2,638 2, 540 2, 596 2,600 2,442
Industrial supplies -3,683 3,886 4,062 4,101 4,205 4,395
Machinery -3, 319 3, 431 3, 828 .3, 959 3,910 4, 392
Consumer goods -842 947 941 935 1, 121 1, 218

Total exports, (1967 dollars)' 12, 095 12, 648 12, 886 13, 429 13, 697 14, 039

Total exports (current dollars)-- 15, 228 16, 670 18,143 20, 211 22, 299 24, 023

' Categories above do not add up because of exclusion of certain categories.

The sum total of these transactions in "real terms" is a trade balance that
exhibits a considerably different pattern than when viewed through inflationary
distortions-as may be seen from the following table.

TABLE 19.-U.S. MERCHANDISE TRADE BALANCE (BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS BASIS)

1970 1971 1972 1973 '1974

Current dollars - +2.2 -2. 7 -7.0 +. 6 -3.2
Constant (1967) dollars -+2.2 -1.2 -2.7 +4.2 +9.8

I Seasonally adjusted annual rate estimate for the Ist half of the year.

Balances on Current Account data are available only for the first quarter
of the year 1974. In analyzing that measure of our balance-of-payments perform-
ance, we may note that the decrease in the nominal trade balance was offset in
the first quarter of 1974 by increases in income on 'U.S. investment abroad, pri-
marily reflecting the higher earnings of foreign affiliates of U.S. petroleum
companies. Net income in this category rose by $1.5 billion over the IV-Q 1974
to $2.9 billion. As a result of these andother transactions, the U.S. balance on
goods and services showed virtually no change between IV-Q 1973 and I-Q 1974.
The balance on current account, however, shifted from a surplus of $1.8 billion
in IV-Q 1973 to a small deficit as a result of a special grant of the U.S. govern-
ment to India in the amount of $2.0 billion worth of rupees.

Capital Account developments in the U.S. balance-of-payments accounts dur-
ing the first quarter of 1974 were strongly influenced by the removal of restric-
tions on capital outflow from the United States. Following that step that was
taken by the Administration at the end of January (which included an elim-
ination of a voluntary ceiling on bank lending to foreigners) bank loans to
foreigners rose by $2.6 billion to $5.2 billion in the first quarter. Purchases of
foreign securities by U.S. residents that, too, were freed from constraint by
the removal of the Interest Equalization Tax (I.E.T.) imposed on such pur-
chases since 1964, rose only slightly but to an all-time, high of $647 million.
Transactions not previously covered by the I.E.T. accounted for most of the
outflow. U.S. direct investment declined sharply in the first quarter of 1974
by $1.2 billion to $220 million, reflecting largely temporary transfers of pay-
ments of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. oil companies. The high level of foreign
direct investment in the United States recorded in the I-Q 1974 (at $1.1 billion)
was subject to similar distortions. At the same time, purchases of U.S. securities
amounting to almost $700 million, and the U.S. government capital account that
showed a $2.0 billion improvement as the grant to India was used by the Indian
government to repay previous loans, contributed to the improvement in the
capital account.

The sum of these and other transactions has been a change, from a deficit of
$498 million in IV-Q 1973 to a surplus of about $2.0 billion In I-Q 1974 in the

42-309--75-7
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country's balance of payments as measured by the Basic Balance. The Official

Reserve Transactions Balance, however, moved during this period from a surplus

of $2.7 billion to a smaller surplus of $1.0 billion. This surplus reflected continued

but substantially diminished intervention in the foreign exchange markets by the

official institutions abroad in their effort to moderate the decline of the value of

their currencies relative to the U.S. dollar in the early months of 1974. It also

reflected a rise in the U.S. international reserve position in that period.

APPENDIX SUPPLEMENT

Inflation Rate in the Fourth Quarter 1971,, Forecasting Assulnptio)1S and Methods

In our report of May 28 we said, "While forecasting the behavior of prices is

notoriously uncertain, wve would suggest that the rate in the fourth quarter might

be in the neighborhood of 7 percent." Because of the interest generated in this

forecast, set forth below is a detailed description of the assumptions and methods

underlying the projection. The basic tool employed is an econometric model of

price behavior by stage of processing.
The stage-of-process model is one in which raw commodity prices, together with

other variables, are related to prices of intermediate materials and components

which in turn are related to manufacturers' prices of both consumers' and pro-

ducers' finished goods (see diagram attached). The prices of finished consumer

goods are then used to explain the behavior of appropriate comnponents of the

Consumer Price Index. At each stage of processing the model is disaggregated to

reflect relationships for food, other nondurable goods, and durables. AM e(luatioik

has been estimated to explain price movements for the component in each endog-

enous block in the diagram. In most cases the explanatory variables are prices at

the earlier stage of processing, in other words the cost of materials, wage rates,

and a variable measuring the strength of demand relative to capacity. Some of

the variables enter with lags. The length of the lags is based on available infor-

mation and empirical experimentation. While the estimated equations do not

embody any precisely identified theory of price behavior, they come closest to

approximating a variable markup model in which wage rates are proxies for

standard unit labor costs. Thus, short-run changes in output per manhour affect

profits more than prices.
Below are the rates of increase for the CPI and major components generated

by the stage-of-process price model in mid-July. These projections, particularly

those for commodities, are not much different from those of mid-'May because

the assumptions for May and June about major WPI industrial index com-

ponents were not far off the mark.

TABLE 20.-Percent change (SAAR) 1974-III to 1974-IV

Con8umer Price Indez

A ll item s…------------------------------------------------------------ 
6. 5

Food -_________________________________________________________ 
4.0

Commodities less food-------------------------------------------- 6. 9

Services -----------------------_-___________________________ 
7. 5

To obtain these projections, the following assumptions were fed into the model,

together with relevant data from the latest Troika forecast:

1. Retail gasoline prices level off at their June level of about 56 cents per

gallon; other petroleum product prices also stay at their June level. (Implied

is that the average of domestic and international crude oil prices will not change

during the rest of 1974.) These price increases affect other fuels and prices

charged by fuel users in proportion to the importance of fuel costs in total costs

as reflected in input-output table relationships. This causes natural gas and

electricity prices to rise throughout 1974, 3.5 percent in the fourth quarter.

2. By the fourth quarter of 1974 the prices of farm foods are about 5 percent

above their year-earlier level.
3. Wages (components of BLS adjusted average hourly earnings index) are

projected to increase at an annual rate of 10 percent in the second half of

the year.
4. Industrial raw commodity prices other than fuels level off in the third

quarter and then rise 3 percent in the fourth.
5. Because price developments in steel and therefore in transportation equip-

ment industries are not likely to be fully captured in the model, an independent
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estimate was made of prices of new cars (other transportation equipment as
well), the most important form in which steel reaches consumers. The estimate
takes into account the likelihood that 1974 model car prices will not be dis-
counted as much as usual as the model year draws to a close, and public
announcements about prices for 1975 models. The estimate was adjusted down-
ward because that part of the price increase for 1975 models associated with
the cost of antipollution equipment is treated hy BLS as a quality change. Used
car prices were projected to rise more because they are likely to reflect actual
new car price changes, without regard to the part associated with antipollution
devices.

6. The home purchasing and financing component of the GP! was estimated to
rise 2.3 percent in the fourth quarter reflecting continued increases in house-
prices and the effects of earlier increases in mortgage interest costs which enter
the CPI with a lag.

l
7zS
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7. Medical care costs were estimated exogenously to rise 3.0 percent in the
fourth quarter.

The foregoing assumptions together with actual data through the second
quarter serve to provide enough information for the model to generate a forecast
of the fourth quarter. The model insures that the outcome is arrived at with
some consistency land that all available price, wage, and excess demand informa-
tion is systematically treated, but the outcome can vary depending on the
assumptions introduced. (The model has now been adopted by others who get
different answers because they make different assumptions and have extended
the model to areas where we prefer to make exogenous estimates because the data
from which equation estimates can be derived have been of poor quality.)

The model generates components of both the CPI and WPI, which can be
used to form a fixed weighted private GNP deflator (excluding inventory change
and net exports) after an estimate of construction costs is made (10 percent
annual rate of increase in the fourth quarter). The private GNP deflator together
with an estimate of compensation and output per manhour can be used to explore
the behavior of labor and nonlabor shares to see if it seems plausible (so often
in judgmental forecasts there are inconsistencies). The average hourly earnings
index increase at an annual rate of 10 percent in the fourth quarter translates
into 'a similar rise in compensation per hanhour. In other words, the net effect
of adding to the increase in the index assumptions about changes in industry
mix, overtime hours, fringe benefits and wages and salaries other than those of
production and nonsupervisory workers is zero. An increase of 2.0 percent in
output per manhour is also assumed. The following view of the wage-price pro-
ductivity nexus obtains:

TABLE 21.-Percent change (SAAR) 1974-III to 1974-IV

Private economy
Compensation per manhour-------------------------------------------- 10. 0
Output per manhour-------------------------------------------------- 2. 0
Unit labor cost -8-------- -- ----- S. 0
Private GNP deflator------------------------------------------------- 7. 0
Implied change in labor share----------------------------------------- 1. 0
Addendum: Private GNP deflator less food and directly purchased fueL --- 7. 7

The stage-of process model-yields a Private GNP deflator increase of 7.0 percent
in the fourth quarter. (The total GNP deflator will rise a little faster because
of the scheduled Federal pay increase.) This is somewhat less than the projected
increase in unit labor costs. The implied reduction in the nonlabor share would
bring it down from its second quarter level to about that of the fourth quarter
of 1973. Such a development would not be inconsistent with other periods when
productivity grew at less than its trend rate. Final prices in private sectors other
than food and fuel are projected to rise 7.7 percent so that profits and other
nonlabor income will rise a little faster in these sectors.

Senator PROXMIIE. Mr. Stein, you have advocated a policy, as you
put it, of firm restraint on demand and you have achieved that by
using a monetary policy and a fiscal policy which would perhaps be
more conservative than it has been in the past.

Both those areas I just don't find the performance of the last 5 years
indicating much hope that this administration is going to exercise that
kind of restraint. Let's take the fiscal side first.

Just in the last year. as I indicated, there has been a very, very
large increase in spending.

Would you characterize the fiscal policies that we are following
right now that the President has proposed for the fiscal year that
began a few days ago, July 1, as a firm restraint on demand?

Mr. STEIN. Yes, I would. I want to make it clear, and I think that
our statement makes it clear that we don't claim that our policy has
been ideal throughout the 51/2 years. I pointed to the fact that I think
we made an error in an overexpansionist direction and particularly in
fiscal 1972 when
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Senator PROXzMIRE. Yes, you referred to that fiscal 1972. The big
increase has been more recent.

Mr. STEIN. I would say that we have moved since then from 1972 to
1973 and 1973 to 1974 in a more restrictive direction. During earlier
years by one measure which seems to me useful, the full employment
budget measure, under various definitions we were going through a
phase of increasing full employment deficits. From 1972 to 1973 we
did not. From 1973 to 1974 we did not. If we succeed in holding the
budget to $300 billion, we will have a 10-percent increase in the budget.

If you figure with $305 billion, which is something like a 13-percent
increase or something like that, then with $300 billion it would be
about a 10-percent increase and that increase would be little less than
the growth of GNP at the rates of inflation that we have now come
to expect.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well I calculated a much bigger percent increase
of $300 billion. If you go from $270 billion to $300 billion, that is
$30 billion on a $270-billion base and that would be closer to a
12-percent increase.

Mr. STEIN. That is 11.1. We would propose a relatively smaller
increase for the fiscal year that is ahead of us. We think that it is
going to be very difficult to hold the $300 billion for fiscal 1975, that
budget, to $300 billion. I think we would welcome

Senator PROXMIIRE. I think that is true. Let's get into that. Where
are you going to make the cutbacks in the budget?

You say there ought to be a $5 billion cutback and I think there
ought to be a $10 billion and there are other figures. But if there is
a reduction, where is it going to be? I think the sooner the Congress
knows this and we begin to get some kind of agreement on where
the cuts are going to be, the better.

Just yesterday the budget that I am handling on "HUD and Space
and Veterans" and so forth was marked up by the subcommittee.
We marked it up. We did so on the basis of the President's budget
that he sent down many months ago. He is not asking for a cutback.
It would be very helpful for us to know as soon as possible where he
wants the cutback to come from.

I hope we can come in below the budget but we are not going to
be very much below it. but a little bit. The House is already $1 billion
below the President on the 10 appropriation bills that they sent the
Senate. We haven't gotten to foreign aid or defense, which I think
are going to be substantially below the budget.

So it would be helpful to us if you could indicate where we are going
wrong and where we could make the cutbacks.

Mr. Ash isn't going to appear before this committee during this
series of hearing. unfortunately.

Mr. STEIN. Well, was he invited?
Senator PROXI=E. I don't know if he was invited or not. I hope

he would be. I would certainly like to hear him. Maybe we could
hear from him a little later, but as far as I know. he is not coming.

Mr. STEIN. I think he is under the impression he wasn't invited.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well. then we will certainly invite him.
Mr. STEIN. I think he would be your best witness on the subject.
Senator 'PROX.nRE. It was a great oversight by us not to invite

him if he was not. but go ahead.
d
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Mr. STEIN. But the only answer I can give to the question you have
raised is that, as the President has said, we propose that we will resist
increases in spending above the budget that he has proposed and that
is now kicking around in various stages in the Congress. In addition
we will try by management and by continuous pressure on the agen-
cies to do things more economically to cut out another $5 billion from
the budget that was proposed. The President made one specific
announcement the other day, about cutting the payroll in a way that
would save about $300 million in fiscal 1975. Other decisions will be
made continuously in the relations between the Office of Management
and Budget and the agencies.

I suppose I would call this program a "saving of candle ends" which
is the way I believe Chancellor of the Exchequer Gladstone balanced
his budget. But it is an effective way to do it. Within a budget of
$305 billion we believe that opportunities will be found, but I cannot
be more specific than that. This is a matter of continuous manage-
ment by

Senator PiRoxMjImE. Well, I hope we can get that as soon as possible.
We like to be as specific as we can.

The President has proposed to cut the payroll by about 40,000
and that appears logical. But in the first place 40,000 is not very
muchl. as I think vou would agree considering the number of Federal
employees wve have. In the second place as the W'all Street Journal
pointed out yesterday. and I quote: "President Nixon's newly ordered
40.000 payroll cutback may do little to reduce Federal costs on the
basis of the experience with the 5-percent cutback he ordered in 1971.
The General Accounting Office reports that the 5-percent goal is often
met bv bureaucratic slight of hand with the agencies cost of the over-
time creeping up. the agencies using military personnel or outside
help and boosting hiring only days after the deadline for cutting and
encouraging early retireiment costs in a government that needs skills.
Those who replace the retirees are not always the best qualified," and
so forth.

It just seems to me this really isn't very encouraging. 'W'e are into the
1975 fiscal vear and we are marking up these appropriation bills. A'We
should have guidance now if we are going to make this cutback at
the present time. I hope we can get specific and definite and clearcut
indications of where the reductions ought to be.

Now let me ask about another area that I think is verv important.
I started out by indicating that I hope that there would be some use
of Presidential power and authority and influence and leadership to
dliscolm rage unjustified price increases. The President did say on Thurs-
dav: "I shall use every influence of the Presidency to bring about
helpful voluntary restraint on the part of business and labor." WIEell
this sounds good, but where is he going to do it? How is he going to
do it?

iHe has met so far with one labor leader. It is verv difficult for the
President to work with labor these days. It is certainly not entirely
his fault. but it does present a serious problem.

At the same time, so far up until certainly a month or two ago. wage
increases were not the principal problein involved althouigh maybe they
will become that.. But enormous pi-ice increases, which seem very hard
to justifv in view of both operations at less than capacity in the basic
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itiidistries and very hI, ighI profits. has been the problem. The highi profits
suggest that the President could intercede where he seems to have
conside able influence, and that is with management to roll back prices.
Now to (1o that it seems to me the President needs more than just a
generalized counseling. It seems to me lie has to focus on particular
piice increases and identify them and then use some of the power that
I-lie Federal Government has to persuade the rollback on those prices.

We have had a 23-percent increase only in the last couple of months
in the steel industry, for example. We have had some enorimous in-
creases earlier in the oil area. Nowv is the President going to act spe-
cifically in these areas, or is he simply going to hare private meetings
w-ithi business leaders and indicate that he hopes they will restrain
themselves?

Mr. STEIN-. Of course, the two areas that you mention are cases
whiere there is a great need for the expansion of capacity. I wouldn't
at all jump to the conclusion that these increases are unnecessary or
undesirable from the standpoint of a long-run development of the
economy.

With respect to the question you ask about howV the President will
operate, I would say that we are still in the process of-

Senator PnoxirtiE. Let me interrupt to say they are operating under
capacity in the oil industry. It was pointed out the other day that
st uidies show that they are operating substantially less than they were
in the last quarter in company after company.

Arl. STEIN. I think it is clear that we have had some decline of
domestic crude-oil production but it is also clear, it seems to me. that
ye need a great expansion of capacity to produce energy including
oil in the United States, and that is one of the main objectives of
Project Independence. And if that is to be achieved, prices in the
United States will have to be remunerative.

Senator PROXMXIRE. There has been a decline in the production of
-rasoline. In the basic industries. which have been operating at a very
htigh level of capacity. thev have been reduced from 93.7 to 91.6. There
has been this drop coincidilng with an increase right across the line
in prices. It does seem that there is either some kind of collusion or
advantage being taken of the present situation in some way in which
the President should be able to move on.

If the free market were working, you wouldn't have production
being reduced when the profits were very high and then prices being
increase.d at the same time. It just doesn't add up, does it?

AMr. STEIN-. We had a bigo rise in the price of gasoline as the result
of the enormous rise in world crude-oil prices and that increase in
the price of gasoline has tended to reduce the consumption of the gaso-
line in the United States and reduced the production of gasoline in
the United States. Now that seems to be perfectly a logical sequence
butv we are working ourselves back into the position of enormous and
growinsx dependence on foreiun sources of supply. This is a situation
wvhich it seems to me is or should be our policy to avoid and that we
Avill only avoid iettinz into that situation to an undesirable degree
if the prices in the lTnited States are sufficient to induce the supply of
oil and other energy sources here.

Senator PROXm:TIE. But it is just so frustrating for the Congress
to watch this and the consumers to have to pay it and see this S1-per-
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cent increase in profits by the oil companies which they enjoyed in
the second quarter over a comparable period last year. There has
been a huge increase in the first quarter of this year and then we see
the reduced production in the face of this. And it just seems that
there, is a solution here that the administration doesn't seem to be
taking advantage of. Here we still have price controls on oil, legal
price controls. They have held the price of 60 to 70 percent of the
domestic crude at one-half the level to which it would have risen with-
out controls.

The administration has called on Congress not to extend those con-
trols after next March when they expire and

Mr. STEIN. I don't think the administration has taken a position
on that.

Senator PROXMIRE. W1Tell, John Sawhill made the statement he thinks
they ought to expire.

Mr. STEiN. I don't think the administration has taken a position
on that.

Senator PROXMTRE. Well if the U.S. oil production now priced at
$5.25 changes and the controls are taken off,. increasing it to the pirice
of $10 or more. wouldn't that send shock -waves through the economyn?
W1,hv couldn't that happen?

M\r. STrIN. Sorry, I missed the question.
Senator PROXATIRE. If the U.S. oil production now priced at $5.25

under controls, increases to $10 or more, then wouldn't that send new
inflationary shock waves through the economlly ?

Mr. STEIN. I think one of the things that people have to learn is
that if they want supplies of product, there are prices that have to be
paid for it. We are now facing the consequences of failing to recognize
that all over the economy.

WVe have the utilitv industry unable to generate funds with whichl
to expand. The people will have brownouts or blackouts 5 years fromn
now because the people are saving to them nowv w"hvy pay additional,
and it is unconscionable to raise the rates. So von Vill find yourself
5 years from now having made. no progress whatever in developing
the United States-

Senator PRox-rmi:E. lVell I am not saving that about the utility com-
panies, because I think vou are right. I think if their costs go up,
there is no option except to let the prices go up. And one of the reasons
their costs are r~oing up is because you -have what seems to be a whollv
unjustified and Exorbitant increase in what they have to pay for oil
in order to permit the utilities to function.

Mr. STEIN. Well I don't think it is exorbitant. It just costs a lot
more to get oil. that is. to make oil out of shale or convert coal into
synthetics, which -we are going to have to do in the next 5 or 10 years
to have a domestic source of energy. It costs much more to do that
than to stamp your foot on the ground and to get oil in Saudi Arabia.
and we are going to have to pay for that.

Senator PROXMINRE. My time is up, but I will be back.
Congressman Brown.
Renresentative BROwN. Good to see you. Mr. Stein and memnbers of

the Council. I wonder if you are all praying for rain?
Mr. STEIN. Well, we have a division of labor and Mr. Seevers is in

charge of agriculture, and he does the praying.
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Representative Bltow\. - Where do we stand-and maybe I should
ask the question directly-where do we stand now in terms of the
impact of the drought on prospective food prices and what is likely
to occur if we don't get some improvement in the situation in the next
few weeks?

AMr. SEEVEitS. We had a meeting in the Department of Agriculture
yesterday exaininiig 'those very questions. I think the answer is no-
I)odv knows exactlv where we are from the standpoint of the drought.
It changes day by day. And it is certainly a serious concern to us.

Our corn crop has gone from a probable output of 61/2 billion bushels
3 or 4 months ago to something at the level of 6 billion, or probably
lower. The official estimate, which has not taken into account the
weather since it was made, estimated corn production from 6.2 to 5.9
billion bushels. So there has been a serious erosion of the corn crop.
No one knows exactly what it is going to come in at because no one
knows exactly how serious the drought is.

Representative Bizowx-. I am not a good enough farmer to know,
but does that miean that if we get rain in normal patterns from here
on, that that can be recovered, or is that damage done and done per-
manently at this point?

Mr. SEEVERS. I suspect you are a better farmer than that. There
has been permanent damage. There is no question about that.

If we get normal rainfall from here on out, we would probably get
a corn crop of say 5.7 or 5.8 billion bushels; in that range. Let's use
that as a starting figure.

The impact of a crop of that size on food prices would be relatively
small surprisingly in 1974. The main reason is because beef produc-
tion, pork production, turkey production, egg production are pretty
well on schedule. There can be some variations in the next few months,
depending on the price of feed but not much.

Representative BRowN. You say on schedule and do you mean that
the production is equivalent to the current consumption, to the current
demand?

Mr. SEEVERS. I mean it is predetermined in the sense that it will not
be affected much one way or the other whether we have a 5.5-billion-
bushel corn crop of a 6.2-billion-bushel corn crop. That is what I
meant.

So that what the outlook is for food prices in the rest of this year
is not greatly affected by whether we get the 6.2 or say a 5.5 corn crop.
Now there will be some

Representative BRowN-. Now I want to make very clear what you
are saving. You are saying that they are feeding out the cattle and
tuirkeys and so forth on the corn and the feed that came in earlier and
that the price of that is all pretty well set? Is that right?

MNr. SEEVERS. What I am saying is the feed is available and will
be fed for awhile even if prices go up.

Representative BRowN-. And the impact on beef and other meat
products will not be felt until the price impact of this particular crop
works its way through the system, which means in effect the winter of
next year? Is that right?

Mr. SEEVERS. That is a good formulation and much better than mine.
Now we can observe worldwide an interesting phenomenon, and that
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is we seem to have excess supplies of animal products all over the
world. I say excess supplies in the sense that livestock and dairy
producers are getting squeezed. For example, the European community
is buying beef and other animal products at a very rapid rate.

Representative Bizow-. To do what with; to consume or store?
Mr. SEEVERS. To store. They are supporting the price of farmers

by buying beef to store it. Then they try to-
Representative BRowN. That isn't the only reason, is it? Because

when these high grain prices come about, if that is the result of what
happens because of the weather and if the high grain prices occur,
isn't it very likely that the farmer who produces meat products as a
result of that, isn't it likely he will have a tendency to cut down on his
meat production?

Mr. SEEVERS. Yes, that is the economics of it. I am really talking
about the timing.

Representative Bizowx:. *Which mean a potential shortage of meat
products. Is that correct?

Mr. SERVERS. At some point in the future if we have less feed gr ain
to be fed, there will be less livestock and meat products produced. That
is iight.

Representative BRowN. Could you predict a time in the future?
_Mr. SEEVERS. Well I think what has happened is looking only at the

deterioration in our own corn and soybean crops, that the outlook for
food supplies and food prices is not as promising in the middle of 1975
as it would have been 3 months ago.

I would point out, though, that there has been slippage in this coun-
try over the last 2 months in our crops. There has been some improve-
ment in the rest of the world: India's monsoons are coming forward
better now. There was some uncertainty about that earlier.

The outlook in China for their crops is better. Their crops are going
to be normal whereas earlier there was concern about drought.

In Eastern Europe there was drought and they did get their rains,
so thei r crops recovered some.

The Soviet Union is going to have a very good crop by recent in-
dications. So some of our problems have been offset by improvements
in the world.

Representative BROWN. Now let's pause there for a minute. That
means that the consumingn1 nations of the world, that the major con-
sumI1ing areas in the world are doing somewhat better, but what abont
the other producing nations in the world? What about Canada and
what about Australia? Are they also in the same problem that we
are in?

Mr. SEEVERS. Well. Canada is affected by the same kind of problems
we have had, but more with the unduly wet weather earlier in the
planting season, so they weren't able to get their crops in as early or as
large an acreage as they would have liked.

Australia. of course, is on a different season, but their outlook is for
excellent production in the coming year. So, I would say on the whole,
the producing countries. with the exception of the United States. are
going to expand production this year and will have what I -would say
would be normal yields.
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Representative BROWN. What is happening with reference to the
meat that Europe is buying? I understand that may be sold to the
Russians. Do you have a picture on that?

Mr. SEFVERS. Well, there have been stories to that effect and I pre-
sume there have been discussions between them. I think there has
been no confirmation that they have sold meat to Russia, although
the Soviet Union has purchased fairly large amounts of meat in the
world, not from the European community so much as from other
countries, like Argentimti and Australia. In a sense, they are a sta-
bilizer to the meat industry in the world in that they are coming in
wlhen prices have been depressed and making purchases. They are
getting good buys on meat in the world.

Representativ:e Bizowx. *What commitments against the grain crop
that we have been able to produce this year do we have and what are
the prospects then, if there are better production anticipations in the
consuming nations of the world, for our being relieved of some of the
international grain purchases, and thereby not having an additional
upward pressure on domestic grain prices?

Mr. SEEVEIIS. Well, there is quite a bit of validity to your line of
reasoning-

Representative BROWN. Really, it is not a line of reasoning. It is an
inquiry, because you have given me what vou consider to be the
prospective facts and what I am trying to determine is where will the
grlain price be when this crop comes in or soon after it comes in this
fall in the United States?

Mr. SEEVERS. Well, our expectation is that exports of grains and
not soybeans but grains-wheat and feed grains will be down slightly
from last year. If you look at the advance sales, last year by this time
we had committed ourselves to upward of 1 billion bushels of wheat
to be exported. This year, wve have committed ourselves to 350 mil-
lion bushels, approximately, at this stagre.

So that the export outlook is more promising from the consumer's
standpoint and a little less promising from the farmer's standpoint
than it was 1 year ago.

Representative BROwN\V. Can youo relate that to percentage of Amer-
ican production; those two figures?

'Mr. SEEVERS. Well, this year we will produce 1.9 billion bushels of
wheat or thereabouts. That is the latest estimate.

Representative BROWi-N. So about half of our grain: you say 1.9
billion bushels of wheat?

MNr. SEVEFRS. Yes. of wheat. And last year we exported 1.1 billion
bushels. When I said that our export commitments 1 year ago were
upwvard of 1 billion bushels I would say one-third of our wheat crop
by this time last year was already committed, whereas this year a
much smnaller fraction is.

The supply of wheat is in very good shape. I would say the supply
of rice, which probable has more to do with this thing than anything
else., is in good shape. Our supply is up, but more importantly, the
production level of rice could be up throug-hout the world.

Representative BROw-N\. Can you give me figures on corn and
soybeans?
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Mr. SEEVERS. Last year our commitments to export corn were smaller
than for wheat. I don't remember the exact number, but our
commitments-

Representative BROWN. Do you remember what percentage of the
crop ?

Mr. SEEVERS. We will have exported about one-fourth of our corn
crop out of the current crop year, which ends September 30.

Representative BROWN. When are those commitments for export
usually made?

Mr. SERVERS. No one knows.
Representative BROWN. Were they made late last year?
Mr. SEEVERS. No, they were made early, because we imposed the

soybean embargo on other countries, the prospective buyers became
worried and came in and made their purchases very early last year.
They are not making them early this year, which is an indication
that export demand is less buoyant than it was last year.

Representative BROWN. What about soybeans?
Mr. SEEVERS. I don't remember the figures on soybeans. I do know

that our export commitments 1 year ago were much higher than they
are at this stage, but I would be happy to get those figures.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

Through July 28. 1974, export orders for new-crop soybeans were 275 million
bushels. Through August 4, 1974, orders were 363 million bushels compared
with 626 million bushels through August 3, 1973. For soybean meal, orders were
1,872,000 tons through July 28, 1974, 3,489,000 tons through August 4, 1974, and
6,096,000 tons through August 3, 1973.

Representative BROwN. Do you remember the percentage, though?
Mr. SEEVERS. We will export about 45 percent of our soybean crop

this year.
Representative BROWN. One final comment, Mr. Vice Chairman, and

then my time is up.
It is a significant factor, I gather, then not only in our balance of

payments but a significant factor in our domestic price structure and
therefore the impact on our domestic inflation, that is the export
amounts that we are putting into the world market. Is that correct?

Mr. SEEVErs. That depends on what theory of price formation and
inflation you believe in. I am somewhat skeptical, but that is a major
determinative. I think there are a lot of other things that go into de-
termining inflation, especially the money supply and fiscal policy.

If we have an increase in demand for our agricultural exports, that
will improve our terms of trade and cause the dollar to appreciate
and we will buy imports somewhat more cheaply. So I think one has
to he careful in making the translation there.

Representative BROw-N. There is a timing lag in all of that, isn't
there?

Mr. SEEVERS. There are always time lags or there are usually time
lags in economic phenomena, that is true. But, one has to be careful
about looking at the price of corn and saying that corn will turn the
inflation rate greatly one way or the other.

Representative BROw-V. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROXIIRE. Senator Percy.
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Senator PERCY. MIr. Stein, I wonder if, inasmuch as the administra-
tion does not propose to try any new novel approach to inflation and
combating inflation-and I am not sure I can devise any or reconi-
menld any-can you tell us wvlhat traditional tools will be used andhow you intend to use those? The President has now indicated an
intention to try to cut the budget some $5 billion and that would still
leave a very sizable deficit.

Psychologically, it would appear desirable to try to balance the
budget in fiscal year 1975. Will the administration-well, are you pre-
pared to tell us in what areas cuts will be made in the fiscal 1975 budgetand also whether or not new revenues will be recommended, new taxes
recommended, to try to bring the expense and revenue accounts closertogether?

Mr. STEIN. Some parts of that question I can answer and some Icannot. I do regard us as having a new policy, which is to follow
the old policy continuously to the degree it is needed.

As I indicated in my prepared remarks, we have not done that inthe past. Senator Proxinire and I have discussed the question of where
the $5 billion of cuts will be made and I suggested that Director Ashwould be a better witness on that. to

At the moment, our situation is that we have informed the agenciesof our determination to cut and it is the intention of the Office ofManagement and Budget to manage the weekly flow of expenditures
in such a way as to bring this about.

But there has been no decision on the concentration of the cuts in
any particular areas and-

Senator PERCY. From a policy standpoint then, when we have such
a disparity of opinion within the administration between Secretary
Simon and the Budget Director Ash on the amount that can be cut andthe amount of the deficit that can be worked on, then from a policystandpoint, what would you advise the President and advise the Con-gress that we should try to aim toward?

Is it possible to bring. in your judgment. the budget in 1974 intobalance as an overwlhelmin-g majority of the Members of the Senateindicated they would hope to cooperatively work out with the execu-tive branch?
Mr. STEIN. TIv understanding is that the overwhelming majorityMembers of the Senate who -voted indicated that they were in favor ofbalancing the budget, but they did not face the question you just askedme about where they would cut it and there were no specific proposalsfor cuts made by them. So. that is an evasion of the problem.
I don't think there is any great disparity of views within the admin-istration. W11e want to look at the budget rigorously and with awareness

for the necessity for cutting it, but we recognize (a) that there are alot of programs which we cannot cut and (b) there are a lot of pro-grams which are important to the country whether or not the legalsituation is such that they could be cut.
So we recognize that every prudent policy has to be balanced and hasto take that into account. WVe think that the policy we have proposed,

the $300 billion budget for this year and a balanced budget for nextyear under the economic conditions which we foresee-and with a
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smaller increase in expenditures between 1975 and 1976 than between
1974 and 1975-that if we do this, accompanied by a policy of mone-
tary restraint and ideally accompanied by some response of the public
to the President's appeal for saving, we think that will achieve the
desired result with respect to the rate of inflation.

I think the main contribution we should now expect from reducing
the budget and reducing the deficit is to increase the supply of funds
available for investment and for housing and reduce interest rates
somewhat, so as to make the process of disinflation easier. We think
that would be very desirable if it could be achieved without cutting out
essential Govermnent expenditures.

Senator PERCY. You haven't mentioned increasing revenues?
Mr. STEIN. 011, yes, well, the President has said we would not rec-

ommend a tax increase.
Senator PERCY. You would oppose any surtax being added to make

up the difference between outgo and income?
Can you comment on taxation on the oil industry itself, not to be a

disincentive for exploration and development, but simply to offset
what we now feel to be a very unfair situation where very small
amounts of U.S. taxes are paid by the oil companies?

Mir. STEIN. There are several things involved there. We have pro-
posed a windfall profits tax on domestic and crude oil production. We
are still supporting that and hope the Congress will act on it.

Senator PERCY. How much revenue is the proposal of the adminis-
tration's?

Mr. STEIN. The figure I have in mind is something like $11/2 billion
the first year. I am not sure about that, maybe $3 billion, but it is-

Senator PERCY. Is that really commensurate with the ability of that
industry with its huge increase in income this year to bear their fair
share of taxes, when some oil companies are paying no more than
1 or 2 percent of U.S. taxes? The largest proportionate amount they
are paying, I believe, is up to 7 percent, and most corporations are
paying 30- to 40-percent levels.

Mr. STEIN. I think that we are talking now mainly about profits,
which have been earned in foreign business and I believe that the host
countries are going to take that away faster than you can take it away
and that this will not be a significant source of revenue and, in fact,
it would not be a significant source of revenue for the U.S. Govern-
ment or for the oil companies.

We were having a little discussion about oil companies before you
came in. I think that we are facing a serious energy problem in the
United States and that the energy problem with which we are faced
is not that the oil companies make too much money, but that they
produce too little energy for the United States.

I think that to attack the profits of this industry where expansion
is so urgently needed is a mistake.

Anyway, in response to your question, we have proposed this wind-
fall profits tax on domestic oil production and we have proposed cer-
tain changes in the taxation of income earned abroad by oil companies,
but beyond that we are not proposing any tax increases there or
elsewhere.

Senator PERCY. I have heard some discussion about one great prob-
lem, and that is public utilities are having a great problem in getting
capital. They are experiencing difficulty there right now.
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Would you tell us something of the concerns you may have as to
hmow we are going to provide adequate capital through the private
equity market and what, if anything, we can do about it in order to
ward off a crisis in lack of capacity in the future, if we don't build
t he facilities that we need now??

Mr. SKEIN. I think that is a vely critical problem. Wire are coli-
ce rlned about it.

The heart of the problem is the failure of the State regulatory
aze ncies to allow utility rates to rise it line with the increased cost
of producing electricity and the increased cost of capital-in both
the construction costs and interest costs. There is just no other sol ution
consistent with the maintenance of the private utility industry or any
industry, whether private or not, in which the customers pay the cost;
there is just no other solution than higher rates to be permitted utility
companies.

I don't think this problem can be solved by fiddling around with the
tax system and so the solution seems clear. It is just apparently politi-
cally difficult.

Senator PEPcY. I would like to come back to that in the next round.
Thank you. My time is uIP.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Stein, if we follow the policy of the admin-
istration-and there is a lot of logic to it, I must say-if we follow
the policy of doing your best to increase the supply and doing your
best to restrain demand, the cold and hard and classical economic posi-
tion is that what you do is to give a free rein to business and to man-
agement, and you make it as attractive as possible for people to save
and invest and you provide incentives, therefore, for people who can
save-and they are the upper income people, by and large-and you
follow a policy of slowing down the economy, then this puts almost
the entire burden on the unemployed and the poor and the people
with the lowest incomes.

And when you say that we must pay a price for this, it seems to
me that it is pretty cold and hollow comfort for the unemployed to
say, well, we will do what we can about unemployment compensation.
After all, that means a sharp cut; it means you run out of unemploy-
ment compensation if you are unemployed long enough. So that is
not a very happy solution.

Now, the administration seems-and I don't want to be unfair here-
but it seems to have that as about the only solution. I noticed that
Mr. Galbraith says that what we should do is have a surtax on people
with incomes over $20,000. Your predecessor, Mr. McCracken, sug-
gests we ought to have some kind of guaranteed income for people
with low incomes. so that they don't have to bear such a big burden.

Senator Ribicoff suggests the Government is the employer of last
resort. Mr. Burns has some constructive suggestions.

In Britain they have food subsidies. Some people suggest that we
index small savings so that as inflation increases, you pay some kind
of a subsidy for it.

'Others are advocating a subsidy for people with modest incomes
who have to pay high mortgage interest.

So there are a wl'ole series of proposals that seem to have been
rejected by the administration. You seem to persist in following a
policy, which as I say, does seem to be unequitable and unjust and
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unfair inasmuch as it imposes the entire burden for fighting inflation
on those least able to do it.

Mr. STEIN. Of course, it is very easy to make proposals for relieving
people of the pain caused by the disinflationary process, and it is very
difficult and unpopular to recommend the disinflationary process itself.
So, obviously, everybody can cluster around and say-

Senator PRoxMnIn. May I just interrupt to say, I think the dis-
inflationary process itself you recommend is not at all unprofitable
for business. After all, when you enjoy the kind of profits business
is enjoying now, which are enormously high and great increases over
the past and huge increases in executive compensation, they are not
suffering after all. No wonder they like it.

Mr. STEIN. I think that is wrong. In the first place, these profits are
very unevenly divided as you know, and when you add all the

Senator PROXMIIE. That is true, but overall, by and large they are
way up.

Mr. STEIN rcontinuing]. Profits including the profits made in
the foreign oil business, you will find very large profits, that is true.
But after all, there are many working people who are almost all em-
ployed and almost all of them, or at least a great many of them, are
keeping up with inflation.

If you look at profits after allowance for the effects of inflation
on the value of their inventories and on the value of the capital stock,
you will find that profits are now really very low.

All you have to do is look at the stock market and see whether this
kind of an economy is

Senator PROxmrRE. Well, the stock prices are discounting the uncer-
tainty, the lack of leadership in Washington, the unfortunate out-
look. The fact is that return on investment, return on equity, was
higher in the first quarter of this year when we had that terrifie
drop in real income for most Americans, than they have been; that
is, profits were higher as a percentage of equity than they were at any
time since 1967.

Mr. STEIN. Mr. Fellner has something.
Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Fellner.
Mr. FELLNER. Senator, if I mav refer to the May 1974 issue of the

"Survey of Current Business," there it is shown that if you make
allowances for the difference between deprecitation at historical costs
and depreciation at current replacement costs, profits look very, very
different. Also, the accounting profits,' which I think you were refer-
ring to, include inventory revaluation, which again is not something
that should be considered part of profits as I think you interpreted
them.

So, you should make those two changes. That is to say, if you allow
for the fictitious element in the profits statistics, those are very poor
profits in good part. That is what is shown in stock prices and-

Senator PROXMrRE. Now, let me get on the other side of this, Mr.
Fellner.

When you became a member of the Council of Economic Advisers,
you were a very noted economist and one of the finest in the country
and very widely hailed in the economic profession. You were noted
particularly for your expertise in the area of public-service employ-
ment.
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As I understand it, you were an outspoken advocate of a permanent
program of public-service employment designed to provide work for
those who, because of lack of education and so forth could not find
other employment, especially in times when the overall labor market
is so tight as to create inflation.

This seems to be a very constructive position that you had. Now,
we hear very, very little fronm either you or the administration on
that now, and it seems to me it would be most helpful to us and cer-
tainly to those who are going to suffer and pay the main price for
increased unemployment, if you could tell us what kind of a program
the administration would adopt in this area, or encourage?

Mr. FELLNEIR. Well, I think that is one of the programs that has been
explored and is being explored. Some modest steps have been

Senator PROXML E. Explored and modest steps? That is right. They
are awfully modest.

Mr. FELLINE1. Yes, but I think it is not very easy to put a good pro-
gram of that sort into effect, especially during a transition period
when you don't know how much of this unemployment is very tempo-
rary. Most of it, at the present time, still is very temporary and very
short in duration. You don't really want to intercept people between
two jobs.

Senator PROXM3IIRE. But, Mr. Fellner, we were told yesterday by Mr.
Rush that the policies of this administration-and this is what I
understood him to say, and correct me if I am wrong-were expected
to increase unemployment to 51/2 to 6 percent.

Now, if that is the case, it seems to me if that is what the administra-
tion expects and that is the price that has to be paid, then you ought to
have a program in place right now so that as that unemployment in-
creases, we could provide some kind of relief for people who otherwise
are going to be'thrown out of work and on welfare.

Mr. FELLNER. Well, I think this is indeed something that should be
explored, if you ask me, Senator. However, this is not very easy to put
into effect and-

Senator PROX-3I1E. You say it is being explored? *When will it be
forthcoming?

Mr. FELLN ER. Well, I would first like to see what kind of unemploy-
ment situation we get into. At present, practically all is of short dura-
tion-wvell, practically all is perhaps an overstatement, but very little
of the unemployment is of long duration. Most of it is just very short
in duration. I don't think that is the kind of unemployment that
should be taken care of by public-service employment programs. That
really means intercepting people between two jobs, when they are
unemployed for a very short period.

I think that the situation may settle down in such a, way that you
vill get more longer duration unemployment than we have now. We

don't have very much more than we had when the overall unemploy-
ment rate was 4 or 41/2 percent.

Practically all of it is less than 15--weeks duration at present. I think
15 weeks and longer is 1 percent of the labor force and it never was-
it was 0.8 percent when the overall unemployment rate wvas 4.1 percent.
Then the 15 weeks or longer duration was 6.S percent of the labor
force and now it is 1 percent of the labor force.

42-309-75--S
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There hasn't yet occurred that phenomena, which might well occur
in the future, if that figure rises to a mnuch higher level. So I think
that we should then, in my judgment, take care of that part of the
pioblem by making more than very modest steps in the direction of
that kind of work program-

Senator PIzoxmIRE. I think we would have a far better chance in the
Congress and with the public if we knew that we had a program
that wasn't going to be inequitable, unfair, cruel, on so many hundreds
of thousands of Americans. I think if the Government explored public
employment with half the energy we are exploring outer space, we
would have a pretty good program and we would have it ready right
now.

My time is up.
Congressman Brown.
Representative BROWN. I would like to get into this question of

profits, because I think we were beginning to get some facts. But then
we suddenly shifted gears into how to take care of unemployment.
However, I do want to stay on this unemployment thing for just a
minute.

If the unemployment average is short-range unemployment, how
are we dealing with that problem under the current programs? How
long does unemployment compensation last?

Mr. STEIN. It varies somewhat, but the standard duration is about
26 weeks of benefits. In certain exceptional cases, it can be extended.
I believe, for 13 weeks. Part of the improvement that we 'have pro-
posed would extend the duration of benefits in a number of conditions
and I don't know why we persist in saying that unemployment com-
pensation is cold comfort.

I men, it is something-and perhaps there are other things that need
to be done-but I think it is something that the recipients would prefer
to have more rather than less and have it longer rather than shorter.

Senator PROXMIRE. They would prefer jobs.
Mr. STEIN. They would rather have this than not. I don't know why

Congress does not move ahead with it, when it is always weeping about
the unemployed.

Representative BRowN-. Let me ask this question. Is unemployment
compensation the only assurance of income that exists for somneone
who is unemployed? Are there private negotiated arrangements which
take care of unemploynment in addition to Federal- and 'State-financed
unemployment complensation? .-

Mr. STEIN. Well. in some industries, notably the automobile indus-
trv. of course there is.

Representative BiuowN-. And the reason I ask the question is related
to the automobile industry. As I indicated yesterday, I currently have
in one of the industries of my congressional district some uneemploy-
ment resulting from shortages of materials and equipment necessary
to complete orders for trucks. The shop just can't get the equipment.

Now. I understand that the layoffs flow from that circumstance.
Perhaps the shortages come from a lack of savings and investment
and I am going to get into that soon, because that deals with another
question, but I understand that in addition to unemployment com-
pensation, there are some companies' benefits that flow into the man
who is off work. Is that correct?
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Mr. STEIN. Yes, in the automobile industry there is a system called
supplementary unemployment benefits, which in the case of workers
with a considerable degree of seniority, it will pay 95 percent of their
wages, that they would earn if employed.

Representative BROWN?. 95 percent?
Mr. STEIN. Yes, taking the supplement and the State system to-

gether, yes, for workers I believe with 20 years of seniority. It varies
with the duration of their unemployment history.

But, in any case, as Mr. Fellner was saying, a great deal of the
unemployment is of very short duration. A very large part of it is
5 weeks or less.

Representative BIow1N. W1-hat causes a 5-week unemployment cir-
clumstance? Now, are we describing someone here who is laid off of a
job or quits a job and then shifts to another industry and another kind
of job, or are we talking about somebody who is laid off because of a
shortage of equipment, because of a shortage of materials, a shortage
of something else that is needed for production in that particular
plant?
. Mr. STEIN. Well there are all kinds of reasons. The shortage reason

can be one, but you must remember that in our unemployment sta-
tistics we count as unemployed the people who are looking for their
first job, that is when a person first gets out of high school or college
or whatever point he is going to enter the labor force and start look-
ing for work, he will be counted as unemployed.

If it takes him 5 weeks to find a job, then he will be counted and
our statistics would have him at 5 weeks of unemployment. If a woman
returns to the labor force after having a child or for some other
reason having been out of the labor force and looks for a job for
5 weeks or 10 weeks, she is counted as unemployed for that period.

We know from statistics which we now have that more than half
of the unemployment or let us say less than half of the unemployed
are people who lost their last jobs and more than half of the unem-
ployed are people who voluntarily left their last job or just entered
the labor market or have reentered, after having been out of the
labor force.

Those who have lost their last jobs, of those, many of them are in
the situation you describe where there is a material shortage and
some of them are suffering seasonal, annual unemployment for one
reason or another.

Representative BROwVN. Let me go back to the automobile industry
for a minute.

What is the percentage of unemployment in that industry? Do
you know?

Mr. STEIN. No, I don't.
..Representative BROWN-. Well, there seems to be here an industry that

was severelv hit by the shortages of oil, gasoline, and so on. It is there-
fore. an industry which had to change its model production schedules
to produce smaller cars.

I am just curious about whether or not that recoverv has been good
or slow? And if it has been slow, I am wondering whether these people
laid off are getting 95 percent of their general wages and therefore
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perhaps are not dragging quite as much on the economy as you might
otherwise have thought?

Mr. STEIN. Well, there was a sharp drop and there has been some
recovery in employment in the motor vehicle industry. But in May
1974, there were 860,000 employed in this industry as compared with
950,000 in May of 1973. But I believe that the employment in this in-
dustry reached its low in February or March and has since been
rising.

Representative BROWN. Let me change to the profit picture now.
How good is that profit picture? As I understand it, a lot of com-

panies are making profits off of inventory because the item that they
are selling was brought in at $100 and is sold out at $120 because the
price of the next item they have to get to replace it is now $120?

Mr. FELLNER. The same with machinery.
Representative BRowN. You mean equipment for production?
Mr. FELLNER. Yes.
Representative BROWN. So the depreciation rate does not cover the

cost of replacement of the equipment?
Mr. FELLNER. And that is so in spite of accelerated depreciation.

The effects of accelerated depreciation are outweighed by that factor.
Representative BROWN. Well, certainly inflation doesn't affect what

you can buy with your profits, does it, or doesn't it?
Mr. FELLNER. But you have to replace the equipment at a much

higher price than that which underlies your depreciation.
Representative BROWN. Are you telling me that businesses in order

to keep even with it, require higher profits because of inflation'?
Mr. F ELLNER. Well, if you define profits in such a way that you

will deduct for depreciation only what you find as the depreciation
allowance on the basis of historical cost, then the answer is yes. That
is to say, if you deduct from your gross revenue, Congressman Brown,
depreciation on the basis of historical costs, rather than current re-
placement costs, then you get a higher profit figure and indeed a higher
profit figure in that sense is needed in order to stay in business.

Representative BROWN-. Let's say a business makes profit ,r out of
raw material a and raw material a goes up from $100 to $120 on an
index of costs, and the x product then has to go up to what degree?

Mr. FEULNER. Well, they've got to replace their inventories and
they've got to replace their machinery and equipment and their
structures.

Representative BROwVN. What about their cash position to maintain
a relative percentage of cash in the company in order to meet their
wage payroll, now does that also have to go up?

Mr. FELLNER. Yes. sir; I think, Congressman Brown, the answer to
that is yes, that is profits are calculated in such a way that they do not
take account of the fact that in order to stay in business you have to
replace your inventories at current prices.

Representative BROWN. Now, what arrangement is made for what
they can take off their taxes for depreciation to reinvest in plant and
equipment? Does that increase? In other words, can they take more off
to pay for this additional more expensive machinery?

Mr. FELLNER. No, what you take off is depreciation calculated on
the basis of historical costs-that is of past costs of acquisition.
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Representative BRzow-N. So. if that machine costs $80-some 5 yeats
ago, the current cost of it is $100 and they are going to buy a, new item
of miachlinery 5 years hence-and never mind any change in what
the machine can do or anything else-that situation exists, in order
to make the difference between what they wAere depreciating it at, $80,
and $120, which is what they may have to buy it a fe w years later, they
aire going to have to have more money just to keep even. Is that right?

Mr. FELLNER. Yes, the answer is yes.
Representative BROwVN. Now, on that basis, what has happened to

profits? Are profits up exorbitantly? In other words, are we keeping
up with that need for maintaining our capacity to produce in this
country or are we falling in behind in terms of profit? Are we keeping
ev7 en? Akre we way ahead?

In other wvords, are businesses making exorbitant profits and doing
something rotten with that money?

AM.. FE;LLu]n. No, I think that on the basis of that kind of calcula-
tion for industries as a whole, profits are poor.

Representative BRtowN. They are poor?
Mr. FELLNER. If yhou figure it that way. Now this is not true of all

i nd]i-idual industries. of course.
Representativ-e 3IiwvON. Well now, in order to keep jobs in this

country, you have to reinvest something in the wv; of equipment.
Even a. farmer doesn't go out with his strong back. He buys a tractor
or combine and t~hose prices are going up. Overwhelminigly, you know,
they have gone up 50 percent.

Now, what happens if we don't keep up our investment in productive
capacity in this country? I give you as maybe a great example of
that in the steel industry in the United States.

A1r. FELLNER. Well, there is a problem there and--
Representative BrOw-. But, what hapljelns? Tell me what happens?
'Mr. FELLNER. Well. we know that too little has been invested in the

steel industry, probably in the past.
Representative BROWNV. But why?
Mr. FELLNER. That is a very complicated question and obviously a

question which we cant answer in one sentence.
Representative BnoW-N. Is it because they took their high profits and

did something wrong with them?
1l[r. FELLNER. Well, they invested too little.
Representative BROWN. What was their profit picture? What has

been the profit picture of the steel industry in the last 10 years, for
example?

Mr. FELL-NER. Well. I wouldn't know how to answer that question
briefly.

Representative Brow-N. How does it relate to other profits in com-
panies on the stock market?

Mr. FELLNER. Well. I would imagine that is not one of the very
profitable industries, but I don't know the figures on that, sir, to
answer that.

Representative BROwN-. I can tell you the figures indicate that it
is not one of the higher profit companies or industries or industry
fields. rather in the market.
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Now, is it because the demand for steel in the world has gone down
that they have not reinvested?

Mr. IFELLNER. Well, they also were up against a competitive situa-
tion with the rest of the world and-

Representative BROw.N-. The investment in steel production has been
made elsewhere in the world, hasn't it?

Mr. FELLNER. Probably.
Representative BROWN. As I understand it, it has. It has been made

in plants in other nations and not here and not necessarily by Ameri-
can steel companies.

Mr. FELLNER. Aell, I wouldn't like to-
Representative BROWN-. So, what happens to the American share

of the steel industry? I guess that is the question. And if we reduce
profits, I think we can tell what will happen in the world production
field. It will be other nations in the world who are producing the
goods that the world needs and not the United States. I think that
is a very, very grim picture for job prospects in the future.

Mr. FELLNER. But what I would suggest is perhaps something more
mathematical. I would take the profits and look at them after due
corrections. That is to say, I would eliminate the difference between
the book value of the inventories and the replacement value of the
inventories and I would deduct that part of the book profits which
originate in this-difference between the book value of inventories and
the replacement value of inventories. And I would do the same for
machinery and for structures and I would look at that profit figure
before I arrived at any judgment as to whether those profits are high
or low.

Those are two substantial adjustments. One of those adjustments
was estimated-and .1 think with a great deal of precision-in the
Survey of Current Business, dated May of 1974. and it is quite easy
to make the other correction for inventories on the basis of data that
are available.

You will then find a very different picture for profits than that
which came out of the conventional statistics. That is all I was sug-
gesting in that regard.

Now, obviously some industries are very profitable and others are
unprofitable.

Representative B1ROw-N. Mv time is up. I mentioned steel as an ex-
ample, but if you look at the figures in your own report, the steel
industry profit figures run anyplace from 20 percent to 50 percent
below the average for all manufacturers. and why the steel industry
in the United States has been replicated in other countries.

That explains why we may have some shortages in some of these
other areas of manufacture, because we don't have some of the basic
industries here anymore, where we have held down their profits over a
period of years. Steel has been a good example, because we all know
about the knock in the night in the steel industry and some of these
others in an effort to hold prices down when we were jawboning on
prices a few years ago.

Mr. FELLNER. I think vou will find indeed the real wage trend has
been unfavorable over the past year. If you make the corrections I
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suggest, you will find that overall it has been unfavorable also ill the
profit area.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record by Mr. Fellner in the context of the above colloquy:]

Mr. Fellner's statement is based on the enclosed three tables, the first two of
which are recently revised versions of tables found in the May, 1974, issue of the
Survey of Current Business, and the third of which was also prepared by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce. All data relate to
profits earned by nonfinancial corporations excluding profits originating in the
rest of the world and excluding profits on residential properties.

It can be seen from table III that in 1973 profits before taxes, without the
Inventory Valuation Adjustment (IVA), amounted to $95.1 billion. If, as is done
in table I, we exclude from these profits that component which reflects merely
the difference between the book value and the replacement value of the inven-
tories entering into current output-the so-called IVA-the profits are reduced
to $77.5 billion. If in addition we also deduct from the $95.1 billion profits figure
that component which reflects the difference between depreciating the fixed capi-
tal according to tax regulations at historical cost of acquisition and depreciating
it at current cost of replacement, in either case with service lives equal to 85 per-
cent of Bulletin F, then profits are reduced to $65.4 billion or to $72.0 billion. At
which of these two figures we arrive depends on whether we apply accelerated
depreciation (in its double-declining balance form) or apply straight-line depre-
ciation. On an alternative estimate of current replacement cost the latter two
figures become $66.6 billion and,$73.4 billion, respectively.

Thus, as a result of rapid price increases these adjustments reduce profits
before taxes in 1973 from $95.1 billion to the general neighborhood of $70
billion.

For years of reasonable price stability the numerical significance of these
adjustments is very small, but for a year such as 1973 it is large. As is shown

-in- table. I, the unadjusted profits figure of $95.1 billion in 1973 was about 45
-peripent above the 1965 level. However, the roughly 70 billion profits figure for
1973, obtained after adjustment for inventory profits and underdepreciation of
fixed capital, was up by only 5 to 10 percent from the 1965 level, depending
upon the precise nature of the depreciation adjustments. These figures are ex-
pressed in current dollars and hence in real terms (with correction for price
changes) the adjusted profits have declined significantly since 1965 despite the
increase of the capital stock since that time.

Tables I and II indicate also that regardless of how we measure profits they
declined significantly as a percentage of the value of gross corporate product
when we compare recent years with the second half of the nineteen-sixties.
The extent of the decline depends on how profits are computed but the decline
is very substantial in any event.

Finally, it should be added that it is misleading to compare the recent effec-
tive corporate income tax rates with those of a period of approximate price
stability unless we take account of the fact that the needed adjustments of
profits were negligible in periods of price stability but have recently become very
large. Taxes are levided on the unadjusted book profits which at present greatly
exceed the adjusted profits computed on the principle that replacement costs
need to be deducted before we arrive at the true "net" figure. When computed
on this principle, corporate profits after taxes are from 10 to 30 percent below
the 1965 levels, depending upon the precise nature 'of the adjustment for under-
depreciation. As can be seen from table II, this relates to profits as expressed
in current dollars the real value of which was appreciably smaller in 1973 than
in 1965.
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TABLE 1.-PROFITS BEFORE TAXES I AND PROFITS BEFORE TAXES AS A PERCENT OF GROSS PRODUCT OF NON-
FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS: NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS DEFIN ITION COMPARED WITH PROFITS BASED
ON ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DEPRECIATION, 1965-73

[in billions of dollars]

Line 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

1 Corporate profits, national income ac-
counts (NIA) -63.6 68.9 64.5 68.4 62.3 50.5 57.8 68.6 77. 5

2 Percent of gross corporate product-- 17.0 16.8 15.1 14.7 12.5 9.8 10.5 11.3 11. 4
3 Corporate profits plus depreciation, na-

tional income accounts (NIA) 98.1 106.4 105.2 112.6 111.2 103.2 114.5 130.6 144.0
4 Percent of gross corporate product -. 26. 2 26.0 24.6 24.2 22. 2 20.1 20.8 21.5 21. 2

Alternative methods of depreciation:
Historical cost valuation:

5 Straight line depreciation, F service
lives - 71.5 77.2 77.3 77.7 73.0 61.7 69.8 82.4 92.1

6 Percent of gross corporate product 19.1 18. 9 17. 2 16. 7 14. 6 12. 0 12. 7 13. 5 13. 6
7 Straight line depreciation, 0.85F serv-

ice lives -69. 3 74. 8 70. 5 74. 7 69. 7 58. 1 66.0 78. 4 87. 8
8 Percent of gross corporate product 18.5 18.3 16.5 16.0 14.0 11.3 12.0 12.9 13.0
9 Straight line depreciation, 0.75F serv-

ice lives - - 67. 6 72. 9 68. 4 72. 3 67. 2 55. 4 63.1 75. 3 84. 5
10 Percent of gross corporate product 18. 1 17.8 16.0 15.5 13.4 10.8 11.5 12.4 12.5
11 Straight line depreciation, F to 0.75F

service lives - 66. 7 71. 9 67. 4 71. 4 66. 2 54. 4 62. 2 74. 4 83. 8
12 Percent of gross corporate product. 17.8 17.6 15.8 15.3 13.2 10.6 11.3 12.2 12. 4
13 Double-declining balance deprecia-

tion, 0.85F service lives - 65. 2 69. 9 64.9 68.5 63.0 51. 1 59.0 70.9 79. 7
14 Percent of gross corporate productL 17.4 17.1 15.2 14.7 12.6 9.9 10.7 11.6 11.8
15 Double-declining balance deprecia-

tion, F to 0 75F service lives . 62. 9 67. 3 62. 2 65.6 60. 0 47. 9 55. 8 67. 5 76. 3
16 Percent of gross corporate product. 16.8 16.4 14.6 14.1 12.0 9.3 10.1 11.1 11.3

Current price (1) valuation:
17 Straight line depreciation, F service

lives-------------- 66. 6 78. 9 67. 3 70. 3 64.6 51. 2 57. 1 68. 5 76. 2
81 Percentofgrosscoiporateproduct 17.8 17.6 15.8 15.2 12.9 9.9 10.4 11.3 11.0
19 Straight line depreciation, 0.65F serv-

icelives- 65. 1 70. 2 65. 2 68.3 61. 8 48. 0 53. 6 64. 8 72.0
20 Percent of gross corporate product 17.4 17. 1 15. 3 14. 7 12.4 9. 3 9. 7 10. 6 d 10. 6
21 Straight line depreciation, F to 0.75F

servicelives - 61. 7 66. 6 61. 2 64. 2 57.2 43. 1 48. 5 59. 5 66. 6
22 Percentofgrosscorporateproduct- - 16.5 16.2 14.3 13.8 11.5 8.4 8.8 9.8 9.8
23 Double-declining balance deprecia-

ation, 0.85F service lives - 61.8 66. 1 60. 3 63. 0 55.9 42. 0 47. 7 58. 7 65.4
24 Percentofgrosscorporateproduct- - 16.5 .16.1 14.1 13.5 11.2 8.2 8.7 9.7 9.6
25 Double-declining balance depiecia-

tion, F to 0.75F service lives 59. 0 63. 0 57. 0 59. 5 52. 2 38. 0 43. 7 54. 6 61. 3
26 Peicentofgrosscorporateproduct- - 15.8 15.4 13.3 12.8 10.4 7.4 7.9 9.0 9.0

Current price (2) valuation:
27 Straight line depreciation, 0.8SF serv-

icelives - - 65.8 70.8 65.8 69.1 62.6 48.8 54.8 66.3 73.4
28 Percentnfgross corporateproduct-- 17.6 17.3 15.4 14.8 12.5 9.5 10.0 10.9 10.8
29 Double-declining balance deprecia-

tion, 0.85F service lives - 62.4 66.6 60.8 63.5 56.5 42.6 48.8 60. 1 66. 6
30 Percent of gross corporate product..- 16. 7 16. 3 14. 3 13. 6 11. 3 8. 3 8.9 9.9 9.8

31 Gross corporate product - 374.2 409.3 426.9 465.7 499.9 514.5 550.2 608.8 678.2

I Includes IVA. Excludes profits originating in the rest of the world and profits on residential properties owned by non-
financial cnrporations.

Hate: Service life alternatives are 100 percent. 85 percent, and 75 percent of Balletin F lives, and 100 percent of Balletin
F lives through 1940, then gradually decliningto 7S percent of Bulletin Fin 1960 and thereafter. Updated: Ang. 1,1974.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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TABLE 11.-PROFITS AFTER TAXES' AND PROFITS AFTER TAXES AS PERCENT OF GROSS PRODUCT OF NONFI-
NANCIAL CORPORATIONS: NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS, DEFINITION COMPARED WITH PROFITS BASED ON
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DEPRECIATION, 1965-73

lIn billions of dollarsi

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Corporate profits, national income ac-
counts (NIA)

Percent of gross corporate product
Corporate profits plus depreciation, na-

tional income accounts (NIA)
Percent of gross corporate product

Alternative methods of depreciation:
Historical cost valuation:

Straight line depreciation, F serv-
ice lives

Percent of gross corporate
proiuct -- ------

Straight line depreciation, .85F
service lives

Percent of gross corporate
product .

Straight line depreciation, 0.75F
service lives .

Percent of gross corporate
product -- -----

Straight line depreciation, F to
0.75F service lives

Percent of gross corporate
product -.-.--.-.-.----

Double-declining balance de-
preciation, 0.85F service
tives

Percent of gross corporate
product -- ----

Double-declining balance depre-
ciation, F to0.75 service lives.

Percent of gross corporate
product

Current price (1) valuation:
Straight line depreciation, F

service lives --
Percent of gross corporate

product --
Straight line depreciation, 0.85F

service lives
Percent of gross corporation

product ---.---
Straight line depreciation, F to

0.75F service lives -----
Percent of gross corporate

product - - - - - - - - -
Double-declining balance depre-

ciation, 0.85F service lives-
Percent of gross corporate

product -- -----
Double-declining balance depre-

ciation, FtoO.75Fservicelives-
Percent of gross corporate

product - .-.--.-.-.----
Current price (2) valuation:

Straight line depreciation, .85F
service lives -- -

Percent of gross corporate
product -.-.-.---

Double-declining balance depre-
ciation, 0.85F service lives--

Percent of gross corporate
product .

Gross corporate product .

36.2 39.0 36.4
9.7 9.5 8.5

70.7 76.5 77.1
18.9 18.7 18.1

44. 1

11.8

41. 9

11.2

40.1

10.7

39. 3

10. 5

37. 7

10. 1

35. 5

9.5

39. 2

10. 5

37. 7

10. 1

34. 3

9.2

34. 4

9. 2

31. 5

8.4

38. 4

10.2

35.0

9.3
374.2

47.4

11.6

44.9

11.0

43. 0

10.5

42.1

10. 3

40.0

9. 8

37. 5

9. 2

42.1

10. 3

40. 3

9.8

36.7

9.0

36.2

8. 8

33.1

8.1

41.0

10.0

36.8

9. 0
409.3

45.2

10.6

42. 4

9.9

40. 3

9. 4

39.4

9. 2

36. 8

8.6

34.1

8. 0

39.2

9.2

37. 1

8. 7

33. 2

7.8

32.2

7. 5

28.9

6. 8

37. 7

8. 8

32.8

7. 7
426.9

34. 6
7. 4

78. 9
16. 9

44.0

9. 4

41. 0

8. 8

38. 6

8. 3

37. 7

8.1

38. 8

8.3

31. 9

6.9

37.1

8.0

34. 6

7.4

30. 5

6. 5

29.2

6. 3

25. 7

5. 5

35.3

7. 6

29. 8

6. 4
465. 7

29.0
5.8

77. 8
15. 6

39. 7

7. 9

36.4

7.3

33.8

6.8

32.9

6.6

29. 7

5.9

26.6

5.3

31. 3

6. 3

28. 5

5.7

23.9

4.8

22.6

4. 5

18.8

3.8

29.2

5.8

23.2

4.6
499.9

23.1
4. 5

75.8
14.7

34.4

6. 7

30. 8

6.0

28.0

5.4

27.1

5.3

23. 8

4.6

20. 6

4. 0

23.8

4.6

20.6

4.0

15. 7

3. 1

14.6

2.8

10.6

2. 1

21. 5

4.2

15.2

3.0
514. 5

28.2 35.6
5.1 5.9

85.0 97.7
15.5 16.0

40.3 49.4

7.3 P.1

36.5 45.4

6.6 7.5

33.6 42.3

6.1 7.0

32.7 41.4

5.9 6.8

29.4 37.9

5.4 6.2

26.2 34.5

4.8 5.7

27.6 35.5

5.0 5.8

24.1 31.8

4.4 5.2

19.0 26.5

3.5 4.4

18. 1 25.7

3.3 4.2

14.2 21.6

2.6 3.6

25.3 33.3

4.6 5.5

19.3 27. 1

3.5 4.5
550.2 608.8

37. 1
5. 5

103. 5
15. 3

51.7

7.6

47. 4

7.0

44. 0

6. 5

43. 3

6. 4

39. 3

5.8

35. 9

5.3

35. 5

5. 2

31. 6

4. 7

26. 2

3. 9

25.0

3.7

20.9

3. 1

32.9

4.9

26.2

3.9
678. 2

I Includes IVA. Excludes profits originating in the rest of the world and profits on residential properties owned by non-
financial corporations.

Note: Service life alternatives are 100 percent, 85 percent, and 75 percent of Bulletin F lives, and 100 percent of Bulletin
Flivesthrough 1940,thangraduallydecliningto75percentof Bulletin Fin 1960andthereafter. Updated Aug. 1,1974.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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TABLE 111.-PROFITS BEFORE TAXES t (EXCLUDING IVA) OF NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS: NATIONAL INCOME
ACCOUNTS DEFINITION COMPARED WITH PROFITS BASED ON ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DEPRECIATION, 1965-73

[in billions of dollars!

Line 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

I Corporate profits, national income ac-
counts (NIA) - 65.3 70. 7 65.6 71.7 67.4 55.3 62.7 75.6 95.1

3 Corporate profits plus depreciation, na-
tional income accounts (NIA) - 99.9 108.2 106.3 115.9 116.3 108.0 119.4 137.7 161.5

Alternative methods of depreciation:
Historical cost valuation:

5 Straight line depreciation, F
service lives -73. 2 79.0 74. 4 81. 0 78. 2 66. 5 74. 7 89.4 109.7

7 Straight line depreciation, 0.85F
service lives -71. 0 76. 5 71. 7 78. 0 74.9 62.9 70.9 85.4 105.4

9 Straight line depreciation, 0.75F
service lives . . 69.3 74.6 69. 5 75.7 72.3 60.2 68.0 82.3 102.1

11 Straight line depreciation. F to
0.75F service lives 68.4 73. 7 68. 6 74. 7 71. 3 59. 2 67.1 81. 5 101. 413 Double-declining balance depre-
ciation, 0.85F service lives - 66.9 71.6 66.0 71.9 68.1 55.9 63.9 77.9 79. 3

15 Double-declining balance depre-
ciation, F to 0.75F service lives 64. 6 69. 1 63. 3 69. 0 65.1 52. 7 60. 7 74.6 93.9

Current price (1) valuation:
17 Straight line depreciation, F serv-

ice lives -68.3 73. 7 68. 4 74.1 69.7 56.0 62. 0 75. 5 93. 5
19 Straight line depreciation, 0.85F

service lives 66. 8 71.9 66.3 71.7 66.9 52.8 58.5 71.8 89.6
21 Straight line depreciation, F to

0.75F service lives --- 63.5 68.3 62.4 67.5 62.4 47.9 53.4 66.5 84.2
23 Double-declining balance depre-

ciation, 0.85F service lives. 63.5 67.8 61.4 66.3 61.0 46.8 52.6 65.7 83. 025 Double-declining balance depre-
ciation, F to 0.75F service lives- 60. 7 64. 7 58. 1 62. 8 57.3 42.8 48. 6 61. 7 78.9

Current price (2) valuation:
27 Straight line depreciation, 0.85F

service lives -67.5 72.6 67. 0 72.4 67.7 53.6 59.6 73. 3 90.9
29 Double-declining balance depre-

ciation, 0.85F service lives--- 64.1 68.4 62.0 66.9 61.6 47.4 53.7 67. 1 84. 2

I Excludes profits originating in the rest of the world and profits on residential properties owned by nonfinancial corpora-ions.
Note: Service life alternatives are 100 percent, 85 percent, and 75 percent of Bulletin F lives, and 100 percent of Bulletin

F lives through 1940, then gradually declining to 75 percent of Bulletin F in 1960 and thereafter. Updated Aug. 1, 1974.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Senator PROXIuNRE. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Stein. I would like to have the counsel of vou

and AIr. Fellner and Mr. Seevers in the area of finding ways we can
get sufficient capital in the industrial sector to finance our future
grow-th needs. When we entered our colloquoy before, we were talking
about the field of ener-gy and power and the public utilities.

Now. backing off from that for just a moment, our overall needs.
accor-ding to some experts. will require about $41/2 trillion for capital
investment to finance our expected growth over the next 12-year
period. from 1974 to 19S5. inelusive. That compares with $11/2 triflion
in the preceding 12 years.

So. our growth rate and needs are very great indeed. Taking into
accouint present profitability conditions in industry. taking into ac-
coUnt things that you have mentioned in the field of utilities, where
States are reguilatinig our rates, and yet those utilities are subject to
increasing ra-w material costs and labor costs and prices in addition
they have envi-onmental considerations and legal considerations in-
volv-ed in the laws that wve have passed that hinder their growth. what
can the administ-ation offer or suggest for us to encourage capital
formation sufficienit to meet the needs of the industrial sector of the
economy in future years?
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MIr. Srm%. Well, Seniator, this is a subject which the President has
directed the Council to study. WVe have some people involved in this.
It is a difficult question and will take some time and I don't want to
prejudge its conclusions, but I think that some general things can be
said about this.

f1E yout turn away, as you suggest, front the question of shortages in
particular areas and ask about the total supply, about the total invest-
memit in American production or in the American economy, I think
one thing you have to recognize is that we cannot invest what we do
niot save. Investment cannot exceed the savings.

And if we are going to have a substantially higher rate of inivest-
inenit in the United States, we are going to have to have a substantially

h1igher rate of savings.
Now. this saving call be divided into two parts: Sav ing done in the

private sector and saving done by government. Nowv, the saving by
govcrinmeint is often negaltive because the government runs at a deficit
and ahsorbs part of the saving that is done in the private sector, and
keeps that saving fronm being used and invested in the expansion of
prodluCtive capacity.

So. one important thing that has to be done, it seems to be, is to
consider whether it is possible to develop a Government policy which
over time will generate surpluses and not deficits, so that the Govern-
niient will be supplying saving and not absorbing saving from the
private sector.

And when eve think about this, of course we have to think about large
smns of money, because we are talking about an economy that is $11/2
trillion, about a budget that is over $300 billion; and we are talking
about rates of investment in plant and equipment at $150 billion, or in
that neighborhood.

So. we have to think of a $1 or $2 billion surplus, which is quite a
substantial surplus.

Senator PERCY. How are we going to increase personal savings and
individual savings in light of the present inflationary problems? Don't
people feel that unless they get their money into things, that the money
they have is going to be less and less and less every year?

AIr. STEIN. I think that is a very good point, and probably should
have been the first part of my answer. I assume that we are going to
get the inflation problem under control, otherwise we will have to make
a lot of different institutional arrangements than we now have for rea-
sons that would comply with what Mr. Fellner said.

The rapid inflationary situation, combined with the kind of track
svstem that we have nowv. makes it very difficult for industry to develop
the internal funds which will enable it even to replace its existing
capital. let alone to grow. So that it is essential first to permit business
to accumulate the internal funds that are necessary for investment and
second to provide some kind of reasonable basis for saving in the forms
t o which most people are used to saving. We should have a more moder-
ate rate of inflation if we do that.

I think it is the first essential. I think bevond that we have a question
of whether-and I assume this wvould be if we have a fairly stable
economy-we know how or can find a way to increase the total saving.
Ouir experience over a lonl period of time has been that the total
private saving. inicluding saving of business as well as saving of indi-
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viduals, as a proportion of the GNP is quite stable and has been quite
stable for many years, even when the economy was operating at full
economy. This suggests to me, at least. it is going to be verv difficult
to increase that proportion, but there may be ways to do it. There may
be ways of providing incentives through the tax system or otherwise
which will increase the amount of saving.

Beyond that, of course, we have a question of the distribution of
total saving and the total private investment between expansion of
capacity and other priorities. such as housing. Here you run again to
another great choice, which the society has to make about the extent to
which we avant to promote housing, as we do, and also doing it at the
possible expense of expansion of production.

And then you raise a question which is verv critical, Senator, about
whether we have made wise decisions in the burden being placed upon
business for investment in ways that will improve the environment
rather than increase output as we usually think of output. Now, im-
provement of the environment is an output and benefit to the society,
but some choice has to be made and it may be w.e have gone too far ill
that direction.

Now, it may he the thing that has to be considered is that there are
deficiencies in the way the supply of saving gets allocated among
different industries and that ewe have an inefficient calculation of total
investment, whiclh holds back the growth of the economy. That is
something to be looked at.

I am prejudiced against believing it. but that is a possibility. If it
is found to be the case, then corrective measures might be needed to
direct the flow of investment, but as I say, I would personally come
to that conclusion rather reluctantly.

Senator PERCY. With respect to your comment before about State
regulatory agencies and the utilities, would it be your counsel and
advice to the regulatory agencies that if thev are just looking at the
short run, popular thing to do. then they should keep the utility rates
down, but they had better well be advised to look at future needs and
requirements and sources of supply. The utilities today. at their present
rates and their present profitability. simply cannot get the capital for
expansion. And if they cannot get this necessary expansion, aren't
regulatory agencies in the end really doing a great disservice to the
consumer by underpricing the product today and throttling an indus-
trv in its growth potential and stopping it from getting the capital
that is going to be required for its future needs?

Mr. STEIN. I agree with vou. We are potentially building up to a
great crisis through unwillingness to face the fact that if the con-
sumers want a supply of electricity, and to some extent gas, 5 years or
even 3 years from now, that they will have to be prepared to pay for
it, because like other things, you don't get that for nothing and we are
not paying for it now.

Senator PERCY. Also. with respect to all other sources of raw ma-
terial, a shortage of basic raw materials has been cited as one of the
major contributors to our current inflationary rates. Last -week. the
Joint Economic Committee held hearings to investigate such short-
ages. As you know. the Senate worked together with the administra-
tion in creating a special Commission on Commodities to, in the short
run, study what policies we should adopt.
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Does the administration at this stage have any recommendations or
suggestions or comments as to what we can do to insure increased sup-
plies of needed goods in the future?

Mr. STEIN. Well, Senator. you referred to the administration having
worked together with the Congress to establish this Commission. As
far as I know, wve got through the Senate, but the thing seems to be
lost somewhere in the House or at least nothing has been heard about it
in several months, unless I am mistaken. So that the Commission does
not yet exist.

We have worked on it in the administration and in the appendix to
the statement that we supplied, we do reflect some of that work.

We do think one thing that we very much hope for is that the
trade bill will pass promptly.

The trade bill will, I believe, contain provisions authorizing the
administration to negotiate agreements to assure access to important
supplies of material, and that would be a useful thing to do. We are
concerned and have been concerned about a number of particular
things as they arise. We have been concerned with the bauxite prob-
lem in the Caribbean and the administration is using its diplomatic
efforts to try to assure adequacy of supplies at reasonable prices in
these cases.

*We are trying to foresee, and we indicate in our testimony we do
not see a great many. cases of potential danger of serious disruptions.
The oil case does seem to be rather special. But these cases do have
to be dealt with individually as they seem to be dangerous at the
appropriate occasion.

Senator PERCY. Could you comment on the current credit situation,
both domestic and international? Are we on the verge, as I have heard
rumored from sorhe knowledgeable sources, of a severe liquidity crisis?
Are there in the administration's judgment a number of other large
banks, both domestic and international, in the type of difficultiesthat
Franklin National Bank and the Herstatt Bank of Germany have
experienced?

Mr. STEIN. Well, 'I would commient on the domestic situation. I
would also ask Mr. Fellner to talk about the international situation.

Representative BRowx-. Would you vield 'merelv for an observation?
Is the liquidity crisis another name for a bank failure?

Mr. STEIN. Well, it doesn't have to be a bank.
I think we have had liquidity crises which did not result in bank

failures, but just a situation in which prices or financial institutions
have to cut back very sharply because they could not continue to
finance themselves. Now, we are not in the banking business, but I am
not aware of any potential difficulty duplicating the Franklin National
Bank situation, which was complicated by poor management, added
to the general financial situation.

*We are concerned about the potential problem of thrift institutions.
which have their assets largely tied up in funds yielding interest
rates that were set some years ago, and interest rates were lower
then. They now may find it difficult to hold deposits in the face of
higher yielding alternatives, in the face of higher yielding assets that
are available to savers these days. That is one of the reasons why we
-would like to see the Federal budget closer to balance and why we
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would like to see an increase in savings by the public, because both
of those things would contribute to lower rates of interest and reduce
the particular problems faced by these institutions.

In any case, as you know, there are many Government backstops
providing for these institutions and we don't visualize any difficulty
in general impact arising there, but we are nevertheless desirous of
seeing a lower rate of interest if this can be achieved by means which
are not self-defeating.

That is to say, we don't just awant to try to get the rate of interest
down bv pumping in more money, which would only accelerate the
inflation. in our view, and increase the difficulties.

Senator PROXIlRnE. Al1. Stein, you have been identified as kind of the
*Will Rogers of economics, referring to the fact, of course, that Will
Rogers said he never met a man who he didn't like and you have been
said to have never met a statistic that you didn't like.

I am referring, of course, to the statistics that often seem to foretell
doom. With that in mind, I would like to ask you about the fact that
just this morning the newspapers reported the leading indicators for
the first time this year are down and it is very interesting to see how
they are down. The June downturn-the first, since the 1.7-percent
plunge since last December-reflected decreases in four of the eight
available indicators: Plant and equipment orders fell 6.9 percent; dur-
able orders fell off 1.7 percent; the average workweek declined 0.5
percent; initial claims for unemployment insurance rose 0.8 percent.

Gaining last month were industrial material prices of 0.6 percent;
the ratio of price to unit labor costs, 0.3 percent; stock prices. 0.1 per-
cent; building permits were unchanged.

Now, it is clear that the inflation has distorted this index. If it
weren't for inflation, it would be far more pessimistic.

In the light of that situation, what do you foresee for unemployment
and for prices and for production over the next .6 months?

M\r. STIN. It seems to me that we- were in the middle of answering
questions somebody had asked us, but anyway I will say about the
leading indicators, that that is a statistic I don't like for various
reasons. I don't like it methodologically. because as you indicated by
listing what is in it, because it is just a rag bag of dispersed things
which there is no particular -way to add up.

Senator PROX-MIRE. This is the Government's index of leading indi-
cators. I didn't make it. The Commerce Department issues it.

Mr. STEix. I didn't pick it either.
Senator PROXMIRE. I am sure you didn't.
Air. STEIN. We don't publish the leading economic indicators. I

donlt think you will find it in our annual report.
Senator PROXMIRE. I think they found. on the basis of experience

over the last 40 or 50 years. that this has been a reasonably solid basis
for anticipating what is going to happen to the economy.

Mr. STEIN. That is what they used to say about the entrails of a
goose.

Senator PROXM3TRE. I didn't get that. That is what they used to say
about what?

Mr. SrEIN. The entrails of-a goose.
Senator PROXMIRE. Oh, the entrails of a goose? Oh, yeh.
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Representative B3izowvN. Alexander built all empire on it, didn't he?
ArI. STEIN,. And where is he now?
Senator PROXmim.. W1ell, I hope you produce a goose with a lot of

guts for Mr. Greenspan.
MIr. STEIN. Well, let me aiswer your question.
Senator PHOxMI1RE. With respect to prices and unemploymenit and

G.N'P.
Mr. STEIN. Well, we believe, as we have said earlier, that the unem-

ployment rate \vihl rise into the range of betwveen 51/2 and 6 percent.
We say in the appendix we submitted, Mr. Chairman, that we expect
the inflationary rate will decline by the end of the year to the neigh-
borhood of 7 percent.

And in the material we have submitted, we have submitted a fairly
complete ex-planation of the methodology by which we arrived at such
an estimate. There is some suspicion that we pick it off the ceiling and
that isnit exactly true.

But, we hope that your staff will study that explanation and the \Vay
in which we arrived at this projection.

With respect to the GNP, we think that it will be rising during the
remainder of this year and next year. We think it will be risingr du rillg
the remainder of this year, in any case, at a rate somewhat below our
normal growth rate, that is, somewllhat below 4 percent.

Of course, we found in the second quarter that there are mysterious
things going on in this statistic also.

Senator PROxMIRE. Well, the arithmetic of that suggests that we are
going to have an overall decline inl real production, in real GNP for
1974, because in the first half, we had a drop of 4 percent annual rate
and presumably below the 4 percent in the second half will net us out
to an actual decline in production.

Ai-r. STEIN. I think there will be a small minus, yes.
Senator PROX-NirE. A small minus? Well, I don't want to harp on

this too much, but I think it is necessary to just spend a minute more
on this question of who is going to sacrifice.

Yesterday, we pointed out that the administration has been dom-
inated-the so-called Economic Cabinet, if you want to call it that,
and Mullaney in the New York Times listed them on Sunday-he
pointed out the administration is dominated by businessmen. Your
successor is going to be a man who is retained by 100 of the biggest
corporations in the country and he has indicated that he intends to go
back to his business after he serves as head of the Council of Economic
Advisers.

So, I would think that we can expect the administration will con-
tinue to be very sympathetic and understanding and I think unbal-
anced over on the side of big business.

Professor Eckstein of Harvard pointed out this week that the effec-
tive corporate tax rate had declined from 43.5 percent in 1961 to 35.6
percent last year. Now, that is because of the advantage being taken
of tax shelters and so forth. It indicates a tremendous easing of the
burden on business.

I am wondering, in light of that, when we cut the budget, if we
shouldn't think about reducing subsidies to business as sta'rply as
we can, rather than leaning on public assistance to the poor and dis-
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abled and medicare and medicaid and food stamps and aid to educa-
tion and housing and health and so forth?

Mr. STEIN. Well, in the first place, Senator, I guess there are three
kinds of questions.

I don't think that the person who has been in business should be
regarded necessarily as biased on the side of business. I think that is
a matter which will vary with individuals and you would have to know
something about the individual in order to answer that question. You
can't cast aspersions on a whole class of people.

I think as far as Mr. Greenspan is concerned, he has not been a
businessman. He has been a consultant to businessmen. I don't look
upo]n myself as being a businessman or sharing in the prejudices that
mav be common to them, anymore than I would that a psychiatrist
whose clients were mainly businessmen shared their prejudices.

And as far as Mr. Eckstein's estimates go, I haven't seen that and
I am not sure whether in calculating the effect of the rate of tax on
business profits, whether he made these adjustments for the effect of
inflation on profits that we have just been talking about and that
Mr. Fe]lner just talked about.

Mr. FELLNER. I am certain he did not, judging by that figure. I am
certain he did not make those adjustments I was discussing a few
moments ago. I haven't seen his calculations, but the figure suggests to
me that it is the book profits that he is relating this to and those are
now significantly overstated.

Senator PROXMIRE. The average effective corporate tax rate declined
from 43.3 to 35.6.

Mr. FELLNER. In relation to what profits.?
Senator PROXMIRE. That is a sharp drop.
Mr. FELLNER. In relation to what profits?
Senator PROXMIRE. The rate in relation to the profits of 1961 and the

profits in 1973.
Mr. STEIN. The question is whether the profits that he is relating

the tax to are the profits adjusted for the effect of inflation or the
profits not adjusted for the effect of inflation, since this makes an
enormous difference in the estimating of the level of profits.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, it sure does. It makes it inversely so. The
fact is, for the average wage earner, that his taxes went up because
he has been drawing the same real income now that he was 7 short
years ago. and he has to get instead of $10,000, $13,000. The percentage
of taxes that he pays of his income is 'higher and his after-tax income
is l ess.

So, in this case it is the reverse.
Mr. STEIN. No, it is not the reverse. It is the same kind of thing.

In the. presence of rapid inflation what is reported as $100 of profits
may be only a $50 profit, when you have adjusted for the fact that to
replace his inventory, it will cost him 20 or 30 percent more than he
charged them off at and then to replace his capital may cost him 50 or
60 percent more. There are estimates of that.

All I am saying is we doubt that Mr. Eckstein has made that
calculation.

But, anyway, the real key to your question I suppose is: Would I
be in favor of reducing the subsidies for business? I would say that
is not a general category of expenditures, but I would certainly want
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to look at them and not consider them sacred cows or invulnerable to
cutting.

Congress is now considering something that will not appear in the
budget, but this is kind of a preference type thing, and that is a pro-posal to require that a certain amount of oil be carried in U.S. bot-toims. That, I suppose, will help certain classes of business in theUnited States, but it is inflationary and an unnecessary kind of thing,
which we have generally opposed.

We encounter a lot of legislation which is-
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, I think that is right. I think the Congress

is at least as much at fault in these areas as the administration andmaybe more. I am at fault in some of these areas and other Senators
are in others. We get pressure from our constituents.

What I am trying to get at though, is you are the top professional
economist in our Government. I want to know where you would adviseus to cut, if we are going to cut our budget by $5 billion, which I takeit you support. So where are we going to make a cut? You should beable to give us that advice from an economic standpoint faced withthe inflation problem and faced with an equity problem.

AfIr. STEIN. I don't think that is an economic question. That is a
political question.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, maybe I didn't make clear what I am
asking. What I am asking is given the determination to try to meet
the inflation problem as effectively as possible, which takes a con-siderable amount of economic expertise and I think professionalism,
and given that assumption, where would you recommend to us thatwe make our reductions in the budget if that is our purpose, if that isour end?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I think that is a question I can't answer. I don'tthink it is appropriate for us to answer.
Insofar as the administration has a view, the administration willpresent it.
As I indicated, it is not a matter that can be answered by technicaleconomic analysis, because technical economic analysis will not tellyou how many missiles or how many submarines you need. That is aquestion to be-
Senator PROXMIRE. You see what I am trying to get at? Is it nottrue that some forms of Government spending are more inflationary

than others and that some do not produce any economic goods, andthat some in the form of Government spending, dollar-for-dollar,
may result in a greater inflationary impact than other expenditures?

What comes to my mind right away is the area of manpower train-ing. If you can train people who are unskilled so that they can thenenter the work force and increase the supply of skilled workers, ofworkers who are needed, it seems to me that that is a productive expend-iture by the Federal Government, and you can increase housing whenthere is a shortage of housing.
On the other hand, if you build aircraft carriers or a space telescopeto see the end of the universe, this may satisfy a certain group andit may be necessary, but from an inflation standpoint, it is not auseful expenditure?
Mr. STEIN. That kind of criteria is not sufficient criteria for makinga decision. Because if we should decide that having 1,000 ballistic
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missiles was more inflationary than having 1,000 vocational training
schools, but also that in not having 1,000 ballistic missiles, it meant
the end of American civilization, then there wouldn't be much con-
cern about the inflationary difficulties. So you have to take a lot of
things into consideration and I am not going to answer your question.

Senator PROXMIIRE. WTell, we are talking about a $5-billion cut and
a 2-percent cut in this budget. We are talking about cutting the
marginal programs. There is no reason to think that we are talking
about cutting off defense or for that matter cutting off the welfare
program.

I am asking for where we feel we can cut marginal programs.
Mr. STEIN. When you say it that way, then the question becomes

largely one of more rigorous administration and it doesn't really
involve what I think you are saying, or what I get that you are saying.

You are saying what is involved here is not making the choice
between the defense and welfare, but seeing whether there is some fat
in the welfare program or the defense program and can we cut these
things out and that is a problem which has to be met day by day.

The President has said in his speech that he regarded his policy
to be applied to all agencies, without exception. I interpreted that to
mean without exception, to mean by the Defense Department or any-
body else.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, it is good to hear that. You say including
the Defense Department.

Congressman Brown.
Representative BROWN. -Mr. Stein, I looked through one of the

things that you do publish, which is the "Economic Indicators." I find
it verv limited in the amount of material given to the question of
savings. It seems to me you might get some improvements in this be-
fore von return to the academic comminunity, if vou would recommend
some suggestions and one is some more attention to this question of
savings and the encouragement of savings.

You could help, I think, if you would come up with some-since we
have real income considered-I think maybe wve ought to have a
real-profit figure, a real-budget figure, and a lot of other things, but
would give us a clearer picture of what circumstances really are
basically on inflated dollars presently.

My question is, What are the sources of savings that we can get and
how can we encourage savings if we accept the fact that it is a good
idea at this moment, and that it will give some encouragement for the
expansion of industry to meet the shortages ?

To the extent that we reduce shortages, we reduce unemployment
attendant to the shortages. So do you have any suggestions?

Mr. STEIN. Well, as I have indicated earlier, this will be a subject
for consideration in the study the President has asked to be made on
capital requirements and ways to meet them. It is a very difficult
question.

The President, in his speech the other day. appealed to the public
to increase their savings. I think that was a useful and important thing
to do. although it does not appear usually in an economist's list of
instruments.

Representative BrowsN. As a matter of fact. this statistic would
indicate that it is unusual in this inflation time that people have main-
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taied their savings to some extent, rather than living off their sav-ings. The statistics indicated in the Iigures that you have here that thedrop in savings has not been precipitant or as precipitant as it hasbeen in previous times of increasing inflation.
Mr. SrEIN. That is true. The savings rate has remained rather high.Of course, as you may know, we have a rather startling revision ofthe savings which came out just a month ago or a feww weeks ago andwhich totally changed the picture we had of last year's savings. It ispossible this may be revised out of our history before very long, too.But, as I indicated earlier, total private savings do seem to be arather stable proportion of the GNP. Now with a considerable effortduring World War II, Congressman Brown, we achieved very sub-stantial increases in the savings rate. We don't know to what extentthis was the result of other factors and forces at work, especially in-cluding rationing, but it may be that some public campaign led notonly by the President, but by others, -would convince people of thevalue of savings, both for themselves and for the country.
Representat ve BROWN. Now, may I make one other observationher e'
There is also a choice as to where those savings go. According againto your booklet here, published at the begimillng of this year, thatchoice has been fairly clear against investment in corporate equitiesover the last few years, about the last decade.
The reduction in investment of savings in corporate securities hasbeen notable and it is increasing. It explains to some extent what hashappened to the stock market, I assume. Where are those funds going?Are they going into Treasury notes? Do they relate to productivity?Is that what wve want in the way of productivity; that is, to have fundsflo wing out of corporate investment ?
Mr. SrEIN. No, I would think not. I would think from the stand-point of the growth of the economy that we don't want savings toflow into financing Federal deficits. We want savings to flow intofinancing business investments, although it must be recognized thatthere is some part of Federal expenditure which contributes to eco-nomic growth.
But, by and large, it would be better, it seems to me, if we weren'tabsorbing savings in the financing of the Federal deficit.Now, as far as the equity situation is concerned, I think that thispartly goes back to a point which kind of got lost in all of the argu-ment before about profits. That is, that no matter how you measurethe profits, even if you measure the profits without adjustment forthe inflation effect, that we have a profit rate which as part of thenational income has been trending down for quite a long period. Ithink this has encouraged investment in equities as wvell as it has re-duced the amount of internal funds available for business.Representative BrioiNv-. NYow,, the interest rates onservicing Federaldebt have been trending upward, so I gather what we are doing isgetting people out of investmnent, in businesses in this country andgetting them into the investment of Federal funds so that the FederalGovernment now has this two-thirds share of the capital market. Andin a, way, by those economic policies. I think we are denying to indi-vidual citizens some of their free choices in hol they spend their
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money and we are letting these major decisions about what goes on
in our country be made by the Government, aren't we? Isn't that the
impact we are having here?

Mr. STEIN. AWell, the impact is that we are absorbing through the
deficit, some part of the savings that individuals would otherwise
invest at their choice, as you have suggested, and largely in business
investmient, either direct or indirect, but partly in housing.

Representative BROWN. We are discouraging productive investment
by our policies?

Mr. STEIN. Yes, I must say wee somewhat mystified by this two-
thirds figure, which I heard here; about this two-thirds of whatever
it is: this two-thirds of the supply of credit being absorbed by the
Federal Government. It doesn't seem to us that can be the net figure,
but I would want to look into that a little more.

But, the fact is a deficit absorbs funds that would otherwise be
invested. That is the classic argument against deficits.

Representative BROWN. Well, I just jotted down here on a piece of
paper sources or methods by which we could encourage savings. I put
profits, depreciation, reducing Federal expenditures, which would free
capital at least for investment in some more productive method. I put
tax policies, which would stimulate market investments by individual
citizens.

Finally, I put tax policies, which would encourage money in savings
and loans and in bank deposits. I also put policies which would en-
courage pension plans and that sort of thing.

Now, we have increased our savings in pensions plans over the last
few years, but right now we are having a little disinclination to
doing that, by taking it out of savings and loans and I assume, to some
extent, out of banks if we are running into liquidity problems in the
banking institutions ?

Mr. STEIN. Yes, well the funds are going into other forms. I think
the critical question here is the extent to which these tax devices affect
the direction in which the savings go, as distinguished from affecting
the total applied savings. The total applied savings seem much more
difficult to influence than the direction in which they flow and it is
possible that a way could be found to influence total savings.

Representative BROWN. Is our policy of broadening a consumer
credit a savings policy or is it a policy that discourages savings?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I find that a hard question to answer. If you look
at a person over his lifetime, consumer credit probably does not in-
crease or decrease his total savings. It affects the time in his life in
which he makes certain purchases, but it isn't clear to me that it has an
effect overall for the economy as a whole in either direction.

Representative BROWN. 'One final question for Mr. Seevers to finish
our discussion of the economic picture.

Some emphasis was given by Mr. Rush yesterday of the impact
on the economy in general of inflation and particularly on the increase
of acreage and the lifting of restrictions on plantings and so forth.

Can you give me now or later some specific information about what
impact that has had both on available produce, in other words, what
increases there have been in the grain market or in the grain produc-
tion because of that, and also what the economic impact of it has been
in this first year that policy has been pursued?
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Mr. SEEVERS. To answer your question, in short, we have released
60 million acres over 2 years; 33 million acres have come back into
crop production. This represents an addition of about 10 percent to
crop acreage. Crop production this year is expected to be 8 to 10
percent higher than 2 years ago according to current estimates.

Representative BROWN. One final question to Mr. Stein. Are you
going to be happy to get back to the academic life?

Mr. STEIN. Well, this will be a new experience for me. I have never
been a professor before. I am sure there are things I would miss, like
these hearings.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Stein, I just have one question I want to
concentrate on, and then I am through.

The President suggested in his speech that if all of us could save
15 cents out of $10, that this would be a great contribution in fighting
inflation. I understand that this is something that you suggested or
wrote or at least had something to do with, and that you approve.

Yesterday, Mr. Sidney Jones, who, as you know, is the top staff
assistant to Mr. Rush, was here. He, in part, at least, disagreed, and
others have indicated that if everybody-well, the President didn't
ask everybody, as you pointed out-but they have indicated if most-
and the President indicated he hoped most-would follow the Pres-
ident's advice, it could create a serious problem. You already said you
expect unemployment to go up between 51/2 and 6 percent and you have
indicated you expect the economy to grow less than the normal rate in
the next 6 months.

.Under these circumstances, wouldn't it be better to suggest the areas
of shortages in which consumers should not buy, like oil and air condi-
tioners, and that kind of thing, rather than just to save a certain
percentage?

If people don't buy many things, it could be disastrous, the housing
industry is already in bad shape and automobiles too. Many other
industries are far below capacity. As I pointed out, we are suffering
an unemployment problem now.

Mr. STEIN. Well, the 11/2 percent was intended to indicate that a
rather small change of a person's consumption would have an effect
that was comparable in size to what we regard as a very big change in
the budget.

You have criticized us for not going further in cutting the budget
and for not cutting it to $10 billion rather than $5 billion. W ihat this
would indicate is that a cut of one-half of 1 percent in consumption
expenditures would have an effect that equaled to that extra $5 billion
in the budget cut that you would like to make.

Senator PRox-NiRF,. I think there are quality cuts. You and I may
disagree on this, but I think there are unproductive areas and also fat
and wasteful programs that the Federal Government can cut out, or
areas where the Federal Government can cut.

Mr. STFIN. Yes.
Senator PROXMNIRE. On the other hand, if you get the consumers not

to buy, it can have an effect in areas where we need employment and
where capacity isn't being utilized.

Mr. STmEN. Well, there are areas of fat, I am sure.
Anyway, to go back to your question-we were not suggesting 1 1/a
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percent as a guide to anybody, but merely were indicatinljg that a rather
small action here would have a significant effect on the economy.

Now, it seems to me there would be three kinds of effects and the most
important would be quite the opposite of what you suggest about
housing. It seems to me that what housing is now suffering from is the
lack of availability of funds and the high cost of funds. So I think a
move to increase savings just as a move to reduce the Federal deficit
would be beneficial to housinig and would also be beneficial-

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, not automatically. It depends on where
the savings go. If people put their savings into city corp-type obli-
gations, if they make their savings primarily available to corpora-
tions, it is not going to help housing.

l\1i. STEIN. But, there is a market at work there. If they put their
monley into Citi-Corp, then the rates of return on Citi-Corp, the rates
of return on the Federal debt, if that is where they put their money in.
then those rates are going to decline and they wvill decline relative to the
rates on savings and loan deposits or mutual savings, bank deposits
and some flow will then go there. This is a big pool and money flows
around.

Senator PRox-inril. Let me ask You this. When Von said that unenm-
ployinent might go between 51/2 and 6 percent, did you make the as-
sumption then that the President's advice would be followed and that
people would save an additional 11/2 percent of their income?

Mr. STEINS. lVell. this estimate was made earlier; this estimate of
51/., to 6 percent was, but

Seniator PliOXM[IR-E. Then what you are telling us if they followed his
advice. uneemployment might go over 6 percent? Is that true?

:Nir. STiIN-. No, you haven't let me finish my explanation of what
happened. In the first place. $12 billion annual rate is about the value
of 300.000 houses or something like that: 300,000 or 400.000 houses.
So savings would have this effect, I believe. on housing.

The second effect that we count on is that prices would rise less
rapidly. The ideal thing would be that consumers would spend less
money and that prices should rise less rapidly and consumers should
bin- the same real quantity of output at prices which arent rising as
much.

Senator PROX-MIRE. But, in so many of these areas. prices are rising
even though production is falling and sales are dropping. That is true
in oil and it is true in a number of other areas.

Mir. ST'EIN. Well, that is a matter of more or less. You see, it seems to
me that the situation is exactly the same as if You proposed a $5 billion
larger budget cut as if we proposed some kind of savings.

I suppose if we should see evidence that this cut in personal savings
was of a magnitude that it would seem to threaten a major departure
from the unemployment path that we foresee, wve would go on tele-
vision and make another speech.

Senator PROXMIIRE. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Stein. I very
muchl appreciate Your testimony and I am sorry that You are leaving
the Governiment, but I am hopeful that you will return often and
appear before this committee in perhaps a more objective capacity as
a professor and continue to regale us with your wit and inform us
withi Your wisdom.

Mr. SrEiN. Thank you very much. I hope I will be invited.
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Senator PNoxmrinlE. The comiittee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock
Th ursday morninig.

I[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Thursda. August 1. 1974.]

[The, fol]owing additional information was subsequently supplied
for the record by Mir. Stein:]

"FACE TImE NATION"'

(Guest Herbert Stein. Chnirman. Presidents Concill of Economic Advi '.ers.
Reporters: George Herman, CBS News; Joseph Slevin, the Philadelphia
Inquirer; and Mitchell IKrauss, CBS News)

Ar. IHERMAN. Dr. Stein. as Chairman of the President's Council of Economiic
Advisers, you've said that wheat we need to fight inflation is more of that old
time religion, the mixture and the course as it is now, continued-continued for
how long?

Mr. STEIN. Well. I think we have to he prepared to continue for a long time.
and I ,think one thing that amust he said is that we don't really know how long.
But I think in terms of years. not months-that is, three, four years. and more
or less indefinitely we, have *to follow a policy of much greater discipline than
we have followed in the recent past.

ANNOIU5NCER. From CBS Newvs, Washington, a spontaneous and unrehearsed
nelvs interview on "Face the Nation." witlh Herbert Stein, Chairman of the
P'resident's Council of Economic Advisers. MIr. Stein will be questioned by CBS
News Economic Correspondent Mitchell Krauss; Joseph Slevin, National Eco-
nomnics Columnist of the Philadelphia Inquirer; and CBS News Correspondent
George Herman.

Mr. HERMAN. Dr. Stein. you've indicated that-your opinion. at least-that we
may have to continue on our present course of old time religion. a rather con-
siderable government austerity, for three or four years. My experience watching
you economists at work is that nothing is ever static: everything is always
dynamic. If we continue on the same course for three or four years, what will
happen to our economy, to unemployment, to all the other factors in it?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I think the basic point is that we need a period in which the
economy is not in an exuberant boomn-exuberant boom in which the economy is
not rising too rapidly, in which it is fairly steady with some degree of slack in
it. And I think if we have such a period, we will experience lower rates of infla-
thion than we've had. And as we have this experience of lower rates of inflation.
there will be an unwinding process. People will expect lower rates of inflation
in the future. They will not demand such big wage increases: they will not he
running out to buy things in the fear that prices wvill be so much higher a year
from now, and that mvill make it easier for us to get along, both with a lower
rate of inflation and with a very high level of economic activity.

Mir. 'SLEVIN.. Well. Dr. Stein, an important part of your old time religion is
very high interest rates. They're at record peaks now: they went up again last
week. How much higher is the administration prepared to see these rates go?

Mr. STEIN. Well, of course. 'the administration doesn't make these interest
rates; it doesn't determine what they should be, and it doesn't even determine
those aspects of policy which are closest to affecting interest rates-namely, the
monetary policy, which is determined by the Federal Reserve. But I think what
I would say in answer to that question is that we should have a moderate rate of
monetary expansion. and the interest rates will be what -they will be: that is,
I wonld not interfere and -try to hold them down. either by putting a ceiling on
them or by trying to pump in more money, even if -they went a good deal higher.
But I think the basic point is that as the inflation rate comes down-as we think
it will-and as people become more confident that 'the inflation rate is not going
to speed up again, we will see lower interest rates. And that is sthe only way
that we're going to get interest rates down.

Mr. KsRAUSS. Mr. Stein. haven't these interest rates. in effect, been inflationary?
Business is passing on the higher cost of borrowing its money to the consumer,
as it's passing on most other increased costs.

1 As broadcast over the CBS Television Network and the CBS Radilo Network. Sunday.
July 7, 1974-12 noon-12 :30 p.m.. e.d.t. Origination: Washington. D.C.
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Mr. STEIN. Well, there are two aspects to the effects of interest rates. There
is the cost increasing effect, but there's also the effect of reducing expenditures,
reducing business expenditures for investment, as compared with what those
expenditures might otherwise be. It reduces housing expenditures, as is well
known, expenditures for the construction of new houses. And this tends to restrain
the total demand for output, the total demand for labor, and is anti-inflationary
in its net effect.

Mr. KRAUSS. But isn't it true that this demand is being restrained on the part
of the small buyer, the small person, the middle income person, not on the part
of big business; big business has been borrowing at these higher interest rates;
its increased its borrowing, it's the small businessman who pays 14 or 15 per cent;
it's the small homeowner who can't get a mortgage?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I don't think there's any difference in this respect between
the small homeowner and the big homeowner. And I'm not aware, at least, of
any evidence of difference between big businesses and small businesses. You
know, what you say is that there's a general proposition that it's better to be
rich than poor, and that's true nowas well as in other cases but-other circum-
stances-but it's not more true now than in other circumstances. Anyway, we
are seeing some restraint in the economy as a result of the tight money policy,
which I don't think is excessively tight. I think people have an erroneous idea
of how high interest rates really are, because if prices are rising by, say seven
to ten per cent per annum, an interest rate or mortgage rate, say, of nine and a
half per cent is not an extremely high rate. It's not as high a rate as-as to be
paying six per cent mortgage interest when prices are rising by one per. cent.

Mr. KRAUSS. If you can get a mortgage.
Mr. STEIN. Well, you see, it's the hight interest rate that permits you to get a

mortgage. Most people who are willing to pay these rates can get mortgages.
And if we tried to hold these rates down, you certainly wouldn't be able to get
any mortgages.

Mr. SLEvIN. Well, with housing starts dropping as rapidly as they are, there
must be a great many people who can't get mortgages, Dr. Stein.

Mr. STEIN. Well, I think there are a great many people who don't feel it worth-
while to get a mortgage, to-and to buy a house at the present interest rates. I
don't think we have so much a situation of impossibility of getting the money, as
a situation of high rates, which is discouraging some people. But of course. we
have-well, you know, we have to discourage some kind of activity. I think that's
a basic lesson that we have to tell people about inflation-that it's that we have
no easy way out of this. We have no way of getting out of the inflation which
permits everybody to go on doing everything that he would like to do, and also
hold the rise of the prices down.

Mr. HERMAN. Okay, that brings me back to my original question to you. And
what I would like to do, rather than picking at it item by item, is to ask you-
as an economist-wh-at is the cost of three or four or five years of old time
religion? Who is going to be hurt and how much? What are the prices some people
are going to have to pay?

Mr. STEIN. Well, there will be prices which are fairly well distributed among
the population. You see, there is a kind of view that if the unemployment rate
goes up from four and a half per cent to five and a half per cent, there is a
certain number of people-800,000 people out there-who are permanently un-
employed and suffering destitution. That isn't the case at all; when the unem-
ployment rate goes up from four and a half per cent to five and a half per cent,
what happens is that the average period for which people who are employed-
are unemployed-goes up from, say, from eight weeks to ten weeks or something
like that. So things will not be quite as easy. It will not be so easy to get a job,
but this will mainly affect the duration of unemployment, the problems that
young people have, and so on. There will be-business profits will not be so easy
to come by, but we think there will be a compensation for the great body of the
American people.

And this is, of course, not a choice for an economist to make; the American
people have to decide, do they want to go on with an accelerating, with a speeding-
up inflation, up to a point where they obviously will not want to continue, or
do they want to stop it?

Mr. HERMAN. I understand. The question is. who is going to he hurt? Anything
that is difficult to achieve requires somebody to pay some price.

Mr. STEIN. That's right.
'Mr. HERMAN. Are certain classes or income groups, for example, going to be

more adversely affected than others?
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Mr. STEIN. No, I don't think this is a matter that will be-where the con-
sequences will be distributed by income groups. The consequences may be rather
erratically, randomly distributed. Everybody will not be equally affected; every
individual will not be equally affected. But I don't think one can say that it will
be poor people rather than rich people, city people rather than rural people, or
any other large class. It will be fairly widely distributed.

Mr. KRAUSS. Well, Mr. Stein, are you saying that the American public is
responsible for this inflation? It's their fault?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I think in a basic sense this is true, because government policy
operates within the limits of what the American people want and will tolerate.
And I think that we've reached a point-I think the critical point in the past-
well, we've had several critical points. In the early days of this inflation, in
1965 to 1968, it was considered that the American people would not stand for a
tax increase, even though we were increasing government expenditures very
mucil. So the government then in power, responding to what it thought the
American people wanted from them, deferred action to raise taxes, which might
have slowed down inflation, for about three years. Now this doesn't mean that
the American people were voting explicitly for inflation, but being so reluctant
to have a tax increase, they created the conditions.

And we had a similar thing in 1971, when we felt-and I think if you'd looked
around the comultry then-that there was great impatience with the slack in the
economy, with the rate of unemployment, with the circumstances which were
working to slow down the inflation.

Mr. KRAuss. Well, are you recommending then that people not buy a new car,
that they not buy a vacation, that they not spend higher prices for an item that
they'd planned to buy, in order to curb inflation?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I don't really have very much confidence in that kind of
thing; that is, I think that people should manage their own affairs in the light
of what they think is best for them, and that it is the responsibility of the
government to create conditions in which their decisions add up to a policy
that is best for the stability of the economy. So I'm not one to go around preach-
ing to people about how they should manage their lives for the sake of the
national economy. I think, on the other hand, we as a government should not be
putting five or ten billion dollars more money into their hands by tax reduction,
which they will just go out and spend and bid up the prices of things.

Mr. SLEVIN. Well, if you think people have too much buying power, wouldn't
it be a good idea to increase taxes then?

Mr. STEIN. Well, certainly that's a matter that needs consideration. I think-
our belief is that by restraint on the spending side of the budget, we will achieve
the degree of restraint that's needed. There's one point I should make about the
old time religion talk, which is a talk about restraining the expansion of the
economy, is not a policy-the old time religion did not involve self-immolation;
that is, it did not involve putting the economy through such a terrific squeeze
that it creates a depression or a recession. So we want a course of moderation,
and we think we can achieve that without a tax increase. But I think it was
pointed out the other day, that if the expenditure side is not kept under control,
we will have to consider tax increases.

Mr. SLEVIN. But aren't you putting a disproportionate part of the burden on
the Federal Reserve System and high interest rates by not having a tax increase
and not having a budget surplus?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I don't think so. It's very hard to measure these quantities,
as you know. We are having a moderate expansion of the money supply. As we've
indicated earlier, there has been a considerable expansion of bank credit and
of borrowing; so that we are not now carrying on an excruciatingly tight mone-
tary policy. We are having a policy which is moderate, I think, in both respects.

Mr. HEBMAN. Can America do this alone? Is this inflationary pressure that
comes from all around the world and that we cannot fight single-handedly?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I think it would be much easier for us if other countries were
also engaged in this effort, and I think that one of the most encouraging things
about the present situation is that they are engaging in this effort. There is now
in the major countries the same kind of realization that there is now here in
the United States that the speeding up of the inflation has to be stopped. I find
this as I ga to international economic meetings that the main governments are
taking a line very much like ours. but we are not bound to the chariot of the
world inflation. It influences us. but we can have a degree of independence. and
you can see that we, and the Germans and some others have much less inflation
than the average of the world, much less, say, than the Japanese, and so there
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is room for some difference in rates of inflation. But it would be better if we
all worked together on it.

'Mr. KRAuss. Mr. Stein, a little over a month ago Kenneth Rush was installed
as the coordinator of economic policies, sort of a fifth member of this economic
policy group that advises the President. Now what has happened since his ap-
pointment to change the course of our economic development this year? Has
there been any positive benefit in your view?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I think what has happened is that we are kept in a situation
in which we have ample discussion among ourselves and in which the President
gets our varied views. We have hot changed the direction of our policy and I
don't think it was intended that Mir. Rush should change the direction of our
policy. I think it was intended that he should make sure that we give the maxi-
mumi consideration to the alternatives, and in fact he is playing a role which
was formerly played by Secretary Schultz, so the presence of such a coordinator
or leader is not new.

'Mr. HERMAN. Is lie privy to some arcane economic secrets w hich we shoimidmit
know about?

Mr. STEIN. Well, if lie is, lie hasn't told me.
MNr. HERMAN. I'm just curious as to why he should at the President's order

claim executive privilege on these matters of economics which you and all the
others disclose so freely, or discuss at least so freely?

AIr. STEIN. Well, I think this is a matter primarily of the precedent which is
involved in having a person who is the counselor to the President who is not
confirmed by the Senate, who has no agency established by the Congress, and
having him testify and respond at the call 'of a congressional committee. He's
indicated that he is quite willing to talk with them informally and tell them
everything he knows and what he's thinking, but that lie doesn't think it would
be a proper precedent for him to cross over this line of the separation of powers
with the Senate-the Congress.

'Mr. SLEVIN. Dr. Stein, you're an economist. M1r. Rush was a lawyer and then
he became a corporate executive. He was in the State Department when the
President tapped him for his present job as chief economic advisor. These, as
you've just indicated, are extremely difficult times, with rampant inflation, slow
production. Does AMr. Rush know enough about economics to be the President's
chief economic advisor?

Mr. STEIN. Well, Mr. Rush receives the advice and the contributions, the
inputs and the information, from the Council of Economic Advisors, from the
Treasury. from the Office of Management and Budget, and from such other
agencies as may be involved. He participates in the discussion of them, and he
formulates some judgment of his own, and helps to assure the orderly trans-
mission of all of our views to -the President, so that he is not in the exclusive
position of making these economic decisions, where there are disagreements
among us. But of course it has always been the case that in the end the economic
policy decisions of government are not made by economists. My great professor,
Jacob Viner, used to say about the expert in government that he should be on tap
and not on top, and I think that is our position right now.

Mr. SLEVIN. But shouldn't the President get economic advice, not what has
been filtered through as the non-work of economists? The work of non-economists?

Mr. STEIN. He is getting the advice of the economists. He is getting the advice
of others; after all, the other people involved here have a great deal of experi-
ence in the economic world of this-in the economic activity of the United States,
and he is not suffering from any monopolization of the advice that goes to him.

Mr. KRAuss. Air. Stein, beneath the surface attitude that everything will
eventually be all right, isn't there lurking really serious fear that the economy is
in worse shape than it appears on the surface? For instance, Alan Greenspan, a
man most likely to succeed you, at least his name has been referred to as a
possible successor when you leave the Council this summer-has said that we
are facing massive economic disruption, conceivably if the present high interest
rate level continues, the effect on banks in this country and abroad? We have
already seen some indications of a problem of not having sufficient liquid assets.
Aren't we heading toward the possibility of a very serious recession if this
medicine is delivered in too large quantities?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I don't think so, but I don't want to he in the position of
saying that everything is going to be all right. We have a olt of problems. We're
in the business of dealing with problems, and there are going to be disappoint-
ments, as there always have been. I think that the American economy and the
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world economy Is very strong and I think that we have government policies here
alnlu nbroad which will assure us that we donlt have any world depression or a
world recession. In fact, I think the likelihood of that is smaller than it seemed
earlier in the year. But we have difficulties. I think there is a semantic problem
here, that is, you can emphasize that there are going to be difficulties. but if you
look back at the course of history. I think you will have to say that there is
every reason to expect that thie American people and the people of tile develop)ed
wvorld as a whole will be better off economically three years from now. five years
from now, 50 years from nowv than they-

Mr. HERMAN. You mean things couldn't be worse.
Mr. STEIN. -than they are today. No, what I mean is that we are on a rising

tide of economic welfare in this country, which has been going on for a long time.
We are going through a very, very minor ripple in that rising tide of economic
welfare, and I see no reason to think that will change.

M1r. KRAUSS. MIr. Stein, a recent University of 3lichigan study said that pl) to
40 percent of the American population were eligible for some forml of poverty
assistance over the past six years. Nowv that doesn't sound as if everything is
as healthy as you portray in this country.

Mr. S OrmIN. On the contrary, that's not a measure of the increase in poverty,
that's a measure of the increase in assistance. We have fewer people in poverty
than we ever did before: we're just miore generous in looking after them.

M1r. SLEVIN. How are we going to meet all the demands that are going to be
p'ut on the economy over. say, the next ten years. D)r. Stein? We've got electric
utilities now' that apparently can't borrowv enough money. We've got great in-
vestient needs for anti-pollutionl purposes, for welfare. Where is all the money
going to come from?

Mr. STEIN. We are not goinz to meet all the demands that are put on the
economy, and we never have-that's the nature of ecommomuics. Economics is the
science of scarity. The first thing you learn about economics is that things are
searce; if things are not scarce, they are not the subject of economics. And that
will be true in the future. Even if we will have 20 years from nowv twice as
mouch as wve have now, it won't 'be as much as people will want. and the basic
problem is to decide which of these things we should do.

Mr. HERMAN. Is part of economics then scaling down the peoples' expectations?
Or the rate of speed of their growth of expectations?

Mr. STEIN. A part of economics which is very important in a democratic society,
as the society becomes increasingly democratic in its operation. is that people
should understand the limits to what they can demand of the system. and if th.ey
demand more of the system than it is capable of producing, and get the govern-
nient to pump out money to them in an effort to permit them to meet these
demands, we will *have endless inflation, and that is just what is causing the
inflation around the world today.

Mr. HERMAN. Dr. Paul McCracken, who was your predecessor in the Council.
said recently after a meeting of economists talking albout the world inflationary
picture that it stemmed in the western nations at least from the weaknesses of
their governments in not being able to successfully resist the pressures of the
peo4)ple. Is that an accurate study?

M1r. STEIN. WVell, I don't think we expect democratic governments to resist the
pressures of their people. We expect that democratic governments should respond
to the desires of the lceople. hut should also educate the people. and that's what
we have to go through now-T mean, military dictatorships can resist the pres-
sures of their people-they have no inflation by and large. at least no open
inflation. We have a more difficult problem. As Thomnas Jefferson said, if you
expect the country to be ignorant and free and manage its affairs wisely, you
should not-you expect something that wvill never happen.

M1r. HERMAN. It seems to me the military junta in Brazil had the worst infla-
tion in the world for awhile there.

Mr. STFIN. Well, it was the military who brought it dlown. It went up to SO
per'ent. and then we got a military dictatorship and brought it down -they got.

'Mr. KRAUss. Referring to Brazil. a country that introduced what is called
indexing, tying the cost of living to %,vages-do you favor having cost-of-living
escalator clauses generally in labor contracts, so that the worker tends to benefit,
or at least not hurt when p'rices go up?

M1r. STEIN. Well. I think that's a matter of negotiation between the worker
and his employer. and if they come to an agreement about that. I would cer-
tainly have no objection to it. I think the question is. how much is the worker
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willing to pay in the form of wage increase for this additional security, and asfar as we can see he hasn t been willing to pay very much. On the question moregenerally, I don't think we should accept living in a high and rising rate ofinflation. We should not at this moment be putting our main efforts in learningto live with that, but we should be putting our main efforts in slowing it down.Mr. HERMAN. Over the past few years, I gather, from the administrationpeople that I've talked to, labor unions are generally credited with considerablerestraint, holding their wage demands down to the government guidelines moreor less, advocated by the administration. Now there are no guidelines. Theunions are pressing for bigger wages. Do you see any way of slowing down thisas a factor in increasing inflation?
Mr. STEIN. Well, it is a matter of great concern to us. I think the basic wayin which we will slow this down or prevent its explosion is to maintain a generaleconomic environment in which the demand for output is not so strong that allemployers are sure they can pass on to their customers any wage increases theygive to their workers. We don't think we can do this by guidelines any more. Wedon't think that the labor people would cooperate in such a program, and I'm notsure it would be wise even if they would.
Mr. SLEVIN. Do you have a single, very brief suggestion for your successor asChairman of the Council of Economic Advisers?
MAr. STEIN. Well, I guess I would just urge him to stick with the old-timereligion.
Mr. HERMAN. And appear on Face the Nation. Thank you very much, Dr. Stein,for being with us today.
ANNOUNcER. Today on "Face the Nation," Herbert Stein, Chairman of thePresident's Council of Economic Advisers, was interviewed by CBS News Eco-nomic Correspondent Mitchell Krauss, Joseph Slevin, National Economics Colum-nist of the Philadelphia Inquirer, and CBS News Correspondent George Herman.Next week another prominent figure in the news will "Face the Nation."

THE POLtrICS OF' INFLATION

(Speech by Herbert Stein, Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers, Preparedfor the American Enterprise Institute Conference on Worldwide Inflation,Washington, D.C., May 7,1974)
At a recent ceremony awarding medals to about ten distinguished Americanscientists, President Nixon noted that there were no political scientists amongthem and went on to say, "There is no political science." This has two meanings.The first is that a true science cannot be influenced by political considerations.Probably everybody would agree with that. The second is that there is no scienceof politics. Presumably everyone except the few people who teach the subjectwould agree with that. I don't know whether the President would make the samestatement about economics. I suspect that sometimes he would and other timeshe wouldn't.
Even if there is a science of politics I am not a student of it. I suppose I wasinvited to discuss the politics of inflation here because I have spent some time'at the juncture of politics and inflation and can give some touristic impressionsof the neighborhood which scientists may be able to verify and systematize ifthere is anything to them. Perhaps I was invited to give my true confessions.Despite the emphasis of this conference on the worldwide aspects of inflationI shall talk mainly about the American experience. This is the only experienceI have had the opportunity to observe closely. I hope that American experienceis sufficiently typical, or if not that sufficiently dominant in 'the world picture,to justify its inclusion in this conference.
To discuss the politics of Inflation has two implications. The first is that therate of inflation is significantly affected by government policies which are deter-mined by a political process. I suppose that this proposition would be generallyaccepted, although there would be differences of view about the extent to whichthe government's role is 'active or passive and about the channels through whichthe government's role is exerted. The second implication is that the politicalprocess brings about a wrong rate of inflation-presumably too high a rate ofinflation. This implication is not obvious in the topic and may not have beenintended. However, it is a very common belief among economists, and withoutit there is little to discuss. If the political process brings about the rate of inflation
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Which Is just right, given the economic conditions and background, the politicalprocess Is a pure transparent medium, and cannot be said to cause or contributeto the inflation in any interesting way.
The important question is whether the political process generates too muchInflation, and if so why. A rate of inflation in excess of zero is not necessarilytoo much. In any given historical situation, at least in the ones we have beenliving through, there is a cost in getting the 'ate of inflation down to zero. Thebenefit of doing this may not be worth the cost. So the mere fact of inflationdoes not serve to condemn the political process. The question is whether the costsand benefits are properly balanced.
It seems to me that the possibilities can be classified as follows:First, we may get just the right amount of inflation. What this means Is hardto say. One might think of it as the amount of inflation that 'the public wouldchoose if it foresaw and understood all the consequences. But the public does notforesee all the consequences, and the consequences depend on that fact. The rateof inflation that would be optimum would be different with perfect foresight thanwith the real-world degree of ignorance. Probably the optimum rate of ihflationLis -the rate the public would choose if 'they had perfect foresight in their rolesas citizens but the actual degree of ignorance in 'their roles as private partici-pants in the economic process.
Second, we may get -the amount of inflation people want, rather than what isgood for them or good for the country. That is, we may get the inflation wedeserve. The usual explanation for this is underestimation of the evil of inflationespecially in comparison with the evil of the unemployment that may be re-quired, at least temporarily, to avoid the Inflation. And the reason usually givenfor this underestimation of the evil of Inflation is that much of the evil will be inthe future, especially as a consequence of the tendency of tolerated inflation'to escalate. The public is said to 'be shortsighted and to undervalue future con-sequences.
I am sure there is a good deal in this theory of how we get so much inflation,but I am not sure how much. It is an overgeneralization to say that the publicalways underestimates the future. After all, the public supported 'the expendi-ture of tens of billions of dollars for space exploration, most of whose benefitswill come in the future, if ever. The defense program may also be considered avast investment in the future. It is true that in both cases there are specialgroups whose interest is immediate, however distant the national interest maybe-the space-science complex and the mili-tary-industrial complex. There is nopowerful anti-inflation complex, although the life insurance industry has playedthat role from time to time. Still the Amierican public does have a strong aversionto inflation. All opinion polls for several years have shown inflation art or near thetop of the public's list of national problems. Moreover, the American people tendto attribute to the inflation many evils for which it is not responsible. For ex-ample, they tend to exaggerate the extent to which the inflation has diminishedtheir real incomes.
Nevertheless, it may be that while the American people rate the evil of inflationheavily they are unwilling to pay the price of stopping it, and this is only anotherway of saying we get the inflation we want and deserve. If so, the price they areunwilling to pay is not only and perhaps not primarily a price in terms of unem-ployment. In the period 1965 to 1968 when the seeds of the present inflation wereplanted the obstacle to anti-inflationary action was only partly fear of unemploy-ment, which had fallen below the level even then considered a reasonable goal.On the budget side a tleast there was aversion to raising taxes on the simple buteffective ground that taxpayers do not like to have their taxes raised. Again in1973 there was consideration of a tax increase as a means of checking inflation.While there was much doubt that such a step would be timely, in view of theeconomic prospects, there was no doubt that the taxpayers would dislike it andCongress would, for that reason, almost certainly not enact it. This year we arefaced with a suggestion for a tax reduction which carries with it the danger ofmore inflation. This proposal is being rationalized as necessary to combat unem-ployment, but if it is adapted it will be as much because people like to havetheir taxes reduced as because they are eager to stimulate the economy.A third possibility is that we get not only more inflation than we should butalso more than people want, but not more than the government officials, who arepoliticians, regard as optimum. There are at least two reasons why this mightoccur. First, the popular aversion to inflation makes it important for a govern-ment official to appear to be a champion in the struggle against inflation. This
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means that he must be associated with what the public regards as effective anti-
inflationary action, which is not the same as really effective action. Specifically,
for some time price and wage controls were popularly regarded as the height of
anti-inflationary policies. Thus 'a political figure could gain the political advan-
tages of an anti-inflationary posture by espousing controls without incurring the
onus of more effective but less popular measures, and without delivering the
restraint of inflation the public wants.

Second, while the public generally may have a strong interest in restraining
inflation, particular sectors of the population may have even stronger interests
in particular policies which are inflationary. These particular interests may
weigh more in the political decision than the more general interest. Thus, we call
go on for 'a long time following policies whtich push up food prices despite a
general interest in controlling inflation. There is nothing surprising about this,
and it is not necessarily wrong.

The fourth and last possibility I shall list is that we get not only more inflation
thain we should and more inflation than the public wants but also more inflation
than the government officials or politicians want. This excess inflation would be
pure error. It would be a mistake to underestimate the importance of error in
the explanation of economic affairs. Two kinds of errors seem to me important.
One is error in the estimation of inflationary consequences of particular policies.
If the government official is told, and believes, that a certain course of action will
lead to an inflation rate of three percent and he follows that course of action
only to end up with an inflation rate of ten percent, the official can hardly be said
to have chosen ani inflation rate of ten percent. I think it has been quite generally
true in the United States in the last ten years that policy makers had what turned
out to be an unrealistically low estimate of the inflation that would be associated
with the policies they chose, and that they got more inflation than they bargained
for. I think it is probably also true, although this is speculative, that if the
prospective rate of inflation had been more accurately foreseen the anti-inflation-
ary policy would have been more rigorous.

This kind of explanation invites the question whether the forecasts were not
themselves politically motivated for the benefit of the policy-maker to help hin
rationalize an inflationary policy to himself and to others. How else, one might
ask, could we explain that the errors were always in the same direction? I do
not want to deny that something like this may go on, at least for other people,
perhaps subconsciously. But I do not think that is the whole story. For one
thing the period of rapid inflation in the United States is too short to be called
";always" 'and to justify an expectation that the errors of overestimation and
underestimation would balance out. Moreover, in a situation of accelerating in-
flation it would be quite natural that public officials for some time would think
each higher inflation rate achieved to be abnormal, and based on special factors,
which will pass away. This view probably would not persist forever, but it could
last for a significant period. Also, the economic environment may be such that
an equal distribution of overestimation and underestimation of the inflationary
prospect would lead to an inflationary result, because prices would respond less,
or less rapidly, to a mistakenly deflationary policy than to a mistakenly in-
flationary policy. Some developments affecting inflation in the recent period-
such as world grain crops and the oil embargo-were not predictable by the
means available to economists. In any case, it seems to me clearly true that for
a good deal of the time in the past several years policy decisions were based on
an erroneous view of the inflation rate that would flow from any given policy
decision.

Another source of error in recent years has been looseness in the ability to
manage policy instruments. Particularly, we have on several occasions had
significantly larger -rates of monetary growth than the money managers wished.

To recapitulate, we have had in recent years a higher rate of inflation than
was good for us. We got it in part because the public wanted it, in the sense
that it undervalued the costs of inflation relative to the costs of preventing it,
either in the form of unemployment or in the form of specific anti-inflationary
policies. We got it in part because government officials wanted. or -were willing to
tolerate, a higher rate of inflation than the public wanted, either because of the
political influence of particular sectors of the economy or because the public mis-
took symbolic actions, like controls, for effective anti-inflationary policy. And
we got it in part because of plain error, of forecasting or of management.

ITo my discussants: I will probably say more than this but I haven't been able
to write it down.
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staff members; Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant; Leslie J.
Bander, minority economist; and Walter B. Laessig, minority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SE-NATOr, PROXMIIRE

Senator PROXNEIRE. The committee will come to order. This morning
we continue our economic situation and outlook review with two most
distinguished economic experts.

The hearings that we have had so far have impressed this commit-
tee and those who have followed them with the serious inflationary
problem and growth problem that the economy faces at the present
time. There isn't any question in my mind that this is the worst in-
flation we have ever had. And what makes it specially bad is that
the previous inflations have occurred either during or right after war
periods, and, of course, have been understandable, expectable, and
finite. This is an inflation that seems to go on.

Just this morning in the papers it was reported that in July farm
prices increased by 6 percent in that 1 month. The Wall Street Journal
reported on Friday that they expect wholesale prices to increase in
July by 31/ percent, which would be the biggest increase in recent
history as far as I know.

This is a larger increase in a single month than occurred in 2 or 3
consecutive years in the sixties or fifties.

So this is an appalling inflation. And it occurs at a time when all
the expectations are that the growth of our economy is likely to slow
down.

We have listened patiently to the statements by Mr. Rush and
Mr. Stein, who are very able men, very good men, but they offer in
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my view nothing at all, literally nothing. I went over their recom-mendations in every area, and I could find nothing that was promising
and constructive that could meet anything like the size of our present
inflation problem.

Last night a member of this committee, Senator Lloyd Bentsen,
appeared on television and made what I thought was a most construc-
tive series of recommendations. They were limited and moderate. Andthey included credit allocation and a voluntary program of price andwage constraint, plus a meaningful program of budget restraint. AndI think for all the diversity in our party-and this is as diverse a party
as you can get-

Senator PERCY. Except for my party.Senator PROXMIRE. It is not that chaotic, it is true, it is more diverse,
but less chaotic.

Senator HUMPHREY. Join the club.
Senator PROXMIRE. I have always wanted Senator Percy to join myparty. At any rate, I ask unanimous consent that Senator Bentsen 's

speech be printed at this point in the record.
[The speech of Senator Bentsen follows:]

REPORT ON THE ECONOMY

(Speech by Hon. Lloyd M. Bentsen, Jr., a U.S. Senator From the State of Texas,
Washington, D.C., Wednesday, July 31, 1974, 7:30 p.m.)

Good evening. I'm Senator Lloyd Bentsen. For a few minutes tonight I want totalk about the price of food. About the cost of buying a house. About good timesand bad times. In short, about our national economy and the way it affects your
household.

Last week the President spoke to the Nation about his his economic efforts.Perhaps you lisitened, as I did, while the President sought to explain his most
recent ideas for dealing with inflation and recession.

As a former businessman, I looked for guidance from the President on how longwe must suffer the soaring interest rates that are stalling economic growth. But
I didn't find it.

As a Member of the Senate, I hoped for a clearly outlined legislative program-
explained in frank terms to Congress and the people. But I didn't hear it.As a consumer, I looked for action to reduce the 11% inflation rate. But I
heard nothing to reassure me.

Finally, I looked to the President-as you may have-for national leadership-leadership from the top to give us the unvarnished facts and a clear sense of
direction. But here again, you and I were disappointed.

For the President offered us more of the same: high interest rates, tight money,
slow growth-business as usual.

It seemed to me, as I listened, almost as if the clock had been turned back
40 years. Once again we could hear a President telling us, "Prosperity is justaround the eorner,"-when most citizens perceive not a corner, but a blind alley.

The President told us that our present economic troubles are everyone's fault-except his and his advisors'. He blamed international conditions. . . wild spending
by Congress . . . the extravagance of citizens who spend money rather than save
it. I felt that I was hearing the language of economic cover-up.

Tonight, speaking from my vantage point as a Democrat and a Member of
Congress. I want to express a different point of view.

I want to outline, briefly, a six-point program to restore our economic health.
It bears the stamp of the Democratic Party. But I believe it merits the support
Of both parties; of businessmen and workers; of every family concerned about
its savings-about foods costs and college tuition and money for retirement.

Two charts tell the story of the economy in recent years-and the story is
one of contrasts.

Under President Kennedy and President Johnson, the economy showed anaverage annual consumer price increase of less than 2'%. I need scarcely
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tell you how different things are today. During the Nixon Administration, that
average annual price increase has soared to 7%.

In 1968, Mr. Nixon campaigned against inflation. Well, the inflation that year
was 4.7%, the highest of the Kennedy-Johnson years. Compare that to the 11%
inflation we suffered last year.

If you are a typical citizen, your real weekly earnings-your wages after in-
flation was taken out-grew six times faster in the Kennedy-Johnson years than
they have grown during the Nixon years. In the last 12 months, in fact, the real
value of your paycheck has fallen sharply. I need not tell you what such inflation
means to older citizens; to the working poor and others who have little hope of
increasing their earnings.

The President promised us in January that we have "no recession in 1974."
But since then we have gone through two quarters of economic decline. Accord-
ing to most experts, that is the way we define-a recession.

Clearly, for you and me and millions of Americans, 'business as -usual" offers
little hope-and no solutions. This is a time for strong initiatives. We are
suffering not only inflation, but recession; not just fever but paralysis.

Yet, last week, the President offered only one new suggestion. He appealed
to you and me to have our money; to stop spending so much of it.

I thought, as I listened to the President, "That may be good advice for the
well-to-do. But the President should realize that most American families have
middle incomes-or less. By the time they pay inflation-swollen prices for food
and clothing, for house payments and other necessities, they just don't have much
left to save."

I thought, as I listened to the President, about a letter that came to me some
time ago from a women in Texas. In 1970 her husband retired from his job as
fireman on $450 a month. They could get by on that in 1970. In 1974, they can't.
So her husband is out looking for part-time work. And at his age, jobs aren't easy
to find.

Inflation and stagnation are making moonlighters out of millions of Americans.
In my judgment, the President's advice sadly misses the point. And his advice

i mplied that the American people-the teachers and policemen and retired citizens
of this country-are the villains responsible for inflation.

I don't believe that-I don't believe that Congressmen and Senators are the
villains wholly responsible for our economic troubles.

Perhaps it would serve us better to abandon this pointless search for culprits-
and begin a more hopeful effort: a bi-partisan search for solutions: practical
solutions that all of us-Democrats, Republicans, businessmen, workers, even the
White House-can embrace and enact.

In fact, the major cause of this inflation has not been your greed or waste-
fulness. It has been shortages-shortages of gasoline; shortages of food; short-
ages of raw materials; shortages of basic goods from steel to fertilizer.

The real solution to this kind of inflation does not lie in further crippling the
lability of families like yours to buy the things they need. Nor does the solution

lie in clinging to the most exorbitant interest rates since the Civil War: for
higher interest rates actually cripple the farmer, the home builder, the energy
producer. The real soluiton to inflation lies in increasing the supplies of the
goods we need: food, gasoline, housing and manufactured goods.

So I wished, as I listened to the President, that he would offer us less in the
way of slogans and rhetoric-and more in the way of fresh solutions and action.
It should be clear by now that serious problems cannot be solved by public rela-
tions; they can only be solved by public responsibility.

'My purpose tonight is to outline a workable program for economic recovery.
A program-not a panacea.

We are a rich and resilient nation. Surely we can recover our economic health:
surely, with better policies and clearer leadership, we can put this nation back
on the upward road of economic growth.

We owe it-to the tens of millions of American families who are not rich;
who do not have unlimited resources-to launch a program of economic action.

Six steps, in my judgment, could put us back on the road to economic health.
First, three short-term measures that can help right away. And next, three

long-term measures that will protect our economic well-being for many years
to come.

The first step is action-decisive action-to channel loan money in the most
productive directions. We need urgently to expand the output of America's
factories and industries-so that they can supply more houses; more energy;
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more food. One way to do that is to make it possible for essential industries to
get the loan money they need.

In my judgment, the President should waste no time in communicating with
banks, insurance companies and other lending institutions. He should urge them

to launch a voluntary program of credit discipline-aiming the new loans they
make toward the neediest and most potentially productive areas-like the holus-
ing industry. 'He should urge the great lending institutions to hold back on loans
that do not contribute to the creation of items in short supply.

To reinforce this prograni of selective credit, Congress should act to give the
Federal Reserve more flexibility-enough flexibility to guarantee a reasonable
level of loans to encourage home building, to expand manufacturing capacity
and to help small businesses.

Meanwhile, we should look, with a careful eye, at the flowv of dollars away
from the United States into foreign banks and treasuries.

Earlier this year all restrictions on the outflow of U.S. investment money were
lifted. Since then, our own banks have increased their loans to foreign customers
by $21/2 billion. Those loans, called flight money, are flying away when they
could be used at home.

It seems to me that when millions of Americans can't get home loans, when
American businessmen can't get financing, we should put some restraints on the

fiow of our dollars out of the country; we should cut back on loans and govern-
ment grants to other countries. Certainly we have obligations abroad. But our
first obligation is to our 'ownl people, here at home.

Second, the President should establish, right now, a Cost of Living Task
Fcrce-to keep track of price increases and wage settlements in the coming
months-and to offer guidance to business and labor about what is best for the
Nation.

I would not advocate a return to wage and price controls. But the President
has no machinery for telling business and labor what is responsible. If he does
not seek legislation to establish a Cost of Living Task Force, then Congress must
move on its own.

A third immediate step: we must step up our efforts to rein in Federal spend-
ing. The President last week paid tribute to budget reform legislation recently
passed by Congress. He did not mention that this legislation was initiated wholly
within Congress; approved overwhelmingly by both the House and the Senate-
without leadership or encouragement from the White House.

The United States Congress, in my judgment, is serious about fiscal responsi-
bility. But I think it is fair to ask, how serious is the Administration? The Presi-
dent complains about spending: he blames Congress for spending. But his Ad-
ministration requests-more and more spending.

In 1969 the President inherited a $3 billion budget surplus from President
Johnson. Since then he has recommended to the Congress more deficit financing
than any President since World War II. Mlr. Nixon is the first President to pro-
pose a $200 billion budget-and the first to propose a $300 billion budget.

The appropriation bills acted upon by the House earlier this year-and those
currently before the Senate-represent a reduction from the President's request
or almost one-half billion dollars. I think I can assure you that further reductions
will be made.

Some Administration spokesmen, for example, insist that there is no room for
any reductions in the Pentagon budget. I support-and almost every Democrat in
Congress supports-a strong national defense. But an Armed Force that hIas more
Lieutenant Colonels than Second Lieutenants; an Armed Force with one of the
highest ratios of support troops to combat troops has room for some real budget
savings.

My final three proposals are long-range measures. But they are equally vital
to our long-term well-being-to your hopes for your family.

Point number four: We should act now to reform our tax system. When the
President spoke last week. he did not mention taxes-except to say that they
should not be raised or lowered. He ignored one of our most pressing economic
opportunities: tax fairness-fairness in laws for the families who pay their
taxes-and fairness in enforcing those laws.

It makes no sense to offer a few prosperous citizens tax loopholes and tax

shelters for unproductive investments. '"e should remove such shelters. By doing
so. we can spur investment in areas where money is needed to increase produe-
tion and bring down prices. Eliminating unfair tax shelters will increase tax
revenue-and give a break to low and moderate income taxpayers.
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Certainly we should end tax breaks for building factories in foreign countries.
I think our tax laws should encourage businessmen to build plants here at home.
Our goa should be to send our goods abroad and keep our jobs at home. We
should end tax breaks that send American dollars to build factories in foreign
countries.

Most important, when it comes to this principle of fairness: we should stop
using our tax laws to encourage foreign oil and gas production. The energy crisis
has taught us that if our nation is to be secure and self-sufficient, we must
produce more energy here at home. And we must depend less on oil from the far
corners of the world.

The fifth item In this six point program is an action plan to increase the
productivity of our business and industry.

In my judgment, the working people in this country have an excellent record
of cooperation in the fight against inflation. Wage increases during the last few
years have been modest in comparison to price increases. Strikes, work stoppages,
and labor disputes have been surprisingly few over the same period.

Yet, the President, on nationwide television, has told us that people are -want-
ingtoo much-and working too little. I disagree.

What is the real way to increase our nation's productivity? One way is to
devote more attention-and more money-to research and development, especially
in food production. Our farmers have become the most productive and efficient in
the world. And research is the reason why. Research to develop higher yields of
food and fiber has meant more income for the farmer-and cheaper food for your
tabile. But since the 1950's, unfortunately, a shrinking portion of the Agriculture
l)epartment's budget has been devoted to research. That was a kind of economic
myopia. This Congress turned that trend around-and that is good news. Because
research to increase food production is one area where Federal spending helps
fightt inflation-by lowering prices.

Meanwhile, we should make a major national commitment to job training-
to provide more people w-ith skills they can use. Because education-vocational
education and retraining programs-have always provided a high return to the
Federal treasury. They increase the number of Americans making a productive
contribution to our national life. And most important, these programs take people
off the unemployment rolls and put them on payrolls.

My sixth and final point is.perhaps the most important of all: the Adminlistra-
tion must put its own economic house in order.

President 'Nixon spoke last week about the need for steadiness in fighting
inflation. 'The key to fighting inflation," he said, "is steadiness."

Certainly he was right. Nothing can more quickly undermine a President's
economic efforts than the -appearance-or the fact-of vacillation; of incon-
sistency: of desperate trial and error.

That is why so many of us in the Congress have been troubled, for the past five
years, by the drastic fluctuations in the President's economic efforts: the on-
again, off-again controls: the sudden freezes and phases; four Treasury Secre-
taries, four budget managers. six wage and price controllers, five energy chiefs,
three Chief Economic Advisors. And now, another newly-created post: an "Eco-
nomic Counselor." The President's economic efforts have seemed to be-or have
been-a patchwork.

Too many changing policies, replacing one another.
Too many conflicting voices. contradicting one another.
Too many trials-and far to many errors.
Sadly only four things have really been steady: steadily rising prices: steadily

dwindling confidence; steadily cheeful assurances from the Administration-
followed by steadily worsening results.

This is time steadiness of failure-not success.
The Russian Wheat Deal and the energy crisis are just two examples of the

failure of government to look ahead and provide wisely for our own economic
security. Whatever happened to those shrewd Yankee traders? The wheat deal
sharply increased the price of bread for your family. And your government's
failure to foresee and forewarn us about the energy crisis helped put you in a
long gasoline line last winter.

The Federal Export-Iml)ort Bank-to cite another example-borrows from our
hard-pressed money markets so it can lend Russia $1S0 million for a fertilizer
plant. It makes another loan to Algeria for 20 oil drilling rigs. Yet here at home.
shortages of fertilizer and a scarcity of drilling rigs are hindering our efforts to
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produce more food and fuel. To make matters worse, the Export-Import Bank
offered these loans at one-half the interest rate a U.S. company would have to
pay. That is neither fair nor wise-and we should stop making such mistakes.

For every man, woman and child in the United States, there are ten Federal
forms to be filled out each year. Just filling out government forms cost this
nation's small businessmen about $18 billion a year-most of which is passed on
to you at the cash register. A bill is presently moving through the Congress to
cut down this expensive burden of paperwork. I think the Federal government
should make a complete review of other laws and regulations-with an eye toward
scrapping or changing those that cost more than they're worth.

Six steps toward economic health. Some small, some large, some for the short-
term-some for years to come. Certainly this six-point program does not exhaust
the possibilities for action and decision. But it underscores the fact that there
are things to be done-more than the Administration is doing now.

In every moment of difficulty we have lived through as a nation, we have saved
ourselves by summoning up wise and honest leadership-and then we have
tackled our difficulties in the active, not the passive, voice. That is what we
must do now. t

There used to be a saying that Democratic Administrations were good for wage
earners while Republican Administrations were good for business. The past five
years prove the emptiness of that myth. For this Administration's economic poli-
cies have been bad for everyone.

Ask the man who is holding two jobs to make ends meet.
Ask the businessman who has tried to raise capital for a new plant; ask one

of the 52,000 businessmen who have been forced to close their doors in the last
five years.

Ask the homemaker standing at the cash register watching her $20 bill buy
one lonely sack of groceries. Ask you neighbor who is poor, or old, or out of a job
tonight.

Of all the shortages in our country today, our most critical shortage is the
shortage of leadership-sound, effective leadership.

For sixteen years before I came to the United States Senate. I was a business-
man. In my experience I found that when the average working man and working
woman in this country do (Well, business does well-the country does well.
\ So I reject the old "trickle down" economic theory of the President and his
economists.

Any gardener knows that you do not water a plant on its leaves and hope it
will trickle down to the roots. You nourish the roots.

Well, the roots of this great nation are its working people. They pay most of the
taxes to support our public institutions. They fight our wars when the need arises.
They provide the muscle for all of the progress we have enjoyed through our
rich history.

Let us provide broader opportunities for them to become consumers, jobholders
and taxpayers. Then, perhaps, the leaves will turn green again and the entire
economy grow more productive.

The answer to our present difficulties must be to nurture and encourage the
working families of America-not to ignore them; not to patronize them with
empty promises and slogans.

The program I have described tonight offers us-I believe-a way up and out
of our difficulties. It emphasizes growth rather than stagnation.

As President Kennedy used to say: A rising tide lifts all boats. I have spoken
frankly about the difficulties we are facing-because I believe that nothing can
be gained by papering them over, or covering them up.

I hope you will accept my assurance that none of us in Congress are blind to
the difficulties that you and your family are facing. Many of us are trying to
act responsibly in the face of some deeply disturbing national problems: to lead
wisely, and candidly.

And I hope you will accept my assurance that we in the Congress are working-
sometimes against great resistance-to lift all the boats-and to put them on a
steadier, more hopeful course.

This program is one way to begin.

Senator PROXMIRE. And again I want to welcome two of the finest
economists in the country, Mr. Walter Heller, and Mr. James Duesen-
berry. Mr. Heller, when he was chairman of the Council of Economic
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Advisers, was a brilliant exponent of teaching the President, the Con-
ggress, and the country economic policy. Nobody has done more to
articulate economic policy in understandable terms than he has.

Mr. Duesenberry is a most distinguished economic expert who has
given this committee and the Congress excellent advice in the past.

You are the first witnesses, gentlemen, who have not been repre-
senting the administration. So it is good to get some comment from
outside critics.

Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. I would just like to join in welcoming our wit-

nesses, and to indicate that when I chose my career, and especially
chose economics, one of my professors was a past distinguished mem-
ber of this committee, Paul Douglas. I didn't always agree with his
point of view, but I looked upon him as a man who contributed a
great deal to the public understanding of economic issues.

And I think that the field of endeavor we are working with now
is going to be the field that will dominate thought for many, many
years to come. Certainly the whole strength of this Nation and the
free world depends upon our ability to be sound economically and
proceed in a way that will keep our economic balance.

And certainly we are very grateful indeed for the contribution
through the years of our distinguished witnesses. They could not be
here at a more appropriate time.

Senator PROXMIRE. Senator Humphrey.
Senator HuM.TPHREY. I just wanted to make one observation, as a

reflection upon the testimony previously taken by the committee.
We were told earlier this year that food costs would be down. Some

of us at that time disputed it. I considered the Government -forecast-
ing to be grossly inadequate, and self-serving. In the agricultural area
the Secretary of Agriculture has seen fit to give this country for several
months production figures that were unrealistic. When you forecast a
corn crop of 6,250 million bushels based upon optimum conditions,
weather, and fertilizer, of all the inputs that are necessary, I think
that is misleading the public. And quite frankly, that crop will be
down to about 5,600 million bushels, which will have a tremendous
inflationary impact. as we witness already with farm prices going up.

And they are only beginning to go up. Beef prices will be much
higher than they are, particularly in the supermarket. And dairy
prices will be up considerably, because dairy herds will be liquidated
by the thousands. There is a shortage of these products, because dairy
farmers cannot afford the feed that they have to buy for their cattle
at the price that they get for their milk or their dairy products.

The Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers told this com-
mittee last spring that we could expect the inflation to moderate not
later than the third quarter. and hopefully earlier. At that time, Mr.
Vice Chairman, you may recall I took sharp exception to those re-
marks-I saw no indications that would bring about such a conclusion.

I also disputed Mr. Stein a year ago when he felt that inflation
would be down to around 4 to 5 percent, and it ended up on an average
of about 8 percent. And this year he said it would be down, in the third
quarter, to about 7 percent. It is up to 11 percent.
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Forecasting has to be better than that, because the great decisions
are made on forecasts, decisions in the marketplace.

It is interesting to note that most of the private analysts, Mr. Vice
Chairman, in the field of foods and commodities, and most of the
private economists working for private industry. have made forecasts
that are much more reliable than those of the Government.

It would seem to me that a government that depends so much on
private enterprise would occasionally take some advice from the people
in private enterprise. But it has not. I think it is a serious problem
when Government agencies make predictions and forecasts that are
in such variance with the private forecasts. only to end up finding
out that the Government was in error, and the private forecasters
were closer to the mark. And I would hope that this committee in
due time would take a good, hard look at the kind of machinery that
we have or the kind of tools that this Government has to make these
forecasts. Because forecasts determine market conditions in many
areas.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. IHeller,' you go right ahead.
Incidentally, if you do want to abbreviate your prepared statement

in any way, your prepared statement will be printed in full in the
record.

STATEMENT OF WALTER W. HELLER, REGENTS' PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Mr. HELLER. Thank you. In my prepared statement I first respond
to your Tequest for suggestions as to the lines of inquiry you might
pursue with respect to the forthcoming inflation study.

I must say I am delighted that you are tackling this problem. It
is high time for the kind of authoritative and sober and balanced
analysis that the Joint Economic Committee can bring to the inflation
problem.

*We are clearly in the grip of an inflation psychosis. In a recent
survey 87 percent of the public listed inflation as their No. 1 concern.
In the face of dangerous double-digit inflation, and given our almost
traumatic state of mind about it, I think we run substantial risk of
overreacting, of practicing one-dimensional economics that counts,
or overcounts, the benefits of tight money and budget austerity with-
out adequately weighing the costs. This is a clear case of what we
don't know will hurt us.

Judicious inquiry by your committee can help us attain a balanced
perspective on the problem. It can help us avoid that worst of all
worlds: Selling our soul-full employment and fair sharing of bene-
fits and burdens-to that devil, inflation, and not getting deliverance
in the bargain.

In my prepared statement I offer a series of suggestions for your
inflation study. But to stay within my time limit, let me turn directly
to the material in my prepared statement. where I deliver myself of
a few thoughts on the handling of the inflation problem. I will draw
on the earlier pages as seems appropriate in that discussion.

Clearly there is no quick fix for inflation in 1974. and one is tempted
to say in 1975-and perhaps not until 1976. AVe can look for some
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ebbing of inflation as the run up in fuel, raw materials, and food pprices
tapers off, and as the post-control surge subsides. But get-ahead price
increases and catch-up wage increases are translating a lot of the one-
.shot food-fuel-comminioditv inflation into a new price-wage spiral.

Mr. Vice Chairman, you mentioned the nulllmbers that were given in
this morlnings papers. I thought the most chilling number was actually
that for the rise in unit labor costs in the second quarter. True, pro-
ductivity increased slightly, but unit labor costs rose so rapidly, the
most rapidly for any quarter since 1951, that we had a 13-percent rate
of increase in unit labor costs in the second quarter, and 9 percent in
manufacturing alone. And that is a very ominous figure.

Although the present 12 percent rates of inflation may have a soft
core, I now fear, especially in the light of these developments in the
second quarter, that we will find a hard core of cost-push inflation in
the 7 to 8 percent range next quarter. And that may well be on the
optimistic side.

Tlhe "old-time religion" of sky-high money costs and tight budgets
will be relatively ineffectual in taming inflation short of draconian
budget slashes, tax boosts and dangerously tight money. Here the
specter of 1969 and 1970 hausts us, when we tightened first the fiscal
and then the monetary screws, thereby generating a recession. And 6
percent unemployment did not prevent inflation from steadily worsen-
ing, until prices and wages were frozen in August of 1971.

Why the game plan that failed so miserably in 1969-71 should sud-
denly be resurrected and offered as our economic salvation in 1974-7.
is a mystery to me.

I don't want that misinterpreted, by the way. We have to exercise
restraint on both the fiscal and monetary side. But there is a very
great difference between restraint and strangling the economy.

I might note, by the way, that very careful econometric analyses bv
James Tobin in the most recent Brookinigs papers, and by Otto Eck-
stein in the publications of Data Resources, Inc., agree that if we
simply go the fiscal monetary route to squeeze out inflation, we would
have to endure unemployment of 8 percent for at least 2 years.

And in one of Tobin's scenarios it is much longer than that, or about
1980. to cut inflation back to a 4 percent rate.

Relying solely on moinetary-fiscal restraint, then, would condemn us
to deep and prolonged unemployment, huge losses of production,
profitsz and income, and financial crisis. And those are costs that a
democratic society won't and shouldn't tolerate.

Now. such costs will become more and more painfully evident this
summer and fall. The 1974 economic slump will be clearly revealed
for what it is. not an energy spasm. not a pause that refreshes, not a
reflection of supply shortages, but a corrosive stagnation born of a
short-fall in demand. The inventory overhang, as we now know froml
the startling revision of the 1973-74 inventory numbers, is more of a
threat than we thought. Shortages are diminishing as capacity grows
and production falls. Just bear in mind., a 98-percent drop in auto-
mobile sales in terms of the number of units. when you think of the
clhew-up of materials. is more than that. because they have lost more
of the large car sales than the small car sales. The sag in housing. the
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drop in new construction contracts, even the drop in new orders, all
add up to a big cutback in this chew-up of materials.

And underneath the veneer of high prices, high profits, and bulging
order books, I detect growing signs of softness. In talking with manu-
facturers-at least in our home State of Minnesota, Senator Hum-
phrey-I find that even though orders may not be canceled, some man-
ufacturers are being asked to hold up shipments for which their
customers were begging just a few months ago. They in turn are cut-
ting their forward material commitments. More and more find that
they have attained satisfactory inventory levels. So that is not the
source of demand we have had in the past. Anyone who has convinced
himself that this is simply a shortage economy, and speaks glibly of a
phantom recession, is missing the point.

Debate over the semantics and politics of recession merely diverts
attention from the real problem; namely, how far below output and
employment potentials we are going to drive the economy in our war
onl inflation?

I think the present course of policy is more likely to bring us, if
we stay on it, closer to 7 percent unemployment in 1975 than 6 per-
cent-that is, if we stick to as brutally tight a monetary policy as we
are now following.

Sustained stringency in fiscal and monetary policies, in addition to
its direct costs in jobs and output, will undermine some of our natural
defenses against inflation.

First, it will deny us the short-run productivity offsets to cost, in-
creases that we normally reap from a rising volume of sales and output.
The longer we stunt productivity growth by choking off recovery, the
more likely it is that slower productivity growth, and hence higher
unit costs, will be built into conventional price mark-ups.

Second, unswerving devotion to the "old-time religion" will worsen
the environment for the business capital spending and technological
advance that boosts productivity and capacity in the longer run. In-
vestment, innovation, and risk-taking thrive in an atmosphere of ex-
pansion and wither in stagnation. Current policy specially in the form
of hard-as-nails credit restraint, in its effort to throttle inflation, is
strangling recovery. This undermines the health of equity markets,
pushes money costs skyward, and threatens both profits and financial
stability.

In the face of this policy of calculated stagnation, no program of
tax gimmicks or special incentives will induce the high investment
needed to boost productivity, expand supplies, and ease price pressures.

What we need is not a hell-for-leather program to put the country
through the wringer in the misguided hope that we will squeeze the
inflationary water rather than the economic life blood out of it. In-
stead of a one-dimensional policy of throttling inflation by choking
off recovery; we need to take our blinders off and adopt a balanced and
comprehensive approach to the inflation problem.

What are the components of such an approach? First, counting not
just the benefits but the costs of sustained monetary-fiscal austerity,
we need to back off from this policy of excessive restraint to one of
more moderate restraint. Notice the word "restraint" still remains.

Second, recognizing the limitations of traditional monetary and
fiscal instruments of demand management, especially in the face of an
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inflation that is characterized by supply shortages and growing cost
pressures, policy needs to respond accordingly. Given the self-pro-
pelled nature of the renewed price-wage spiral, policy should seek to
restore an atmosphere in which an economic d6tente between business
and labor, on behalf of the consumer, might be possible.

This won't be easy after the botch the administration made of its
late lamented controls. But without some kind of a wage-price moni-
tor and a new set of wage-price guides, backed by powers of inquiry,
publicity, suspension, and in outrageous cases, even rollback, the out-
look for inserting a circuit breaker in this new round of cost-push
inflation will remain bleak.

Next, in the light of our traumatic experience with shortages and
bottlenecks in the past couple of years, we need to explore the poten-
tials of supply management ranging all the way from better informa-
tion devices like shortage alerts and prompt export reports or licensing
to the use of special financial aids-not in the form of new tax shel-
ters-and the milder form of credit rationing.

On that score, the rationing of credit by price alone is channeling
too much of our limited financial resources into speculation in inven-
tories, land, precious metals, and foreign exchange, to the detriment
of investment in productive capital. And as always, super-tight credit
is squeezing small business, housing, and State and local borrowers.
Both to curb inequities in the present allocation of credit and to curb
speculative uses in favor of productive uses of credit, Federal Reserve
policy should couple a gradual retreat from competitive tightness
with the use of more selective methods of making credit available.

By the way, one of the contributions this committee could make
would be a careful study of just what are the potentials of selective
restraints. There is a great deal of controversy, as you know, Mr. Vice
Chairman, in the economics profession about selective credit controls,
qualitative controls. W17e all know they have been advocated by Gov-
ernor Brimmer and by others. Some say that-the limited reach of the
Federal Reserve System and the fungibility of money put very sub-
stantial limits on those selective credit controls. This committee could
perform a very useful function in its study by a careful delineation
of what can and cannot be accomplished. It is extremely important to
distinguish between the various uses of credit and to restrain those
that really represent speculation and nonproductive investment.

And I think the Government should gradually phase out regulation
Q ceilings that shortchange the smaller saver and distort the flow
of financial resources.

A White House and Congress that are dead serious about fighting
inflation ought also at long last to take political risk-in terms of
stepping on the toes of articulate and well-heeled pressure groups-
to put an end to the laws, regulations, and practices that make Govern-
ment an accomplice in many cost-and-price propping actions.

If ever we had an opportunity where the country would be receptive
to this kind of change, it is right now. in the face of the severity of
the inflation problem. as the vice chairman stated it. I think it is high
time to change our anticompetitive methods of regulating transporta-
tion rates, and our inadequate antitrust enforcement. I hate to men-
tion it, but we ought to abolish fair trade or resale price maintenance,
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and the Davis-Bacon and Robinson-Patman Acts. We ought to elimi-
nate import quotas and many of the tariffs. and the Buy America Act.
These restrictions in the aggregate deny the American consumer sub-
stantial benefits in price and wagye moderation.

Third. and in manly ways the most neglected part of the discussion
of inflation these days, the fight against inflation has to be taken out
of the narrow framework of simply stamping out inflation at all costs,
and the devil take the hindmost. and put in a far broader perspective.
What we need to recognize is that the major damage inflicted by in-
flation. and particularly inflation arising in large part out of fuel and
fuel price explosions. is its distributional inequity. The 1973-74 in-
flation is different. Where inflationary pressures are generated by
vigorous monetary fiscal expansion that tightens job markets, the poor
tend to gain in increased job and income as much as or even more
than

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Heller. I am going to have to interrupt this
for a. minute. I am informed that I have an amendmient that I have
to speak on on the floor. I regret this very much. There are no two
economists that I would rather hear than von two. I am going to have
to leave for at least 20 minutes or a half hour, and perlhaps an hour.
I hope I can get back, because I have some questions that I am
extremely anxious to ask both of you. In the meantime, Senator Hum-
phrey will chair the hearing.

Mr. HELIER. Before you leave, Mr. Vice Chairman. may I urge
special attention to the last paragraph of my prepared statement,
which was written with your latest denunciation of tax cuts in mind.
I urge vour careful. considered, and specal attention to that paragraph.
I do not think I will persuade you. vyo understand. but I think vou
should be exposed to that cogent thinking.

Senator PROX-mInnE. There is no one who would be more likely to
persuade me on this subject than you, Mr. Heller. But I do not think
you will persuade me.

Mr. HELLER. I have made a good forecast for a change.
Senator Hu-niumirEpy [presiding]. Go right ahead. Mir. Heller.
1Mr. HELLER. What I was saying was that the 1973-74 inflation was

different from most United States inflations. Usually, inflation is ac-
companied by very tight labor markets, where lower income groups
tend to gain more in jobs and higher incomes than they lose in higher
prices. But this time around, runaway fuel and food prices eroded
their real incomes without any compensating benefits in jobs and
ear nings.

One of the ironies of today's inflation is that both the nature of the
price explosion and the nature of the weapons we are using to fight it
tend to discriminate against the lower income groups. They are the
victims of a double whammv.

Their vulnerability to unemployment and income loss in a slack
economy is well known. And apart from the usual built-in biases of
monetary policy, budget policy has been squeezing social programs
while enlarging defense outlays. So there again they are the victims
of policy. And tax policv. except for that minor relief that is now
tentatively approved by the Ways and iMeans Committee, shows far
too little concern about those who are being short-changed by inflation.

Now, a truly balanced attack on inflation would couple the restraints
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of fiscal and monetary policy with measures to redress the grievances
of inflation. Sore gencrous unemployment insurance anid a greatly
expanded public service jobs program are a vital necessity under a
policy which is "taking the cure" of unemployment and economic
slack for the disease of inflation. The vicious inroads of food and fuel
plice run-ups on the real income of lower income groups and wage
earners-the statistics on erosion of the real incomes of wage earners
and on declining relative incomes of blacks serve as disheartening
testimony on this score-call not only for more generous food stamp
and housing allowances but relief from payroll taxes for the working
poor and increases in personal income tax exemptions, standard deduc-
tions and low income allowances. And now I wvind up with that para-
graphi I commended to Senator Proxmire's attention.

It is particularly important to put this proposed tax relief program
in proper perspective.

First, wliat is contemplated is just a reduction of $6 to $8 billion
out of the total personal income and payroll tax revenue of $215
million.

Second. for the longer pull, such revenues could readily be made up
by a program of long overdue tax reform. and wmill in any event be
more than offset by inflation's impact on income tax revenlues.

I agree with whvbat Professor Duesenberry is going to say, that we
do need to run full employment surpluses. But, we are bound to get
those full-employment stuIpluses in part by the unhappy route of
inflation.

Third. as liberal critics need to be reminded, this carefully targeted
tax relief woild in itself be part and parcel of a program of fiscal and
social justice just as muich as a program of positive government out-
lays to the same groups. We tend to think of our social outlays only
in terms of positive government outlays and not in terms of negativ e
tax impact. And I think that. is a fallacy of incomplete projection.

Fourth. as conservatives need to be reminded, most of the tax benefit
would not pour gasoline on the raging fires of inflation, but rather
serve as a nol rish ment for a sagging economy characterized by increas-
ing slack and wideninir areas of excess capacity.

And in that connection. by the way. I do suggest that an objective
study by this committee mnatching the spending patterns of the bene-
ficiaries of such tax relief, with the patterns of supply, that is. where
there are shortages and where there, is excess capacity, in the areas
where the money will be spent, would substitute reason for emotion
on this issue.

Thank Von.
Senator ̀ -TuITfrvirn]-. Thank Von very much. AMr. Heller.
[The prepared statement of Afr. Heller follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER W. ITELLER

In addition to the customary review of economic developments and policy.
Senator Proxmire has asked for suggestions on aspects of the inflation problem
that the Joint Economic Committee should examine in response to the Sennte
resolution instructing it to undertake an emergency study of the state of the
economy with special reference to inflation. I will open with a list of such
surmestions and continue with a statement of my own conclusions and con-
victions concerning the handling of the inflation problem in the light of the
steadily worsening outlook for economic recovery.
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At the outset, let me say that, with or without a Senate (and House) reso-
lution, it is high time for the kind of sober and balanced analysis that the
Joint Economic Committee can bring to the inflation problem. We are currently
in the grip of an inflation psychosis. In a recent survey, 87% of the public
list inflation as their number one concern. In the face of our dangerous double-
digit inflation and given our almost traumatic state of mind about it, we run
substantial risks of over-reacting, of practicing one-dimensional economics that
counts-or over-counts-the benefits of tight money and budget austerity without
weighing the costs. A judicious inquiry by your Committee can help us main-
tain a balanced perspective on the problem. It can help us avoid that worst of
all words: Selling our soul-full employment and fair sharing of benefits and
burdens-to that devil, inflation, and not getting deliverance in the bargain.

In the process of its investigation, the Committee will face an agenda of un-
relentingly hard questions. Let me list some of the major ones, together with
occasional suggestions as to where the answers seem to lie.

An obvious starting point of the inquiry would be to sort out the causes of our
current inflation, attempting particularly to distinguish between the endemic
and epidemic aspects of the problem. The particular causes of the 1973-74 infla-
tion will tell us at least something about the appropriate cures. If inflation today
is really in large part the lingering legacy of excess domestic demand, a policy of
super tight money and budget restraint is more appropriate than if, as I sus-
pect, much of it has a one-shot character associated with food, fuel, and raw
commodity price explosions. This is not to say that understanding how the infla-
tion genie got out of the bottle will tell us how to put him back in. In particular,
the Committee will want to determine how much of the one-shot inflation is
being built into the fabric of the cost and price structure through the gathering
momentum of a new price-wage spiral.

As already implied, a closely related question is whether inflation will succumb
to the pressure of tight money and austere fiscal policy. Here, the spectre of
1969-71 haunts us. Tightening first the fiscal and then the monetary screws,
thereby generating a recession and 6% unemployment. did not prevent inflation
from steadily worsening until prices and wages were frozen. Careful econometric
analyses by James Tobin (in the most Brookings Papers on Economic Activity)
and by Otto Eckstein (in publications of Data Resources, Inc.) identify the
heavy price we would have to pay for "staying the long course." Eckstein esti-
mates that we would have to endure unemployment of 8% for at least two years
to cut inflation back to a 4% rate if we rely solely on monetary and fiscal
restraint. He rightly dubs this "overkill" and concludes that " the financial system
would collapse before we cracked inflation."

Since a large part of the damage done by inflation is distributional-inequities
between those on fixed and those on responsive incomes, between the poor who
spend a high percentage of their income on food, fuel, and housing, and the well-
to-do for whom such outlays are proportionately much smaller, and so on-an
important part of the Committee's inquiry should focus on who gains and who
loses from inflation (for which the study by G. L. Bach in the July/August 1974
Challenge is a good point of departure). But two caveats are in order:

The 1973-74 inflation is different. Where inflationary pressures are gen-
erated by vigorous monetary-fiscal expansion that tighten job markets, the
poor tend to gain in increased jops and income as much as, or even more
than, they lose through higher prices. But this time around, runaway food
and fuel prices eroded their real incomes without any compensating benefits
in jobs and earnings.

The inquiry must extend beyond the costs inflicted by inflation itself to
the costs implicit in a policy of fiscal-monetary austerity to combat it. The
evidence may well show that certain groups-especially in the lower income
and wage-earning categories-are hit by a double whammy in this process.

Accompanying the analysis of distributional questions should be a parallel
appraisal of the damages and costs of inflation balanced against the damages and
costs of a more and more openly avowed policy of induced economic slack and
torpor to check inflation. The costs of this policy in terms of ouput, jobs, pro-
ductivity, profits, and financial stability are potentially huge. No one in the Ad-
ministration seems to doubt that the game is worth the gamble. But many critics,
myself included, feel that in their efforts to throttle inflation, they will strangle
recovery, endanger financial stability, and retard the capital spending and pro-
ductivity advances that promise longer-run relief from intense price pressures
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and shortages. Who is right? The country will be looking to the Joint Economic
Committee for the answer.

In seeking that answer, the Committee will also have to judge whether the
Administration is right in dismissing the current slump as an "energy spasm"
or shortage phenomenon rather than a reflection of inadequate demand. In my
view, the combination of contractionary monetary and fiscal policy and the
demand-deflating effect of skyrocketing oil prices supports the latter explalla-
tion-and this will be increasingly so as Federal Reserve policy squeezes demand
even harder. Given the sharp upward revision in the statistics on inventory
accumulation and, with a few notable exceptions, diminishing evidence of short-
ages, deficiencies of demand and growing excess capacity will become increaisugly
evident. Debate over the politics and semantics of "recession" merely divert at-
tention from the real problem, namely, how far below our output and employment
potential are we going to drive the economy in the course of our war on
inflation?

This leads directly to a series of policy questions on which the Committee
inquiry can shed important light:

Since policy for the "new inflation" cannot limit itself to demand
management, the Committee's study can make an important contribution
by appraising the possibilities of supply management, ranging from better
information devices to means of anticipating and averting.

An objective evaluation of the possibilities of selective credit policies is
also very much in order. Given the inequity of present credit restraints and
their failure to distinguish between productive and speculative investment,
one needs to take a hard look at policies that go beyond reliance on high
prices to ration credit. Given the fungibility of money, what steps can the
Federal Reserve Board take to help on this score?

On the wage-price front, any light the Committee could shed on two basic
questions would be most helpful. The first is that hardy perennial: Where is
competition a good policeman, and where is a government presence needed
to counteract the excess market power of key unions and big business and
make them behave in a more competitive way? Second, what are the possi-
bilities of economic detente between business and labor? 'In the absence of
any White House attempts (and ability) to bring about some kind of an
economic disarmament agreement, Congress should develop an agenda that
might lead to a mutual de-escalation of labor and management demands.

Various proposals for tax relief such as boosting income tax exemptions,
converting such exemptions into tax credits, and exempting the working poor
from payroll taxes would clearly serve the ends of equity, but are opposed
on grounds that they would worsen inflation. An objective study matching the
spending patterns of the beneficiaries of such tax relief with the patterns
of supply-shortage versus excess capacity-in the areas where the money
will be spent would substitute reason for emotion on this issue.

Let me turn now to ome observations on anti-inflation policies and their costs
in the light of current economic prospects.

There is no quicK fix for inflation in 1974. WVe can look for some ebbing as the
run-up in fuel, raw materials, and food prices tapers off and as the post-controls
surge subsides. But get-ahead price increases and catch-up wage increases are
translating a lot of the one-shot food-fuel-commodity inflation into a new price-
wage spiral.

The old-time religion of sky-high money costs and tight budgets will be rela-
tively ineffectual in taming inflation, short of draconian budget slashes, tax
boosts and dangerously tight money. Such measures would condemn us to deep and
prolonged unemployment and losses of production, profits, and income-costs that
a democratic society will not and should not tolerate.

Such costs will become more and more painfully evident this summer and fall.
The economic slump will be clearly revealed for what it is: not an "energy
spasm," not a pause that refreshes, not a reflection of supply shortages, but a cor-
rosive stagnation born of a short-fall in demand.

In addition to the direct costs in jobs and output, sustained stringency in
fiscal and monetary policy will undermine some of our natural defenses against
inflation. First, it will deny us the short-run productivity offsets to rising costs
that we normally reap from a rising volume of sales and output. The combina-
tion of accelerating wage boosts and lagging productivity will build more cost-
push resistance to the downward pressures of lagging demand. The longer we
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stunt productivity growth by choking off recovery, the more likely it is that
slower productivity growth and hence higher unit costs will be built into conl-
ventional price mark-ups.

Second, unswerving devotion to "the old-time religion" xvill worsen the envi-
ronnient for the business capital spending and technological advance that boost
productivity and capacity in the longer run. Investment, innovation, and risk-
taking thrive in an atmosphere of expansion and wither in stagnation. Current
policy-especially in the form of hard-as-nails credit restraint-underminies the
healthl of equity markets, pushes money costs skyward, and threatens both
profitability and financial stability. In the face of this policy of calculated stag-
nation, 110 program of tax gimmicks or special incentives will induce the high
investment needed to boost productivity, expand supplies, and ease price
pressures.

What wve need now is not a Hell-for-leather program to put the country through
the wringer in the misguided hope that we will squeeze the inflationary water
rather than the economic lifeblood out of it. Instead of a one-dimensional policy
of throttling inflation by choking off recovery, wve need to take our blinders off
and adopt a balanced and comprehensive approach to the inflation problem.

First, counting not just the benefits but the costs of sustained monetary-fiscal
austerity, we need to move from excessive to moderate restraint.

Second, recognizing the limitations of the traditional monetary and fiscal
instruments of demand management in the face of an inflation characterized
by supply shortages and growing cost pressures, policy needs to respond
accordingly:

Given the self-propelling nature of the renewed price-wage spiral, policy
should seek 'to restore an atmosphere in wvhich an economic detent between
business and labor-on behalf of the consumer-might be possible. This
won't be easy after the botch the Administration made of its late lamented
controls. But without some kind of a wage-price monitor and a new set
of wage-price guides-backed by powers of inquiry, publicity, suspension,
and (in outrageous cases) even rollback-the outlook for inserting a circuit-
breaker in the new round of cost-push inflation will remain bleak.

In the light of our traumatic experience with shortages and bottlenecks
in the past couple of years, we need to explore the potential of supply
management ranging all the way from better information devices like
shortage alerts and prompt export reports or licensing to the use of special
financial aids (not in the form of new tax shelters) and the milder forms
of credit rationing.

Rationing of credit by price alone is channeling too much of our limited
financial resources into speculation in inventories, land, precious metals,
and foreign exchange to the detriment of investment in productive capital.
And, as always, a super-tight credit is squeezing small business, housing,
and state and local borrowers. Both to curb inequities in the present allo-
cation of credit and to curb speculative in favor of productive uses of credit,
Federal Reserve policy should couple a gradual retreat from excessive
tightness with the use of more selective methods of making credit avail-
able, together with a gradual phasing-out of the Regulation Q ceilings that
short-change the smaller saver and distort the flow of financial resources.

A White House and Congress that are dead serious about fighting inflation
ought at long last to take the political risk-in terms of stepping on the
toes of articulate and well-heeled pressure groups-to put an end to the
laws, regulations, and practices that make government an accomplice in
ninny cost- and price-propping actions. Running from anti-competitive regu-
lation of transportation rates and inadequate anti-trust enforcement to
resale price maintenance and Davis-Bacon and Robinson-Patman Acts and
embracing import quotas and many tariffs and the Buy-America Act, to
name but a few-these restrictions in the aggregate deny the American
consumer substantial benefits in price and wage moderation.

Third, the fight against inflation has to be taken out of the narrow framework
of stamping out inflation at all costs-and the devil take the hindmost-and put
in a far broader perspective. What we need to recognize is that the major
damage inflicted by inflation-and particularly an inflation arising in large
part out of a food and fuel price explosion-is its distributional inequity.
Coupled with this is a sense of grievance and alienation, an undermining of
morale and social cohesion that may be inflation's greatest cost. One of the
ironies of today's inflation is that both the nature of the price explosion and
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the nature of the weaponls we are using to fight it tend to discriminate against
the lower and middle income groups. Apart from the usual built-in biases of
monetary policy, budget policy has been squeezing social programs while enllarg-
ing defense outlays. And tax policy-except for the minor relief to low income
groups tentatively approved by the Ways and 'Means Committee-shows far too
little concern about those who are being short-changed by inflation. A truly
balanced attack on inflation would couple the restraints of fiscal and monetary
policy with measures to redress the grievances of inflation:

More generous unemployment insurance and a greatly expanded public
service jobs program are a vital necessity under a lpolicy which is taking the

ncure' of unemployment and economic slack for the disease of inflation.
The vicious inroads of food and fuel price run-lups on the real income of

lower income groups and wage earners-the statistics oil erosion of tile real
incomes of wage earners and the relative incomes of blacks serve as dis-
heartening testimony on this score-call not only for more generous food
stamp and housing allowances but relief from payroll taxes for the working
poor and increases in personal income tax exemptions, standard dedumtions
,and low income allowances.

It is particularly important to put the proposed tax relief program in
proper perspective. First, it contemplates a reduction of $6 to $S billion out
of total personal income and payroll tax revenue of $215 billion. Second. for
the longer pull, such revenues can readily be niade llp by a prograni of long
overdue tax reform and will, in any event, be more than offset by iflation's
impact on income tax revenues. Third, as liberal critics need to lie reminded,
this carefully targeted tax relief would in itself lie part and parcel of a
program of fiscal and social justice just as much as a program of positive
government outlays to the same groups. Fourth, as conservatives need to be
reminded, most of the tax benefit would not pour gasoline on the raging
fires of iiflation but rather be fed into a sagging economy characterized by
increasing slack and widening areas of excess capacity.

Senator HUM3PHREY. Mr. Heller, I have a few questions here which
wvere to have been asked by Senator Proxumire -which I will ask.

I avant to make note of your fine commentary in the final part of
your prepared statement. As you know, there was an effort made here
in the Congress to do something about the tax reduction, and some tax
reform. We ran into an immovable object, so to speak, in the formi of
a filibuster for a wvhile, and frankly. we were unable to get the votes
that we, needed, because the old time religion seems to have quite a few
followers, even in a Congress that is supposed to be a rather liberal
orientation.

I do think that the points that you have made here need to be
constantly reemphasized. We had studies made by the Joint Economic
Committee and the Consumer Economics Subcommittee of this com-
mittee, good substantive studies, showing that insofar as any real infla-
tionary impact of the tax cut for the lower and middle income
brackets, it would be negligible, or insignificant, but that the impact
of the tax cut could do a great deal to stimulate the economy, and to
get it back into production.

Some of us believe that there is a recession. But this has not as yet
reached what I would call official circuits. The recession is ignored as
an economic fact.

Let me just put it directly to you. Do you believe that we are at
this time in some stage of recession?

Mr. HELLER. At the very least we are in a growth recession. And
while Geoffrey Moore of the National Bureau of Economic Research,
who is the anointed authority on this subject, is not yet willing to call
this officially a recession by the National Bureau's standards. looking
at it from the standpoint of what the policy responses should be, we
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are in a recession. And as I stressed in my prepared statement, I
really do not think that the argument should be about the semantics
and the politics of recession. The argument should be about how far
we are going to fall below our economic potential. -It seems to me that
if our economic potential grows at, say, 4 percent a year, and we hold
steady or grow at one-half of 1 percent, as forecasts now suggest, for
several quarters in a row, the consequences for policy are the same
whether or not we call that a recession. And so I hope the debate is
going to get off the question of label and onto the question of shortfall
from our potential and its consequences.

Senator HumirREY. Mr. Heller, I have just been informed that
the vice chairman has proposed that we proceed with Mr. Duesenberry
before we have additional questions. We will do that, and then 'Senator
Percy and I will question.

Mr. Duesenberry, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JAMES S. DUESENBERRY, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Mr. DUESENBERRY. It may be an ill omen that I am here. I notice
that the first time I testified here was in 1958, and I always seem to
arrive in the midst of some disastrous problems.

I do not want to take time to go on about how important it is to
control inflation except to emphasize two points. First, our problem
now is that we have had accelerating inflation for almost a decade.
And I think the emphasis wants to be on the word "acceleration."
I think it is pretty clear that we cannot continue to have inflation
going at higher and higher rates each year, because there is so much
inequity in it that the public will eventually support the most drastic
measures to bring it to a halt, and second, because an accelerating
inflation in itself causes instability in our economy that could bring
about a recession or even worse.

But I think one wants to distinguish between bringing a halt to the
acceleration of the rate of inflation and trying to bring inflation itself
to an early halt.

I believe that we cannot get inflation down to 4 percent in 2 years.
'I think we have to dig in to working it down gradually for a rela-
tively long time. And our policy should be directed toward producing
enough deceleration so that we have some margin of safety against
an unexpected surge of demand or some more bad luck, given raw
materials and food prices, or something like that, but I do not think
we should be aiming for a quick end to inflation, but rather for a
gradual slowdown.

Now, there are many people who feel that we should take drastic
measures to end inflation quickly. They propose large reductions in
Federal spending, tax increases, and severe restraint on the monev
supply. If the present inflation were the result of widespread excess
demand, whether generated by private demand or public spending,
those increases might be appropriate. But it is not. It is true that there
are capacity shortages in some industries. It is true that demand grew
too rapidly from mid-1971 to early 1973. But neither capacity short-
ages nor rapid demand growth played the dominant role in the most
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recent acceleration of inflation. The increases in the prices of food and
fuel were not due to changes in aggregate demand. Much of the in-
cease in raw material prices was due to the expansion of demand in
other countries, though the United States certainly contributed. De-
valuation was also a factor. In any case, whatever the cause, excess
demand is not the problem at the moment. Most forecasters agree that
the rate of growth of real output for the next 12 months will be very
slow. Capacity utilization is likely to decline even in the materials
processing industries where there are still shortages. Unemployment
is expected to rise to the neighborhood of 6 percent. Nonetheless,
inflation is expected to continue at a rapid rate. Earlier increases in
materials prices are still being passed through the system. Labor is
demanding and obtaining large wage increases in an effort to make
up for cost of living increases. A rise of 71/2 percent in the GNP de-
flator and more in the CPI are expected for the next 12 months and
that may be optimistic.

A rapid inflation without excess demand poses a policy dilemma. It
will not be easy to find the right course of action. But certainly we
ought to begin our search for wisdom by recognizing that this infla-
tion is not primarily due to profligate spending or excessive money
creation either now or in the past. If the budget had been a little
smaller or the rate of monetary growth had been a little lower in
1972, the rate of growth of output would have been lower. That would
have removed only one of the many causes of the step-up in the rate of
inflation. Given the rise in food and fuel prices the step-up in inflation
could only have been avoided by reducing other prices. To bring that
about would have required a very substantial contraction in total
demand and widespread unemployment.

Some people are prepared to argue that there is no other way to
escape the cycle of price increases leading to wage increases, wage
increases leading to price increases and so on. They are prepared to
take strong measures to restrict demand in order to halt the spiral
quickly. U~nfortunately, the drastic measures proposed by some are
likely either to fail or to produce a cure that is worse than the disease.

In the present circumstances budget cuts or tax increases would
surely bring on a substantial recession which left to itself would last
for a considerable time. A major recession would certainly tend to
check inflation, but what next? Three outcomes are possible. The pub-
lic in its zeal for inflation control-the 8 percent for 2 years that
Walter Heller just referred to-might tolerate a major recession for a
couple of years, and policymakers might engineer a gradual recovery
with no renewal of inflationary pressures. That strikes me as the least
likely possibility. Our experience suggests that recessions and high
unemployment are no more popular than inflation. A few months of
recession are likely to produce a shift toward expansionary policy and
a new surge of demand which would cancel the anti-inflationary effects
of the recession. A third possibility is that a severe recession would
turn into a major depression. Many firms and financial institutions are
now in much weaker positions than in 1958. They have far less liquidity
and much more debt. A major recession could produce bankruptcies
and financial panic which would lead to reductions in both investment
and consumer expenditures. These could not quickly be offset by fiscal
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policy measures. The odds of success are too small, and the costs of
failure too great to justify a drastic "cold turkey" approach to curing
inflation.

Now, other people rely on trying to grind down inflation by using
a formula for monetary growth and simply holding that brake in a
fixed position until the inflation is licked.

Some monetary theorists argue that regardless of what happens to
food prices, oil prices, or other specific prices, the underlying cause of
inflation is monetary accommodation. If there is a surge of demand,
originating in fiscal policy or in the private sector, the Fed lets interest
rates go up a bit but also raised money growth to partially accommo-
date increased demand. If the rise in real demand leads to rising
prices, the Fed accommodates that too. If Murphy's law works and
supply changes lead to price increases, the Fed gives way again. On
this view the only way to limit inflation is to limit the growth of the
money supply. There will then be-in spite of some give in velocity-
an upper limit to the growth of money demand. If there is a lot of
inflation the rate of real growth will be low and that will check the
inflation. That is a perfectly logical position, and there is a great deal
of truth in it.

But there are a number of difficulties in the use of a monetary limit
as the primary basis for inflation control. First, we do not really know
what rate of growth of money supply will produce a specified rate of
growth of money demand. Estimates of the response of GNP-other
things equal-vary widely. Other factors besides monetary growth do
affect GNP so other things are not going to be equal. To put it another
way, annual changes in velocity vary widely and we do not have fully
satisfactory explanations of the change.

Finally, there is uncertainty about the definition of money. Are
NOW accounts money or not? In an era of high interest rates, sub-
stitutes for money may proliferate.

Second, even if we did have a more or less satisfactory estimate
of the appropriate trend of growth in the money stock, sole reliance
on adherence to that trend could produce very unsatisfactory results.
Inflationary pressures from other sources working against a limited
money supply might first drive up interest rates and velocity, permit-
ting the inflation to continue for a considerable time and then, when
velocity reached its limit, lead to a monetary crunch. Then we would
either give up the monetary limit or face a financial panic.

Now, those remarks are cast in slightly academic terms. But they
seem to have a fairly immediate application.

If I read the Times the other day correctly. Arthur Burns stated
that he believed that the Federal Reserve should hold to a 6-percent
rate of growth of the money supply for, as far as I could tell, an
indefinite period until the inflation was clearly beaten. I do not want
to misquote him, but I think that is the sense of it. It seems to me
that that represented something very close to the doctrine I have just
mentioned. And while I do believe that we have to be very cautious
about the expansion of the money supply, I feel that there is con-
siderable danger in the attitude or rigidly holding to a fixed growth
rate.

The calculations by Professor Tobin that Walter Heller referred to
a few minutes ago suggest that probably in an economy in which we
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really need something like 10-percent growth in nominal GNP for aminimal rate of real GNP, that we probably need a growth in themoney supply of something in the order of 71/2 percent. Now, as Ihave already said, the science in this math is very limited. And it mayvery well turn out, given the very fast rise in interest rates in the'past few months, that people will economize on money. Perhaps a6-percent growth will be sufficient to allow interest rates to recede.But in the present circumstances, I think it would be a mistake toguide monetary policy so rigidly on a monetary growth target as Ithought Auther Burns was suggesting. So I may not be quoting himaccurately.
The essence of it is that a monetary limit low enough to choke offinflation when demand pressures are strong would starve the economyfor money when demand pressures are weak.
I believe there is no simple formula for controlling inflation on thedemand side, and I am driven to conclude that the gradualist approachto control of demand is the right one even though it does not promisequick or sure results. What I shall call the gradualist approach seeksto limit demand just enough to bring about a slow deceleration ofinflation without a recession or a great rise in unemployment.
.The gradualist approach calls for: (1) a period of slow growthwith rising unemployment and declining capacity utilization duringthe next year; and (2) a modulation toward a rate of growth some-what higher than the rate of growth of potential output which Wouldlead to a very gradual reduction of the unemployment rate. The theoryis that in the first phase new capacity in the materials processingindustries would get a chance to catch up with demand. Unemploy-ment would rise as a byproduct of the low rate of growth. Higherrates of unemployment would moderate the wage pressures generatedby cost of living increases. Nonetheless. large wavnge increases wouldcontinue so that the rate of inflation would diminish very gradually.To be successful the gradualist program requires that the fiscal andmonetary policy be conducted in such a way as to avoid any new surgesof demand which could generate inflationary pressures.More concretely, my view is that the gradualist approach impliesthat, one, the current administration budget proposals are aboutright-and I am going to say something later about the compositionas between expenditures and taxes and within the expenditure com-ponents. But just in terms of the level of surplus and deficit, I do notfeel that a drastic change in either direction is needed at this point,although I am open to being convinced if the economy becomes softerthan the 2-percent rate of growth which I mentioned above.
Second, for reasons which I will come to in a moment, new expendi-ture initiatives affecting future years be severely limited in view ofthe strong demand for capital.
And third-and this brings me back to the monetary point. If Wehave the kind of budgetary level that I suggested, there should' beroom for a significant decline in short-term interest rates to permita recovery of housing production. And that would be the first step inproducing that gradual modulation for the higher rate of growth aftera period of very slow growth.
Now, looking a little bit further ahead, but perhaps it is relevantnow, making fiscal and monetary policy always involves taking risks.
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The art of forecasting is just not very good. And so we are very ofteR

faced with a situation in which we know that if we pursue a policy

which is sure to avoid recession, we then have to take a substantial

risk that the rate of growth will be too high. And on the other hand,

if we pursue a policy which insures that the rate of growth will not

be too high, then it may turn out to be too low and we will have a

recession.
I think that the economists like Walter Heller and me for many

years have always had a very strong resistance to taking anything

which we regard as a significant risk of recession.
I think that in the coming years, until we have had a real slowdown

in the rate of inflation, we are going to have to switch our attitudes

toward risktaking and take a somewhat higher risk of recession in

order to avoid the surges of demand. And I am very sorry to say that,

but I think that is true at this point.
Now, let me return to the point that I believe we have to be very

cautious about new initiatives in the expenditure field.
My colleague, Barry Bosworth, and I have nearly completed a study

for the Brookings Institution in which we have estimated U.S. capital

requirements to 1980. Taking account of our needs for plant and equip-

ment, new energy sources, housing, pollution abatement, and mass

transit, we conclude that it will be necessary to maintain a substantial

full-employment surplus for the next few years if these needs are to

be met. Moreover, the existing commitments in the Federal budget

will absorb most of the revenues to be expected from economic growth,

even including the extra revenue that comes from the fact of inflation.

There is, therefore, little room for new expenditure initiatives or tax

reductions in the next few years. If we maintain fiscal restraint at the

level I have suggested, then I think we should have some movement

in monetary policy toward a decline in short rate.
Now, I -agree with Walter Heller that fiscal and monetary measures

are not sufficient to solve our inflation problems. We do need other

measures. Those measures are a necessary condition, but they are not

a sufficient condition. And I think my list is somewhat similar to

Walter Heller's. I believe we need to do something on the price and
wage front. Market power is a reality. And price-and-wage increases

are not required by supply and demand considerations.
In the present situation with so many capacity problems and so many

distortions in the wage structure I cannot recommend a return to

mandatory wage-and-price controls. Nonetheless, I think we ought to

maintain some surveillance over market power. We should have a

mechanism for monitoring wage and price changes by big firms and

-big unions. Controls pose all sorts of difficulties but it never does any-

body any harm to have to account for his actions. Public review of
Imajor wage and price increases should be reinstituted. It will not be a
rmajor factor but it will cut off some certified outrages and will be well
worth Cthe cost.

Second, we should be looking at the cost and productivity problems
of particular industries, especially the health and construction indus-

tries. The Government pays for a lot of the output of those industries
and should take some responsibility for them.

Third, the Government should examine its own activities in the areas
din iwhich it regulates or directly influences prices. Walter Heller gave
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you a list of some suggestions. And I might a mind you that iii the
1967 Economic Report there was a whole chapter which went through
a list of actions which the Government could take to put its own house
in order. And I rcommend it to you.

Fourth, our labor markets could certainly be improved. There are
many opportunities for improving the operation of the employment
service in the simple task of matching workers with job opportunities
to reduce vacancies, turnovers, and frictional unemployment. Beyond
that there appears to be something fundamentally wrong with the
transition between school and work for many of our young people,
particularly those who do not go to college. I have no panacea to
offer, but the Congress should be prepared to fund generously experi-
mental programs for building bridges between school and work and
for providing continuing educational opportunity for those who do
not go to regular colleges.

Finally, if we accept the necessity for containing demand and for
living with a relatively high unemployment rate for a time, we will
need to expand training programs and have some form of public
employment. I think we have to proceed on an experimental basis.
I think it is not easy to design a public-employment program which
will be really helpful to the people who need it, and simply turning
on a million public-service jobs and letting it go at that will not do
you much good. It has to be geared to training programs and to the
problems of different types of individuals and their long-term occu-
pational needs.

Now, I am here departing from my statement, because I could not
get this done in time. I turn to the budget and tax question again. I
suggest that the level of surplus, if you measure it on a full employ-
ment basis, or a deficit on an actual basis, in the budget is more or
less right. But I think there is room for expenditure cuts in some par-
ticular places. And I think the Congress should examine the Defense
budget very carefully. And if it can find room there to do something
about it, I think there is also room for tax reform. If we can obtain
some revenue from tax reform, and if we can make some cuts in
budgets, then I think it would be extremely helpful to make a reduc-
tion for low-income people, possibly in the form of some change in
the social security tax, but in any case, in such a form that would
put more into the pay envelopes of workers. And I think that would
be important not only from an equity point of view, but also from a
point of view of slowing down inflation, because much of the pres-
sure for wage increases comes not from a calculation of what the gross
wage rate is adjusted for the cost of living. but on what is the real
value of what is actually in that paycheck. And if you can make the
paycheck a little bigger by a tax reduction, you will reduce some of
the pressures for wage increases.

But I can only recommend that if the resources for it are obtained
from tax reforms or reductions in some other categories of budget
expenditures.

Now, if the forecasts change and we move toward a softer economy,
then it is possible that there may be room for it. But at the moment
I would prefer to hold to the budget level and provide the room for
easing monetary policy before I came to a net tax reduction, unless
it were financed in the manner I suggested.
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And finally, the committee has asked about the credit allocation.
And I think I have probably taken up my time, so I will be very brief,
and simply say that most of the credit allocation proposals that I have
seen will turn out to have relatively little net effect, and will probably
damage our financial system, by diverting funds out of the sectors
of the financial system which are now well regulated and well super-
vised, and into unsupervised channels.

I think if we really want to make room for social program expendi-
tures, what we need is a fiscal policy which provides room for them
in a national budget consistent with our overall employment objec-
tives, and then while there are various things that we can do to im-
prove the operation of our financial markets, I think the need for
specific credit allocation will go away.

But I -will be glad to respond to the questions in detail on thase
points.

Thank you.
Senator PROX-MIRE [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. Duesen-

berry.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Duesenberry follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES S. DUESENrBERRY

I first testified before the Joint Economic Committee in February, 1958. At
that time we were all fearful that the recession could turn into a real depression.
In the intervening years recessions have not been our problem. For a decade the
rate of inflation has been accelerating in this country and in most industrial
countries. The process cannot go on indefinitely. Accelerating inflation causes
all sorts of social friction because some people gain and some lose. The losers
are justifiably angry and frustrated. It endangers the existence of firms and
financial institutions, which cannot change prices readily or quickly adjust exist-
ing contracts. At the same time some firms and individuals are led to make com-
mitments which can only be justified if inflation continues or continues to ac-
celerate. If inflation continues to accelerate there will be increasing public
demand for drastic action to bring it to a halt and the cost of disinflation will
become progressively greater. To permit a further acceleration in the rate of
inflation is to risk a major depression.

It is less important to bring the rate of inflation down rapidly. Even a very
gradual deceleration would permit everyone to adjust and would take the profit
out of gambling on rising rates of inflation. But we need to exert enough down-
ward pressure on the rate of inflation to be sure that some miscalculation or piece
of bad luck does not cause a renewed acceleration.

I shall comment very briefly on the causes of the present inflation and on the
short term outlook before turning to a discussion of fiscal and monetary strategy
for containing inflation. I shall then raise some questions about other types of
policy for dealing with inflation and unemployment. Finally, I have a few com-
ments on the problems of credit allocation.

There is no quick safe cure for inflation. Some people feel that we should take
drastic measures to end inflation quickly. They propose large reductions in
Federal spending, tax increases, and severe restraints on the money supply. If
the present inflation were the result of widespread excess demand, whether gen-
erated by private demand or public spending, those increases might be appro-
priate. But it is not. It is true that there are capacity shortages in some
industries. It is true that demand grew too rapidly from mid-1971 to early 1973.
But neither capacity shortages nor rapid demand growth played the dominant
role in the most recent acceleration of inflation. The increase in the prices of
food and fuel were not due to changes in aggregate demand. Much of the increases
in raw material prices was due to the expansion of demand in other countries,
though the U.S. certainly contributed. Devaluation was also a factor. In any
case, whatever the cause, excess demand is not the problem at the moment. Most
forecasters agree that the rate of growth of real output for the next twelve
months will be very slow. Capacity utilization is likely to decline even in the
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materials processing industries where there are still shortages. Unemployment
is expected to rise to the neighborhood of 6%. Nonetheless inflation is expected
to continue at a rapid rate. Earlier increases in an effort to make up for cost
of living increases. A rise of 7Y2% in the GNIP deflator and more in the CPI
are expected for the next twelve months and that may be optimistic.

A rapid inflation without excess demand poses a policy dilemna. It will not
be easy to find the right course of action. But certainly we ought to begin our
search for wisdom by recognizing that this inflation is not primarily due to
profligate spending or excessive money creation either now or in the past. If the
budget had been a little smaller or the rate of monetary growth had been a
little lower in 1972, the rate of growth of output would have been lower. That
would have removed only one of the many causes of the step up in the rate of
iniitation. Given the rise in food and fuel prices the step up in inflation could
only have been avoided by reducing other prices. To bring that about would have
required a very substantial contraction in total demand and widespread un-
employment.

Some people are prepared to argue that there is no other way to escape the
cycle of price increases leading to wage increases, wage increases leading to
price increases and so on. They are prepared to take strong measures to restrict
demand in order to halt the spiral quickly. Unfortunately, the drastic measures
proposed by some are likely either to fail or to produce a cure that is worse
than the disease.

In the present circumstances budget cuts or tax increases would surely bring
on a substantial recession which left to itself would last for a considerable
time. A major recession would certainly tend to check inflation, but what next?
Three outcomes are possible. The public in its zeal for inflation control might
tolerate a major recession for a couple of years, and policy makers might engi-
neer a gradual recovery with no renewal of inflationary pressures. That strikes
me as the least likely possibility. Our experience suggests that recessions and
high unemployment are no more popular than inflation. A few months of
recession are likely to produce a shift toward expansionary policy and a new
surge of demand which would cancel the anti-inflationary effects of the recession.
A third possibility is that a severe recession would turn into a major depression.
Many firms and financial institutions are now in much weaker positions than
in 195S. They have far less liquidity and much more debt. A major recession
could produce bankruptcies and financial panic which would lead to reductions
in both investment and consumer expenditures. These could not quickly be
offset by fiscal policy measures. The odds of success are too small, and the costs
of failure too great to justify a drastic "cold turkey" approach to curbing
inflation.

There is no automatic monetary formula for insuring prosperity without
inflation. Some monetary theorists argue that regardless of what happens to food
prices, oil prices, or other specific prices, the underlying cause of inflation is
monetary accommodation. If there is a surge of demand, originating in fiscal
policy or in the private sector, the Fed lets interest rates go up a bit but also
raised money growth to partially accommodate increased demand. If the rise
in real demand leads to rising prices, the Fed accommodates that too. If
Murphy's law works and supply changes lead to price increases, the Fed gives
way again. On this view the only way to limit inflation is to limit the growth
of the money supply. There will then be-in spite of some give in velocity-an
upper limit to the growth of money demand. If there is a lot of inflation the
rate of real growth will be low and that will check the inflation.

That is true, but there are a number of difficulties in the use of a monetary
limit as the primary basis for inflation control. First, we don't really know
what rate of growth of money supply will produce a specified rate of growth of
money demand. Estimates of the response of GNP (other things equal) vary
widely. Other factors besides monetary growth do affect GNP so other things
aren't going to be equal. To put it another way, annual changes in velocity
vary widely and we do not have fully satisfactory explanations of the change.
Finally, there is uncertainty 'about the definition of money. Are NOW accounts
money or not? In an era of high interest rates, substitutes for money may
proliferate.

Second, even if we did have a more or less satisfactory estimate of the appro-
priate trend of growth in the money stock, sole reliance on adherence to that
trend could produce very unsatisfactory results. Inflationary pressures from
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other sources working against a limited money supply might first drive up
interest rates and velocity, permitting the inflation to continue for a considerable
time and then, when velocity reached its limit, lead to a monetary crunch. Then
we would either give up the monetary limit or face a financial panic.

Finally, a monetary limit low enough to choke off inflation when demand
pressures are strong would starve the economy for money when demand pressures
are weak.

I am driven to conclude that the gradualist approach to control of demand is
the right one even though it doesn't promise quick or sure results. What I shall
call the gradualist approach seeks to limit demand just enough to bring about
a slow deceleration of inflation without a recession or a great rise in unein-
ployment.

The gradualist approach calls for: (1) a period of slow growth with rising
unemployment and declining capacity utilization during the next year: (2) a
modulation toward a rate of growth somewhat higher than the rate of growth
of potential output which would lead to a very gradual reduction of the unemi-
ployment rate. The theory is that in the first phase new capacity in the materials
processing industries would get a chance to catch up with demand. Unemploy-
ment would rise as a by-product of -the low rate of growth. Higher rates of
unemployment would moderate the wage pressures generated by cost of living
increases. Nonetheless, large wage increases would continue so that the rate of
inflation would diminish very gradually. To be successful the gradualist program
requires that fiscal and monetary policy be conducted in such a way as to avoid
any new surges of demand which could generate inflationary pressures.

TMore concretely, the gradualist approach implies that (1) the current admiin-
istration budget proposals are about right, (2) new expenditure initiatives
affecting future years be severely limited in view of the strong demand for
capital, and (3) that budgetary restraint will permit a significant decline in
short term interest rates to permit a recovery of housing production.

In addition It.must be said that we must make a change in our philosophy of
risk taking. For a good many years liberal economists have felt that recessions
and high unemployment are costly in terms of our social problems as well as in
terms of lost output. Our concern for those social problems has always led us to
try if at all possible to find policies to insure against recession. Since forecasting
remains an uncertain art we often find ourselves in a position in which policies
required to insure against recession entail a substantial risk of too much demand.
At the same time, policies required to insure that demand will not grow too fast
entail a risk of recession. Many of us while fully recognizing the nature of the
choice have preferred to take the risk of too much demand rather than the risk
of recession. I believe that to insure against further acceleration of inflation we
will have to shift the balance of risks the other way. Believe me, I don't like to say
that, but I am afraid its true. That implies of course that in the next few years
we will have higher average levels of unemployment than we have previously
accepted.

I shall take a moment to amplify my observations on capital requirements.
My colleague, Barry Bosworth, and I have nearly completed a study for the
Brookings Institution in which we have estimated U.S. capital requirements to
1980. Taking account of our needs for plant and equipment, new energy sources,
housing, pollution abatement and mass transit. we conclude that it will be neces-
sary to maintain a substantial Full Employment Surplus for the next few years
if these needs are to be met. Moreover, the existing commitments in the Federal
Budget will absorb most of the revenues to be expected from economic growth.
There is therefore little room for new expenditure initiatives or tax reductions in
the next few years.

If the very severe fiscal restraint implied by those remarks is actually applied,
there should be room for an early easing of current very high short rates and-
depending on our progress in decelerating inflation-a gradual reduction in long
term rates. As to the conduct of monetary policy. I have already indicated that
I do not believe a predetermined rule will work. I do think, however, that a less
accommodating policy than we have had in the past will be necessary. That
means smaller swings in the rate of growth of reserves to money supply even
though the direction of those adjustments is still based on economic analysis
and forecasts.
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OTHER ANTI-INFLATION MEASURES

A degree of fiscal and monetary restraint sufficient to prevent inflationary
pressure from the demand side is a necessary condition for a deceleration of
inflation. It is not a sufficient condition. Inflation has become a way of life,
everyone is sensitive to it, everyone wants to beat it by getting there first with
his wage or price increase. Angry workers whose real wages have fallen can
create a wage explosion even when demand is weak and unemployment high.
Bad crops and other random events can drive up the cost of living even when
total demand is under firm control. Even if we have fairly good luck the task
of turning the inflationary spiral around is a long and difficult one. Monetary
and fiseal policy could use some help and there are some things that can be done.

Market power is a reality. Price and wage increases not required by supply
and demand considerations can occur. In the present situation with so many
capacity problems and so many distortions in the wage structure I cannot
recommend a return to mandatory wage and price controls. Nonetheless, I think
we ought to maintain some surveillance over market power. We should have a
mechanism for monitoring wage and price changes by big firms and big unions.
Controls pose all sorts of difficulties but it never does anybody any harm to
have to account for his actions. Public review of major wage and price increases
should be reinstituted. It won't be a major factor but it will cut off some certified
outrages and will be well worth the cost.

Second, we should be looking at the cost and productivity problems of par-
ticular industries especially the health and construction industries. The govern-
ment pays for a lot of the output of those industries and should take some
responsibility for them.

Third, the government should examine Its own activities in the areas in
which it regulates or directly influences prices.

Fourth, our labor markets could certainly be improved. There are many
opportunities for improving the operation of the employment service in the
simple task of matching workers with job opportunities to reduce vacancies,
turnover and frictional unemployment. Beyond that there appears to be some-
thing fundamentally wrong with the transition between school and work for
many of our young people, particularly those who do not go to college. I have
no panacea to offer, but the Congress should be prepared to fund generously
experimental programs for building bridges between school and work and for
providing continuing educational opportunity for those who do not go to regular
colleges.

Finally, if we accept the necessity for containing demand and for living with
a relatively high unemployment rate for a time, we will need to expand train-
ing programs and some form of public employment.

CREDIT ALLOCATION

The committee has, very properly, been concerned with the allocation of credit
among sectors of the economy. When monetary policy is used to restrain total
demand, the allocation of expenditures as well as the total is affected. In par-
ticular. tight money has always affected housing more than any other type of
expenditure. Housing has been sensitive to monetary conditions because mort-
gage financing depends heavily on thrift institutions which lend long and borrow
short. They compete for deposits against short term credit market instruments
whose rates are volatile. But the rates offered by thrift institutions are limited
by their earnings which are based not on current market rates but on the
average mortgage rate over a long period. When short rates move up deposit
inflows to thrift institutions decline or become negative.

Ra.tes have fluctuated on a rising trend in the last few years and the thrift
institutions and mortgage market have been badly hit in 1966, 69. 73 and right
now. The expansion of FNATL and GNMA activities and longer term advances
hyrv FIIB have helped to cushion the blow. Thrift institutions have been par-
tially protected from hank competition by rate ceilings and from the credit mar-
ket by the $10.000 minimum for treasury bills. It is difficult. however, to prevent
competition indefinitely. Short term security offers by bank holding companies.
and money market mutual funds are natural responses to limitations on com-
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petition for funds. Were these devices to be ruled out by legislation, others would
be found.

While the immediate monetary prospect is poor, there is reason to hope that
the situation of the thrift institutions will improve. With reasonably sensible
fiscal policies, short term rates can be reduced from their current peaks. Thrift
institution earnings will rise as the weight of high rate mortgages in their port-
folios increases. Their competitive position should tend to improve. None-
theless, they are likely 'to remain vulnerable to any episode of tight money and
rising rates, even a temporary one.

In the long run the mortgage market should become less dependent on thrift
institutions which lend long and borrow short. FNMIA, GNMA guaranteed bond
issues, and longer term security issues and advances by FHLB can be further
developed, though this may require that mortgage yields rise above bond yields
once again. Thrift institutions have already made considerable progress in
lengthening their liabilities. They should continue to do so. They should also
be given the right to issue NOW accounts in competition with commercial banks
and to compete in the consumer credit market. In short, the thrift institutions
should become a good deal more like commercial banks in the retail market.
The mortgage market should become less dependent on short term deposit financ-
ing. Finally, the thrift institutions ought to develop larger liquid reserves to
deal with short term rate fluctuations.

These moves, together with a fiscal policy that leaves room for adequate
capital formation, should solve most of the mortgage and thrift institution prob-
lems. Nonetheless, there will he times when it is necessary to take action to
restrain short run surges of demand. If we use monetary instruments for that
purpose, housing and the thrift institutions will be in trouble. Can we do any-
thing further?

We can take measures to relieve monetary policy of some of the short run
stabilization burden. It is not a very good instrument for that purpose. Variable
taxation of investment in consumer durable purchases would operate more
quickly without the side effects of monetary restraint.

There are a variety of proposals for more direct measures. Differential reserves
against bank assets, e.g., low reserves for mortgages, higher ones for commercial
loans would work in essentially the same way as taxes on borrowing. However,
they would apply only to banks. Moreover, if the differentials were 'significant
they would encourage a shift of financing activity into unregulated organizations
especially in the large bank holding companies.

Measures to require financial institutions to invest certain proportions of their
assets in mortgages have worked in other countries. However, our financial
markets are larger, more complex and more flexible than those in other countries.
A positive requirement that certain types of financial institutions invest given
percentages of their resources in (say) residential mortgages may be workable,
but would have drawbacks. Such a requirement would, of course, tend to widen
the gap between the returns from mortgage lending and other investments. In-
deed, the shift (by comparison with the situation in the absence of the proposed
control) of (say) insurance company funds out of other markets into mortgages
would push up other rates relative to mortgage rates. The result would be to
weaken the competitive position of specialized mortgage lenders vis-a-vis the
open market, causing a decline in mortgage lending from that source. The situa-
tion would be analogous to FNMA operations. And as in the case of FN3NIA
operations, the regulations probably would have a net favorable effect on the
supply of mortgage credit though smaller than the gross effect. But it hardly
seems desirable to get snarled up in a new set of regulations to create a set of
unwilling mortgage lenders. If the quantities involved were significant. lenders
would be encouraged to reorganize their activities so as to move them out of the
regulated sector, and other sorts of evasion would appear.

CONCLtUSIOx

If it is desired to channel credit directly into the mortgage market, it would be
better to do it through further development of financing through Federal agen-
cies. or if absolutely necessary through direct Treasury purchases of mortgage
banked securities.

To sum up. further improvements in the competitive position of mortgages can
and should be made. But no financial rearrangement can be successful unless
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fiscal policy leaves enough capital resources available to permit us to meet all
our capital requirements at reasonable interest rates. In view of the strong
demand for capital which we expect in the next few years, fiscal restraint is
required to fight inflation and to solve our credit allocation problems.

Senator PROXMIRE. I wish I could have been here to hear your full
presentation. But I have had a chance to go through your prepared
statements.

I hope you will accept my remarks as not being personally critical,
because I have great admiration for both of you. But I can't resist
the impression that we get from the administration of a do-nothing
policy, and we get from you almost exactly the same thing. The rhet-
oric is different, the talk is different. The administration talks about
restraint, and how we have to exercise a greater restraint than we did,
but that doesn't give you anything to do it. You talk about economic
justice, but you don't prescribe medicine to deal with inflation.

The President's budget for the current fiscal year calls for about
$305 billion in spending. That represents a $35 billion, 13-percent in-
crease in Federal spending over last year. It is by far the biggest in-
crease in the peacetime history of our country, and one of the biggest
percentage increases ever. And yet I get from both of you gentleitien
the notion that this is something that we probably should not cut back,
and if we cut back at all, we have to be very, very careful about it.

Let me say, the case for cutting it back seems to me to be very
strong. No. 1, Congress buys it. The Senate voted for exactly that kind
of a $10-billion cut when it supported my amendment to do precisely
that by a 74-to-12 margin.
. No. 2, the public buys it. I got returns from my State of Wisconsin
from a questionnaire I sent out, and they voted for it 10 to 1. They
vote like that for a $10-billion cut. And I asked them. for specific
areas in which they would make their cuts. and they were specific
about it-military spending, foreign aid, public works spending, wel-
fare, is where they would cut. You may agree or disagree on' those
areas, but they want the expenditures cut.

And the commonsense view is, when you have inflation. and you have
this colossal increase that the President of the United States has been
asking for in spending, that you make a reduction in it.

Now. if we cut it back $10 billion you still would have a 9-percent in-
crease in spending over last year. I can't see why in the world a 9-per-
cent increase in spending over last year is being parsimonious or cruel
or insensitive, and why it should precipitate a recession by itself, if we
recognize other things we have to do.

Mr. Heller, would you respond?
Mr. HELLER. First of all, both your Library of Congress research

staff and the National Industrial Conferenice Board analysis of the
budget suggest that when you take into account offsetting revenues
that cut down the net expenditure numbers shown in the budget. this
is not a record rise this year. The rise last year was actually bigger
than the rise this year. That may be a quibble.

Senator PROX3fRE. I am not so sure that is correct either. Last
vear's rise was from $246 billion to $270 billion, and this year's is
from $270 to $305, this is bigger in absolute size and in percentage
terms.
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'Mr. HELLER. But I am speaking of those program revenues which
don't count as revenues in the budget, but count as offsets to expendi-
tures, in other words, they shrink expenditures. And when you count
the 2 years and make adjustments for those offsetting program reve-
nues, this is not a record rise. But as I say, I think that is merely a
quibble for correcting the record, as I understand it.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me go a little further and say, mandated
expenditures required of private industry by Federal programs, pro-
grams for which I voted, including the OSHA program, the air-pollu-
tion program, and the water-pollution program add up to billions and
billions of dollars of mandated expenditures for social purposes which
mean higher prices, because the corporations have to pass those on. I
say, I voted for them, and I would vote for them again. But I have
to take that into consideration, too.

Mr. HELLER. I grant you that. And that is why I characterize this
as a statistical quibble rather than a fundamental, substantive point
which you are raising. I think that the emphasis ought to be put on
the net full employment surplus or deficit situation. And in that re-
spect the President's move-and I have said this a number of times-
from a deep full-employment deficit a couple of years ago to something
closer to a balance this past fiscal year, and a large potential surplus
in the current fiscal year-

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me just interrupt you, Mr. Heller, to say
this. The argument has been made by many-and you have been
Chairman of the 'Council of Economic Advisers, Mr. Greenspan is
going to be in that position shortly-that you can cut Government
spending without necessarily increasing employment, without neces-
sarily having an adverse effect on growth. One of the effects would be,
of course, as you cut Federal spending, the Government is no longer
borrowing $10 billion additional, and therefore driving up interest
rates. This would tend to some extent to moderate interest rates, and
it would help housing. As you help housing you provide more employ-
ment in the private sector.

Furthermore, as you know as a sophisticated economist, when you
cut $10 billion in spending, you don't get that many net layoffs in the
economy, because there are offsets.

Mr. HELLER. You are anticipating my exact point, which is that You
have to relate the net full-employment surplus or deficit in the budget
to the prevailing monetary policy. I suppose that in part one's attitude
on the budget is conditioned-and there is a chicken-and-egg problem
here, by the tightness of Federal Reserve policies. If we had a real
tradeoff, if there were a kind of detente here between the 'Congress
and the Federal Reserve, and you had a deal with Arthur Burns, he
would let up if you tightened down.

Senator PROxMIrE. Given the same monetary policy, if you reduce
Federal spending, it would tend to ease the demand for money, and
therefore tend, without any change in force by the Federal Reserve,
to 'make funds more available in other areas.

Mr. HELLER. And if this were permitted to let funds become more
available, and let interest rates ease, then we would have an offset-

Senator PROXMUiE. Mr. Burns has made that as clear as he can, he
called for the $10-billion cut as you know. And he has indicated that
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in his view this is a precondition necessary to provide for a more
constructive monetary policy.

,\Mr. HELLEi. But we cannot look at either of the policies in isolation,
we agree to that.

Now, third, an awful lot depends on where the cuts are made. I
understand that Secretary Schlesinger has at one point said that about
$5 to $6 billion of the defense spending was designed to help us guard
against recession. If that is true, that $5 or $6 billion represents almost
the worst kind of Government response to dangers of a recession. We
have it on the authority of Admiral LaRocque of the Center for
Defense Information that we can keep our national defenses up at a
considerably lower cost.

We also have it on the authority of the Brookings Institution that
the defense expenditures are rising in real terms, and are scheduled
to rise throughout the rest of the seventies. And they are protected
against inflation and are spoken of in terms of protecting against
recession. At the same time, the social grant programs, a lot of the
programs that do help the lower income groups, are declining in real
terms. So that when you talk about budget cuts, I get nervous about
the distribution of those cuts. I think on this inflation question, on
the tax cut question, we have to keep our eye on that distributive
pattern, because I am deeply concerned that the minority groups, the
disadvantaged groups, the lower income groups generally, are going
to get hit by a double or triple whammy; that is, both by inflation
itself and by the policies that are taken to cope with inflation. So I
can't just endorse a $10 billion budget cut without knowing where it
will occur, and without knowing what will occur with respect to tax
policy or monetary policy.

Senator 'PROXMnuH. Unfortunately I have to go to the floor again.
With the permission of the committee, Mr. Duesenberry, I will

study your response. I apologize for this, but I have no choice. Senator
Humphrey will preside.

Senator HUMPHiREY [presiding]. Go ahead, Mr. Duesenberry.
Mr. DuVESENBERRY. I think I have already answered that question

in part, that if the Congress would find budget cuts of which I would
approve-I agree with Walter Heller about the necessity of being
careful as to where the cuts are-if for example, we take something
off defense, I would be delighted to have that done.

As to what happens next, I think we have to recognize that we
would get some benefit in terms of monetary policy, though I think
there is some room for a shift in monetary policy even now. If we
have to adjust to a very large budget cut, then we have to recognize
that monetary policy has its effect, in my judgment, very slowly, and
that we might get a turn in short-term rights, and that would benefit
housing fairly quickly. But the turn in long-term rates will take a
very long time. And therefore, it would have the negative effects of
the budget cuts while only getting part of the positive effects from
changing the monetary policy.

And that leads me back to what I suggested when I gave my state-
ment, that it would certainly be desirable if the Congress could
reduce the expenditure side of the budget, and return part of those
savings in the form of some sort of low-income tax reduction.
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So that the total balance of the package as between monetary policy
and tax reduction is something that you can't discuss here without a lot
of numbers in front of us.

Senator Hlu-1,'nREY. Alight I just add before Senator Percy ques-
tions that the whole problem centers around the failure of the Congress
and the executive branch to have any central plan for inflation control.
We go at it picceneal. We take an aspirin, and we put on a bandaid,
and we go get a chiropractic treatment, and we see a general practi-
tioner. And we don't do anything in a synchronized manner.

For example, we voted a spending ceiling of $295 billion in the Sen-
ate without any regard to tax policy, monetary policy, what kind of
budget cuts it would be. The Federal Reserve Board goes its way and
willy-nilly comes over here twice a year and tells you what it is doing,
and never consults anybody. The executive branch goes its way, and has
a fine time lousing up things. We sit over here as confused as somebody
that has been put in a merry-go-round with an accelerated pace. It is
really ridiculous. There is no economic planning.

I think these hearings only reveal one thing when we are all through.
We get all kinds of remedies, all kinds of proposals, but no one ever
puts them together, the Congress doesn't and the executive branch
doesn't. We thank you for your testimony, and you go on your way
and we go on our way. When you get the budget cuts that depends on
what you want to cut.

Now, my constituents have got real ideas about what ought to be
cut. I will tell you, they don't agree with what a lot of other people
here think ought to be cut. As long as we don't have a policy, as long as
everybody is out on the law of the jungle, taking care of himself, I
intend to take care of Minnesota. I intend to take care of Humphrey's
views. But I would prefer that we do something else.

So let's just lay it on the line. I think no one has a policy. We have
a series of policies like a bag of popcorn, that is what it amounts to.
There is no substantive nature to it at all.

Senator Percy, I know you have got some more intelligent questions
to ask, and more intelligent observations to make. But I have my
prejudices grounded on years of observation.

Senator PERCY. I would say that we all have our prejudices. Our
differences probably go back to whether we should continue to try to
control prices of commodities, and whether to regulate the free market
that we have. We must admit that we are pretty poor planners from
the standpoint of running an economy.

AMr. Heller. I would like to start on an area where we do agree
very strongly. In your prepared statement you have indicated that
vou favor a greatly expanded public service job program. I do feel,
and I think Mr. Burns agrees with us, that this is far preferable to
other means of stimulating the economy, tax reductions, or whatever
it may be. It is just a very direct and immediate way. I have talked
to a lot of mayors, and they can put people to work right away on
needed and necessary work. It goes right to the heart of the problem
when a man is out of a job or wants a job. Would you agree that it
would be desirable to do this especially if we could pay for those
jobs through other revenue-raising devices? For example, Senator
Long and I are working on legislation that would provide for more
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jobs, but at the same time provide the revenue for them by just simply
repealing the deductability of State and local gasoline taxes. This
favors the higher income people. The standard deduction people are
not affected by it. We can pick up $600 million. There is a lot of fraud
in it, we know that. That is $600 million but I don't think not more
than $10 or $15 a family. They are not going to be injured by it. The
only large amounts are really in high income areas.

Wouldn't that be another way that you can finance public service
jobs?

And possibly if you need more money, you could just reform the
minimum income tax such as was recently proposed by the Treasury
Department, by which this year we could pick up $745 million. You
probably wouldn't need that many public service jobs, but wouldn't
it be desirable now, rather than say, let's spend more money, to say,
we are now going to raise taxes sufficiently to pay for those extra
services that we provide, and not just add to the deficit.

Mr. HE=R. Let me come back to Senator Humphrey's proposal,
that we take a comprehensive view. I think what you are proposing
on the gasoline taxes, and what you are proposing on the minimum
income tax-which is a weak reed if ever I saw one-is to try to
capture some revenue primarily from the upper income groups. You
can go beyond that; by the way, you can talk about taxes on the oil
companies

Senator PERcY. I am just limiting it to public service jobs. But as
we now add cost items, it is a matter of principle, add the revenue to
pay for those services.

Mr. Hmixit. Either that or cut out chunks of the defense budget
that we are assured by qualified experts are not needed. This fits with
the general philosophy that both Jim Duesenberry and I have sup-
ported on the budget; namely, that the overall budget targets are
about right. I wouldn't mind bending them a little bit for the time
being. But when I propose tax cuts for lower income groups, I also
propose matching those with the kinds of tax reforms you are talking
about in terms of balancing off the revenues.

We can't, of course, use those same revenues for a half dozen dif-
ferent uses, we tend to go the easy way in thinking about it.

So, I am in accord with your general philosophy in this respect.
But let me just add, since your question does give me that oppor-

tunity, that there are, I should think, rather limited chances that a
full-scale tax reform bill could get through the Congress this year-
given certain other activities that seem to be occupying the Congress
at the moment-even if the bill gets out of the Ways and Means Com-
inittee and through the House. But it would seem to be unconscionable
if we don't do something about oil company profits, particularly in the
form of eliminating percentage depletion here and now.

There are also other opportunities for raising revenue, such as a
graduated tax on automobiles according to horsepower, gasoline con-
sumption, and so forth.

Yes, there are many opportunities for raising those revenues. And
I certainly would not object to the matching of these increased expend-
itures or tax cuts with such increased revenues.
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Senator PERCY. I would like to ask you about some of the specific
proposals for both increasing revenues and reducing expenses, to see
whether or not you wouldn't agree that it would help psychologically,
even though I recognize reducing the deficit by $10 billion in a $1,300
billion economy is not significant-I wonder whether psychology
doesn't enter into this much more than we give it credit. The mere
fact that we are asking everybody to do something should help. If the
people of this country see the Congress really now begin to balance
the budget, that would be a significant statement to them. They have
got to do it at home, but they always think of us down here as having
no regard for doing that, and they blame us a great deal for a lot of
the pressure in the economy. If we could just now start in to say, limit
the foreign tax credit for oil production income, which would assure
that the U.S. oil companies would pay a fairer share than they are
now, we could pick up half a billion dollars right there very easily.
We could also phase out the domestic depletion allowance which has
been a Ways and Means Committee proposal over a period of years.

Recent oil prices have provided, it would seem to me, plenty of
incentive now for drilling that would allow us to pick up $620 million
this year. And it is on an increasing scale. If we could just simply
add a provision on heating fuel to eliminate tax fraud on the use of it
as diesel fuel, we could pick of $1/2 billion to $1 billion right there.
We know there is that much fraud in that program.

We could repeal foreign depletion allowances. We are now encourag-
ing foreign drilling. We could pick up another $500 million there.

I can list $31/2 to $4 billion in 5 minutes that we could pick up.
Would it be a worthy objective for us to really try this year, in the
fiscal 1975 budget, to add a certain amount of revenue in those areas
where I don't think it is going to be a repressant on the economy
at all.

Mr. HELLER. We have to distinguish between the microfiscal and
macrofiscal policy, if you will. I am with you all the way on every
one of the points that you made that we ought to pick up the revenue.
But whether we ought to make that a net addition to the full-employ-
ment surplus, so to speak, in other words, whether we ought to tighten
the fiscal policy to that extent, is a much more dubious proposition.
The prospects are really for a slack, sluggish economy. With the pres-
ent policies we are not going to achieve even the 2-percent growth
rate that I agree we probably ought to endue for a while. It looks
more like a half a percent growth rate in the next few quarters under
present policies.

Under those circumstances, to tighten fiscal policy further, unless
we had a pact signed in blood by Arthur Burns to make compen-
sating adjustments in monetary policy, is not-in other words, on the
macrofront-something I would subscribe to.

But again, you do have to balance fiscal and monetary policy. And
perhaps it can be part of an overall package.

Finally, on this question of the symbolism of the Federal budget
and putting your house in order and having a balanced budget, and
so forth, I find that is talked about a great deal here in the halls of
Congress and by businessmen, but I don't find in this day and age there
is very much public sensitivity any more to the question of a balance
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in the Federal budget. I really don't believe that that would have the
symbolic significance that you expect. I am not saying that you
shouldn't do it, I am saying that the psychological payoff isn't all that
great. On the other hand, the total enviironment of something like the
Kennedy administration's calls for sacrifice in the country, a spirit of
giving a little bit to the other fellow, or of an economic disarmament
agreemnent among different groups in the economy is badly needed. I
doubt that we have much of a chance of getting it before 1976. But
that is desperately needed in this country to end some of the alienation,
the lack of cohesion, and so forth, that is being exacerbated by
inflation.

Senator PERCY. I think we disagree in two areas. I think maybe you
possibly, Mr. Heller, with all respect, could be 3 or 4 months behind
the mood of the country.

Mr. HELLER. That is possible.
Senator PERCY. I really feel that you have slipped a little bit. I feel

that when I told my young colleagues, Senator Kennedy and Senator
Mondale, that there would be no possibility of increasing the personal
exemption. We never in an election year have failed to reduce taxes.
But I said to them, that is the old style economics and politics in my
judgment. The people of this country would be aghast today in this
day and year if we added to our debt $61/2 billion by a personal income
tax reduction when there are billions of people below the poverty
level not paying taxes at all who would just get the brunt of any
inflationary pressure that might be put.

I do feel that there is a psychology here. We are so close, we came
within $31/2 billion of actually balancing the fiscal year 1974 budget. I
would hope we would never use that "full employment balanced
budget" term again. It is a term I discredit. I was sorry to hear you
use it. I don't think the people of this country believe in that concept
any more, and I am glad they don't. I think if we could bring the
budget into balance it would be psychologically uplifting. But to do
it we would have to cut out the pork barrel. And I am not prepared to
do it, not for flood control, but the kind of soft, long-term, hundred-
year projects that the Corps of Engineers have. I don't think we can
justify those expenditures today. And I think that would then mean
to a community here or a community there that we are going-begin-
ning to really cut down, we are going to sacrifice-you are going to
have to sacrifice a little bit to somehow take the pressure off money and
everything else.

But I would hope that maybe there is more to the psychology, that
we can bring the budget back into balance.

And in the second area that I think we do disagree on is how bad
the economy is. I can't agree that those who are investing capital funds
for the future-and the business community has increased its capital
expenditure from $111/2 billion to almost $20 billion this year, building
new capacity, buying new equipment and new machinery. They are
thinking of consumption demand in the future. I hope we are not in as
bad an economic condition as you might feel. And, therefore, I think
we do basically disagree as to how we should respond to it.

But I think the debate is extraordinarily helpful. I intend to go
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back over your testimony in greater detail to see what the areas of
agreement and disagreement are.

Mr. HELLER. I hope you are going to let Professor Duesenberry
comment on these points.

Senator HuIJiPrREY. Please go ahead. We are going to try to keep
the members to a 10-minute rule in their presentations.

Mr. DUESENBERRY. Let me answer the two points of Senator Percy.
First, $10 billion is not-it is true that the GNP is $1,500 million-

but what is important is the annual rate of growth. And if you offer
a multiplier, then a $10 million difference in Federal expenditure, a
$10 billion difference in revenue, can make a difference over a couple
of years of a couple of percent in the GNP. There is a great deal of
difficulty as to whether the GNP grows in dollar terms 8 percent next
year, or 10 percent, or 12 percent or 8 percent, if you are going the
other way. So, do not knock $10 billion. It is important even though
it is a very small fraction of the total GNP.

Second, there is a problem about all sorts of tax reform measures
in terms of how we view their economic impact. In these days I think
it is probably fair to say that if you take revenue from oil companies
you are not affecting their expenditures or anybody else's expenditures.
It may be desirable from an equity standpoint to get that revenue,
because that in the end has something to do with the distribution
of wealth.

So, I am all for the measures that you have suggested. I don't
think they permit us in themselves to make a change in expenditures
somewhere else, at least not in the short run, although in some longer
period they may have a depressing effect.

Let me stop there.
Senator HuMPHREY. Congressman Brown, now is your chance.
Representative BROWN. I am glad that Senator Percy took on Mr.

Heller, because I haven't had a chance to go over Professor Heller's
testimony. I have gone over Professor Duesenberry's testimony.

I hope I can find some area of agreement, but so far I have been
without a great deal of success.

I gather that we are in a time when everybody gets after everybody
else, given our experience in the last couple of days with spokesmen
from the administration who received a little bit of chastisement from
Senator Proxmire. I thought certainly we would get a little bit more
common agreement today on what ought to be done, but here we are
doing the same thing to each other that we have been doing since the
beginning of the hearings.

Maybe out of all of this some profit will come.
One of the things that I am concerned about, Professor Duesen-

berry, if I read your prepared statement correctly, is that you are
not concerned about what I and I think many private citizens con-
sider to be, the inordinate growth of government. I don't mean just
the growth of the Federal Government, but also the State and local
government. The States and the local government though, seem to be
doing better balancing their income expenditures than the Federal
Government does. This growth has been somewhat sharper than the
growth in investment in productive capacity in this country over the
last 20 or 25 years. According to the economic report of the President
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which we got in February of this year, the growth in the Federal
Government's budget from 1947 to 1975 is in the range of about nine
times the growth of the budgets of State and local governments from
1948 to 1971 and if you include the period 1946 to 1971, it is 15 times.

But, of course, I think the 1946 figures might be a little unfair to
use in that area.

If you look at the growth in the investment in manufacturing and
capital formation from '1947 to 1972, there has only been a sixfold
increase. If you look at retained earnings equity, fiscal assets and finan-
cial assets together, it has only been five times in that period.

Now, it seems to me that growth is out of balance in some way.
And you mention the fact that we have had inflation over these last
many years. In your statement you referred to 1958 as a time when
we were concerned about recession. I seem to remember 1956 and 1957
as being rather highly inflationary periods in the Eisenhower admin-
istration as we were trying to control what happened in the Korean
war then.

Is there no relationship between this sharper growth of govern-
ment and reduced growth of private enterprise in this country and our
inflationary pattern since World War II and the Korean war?

Mr. DUESENBERRY. I am sure there is one. And in the State and
local governments there is no question but what the increased taxes
often enter quite directly into the cost of living indexes. I am not
without experience in that area. I have sat in on Finance Committee
meetings, and in the form of government where we have them, town
meetings. I have said that we are constantly appalled at the increase
in the town's expenditures. It turns out that on the whole there our
citizens want schools, and recreation facilities, and they want all sorts
of things, and they know in that form of government that they are
going to have to pay for them.

Representative BROWN. I take exception to that just to this extent.
They know that they are going to have to pay for them eventually.
But what they have to do is borrow the money to get them, just the
same as we do here in Washington, we literally put it off in terms of
payment. We have all developed this sort of counsellor finance philos-
ophy which says, you don't have to pay for it now, you just stack up
the debt. Isn't that where we are now in terms of this inflationary
period? You indicated that you and Mrs. Bosworth are doing a study
on the need for capital formation in private industry. I think the fig-
ures, the increases that I have recited to you, indicate why there is
that need for capital formation. This has not been the case in other
countries such as Japan and Germany, France, and some of those
which did less well during World War II than we did. They have had
their capital formation in private industry up rather sharply. We
have devoted our funds and our attention to public needs that are
unrelated, it seems to me, to productive capital formation, and stacked
up a whale of a lot of debt that now we need even more severely than
we needed before private industry to pay taxes to finance. We are a
little bit down at the heel in some of our private industry.

Mr. DUEsENBERRY. It is a very long story, Congressman Brown.
First, let me say as to State and local governments. State and local

governments are very severely restricted in their borrowing. And they
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are mostly restricted to borrowing for capital projects. And when a
local government needs a school that is going to last for 30 or 40 years,
it is not too sensible a thing to have to pay for it out of current taxes.

Second, I don't think we ought to regard all of public capital as
being unproductive. There is a lot of doubt about people's calculations
about the productivity effect of education. But I think. by and large,
the evidence is that the capital we put into education, both in buildings
and in human capital, has been a contribution to productivity. That is
also true of roads and port facilities and things of that sort.

Now, there are things, of course, which are not going to add to pro-
ductivity in the ordinary sense of productivity. We are going to have
very large expenditure for pollution abatement. and that is produc-
tivity in some sense, but it is not productivity that is going to show
up in the GNP score as we now keep the books. But one has to make
a value judgment as to whether it is more important to have that kind
of productivity which we don't measure, or more physical goods which
we do measure. And that is a choice the public has to make.

Representative BROWN. May I just stop you at that moment to ask a
question, because I am concerned not about the objective, I think the
objective in pollution control is laudatory and wholesome. We have
been doing the other thing for the last 200 years or so in our society,
and that is, living off of our environment. We have been getting our
water out of the streams freely, and we have been putting our effluent
back in freely. And the result has caught up with us. But the question,
I guess, is once again of gradual system. You made reference to that
in your testimony. What is this speed with which that sort of thing
should be done? I think we could foul up the economic system by the
rate of monetary formation. You indicated in your testimony that
you are concerned that we can foul it up by the rate of fiscal responsi-
bility that we show; fiscal budget balancing limitation. I guess maybe
the same thing is true of our rate of establishment of nonproductive
investment, is it not, in terms of pollution control, education, and some
of those other things that are desirable in and of themselves, but
nevertheless have a rate factor in them which may get us out of bal-
ance to some extent?

Mr. DUESENBERRY. I think there is a genuine problem in pushing
costs off on someone else in these areas. Senator Proxmire made that
point very quickly, that in some areas we legislate cost increasing
requirements on industry. And that does not seem like a tax, but
in fact it is exactly the same as though we levied a tax, because some-
body is going to have to pay for it. You are not going to squeeze it
out of profits to any serious extent, because there is not that much to
squeeze, and so it is going to show up in prices. We do have a limit
as to how far people are willing to take the reduction in their growth
of real income that is required in order to provide those facilities.
They expect to get a 3-percent increase in real income if somebody
is doing something which is going to slow the productivity down. So
we do need some recognition, that some sacrifice is required to slice
those things.

On the other hand, I do not feel that there is any evidence that most
of the time American industry has been starved for capital. We hap-
pen to have had a cycle in the investment some of the basic materials
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industries. There is quite a good analysis of that in the Goldman-Sacs
letter recently reviewving the whole history of prices, profits, and in-
vestments in some of the basic raw materials. But that is the peculiarity
of those industries. But if you look at the record over the last 20 years,
I do not have the impression that American industry has on the
average been unable to obtain resources for capital which would yield
a good productive return.

Representative BRow~N. Could we stop right there and let me ask my
final question, because my time is up.

In your prepared statement you said: "Many firms and financial
institutions are now in much weaker positions than in 1958." I would
coIcur. And I would ask why?

In 1958 the Aimerican economy generally dominated the world, and
now we are not quite as dominant. It seems to me that they are in a
weaker position, that we as a nation are in a weaker position as a
result.

But specifically, in y our prepared statement, you indicate that you
are studying the need for estimated U.S. capital requirements in 1980.
I gather you mean for productive industry and not for the Federal
Government.

So if I can, I would like to ask you as a factual matter to indicate
what you think our capital needs by 1980 will be, and where those
capital formation funds are going to come from, if we keep absorbing
so much of the available capital in this country in governmental uses.

Mr. DUESENBERRY. Let me say, first, that our estimates do indicate
that a larger share of GNP will have to go to capital formation than
has been the case in the previous couple of decades.

And second, that our estimates indicate that very substantial Fed-
eral surpluses will be'required if we are to have the resources available
to the private sector. Perhaps I can send you a page or two of a
summary.

Representative Blows;. I would like to see it, because I think we
have found our area of agreement.

Thank you, Senator Humphrey.
Senator HUMPHREY. I would like to first of all, just make some

comment about what I have heard here, that just as there may be some
agreement between the two economists out there, and some disagree-
ment, there is some disagreement up here. I regret that Senator Percy
has left. But he reads the record very carefully. I think he said that
we ought to let the free-market forces work. That is some of the old
time religion. And I would like that, providing that everybody goes
to church. But the trouble is, they do not go. There is not very much
free market.

I noticed the other day that the gasoline companies, the oil com-
panies, decided to cut gas production instead of cutting price. They
had overproduced. Their inventories are too high. Their inventories
are way up. So they just cut production.

Out my way, when the chickens produce too many eggs, we reduce
the price of eggs. They have got free markets out there. But it does
not work in the oil business.

I notice the car sales are down, but steel prices and profits are up.
I notice here that car sales are down, but the prices go up.



When we had a few extra products in Humphrey's drugstore, we
had a sale and got rid of them. But not the automobile industry.
General Motors is not reducing the price. Ford Motor Co. is not reduc-
ing the price. They have announced that they are going to have a new
price increase rather than reducing it.

So I do not buy that old time economic religion, because folks have
quit going to that economic church.

I get back to what I was trying to say a while ago-and maybe
it was said in too much jest, but I said it in seriousness. I think the
great need in this country is an organized, harmonized economic pol-
icy. We do not have it. In my judgment, the greatest contribution to
inflation today is uncertainty. This has resulted in people buying up
heavily in their inventories and never knowing what tomorrow is going
to offer. It surely has been the case in commodities, where there is a
feeling that there would be a shortage, and people may do panic
buying, to put it in simple terms.

There is the lack of any consistency in policy, as Senator Bentsen
said in his remarks last night. And the need of getting away from
this piecemeal approach I think is absolutely essential.

Here was the Senate voting the $295 billion budget ceiling. I voted
for it. How can you vote against it? It is like voting against your
mother. But no one really took time out to talk about what kind of
tax reform you are going to have, or tax policy, what is the relation-
ship of the budget to monetary policy, and where are the cuts going to
be made, what is going to happen in the private sector in wage-price
decisions. It just is not being done. And hopefully, this committee
can be helpful in this. But there needs to be a national economic council
of some kind to bring together the thinking in this country relating
to what we need to do about this problem of inflation and recession,
because we have both, we do not have just inflation, we have recession.
This is a new development, a new phenomenon, in other words. We
have had recessions before, and generally when we had recessions. we
had lower prices. We have had inflation before, but we generally had
actually overemployment. For example, in Western Germany you had
a high degree here a few years ago, and they had overemployment, they
had to import workers. The Japanese did the same thing with high
employment. But we have inflation, raging inflation with increasing
unemployment.

Quite frankly, I do not think that any of the economic doctors have
pooled their knowledge from a governmental point of view to come
to formal governmental policy. Governmental policy may be more than

governmental expenditures. What is the policy going to be? What
can you depend on?

So I come back again to the necessity of us doing something about
it. I do not think it can be done without a President that is willing to
do something about it. This Government is not a congressional govern-
ment, it is a Presidential government. And we ought to knock it off
and quit trying to con the public into believing that we can run it
from the Congress. you cannot do it, and everybody knows it. Congress
cannot even run its own affairs, much less run the country. The most
that we can do is help carry out a basic policy. We tried that Congress
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thing about 200 years ago when the Articles of Confederation broke
up in the Continental Congress. So we have a Presidential system.

What did we get for the Presidential message? The old time religion,
tighten your belts.

But I did not notice him telling us to lower the interest rates.
And I did not hear anybody say that we ought to tighten the belt on
the oil companies. In fact now we have it out from the administra-
tion as to whether we ought to have a renewal of the Petroleum Allo-
cation Act. If we do not have a renewal of the Petroleum Allocation
Act, all the petroleum prices in this country will go up to the world
prices, and the Arabs will set the price of oil, and you will really
have some inflation.

On that basis, I would like to ask you gentlemen what is your fore-
cast for the balance of the year? I know that we have got a backache
and a headache, and we have got a slight case of economic dysentery.
But what do you think is going to happen from here on out? What
is the forecast?

Mr. HELLER. Dysentery is a very persistent disease.
Senator H-IrPHREY. Yes, particularly if it is amebic.
Mr. HELLER. That is right. I do not know that we are going to have

any quick fixes for the economy any more than you have quick fixes
for dysentery.

I think we are condemned to a sluggish economy. We are condemned
to continuing inflation at close to the double digit numbers. But I
would hope that the prospect of, say, getting down to that hard core
of 7- or 8-percent inflation by next winter is a realistic one.

Senator HUMPHREY. May I interrupt there on that?
Mr. HELLER. Yes.
Senator HuiPHREY. Why do you say that when you see that food

costs are inevitably going to go up, Mr. Heller? I can predict for you
certainly that there will be a higher price for wheat, for beef. for
protein, every single commodity is going to be in short supply. The
crop predictions are cockeyed, the Government has aided and abetted
in the biggest fraud that has taken place in this country for years,
and the unconscionable and ridiculous predictions that they have made.
With that, and knowing that bauxite is going up, and that copper is
going up, and that nickel is going up, and that the Kuwaitis have just
raised the price of oil, I want to know how you feel that we are going
to get down to 7 or 8 percent.

Mr. HFLLER. OK, I will tell you. There are some forces, thank
heavens, that are working in that direction.

Let me take first of all oil, which is after all a substantial part of
our inflationary problem last year. We are not going to be relieved
of high prices, and we are not going to have another oil price explo-
sion. We might even have some easing-and you ought to ask Secretary
Simon about his optimistic statement on that-the other day he said
it was not a forecast. He said he expected the price of oil to go down
$2 or S3 a barrel, but that was not a forecast. vou ought to ask him
to explain that.

Senator I-Tu-NPEr. T ought to have a bet with him. I had one with
M\Nr. Stein -whenl he gave me some of those jellybeans that they passed
around here. I do not believe that at all.
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Mr. HELLER. I admit that George Meany was right when he said that
Herbert Stein never saw an economic statistic that he did not like.
And that is true of the administration rather more generally. Even I
have somewhat of a reputation as an optimist.

Senator HuJMiPHREY. Me, too. I was the town's optimist here for 20
years. All at once I found that I am not.

Mr. HELLER. That is right. We do not hold a candle to that. But I do
think that the price explosion in oil is going to taper off to a plateau
and work its way through the economy, and not be a source of future
inflation.

Although there are some raw material oligopolies that are going to
hold us at gun point for higher prices, I think the worldwide movement
on commodity prices is down, not up. Granted, the crop prospects have
worsened materially. Those of us who come from that part of the coun-
try are much more aware of what has happened as a result, first of
deluge, and then of drought to the crop prospects. We have to be more
pessimistic about food prices than we were, say, 3 months ago, there is
no question about it. But world commodity prices as a whole, as a
result of the relaxing pressure of expansion and production in the
world, the reduced chew-up of materials, as I suggested earlier, will be
coming down. And there will be some help on that score even though
there will be significant exceptions.

As I say, I think that a lot of this softness is only now beginning to
appear, and a lot of businessmen and a lot of the optimists in the ad-
ministration who talk about a phantom recession and about shortages
in the economy, and so forth, are going to be very unpleasantly sur-
prised by how quickly shortages turn into surpluses, how quickly bot-
tlenecks turn into excess capacity. This will give us some relief on
that score.

Finally, the pop-up effect of removing controls, which was more
serious by far than the administration expected, both on wages and
on prices, and more serious to some extent than we expected, especially
when neither the Congress nor the administration would keep John
Dunlop in Washington-

Senator HUMPHREY. I wanted to keep him here.
Mr. HELLER. I know. But it was just unconscionable to let some of

those price agreements fall by the wayside. The corporations got their
relief. Then they did not have to hold to their agreements after
April 30. We have no Government presence to exert any moderating
influence.

So that we have this huge pop-up effect to but that will diminish.
Now, the really tough question is how much of these relatively tem-

porary. one-shot influences on the price mechanism, are going to be
built into this wages-cliasiing-prices and pricing-chasing wages kind
of spiral. I am more pessimistic on that score today, considerably more
pessimistic, than I would have been 3 months ago. We are right on the
border between wage erosion and wage explosion. That is why I have
had to up my estimate of the inflationary pressures next winter
to about an 8 percent rate rather than the 61/2 percent or so that I was
contemplating several months ago.

Senator HuMJ3PHiREY. Mr. Duesenberry, do you want to give some esti-
mates of your forecasts?
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-Mr. DUESENBERRY. I think I will differ from Walter Heller about
being more pessimistic about the next 6 months. But I think the basic
story there is that we are passing f rom a situation where we had a step-
up in the rate of inflation because of food, fuel, and other raw materials.
to a phase in which there was a passthrouglh from the cost-of-living in-
creases that occurred in that first phase with respecet to wages. It is
true that fuel prices are probably going to level out, and they may even
go down a little. In the nonfood raw materials the trend probably will
be down. But we still have in the next 6 months not only the trouble
which you have already mentioned in the food area. but in addition. a
lot of the past increases in raw materials have not been fully passed
through the system, have not reached the retail level. So that in the
next 6 months we are going to see bad news from that front, plus bad
news from the food front, and getting wage increases at the same time.
But I think that that passthrough phase will be completed by the end
of this calendar year. And vwe may then get some benefit on the other
side in some of the raw material areas. So that if we do not have a real
wage explosion-and thus far they have just risen at a fast clip, I
think the labor market remains in good order-we should see some
deceleration in the first half of next year.

So I see 8 or 9 percent in the last quarter of this year in terms of
cost-of-living index, and then a slowing down in the first half of next
year. I will probably be quoted as being asinine and foolish if I give
you a figure for the first half of next year.

Senator HUMPHREY. Can you give us any estimation on what em-
ployment will be or the real GNP?

Mr. HELLER. May I add, you will notice I hedged very carefully.
I said some time next winter. I am referring to Minnesota winters,
which gives us a little longer period.

Senator HUMPHREY. That takes us up to about May.
Mr. HELLER. Are you trying to keep people out of Minnesota?
Senator HumPHREY. Gentlemen, we are happy out there, we do not

need anybody else.
Would you care to give us any estimate on the unemployment?
Mr. HELLER. On the unemployment side, last December, George

Perry and I, who joined forces in our forecasting undertaking, pro-
jected a top of 6 percent. We have had to rethink that in terms of a
change in policy of the Federal Reserve compared to what we had
projected. Senator Proxmire, who is not here, likes to beat us around
the head about the inaccuracy of our forecasts. Unfortunately, part
of the forecasting game is that of forecasting policy. We missed the
boat in forecasting that King Arthur and the Knights of the Federal
Reserve Roundtable were going to not only squeeze until it hurts, but
squeeze some of the lifeblood out of this projected recovery. As I said
in my prepared statement, I feel that if we persist in the present
policies, that the unemployment peak will rise closer to 7 percent than
6 percent. But that is a big if. Will the Fed back away, or will it stay
oln this super-tight course? If it does, we are looking down the gun
barrel at an unemployment closer to 7 percent than 6 percent before
the Minnesota winter is over.

Senator HUMPHREY. The real G-NP?
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Mr. HELLER. The real GNP, sort of chugging along at almost a
plus-minus situation. In other words, a little bit on the plus side, I
suppose. If I had to give you my guess-I have not made a recent
full-scale revision-but my guess would be under a 1 percent annual
growth rate for the next 3 or 4 quarters, again under present policies.
If we shift, we might do better. But under present policies, a very
sluggish, slack economy.

Senator HrUMIPHREY. Mr. Duesenberry.
Mr. DUESENBERRY. If they assume that we continue at the present

levels of short-term interest rates for the next 12 months, I agree with
Walter Heller. I have always made the calculations by assuming some
turn-around to bring those rates back and give housing a chance to
revive. I must say the time for the turn-around has passed. So I think
there is still some prospect of getting up to a 2-percent rate of growth.
I am worried not only about the housing, but I think there may be
some problem in the inventory area which is connected with what
Walter Heller was saying earlier about the turn-around in the inven-
torv and raw material price situation. There may also be some weaken-
ing in the plant and equipment. I think that is not at all clear now,
but there are some signs that there may be a little cutback in capital
appropriations.

Buit while we are on the subject of Federal Reserve, I think we
can say a kind word too, because I recall that in the beginning of the
vear a number of economists are saying, the Federal Reserve System
should not be afraid of rates of growth of money supply like 71/2 per-

*cent, or something like that. We at that time anticipated that that kind
of rate of growth of money supply would get interest rates down.

Now, the need for money has moved very peculiarly. We have had
quiet rates of growth in money supply over the first 6 months with
very high interest rates. I am not sure that in these circumstances of
this much inflation that you can be surprised that the Fed was unwill-
ing to go beyond an average of 7 percent or so for the first half of
the year, even though interest rates were rising. But I would like to
see from here on out, now that the demand for money seems to have
slackened off a bit, maintenance of something like the 71/2 percent in
the growth of money supply to bring those rates down. I do not think
we can flog them so much for the first half.

Mr. HELLER. May I say just a vword there?
I agree entirely with what Jim Duesenberry has just said. And

indeed, over the years I have been a defender of Arthur Burns' Federal
Reserve Board much more often than I have been a critic. I just think
things have been pushed too far in the last couple of months.

Senator PROXINURE [presiding1. Congressman Brown.
Representative BRowx-. I would like to pursue that point. I would

like to make the observation that I am sitting here trying to figure out
whethler our economic dysentery comes from absorbing too many jelly
beans. I am confused by some of the analogies that we have had this
morning.

Are you suggesting that we might have some increase in our money
supplv to accommodate the need for the economic expansion in pro-
ductive industrial capital that we need in the future? Professor Dues-
enberry, what are the money supply indications with reference to our
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long-range needs, and what are the money supply indications with
reference to our short-range needs in terms of meeting the current in-
flation? Can you balance those either in terms of amounts or in terms
of timing of the change of policy?

Mr. Du-ESI-N7BEIRRY. I vill put it this way. Looking at it from an
interest rate viewpoint, I do not think anyone could tell you that an
economy in the current state of demand requires prime rates in the
12-percent ballpark. So that from that point of view-

Representative BROWN. T'hat demand you are identifying as a not
excessive demand, in other words, it is a modest amount?

Mr. DuESENBERRY. Right. Even allowing for a willingness to see
sonic slack developed in order to contain inflation.

Now. the difficultly seems to be that some people calibrate monetary
policy in terms of interest rates, and some people calibrate in terms of
money supply. The relationship between the two, while there is one, is
very erratic in the short run. The Federal Reserve is in the situation,
at least many people have been in the situation, of feeling that they
simply could not supply 10-, 12-, 13-percent rates of growth of the
money supply in the face of that much inflation, and they simply felt
that you had to draw the line somewhere and let the rates go up. I
think on the whole, looking at it from the standpoint that in the cir-
cumstances of this spring. caution in terms of how much expansion you
can allow was the correct view, that they were correct in doing that. I
think now that the whole outlook has shifted so much on the side of
weakness in demand that the need for caution has diminished a good
deal in the last couple of months. Therefore I would like to see them be
prepared to provide a 7- or 8-percent rate of growth of the money
supply in the hope that that would bring short rates down to a level
that seems to me to be reasonable in the current situation, and con-
sistent with our long-term picture.

Let me go back to the original question now. AMy judgment is that
probably we are going to need something like a 41/2 -percent real rate
of interest; that is, 41/2 percent more than the rate of inflation that
people expect for a long time. It is going to be some time before any-
body thinks that there is going to be any less than 5-percent inflation.
So I am prepared to live with long-term rates in the percent ball park.
That implies short-term rates of, say, 8 percent for the money market
rates. And that is where I think we ought to go. So I would look for the
kind of money supply which would be moving the short rates down
toward 8 percent over the next few months. And that would be con-
sistent with a reasonable projection over the long run.

Now, it is consistent with a reasonable projection, and meeting our
capital needs over the long run, only if the fiscal policy comes out to
provide enough savings to balance the investment that goes with, say,
a 4'/2-percent rate. You cannot separate the things.

Representative BROWN. Now I think we are feeling around another
area of agreement, because it seems to me that that is where we ought
to be heading. I would like to raise a question that maybe we agree
on something else that I misunderstood.

We talk about macroeconomics and microeconomics. I am inclined
to think that microeconomics, as far as our future is concerned, re-
lates only to the United States, and that the macro should relate to our
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position in the world, because you talk about demand, and indicate
that our situation is the result not of excess demands. Perhaps you
will come back at me with the idea that it really is a shortage or a
supply problem. But it seems to me that the excessive demand for
U.S. food products and the excessive demand for world oil products,
as a result of worldwide expansion a few years ago, related in some
instances to our price increases for oil, and to some extent it is causing
our current food price situation. What I am saying is that even though
our food production for the United States may be in balance, if we
have worldwide shortages, the current drought situation could lead to
a domestic shortage which could be exacerbated beyond belief. Our
price for food will really go through the roof if we respond to that
worldwide food shortage. If, on the other hand, as we heard a few days
ago, that there may be crop surpluses, then we will have reduced pres-
sure on American food production and we may not be in as bad a way
on food prices even with the current drought situation.

Are you following my concern here?
The fact is that we cannot just depict some of these basic elements as

domestic only, but rather as impacted by foreign demands and sup-
plies over which we do not have quite as much knowledge or control.

Mr. DU-ESENBERRY. There is no question but what in all of the raw
material there are essentially world markets. There may be various
barriers in those markets. But still, oil. copper. and any of these mar-
kets are worldwide markets. We are substantially affected by what
happens elsewhere. Part of our difficult, of course, is that even so,
those are a very small fraction of the total output.

It is also true that the prices are very volatile, and -when there is a
surge of demand worldwide which drives up those prices, and drives
them up by tremendous percentages, that then gets passed into the cost
of living. We do not get an offset in some other prices; on the contrary,
we add other prices, and our economy has an inflation bias from that
source.

I do not know what we can do about it.
Representative BROWN. My time is up.
But let me ask you two other questions.
I am fascinated by two comments you made in your prepared state-

ment. You say that, "lire should have a mechanism for monitoring
wage and price changes by big firms and big unions." Senator Prox-
mire the other day suggested that we needed an antitrust policy to pur-
sue the question of prices, at least to take the edge off of it and be sure
that at least prices were not being administered. I would agree with
that in terms of the business cartels in this country. But I also note that
you add big unions to the problem. I think that has to relate, or at least
to an increasing degree has to relate, to our situation in world competi-
tion due to the fact that we are moving toward a freer trade. which
makes the administration of prices by big business and big unions less
possible. The administration of prices in the automobile industry used
to mean that you did not have any choice but to buy in this country.
Now you have a choice to buy somebody else's products, Germany or
France, or someplace else. if you do not like either the price or the
nature of the product. Then you go on to say in the next point:

Second, we should be looking at the cost and productivity problems of par-
ticular industries, especially the health and construction industries. The Govern-
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ment pays for a lot of the output of those industries, and should take some
responsibility for them.

I do not know what the word "responsibility" means. What do you
mean? Should we take responsibility to reduce our investments in those
industries. It seems to me that in the construction industry that means
cutting back on public works, which supports Senator Percy's posi-
tion. If you are talking about our investment in the health industry,
then you are talking about a rather sharp change in "social policy"
and doing the wonderful things we do in those fields.

Mr. DuESENBERRY. I am not just talking about cutting back in the
social field, but in the health field.

Representative BROWN. Controls in those fields.
Mr. DUESENBERRY. In the health field a very large proportion of

the total hospital bills are paid by third parties. If I recall the break-
down, roughly one-third is Federal and one-third is private insurance,
and one-third is paid by the patients themselves. I am not sure how
accurate that is. But that is roughly the idea. There is very little
consumer control of hospital costs, because the consumers for the most
part are not paying directly, they are paying only through some very
indirect way, through their insurance premium, or even through their
wage settlement, because their employer is paying the premium. This
has led to a good deal of escalation of the cost of hospitals. I think the
first thing we must do is, when we move toward a different form of
health insurance-and I hope we will move to some more general forms
of health insurance-we must do it with insurance in a way so that
there will be some restraint on the part of the users on hospital costs.

Representative BROWN. You do not want a- totally federalized
system?

Mr. DUESENBERRY. I do not particularly want a totally federalized
system, now. But I do think we have to find a mechanism to give in-
centives to save money.

To say it very simply, the doctors can find a way to spend all the
money. To take a biased point of view, I think what is true of hos-
pitals is also true of universities, the professors can find a way to
spend all the money that there is coming. The cost of professors is one
of the fastest growing items in the cost of living.

Representative BROWN. Thank you.
Senator PROXAMIE. I want to apologize for rushing off. That is in

the nature of how things operate.
In my amendment on the floor I offered to cut 31/2 percent of the

atomic weapons that are in the public works budget. There is $11/2
billion of atomic weapons in the public works budget, and nobody
knows about it. I have talked to a number of Senators, and not 1 in
10 realizes that we are voting a very large part of the defense budget
in the public works budget. So I tried to dramatize it by offering an
amendment to cut it 31/2 percent, which is what the percentage was to
the rest of the budget.

You gave as your opinion that if your present policies are continued
the economy will slow to a point where we would have 7 percent iiii-
employment, is that right?

Mr. HELLER. I hedged a bit, because it is terribly difficult to pin it
down precisely. I say closer to 7 than to 6 percent.
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Senator PROXMIRE. You also indicated that the growth might slow
to about 1 percent over the next three quarters, neaning through the
first quarter of next year, the calendar year.

Mr. HELLER. Yes.
Senator PROX31IRE. You also indicated that prices might go up to

almost a double-digit level. That means about 9 percent.
Mr. HELLER. I feel the hardcore level that we could anticipate reach-

ing, sometime during, as I stated to Senator Humphrey, a Minnesota
winter-which gives me a little more leeway-would be the S to 9
percent level.

Senator PROXM31RE. What happens if we follow your prescription?
You say this is what will happen if we follow the administration's
program. Supposing we follow the Walter Heller program, the Heller-
Duesenberry program, because they are quite similar, what then can
we expect in terms of growth, and in terms of employment, and in
terms of prices?

Mr. HELLER. I would first of all, line myself up with Jim Duesen-
berry in saying that we should aim for a moderate expansion, not a
full-scale expansion in the next few quarters, about 2 percent on GNP,
2 to 21/2, I would say, would strike a reasonable balance.

Senator PROXMI1RE. What will that do to unemployment? Instead of
going through 6 and 7 percent it would be what?

Mr. HELLER. That would hold unemployment to 6 percent or below.
Senator PROXMIRE. That is really discouraging. The prescription

that you offer would still result in an increase of unemployment from
the present 5.2 percent to around 6 percent or perhaps a little less; is
that right?

Mr. HELLER. I think we are on a course where it is almost impossible
to stop and turn the economy around, first of

Senator PROXTrTRE. Even with the best will in the world and the
wisest policies?

Mir. HELLEri [continuing]. All, to stop us from moving in that gen-
eral order of magnitude. and second, in terms of striking a reasonable
balance between our anti-inflationary objective, which we all want to
pursue, and our humanitarian objectives on the unemployment and
income side, especially in the lower-income groups, in striking that
balance we do have to endure some higher unemployment than we
would like for some time. But I am not prepared to endorse a policy
that would try to push inflation back to 4 percent in, say a year. or 18
months at the cost of 8 percent or even higher unemployment. I think
that is the kind of distinction that has to be made.

Senator PROXm31nE. How about prices? What happens to prices if
we follow your course, with increased growth at a very moderate rate,
with somewhat less unemployment? Would you say the price expecta-
tion would be the same, or would it be worse?

Mr. HELLER. Provided you put in such things as some selective ap-
proach to credit allocation, provided that you put in a meaningful
wage-price monitoring system, I would assume that we could achieve
a somewhat better record on the price front. But most of that projec-
tion for the next 6 or 8 months is preordained. I think we have to look
beyond that period. There is a lag in policy impact. There is a lag in
the economic reaction to policy actions
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Senator PROX3MIE. When you put that in, are you arguing that
the price increase would be lesser in spite of the fact that you have a
more expansive policy?

Mr. HELLER. I would say that if we are in a position to do things-
and I really frankly, rather despair of the possibility of following the
prescription, given the present disarray in the Government, but if we
are in a position to put that in, we would begin to feel the effects
within 6 months, and instead of having to settle for, say, 8 or 9 percent
hardcore inflation, we probably could knock one point, perhaps two
points, off of that hardcore inflation. That, I think would be highly
worthwhile doing. It would not involve as much of a squeeze on those
who are most vulnerable to a policy of unalloyed stagnation.

Senator PRoxMTRE. This is a great improvement-if you could im-
prove upon public policy-so much of this is beyond our reach and
our control, but if you argue that we would have a policy that could
make a difference of 1 or 2 percent, that would be, I think, a con-
siderable achievement.

Let me just say that on the amendment that I just mentioned I lost
47 to 47, I am told by the staff. So if I had stayed on the floor and
talked to maybe one or two more Senators I could have won on that.
So this is what 1 think of you, I came back and the amendment failed
because I think so highly of Duesenberry and Heller.

Mr. HELLER. But you have got enough grievances against us already,
I hope you will not hold this against us forever.

Senator PROXMIRE. I hope you recall that you just cost $54 million
by being so eloquent and so seductive.

Mr. HELLER. By the way, was there any appropriation for the
Trident missile system involved in that atomic-

Senator PRoxmIRE. That is right.
Air. HELLER. Can't you go back and have a reconsideration?
Senator PROXMIRE. You do not put any emphasis at all on the notion

that as incomes are sustained, as they would be under your proposal,
because you would have less unemployment, and a greater growth in
the economy, that this might result in people buying more gas, buying
more air conditioners, and, therefore, using up more energy sources,
and perhaps buying even more cars, and using up scarce steel, and
more plastic products that are in short supply, you put no emphasis
on that aspect of this modest increase in demand? At least you think
that would be offset by the policies that you would

Mir. HELLER. First of all, one would not be an economist if one did
not achnit that higher demand in part always tends to increase price
pressures. What you have to talk about is, what is the relative distribu-
tion of those pressures under the circumstances that we see and under
the circumstances that are developing? Now. I have suggested that I
hope the committee in its study of inflation will try to match the pur-
chasing power structure, the increases that would result from tax relief
for the lower-income groups, with the structures of available capacity,
and that we ought to get a nonemotional answer to that. I have not
been in a position to do it. But I think it is something that ought to be
done. so that we do not need to speculate quite as much.

Senator PROXMINRE. So what your policies have to do is overcome the
inflationary impact of additional demand. And again, I would like you
to specify concisely just what those policies are. I have missed it.
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Mr. HELLER. My guess, just to finish off that point, is that the kind of
tax relief I am talking about would involve very minimal drain to
resources in shortage areas, especially with the shortages disappearing
day by day, except for a few notable exceptions. But I am talking about
a policy that would introduce-we are talking now about czardom, if
a policy czar could today introduce some kind of a circuit-breakei
wage-price monitoring policy with guidelines and some clout, with the
powers of inquiry, publicity, suspension, and in some cases a complete
rollback-I do not think that is a possibility-

Senator PROXTUIRE. As a matter of fact, if we had a new President of
the United States, which we may have in a few months, and he wished
to do this-after all, a new President automatically gets a lot of public
sympathy and support and cooperation-could he not do a great deal
without any change in the law at all?

M r. HELLER. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. After all, the actions that President Kennedy

took in the steel crises, for instance, he took without any legislation.
IV e do not have any on the books right now.

Mr. HELLER. First of all, the answer to that is absolutely right. I
would hope that there would be an era of good feeling which he could
capitalize on in order to introduce a new sense of d6tente within the
economy, a new sense of cohesion, a new sense of sacrifice, rather than
dog eat dog and every man get as much for himself as he can, which
seems to be the philosophy of the present administration. That would
be a consummation devoutly to be wished. But I would hope that the
Congress would help to prepare the way for that. There is no reason
that this committee and the other bodies in Congress, given the things
that have happened through the Speakers' office, and so forth, in the
House-I think we have taken at least the first small steps toward it.
There is no reason that the way should not be prepared for that by the
kind of analysis and policy positions taken by Congress.

Senator PROxmirE. Now, we get away from the dog-eat-dog policy,
or try to move to a policy of harmonizing diverse interest, and so
forth. It seems to me the first action that must be taken is to do our
best to persuade the administration to recognize that it must not be
one sided in the people that they appoint to office-the No. 1 economic
counselor, Kenneth Rush, the former head of Union Carbide, Roy
Ash, the head of the Office of Management and Budget, the former
head of Litton Industries, one of the greatest conglomerates in the
country, and Mr. Simon was a top partner in the Salomon Bros.,
the biggest Wall Street bond house in the country. You can go right
down the line. There are many others.

This is the question I want to ask you, now coming into the Govern-
ment is Mr. Greenspan, a very attractive clarinet player, a man of
great charm, erudition and grace, but a man who is a follower of Ayn
Rand, a man who has made some statements that are, it seems to me,
as insensitive to the needs of people who are in difficulties as anyone
I have heard, a man who has made his fortune out of being hired by
a hundred of the biggest corporations in the country, and who will
return to that as soon as he leaves the office. I understand you think
highly of Mr. Greenspan. Why should the Senate confirm a man with
this kind of background if you feel that one of our problems is that
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this is an administration that is too insensitive and does not have the
balance that would bring harmony into our economy?

Mr. HELLER. This raises a basic question of the philosophy of the
relations between the Congress and the President; namely, does he
have the right to choose the kinds of people who mirror his own
philosophy. Start with that. I do not like, as you do not either, obvi-
ously, the sort of economic philosophy that Mr. Greenspan has. But
I respect him, because, one, he is an honest man, he will call the shots
as he sees them; and two, he is competent, he is respected both within
the nonacademic and the academic spheres. I have seen him make excel-
lent contributions, for example, in the Brookings Panel on Economic
Activity. Three, he will depoliticize the Council of Economic Advisers,
which is desperately needed after the recent administration by his
predecessor. He will restore some of its position in Government, it
seems to me, even though he is pursuing the wrong policies. But that
is not the basic question-and you may totally disagree with this-that
is not the question on which he should be judged. I think if he has
got honesty, competence. and a professional approach to life, he
deserves the fate that is in store for him as a member of the Nixon
administration.

Senator PROXXIHRE. The difficulty, you see, is the combination. I
like Mr. Rush very much. He is an able man. He has the economic back-
ground that you should have in that position. He is a very decent, able,
and intelligent kind of a person.

And I think very highly of the intelligence and the ability of Wil-
liam Simon, although I disagree strongly with him.

I am sure Mr. Ash is also an able man.
You put those fellows together and I think they have got the kind

of ability, and in most cases the respect, they have got the intelligence,
but it makes a fierce combination that we are approving-and the
Senate does have the right to advise and consent, we are a partner in
this thing. At some point should we not draw the line and try to make
a fight to get some balance here?

Paul McCracken, after all, was a Nixon appointee, and while he is
a man of conservative views. he also is a man of considerable sensi-
tivity who recognizes that you cannot have a harmonious program
unless vou have some give. He has proposed. for example, that to the
extent that we have restraint that we also should have some kind of
an income support program for people with low incomes. This is
realistic politically, and in terms of equity and justice would make
sense. So it is not as if the President does not have options, he does, he
has good options.

Mr. HELLER. He has options. But I think You have to assume-and
we are not talking economics now, we are talking political economics
or even politics-that if you turn down Mr. Greenspan he wvill ap-
point someone worse. You have to operate in a world of reality.

I agree with you entirely about the case of the President's cast of
economic characters. This is very distressing to me. One of the reasons
I am pessimistic about the economy is precisely because of the com-
bination of disarray and the views held by the people who are advis-
ing the President and exerting policy influence. But I do not think
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that that can be stopped or changed by turning down 'Mr. GRreenspan
as Chairman of the Council of Economic Adviscrs.

Senator PROX:31TRE. But you do feel that his policies are bad, they
will be bad for the country, that they are going to help to aggrevate
unemployment, and wve are going to have a situation in wlhich we have
less equity and less justice in the system because of the policies that
he is going to follow?

Mr. HELLER. Given his public pronouncements that we have to press
the economy down very severely for a prolonged period of time in
order to beat baek inflation, and he pursues that philosophy, yes.

Senator Pnox-uNtiii. Do you think there is any economic merit at all,
either you or Mr. Duesenberry, in the Greenspan argument that if we
do not go through the wringer to a considerable extent now we will
have to go through it much worse later on ?

And that he feels that restraint does not necessarily mean an in-
creased unemployment above what there would be otherwise? Do
you think that is just economicallv unsound?

zero. Duesenberrv.
Mr. DuSEIENBER;hY. I think that is a matter of degree. I think it is

true that we do need to have a period of lowv growth and to accept some
rise in unemployment in order to avoid something worse later on, be-
cause I think that we -will have real trouble later on if we do not
decelerate instead of accelerating the rate of inflation.

Now, the whole question, I think, is how far one wants to go with
that. When I said I was prepared to accept a 2-percent rate of growth
for the next 12 months and a rise in unemlplovmlient in the neiahborlhood
of 6 percent, that is not something that I like to say, but only because
those concerns about the future make me feel it necessary.

Now. I do not think that there is a great deal of additional payoff
in terms of restraining inflation, in going from 6 to 7 percent. There is
a lot of payoff in going from 31/2 to 41/2 percent. and there is somethingr
in going from 41/2 to 51/2 percent, and there may be a little more in
going to 6 percent. But I think that once you get to the situation where
there are no real shortages in labor markets, and where employees (lo
not feel they have to build up wages in order to keep their good people
from leaving. or in order to recruit others. then you are not going to
do much good by having a lot of people on the streets. So it is all a
matter of degrees. I really have not followed Alan Greenspan's state-
ments enough to really know just where he falls in the spectrum of
degrees on this matter. I know there are some people

Senator PRox[INrEn. He said a couple of things that are very specific
about this. He thinks that we ought to hold down present spending,
and we ought to have a very, very limited increase next year. He says
that is what we can do, next year -we ought to hold it diown. I think
$325 billion next year. wlhiclh would be an extraordinary improve-
ment, in my view, and in the view of some, in the rate of i nerease. Of
course, we can have a change in the tax structure too. but I doubt if he
is going to recommend that, if they cut taxes it wvill not be payroll
taxes, it will be taxes oln investment income and so forth. This is the
kind of policy that he is going to push very hard for. He is going to
join Roy Ash, and Simon, and others who have this view.

Mr. DUFSN-BERPRY. I would hate to see us go in for a really panicky
restraint on the budget, even though I believe that we ought to be very
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cautious about budgetary expansion. It is just a question of degree. l'e
certainly have to leain on the side of restraint inuch more now tlami at
sonie time in the past. WT7e should not go off the deep end on it.

Senator Puioxii:IuuFx. Mr. I-leller. hlow Nvozldc v ou assess the outlook for
business fixed investment? Are there really strong investmienit plans as
shown in the earlier surveys? In the state of tile ec onoly now' are they
really likely to hold up. given the financing problems and tile wveak
consumer deniancd?

Mr. HELTE.R. As a matter of fact, thiere are some sigins of weakness
beginning to appear in that previously optimistic plant and equipment
investment picture. When y ou look at the numbers for the first half of
this year, and adjust them for inflation, the real plhysical increase inI
plant and equipment investimient was not nearly as impressive as it
looks on thec surface. Thle projectiois alre sue] that-I do not wvailt to
be misunderstood. I think that Nve are goin g to continue to findl that I h1is
is the greatest area of strength in the econoniv. liut if wve have per-
sistent sluggisghness. and1 stagnation in the economy, I caminot see that
thlie planlt and equipmenit ebullience. even to the degrees that ve 1La-e
now, can be sustained. Thlalt is why I say, part of a G reenispan po l icy
would be self-defeating. because ini the longer run wve need these. vast
quantities of investmelit-Ihighler than, we had in the past as .Jim
Duesenberry has mentioned and which lhe and lBarry Bosw-orth. are-
making some explicit projections on. And that simply does not thrive
in an atmQsphere of stagnation and sluggishness and low profits. It
scenis to me that this is one of the greatest dangers of pushing the
policy of fiscal and monetarly tiglintess too far. that we wvill chop off
tile iufcreases in investment. that wve need to relieve shortages and meet
future demands and the increases in investment that we need for
modernization, and increases in productivitv.

Senator PRQXMIIRE. Plus the increases that yoIu need. which are
enormously larrge. I did not realize howv large thev wvere until I had a
chiance to look at them. The increases that vou needl in plant invest-
menit simply to reduce the noise pollution, to reduce the decibels of
noise from 90 to 85, is $31 billion over the next 3 years. The investment

tthat is needed for air pollution reduction is $100 billion over the next
10 years. The investment that you need for water pollution abatement
is $6 billion each year over the next 10 years. The investillelit that YOtl
need for OSH1A is about 3 or 4 percent of total private investment.
You add those up-all of which I am for. I voted for all of them. and
would do so again, though none of them are going to contribute to
productivity in the usual sense-you, have, one, an inflatioiiarv factor;

and two. anl investimeit requirement factor that is very great. 'e wish
you would advise us on that whole situation. Have we moved too fast?

Could we have what Paul Samuelson calls for a cost-benefit analysis
of these requirements with respect to inflation before we vote them?
For instance. should we crank into our environmental legislation the
recognition that when we require some of these actions that it is going
to have an inflationary effect? Because obviously, the constumer is going
to have to pay every nickel of this in bigher prices, we ought to face it
and admit it. I am going to vote for them anyway. But I think we
ought to recognize that this is an inflationary action, and if we are
going to do that, the timing is very important, the size of what we
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require, the length of time we require industry to do these things, and
we have to recognize that there are going to be other ways, or some
kind of tax incentives, or some kind of concessions to see that this is
done as efficiently as possible.

Mr. HELLER. Let me just make a quick comment or two on this.
The Samuelson approach appeals to me sort of rationally, but not

emotionally. Let me put it this way. In the best of all possible worlds,
where the full weight of externalities in our systems are recognized in
public and private policy, in other words, where the proenviron-
mental-improvement forces had as much clout as their economically
rational case for the imporvement in the environment justifies, I would
agree. But it seems to me that there are enough barriers, especially
with the present administration, in the matter of environmental and
safety improvement, and so forth, that if you threw in one more;
namely, that if you had to be sure it did not contribute to inflation, it
could slow the movement below its optimum. And is surely true in
terms of my values in regarding the quality of life in this country.
And consequently I would be very chary about doing so, because it is
one more block in the path of things that I think we need to do for an
improved quality of life.

Senator PROXMiRE. To get more investment, what do you think of
the suggestion by the President of a 11/2 percent savings of people's
incomes, an investment, which is translated in a big way, would result
in far more funds available for housing, according to Mr. Stein, and
for other investment, and would ease to some extent the demand
pressures?

Mr. HELLER. I am going to let Jim Duesenberry address himself
to that. I think it is another cop-out kind of a thing from the Presi-
dent. In the economic sphere, it is sort of a hollow request. It is not
going to get anywhere. But the question you are putting is, what if it
were done? Well, again it depends on the whole complex of policies:
Would this 11/2 percent cutback in consumer spending simply result
in a reduction in the total level of our activity in the economy, and
not simply turn it over to investment, or would it actually be picked
up from the investment side?

Senator PRoxmR. Would it be a help, Mr. Duesenberry, to persuade
people to cooperate'better if we identified areas of inflationary private
action and made specific appeals to people to modify their action to
some extent? Our people are very patriotic people. They cooperated
very well with an unpopular President in an energy crisis. Gasoline is
in short supply. Utilities are having a hard time supplying the demand.
Plastics are in short supply. Is there anything, other than the market
mechanism to retard these things very much, that the President does
not do, by way of an appeal, by way of identification, to encourage
it, so that in these areas we hold down spending? Or is it something
that we just have to-

Mr. DIJESENBERRY. I think that the life of enthusiasm for that type
of voluntary program is really very short. I think it is one thing,
when one clearly has a gasoline shortage, to induce people to respond
to the crisis and share the burden for a few months. But to have them
change their habits and resist their impulses and undergo discomfort
if they live somewhere they need an air-conditioner I think it is some-
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thing which is not likely to be sustained for any very long period.
I think we have had appeals of this sort before, and they usually
peter out pretty quickly. I think we really feel the need for restraint
on energy consumption. It would be appropriate to look to taxes on
high horsepower automobiles, and taxes on central air-conditioning,
which I think is a fairly high income kind of comfort, rather than to
rest on those appeals.

Senator PROX-MIRE. You mentioned, -Mr. Heller. in your prepared
statement at one point-it was a very controversial issue, and I want
to deal with it now-the plight of the small saver, the man who puts
his money in the savings and loan and gets a 51/2 -percent return, and
in a commercial bank even less, at a time when the inflation rate is
high. You talked about getting away from regulation Q. which is,
of course, one of the difficulties that makes it impossible for the small
saver to have effective competition for his funds. But you know what
removal of regulation Q does to housing. Housing is a basket case.
Housing has suffered an over 500,000 unit reduction over last year.
That is 1 million jobs. Housing depends on savings and loans. There
is no way that housing can proceed without regulation Q. I wish that
there were. But we have the combination of much higher interest rates
that are bringing money out, and we have the Citicorp proposal, which
is apparently catching on in many other banks. and also many non-
financial corporations are now beginning to think about that. We had
testimony before our Banking Committee that as much as $10 billion
would be absorbed bv it. MNr. Bomar of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, who said that there could be a very substantial disintermedia-
tion. And as you know. savings and loan organizations suffered a great
deal this last month. So as a matter of practical policy, one, is there
anything we can do with the small saver: and two, is there anything
we can do-and this is most important-without further devastation
for the industrv which is suffering the most. and is so important for
construction. where we have 10 percent uniemployment?

Mfr. HELLER. Again, this is an area of Jim Duesenberry's expertise.
So I will confine myself to just a couple of comments.

*With the careful phaseout-and I realize how the thrift institutions
are over a barrel in terms of the rate at which they have loaned money
in the Dast. and this is the main barrier to doing something about
regulation Q-it would put them in a better position over the longer
run to compete for housing monev. And they also ought to be given,
as both the old study under President Kennedy 10 years ago that was
done-it is now 11 vears-of financial institutions and financial reform
suggested. and as the more recent commission also suggested. the Hunt
commission. they ought to be given the opportunity to compete-and
pnrh"ns I will be thrown off the board of the National Citv Bank
of Minneapolis for saying this-more vigorously with other banking
institutions.

Senator Pnox3n-%r. When von do that it results in their putting
some of the funds thev now put into housing into small business and
other areas. So what the HunTt commission suggests is that you have
a tax incentive which would encourage banks to put more of their
monev into housing as a kind of a cuid pro quo, so that as they get
their portfolio above a certain pei cent, that in that way you could get
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a tremendous amount of leverage involved, they would enjoy the full
effects of a tax credit. This should make substantially more housing
money available from the banks. Do you think that has promise?

Mr. HELLER. I think you know from my testifying before this com-
mittee for many years that I am very skeptical of new tax shelters.
The trouble with new, tax shelters is that thev too easily get converted
into new tax escapes-call them loopholes, if you will.

Senator PROXMIRE. I could not agree with you more. But at the
same time. as a practical, realistic effort to try to get money into hous-
ing, what do you do?

Mr. HELLER. That is what we say every time, and then we riddle
the tax structure. So I am very reluctant on that point. But I would
rathler listen to Jlim DPlesenherry than talk on this subject.

Mr. DUESEN-BEIry. This whole problem really has long- and short-
term aspects. and we will never get back to it if we do not start. Maybe
we had better start iwith the long term and come back to the short term.

In the long run the basic logic here has to be that. first, we recog-
nize that there are two separate problems. There is the problem of a
mortgage market. There is the problem of the thrift institutions as
such. I think in the long run the mortgage market has to become less
dependent on the thrift institutions. an d more dependent on direct
access to the long-term market, and the thrift institutions themselves
have to participate in a wider varietv of business and in effect become
a good deal more like the retail commercial banks, the suburban com-
mercial banks, which participate fairly heavily in the mortgage
market.

You might notice that insofar as thrift institutions are competing
in the sniburlban market for consumer loans. that is not going to increase
the total involvement of consumer loans by any very large amount,
it is mostly going to mean that they are going to take business away
from commercial banks or financial companies which are going to
have to go someplace'else. which means they will probably go into the
mortgage market. There may have to be some shift in rates. It used to
be that mortgage rates were above bond yields. For some time they
have been below. I think if we are going to have long-term financing:
in the mortgage market we will have to shift back to where we were
before. We have made a good deal of progress in getting the mortgage
market into direct access with the long-term market. If mortgage
rates were a little more competitive with long-term rates, then the
GNAMA guaranteed securities would carry a larger value of funds.
So that I think the right estimate in the long run is to move toward
a different liability structure for thrift institutions with more long
terms and toward a different aspect structure with more short terms,
because they have been in trouble in borrowing short and lending
long. as that is a dangerous situation unless interest rates are very
stable. At the same time we need to get the mortgage market more
directly dependent on the general security market. And we have been
moving in that. direction.

Now. that all takes a long time. We have made quite a lot of prog-
ress. But it will take a long time to complete. The real problem is
how we get from here to there without getting into a lot of trouble
and starting right now.

And there. I think the first thing is to get some reduction in the
short-term interest rates, because the Citicorp issue would not amount
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to anythinig if the prime rate were not 12 percent, they would not be
offering a rate that looked so good.

So I think that is the first thing. And that means holding a policy
which wvill justify that, but you also need some early turn in monetary
policy.

I tlhink it is possible to think about phasing out regulation Q for
two reasons. One, the thrift institutions do have increasing earnings.
The proportion of mortgages which are 8- or 9-percent mortgages in
their portfolios is much higher than this used to be, and if you look
at a chalrt of their gross earnings you will see them steadily rising as
a* percentage. So that it is possible for them fairly immediately, prob-
ably, to pay a bit more.

And second, it is clear fromn the Citi Corp issue and other kinds
of issue proposals that the effect of regulation Q has been gradually
leakingco out. I mlayv say that I was one of the first people to propose
that we should engage in the operation of regulating the rates paid
by the comnmercial banks and thrift institutions on savings accounts
aind to split the large CP's off so that they could be dalat with. Unlike
many of my colleagues. I feel that it Awas not a mistake to try to give
sonle temporary protection. But it is in the nature of these markets
that the protection only lasts until people find out how to get around
it and continue to compete for money. WVe saw in 1969 that there were
solnie corporations wvhich wvere begi ning to think about selling small
denomination securities directly to customers. I think in the end we
are bound to see more than that.

So I think wve have had all the benefits that we are going to get out
of regulationi Q. and wve had better start facing the necessity for get-
ting rid of it. I would suggest that we begin by having them im-
mediately move their rates up just as far as the supervisors think they
possibly can, and perhaps being a little less cautious than the super-
visors usually are in these matters. And secondly, that what is really
required is to get those short-term interest rates down fairly soon.

Senator PROXMINUIE. Thank you, gentlemen. very much. The time is
just about up. I do waant to ask one question and then make one com1-
menit and get your reactions.

The question is on indexing, indexing by permitting wages to rise.
aind rents to rise, and interest to rise, or whatever kind of income to
rise, in accordance with the consumer price index, so that you adapt to
an inflation by removing the pain from it. Some say this could be
horrendous. But it has eminent intellectual support from the great
economist in the University of Chicago, Professor Friedman. M"re are
already proceeding along that line to some extent in wage contracts.
As you know, We have 5 million wage earners who have part of their
income indexed. We have it in social security, so that we already have
it to some extent. What happens if wve extend this? 'Much of it is being
extended by government policy. There have been proposals that wve
should do this iii almost every area. What is your reaction? It is almost
1 o'clock. And apologies for holding you so long.

Mr. HELLER. Unaccustomed as I am to disagreeing with Milton
Friedmianm. I find myself in disagreement on his proposal for a full-
scale indexinig program. I have written about this. I would be happy
to submit it for the record.'

Senator PrzoxBT1RE. All right.

I See Mr. Hleller's article. beginning on p. 19/;.
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Mr. HELLER. I feel that there are limited exceptions that make sense,
indexing under present circumstances.

Senator PROXMIRE. How about the Canadian plan, where you at
least index the income tax. so that if prices go up you allow more
for dependents? For instance, instead of $750 you increase it as the
cost of living increases.

Mr. HELLER. I am in favor of discretionary adjustments in rela-
tionship to the particular nature of inflation, as my tax cut proposal
would suggest. But if we do it automatically -we take out one of the
automatic blocks to inflation and throw a greater burden on Congress
to take discretionary action, to increase taxes. I am a little loath, given
the record of the Congress, the White House, and the country on tax
increases, I am a little loath to remove this automatic barrier to the
growth of inflationary excesses of demand. I think occasional adjust-
ments have to be made by the Congress in a discretionary way, but
I do not want to put it on an automatic conveyor belt.

Finally, just on the general subject, I do believe there is some very
real substance in the proposition that if you take all the pain out of
inflation, and all the risk, so to speak, out of inflation, as you would
with a comprehensive indexing system, you remove one of the few
remaining barriers to this acceleration of inflation that Jim Duesen-
berry has spoken about. But beyond that I will simply submit my
article on the subject.

Senator PROXMIRE. I appreciate it very much.
[The following article was subsequently supplied for the record:]

[From the Wall Street Journal. June 20, 1974]

HAS THE TIME COME FOR INDEXING?

(By Walter W. Heller)

In a world caught in the toils of unrelenting inflation, it is small wonder
that "indexing" or "Indexation" is gaining attention and adherents.

The idea of using a general price index to translate fluctuating money values
of payments like wages and interest and of assets like bonds and savings into
stable real value is not new, of course. A century ago, the English economist
Jevons was searching for just such a stable standard of values. And in recent
years, Belgium, Israel and Finland have indexed wages, pensions, rents and a
wide range of financial transactions.

Even in the United States, we practice indexing in a limited way. Cost-of-
living adjustments provide some insurance against inflation for 32 million Social
Security and civil service beneficiaries and 13 million recipients of food stamps.
And the wages of about 10% of the labor force are at least partly hedged against
inflation by cost-of-living escalators.

What is new is not indexing as such, but the proposal that it be applied across
the board. Struck by Brazil's heady economic experience. Milton Friedman urges
us to "express all transactions that have a time duration in terms that eliminate
the effect of inflation." This, it is claimed, would automatically take both the
sting and the honey out of inflation and clear the path for monetary and fiscal
measures to bring it under control.

Brazil's widespread use of indexing, or what it calls "monetary correction"
has coincided with a marked slowdown in inflation and a strong speed-up in
growth. The annual rate of inflation was brought down from about 90% in
1964 to 15% In 1973 (though world-wide inflationary pressures have again pushed
it up to over 35% in the early months of 1974). Meanwhile, real growth has
averaged better than 1o0 a year since 1968.
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THE BRAZILIAN EXPERIENCE

But has indexing really been the hero of the piece? Does the Brazilian experi-
ence apply to conditions in the U.S.? For much of the following analysis I am
indebted to Professor Albert Fishlow at the University of California.

After the military takeover in 1964, Brazil applied indexing with a vengeance
In an effort to cope with rampant inflation and to get financial markets back
on their feet:

Indexes measuring inflation rates of the recent past are used to translate
money values into real values for payments of rent, interest and taxes as well
as for assets like bonds, savings accounts and both the fixed and working capital
of business.

Wage increases are determined by applying an index of expected future price
and productivity increases to a base consisting of the average real wages paid
in the preceding 24 months.

Profits are determined on the basis of real gains after monetary correction,
vhile the level of exemptions and the range of tax brackets under the personal

income tax are redefined each year in accordance with price level changes.
The foreign exchange rate was put on a crawling peg, a system of regular

minidevaluations geared to the differential rate of Brazilian inflation.
The measure of inflation generally used for the correction process is the

wholesale commodity price index (except in the case of rentals, where the
minimum wage is used as the indexing standard). Apart from wages, where the
index is applied in an arbitrary way, the system is far from automatic. To
implement changes in economic policy, the authorities have adjusted tax privi-
leges, loan repayment terms and real estate rate levels from time to time.

Wage indexing, as used in Brazil, was not a device to help labor keep pace
with inflation. In fact, the wage formula, especially during the early years,
had a built-in bias toward a reduction of real wages, partly because the correc-
tion for future inflation (and productivity advances) substantially undershot
the mark and partly because rampant inflation eroded and calculated wage base.
As a result, real minimum wages declined some 16% in the first phase of the
program up to 1967. In the following five years, average wage gains covered
only half to two-thirds of productivity advances. Only in 1972 and 1973 did
rough parity prevail.

No one disputes that the Brazilian economy has made impressive strides in the
decade since indexation- was introduced. But the closer one looks, the clearer
it becomes that indexing-in the usually accepted sense of impartial and auto-
matic adjustments 'to general price movements-made only a marginal contribu-
tion to that success. Several facts lead inescapably to this conclusion.

First, the decisive role in reducing Brazil's inflation was played not by indexing
but by (a) fiscal discipline that reduced 'the cash deficit from more than 4% of
total output in 1963 to a small surplus in 1973; (b) price and wage controls;
(c) the large productivity dividends produced by high rates of growth, and (d)
greater international openness and the resulting competitive pressures on the
domestic economy.

Second. Brazil's in-name-only indexation for wages was actually a formula
for unwinding inflation at the expense of labor. The substantial decline in real
wages, especially in the lower income groups, bears witness to this.

Third, from the foregoing it is clear that the important parts of the program
bearing the label "monetary correction" did not serve the cause of equity under
conditions of rapid price rise-which presumably is the name of the game in
indexing-but precisely the opposite.

Fourth, far from being an automatic correction based on overall price move-
ments and thereby serving as a neutral "rule" to supplant governmental author-
ity in allocating resources and distributing income. Brazilian indexing has been
highly discretionary. To think otherwise does not do credit to the ingenuity and
innovativeness of Brazilian policymakers. It fails to convey the degree to which
rapid growth and disinflation were a product of conscious intervention in the
economy.

Fifth, as recognized by such respected Brazilian authorities as Minister of
Finance Mario Enrique Simonson, indexing eliminates the usual frictions in the
inflationary process and thus may become a "feedback factor" in the rate of price
increases. The 1974 jump in Brazil's inflation rate stemming from the global
rise in food and energy prices seems to illustrate this point. The country's
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inible policymakers already are investigating new flays of blocking this tralns-
mission effect.Although indexing played a minor direct role in Brazil's successes oln thegrowth and inflation fronts. it did help set the stage. By restoring and guaran-teeing liositive real rates of interest to savers, it helped revive capital marketsand created the conditions iu which new financial institntions could work. thilsenabling the market to allocate resources more efficiently. Also, with the help of abroad range of export subsidies and incentives. the crawvling-peg exchanze ratefacilitated a truly impressive giowyth in Brazil's exports. These consequences wereimportant for Brazil's eonomic advance. But they are largely irrelevalnt to theU.S. economy blessed with strong financial institutions'and foreign trade.Inleed, the adjustment of interest rates to inflation via the market place. as inthe 1.S., affords an interest contrast with adjustments by indexing. What is thegreater wisdom? To escalate long-term interest rates via indexing in response tothe 1973-74 food and fuel price explosion? Or teiiporarily to offer a negativereturn on long4erni money as our sophisticated capital markets are doing? Thesemarkets seem to be.telling us that we should not build today-'s. inflation intotomorrow.s expectations on an exactly proportionate basis (nor, for that matter,should we ignore projected earnings in the productive sector).

COST-PUSH PRESSURE

An automatic across-the-hbord indexing system woild have promptly trans-lated skyrocketing commomlitv pricesilnot only into higher interest rates bint intohigher wages. Thus. it would hmave put rel6ntless cost-push pressure on the gen-eral price level. Under the preseuit system.l, one has at least a fig1htin- echallne toavoid converting the 197.9-74 sofft core" inflation-food. fuel. industrial'ma-tennias and nost-Phase 4 pop-lo p inflation-into a "hard core" price-wage spiral
reaching well into the future.

Because of its uneven impacts. thlien, our existing system throw.s sand into thegears of inflation. Indexing would oil the gears and speed the process of inflation.Iimder the present circumstadees. a good case can 'be made for using cost-of-living escalators in wage bargains instead of building the present rate of infla-tion into those contracts. Labor is thus protected against high rates of inflation,while the public is assured that wages won't be pegged at levels that ignore
delining rates of inflation.But it should be recognized that if across-the-board indexing of wages wererequired, vexing questions would arise. Would the base. or take-off point. simplybe the existing wage level, or would adjustments have to he made for previouswage erosion and wage inequities? Would some nationwide adjustment forproductivity also have to be prescribed? And would that not call for price-
monitoring?

Beyond this, could a cost-of-living index be tuned finely enough to maintainthe even-handedness that is a major objective of indexing? It is probably beyondthe capacity of an indexing system, for example, to adjust for the fact thatinroads of zooming food and fuel prices have been more serious for modest
and low incomes than for high incomes.

Or consider the difficulties in trying to index income tax liabilities as Brazil
has done:

Suuppose we adjusted personal exemptions and the width of the tax brackets
by the cost-of-living index today. It would give too much relief to those for
whom food and fuel absorb only a small percentage of income and vice versa.A tax fix via indexing cuts tax liabilities for those luirt by inflation but
imposes no penalties on those, like debtors, who a'e helped by it.Indexing reduces the automatic stabilizing force that a progressive incometax exerts by taking more money out of an inflationary economy. In this sense
it demands more of discretionary fiscal policy.

Indexing would also throw a heavier burden on conventional fiscal. monetary
and ware-price policies because it is such an efficient "conductor' of the infl-
tionary impact of outside shocks like the onadrupling of Arab oil prices. Such
policies are having a hard enough time trying to curb existing inflation without
making them compensate for indexation as well.
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SO6ME ATTRACTIONS

This is not to say that indexation has no role to play in the U.S. economy.
As the Social Security and food stamp examples illustrate, it has definite attrac-
tions as a means of buffering the incomes of groups who have no built-ini
protection against inflation. Cost-of-living escalators for wages can also play a
useful role in an economy wvlere inflationary forces are ebbing. And the federal
goverimnent 'might want to issue an indexed security itself and remove legal
barriers to private indexing arrangements in financial transactions. Having
'purchasing power bon ds" as an option would enable the system to respond
more efficiently to differential expectations of future inflation among investors
and thereby reduce nominal interest rates.

But even with the best of intentions and the most perfect of applications,
indexing cannot fairly lay claim to being neutral, automatic or highly equitable.
It does not do away with either market power or political power. But it does
do away with some of the inhibitions against inflation and some of the frictions
hl-t serve as circuit breakers to slow it down.

Il short, carefully targeted indexing in small doses can promote equity with-
out worsening inflation. But in hirge doses, it is more likely to be an opiate than
a cure for inflatiqn. -

Dr. Heller, president of the American Economic Association, is Regents'
Professor of Economics at the Ummiversity of 'Minnesota and former chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers under Presidents Kennedy and Johnson. He
is also a member of the Jonrnal's Board of Contributors, four distinguished
professors who contribute periodic articles reflecting a broad range of views.

Senator Pnoxmirn-1. WMr. Dueseniberrv.
Mr. DUISi-E.NmRRY. Let me note first, that Milton Friedmana did not

propose indexing in order to make us happy li\-ing with inflation. but
because lie thought that so nianiv people had such a vested interest in
the existence of inflation that indexing would help themi to live with a
reduction in the rate of inflation.

Second, as to indexing, as to the tax cut, I do not see why we should
take all the pleasure out of a Congressman's life. There is some ad-
vantage, I think. in having taxes which automatically tend to go up,
which then permits the Congress to reduce them w-hen needed. and it
is easier to reduce them than interest.

Finally, it is ai delusion to think that vou can really make inflation
(o away by indexing. On the other hand, indexing tends to accelerate
the rate of inflation by speeding up the process of passthrouglh of
everything,. and when inflation gets to very high rates, we then find
that we get all the kinds of inequities, the same old problems. out of
differences in indexing. It turns out that a fellow's wages are indexed
on the CPI, but what hle buys is on the wholesale price index. and
they do not move exactly the same. And there have been a niulmber of
countries which have been indexed, and after a few years of indexing it
has turned out that they had the same old social conflicts. niow over
the natu-e of the index which wvas used in that process. I ha-e an
English friend who once went to a former English colony to quell
the riot by fixing up the cost of living index. So I think that youl do
not really make the pl oblem go away.

Senator PROX-MIRE. I think that is right. I think that is the essence
of it. It is astonishing that it comes from Afilton Friedman. who is,
of course, a free-market manl. because if there is any way. it seems to
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me, that the Federal Government is going to have to decide every-
thing, and is going to be a real big brother, we have to arbitrate who
gets what and how. The way it has been practiced in Brazil it is
extraordinarily discriminatory against labor in favor of the investor.
The pressure on Congress in adjusting that index would be, I think,
immense. And if you just get a political decision, it might be highly
inequitable.

Let me conclude by saying that I do think that while I have great
respect for the capacity of both of you men, I do think you are a little
pessimistic. I think that it is possible with a new President for us
to put together a program which will do something big about this
inflation. I think as you say, Mr. Heller, this is the time. People are
outraged by the inflation, and it is a bigger issue than Watergate, it
is a bigger issue in our country. It is going to get worse. As inflation
gets worse the concern will get greater. I think it is the time that we
can say no to pressure groups that we could not say no to before.
It is time that we can take antitrust action that we could not take in
the past. It is time to roll back prices. Any President who can do
that now would be a hero. It is a time when I think everybody is going
to have to recognize that this simply must be solved, because if we
do not solve it, we are. as Arthur Burns has said, putting our free
society into considerable jeopardy.

M1r. HELLER. I hope, Senator. that the study you make. and the
actions vou take in Congress, will pave the way for this kind of action,
because a President Ford, with the kind of pressures that you have
so elegantly delineated, is not going to carry out the kind of a policy
that you suggest without pressure from the Congress and the people.
The only way for the pressure to come from the people is for it to be
mobilized and focused and crystalized by the Congress. and ready for
action when the new President comes in. The Joint Economic Com-
mittee plays a crucial role in that process.

Senator PROXMIRE. I appreciate that. And I think that is very
good advice.

Thank You, gentlemen. very much.
The committee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morn-

ing. w-heln we will hear from Secretary of the Treasury Simon.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m.. the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a.m., Friday, August 2,1974.]
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The committee met, pinrsiiant to recess. at 10:0.5 a.m., in room 120-9,

Dirksen Senate Office Tinilding. l-Ton. William Proxmire (vice chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire, Sparkman, Hlumphr ey, Javits, and
Percy: and Representative Reuss.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; John R. Karlik
and Courtenay MI. Slater, senior economists; Richard F. Kaufman,
general counsel; William A. Cox, Lucy A. Falcone, Robert D. Hamrin,
Sarah Jackson, Jerry T. Jasinowski, L. Douglas Lee. and Larry
Yuspeh. professional staff members; Michael J. Runde, administrative
assistant; Leslie J. Bander, minority economist; and Walter B.
Laessig, minority counsel.

OPENIN-G STATEM[ENT OF SENATOR PROXMI~RE

Senator PROXIITRE. The committee will come to order. This morning
we are very pleased to have before the committee the 'Secretarv of the
Treasury, MIr. William E. Simon, a man of extraordinary ability and
competence.

I am always glad to see you, MIr. Simon. because you do not hesitate
to speak out and say what you think. You do not give us the same
homogenized position that we so often get from the administration
and the executive branch.

There are several areas that I would like to explore with you today.
First. in the President's speech last week he proposed what frankly

I called a do-nothing policy, a do-nothing economic policy. He has
proposed no change in tax policy, no real change in my view, in spend-
ing policy, no wage-price policy, no change in monetary policy, nothing
to help the housing industry, nothing to prevent the threatened resurg-
ence of food inflation.

The chief economic adviser of the administration, Kenneth Rush,
appeared before us. as did Herbert Stein, the Chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers. And they gave us the same story, in my view:
that is, pretty much of a do-nothing policy.

We want to know first. if you are in substantial agreement with
this lack of policy. And I might say that doing nothing might be the
right policy under some circumstances, but I doubt very much if it is
the right policy today.

(201)
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Second. vou hasve been considerably more optimistic about the pos-
sibilitv of cutting the Federal budget than other members of this
adminiistration. I understand that you have proposed a $20 billion
cut which takes first prize in the fight against inflation bv cutting the
budget. That $20 billion at first glance mlay not seem to be extraordi-
narv-but actually it would permit a 6-percent increase in spendilln
last year.

AW\hen Kenneth Rush testified on Monday. he said that it would be
verv difficult to cut more than $5 billion. In fact. Mr. Rush has been
quoted in the press as savings "A whacking of the budget by $10 or
$20 billion could lead to recession which would lead to deeper deficits."
Walter Heller indicated vesterday that he felt that even another $3
billion in fiscal restraint would be too much. T want to know from you
what specific cuts we could make to substantially reduce the budget
but avoid the possibility of recession.

I am also interested to know how you arrived at the $20-billion
figure. I know that you are opposed to using the full employment
budget as a guide to fiscal policv but what do. you use instead? How
did you determine that $285 billion would be the appropriate level
of government spending for fiscal year 1975.?

Third, it is interesting that you as Secretary of the' Treasury should
propose spending cuts and offer at the, same time a far gentler and
more passive tax policy, since youl are the principal tax man of the
administration.

Does the Treasury have anv studies underway w'hich might result
in proposals for tax changes this year? I understand that you have
mentioned the need for additional incentives to business investment
which might be provided through the tax system. Is it feasible to
think about cutting taxes for anyone and still balance the budget?

Mr. Simon, we are delighted to see you this morning to discuss these
and other questions. You have just returned, I know, from an exten-
sive trip to the Middle East, and certainly the international oil situa-
tion is another key economic question on which we are anxious to be
briefed.

Before I call on Senator Percy I might note that we have scheduled
the head of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Mr. Shiskin, to come before
us at 11:30 to brief the Subcommittee on Priorities and Economv in
Government on the latest unemployment figures that are just out this
morning, so that we hope we can wind up this part of the hearing by
11:30. if possible.

Senator Perev.
Senator PERCY. Secretary Simon, I would just like to express appre-

ciation to you for the fairly tough positions that you have taken that
I think are in the national interest.

First, you have faced up to the fact that we can cut expenditures,
that there is fat in this budget. All programs are desirable probably,
but there are some that are essential and crucial and have higher
priority than others. We simply have to lop off those that cannot be
justified in the light of present inflationary pressures caused by Fed-
eral spending.

Certainly you have been the strongest voice in that regard. We want
you to know that you have got some supporters here in the Congress.
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I have suggested many specific cuts that I think could be made, and
also revenues that can be added. But we are grateful for the leadership
that you have provided.

Second, in recent, days I think you have once again talked with a
clear voice, and talked, I think, in the longrun interest of the Con-
sutmer, by simply saying that it is unrealistic for Governors and State
commissions to hold drown utility rates unnaturally and keep theni
artificially low. It is not possible, in my judgment, to attract capital
to expand those facilities to meet growing demands and future needs
if we have these rates at unrealistically low levels. It may be politically
popular now to try to hold the rates down, but it is going to be dis-
astrous when we have blackouts and we cannot get energy and when a
factory might be closed and we cannot keep people on the job.

I hope that we can not only support a 7-percent investment tax
credit for utilities to put them on a parity with private industry-
and thev are competing against plivate industry for capital-but I
allso think that when we are on the verge of a telephone strike, once
agrain we will recogwize. if we have that strike-and I hope it can
be averted-the necessity of telephones. Telephone facilities all over
tlie country also need expansion as we have growing, future needs.
We shlould like very muheli to have your views as to whethler the
A-percent investment tax credit should be applicable also not only to
public utilities but also other types of utilities. such as telephone
companies.

We welcome you very much, and appreciate the candor with wvhich
yoil have alwavs testified befoi'elthis committee.

Seniator PROXMNIRE. Mrr. Secretary, will you go. right ahead, sir.
You have a detailed prepared statement, if you wish to abbreviate it
in any way the entire lprepared statement will be. printed in full in
the record at the end of your oral statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM E. SIMON, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY EDGAR R. FIEDLER, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC POLICY

Secretary SrIrox. Thank YOU. Mr. ~Vice Chairman. I will trv to
abbreviate it as best I can.

Before I start. I was catching up on some of my reading material
after I came home last Saturday, I noted your many statements.
MAir. Vice Chairman. in the Congressional Record. I have not read them
all. but I have read this first one: "that Is Right W1"ith the Federal
Governlment and the U.S. Economv."

And I just want to tell you, from an American citizen's point of
view, as well as a government official. that I think that this is what
has been sorely needed in the country. We need more voices like yours
to sav what is good and great about this country instead of constantly
denigifrating it. recognizing that a big country with a diversified econ-
omnv like ours has always had problems, and is always going to have
problems. But. we are always going to have people that are working
verv hard and are determined to solve them. It does not serve any
useful purpose just to be a constant cynic, because cynics never build
anything, they just destroy things.
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Senator PnOXmTrE. I want to thank Von verv much for that., Mr.
Secretary. When I made my speech on what is right with the econoomy
I thought it might be news, because nobody is talking about that,
but nobody paid any attention to it. I think there are many good
things about the economy. But we do not put it into perspective. We
have some tremendously serious problems. But I do not think we are
going to be in a position to cope with those problems unless we recog-
nize that we have an enormous amount of strength to work with us. a
whale of a lot going for us. We have made great progress. As you say,
this constant denigration of the economy from every side is iikely to
destroy the basis of confidence on which we have to build a constructive
policy.

Secretary SIMON. I agree. Mr. Vice Chairman. Again, having been
on a rather prolonged 18-day trip through the Mliddle East and
through the European centers, and in conversations with all the
finance ministers. I think that thev take a much different view of
the strength of the economy, its inherent strength. Of course. we have
problems. We have an inflation r ate that is intolerable to us. it is unl-
heard of. But we are going to solve that.

On that. sir. I would like to start. I thank vou.
Your midyear reviews provide a valuable opportunity to examine

current economic developments and to make plans for the future.
In this statement, I plan to comment briefly on both domestic and

international aspects of our current situation. There is, however. no
need for me to cover in detail our recent and prospective economic per-
formance or our basic economic policies. These have been carefully
and thoroughly described within the past week by the President and
other administration spokesmen.

Nevertheless, I do want to say a few more words about the intolerably
rapid rate of inflation we are now experiencing. Domestically this has
become the dominant, overriding-almost overwhelming-fact of eco-
nomic life. Americans are experiencing their first sustained siege of
rapid peacetime inflation. It is a new and most unwelcome experience.
They do not understand where double-digit inflation came from and
thev lack confidence that their government will be able to get the
situation under control.

How did we get here? I will not try to retrace all the causes of the
current inflation, or try to fix the blanie one place or another. Without
too much risk of oversimplification. I think it is fair to say that the
price explosion of 1973-74 is primarily attributable to (a) a series of
severe temporary shocks that originated mostly outside the U.S. eco-
nomic svstem and (b) almost a decade of excessively stimulative fiscal
and monetary policies.

The outside shocks are, by now, familiar to all of us: The worldwide
agricultural crop failures of 1972, enormous pressures on the prices
of internationally traded raw materials, twvo devaluations of the dol-
lar. and the Arab oil embargo. In addition. the end of the controls
program is now operating as an additional temporary force to raise
some prices and wages faster than otherwise would have been the case.

But all these special factors. as important as they have been. are of
a temporary, one-shot nature. Had our general economic policies not
been too stimulative, the outside shocks would have had only a one-
time effect. Once they had worked their way through the system, the
inflation would have settled down again to a tolerable rate.
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But our general economic policies have, in fact, been far too stimu-
]ative for a long period of time. Let me give y-ou two examples of how
poliCy changed in the mid-1960's. First, on the fiscal side: From 1955
to 1.965 Federal expenditures rose at roughly a 6-percenit annutal rate.
From 1965 to 1974. lowever, Federal expenditures surged to a 10-
percent annual rate of growth, Second, monetary policy a&so broke out
of a previously established pattern. From 19.55 to 1965 the money
supply grew at a 21/2 -percent rate. Since then, the growth rate has
more than doubled to a 6-percent annual pace. It is no accident that
during the earlier period we had a rather stable performance, but since
196.5 we have had the worst peacetime inflation in our history.

What has and is happening, then, is that the excessive budget deficits
and the excessive growth of money and credit in recent years pre-
vented the "temporary" price pressures from running their course and
fading away. Instead, much of the inflation from the outside shocks is
or soon will be deeply embedded in our entire system. It is or soon will
be embedded into the pattern of wage settlements and into the struc-
ture of interest rates, It is or soon will be embedded into the economic
expectations of consumers, of workers, of investors, of businessmen-
everybody.

And because this inflation is becoming so deeply embedded, squeez-
ing it out of the system will be a long, tough process. It is a most
difficult challenge for economic policy.

In my opinion, the correct course of action is to apply the necessary
fiscal and monetary discipline persistently and consistently to keep the
economy operating within the limits of its capacity to produce. The
economy can be prosperous and it must continue to grow, but we must
not let it continue to run away with itself. Demand will have to be
held slightly below total potential output. Sales can show a healthy
growth, but that growth will have to be constrained so that if business-
men try to raise prices too fast, competitive pressures will prevent
them from doing so. Employment can grow, too, but our labor mar-
kets must not-be too tight so that the joint worker-management process
of wage determination can result in a gradual deceleration of the
upward trend of pay scales.

Let me emphasize that this fight against inflation will take time,
years of it. There are no shortcuts, no acceptable quick solutions. Fre-
quent and abrupt changes in policy are the worst policy of all. To cure
the price disease, we must be prepared to stay the long course and
take an even strain on economic policy year after year. This is the only
way to get the job done.

The President has put forward a coordinated program for dealing
with inflation. The first requirement is to relieve those pressures of
excessive demand in the economy that have caused the acceleration of
advances in the price level. The second part of the program has to do
with measures to relieve the casualties and inequities of inflation.

There are many who question the effectiveness of restrictive fiscal
policy to counter these fundamental inflationary pressures. In my
view, however, the evidence of experience is clear that fiscal restraint
applied consistently and in tandem with monetary restraint can bring
inflation under control.

I have attached to my prepared statement a chart '-a very instruc-
tive chart, I believe-that shows the broad relationship between the

' See chart, p. 220.
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budget and inflation. Ns seen on the chart, the actual budget position
does not correlate closely with the rate of inflation.

This is where the full employment budget proves itself to be a
useful guide to economic policy; the full employment calculation
adjusts the budget data to remove the impact of the economy on the
budget. and thereby brings out the imnact of the budget on the
economy. And when the fill employment budget position is compared
to the rate of inflation. a fairly high degree of correlation shows Up.
The relationship is less than perfect. but in the broad sweep of things
it is clear that sustained budget surpluses are associated with below-
average inflation, and sustained budget deficits are associated with
above-average inflation.

There are 2 years during the 26-year span covered by the chart in
which the inflation is far higher than can be accounted for by fiscal
policy. These years are 195O-.S1 and 1973-74. which were the two
occasions when commodity inflation-food and industrial raw mate-
rials-had an extraordinarily large, one-time impact on the general
price level. Aside from those two occasions. the relationship strongly
supports the general motion that budget deficits are inflationary and
budget surpluses are not inflationary.

I do not want to suggest that countering inflation is so simple that
all. we have to worry about is our budget position. Quite the contrar y.
We all know that "money matters" and that we have to be concerned
with monetary policy. Arthur Burns has already testified that a
6-percent growth in money is too high for price stability over the
longer term. 1Te has also stated that monetary policy will be conducted
so as to avoid a credit "crunch."

Tn this regard. we should remember that a strong. steady fiscal
i)olicv is esmecially important when, as at present. demands for financ-
ing capital formation and housing are heavy relative to the flow of
national savings. I believe the normal target for the budget should
be a surplus equal to 1-2 percent of Federal outlays. With such a
surplus., which would add roughly 2 percent to the national savings
stream. credit requirements would be in approximate balance with this
flow- of savings. and the needed steadier course for monetary policy
would then be less endangered by the risks of floundering credit and
capital markets.

Any well-conceived anti-inflation program must also have regard
foir the casualties of inflation and for those whose earnings may be
interrupted for a time by a program of disinflation. AlWithout getting
into detail, let me sav that I believe we can gradually reduce inflation
without sufferingZ massive unemployment. For a time, we will have
to live with slightly more unemployment than we would like. but it
will not have to be a large amount. To deal with this contingency,
the President has proposed improvements in our system of unemploy-
ment compensation and T again urge congressional passage.

Strains in the financial markets have had particularly adverse effects
on housing. and in May the President put forward a SlO billion pro-
gram to augment the supply of mortgage funds. These financial strains
together with higher prices of primary energy have-because of the
slow pace of the regulatory process-produced dangerously low earn-
ings for many companies in regulated industries.
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While these ale largely State and local regulatory bodies which.
nitist act, the administration is examining what might be done to speed
up the needed changes. T'hese illustrate the kinds of economic adjust-
]mlelits that must be accommodated ill order to facilitate the disinfla-
tionary process.

sUMMING. UP

To bring our price disease under control, we will have to keep our
frenieral economic policies under firm control. There is no acceptable
alternative. Alre can and will pursue complementary policies-maxi-
muzizng agricultural production, reorganizing inefficient Government
regulatory practices. and others. But the key is to keep demands in the
economy within the limits of its productive capacity through balanced
fiscal and monetary restraint.

If we do not do so, we will continue to have the cruel, indiscriminate,
insidious tax of inflation. Inflation hurts everybody-people on every
rung of the income ladder, corporations, financial institutions, State
and local governmlllenits-everybody. Most of all, it hurts the poor. And
if we do not have the self-discipline to keep Federal spending in line
withl tax revenues, whl-at happens is that the deficit is closed by the
harsh and uneven tax of inflation, rather than by more equitable routes
of achieving.balance between outlays and reecunes.

Before closing this discussion of our domestic economic situation.
I wvant to say a. few words about profits. To curb inflation, our policy
in the short run must be to restrain demand. In the long run, however.
we must make every effort to expand our productive capacity. To this
end adequate profit incentives are crucially important.

In the last vear or two. there has been much talk about an excessive
increase in corporate profits. I am afraid, however, that these increases
in profits have not been put into proper perspective. In particular,
there has been inadequate recognition of the impact of inflation on
this measuremient of profits.

For example, nonfinancial corporations reported profits after taxes
in 1973 of $5.5 billion as compared to $38.2 billion in 1965. an apparent
44-percent increase. But when depreciation. is calculated on a basis
that provides a more realistic accounting for the current value of the
capital used in production and when the effect of inflation on inven-
tory values is eliminated, after-tax profits actually declined by 25
percent., from $35.3 billion in 1965 to $26.5 billion in 1973. One major
factor behind this decline is the fact that taxes were paid on these
fictitious elements of profits, which resulted in a rise in the effective
tax rate on true profits from about 44 percent in 1965 to 60 percent
in 1973. On this basis, furthermore, after dividend payments. the
retained earnings available for reinvestment, which were $18.4 bil-
lion in 1965, were only $2.8 billion in 1973.

Thus. a more realistic calculation shows that the sharp rise in profits
was an optical illusion caused by inflation. And this helps to explain
why the ability of business to increase its productive capacity is in
jeopardy and why our financial markets are so congested.

In this context. it is not surprising that basic industries such as
steel, coal, natural gas, and aluminum are experiencing shortages in
productive capacity. Increased productivity and decreased Govern-
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ment spending are the two essential lines of attack against inflation.
Both the administration and the Congress must reassess past legis-
lation that stimulates consumption and inhibits saving and investment.
No nation can neglect investment in favor of consumption for very
long and still prosper. I am quite concerned that since 1960, plant and
equipment spending in the United States was only 15 percent of total
output, whereas France invested 18 percent, Germany 20 percent, and
Japan 27 percent. And furthermore, for gross domestic investment-
which includes inventories, housing, and public investment-the pro-
portions for 1973 are: United States, 17 percent; France, 26 percent;
Germany, 25 percent; and Japan, 37 percent.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Secretary, I hesitate to interrupt you, but
we have a situation at this point-I want you to continue your state-
ment before the rest of us question, but Senator Percy has to catch a
plane and has to leave within a very short time, so if the other com-
mittee members do not object, I am going to ask unanimous consent
for him to ask questions here, and then later you can finish your
statement.

Secretary SiNrox. Fine, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PERCY. I thank my distinguished colleague very much.
I would like, Secretary Simon, to have your comments on a question

I posed in the opening statement on vour concern as to where we are
going to get the capital for our utilities in the future. The needs are
horrendous. We are going to need about $51/2 trillion of new capital
investment for all plant and equipment expansion in the next 19
years. The utilities will be competing in the private market. What
has to be done to insure that thev get that capital in order to supply
energy, power, and all the other services, if we expect them to supply
them?

Secretary SIMtON-. I share your concern, Senator Percy, on the capital
needs of the future. It is not very simple to change the policy of
Government for many years from one that promotes consumption and
penalizes savings and investments. And these must be reversed, as I
testified before your subcommittee several weeks ago at great length.

We did a study in the Treasury Department on the subject of
public utilities, which was completed about 3 or 4 weeks ago on the
critical problems stemming from the increase in their feedstock petro-
leum, and the problem of getting sufficient rate increases to meet this
additional cost. And we certainly favor the increase of the investment
tax credit from 4 percent to 7 percent.

The fact is that this is a regulated public utility when in fact, their
profits are being regulated at levels that are too low to allow them
to increase the needed plant capacity in the future-I do not have the
amounts, they are looking it up for me down in the Treasury now on
the components of recent utility construction in this country. And as
von said in the outset, our shortrun objectives in keeping the prices
ridiculously low on the consumption of electricity in this country are
going. in the intermediate term, not even the long term, to come back
and affect us in brownouts and blackouts, and the lack of this com-
modity that is so critical to us.

Senator PERCY. I have just two other areas that I would very much
appreciate vour comments on.
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We have discussed in this committee a numbel)cr of times the possi-
bility of reducing the deficit in the -fiscal 1975 budget by some $10
billion. You have indicated that you feel that there should be budget
cuts. And others have commented on this. But can we expect a fiscal
197.5 budget to be resubmitted by the administration to the Congress
with specific cuts outlined for our consideration? If you do not agree
with us. let us counter with another proposal. But we should agree on
an objective to bring the 1975 budget reasonably in balance, because
we were very close on the 1974 budget, with only a $31/2 billion deficit.
I think it w; ould be disastrous for us to go deeper into the red.

Secretary SI-1oN. I would like to answer that and at the same time
answer the vice chairman's questions about my proposed $20 billion
recommendation.

My position on the budget and the damage that our fiscal and mone-
tatly policies have done to this economy are well known to the Ameri-
can people now. Unfortunately, when I was testifying before many
committees back in the I-louse and the Senate., going back to the credit
crunch in particular of 1966, when I spoke of many of these policies.
it was like this dialog in the country today. It reminds me of the dialog
that I heard in may last assignment with the Government during the
energy crisis. People said. why didn't you tell us? Nobody was pre-
pared for this. As everybody knows. there was adequate warning.

And there has been adequate warning on this financial mess that
we find ourselves in and the inflation problem that we find ourselves in
today. We must reverse the excesses of the past.

So my stance has been well known. And perhaps I have been a bit
stronger than the other members of the team that I participate in.
And that is what a team is for.

The press very often says that it is a difference in degree. When
your direction is all the same, it seems that there is acrimony and
arguments over the matter of degree. When intelligent men get to-
gether and discuss something as serious as the problems of our economv
policy in today's environment, there are going to be differences of
opinion indeed. You heard the differences of opinion when the econ-
omists testified before this committee. Well, I would have preferred-
my direction would be to move toward balance in 1975. recognizing
that it would require legislation to move in this direction.

In discussions on what we would like to do and what indeed is
practical to accomplish in the administration, the President decided
two very important things. One, that the nearly $7 billion in spend-
ing that is being discussed. and probably voted on the Hill right at
this point, if it reaches the White House. he will veto it. And this is $7
billion over and above the $305 billion that he had budgeted for 1975.

We also decided that we would move the budget from the $305
billion down to the $300 billion level of expenditures, which I think is
a great step in the right direction, when one looks back only 4 months
ago. I was pretty well out alone on the end of this limb in the recog-
nition and, I think. acceptance. of the damage that Government over-
spending has done in the last 10 years, and the damage it has done to
our economy.

So I am satisfied that the direction we are moving, moving toward a
balance in 1976, is the proper fiscal policy to adopt right now.
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If vou wish to ask me, well, what would you think about movilng' to
exact balance in 19T5? I would say if that is practical we should sit
together and perhaps work together on that.

Senator PERCY. Can we expect a resubmittal of the revised 1.975
budget, though, for consideration?

Secretary SlNaoN. I doubt a resubmittal. Senator Percy. I would say
that you can expect specific actions to be taken in this area and that
area.

Now, relative to my suggestions on $20 billion, during the course
of the economic teams meeting Vith the President over the last 3
months, or 4 months, and me being on-this cut-the-budget effort. he
requested me to draw up a discussion paper for our next meeting. And
I drew up a discussion paper saying where we had been and where
we are and the danger of where -we might be going, and taking a look
at the budget and the components of the budget. and where the recent
growth had indeed occurred. And 65 percent of that growth.' froml
1972 to 1975, had been in the area of general welfare, if You will. So
let us take a look and where these increases have occurred, have they
been overlapping increases. what have we paid for? What are some of
the problems, the financial problems that we are facing in the future
in the area of social security that will require a funding of $21/4 tril-
lion moving into the early 1980's? So my suggestion that this leple-
sents a real danger to our financial system. Well, I think it is time that
wve sit down and have a dialog. This confidential memo was prepared
for the economic group meeting with the President. I also discussed
with him at that time specifics in the space progralam and the highwivay
trust programs. as wvell as several other items that did not appear in
this memorandum. I was quite surprised-to see it appear in the news-
paper, because in no wav, shape, or form wvere they recommendations
of specific cuts of $20 billion.

There were areas for us to sit down and say. this is something that
I wvould like some more economic studies done on immediately. because
this is an area that will show us great concern. It is the Presidentfs
obvious choice-and he makes each choice personallv-as to the spe-
cifics of where the budget should be cut. And we have got discussion.

Senator PERCY. Thiank von. AMr. Secretarv.
Thank you. AMr. Vice Chairiman.
Senator PROYMTR}E. Thank you very much. Senator Percy.
Mr. Secretary, why don't vou go right ahead and complete your

statemient. Then we will question vou.
Secretary ST.rox-. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
We have now had more than a half veals experience with the

increased oil prices announced late last veal. The international econ-
omy has been profoundly changed. Fortuinatelv. the most exagerated
fears of some have not ploved justified. PBut we are confronted bv
difficult problems, related both to petroleum developmemits and to
worldwvide inflation, which together have led to a widespread slow-
dlown in economic .<rowth this year.

As in the United States. people evervwhere are suffering the wrrench-
ino~ pains of inflation. Few countries hare escaped double-digit rates
of price increase and almost all are experiencing inflation rates con-
sidered intolerable by past standards.

Inflation is a comm11ion plloblem arounid the world in part because
of the strong forces that carry price pressures across national bound-
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aries. Fundamental)ly. thlis reflects our glrowinig interdepelidence-tle
fact that the linls among nations have becomie stronger as inter-

national trade has grown moie rapidly than) domestic trade. To illus-
trate the importance of the interinational transmission of inflation, I
would cite recent forecasts of the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development that increases in the price of imported oil wvill

directly add some 1l/2 percentage points to the rate of inflation in
OECD member countries this year, and increases in the prices of
imports of other primary products another percentage point. These
figures do not allow for secondary effects of the import priCCe rises on1
domestic prices. and thus understate the total price effect. Another
striking measure of the price increases affectling international trade is
that in the first. half of 1974'the average value of OECD imports.
swollen by the oil price increases. rose by (;5- percent and the average
value of exports by 32 percent.

I found in miv recent travels abroad that others view the inflationary
problems we ar;e experiencing in tills connlitr somewhiat differently,
than we do. In fact, others look at our record with a certain envy.
W11hile this does not make our- inflation easier to bear or to deal with,
the fact is that we are doing better than many other countries. Con-
sui11elr prices hav-e been risinig at rates of about 12 percent in the United
States, but this compares with figures of some 30 percent for JTapan
a nd 15o to 20 percelnt for Italy. the United Kingdomi. and France. In
Germany, on the other hland. where strong policies of demand restraint
have been puisued fior an extended time, prices are rising, at a rate
of less than 8 percent.

Recognition of the common danger of inflation has in recent months
broughlt about a more realistic view of the prospects for growth. At
the turn of the year. against the background of an oil embargo. sonie
thought the oil consulining nations might be thrown into chaos, and
the specter of a 1930's depression was raised. Today. the embarogo is
lifted and ener]gy shortages are no longer a severe restraint oil growth.
While the industrial world is still experiencing a slowdown, there is
wide agreemenlt that the slowdown is essential if we are to control the
forces of inflation. There is a healthy recognition that the inflationary
costs of excessive expansion would be unacceptable. While we cannlot
turn our backs on the possible future need for stimulative policies, it

is understood that nothing could more severely threaten the fabric of
our societies thlan to hit the throttle at a time when we should have
our foot firmly onl the brake.

The increase in oil prices brought with it the danger of an escala-
tion of trade restrictions. There was concern that importing nationls.
seeing their own trade balances deteriorate because of increased oil
imports. might impose restrictive trade measures which would Silyly
shift more of the deficit elsewhere, and the cumulative effect could be
excessive domestic deflation. This must, of course. be watched. How-
ever. OECD member countries agreed in 'May to a declaration of
intent to avoid recourse to restrictive measures.

In June the IMF Conilmittee of Twenty agreed to a similar pledge
for adherence by the broader mnemibership of tile International AMone-
tary Fund. The United States strongly supported both these moves.
and we are confident they will reinforce the commitment of the world
trading community to a liberal trading order. It is critical that the
Congress help us maintain the momentum towvard expanding -world
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trade by prompt and affirmative action on the Trade Reform Act, so
that the 'Tokyo Round" of multilateral trade negotiations can move
forward toward reducing trade barriers and building better arrange-
ments for managing international trade relations.

When this Committee met in February, concern had already been
expressed about the problems of financing oil surpluses and deficits
and the ability of private financial markets to handle the anticipated
vast flows of funds. More recently, difficulties of a few banks heavily
involved in international transactions have magnified expressions of
concern.

We recognize that the private markets face a serious challenge. But
we should not exaggerate the difficulty. Let us not make allegations
unsupported by facts. An individual bank, through imprudence or
other management problems particular to the firm, can certainly get
into trouble. But that does not imply any impending failure of finan-
cial markets generally or of the monetary system.

Certainly there will be strains in the face of the major challenges
posed for the markets. In my talks with the Finance Ministers of other
countries, we have frankly recognized this prospect. And we are con-
fident that we can develop mechanisms to deal with these strains.

I do not, however. classify as real the problem of potentially mas-
sive shifts of funds-the worry that oil moneys will be capriciously
shifted from one market to another thereby disrupting the foreign
exchange and financial markets. In part, this is because investments
by the oil producing countries will be in instruments of varying degrees
of liquidity, some of which-probably a growing proportion-could
not be liquidated without losses that would make such shifts un-
attractive.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Secretary, this is an excellent prepared
statement. Is it possible for you to summarize your prepared state-
ment? Because we do have a number of members here. But if vou
feel you would like to read the entire prepared statement, go ahead.

Secretary S1zroN. Why don't I just recommend it for your bedside
reading. MNr. Vice Chairman.

Let me just read the last two paragraphs, and then I will end it up,
Mr. Vice Chairman.

It would be a disservice to underestimate the tenacity with which
we shall have to attack our present problems. I am confident, though,
that we are on the right track. that the policies being followed na-
tionally and internationally are the policies which will in time bring
solutions to our problems. Inflation will abate. We will avoid the ex-
tremes of depression and finanical collapse. We will find a new equi-
librium in the commodity markets.

To achieve these goals here in the United States, the most important
single action we can take is to regain control of Federal spending. To
this end, close. cooperative. and bipartisan action will be required.
This committee could make a significant contribution by encouraging
a prompt activation of the new and stronger procedures for budget
control provided in the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. Without
determined action by both the administration and the Congress. the
rise in Federal outlavs this vear and next could be so large as to
impose sustained rapid inflation on the American people. To prevent
that result is our most important duty as public officials.

Thank you.
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Senator PROXM311nE. Thank you, Ar. Secreta ry.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Sinmon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMEINT OF HON. WILLIAM E. SIMON

Mr. Vice Chairman and Members of the Joint Economic Committee, your Alid-
Year Reviews provide a valuable opportunity to examine current economic de-
velopment and to make plans for the future. It is a pleasure to be here today and
to participate In these deliberations.

In this statement, I plan to comment briefly on both domestic and international
aspects of our current situation. There is, however, no need for me to cover in
detail our recent and prospective economic performance or our basic economic
policies. These have been carefully and thoroughly described within !the past
week by the President and other Administration spokesmen.

Nevertheless, I do want to say a few more words about the intolerably rapid
rate of inflation we are now experiencing. Domestically this has become the
dominant, overriding-almost overwhelminig-fact of economic life. Americans
are experiencing their first sustained siege of rapid peacetime inflation. It is a
new and most unwelcome experience. They do not understand where double-
digit inflation came from and they lack confidence that their government will be
able to get the situation under control.

I-low did we get here? I will not try to retrace all the causes of the current
inflation, or try to fix the blame one place or another. Without too much risk of
oversimplification. I think it is fair 'to say that the price explosion of 1973-74 is
primarily attributable to (a) a series of severe temporary shocks that originated
mostly outside the U.S. economic system and (b) almost a decade of excessively
stimulative fiscal and monetary policies.

The outside shocks are, by now, familiar to all of us: the world-wide agricul-
tural crop failures of 1972, enormous pressures on the prices of internationally
traded raw materials,.two devaluations of the dollar, and the Arab oil embargo.
In addition, the end of the controls program is now operating as an additional
temporary force to raise some prices and wages faster than otherwise would have
been the case.

But all these special factors, as important as they have been, are of a tempo-
rary, one-shot nature. Had our general economic policies not been too stimulative,
the outside shocks would have had only a one-time effect. Once they had worked
their way through the system, the inflation would have settled down again to a
tolerable rate.

But our general economic policies have, in fact, been far too stimulative for
a long period of time. Let me give you two examples of how policy changed in
the mid-1960's. First, on the fiscal side: from 1955 to 1965 Federal expenditures
rose at roughly a 6 percent annual rate. From 1965 to 1974, however, Federal
expenditures surged to a 10 percent annual rate of growth. Second, monetary
policy also broke out of a previously established pattern. From 1955 to 1965 the
money supply grew at a 2y2 percent rate. Since then, the growth rate has more
than doubled to a 6 percent annual pace. It is no accident that during the earlier
period we had a rather stable price performance, but since 1965 we have had
the worst peacetime inflation in our history.

What has and is happening, then, is that the excessive budget deficits and
the excessive growth of money and credit in recent years prevented the "tem-
porary" price pressures from running their course and fading away. Instead.
much of the inflation from the outside shocks is or soon will be deeply embedded
in our entire system. It is or soon will be embedded into the pattern of wage
settlements and into the structure of interest rates. It is or soon will be embedded
into the economic expectations of consumers, of workers, of investors, of business-
men-everybody.

And because this inflation is becoming so deeply embedded, squeezing it out
of the system will be a long, tough process. It is a most difficult challenge for
economic policy.

In my opinion the correct course of action is to apply the necessary fiscal
and monetary discipline persistently and consistently to keep the economy
operating within the limits of its capacity to produce. The economy can be
prosperous and it must continue to grow, but we must not let it continue to run
away with itself. Demand will have to be held slightly below total potential
output. Sales can show a healthy growth, but that growth will have to be con-
strained so that if businessmen try to raise prices too fast, competitive pressures
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wvill prevent them from doing so. Employment can grow, too, but our labor
markets must not be too tight so that the joint worker-managemient process
of wage determination call result in a gradual deceleration of the upward trend
of pay scales.

Let me emphasize that this fight 'against inflation will take time, years of it.
There are no shortcuts, no acceptable quick solutions. Frequent and abrupt
ehanges in policy are the worst policy of all. To cure the price disease. we must
be prepared to stay the long course and take an even strain on economic policy
year after year. This is the only way to get the job done.

The President has put forward a coordinated program for dealinmi with infla-
liOn. IThe first requiremnemit is to relieve those pressures of exce sive demand
in the economy that have caused the acceleration of advances in the price level.
The second part of the program has to do with measures to relieve the casualties
alndr inequities of inflation.

There are mainy who question the effectiveness of restrictive fiscal poliey to
counter these fundamental inflationary pressures. Tn my viewv. however. the
evidente of experience is clear that fiscal restraint applied consistently and
in tandem with monetary restraint can bring inflation under control.

I have attached to my statement a chart-a very instruetive chart. I believe-
that showls the broad relationship beiween the budget and inflation. As seen on
tile chart. thie actual budget position does not correlate closely with the rate of
inflation. This is where the full-employment 'budget proves itself to he a useful
Iguide to economic nolicy: the full-employmnent calculation adjusts the budget
data to remove the impact of the economy on the budget, and thereby brings out
the impact of the budget on the economy. And when the fuil-employment budret
position is compared to the rate of inflation, a fairly high degree of correlation
showvs up. The relationship is less than perfect. but in the broad sweep of things
it is elear that sustained budget surpluses are associated with below-average
inflation, and sustained budget deficits are associated with above-average
inflation.

There are two years during the 26-year span covered by the chart in which
the inflation is far higher than can be accounted for 'by fiscal policy. These
years are 19N%-51 and 1973-74, which were the two occasions when commodity
inflation (food and industrial raw materials) had an extraordinarily large, one-
time impact on the general price level. Aside from those two occasions, the rela-
tionshiip strongly supports the general notion that budget deficits are inflation-
ary and budget surpluses are not inflationary.

T do not want to suggest that countering inflation is so simple that all we
have to worry about is our budget position. Quite the contrary. We all know that
'Money matters" and that we have to he concerned with monetary policy.
Arthur Burns has already testified that a 6 percent growth in money is too
high for price stability over the longer term. He has also stated that monetary
p(oliey wvill be conducted so as to avoid a credit "crunch".

In this regard. we should remember that a strong, steady fiscal policy is espe-
cially important w-hen, as at present, demands for financing capital formation
and housing are heavy relative to the flow of national savings. I believe the
normal target for the budget should be a surplus equal to 1-2 percent of Federal
outlays. With such a surplus, which would add roughly 2 percent to the national
savings stream. credit requirements would be in approximate balance wi-th this
flow- of savings, and the needed steadier course for monetary policy vould then
he less endangered by the risks of floundering credit and capital markets.

Any well-conceived anti-inflation program must also have regard for the
casualties of inflation and for those whose earnings may be interrupted for a
time by a program of disinflation. Without getting into detail. let me say that
T believe we can gradually reduce inflation w ithout suffering massive unem-
ploynienmt. For a time. we will have to live with slightly more unemployment
than we would like. but it will not have to be a large amount. To deal with this
contingency,, the President has proposed improvememits in our system of unei-
Iuloyiment coumpensation, and I again urge Congressional passage.
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Striains in the fina leiil aIourkets have had p articiularly adverse effects on
hliousiig, and in May the President put forward a $10/ billion program to augment
the sullply of mortgage funds. These financial strains together with higher prices
of priimiary energy have-because of the slow pace of the regulatory process-
produced dangerously low eani ngs for niaiiy coinpanlies in regulated industries.
While these are largely state and local regulatory bodies vwhich must act, the
Adininiistration is examining what aight be done to speed up the needed changes.
These illustrate the kinds of economic aldjustinenits that must be accouumiiodated
hi order to facilitate the disiilationary process.

SUMNMING UP

'ITo bring our price disease ndcler control. we will have to keep our general
ecoiiolil ic policies uider firin control. There is no acceptable alternative. We cal
anld wvill pursue coiiplllelnieta rv policies-illlxilizinig agricultural production,
reorganizing inefficienit governmilent regulatory prnctices, and others. But the
key is to keel demands in the economy withiii the linlits of its productive capacity
through balanced fiscal aiid niolletary restraint.

If wve do not do so. we will continue to have 'the crael, indiscriminate, insidious
tax of inflationl. Inflation hurts everybody-people on every rung of the income
ldldler. corporationls. filnancial instit litiolis. state iall( local goveriiments-every-
body. Most of all, it hurts the poor. And if we do not have the self discipline to
keep Federal spending in line with tax revenues, what haplpens is that the deficit
is elosed by the harsh adl liuneven tax of inflation. raltier than by more equitable
routes of achieving balance between outlays and revenues.

PROFITS

Before closing this discussion of our doniestic economic situation, I want to
say a few wvords about profits. To curb inflationl. our policy in the short run
mnust lie to resrrain demand. In the long run. lowever, we must make every effort
to expamid our productive capacity. To this end adequate profit incentives are
crucially imliortallt.

In the last year or two. there has been nuclh talk about an excessive increase in
corporate profits. I amn afraid. however, that these increases in profits have not
been put into proper perspective. In particular, there has been inadequate recog-
nitioin of the impact of inflation on this measurement of profits.

For example. nonfinancial corporations reported profits after taxes in 1973
of $55 billion as compared to $38.2 billion in 1965. an apparent 44 percent in-
crease. But when depreciation is calculated on 'a basis that provides a more
realistic accounting for the current value of the capital used in production and

whlen the effect of inflation on inventory values is eliminated, after-tax profits
actually declined by 25 percent, from $35.3 billion in 1965 to $26.5 billion in
1973. One muajor factor behind this decline is the fact that taxes were paid on
these fieticious elements of profits, which resulted in a rise in the effective tax
rate on true profits from about 44 percent in 1965 to 60 percent in 1973. On this
basis, furthermore, after dividend payments. the retained earnings available for
reinvestment. which were $1S billion in 1965, were only $3 billion in 1973.

Trlus. a more realistic calculation shows that the sharp rise in profits -was an
optical illusion caused by inflation. And this helps to explain -why the ability of
business -to increase its productive capacity is in jeopardy and why our financial
markets are so congested.

In this context, it is not surprising that basic industries such as steel. coal.
natural gas and aluminum are experiencing shortages in productive capacity.
Increased productivity and decreased government spending are the two essential
lines of attack against inflation. Both the Administration and the Congress
must reassess past legislation that stimulates consumption and inhibits saving
and investment. No nation can neglect investment in favor of consumption
for very long and still prosper. I am quite conceried that since 1960. plant and
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equipment spending in the United States was only 15 percent of total output,
whereas France invested IS percent, Germany 20 percent and Japan 27 percent.
And furthermore, for gross domestic investment (which includes inventories,
housing and public investment), the proportions for 1973 are: United States
17 percent, France 26 percent, Germany 25 percent and Japan 37 percent.

THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY

We have now had more than a half year's experience with the increased
oil prices announced late last year. The international economy has been pro-
foundly changed. Fortunately the most exaggerated fears of some have not proved
justified. But we are confronted by difficult problems, related both to petroleum
developments and to worldwide inflation, which together have led to a wide-
spread slowdown in economic growth this year.

As in the United States, people everywhere are suffering the wrenching pains
of inflation. Few countries have escaped double-digit rates of price increase and
almost all are experiencing inflation rates considered intolerable by past
standards.

Inflation is a common problem around the world in part because of the strong
forces that carry price pressures across national boundaries. Fundamentally,
this reflects our growing interdependence-the fact that the links among nations
have become stronger as international trade has grown more rapidly than
domestic trade. To illustrate the importance of the international transmission
of inflation, I would cite recent forecasts of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development that increases in the price of imported oil will
directly add some 1IY2 percentage points to the rate of inflation in OECD member
countries this year, and increases in the prices of imports of other primary
products another percentage point. These figures do not allow for secondary
effects of the import price rises on domestic prices, and thus understate the
total price effect. Another striking measure of the price increases affecting inter-
national trade is that in the-first half of 1974 the average value of OECD imports,
swollen by the oil price increases, rose by 65 percent and the average value of
exports by 32 percent.

I found in my recent travels abroad that others view the inflationary problems
we are experiencing in this country somewhat differently than we do. In fact,
others look at our record with a certain envy. While this does not make our
inflation easier to bear or to deal with. the fact is that we are doing better
than many other countries. Consumer prices have been rising at rates of about
12 percent in the United States, but this compares with figures of some 30
percent for Japan and 15 to 20 percent for Italy, the United Kingdom and
France. In Germany. on the other hand, where strong policies of demand restraint
have been pursued for an extended time, prices are rising at a rate of less than
S percent.

Recognition of the common danger of inflation has in recent months brought
about a more realistic view of the prospects for growth. At the turn of the year,
against the background of an oil embargo, some thought the oil consuming
nations might be thrown into chaos, and the spectre of a 1930's depression was
raised. Today, the embargo is lifted and energy shortages are no longer a severe
restraint on growth. While the industrial world is still experiencing a slowdown,
there is wide agreement that -the slowdown is essential if we are to control the
forces of inflation. There is a healthy recognition that the inflationary costs of
excessive expansion would be unacceptable. 'While we cannot turn our backs on
the possible future need for stimulative policies, it is understood that nothing
could more severely threaten the fabric of our societies than to hit the throttle
at a time when we should have our foot firmly on the brake.

The increase in oil prices brought with it the danger of an escalation of trade
restrictions. There was concern that importing nations, seeing their own trade
balances deteriorate because of increased oil imports, might impose restrictive
trade measures which would simply shift more of the deficit elsewhere, and the
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cumulative effect could be excessive domestic deflation. This must, of course,
lbe watched. However, OECD) member countries agreed in May to a declaration
of intent to avoid recourse -to restrictive measures. In June the IMIF Committee
of Twenty agreed to a similar pledge for adherence by the broader membership
of the International Monetary Fund. The United States strongly supported both
these moves, and we are confident they will reinforce the commitment of the
world trading community to -a liberal trading order. It is critical that the Con-
gress help us maintain the momentum toward expanding world trade by prompt
and affirmative action on the Trade Reform Act, so that the "Tokyo Round" of
multilateral trade negotiations can move forward toward reducing trade
harriers and building better arrangements for managing international trade
relations.

When this Committee met in February, concern had already been expressed
about the problems of financing oil surpluses and deficits and the ability of
private financial markets to handle the anticipated vast flows of funds. More
recently, difficulties of a few banks heavily involved in international transactions
have magnified expressions of concern.

We recognize that the private markets face a serious challenge. But we should
not exaggerate the difficulty. Let us not make allegations unsupported by facts.
An individual bank, through imprudence or other management problems partic-
ular to the firm, can certainly get into trouble. But that does not imply any
impending failure of financial markets generally or of the monetary system.

'Certainly there will be strains in the face of the major challenges posed for
the markets. In my talks with the Finance Ministers of other countries, we have
frankly recognized this prospect. And we are confident taht we can develop
mechanisms to deal with these strains.

I do not, however, classify as real the problem of potentially massive shifts
of funds-the worry that oil monies will be capriciously shifted from one
market to another thereby disrupting the foreign exchange and financial markets.
In part this is because investments by the oil producing countries will be in
instruments of varying degrees of liquidity, some of which-probably a growing
proportion-could not bhe liquidated without losses that would make such shifts
unattractive. Beyond this, massive shifts of funds would cause pressures on
exchange rates, also quickly making such transfers unprofitable. I can assure
you my experience has been that the financial authorities of the Arab countries
who will be managing oil revenues are indeed conservative and responsible and
will not be found taking illogical actions.

The private financial markets are in fact making substantial progress in
adapting to the problems of oil financing. In the first instance, bankers have
initiated discussion of the problems, such as rapidly growing liabilities relative
to their capital base, excessive divergency in the maturity preference of lenders
and borrowers, and too much concentration on particular lenders and borrowers.

And they are adapting -their own practices. In a market saturated by offers of
short-term funds, banks are insisting on paying lower rates for monies in maturi-
'ties they don't need. W"le are seeing banks acting as brokers, arranging direct
placements. These are necessary, encouraging responses.

The lenders, too, are adapting. They are looking for other places to put money:
government securities: advance payments for imports: phased loans to govern-
ments; real estate; and equity of large corporations. These shifts of funds into
non-banking channels will ease the pressures on the banks.

In these circumstances bankers must continue to look for new techniques, new
channels of moving funds to those who need them. Some traditional practices
may have to be re-examined. Management must above all be prudent and care-
ful. But there is no reason why the banking system cannot continue to handle
a very large share of these funds while the remainder move through other
channels.

I am asked what the role of governments and central banks is in this situa-
tion. Certainly they must maintain a proper economic environment, by containing
inflation and following suitable policies. But that is not their only duty. I do not
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believe that the private sector alone should earry th- responsibility. Govern-
meaits and central banks as bialik supervisors and siippliers of liquidity-their
traditional role in developed financial systems-have a clear reponsibility to
assure kthe soundness of the system as a whole. T amn referring to problems of
liquidity, however. not solvency. It is not the role of tthe public authorities to
underwrite maniagemient of an individual institution or to assume the risks of its
stockholders.

There will also be occasions when direct government-to-government handling of
funds will be the most efficient method. Over the years. the Treasury Department
has issued special securities to various countries, including particularly large
amounts to Germany. Inevitably, special responsibility must be assumed by
governments of the oil exporting countries, and they are already beginning to
provide direct loans and other types of financing for, and investments in. the
economies of their oil customers. Iran.alone has in recent weeks agreed to make
substantial loans -to France and the U.K. and made a substantial investment in
the Krupp concern in Germany.

Government's most urgent task-one for which the private mnarket.s are largely
inappropriate-is to organize assistance for the poorest countries most seriously
affeoted by the ioil price increases so 'that severe hardships are not wrought on
their populations. The new Development Council recommended by the Committee
of Twenty -will urgently address this problem. Public responsibility has also been
recognized in the establishment of a special oil facility in the Interinational
Monetary Fund to supplement private markets-a kind of "safety net" for eoun-
tries able to afford its near-mnarket terms but unable to obtain adequate financing
through the private markets. We have also expanded our extensive network of
inter-government swap agreements.

However, the objective of public policy should not be to take over the basic
role the private markets have traditionally played in moving funds aboiut the
world. Rather governments should seek to strengthen that role, as the United
States did early this year when we removed our capital controls.

We are fortunate to be able to approach the problems we face today within
the framework of the monetary agreement reached at the Comnmittee of Twenty
Ministerial meeting in June. That agreement represented a landmark in our
efforts to reform the international monetary system. Certainly much remains
to be done, and further negotiations lie ahead. But the international comnunilty
has responded in a constructive manner to the challenges it faces. One of the
most important results of the C-20 work was that it demonstrated both our
determination and ability to work cooperatively in dealing with our problems.
This spirit is essential to the success of our future efforts. I have had useful
discussions with my counterparts in other countries and am confident that a
solid foundation exists for our continuing to work together.

I believe, too. that the flexible exchanze rate arranzemients presently in pblace
have served us well in a particularly difficult period. Despite the great ieertain-
ties we have been through. speculative pressures have not been excessive and
exchange rates fluctuations have not been extreme. The dollar. following a rather
large swing from the middle of last year to the first quarter of this year. has
subsequently moved against the trade-weighted average of other currencies
within a range of pius or minus 2 nereent around the levels prevailing following
the realignments of February 1973.

T had an onDortunity on my trin last month to discuss the oil fillaneing prob-
lemns with Middle EaTstern and European leaders. The authorities of the oil
producing countries with whom I spoke displayed a keen an-areliess of their
interest in and responsibility for assuling that their vastly increased oil revenues
will be invested in a way that minimizes disruptions to world economic and
financial relationsilis. T am glad to report that the atmosphere I encountered
in Europe on the question of re-cycling oil revenues was one of concern but
basically consistent with our own views. It was generally agreed that we should
broaden our exchange of information and ideas on developments in the financial
markets. We must have contingency plans. so that we are prepared to act. and
to aet quickly, in the event an emergency situation requires it.

Mr. Chairman, a great deal of what I have spoken to you about today is
related directly or indirectly to the question of oil prices. As you know, it is my
conviction that we will see lower oil prices. I am convinced this is in the long-run
interest of producers as well as consumers. I know of no single move more
important to the elimination of world-wide inflation and the maintenance of
international financial stability.
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It would be a disserv ice to underestinjute the tenacity witl wvIich we shalIl ha ve
to atthick our present lirohlems. I anm confident, though, that wve are on the right
track, that the molicies heiing followed nationall Iy 2aid interl nati onally arc the
policies which will in ti ne brinig solutions to our probleiems. Inflation will :11 ite.
We 'ill avoid the extremes of depression and financial collapse. We will lind a
new equilibriumi in the comimiiodity markets.

To achieve these goals here in the United States, the most important single
action we can take is to regailn control of Federal spending. To this end, close,
cooperative, and hipartisan action will be required. This Committee could make
a significant contribution by encouraging a promlit activation of the new and
stronger procedures for budget control lprovided in the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974. Without determined action by both the Adminiistration and tile
Congress, the rise in Federal outlays Sthiis year and next could be so large as to
impose sustained rapid inflation on the American people. To prevent that result
is our most important duty as public officials.
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THE BUDGET AND INFLATION
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Panel 1.-The budget data shown here are the actual surpluses and deficits.
on a national income accounts basis, for calendar years expressed as a percent
of Gross National Product. Note that these data are plotted on an inverted basis
in order to provide an easier visual comparison with the inflation rate.
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Senator Putox-zrlnE. iMr'. Secr etary, youri prepared statemienit certainl v
indicates your absolute dedication and determination, and I amn sure
you are sincere, to do your best within the administration to fight
inflation. And yet, going through in your prepared statement, as in
that of Mr. Rush and Mr. Stein. there does not seem to be a specific,
definite, clear-cut concrete prograin to fight inflation. For example,
there is nothliir that I can see here to recommend changes in tax policy,
Avage-p)rice controls-which I think most of us would reject, but never-
tiheless they are an option-antitrust, monetary policy. Nor do you
propose how we can imiprovo e Government productivity. or productiv-
ity in the private sector. or what we should do to confront the great
pressures from various pressure groups on both the Government and
the private sector in increasing prices. I just do not get anything of
that kind.

Then when we come to spending. you say that the $20 billion reduc-
tion which has been associated with you is not really a proposal, but
simply a study paper indicating areas where spending reductions
might be considered. It appeals that you have come down on the same
side as the other administrators in the administration who suggest that
(Iie g0ol niitht be $300 billion-in other words, a $5 billion cut-
which would leave us with about an 11-percent increase in spending,
much more thin we had in the period of 1955 to 1965, and even more
than we have had since 1965. And this at a time of inflation.

So I just do not see in your prepared statement any more than I
saw in the preceding prepared statements any prograin to fight infla-
tion effectively.

Secretary SIMoN. \Mr. Vice Chairman. actually, the key to fighting
inflation is monetary and fiscal policy. You and I both know that there
is no quick fix to the problems that face us in the country today. There
are no magic wands that wve can wave, no spectacular policies. I sug-
grest that some of the spectacular things done in the past 10 years have
resulted in some of the problems that we indeed are facing.

Now, this study, as you called it-I was careful to call it a discus-
sion paper with the President rather than a study. In such a dis-
cussion paper. one would have brought up specifics in the budget that
could be candidates for reduction subject to, obviously his approval.
Arthur Burns had his own specifics, as did Ken Rush. It was a very
long, 21/2 -hour meeting.

The President. as you remember. asked for extension of the Cost
of Living Council statutorily to provide a monitoring system for
wages and prices in this country. He also asked for extension of con-
trols in the health and construction area. Congress did not see fit to
continue with this program.

He has also announced. as he did in his recent speech. the reaffirma-
tion of his desire to put into place this monitoring system. We are
going to go ahead and do it without statutory authority if need be.

the relationship between the budget and inflation-as deviations from the aver-
age surplus for 1948-73 of 0.8 percent of CNP. (Panel 1 wvas not plotted this way
because the average was virtually equal to zero.)

Peanel 3.-Inflation is represented here by percent changes in the GNP deflator
from the previous year. In effect. therefore, the inflation measure is charted with
a 6-month lag compared to the budget data in Panels 1 and 2. lThe bars are plotted
as deviations from the 1941.-74 average price increase of 2.9 percent.

Source of data: U.S. Department of Commerce.
42-309--75-15
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So I think we have a very r(al policy, a policy that wvill deal with
the problem, recognizing that it is going to take time. But we have
never allowed in our country the time to have fiscal policy

Senator PROX-MIRE. Mr. Secretary, I would agree that the President
is anxious to do what he can to stop inflation. But yesterday we had
the testimony of Mr. Walter Heller. I asked him, What could be
done without any statutory action? I pointed out that President
Kennedy had acted with respect to rolling back steel prices without
any legislation, without any changes in the law that the administration
has proposed. There is no reason why the President could not use
jawboning to call attention to price increases that were not justified.
He has not done that in any case that I know. There is no reason why
he could not take other action that would bring pressure to bear on
unjustified increases. We have great procurement power in this admin-
istration. *We have stockpiles. We have other authority which the
President can use. The President is in the position of being the only
official and the only person in our society who can do that.

Secretarv SNILON. WVe have been selling our stockpiles in the last
year and a half, agricultural as well as the internationally traded raw
materials. Of course, we have been getting legislation to do this, and
we have been doing it as the legislation permitted.

Now, as far as rollbacks in prices, there again, as vou well know,
that really does not do very much to fight inflation, which in the long
run is what we are actually interested in doing.

Without a statutory base as far as the ability to say, "Yes, you
have to do this by law," I have found that labor and management
since I have been in government are very responsive as far as their
willingness to cooperate, and recognize that explosive wage demands
and prices certainly do not benefit anyone. And we have seen a great
deal of success as a result of John Dunlop's efforts in the Cost of Liv-
ing Council, as evidenced by the very moderate wage increases of the
last couple of years.

Senator PROXAMTRE. *We have had moderate wage increases, but we
have had scandalous price increases, accompanied with enormous
increases in profits. This is true in industry after industry. it is true in
oil, steel, chemicals, machinery, and in other sectors. The expectation
is that the wholesale price index will break all records in July over
June. So it seems to me we are confronted with a very serious crisis.

Let me Fret to the areas of spending. which I think are unfortunately
vague at this point. You have only had one specific recommendation
with resnect to spending in your prepared statement, and it would rec-
ommend an increase in spending: that is. you recommend-and I would
approve it-that we ought to expand unemployment compensation.
That, of course, means that we have to spend more. Interest on the
national debt is something that we obviously cannot reduce. Would
you recommend a reduction in military spending?

Secretary SiIoX. I have been quite convinced over the past 2 years
that our defense budget, being over 30 percent under what it was at
that period, is only sufficient to maintain the peace in this troubled
world. The President's desire to make sure that we never become a sec-
ondary power is consistent with our defense spending.

Senator PROXMIIRE. So you would not recommend a reduction in
military spending?
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Secretary SiktoN=. Other than just the eflicicncy cuts that Secretary
Schlesinger, having been in the OMB, is very good at, you would not
touch

Senator PRoXMmRiE. He is not recommending much of it. Secretary
Schlesinger is sticking by his budget. He appeared before this com-
mittee earlier this year, and he did not relent at all.

How about foreign aid, would you recommend a cut there?
Secretary SnuoN-. It all depends, you just cannot take the broad cate-

gory of foreign aid. There are certain responsibilities that we have as
t.he leading country in the world. We cannot have a stop-and-go-again
program of foreign aid. WVe diminished our contribution to world aid
and held down our contribution to the multilateral lending institutions.

Senator Pmox-mIRnE. I think you can make a case, I agree with that,
I think we ought to provide more generously in the multilateral area,
but I think there are other areas in which we can cut sharply. The
President has asked for one of the biggest foreign aid increases that
any President has asked for, very big increases, as you know, for this
year, including military assistance.

HI-ow about public works?
Secretary SITION. There are areas of public works-once again that

is a broad category. It depends on what specifically you are speaking of.
Senator PRoxmIImE. *Would you recommend that we cut the overall

public works budget? We have acted on that in the Senate, but it has to
go to the conference.

Secretary SIMiON-. A broad cut in the area of public works is like
saving, let us cut 3 percent across-the-board, or 5 percent in every area,
it takes the good with the bad along with it. I would rather attempt to
work with the agencies on some of the programs, whether it be in the
welfare budget or overlap.

Senator PROXmIRE. I take it this is your comment with respect to
social security, highways, HUD, HEW, veterans-can you specify
any place where we can make a reduction?

Secretary SIMON. The point is, Air. Vice Chairman, when you are
attempting to cut $5 or $6 billion out of a $305 billion budget there
are no massive recommendations to make, because that is such a small
percentage of the overall budget that you could indeed take a small
percentage out of many different areas.

Senator PROXMITRE. This is exactly what I am trying to find out.
You say you would not take that kind of a cut out of the military, as
I understand it, you might take it out of foreign aid. But you are not
very specific in that area. I think that almost any of these programs
could live with a 3-percent cut. I just asked the people Qf my State-
and it is a fairly typical State-how they felt about a $10 billion cut
in Federal spendinigr. Their response was S9 percent "yes," and 9 per-
cent "no." That is 10 to 1, I do not think you can find any proposition
on which you can get the people of Wisconsin to agree 10 to 1 on.
This is just an overwhelming feeling on their part.

Fortunately that view is being accepted by the Congress. The Senate
for the last 3 or 4 days has cast a series of remarkable votes, in my
view, against the Appropriations Committee, against the recommenda-
tions of the Appropriations Committee, on appropriations bill after
appropriations bill, it was very close to or under the budget estimate.

Let me point out that the House has recommended 10 appropriation
bills which are a billion dollars under the budget. Just yesterday the
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House Appropriations Committee recommended a $3 billion cut in
the President's military budget. I think that if we get specific recom-
mendations from people like you in the administration, who clearly
are in favor of holding down spending, that it is possible for us to
achieve the kind of reduction we should have. But if a man like you,
with your reputation for a restrained fiscal policy. is going to come
before this committee with a kind of vague, indefinite notion that we
ought to lean a little bit here and there and maybe we can pick some-
thing up and reduce spending here and there, I just think that there
is no hope.

Secretary SIMO;N. I try not to be vague, Mr. Vice Chairman. You
know that. This is the President's decision and prerogative to make
the decisions on the specifics of a tax cut. In our discussions together
he has asked for further conversations on the specifics. And when he
does add specifics I will be able to come out and tell you exactly what
the administration favors. But to give my personal judgment-

Senator PROXMIRE. I know you are in a difficult position. Mly time
is up. But let me say we have had all the very top economic advisers
come before us, and they do not give us any specific program for reduc-
tions, they just do not, Rush, Stein, Simon, it is all the same as the
President's speech in California. It is just a vague, general notion
that somehow we are going to have a goal of $300 billion, but no notion
of how to get that. In the meantime, we have this inflation.

Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, we welcome you here, and hope very much that you

are not only giving us official administration policy, but your views
as well as the Secretarv of the Treasury. This is a time when I think
that kind of individual leadership is also being encouraged, because
our' country is in grave trouble, especially on the immobilization of its
policy and new initiative. I would greatly concur with Senator Prox-
mire, we are terribly short on initiative.

For example, you have just said that the administration still wants
a monitoring agency for prices and wages and salaries. Now, there
is legislation on that. I introduced a bill for a review board, with many
members joining in. What about the President sending a message up
here asking for it, uncomplicated, now, by wage and price controls-
which obviously nobody wants-that is not necessarily the right deci-
sion, but no-why don't you urge the President to send us a message
saying, I need a monitory agency, and this is the one I want?

Secretary SIMON. Senator Javits, that was in his recent speech.
I will do exactly that.

Senator JAVITS. I thank you very much. I think that is making
progress.

Secretary SDmN. I think the most important thing, in response to
your first question when you talk about new initiative, I think the
greatest impetus we have is the desire once and for all to have some
fiscal discipline in the Government. I see this new initiative coming
not only from the Congress, but in the executive branch. I think that
is more than just a first step. And that encourages me.

On the other hand, I hear a lot of talk about cutting spending.
When it finally comes to actions, some of the actions are exactly in
the opposite direction. This is where we have to resist these movements.
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Senator JAVITS. My own belief on that, if I may say a word about it,
is that Senator Proxmire is 100 percent right. I would like to get at it
through the ideas suggested by Senator Muskic, which track the new
budget committee concept.

Let us take a look at income, because inflation will also materially
add to the income of the United States. Let us take a look at the
global effect of these appropriations. Then let us cut them either across
the board or selectively. I am ready to go with either, provided that
eve look at the whole thing together. I wvould lhope very much that
support may be gathered here, including the support of Senator Prox-
mire. who is a very valuable advocate on this matter, so that we do
that this session on this budget. No matter what the other decisions
of the Senate are-and we will have them, apparently-this deserves
high priority attention. I hope it will have it. In other words, if the
3 percent, 5 percent, chipping away of individual appropriations does
not gro-and I do not think that is fair to individual items. because
it does not yield to the global necessity of inflation and total govern-
ment cost. But if we tackle it all together in one resolution, we setting
I-he national prorities, and we making the cuts according to the way
we choose to make them, I am thoroughly with it. I believe in that
way we can be specific. if the administration cannot, and we will make
the $10 billion cut. I certainly pledge myself to it. I am not known
to be a budget cutter.

The second point 'I would like to ask you about, if I may. is the
question of how to gear up productivity. Your whole statement is
resonant with that. Why does not the administration go for the re-
creation of labor-mllanaigremiienit-public productivity councils as we did
in World War II, to which labor-I will say this to you advisedly-
is perfectly willing to lend itself and cooperate? At least such com-
mittees could deal with absenteeism, which is rampant and bad, with
quality depreciation, which is rampant and bad. with alcoholism.
which is a very serious problem, let alone the drug problem, with all
these little efficiencies would go into the total productivity picture,
giving enormous leverage, in addition to the remaining of the Amer-
ican industrial plant, et cetera, which will be facilitated by that kind
of collective, patriotic approach to the productivity of a country.
I cannot for the life of me see why we have not done that. It worked
in World War II. Labor, I am convinced, is ready to cooperate. What
is holding us up?

Secretary SIMtON-. WVe have a Productivity Commission that is con-
sidering part of what you said. Senator *Javits. the quality of work
and the entire area of productivity in this country.

Relative to the question the vice chairman asked a little while ago
with respect to what we are doing about the tax changes that we
needed, this has been conf used. and I have been misquoted on occasions
when I talk about longer run versus shorter run policy. Obviously, to
increase productivity and capacity in sonic of our basic industries-
steel. aluminum, et cetera-we have proven methods of investment
tax credit and accelerated depreciation that we know have worked;
we have the proof. We are doing the work in the Treasury Depart-
ment now. And that is very tedious work. Whether it should be done
by specific industry or whether it should be done on an overall basis
has to be determined. This. of course. is going to help. This wvill go
along with the comprehensive package, because we recognize that if
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we give tax breaks to business in this country, we also have to look
at helping the poor and the middle income as well. Then, of course,
if we are going to do this as far as the revenue side is concerned, we
also have to look at increasing revenues as well. So this is the work
that is going oln in the Treasury right now.

But Senator, to answer you question on this type of commission
as we had in World Wrar II, that has not to be best of my knowledge
been discussed. We have many committees, such as the Labor-
Management Committee and the Productivity Commission, that deal
with facets of this, but no one center that deals with the overall.

Senator JAVITS. It is not one center I am talking about, it is 5,000.
That is the number of these committees we had in World 'War II.
And it worked.

I would like to point out to you that you are establishing this Pro-
ductivity Commission. It is ridiculous that as the key way to beat in-
flation, the administration itself only asked for $10 billion, and then we
contributed to that abysmal performance by cutting down to $11/2
billion. I never heard of anything so unthinkable and shameful in
terms of recognizing a problem, and then almost willfully, by design,
destroying it. So I hope very much, Mr. Secretary, that you will discuss
this with the President. I will be happy to make available to you $5v
million. Big deal. We are talking about $300 billion. You can set up
these committees -and tell the country like you wanted to tell Senator
Proxmire-the country wants to know, Mr. President; what do you
want us to do? *We do not like inflation either. Well, let us tell them.
We are telling them nothing. We are going to economize oln fiscal pol-
icy and money, all these esoteric things that do not tell them to do
anything except save 11/9 cents. And they laugh.

Mr. Vice Chairman, I would like to make another request. I do not
know of a single witness in the Government more important than Sec-
retary Simon. We have another witness. With all respect to him, he is
not nearly as important as this. And I make this request, that in ac-
commodating our next witness. that Secretary Simon be recalled at
the earliest possible moment, including this afternoon, so that we
may set a record in this country as to what can or cannot be done in the
international financial establishment.

Senator PROXMIRE. Air. Shiskin is here, and we do not know how
long he will take. Every member here will be entitled to ask questions
as fully as he wishes.

I agree that not only is- the Secretary of the Treasury important. he
is also a very wise and intelligent and helpful person. I think we should
question him to what length the members wish.

Senator JAVITS. I think my time is up.
But I have one other question. You speak philosophically of the in-

flation in your prepared statement. The things I would like to ask you
is this: Is it realistic to expect in all fairness that vou are going to be
able to reduce prices, or is it not more realistic to say to the country,
"Look, these prices are where they are, we are going to do our utmost
if you help us to hold them there, and then we are going to give the
economy an opportunity to catch up"? Sure, it is all going to be on a
higher level, the factory worker instead of earning 12 is going to earn
17, and we will equalize it out giving ourselves a chance to do it. But
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let us not kid ourselves that wve are going to be able to reduce prices
materially, rather than just making these general statements which
avoid the key issue.

Secretaly SIMON. I really, there again, do not mean to be general or
avoid any key issues, Senator Javits. I think you and I are really say-
ing the same thing. VIfhen I say it is going to take a long time to cure
this problem, I am talking about when our capacity and productivity
exceeds our demand, it is only then that one can see relief from prices.
The best we can hope for right now is just to maintain this present
price level and avoid further increases. I agree with you.

Senator JAVNTS. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROXMIRE. Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPAIIKiMAN. Mr. Vice Chairman, I have enjoyed very much

the presentation of Secretary Simon.
I think we all have a feeling of futility in dealing with this matter

of inflation. I think that is certainly true throughout the country.
For a long time it has been apparent that the No. 1 problem con-
fronting the people in this country is inflation. I think that we all
feel that there has not been much headway made, and not much prom-
ise of headway. I think it is fine to talk about things that are going
to happen, and what is planned, and so forth. But I think the people
of the country want something that they can sink their teeth into.
Perhaps, if I may use that wornout expression, they will see the light
at the end of the tunnel. Up to the present time it is one of great doubt
and disappointment.

The statement was made a while ago that the President wanted the
Cost of Living Council extended. Now that was handled by our com-
mnittee, Senate Banking. I know of no particular effort that the
President made with our committee to handle any extension. As a
matter of fact, I think you will recall that the Republicans on the
committee very strongly supported the continuance of it. Furthermore,
when Mr. Dunlop was before us. he merely asked that we extend it in
the field of public health. The vice chairman will remember that.

Franklv. I think we made a mistake in doing away with the Cost
of Living Council. I supported it at that time, but I think we should
have held to it in a broader field., not just in the field of public health.

Here is something I have wondered about. For years the Chairman
of the Federal Reserve Board! Arthur Burns, has recommended the
establishment of a Wage and Price Review Board-I believe that is
what he calls it. I am sure the vice chairman has heard him say that
a dozen times before our committee and in this committee, too. I do
not understafid why something like that has not been done. I wonder
if vou could comment on it, give us your thought on that.

Secretary SIMION7. Yes. Senator., I would be glad to.
The President asked in May, not for the ability to have wage and

price controls. as we had since 1971. but a continuation of the Cost
of Living Council on a monitoring basis, which really is the same
thing that you just described, I believe. in a different name. He did
ask for specific controls. in the areas of health, as you said, and also
in construction. I think it is a good idea to have a board that monitors
wages and prices regardless of what the name is. So we can, as Senator
Tavits said, get everyone together, and make this a national effort.
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It is our No. 1 problem. Let us bring the American people in, and
explain what the problem is, and how, as you said, there is a feeling
of futility. I would agree with that and add that there is a feeling of
helplessness. There are people who expect a spectacular, a happening.
They want to be able to say, yes, this is what is going to happen, they
are going to roll things back and do something that you and I kniowv
would actually be counterproductive.

We are doing a lot about inflation. But the problem is that it cannot
be solved quickly. because the excesses of the last 10 years in particel-
lar just cannot be wruing out of this economy in a short period of time.

But I agree that it takes public cooperation. and I am getting that
message from everyone on the panel this morning. And I knew it
already. The Government is working and is trying-we all have to
work together, the Congress. the Execuitive and the American people,
to solve this.

Senator SPARKMAN. The President did not include in his speech the
other day a recommendation that the Cost of Living Council be re-
established, did he?

Secretary SINo-. I am trying to find the exact terms. Yes, he tallied
about this monitoring agency.

Senator SPARKMA-\. I heard the speech. I do not recall that that was
in there. As I said a few minutes ago. I think we should have con-
tinued the Cost of Living Council. or that we ought to establish some-
thing along the line that Bur. rurns has suggested to watch these
things. and to let the public know what the facts are. not controls. I do
not think the country would want to have controls.

Let me ask you this. With reference to reducing the expenditures,
or the budget, a tighter fiscal management, we are always getting
those suggestions. But the budget has already been sent to Congress
by the President, at the first of the year. and the Congress has been
operating on the basis of that budget. I believe-I am sure that Senator
Proxmire can tell me this-are not the appropriations running at a
lower level than the amount requested in the President's budget?

Senator PROxINTRE. They are. indeed. As I say. the House has re-
ported out 10 appropriation measures, they are a billion dollars under
the President's estimate. That does not include the defense appro-
priations of $3 billion of obligation authority and $10.8 billion in
outlav. and does not include foreign aid, which is always cut by the
Congress. very sharply. So we are going to be well under the Presi-
dent's budget, there is no question about it. WVe are $27 billion under
President Nixon's request in the 5 years he has been President.

Senato' SPARKM3AN. So I do not see how we are going to get any
place.

Secretary Siimox. I think that is a. healthy development, Mr. Vice
Chairman.

Senator S['ARKMrAN. As a matter of fact. is it not true that evely
vear for the past quarter of a century Congress has appropriated less
money than the President asked?

Senator PROXMIIRE. Every President. There has not been a year when
that was not true.

Senator SPARKAIAN. Yet it always seems that the criticism comes
that Congress is a big spender, when as a matter of fact, we have
appropriated regularly less than the President asked for, whoever the
President was.
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Secretary SliMoN. Senator. if I could interrupt for a second. let mie
sav that I have never invself believed that I should sit downtown and
point my finger up llere and say, it is those fellows up there that are
doing all this spending. I think we both ought to look in the mirror.
It is both of us wlho spenld mnoney, and we ought to vork together to
sl op slenldlingr so In -ucl and start matcing expenlditur es and revenues
in this *countrv.

Senator SI.xm~u~rsx. 1 agree with yoe completely. I timink .Congress
has done a very fine job this yelar in setting tip this new budgetary
cmnt ol nmachinerv.

SecretarV SInro:. I do. too.
Senator Si 1.IN. I have hopes that that will do a lot of tile things

that vou are' recoimendling wvith reference to tighter fiscal policy-.
'Tliat is all the time I will take, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PizOx-iinw. Congressman Reuss.
Iepresentative REL-ss. Thank you. Mr. Vice Chairman.
.nd welcome back. M\lr. Secretarv.
The administration wants to cut the budget $5 billion. And as far

as : am concerned. if they will give me a list of wvhmat they want to cut.
I will come up with an extra billion. It is no problem. I think that.
excessive spending and borrowing by the Federal Government is part
of the plrobleml.

I jiSt want to make thle point, however, that one should not get
obsessed with this. I point out. for instance. that in thle last year. in
the last 12 months. the plublicly-lheld Federal debt has gone uip by $3
billion. 'That is about $3 billion too much. as far as I am concerned.
But while that has been going up. the amount of commercial and in-
dustrial loans outstanding,, has increased by $26 billion, man.y times
that much.

Nowy. commercial and industrial loans that end up bidding up the
price of real estate. or the pl)ice of inventories, or the price of supplies.
or surges around commodities, seem to me to be quite as inflationary.
or a little more so. as increases in the Federal debt and overspendilng
on the Federal side.

So should we not take into account that old maxim in the Bible
about straining at gnats and swallowing cameis? Ought we not to pay
some attention to the excessive and in some cases unnecessary spending
on the private side?

Secretary Simiox-. I agree with you. Congressman. In my prepared
statement I point out, let us not be lulled into complacency in thinkingr
that it is just the fiscal side that contributes to the inflation. It is a
major contributor. But you should also pay attention to monetary
pol icy. Mr. Burns in his questions and answers the other day evidencecl
.great concern at the surge in business dehiand in the civilian sector
this past year. It has been highly exorbitant and lhe is extremely
concerned.

11lhen we look at the presence, as I call it. of the Federal Govern-
ment in our- capital markets. wvhere the U.S. Government and federally
sponsored agencies. in fiscal year 1973, accounted for upwards of 62
percent of the fuids raised in the securities warket-that is too creat
a pmeselnce. Who becomes the disadvantaged? Are we pushing tradi-
tional borrowers fromi the capital markets into the commercial bank-
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ing system and into other areas to pay higher rates than they ordinar-
ily would if we did not have this major presence in that market? I
think that is bad.

Representative REuss. Perhaps vou would urge the President to
direct the Fed to use the power which 'Congress gave it in the Credit
Allocation Act of '1969 to stop sitting passively by and try to see that
credit is allocated away from inflationary uses and toward uses that
fight inflation, such as productive new investments, such as homebuild-
*iug, and the many things that we need.

But I am delighted to have your view on that.
Let me turn to our observations about oil. You said today, as you

have been saying since January, that oil prices are too high and
ought to come down. I have been sharing that sentiment ever since
you expressed it.

Secretary SixoN. In fact, you ought to tell me how to get them
down.

Representative REuss. The unfortunate part is, they are going to go
up. The recent incident in Kuwait is just another chapter in the sad
story.

In view of the unwillingness of the Saudis to step up production
dramatically, and in view of their unwillingness to break with the rest
of OPEC and bring prices down unilaterally, and indeed in view of
the spending table of Aramco, which will raise the net cost of Saudi
oil to consumers, what ground is there for believing that the price of
oil will be lower? What is our strategy?

Secretary SImON. No. 1, prices have come down from the extra-
ordinary highs during the embargo. We had spot prices at that point
that were upwards of $25 a barrel.

Representative RETIss. Surely. But it is still $11 a barrel.
Secretary SImON. Our landed cost today is close to $11 a barrel here

in the United States, where the posted price, remembering that 67 per-
cent of the world oil is controlled

Representative REuss. Much too high for you or me and the Ameri-
can people.

Secretary SI-mON-. The whole world. The damage it is doing to the
world

Senator PROXMIRE. May I just interrupt to say that there is a roll-
call on the floor of the Senate, and I am going over, and other members
can go as they wish. Congressman Reuss can chair, and we will come
back.

Representative REuSS [presiding]. I would be delighted.
Please continue, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SIMON. Right now in the world petroleum market there

is a surplus that approximate 21/2 million barrels a day. This is put-
ting some pressures on the prices, as evidenced by the recent Kuwaiti
auction, where they wvent below the 93 percent posted price. Saudi
Arabia has announced that it is going to conduct an auction during
the month of August. One might assume, with the storage tanks full
around the world, that the auction bid will be below the prices, the
93 or 94 percent of posted price. But it is going to take a long time
before we will have a two-tier system of pricing, when the independ-
ents can come into the market, and some majors will purchase their
market oil at $2 below the posted price or whatever the bid price is.
One can only make his judgments as to whether the market price will
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force a reduction in the posted price, which would certainly be to the
benefit of the whole world, or whether the market price would not
need to creep up. With the surplus I happen to believe that the pres-
sures are going to continue unless production is cut in those countries.

Now', I attempted in my conversations with all of the oil ministers
that I spoke with in the Mideast to show them how it is in their best
interest, both from a responsibility point of view, and most impor-
tantly, in their economic self-interest. and the assurance of a long-term
market for their commodities, to have a lower price of oil. Obviously, I
am not going to have instant agreement on this subject. But I do have
aogreement with Saudi Arabia on this. But remember Saudi Arabia is
just one of many nations that must live and exist, along with the other
members of the Persian Gulf.

Representativ\e Riuss. As a practical matter, they are not likely to
defy Iran, are they, if Iran does not take the same view of their self-
interest?

Secretary STmoN-. I do not think it is a matter of defiance.
Representative REuss. Jumping ship in OPEC would not be well

received.
Secretary ST-MON. I do not see them jumping ship, if you will, in

OPEC. But they have announced this auction, which is an extraordi-
nary measure.

Representative REuss. On the present oil prices, I am persuaded by
what you had to say about the relative unlikelihood of massive shifts
of funds by the oil producing states. It is something that we have to
watch. But it would so tend to bring down the temple upon themselves
that, I think, that those who see a catastrophe around the corner in that
respect are unduly pessimistic.

Secretary 'Simo;x. Congressman, I could not agree with you. Being
the expert in this area, you know that people act in their own economic
self-interest. In the long run and the short run, clearly it would not be
in their best interest to bring about exchange rate changes and insta-
bility in the international financial markets.

Representative REUSS. What I do see, however, is a problem which
has. I think, not been sufficiently brought to the attention of the
American people, and which has been accentuated by the announce-

ment yesterday that our perspective deficit due to oil is going to be
$25 billion rather than $20 billion, without getting into guesstimates.
What is happening is that the oil producing countries are building
up tremendous reserves, while we and the other industrialized western
countries are building up tremendous debts. We have to pay interest
on those debts. This is not one of those we-owe-it-to-ourselves deals. We
owe and will owe more and more, and will have to pay interest oln more
and more, to foreigners. This means the transfer of real wealth made
by the sweat of our brow.

It is a real case, as opposed to a phony or rhetorical case, of shifting
intolerable burden. not to our grandchildren, but to ourselves, in a very
few years. It seems to me a great problem. soluble, in my judgment,
only during the periods when we are building up our own independ-
ence by heroic allocation and rationing.

W'lhat has happened to those rationing stamps?
Secretary SInroN. They are still in storage. I have not seen them,

just as I have not seen the gold in Fort Knox.
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Representative REUSS. Nor have I. I am delighted to hear what you
just said. Hang onto those rationing stamps, because in my judgment,
the American people have not been adequately told by you or me or
anybody else what all of this transfer of wealth is going to mean.
One has only to go out on the highway to see the traffic whisk by, if
one is going 55 miles an hour, to realize that we are being very prof-
ligate right now, and that the profligacy is not going to be worked
out in an intramural manner as far as getting into debt is concerned,
but through the ultimate transfer of real wealth. There are other
ways of doing it-total inflation, which is an unacceptable method-
repudiation, which is an unacceptable method. Do you agree with me
that this is an insufficiently examined part of the picture?

Secretary SI3ioN. Yes, I do. Of course, it has been a relatively short
period of time, Congressman Reuss. I have not read it yet, but the
OECD has a recent world economic forecast that deals with this. I
hope we both have an opportunity in the near future to read this. But
they suggest that some of the OPEC countries by 1980 will be in Cur-
rent external deficit. One thing that I learned when I was over there,
is that, in my judgment, everyone has misgaged the extent of the
internal demand for expenditures in these countries, looking ahead
to the next 5 years. I think that is going to surprise people. I share
your credo completely. But the problem today is not the reflow and
the instability in the financial markets, although there will be strains
that we can deal with through the special mechanisms that we have
already set up and will set up to meet the particular strains. Our
problems come right back to these oil prices, and the damage that
they are doing short run and long run to the world economy.

Representative REUSS. Let me turn to another problem. In your
prepared statement you say:

Governments and central banks as bank supervisors and suppliers of liquidity-
their traditional role in developed financiail systems-have a clear responsibility
to assure the soundness of the system as a whole. I am referring to problems of
liquidity, however, not solvency. It is not the role of the public authorities to
underwvrite management of an individual institution or to assume the risks of its
stockholders.

I think that is ani excellent statement. I agree with it. However,
what about the Franklin National? Was not our friend the public
authority underwriting maniagement of an individual institution and
assuming the risks therewith?

Secretary SImo-N. The Franklin National Bank actually illustrates
exactly what I was pointing out in my prepared statement, though
perhaps inadequately. They had a problem of liquidity. The money
that was lent to them bv the Federal Reserve Board was all collater-
alized by the bank, and continues to be. That deals with a temporary
hopefully, liquidity problem as they worked out their longer ruin
policies to bring stability back into the institution. Their temporary
liquidity problem -was brought about through mismanagement in
the foreign exchange area of the bank.

Representative REUSS. Their liquidity problem was their inability
to pay off the holders of their short-term commercial paper to banks
and corporations when it became due because their loans were sticky.

Secretary SIMON. 117hen large losses are taken, like the disclosure of
the foreign exchange houses in this bank, it leads to great concern and
worry as to, well if that has happened over there, what are their prob-
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lems as well. Let us take a look at their in\vestmelit portfolio, aid what
is the value of their market portfolio, how large are bad loan reserves,
and begin to look at the individual components. D)uring this period
there is always a danger that there will be a decrease in deposits in
the bank, an inability to raise additional funds in the CD or com-
mercial paper market. This is the Fed's role as lender of last resort,
hiut not in the case of a solvency problem. That was illustrated by the
Comptroller of the Currency's, I think, tremendous expertise in solving
the San Diego bank problem over the weekend with minor ripples in
the banking system.

Representative Ri uss. Mr. Vice Chairman, I have ended my ques-
tiolls.

Senator PitoxinnE [presiding]. I would like to say. Mr. Secretary.
that pelihaps the economic news of the day is being made oil the floor of
the Senate. We will know in a miniuite. Senator Robert Byrd, who is
ch airman of the Transportation Subcommittee. recommended to the
full committee a transportation budget that was below the budget esti-
mate. I think it is below the House. I am not sure about that aspect of
it. As chairman of the subcommittee that handled that budget, he has
just proposed oln the floor of the Senate that this bill be cut by an addi-
tional 31/2 percent. Of course, as chairman of that subcommittee, his
recommendation car ies great weight, and I think it has an excellent
chance of passing.

I am chairman of the HUD Appropriations Subcommittee, which
handles the money for Veterans, Space, the National Science Founda-
tion, and so forth. "Te recommended to the committee yesterday that we
cut that budget below the administration request by $150 million. They
approved th'at. It is below the House substantially also. I am going to
recommend that that budget be cut on the floor of the Senate by at
least 3 percent, or perhaps more. So I think that this sentiment, that
you are a champion of. within the administration, needs to catch fire.
I think that we are going to get some results.

Secretary SIMoN. _Mr. Vice Chairnman, I will do nothing but applaud
your efforts, I think it is wonderful.

Senator PROXMIRE. Of course, we have not gotten to the big budget
yet.

I would like to carry on a little bit in this area where you are so
expert and have had so much experience with respect to oil.

On -Monday. Kenneth Rush admitted that lie had met with officials
of the Gulf Oil Co. in San Clemente on July 15 to discuss recent de-
mands upon Gulf by Kuwait to increase the price of crude oil. Gulf has
refused to resist the price increase and has agreed to pay it. Are you
aware that this meeting took place. and do you believe that the Kuwait
price hikes caused severe repercussions among other producing nations?

Secretary SIMON. In the OPEC agreement, it is agreed. I believe,
that when one nation. or oil company. agrees to a contract price. the
other countries in OPEC cannot negotiate at a lower level. But that
does not preclude, as I commented at some length while you were
gone-

Senator PROXMrIRE. I)oes that mean a new round of price hikes by
the OPEC nations?

Secretary Simox. No. this was for 3 months-this contract runs
through September, -Mr. Vice Chairman.
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Senator PROXMIRE. What specific plans do we have to resist this
kind of increase in the future?

Secretary SIMON. Well, by resisting, are you suggesting that we
should order the oil companies not to negotiate at anything above a
certain level?

Senator ProxmI1llE. As I said, you are the expert in this area. But it
seems to me that the Arab Governmhents have pulled off a real rip off
of the American consumers and the consumers throughout the world,
and it is having an appalling influence on the economies of the under-
developed countries, as you recognize, and a very serious influence
on the economies of countries from Europe to Japan, and is having
a tragic effect in this country. It just seems to me that rather than
rhetoric, there does not seem to be a program to cope with it. It may
be that there is nothing that we can do, that we are helpless. But it is
hard for me to accept that. If anybody in the administration is quali-
fied to tell the answer to that, it is you.

Secretary SiMox. Mr. Vice Chairman, I wish I had the easy answer
for returning oil prices to a level at which the economies of the
world can agree and prosper. Part of my trip in the Mideast was spent
discussing this very subject with the oil and financial ministers, and
how it clearly was in their economic best interest to have a lower
price of oil.

Senator PROXMIRE. Supposing they conspire to increase the price
again, is there nothing we can do except talk about how we can
be self-sufficient in 1980 or 1985?

Secretary SIMON. The increase that has already occurred has resulted
in a surplus of 21/2 million barrels a day today in the world. Assum-
ing production remains where it is, it is putting pressure on the world
price of oil right now. But I do not look for any significant decline.

Senator PROXMIRE. Is it not true that all the major producing na-
tions with the exception of Saudi Arabia put a lid on the production
of oil. thus tending to restrain supplies, which indicates that we may
be in for another of those external shocks?

Secretary SIMON. Saudi Arabia is raising its production as rapidly-
well, they own 25 percent of the world's oil, and they are on their
-way to higher rates now.

Senator PROXMIRE. Is it not true that Iran in just the past 2 or 3
years decided to cut their production, and that the Shah of Iran has
stated that the price will rise to $22 per barrel?

Secretary SIMON. I do not share the Shah's opinion on the subject.
Senator PROXMIIRE. You and the Shah have had a few differences,

I know.
Secretary SIMoN. Well, the first differences, I guess, were well

known, Mr. Vice Chairman, coming on what we were importing, which,
.of course, is a statistical fact, according to the -Customs Bureau. And
the second so-called mixup was a misquote.

Senator PROXMIRE. Has the Treasury done any analysis of how the
new round of oil price increases might affect our economy and the con-
sumer? If not, will you instruct your staff to make that kind of a study
and provide this committee with the results?

Secretary SIMON,. Yes, we certainly will, Mr. Vice Chairman. When
I was recently in Kuwait discussing the problems of oil prices in the
world economies, and the maximization of profitability of a cartel, and
what is the long-term price, or near the long-term price that was in the
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best interests of the producing nations, they evidenced great interest in
this economic study. We had two of our petroleum economists in Saudi
Arabia at the time, and at the Kuwait's request, we flew them over to
present our views on why the present world price of oil would not serve
them in their best long-term interest.

Senator PitOXItIRE. Do you think, then, that our Government has
done everything it can do to encourage the major oil companies to resist
demands for price increases from foreign governments?

Secretary Sni-oN. Yes.
Senator PROXmIRE. Do you believe that our Government should play

any other role in this area other than simply acquiescing in the price
increases?

Secretary SzNfox. I do not like to say we -are acquiescing, because it is
a terribly difficult problem. I continue to meet, as does Secretary. Kis-
singer and many other senior members of this administration, with the
officials of Aramco, and with the officials of the oil companies, attempt-
ing to deal with this problem. They have a supply of oil. If they decide
that they are not going to pay the price that is demanded for that oil,
they are not going to get that oil, and the consumers will be penalized.
It is a matter of today paying an exorbitant, unconscionable price for
that oil, or not having it.

Senator PROXMIRE. When will your study be finished and available?
Can you give us an estimate?

Secretary SimIoN. The one you just asked for?
Senator PROXMIIRE. On the effect of the increase in the price of oil on

the economy and the consumer.
Secretary SIMION. This level.
Secretary PROXMIIRE. Will you get that for us? HIow long would that

take you to put it together?
Secretary SIMiON7. Will a month be all right, Mr. Vice Chairman?
Senator PROXMIIRE. The sooner, the better. If that is the best we can

do, -we will accept that, of course.
Senator Humphrey.
Senator HIPHREmy. Mr. Secretary, it is good to see you again. Just

a couple of quick points. I have actively supported the Cost of Living
Council's continuation as a monitoring agency. I regret to say that
I did not see too much active support from the administration. I joined
with Senator Muskie, and I think the record ought to be clear, we put
up a hard battle for it.

I want the vice chairman and you to know that at this very hour I
have a task force consisting of eight people and the Committee on For-
eign Relations staff people. along with my owvn special assistant in for-
eign aid, working on the foreign aid budget. It will be cut. I have been a,
very active supporter of foreign assistance, as you know. I handled the
legislation last year, when we passed the first foreign aid bill in 3
years. This year I predict that we will reduce the budget request of
the administration on foreign aid by $1 to $11/2 billion. So that we
will be making substantial budget reductions. This is not an irrespon-
sible reduction. I am a supporter of foreign assistance. Wre now have
this task force now at work on it, so that it is not a meat-ax approach,
but rather a systematic balance.

I would think that we could reduce the military budget by about
$4 billion, $31/2 to $4 billion, or maybe more. The vice chairman has
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possibly more accurate or firm views on this. But I think it ought to
be reduced by about that amount.

Both the vice chairman and I just came back from a vote in the
Senate to reduce the transportation budget by another 3 percent. I
voted to reduce the public works budget by 5 percent. So we are ex-
ercising fiscal responsibility, as you have indicated we should, and
as the administration has requested that we do.

These are just a few of the areas w here I think we are moving in the
right direction.

But I want to come down to something more basic and funda-
mental. In your prepared statement, you have used the full employ-
meent budget to show the relationship between the budget and infla-
tion. I tend to note that in the administration's proposals about con-
trolling inflation that they focus in on the Federal budget, because
it is the easy one to talk about, and everybody gets excited about the
Federal budget. It does not require any self-sacrifice particularly:
it is a way of sort of targeting in on Congress and bureaucracy and
Government as such. I happen to believe that the Federal budget is
only a part of the problem, and maybe not the most significant part.
You even have a chart in your prepared statement that shows this
relationship between budget and inflation. Then you say in your pre-
pared statement: "The relationship is less than perfect, but in the
broad sweep of things it is clear that sustained budget surpluses are
associated with below-average inflation, and sustained budget deficits
are associated with above-average inflation."

Yet, if you examine your chart, it shows that we have had full-em-
ployment surpluses since the beginning of 1973. Interestingly enough,
Mr. Secretary, you did not even have 1973 on your chart for the full-
employment basis on the national incomes account budget position.
Yet, over the same period since 1973 to now we have had the worst
inflation that we have had in over 20 years. In other words, the cur-
rent inflation has not apparently been caused by excessive Federal
spending.

Secretary Simox. 1973 is there, it is the last little bump, it is just
not printed down below on the chart. The deficit is above the line and
the surplus below.

Senator HUMPHIIREY. Yes; but on a full employment basis, there was
a budget surplus.

Secretary SIMON. No; there was a deficit.
Senator HUMPHREY. Our staff tells me to the contrary.
Air. FIEi)LER. There are notes to the chart in the prepared state-

ment which explain several points. First of all, this is labeled the
budget on a national income accounts basis, and second, it is for calen-
dar years that we have plotted these figures, not for fiscal years. So
they should not be compared with the regular unified budget on a fiscal
year budget.

Senator HUMPHREY. It is our view that on a calendar year there is
a substantial surplus.

By the way, your chart is misleading. you have got that heavy line
there not above the zero point but below the zero point.

Mr. FIEDLER. That is correct.
Senator HUMPHREY. Why do you have that?
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Mr. Fmmiwinw. Alre have done the same tiling on both tile budget
position and tile inflation chart ill order to bring out tile relationship
between the two. It is an unconventional presentation.

Sellator ET1IIiIlREY. It is miighty con fusing. Ordinarily, you have
a line at the neutral point, the zero point., that is up and below. Buit this
kind of statistical gymnastics does not sell too well with me.

Mr. FiE SLi.XR. There is no way to avoid statistical gmViinastics, becaiuse
it is a very complex problem. As explained in the notes to tile chart.
we did it just to bring out tile relationship that we are makingr of the
general correlation between the two series, the second aid third pallels.
A*We do not pretend that the relationship is perfect. and you can find
even greater discrepancy in the general correlation if you go back to
the Korean wa r period, the early fifties.

Finally, we certainly pointed out very strongly that the special
factors of the worldwide food grain-crop disaster of 1972, dollar de-
valuations, and the oil embargo. certainly do not mean that fiscal
policy alone accounts for the enormous rise in inflation in 1973-74.

Senator HumPrLl-EY. You see, I do not say these things. I do not have
to think that fiscal policy alone is the major factor. You people keel)
talking about that-that is our oldtime religion-you keep pounding
away at that like it is some kind of a Dead Sea scroll we discovered
around here. All I am saving is that in fiscal 1973. it is the observation
of the staff of the Joint Econiomic Committee and the Senator whio is
now speaking to you. that there was a surplus and not a deficit. If you
want to argue tile case. we wvill do it by letter and by document.

Mr . FIEDLER. We will check those figures.
Senator HIEMPIIREY. I think when you check them. you will find out.

I am simply saying what 'Mr. Slimoin says. I think tilat the prepared
statement speaks for itself. It says:

The relationship is less than perfect, but in the broad sweep of thing*, it is
clear that sustained budget surpluses are associated with below-average inflation.

Now, we have had in the full-employment budget-which. is your
concoction, not mine. that came in with this administration-you have
had sustained full-employment budget surpluses in 1973 and 1974.
is that right?

Mr. FIEDLER. Calculated oln the conventional full-employmelit basis,
that is correct.

Senator HumPUREY. Then, if that is the case. how can you say that
budget surpluses, sustained budget surpluses, are associated with
below average inflation wvhen you have had the wvorst inflation that
you have had since I do not know when?

Mr. FIEDLER. The sustained budget surpluses came in the early 1960's
and earlv 19350's when we did have below-average inflation.

Senator HUMPHREY. Let its get up to date. I have studied historv.
too. But the most important history is contemporary history. What is
going on now? Are you going to try to tell me that sustained budget
surpluses in 1973 and 1974 have contributed to lower inflation ?

AMr. FIEDLER. Thev will if thev are maintained. Senator.
Senator HuI-INPUREY. Well, we have had 2 yealrs of it.
Mr. FIEDLER. But that is not sustained. as we are using the term here.
Senator Hu-rNir-IREY. You do not think that it would have any effect ?
Mr. FIELDER. Pardon me.
Senator HUIMPHREY. Does it have any effect?

42-:309 75-16
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Mr. FIEDLER. Of course. Blnt the deficits which run from the middle
1960's on created a momentum of inflation that is still very much
with us.

Senator HUMIPHREY. Well, we will argue the point, but I think you
are dead wrong.

My judgment, sir, which I expressed yesterday to Mr. Heller 'and
Mr. Duesenberry, who were here, is that this Government has no na-
tional economic policy, nor do we have a mechanism of bringing one
about. We go at it piecemeal. The current religion is: Reduce the
budget. We are all joining together to go down and kneeling at the
altar of budget frugality. That is supposed to give us salvation. Quite
frankly, I think our sins are so manifold that this little prayer alone
won't do the job.

We voted a budget ceiling in the Senate, a spending ceiling. We
voted it overwhelmingly. The administration tells the folks to save 15
cents out of every dollar, or whatever the figure is, when the folks do
not even have the dollar. There are all kinds of little hit-and-miss
statements and policies being made. But is there anyplace where we
ever bring together the policymakers of this Government to decide
what ought to be the- national economic policy? First of all, we have
no national plan, none whatsoever. We rely on God, good weather, and
luck. We have a budget that is a fiscal budget. The only people that
plan are the highway department and the Defense Department, and
that is why they get the money. There is no other planning. We do not
have any plans for anything else. We have no national food policy.
Finally, because of the threat of the Arabs, we are starting to work on
a national energy policy. We do not have a national health policy; it is
up or down, in and out, and hit or miss. No educational policy. We do
it each year. The Government has no plan.

Now, when you come to the control of inflation, or designing a na-
tional economic policy, we have got the Federal Reserve Board going
off over here, and the Congress goinig off over here, and the administra-
tion in recess.

Frankly, I do not think anybody knows what is going on. I think the
greatest contributing factor to inflation today is the lack of a sustained
position and leadership. This promotes panic buying and all kinds of
decisions that -are made sporadically without any continuity, or any
sense of balance.

How does the administration work out an economic policy? How
often do we have relationships between what is said in the Treasury
Department and what is said by Mr. Stein and what is said by Mr.
:Burns, all these doctors that we have? Are they all writing separate
prescriptions, or do they have some kind of a group clinic here?

Secretary SImo-N-. Senator Humphrey, that is exactly what the
President has proposed, a defined position of leadership in economic
policy. We have mechanisms, the quadriad, Federal Reserve, the CEA,
the OMB, and the Treasury Department, that deal with economic
policies both in the short run and the long run. If anything, we have
an excess of planning capacity and planning ability down here to
deal with the many problems that face us in our country today, such
as the action which recently removed the set-aside of upward of 60
million acres to bring on more supplies.
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Senator HuI-IfPyREY. Mr. Secretary, I want to take sharp exception.
11Tlhen we opened up those acreages, we forgot to tell the fertilizer
people. When we opened up those acres, they were going to get more
production. We forgot to tell the railroads.

By the way, the Department of Agriculture was as far off their
mark as a blind marksman. They were way off. They were off on food
prices; they predicted 3 percent, and they wvent up 20 percent. They
predicted a crop reduction this year which has no relationship to fact
because it depended on weather, and anybody with the brains of a
March hare knows you cannot depend on good weather. You have
got to have an element for error there, and there is none.

Mr. Stein comes in and predicts inflation will be 7 percent. He
admits now he was wrong. Last year he did exactly the same thing,
and I bet him the best dinner in townn. with dancing girls and sweet
music and French wine. WVe had it, Mrs. Stein and Mrs. Humphrey,
we went out and had dinner.

Mr. FIEDLEIR. WVhere did You find the dancing girls?
Senator HulmPHREY. Mr s. Humphrey dances wvell.
My point is, to be more serious about it, we do not have the plan.

We planned to produce, but we did not plan to move. We planned
to produce, but we forgot the inputs of fertilizer and credit and moving
stock, railroad hopper cars and trucks, M r. Secretary.

Secretary SInEoN. I think, Senator Humphrey. that there is reason
for great humility among the forecasters. The people are put in a
position where they must forecast to set an economic policy. It not
only goes for Government economists and the planners for economic
policy, but the private economists as wvell. I do not know anyone who
forecast what occurred in 1973. Certainly one could not have fore-
cast a quadrupling of the price of oil, the bad weather that occurred
that gave us the problem in the agricultural area. Obviously, there
is a lack of fertilizer in this country. We have had many hearings
over the past year on the railroad problem. So that speaks for itself.
But we do have planning, and we do have capable people who are at-
tempting to deal with the tremendous problems that face our coun-
try today. I am not happy with our incidence of success up to this
point. But -we have a policy that if followed for a sustained period of
time, I am confident, will attack and lick this terrible problem of
inflation, Senator.

Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Secretary, I happen to be one of your
admirers, as you know. I have said so publicly. I have said the same
thing of Mr. Burns. I think Mr. Dean is a very able man. The point
is that I do not see the kind of machinery in the economy and the
Federal Reserve and the executive branch in what I called the National
Economic Planning Council in some -form really to lay out a program
that we can listen to. that we can abide by. We are sort of running it on
the line to see whether or not we can make a play. There is no game
plan here.

Secretary SioroN-. Of course. we work with the Fed. there is no day
goes by that I do not work with Mr. Burns or other Board members
in the Fed. I would hope that the new, budget process that has been
put in place in the Congress will give us this vehicle to work together
on the fiscal side, because it is going to have to encompass fiscal plan-
ning and future economic outlays. I think that is a good idea.
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Senator HumIuir.-l. But there are other factors. the national income
policy, the wage and price guidelines. the allocation of credit. the
whole subject matter of the Federal Reserve Board with its monetary
policy and rate of money growth, and credit terms. All of these
things are interrelated.

I want you to know that next week Senator Roth and I are going to
introduce legislation to set up a national commiSsion Onl economic
policy directed toward this problem of inflation. made up of 17 memll-
bers. The Secretary of the Treasury. the Chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,
vill represent the executive branch. and four Members of Congress

appointed by the bipartisan leadership of both houses will represent
thie Congress. Then we would have 10 members that would be ap-
pointed by the President in consultation with congressional leaders,
and no more than five public members can belong to the same political
party. I do not know whether that will do the job. But I tell you this,
there is one thing I have learned in government, if you do not hasve
people working together, they are working at cross purposes. You
cannot just work by the telephone, you have got to nteet in conceit,
and in a cooperative effort.

One other thing-I know my time is up-one thing I have not heard
anything about here is recession. This morning in the reports out fr om
the Department of Labor I see that unemploymnent is up another 0.1
of 1 percent, up to 5.2-

Senator PROXM31RE. If you wvill yield. there is a rollcall. I will vote
and come back. Please continue, SenatdrI Humphrey.

Senator HumPHREY [continuing]. Or -5.3. There are 100.000 more
workers. Inflation is tough. But when your unemployed, it is 1.
catastrophe.

Again our economic policy must not only be di rected toward control-
ling inflation, but also increasing productivity. I go back to what Sena-
tor .Javits had to say, and I join him in this effort, of getting people to
work, getting this economy out of the swamp.

The stock market indicates a lack of confidence. There is a rising
level of unemployment. There are indications in the automobile indus-
try and other sections of the economy that we are in a soft position and
in recession.

I know the inflation message gets across. B3ut when you are one of
those unemployed-and that is 5 million plus-it is not inflation that is
your problem, it is poverty. It is being out of a job.

WThat medicine do you have, 'Mr. Simon, that on the one hand will
not bring about increased inflation, but will hold the price structure
somewhere near where it is, and get this economy moving?

Secretary SimN-o. I have made my comment that as far as the fiscal
and monetary policies, if kept in place for a long enough period of time,
will wring out this inflation problem. The President has submitted an
unemployment compensation proposal to the Congress for their enact-
muenit. and this will deal with the specifics of unemployment. You recog-
nize that during a period of slower growth when we are reducing
demand in our economy so that our capacity to produce and demand is
brought into better equilibrium. that there will be a small rise in unem-
ployment. This should be dealt with specifically by legislation for the
unemployment.
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Senator I-JumiiP'irm. What bothers me is the emphasis on unenliploy-
mielit compensation. Why do we not have an emphasis upon a work
program ? I would rather pay a man $150 a week to work than 75 per-
cent a week to sit on his behind. W11hy do we not have a much greater
public service employment program? We are just dillydallyilig aroulid
with that. Every time we come up with something now we figure out
how we are going to get extended unemploymient compensation. I avant
to givc them a chaiice to do somethinig. There are cities to be built. and
there is work to be done in this country. I am an old workman. I grew
ulp in the middle wvest. I do not believe in sitting around on your but-
tocks. I believe in getting people to work. Wlihy do we not do sonic-
thing more about that?

Sccretary Simaox. Well, my experience with public service employ-
metit-these discussions are still going on. and no decision has been
finally made by the President in this instance-is that it has not been
that productive an effort.

Senator Hu-1muPiNiu. Then we ought to find a different kind of pro-
gramil. There are things to do in this country. There are parks to be

built. and cities to be clcaned up. This city of Washinigton could use
ablout 2,000 people cleaniniig up the niess around this town instead of
paying people to be idle.

I amll a compassionate manl. I have never been accused of not being
willing to help people. But I think we do not help people by just leav-
inr them sit. I believe that we need a work programi, we need a hell of a
public works project that we can put people to work on. I urge the
acdlministration to come forth with this.

Finally, what about fuel allocation. i[r. Secretary? I understand
that in a telegrami to Chairman Jackson of the Interior Committee.
von indicated that you wvere not for the extension of the emergency
petroleum allocation prograam; is that correct?

Secretary SIMoN. % re believe that the allocation program at this
point in time. with a 21/9 million barrel a day surplus in the world,
lhas created distortions and inequities as any allocation program would.
It has been handled in the wav that we handled it in the Oil Policy
Committee before all these problems started. We were actuallv deai-
ing then with a really slight, 2 to 3 percent, short, fall.

On Senator Jackson's comments: Well, if the embargo wvas reim-
posed et cetera. we would not be proceeding with deallocation. WITe have
discussed deallocating residual fuel oil already. and we favor a simple
aamendment to extend the allocation authority to June, and this we
have recommended.

Senator HI-rPPIREY. Mtigilt I sulggest that if that allocation pro-
gram comes off, the fuel prices vill go up, because the only controls
we have are in that allocation progrlam on old oil. If that old oil price
goes up to tile world price. gasoline will be 65 cents a gallon as sure
as vou and I are lookin- at each other. The American market will
soon reach the market price. and crude will soon reach the price of the
Arab market. WNhen translated to an inflation factor in our economy.
that will be horrendous. I just cannot believe that we can get away
from some type of allocation authority such as we had without disas-
tronis results. I am surprised. frankly. Secretary Simon, that you wvould
recommend that we not have it. Because to me there are two factors
that have caused inflation above all, food scarcity and the Arab oil
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embargo. Now they have got their prices up, which is helping these
American oil companies make exorbitant profits, shameful profits.
If we let the price of old oil in America go up from that $5.25, or
whatever it is a barrel, up to that $10 figure which is the world
market-or better than that, $11-I think you would have to agree
with me that you are going to see unbelievable increases in prices,
fuel oil, distillates, and gasoline.

Secretary SIMON. I have never advocated the removal at this time of
the old oil price. I have been quite specific about that, because obviously
there is no economic reason at this particular time for the world price
being set, not by the forces of supply and demand, but by producers who
control 67 percent of the world's supply. WVe do have another tier
now, as you know, for stripper wells, and reserves above, to kill the
incentive for additional production. That is fine. It is getting its
desired results. with 34 more wells. more finds, this year than last year.
That is good. Because that ultimately is what is going to bring the
price down. Obviously, we need one market price for this commodity
ultimately. But I am suggesting that now is not the proper time.

Senator HUMPHREY. But if you repeal the Emergency Petroleum
Allocation Act or do not extend it, you then repeal the authority
which permits us to exercise the controls.

Secretary SI-rON-. We have agreed, Senator Humphrey, to the 4-
month extension that Senator Jackson-

Senator HUMPHREY. Four months. Then what happens after 4
months?

Secretary STIoN. I think that is a long time off. We are talking
about a year from now. I do not know what the world price of oil
will be a year from now.

'Senator HUMPHREY. Do you have any indications it will be less?
Secretary SIMroN. I have a personal judgment that the world price

of oil will decline in the year ahead, not significantly, but decline due
to the surplus that exists today. I hope that production will continue
at these levels, or slightly higher, that this surplus will continue to
put the pressure on prices.

I would also hope that we will have the ability, as per my recent
trip to the Mideast, to continue to have this dialog with the oil pro-
ducers, that it is in their best interest, in their own economic self-
interest, to have a lower price of oil.

Senator HUMPiiREY. Let me just say that I hope your efforts will be
successful. I know that they have been very sincere and arduous. But
I have not seen any lessening of desire on the part of the producers
who keep that price up. I noticed the other day that the gasoline
companies, the oil companies, are cutting back on production. That is
the announcement. But they have not cut back the price. All that need
practice stuff that I hear about just does not work. 'When you get too
many eggTs from the chickens, the prices goes down. 'When we get too
many gallons from Exxon. the price of gasoline goes up.

Secretary S~IoN. What they do, and do every year, is what we call
turning the crank in the refinery to shift the production to fuel oil
for the winter.

Senator HUMP-RFY. Except that we have got a surplus this year.
Secretary SIMON. 'We have a reduction in demand, and that is good.
Senator HI-mPJIREY. Total consumption went down.
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Mr. FIEDLER. May I correct the record on one point that we covered
when Senator Humphrey and I were discussing the chart in the pre-
pared statement.

In panel 2 of the chart on the budget position is a surplus of 0.3
percent of GNP in 1973. Not a deficit. I just wanted to correct the
record now so we would not have to later.

Senator PROXIAiRE. Alhatever the effect of fiscal policy oln inflation-
many people think it has a decisive effect-the Senate did agree to
reduce the transportation appropriation bill. It -was already about 5
percent below the budget estimate. They reduced it another 3 percent
below the budget estimate. So that it is S percent below what the
President requested. That motion passed 58 to 15, 4 to 1. So I think
this is the beginning of an extraordinary reaction oln the part of the
Congress to inflation, which I think is right. It is certainly very
promising from our point of view, Mr. Secretary.

I would just like to ask a couple of more questions. Unfortunately,
Senator Javits had to go to vote, but he will be back. I apologize to
AMr. Shiskin, because lie has been very patient. But I do have some
questions, too, in the absence of Senator Javits.

Mr. Secretary. the first question I want to ask you relates to the
capability of President Nixon in his present posture to act effectively
as the President of the United States, particularly with respect to
economic policy. Yesterday, President Nixon canceled a meeting with
the economic advisers in order to devote his time to listening to WVater-
gate tapes before turning them over to the court. Regardless of Mr.
-Nixon's guilt or innocence, it seems to me he is going to have great

difficulty devoting the time required to stay on top of economic prob-
lems. What is even more important, as the weeks go by, and the Presi-
dent is tried in the Senate, if he is-it seems likely that he will be-
he will be under constant fire, his veracity will be challenged, the
capability of controlling his subordinates, and his relationship to the
agencies of our Government, whether it is legal and proper. It seems
to me that under these circumstances that the country is ill served to
have a President who is in the very serious straits of President Nixon
and whose credibility is so strongly challenged, to have a President
under these circumstances to try to run our very complex and difficult
economic policy. What is your response to that ?

Secretary SiiON. Mr. Vice Chairman. I think in this respect this
country is blessed with having a President whom I will describe as
the strongest man that I have ever met. On Tuesday of this week I met
with the President. We had a 15-minute meeting scheduled to deal with
my Mideast trip. That meeting lasted for over 11/2 hours, at which time
we had one of the most spirited and wide-ranging discussions I ever
had with the President-I have met with him at least weeklv since last
November at the beginning of the energy problem-dealing with areas
of foreign policy, foreign economics. domestic problems. and especially
our terrible inflation problem. Our President has complete focus on all
of the problems. domestic as well as international, that face our coun-
try today. He is not unique in the fact that he is being attacked today.
MIany Presidents in our history have been under constant attack on
this issue or that issue.

Senator PRoxmrnRE. This is entirely different than that., Mr. Secre-
tary. We have only had one other President who was impeached.. Our
economy was far simpler then. These questions are so complicated.
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Above and beyond the time the President must take out in order to
make the impeachment fight-he should devote his time to that-
above and beyond that, it is his credibility factor. It is not your faith in
him-you have great faith in him, and millions of Americans do. But
the fact is that a very ltarge proportion of Americans do not have. As
this particular kind of a trial goes on, in which the issue is the honesty
and integrity of the President of the United States, it seems to me that
under these circumstances the country wvould be well served, and the
world economy would be well served, if the President would step aside
under the 25th anendinent and permit Vice President Ford tem-
porarily-only temporarily, depending, of course, on the outcome of
this wvhole process-to serve as Acting President.

Secretary SriMoN-. I spoke, Mr. Vice Chairman, to nmany of the world
leaders and finance iiinisters in all of the countries that I visited
recently. I made 14 stops in 16 days. I did not hear one person make
even the vaguest hint of that suggestion. I can assure you that this
current problem that our President is having, however severe, is not
distracting him from his duties as the Chief Executive Officer of this
country. I find him completely focusing in on these problems and
wrestling with them just as hard as all of his economic advisers are.

Senator Pnox-NIIRE. Mr. Secretary, I would expect you as a loyal
member of the administration to make a reply of that kind. But I
do hope that you vill talk to the President-as von say, he is a stronll
man, there is no question about that, he is an extraordinarily intelli-
gent man, and I have been impressed with his understanding of the
details of economic policy, although he has to consider many other
things. But I think I havse already made clear that I am talking about
something quite different than that. I hope he will give it the most
careful consideration. Because it is a matter that goes beyond the
capability of this President. It goes to the belief that people will have
under these circumstances.

During the televised Judiciary Committee hearings, I think you
could sense in the country-I sent questionnaires out in my State.
and I got a profound reaction to the President's position. I think
that this is going to intensify what is going to happen in the Honse.
and very probably will happen in the Senate. So I think this is what
the President should be made aware of.

I would like to ask vou about something else. You talked about
the necessity of high profits to provide funds. investment funds. so
that industry can invest more heavily. According to the New York
Times, on July 14 capital spending for this year is estimated at $112
billion, an increase of about 12 percent. After inflation, it wvould be
about a 4- or 5-percent increase. When we get a breakdown as to where
this increase is occurring, it is encouraging. it indicates that we are
getting a great increase in productive facilities and the capability of
increasing prodluction wohere we need it-in steel, for example. an
increase of 32.6 percent. nonferrous metals. 31. percent: machinery,
21.?, percent: paper, 38 percent; chemicals, 22 percent; petroleum. 41
percent; and railroads. '29.8 percent. McGraw-Hill says this year that
5S) percent of investment will go for actual increasing capacity, and
that physical capacity will be increased hr about 6 poercent for the
vear. Under these circumstances. why is this not enough to indicate
that we are getting on top of inflation from the supply side, and get-
ting into a position where perhaps we do not need to reduce taxes
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or provide other investment incentives in order to get mole fluids
into the productive side of the economy ?

Secretary SiMroN-. This is an encouraging development, WMr. Vice
Chairman, there is no doubt about that. But it must go on for a sus-
tained period of time in order for the capacity in many of these in-
dustries that you mentioned to ineet the demiands that we presently
have, not only the demand that we presently have, but the demand
that is going to continue to grow in the futuire. So this is encouraging.

Senator PROX3LIrRE. You see, in your discussion of profits one of the
thinrgs that troubled me was that it did not seem to take cognizance
of the study that was recently revealed that effective corporate tax
rates have dropped fromn 43 percent to something ]ike 35.6 percent over
the past 5 years. because of the corporations being able to take advan-
tage of tax shelters. Aoreover, the corporations paid this 35.6 percent
rate in inflated dollars. too. The law said they should pay 48 per-
cent on this profit. So it appears that they are getting a mighty good
break already, particularly in view of the enormous profits that have
been reported in industry after industry in this quarter already, the
past quarters.

Secretary SimoN-. They are enormous profits. But the figures are
stated in my testimony. I want to leave with y ou for the record a new
study that was just completed last night on the so-called phantom
profits and investment in industry. The other side. of the equation
is the accounting practices and inflation factor that. works on the
opposite side.

[The study follows:]
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PHANTOMI PROFITS AND INVESTMENT

(By H. I. Liebling and J. Jackson, Office of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Office of Financial Analysis)

Review of

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL
DEVELOPMENTS

August 2, 1974

PHANTOM PROFITS AND INVESTMENT

Due to inflation, the adequacy of corporate earnings to
finance working and fixed capital has diminished significant-
ly over the past decade. By 1973, that adequacy had diminished
precipitously, and worsened further in early 1974.

This growing inadequacy has become a major factor
contributing to a shortfall in capital spending;
to major shortages in materials and in finished
goods-producing industries, thereby adding to the
current accelerated inflation rate; and to the
heavy current pressures in capital markets.

Since 1965, it has been the inflation that has caused
a large discrepancy between the historic and replacement
costs of physical assets by business, which lies at the root
of the problem of profits adequacy. The discrepancy caused
by inflation has resulted in a serious overstatement of cor-
porate Profits in recent years.

Chart :

RETAINED EARNINGS:
ACTUAL AND ADJUSTED FOR

REPLACEMENT COST
(Non-Financial Corporations)
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In 1973, profits after
taxes for nonfinancial
corporations were esti-
mated at $55 billion,
which appears relatively
large. However, if re-
placement costs for in-
ventory and depreciation
were charged, profits
after taxes would be re-
duced to $26.5 billion.
And, if dividends are
then deducted as neces-
sary payment to obtain
capital from investors,
retained earnings can be
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the following, for selected years (while the complete historical
record since 1953 is shown in Table 1, attached):

Non-financial Corporate Earnings (Bil. dol.)

1955 1965 1973

Profits after tax, reported 22.2 38.2 55.0
Profits after tax, adjusted* 18.0 35.3 26.5
Retained earnings* 8.6 18.4 2.8

* Adjusted for replacement costs of physical assets

Superficially, many national accounts measures of earn-
ings appear to have ballooned since 1965. This contrasts with
"adjusted" earnings shown below (and the declining share of
them to corporate GNP, not-shown):

Non-financial Corporate Earnings (Bil. dol.)

After Tax Gross Net Cash Flow**
Profits Cash Flow* "Historical" "Replacement"

1955 22.2 39.3 29.9 25.7
1965 38.2 73.6 56.7 53.8
1968 38.3 83.7 62.8 .54.6
1973 55.0 123.1 99.4 70.9

* After tax profits plus historical depreciation.

** Retained earnings plus "historical" depreciation (Col.3) or

"replacement" cost of inventories and fixed assets (Col.4).

But, the pace of inflation makes these figures much less
meaningful than they have been. As prices rise significantly,
the replacement cost of .physical assets -- indeed, of all as-

sets -- increases. Accordingly, those generally used Commerce
Department measures of corporate earnings or cash flow -- be-
cause they reflect historical rather than the current or re-
placement cost of depreciation or of inventories -- are over-
stated. They are deficient, if intended as a measure of funds

- - -- - t1... .. . . , 
4

l ... , 4, 4 n l a . 1 -n . . b ei n

a guide for the available finance of capital stock expansion.
sv�-- 1. .... - --- .--- __
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As the inflation accelerated in the U.S., the greater
has been the overstatement of corporate earnings because
of the substantial understatement of the cost of
replacing physical assets. The increasing magnitude of
this negative factor on profits is shown in the chart
on this page. (Note negative scale.)

Entering into the steep decline in "adjusted" retained
earnings are corrections for the overstatement of corporate
earnings made by:

* The inventory valuation adjustment (IVA) in the nation-
al accounts, which attempts to correct corporate profits
for changes in the replacement or current cost of inven-
tory. This is required because most U.S. companies are
on a "first-in first-out"'or historical cost basis.

* Repricing of depreciation charges at replacement value.
(However, statistical problems are involved in this

measurement. Should the replacement cost be applied
on a"straight-line,""double-declining balance," or
some other type of depreciation method? Also, what
service life might be assigned to physical assets --
Bulletin F, or what some have
tic" shorter lives?)

Chart 1II:

THE LOSS
OF PURCHASING POWER
OF RETAINED EARNINGS

(Non-Financial Corporations)

Billions of S
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Depreciation
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claimed as "more realis-

Alternative methods of
depreciation have been
calculated by the De-
partment of Commerce.
However, many authori-
ties, including George
Terborgh, are agreed
that 85% of Bulletin F
lives, as depreciated
by the"double-declining
balance" method, might
be a good and realistic
approximation of actual
depreciation. This Re-
view uses that procedure.
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The decline in "adjusted" retained earnings noted above
-- steep as it has been -- appears more grim when it is
recognized that the adjustments noted above apply only to
the replacement value of physical assets, not to funds that
might finance expansion of capital. For that expansion, the
1973 level of retained earnings is surely very small as a
source of finance. Moreover, the overstatement of earnings
became even more dramatic during the first part of. 1974, as
the inflation accelerated. Some rough estimates indicate
the overstatement of retained earnings grew from $28.5 billion.
in 1973 to perhaps twice that rate in the first half of 1974.

But, the capital stock of the U.S. surely needs to grow.
The internal sources of corporate funds clearly are insufficient
to provide for expansion in the "net" capital stock.

All of this would indicate that corporations will need
to rely very heavily on external means of financing -- in
other words, having recourse to the capital markets for
means of financing of capital expansion programs. Those
markets already have been under pressure. Indeed, some ex-
pansion plans have recently been deferred because of high
interest rates. In view of this Nation's present pattern of
savings and consumption, there is little indication that such
pressure will ease soon -- even under conditions of lower-
than-expected economic growth in 1974 (assuming little change
in overall capital spending plans).
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Table 1

PROFITS AND RETAINED EARNINGS OF

NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS

(Billions of Dollars)

PROFITS
AFTER TAXES

16.4
16.3
22.2
22.1
20.9
17.5
22.5
20.6
20.5
23.9
26.2
31.4
38.2
41.2
37.8
38.3
34.3
28.2
33.4
43.0
55.0

ADJUSTED
PROFITS
AFTER TAXES*

10.9.
12.6
18.0
16.0
15.6
13.5
18.8
17.7
17.5
23.8
25.3
30.3
35.3
37.1
33.0
30.1
23.4
15.5
19.5
27.5
26.5

ADJUSTED
RETAINED
EARNINGS*

2.9
4.4
8.6
5.8
5.2
3.3
7.9
6.1
5.9

11.0
11.0
15.4
18.4
18.9
14.2
9.3
2.7
-4.5
-0.7
5.3
2.8

* Adjusted for replacement costs of physical
assets other than residential properties.

Senator PROXMIRE. Were YOU not surprised when you had to revise
your estimate of corporation tax receipts down?

Secretary SIMnON. Well, surprised, no. One could expect that our
revenue estimates would be lower, would slow down in our economy.
But revenue estimates are the trickiest form of estimate in the Treas-
ury Department. It is very difficult to gage accurately what our reve-
nues are going to be. I think that our unit does a very good job looking
over a long period of time. Obviously they are going to make errors.
in forecasting.

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
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Senator Pnox-lnr. I understand you have not revised the figures for
past years very sharply, and that there was surprise that the effective
rate had dropped as much as it had. Are you making any analysis
of the reason for this ?

Secretary SImoxN. On the revenues the Treasury received?
Senator PROXINURE. That is right, corporate tax receipts.
Air. FIEDLER. I think the discussion is about the changes in the na-

tional incomes account numbers for corporate profits and taxes.
Senator PPOX-3TIRE. That is right.
Mr. FIEDIER. Those are not our Treasury Department estimates, they

are Commerce Department estimates. In view of past history of these
revisions. it did not surprise me, Senator. That is to say, we have seen
many times in history when changes have been made in corporate
profits and in taxes, I think, of this magnitude, although I have not
looked at it deeply. But every July there is a revision of this sort.

Senator PROxMI:RE. This seems to be a very large revision.
Mr. FIEDLER. Yes. But this is the history of the corporate profit series.

D Senator PROXMIIRE. My time is up.
Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Ar. Vice Chairman, I shall take less than 10 minutes.
I would like to enter a note of information, Mr. Secretary, about

public service employment. We now have provided roughly for 100,000
jobs. The proposals being made to the Labor Committee, of which I am
the ranking member, would provide for 500,000 jobs if there is a 6 per-
cent unemployment. That would mean the expenditure of roughly
$4 billion if there is a 6 percent unemployment trip. That is by sections
or so-called labor markets. I would like to inform you-and I hope
vou will examine this carefully-that the record has been extraordi-
narily good, in that it is a 2-year span when people are put to work.
Our figures show that over 70 percent of those who have gone through
the program have gotten regular jobs at the end.

That seems to suddenly be an adequate figure to quiet the fears that
they would somehow currently remain on the Government payroll as
make-work operations. We are very encouraged, and it should make a
very strong case before the Labor Committee for this approach as be-
ing a very critical resource in the event that we have serious unem-
ployment.

I give you that for information. You really didn't say you were
against it.

Secretary SiMoN-. I am aware of your recommendation. I have al-
ready spoken to the President about it. Frankly, I am intrigued with
the idea of recognizing that when we put in fiscal restraint in the econ-
omy there will be an increment in unemployment, and it must be dealt
with specifically. The President has his unemployment compensation
program. But I like your idea, frankly, the trigger mechanism that
would be brought into place, because there again forecasting is a dan-
gerous business. This would help to deal with it.

Senator JAVITS. You could allocate quotas and people to begin to
plan. This would give them a chance to build up to it.

Secretary SiioN-. I will have further conversation with the Presi-
dent on this, Senator Javits.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much.
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I would like to move now. if I may-and I might say, Mr. Seccretarv.
as always you are refreshingly frank. More than that, you are not a pro,
in the sense that you have a feeling or opinion as an American or an
important financial leader. I think what you have developed today re-
spectiing the generaal effort to keep the price structure where it is-actu-
all y we want to cut back on oil, we hope for food drops, and consumers'
disciplines, which seemed to have worked in the meat field. But as to
the price structure generally. can give the people some feeling as to the
,general objective, sit on it and let the economy gradually adjust itself ?

I think that has been very important. I thank you for being so
forthcomi 11g.

I would like to ask you about the international thing which is so
serious, in two areas.

One, the grave peril which confronts us because of the shaken faith
in instruments of credit which has contributed so very heavily to very
high interest rates. The people being hit the most by that are the
utilities. 'I know as a liberal-and I am, and I am very proud of it-the
theory is that liberals are against the utilities, quote, unquote.

But I think we are harping back to a totally different day, the days
before regulation, et cetera. Right now the grave danger is that they
are responsible for roughly 40 percent of the capital equipment in
the country, and an indispensable ingredient to the expansion of pro-
duction. We have got to see that they don't fall on their faces, unless
we want to take them over. and I doubt verv much that we do.

Do you think the time has come to consider some special financial
mechanism like an FHC. in view of the jam in which they don't have
the capital markets to enable them to borrow money at rates which
wvill allow them to defer sensational rate aberrations wvhich can't be
-acted on in time to do them that much good, and that is the reason
for your market crunch? The question: Should the Government do
anything about that very serious situation in the way that I have
suggested, some technique, or something like that?

Secretary SiINroN. A Government guarantee to give them the ability
to finance again attacks the result of the problems and doesn't do
anything for the causes.

I think that we have made our recommendations on the utilities.
Wl'e will favor the investment tax credit increase from 4 percent to
7 percent for the utilities. We also are going to work with the rate
commissions for the utilities to require this immediate attention to
restore their profitability, because if their reasonable profitability is
restored, they will have ready access to the capital markets, because
as you know, people who buy utilities common stocks, preferred or the
bonds, recognize that they are going to get a constant rate of interest.
constant dividends from these stocks, and this is presently not guar-
anteed, if you will, because the costs have exploded. I think a perfect
example of that is, we had a utility financed yesterday for 5 years
at 11 percent in the marketplace. This was a good utility. Think of
what happens to some of the lesser utilities. They obviously cannot
finance at all. I think we have to address this most urgently with a
proliferation of Government guarantees in the marketplace that 'we
have seen over the last 7 or S years, as was my pet peeve before I
arrived in Washington in the Treasury Department.
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I can say that I had this pet peeve in a somewhat unselfish fashion
because my firm underwrote and managed the great majority of all
of these issues, and we indeed made a lot of money out of it. But I
just think it is the wrong way to go financially.

Senator JAVITS. I certainly thank you for that, for stating what is
the policy now. At least we have a fixed point with which to deal. If
that doesn't work-and that is what you are trying now-is there any-
thing the Congress can do to help?

Secretary SnION. Of course, change the investment tax credit.
Senator JAVITS. That is urgently needed in your opinion?
Secretary SIMON. It is needed more for the intermediate and long

term as far as additional plan expenditures and increases are con-
cerned. Yes, it most certainly is.

Senator PROxMiRn. Will the Senator yield on that?
Senator JAVITS. Surely.
Senator PnoxMnuE. I think that is a very interesting suggestion.

It has a lot of merit, I have always supported the investment credit.
But I think Mr. Burns was right. He said, if you are going to pro-
vide that kind of relief for business, you ought to balance it with an
increase in the corporation income tax. If you are going to lose rev-
enue by increasing the credit, that you will have to have an increase
in corporation income tax escalated from 48 percent to 50 percent.

Secretary SIMON. When we talk about what is ample, the utilities
industry is the only industry in the United States that doesn't get
the 7-percent investment credit.

Senator PROXMIRE. I am sorry, I am talking about the overall. He
suggested an increase from 7 percent to 10 percent overall to be bal-
anced with an increase in the corporation income tax from 48 to 50
percent, and no less in revenue, but an increase in incentive.

Secretary SIioN. I heard that suggestion yesterday, and I talked
to the secretary of tax policy about this last evening. By the time I
get back he is going to have a piece of paper on this; does this increase
create an incentive or does it take away more money than it gives?

Senator JAVITS. The only other question that I have to ask you is
about this effort to recycle these sums which are going into countries
which have low input into the consumption of the world, and there-
fore cannot pay it back on a current basis.

In that regard you have just been abroad on a very interesting
trip. Your report generally is optimistic on that score. But is there
some contemplation of bringing into this effort a multilateral ap-
proach, for example, for the OECD countries collectively to offer
the Arabs some kind of a recycle mechanism, or some other way of ap-
proaching it other than strictly on a U.S. basis, as we understand the
Saudis, contemplating the purchase of U.S. Government securities?

Secretary SImoN. We talked at some length while you were voting,
Senator Javits, Congressman Reuss and I, about the problems. There
are two problems. One is the reflow. and the second one is oil prices.

I have never been a pessimist on the subject of reflows of these funds
on the international markets, as some people have. Now, this isn't sug-
gestimg a laissez-faire philosophy, which would say, don't worry the
marketplace will take care of itself. There are going to be strains, and
these strains are going to have to be dealt with in a multilateral way

42-309-75-17
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through the efforts of governments. We should have guidelines from
the Federal Reserve and the central banks of other countries. We, will
soon have the special facilities in the International Monetary Fund.
Various organizations are studying exactly what you suggested, re-
flows to the less-developed countries, and specifically the size of reflow
that is required for this period of time.

We are also seeing that the Arab producing nationsrecognize their
responsibilities in this area. The Kuwaitis, as an example, have in-
creased their Kuwaiti fund from $600 million to $3.2 or $3.3 billion,
and announced simultaneously that this is not only for the lesser
developed Arab nations, but for other lesser developed countries on a
bilateral basis.

The producers are lending money, not only to the $3 billion special
fund in the IMF, but also on a special basis direcetly to individual
countries. There have been loans to the United Kingdom, a $5 billion
deal between Iran and France involving a substantial advance, and
there is another oil producer now talking to Italy. So, the reflows of
that money are being undertaken on a government-to-government
basis.

The markets are also performing their intermediary function. Ini-
tially when a conservative group of investors-which they are, not only
conservative, but responsible-receive this great largesse, the first reac-
tion is to put the money into the commercial banking system. Obvi-
ously, commercial banks are not going to accept these deposits at the
interbank level, just as an illustration, unless they can invest them at a
higher price simultaneously matching, to the best of their ability, as-
sets and liabilities to avoid the borrowing-short-and-lending-long syn-
drome that has gotten institutions in trouble in the past. Well, when
more money flows into the institutions, they pay below the interbank
rate, 2, 3 or 4 percent below the rate. Then they decline to accept these
funds, which moves them into the intermediate and longer term area,
not only in the United States, but in other countries of the -world in
many forms.

Also it has been greatly misjudged in my opinion, having just been
over there, what the internal demands for funds in these countries is
going to be, in particcular Saudi Arabia. Their budget for expendi-
tures this year is close to $13 billion, which is a little over half of the
revenues, -which is an extraordinary explosion. One might say, they do
not have the ability to spend that much money. But they are going to
make commitments and let the contracts, and it will be spent in a rea-
sonable period of time. They have great desires for their country in the
area of social programs, and airports and everything that the country
needs, not to mention industrialization and diversification that they are
moving full steam ahead on.

Senator JAvITS. One other question I would like to ask.
What progress are, we making with the International Monetary

Fund agreement that is so critical in this field of the jeopardy or
credibility of instruments of credit and so so, including monetary?

Secretary SIMiON-. The International Monetary Fund finance min-
isters agreed to a broad list of reforms, including rules for floating
exchange rates, and the setting up of these special facilities, et cetera,
during our June meeting. We were prohibited from agreeing to a
great deal more than that due to the terrible problem of inflation,
and the oil prices worldwide. But we continue to work toward the
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permanent international monetary agreement that suits this new
world.

Senator JAVITS. Is that on high priority?
Secretary SiluoN. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator JAVITS. There was a little confrontation between you and

Iran. I noticed you mentioned Iran. You have no inhibitions about
getting Iran into the international stream, have you?

Secretary SIzfoN. No, sir. I was misquoted as far as that recent
report is concerned.

Senator JAVITS. You feel no inhibitions as American Secretary of
the Treasury in dealing with the Shah of Iran?

Secretary SiBIoN. I most certainly do not.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much.
Senator PROXM:RE. I am just about through.
I would just like to say in conclusion, Mr. Secretary, that I am

sorry we don't have time to proceed, because I would like to ask you.
about antitrust, about the study that I have here that indicates that
price fixing by private industry is costing us about 6 percent of the
GNP, which means that the typical person, or the person with at
$10,000 income, has to pay $600 out of that income because of fixed
prices, because of the inadequate antitrust actions of various kinds.
And out of a $20,000 income you have got to pay $1,200. A Senator
who makes $42,500 a year shells out $2,500 a year out of his pocket
because prices are being fixed.

In addition, there is one other area that I think we haven't
touched on, and we should, it is a shame we haven't. That is the area
of monetary policy and the effect on housing. Because this is the real
basket case, and it is a tremendously difficult problem. I know that
you have championed a constructive proposal, which has been criti-
cized by Walter Heller just yesterday as providing just another tax
shelter and tax privilege, and that is, in the Hunt committee report
which you favor so strongly, you provide for a tax benefit to banks
if they put more of their portfolios into housing. Perhaps in some
other way we can modify monetary policy to meet that. But there
was a discussion in the paper this morning about the possibility of
having the Federal Reserve allocate credit particularly to housing.

Secretary SIMoN. Yes, I was interested. I guess Andy Brimmer is
the sole dissenter.

Senator PROX-rTRE. He is the holdout, he is in favor of it. The rest of
the Fed is not.

Secretary SInioN-. I must admit that my sympathies and my financial
experience dictate that I agree with the chairmlan on the function of
our central bank, and that if Eve wish to deal with housing, we should
deal with it specifically here in the Congress and not force our central
banks to adjust monetary policies to social priorities.

Senator PROXMIRE. Again I want to thank you very much, Mr-
Secretary. You are a brilliant man and a good witness , even though
I disagree with you rather strongly in some areas.

The committee stands recessed until Tuesday, August 6, at 10 a.m.,
when we will hear from Arthur Burns.

[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Tuesday, August 6,1974.]

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]
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RESPONSE OF HON. WILLIAM E. SIMON TO AN ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTION
POSED BY SENATOR PROXMIRE

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C., August 19, 1974.
Hon. WILLIAM E. SIMON,
Secretary, Department of the Treasury,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Senator Proxmire has asked me to forward the following
,question for your response to be included in the record of our recent hearings
,on the state of the economy at mid-year.

In your testimony before the Joint Economic Committee on August 2, you re-
ferred to 62 percent of the American capital market being preempted by demands
,of the Federal Government or government-sponsored agencies. Would you explain
this more fully and specifically show (1) how the figure was derived; (2) for
what period of time it is applicable; and (3) how this compares to the demands
the Government has made on U.S. capital markets over the past ten years and
is projected to make during the next two years.

Thanks very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

COURTENAY SLATER,
Senior Economist.

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, D.C., September 20, 1974.

Mrs. COURTENAY SLATER,
Senior Economist to Hon. William Proxmire,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MRS. SLATER: This is in reply to your letter of August 19, requesting
an explanation of my reference *to 62 percent of the American capital market
being preempted by demands of the Federal Government or Governnient-spon-
sored agencies during my appearance before the Joint Economic Committee on
August 2. Your letter asks specifically: (1) how the figure was derived; (2)
for what period of time it is applicable; and (3) how this compares to the
demands over the past 10 years and is projected to make during the next 2 years.

The figure was derived from flow of funds data published by the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System for fiscal year 1973, as follows:

Billions

(1) U.S. Government securities------------------------------------- $21. 6
(2) Federally sponsored agency securities--------------------------- 11. 2

(3) Subtotal -________________________________ 32. 8
(4) State and local government securities--------------------------- 9. 6
(5) Corporate and foreign securities (excluding equities)…------------10. 1

(6) Total securities (sum of lines 3, 4, and 5)_----------------------- 52.6

(7) U.S. Government and federally sponsored agency securities as a
percent of total securities------------------------------------ 62. 4%

Subsequent to my August 2 appearance, the Board of Governors published
revised figures for fiscal years 1971 through 1973 and preliminary figures for
fiscal 1974. The enclosed table covering the 10 fiscal year period 1965-1974 is
derived from the latest flow of funds data.

Based on the revised figures, the U.S. Government and Federally-sponsored
agency share of the securities market in 1973 was 59 percent. In fiscal 1974, the
U.S. Government and sponsored agency share fell to 43 percent. This decline is
largely accounted for by the sharp reduction in U.S. Government borrowing in
1974.

The 1974 experience underscores the importance of a tight fiscal policy and
the need for a balanced budget to reduce the heavy pressures which now exist
in the financial markets.

The Board of Governors does not make flow of funds projections.
Sincerely yours,

WILLIAM E. SIMON.
Enclosure.
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NET FUNDS RAISED IN THE SECURITIES MARKETS BY MAJOR SECTOR

[in billions of dollars]

U.S. Govern-
meat and
federally

sponsored
agency secorities

Federally State and as a percent
U.S. Gov- sponsored local gov- Corporate Total of total
ernment agency Total ernment and foreign securities securities

Fiscal years securities securities (1)+(2) securities securities ' (3)+(4)+(5) (3)-(6)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1965 -3.8 1.5 5.4 6.9 5.1 17.7 30.4
1966 -1.6 4.1 5.7 7.3 9.2 22.2 25.8
1967--------- 1. 8 .2 2. 0 6. 0 12.2 20. 3 9.9
1968 -- 20.5 3. 3 23.8 7. 2 15.1 46.1 51.6
1969--------- -. 4 4. 1 3. 7 12. 0 14.7 30.5 12.3
1970- 4. 2 10.8 14.9 9. 7 14.8 39.4 37.9
1971 -20.3 2.9 23.2 15. 0 23.0 61.2 37.9
1972 -20.7 7.5 28.2 * 15.6 15.8 59.6 47.3
1973 -21. 5 11.2 32.7 12.6 10.5 55.8 58.6
1974 - 4. 1 18. 0 22.1 16. 1 13.6 51. 8 42.7

I Excludes equity securities.

Source: FRB flow of funds-Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Debt Analysis.
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1974

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcoN-oIc COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 :05 a.m., in room 318,

Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. lWilliam Proxmire (vice chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present Senators Proxmire, Sparkman, Humphrey, Javits, and
Percy; and Representatives Moorhead and Brown.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; John R. Karlik
and Courtenay A. Slater, senior economists; Richard F. Kaufman,
general counsel; Lucy A. Falcone, Robert D. Hamrin, Jerry J. Jas-
inowski, Carl V. Sears, and Larry Yuspeh, professional staff mem-
bers; Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant; Leslie J. Bander,
minority economist; and Walter B. Laessig, minority counsel.

OPENTING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMI1RE

Senator PROXMIRE. The committeeE will come to order. Our witness
this morning is Mr. Arthur Burns, Chairman of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System.

Mr. Burns, you carry an especially heavy weight of responsibility
at the present time. The country is faced with the most intractable in-
flation in many years-perhaps the most difficult inflationary prob-
lem we have ever faced in the history of this country, because the
previous inflations, as you recall as an economic historian, were pri-
marily associated with wars or the periods immediately after wars
and were limited.

In addition, as we have learned from both official and private wit-
nesses during the course of these hearings, the outlook for real growth
and employment has worsened considerably. After falling about 4
percent in the first half of the year, real output is expected to grow
only slowly, if at all during the second half. This implies that unem-
ployment will continue to rise, perhaps substantially.

Frankly, as one who has been at all of these hearings and presided
at all of them, I have been unhappy about the fact that there doesn't
seem to be a comprehensive and effective program to deal with this
problem. Even the critics of the administration, who have suggested
alternatives concede that anything they offer is going to result in
continued high inflation, and probably a continuation of a rise in
unemployment.

So we seem to face a grim outlook.
(259)
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Monetary policy has been conducted, in the view of most observers,
by you with considerable force and effectiveness. But I think we all
recognize that monetary policy is not enough. It is a strong, major
weapon, but it can't do the job by itself, and if it tries to do the job
by itself it works tremendous inequities. It is a policy which simplyhas to be supplemented by other policies.

We are delighted to have you here. Other members of the commit-
tee will come a little later. You may proceed in your own way. If you
would like to abbreviate any part of your statement, it will be printed
in full in the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. ARTHUR F. BURNS, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
GOVERNORS, THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Mr. BURNS. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman. I am pleased to appear
before this committee once again to present the views of the Board
of Governors on the condition of the national economy.

Our country is now struggling with a very serious problem of in-
flation. In the past 12 months, the consumer price level has risen by11 percent; wholesale prices have risen even faster. When prices rise
with such speed, inflation comes to dominate nearly every aspect of
economic life.

The current inflation is of worldwide scope and of virulent intensity.
Among the principal industrial countries, consumer prices over the
past year have risen anywhere from 7 to over 20 percent, while whole-
sale prices have advanced from 15 to over 40 percent. Inflation is also
raging among the less developed countries, and apparently in socialist
countries as well as in those practicing free enterprise.

A major cause of the stepped-up rate of inflation around the world
was the coincidence of booming economic activity among major indus-
trial nations during 1972 and 1973. With production rising rapidly,
prices of labor, materials, and finished products were bid up every-
where. The pressures of demand were particularly acute for industrial
materials; severe shortages developed and prices of these commodities
skyrocketed.

The impact of worldwide inflation on our own price level was mag-
nified by the decline since 1971 in the value of the dollar in foreign
exchange markets. Higher prices of foreign currencies raised the dollar
prices of imported goods, and these price increases were transmitted
to domestic substitutes as well as to finished products based on im-
ported materials. Moreover, as the dollar became cheaper for foreign
buyers, our export trade increased rapidly and thus reinforced the
pressure of demand on domestic resources.

Other special factors have also contributed to the higher rate ofinflation since the beginning of last year. Disappointing harvests in1972-both here and abroad-forced a sharp runup in food prices
during 1973. And the manipulation of petroleum shipments and prices
by oil-exporting countries has caused a spectacular advance since lastfall in the prices of gasoline, heating oil, and other petroleum products.

More recently, the removal of direct controls over wages and prices
has been followed by sharp upward adjustments in both labor and
commodity markets.
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The inflation that we have been experiencing has already caused
injury to millions of people and its continuance threatens further and
more serious damage to the national economy.

As a result of the inflation, consumer purchasing power is being
eroded. During the past year, the take-home pay of the typical worker
declined nearly 5 percent in real terms.

As a result of the inflation, the real value of the savings deposits,
p1ensions, and life insurance policies of the American public has
diminished.

As a result of the inflation, financial markets are experiencing strains
and stresses. Interest rates have moved skyward. Some financial and
industrial firms have found it more difficult to roll over their commer-
cial paper or to raise needed funds through other channels. Savings
flows to thrift institutions have diminished, and stock prices have
plummeted.

As a result of the inflation, profits reported by corporations have
risen sharply; but much of the reported profit is illusory because it fails
to take into account the need to replace inventories, plant, and equip-
ment at appreciably higher prices.

In short, as a result of the inflation, much of the planning that
American business firms and households customarily do has been upset
and become confused. The state of confidence has deteriorated and the
driving force of economic expansion has been blunted.

It should not be surprising, therefore, that the physical perform-
ance of the economy has remained sluggish in recent months, despite
the lifting of the oil embargo that depressed the economy last winter.
Auto sales have recovered somewhat since March, but total retail
sales-allowing for price advances-have continued to move sidewise.
Residential building activity is in a slump. Although the volume of
new housing starts rose a little in June, the average for the second
quarter fell and the number of new building permits also declined.
Actually, most major sectors of the economy recorded little or no
change of activity in the second quarter, and early estimates suggest a
slight further reduction of the real gross national product in that 3-
month period.

Recent economic movements do not have, however, the characteristics
of a cumulative decline in business activity. In a typical business reces-
sion, all-or nearly all-comprehensive indicators of economic activity
move downward simultaneously. That is not the case presently. For
example, the demand for labor has remained strong. Employment has
continued to rise, and the unemployment rate appears to be about the
same level now as it was in January.

In the industrial sector, production has recovered somewhat over
recent months; factory shipments have continued their upward course;
and new orders received by manufacturers of capital goods have risen
further. Unfilled orders on the books of business firms, especially in
the capital goods industries. are enormous and are still advancing, as
shortages of critical materials and parts continue to hold back pro-
duction schedules.

In addition to the business capital sector, our export markets are
a source of continuing strength to the economy. Also. some businesses
are adding significantly to their inventories, in order to replenish
depleted stocks and bring them into better balance with sales. These
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sources of strength have kept up activity in the industrial sector and
have prevented the downward tendencies in our economy from cumu-
lating in the manner characteristic of economic recessions.

We should, however, act decisively to bring inflation under control
before these remaining sources of strength are undermined. If interest
rates continue to soar, if construction costs and equipment prices
continue to rise at a feverish pace, if our export prices continue to
mount, we may eventually find that incentives for business investment
are being eaten away and that our export markets are shrinking.

Let me turn now to the condition of international financial markets
and recent trends in our international trade and payments accounts.

Our foreign trade balance has moved into deficit this year, prin-
cipally because of the huge increase in the bill for imported oil. The
dollar value of our fuel imports rose from an annual rate of $8 billion
in the second quarter of 1973 to a $28 billion rate in the second
quarter of this year. The deterioration in the overall trade account
was much less than this, however, since our exports over the past year
have risen much more than imports outside the petroleum category.

Partly for these reasons, partly also because our money and capital
markets have been attracting funds from oil-exporting nations, the
high price of imported oil has not created a serious balance of pay-
ments problem for the United States. Uncertainties surrounding the
effects of recent oil prices have given rise to large and rather un-
settling swings in the value of the dollar relative to other currencies
since last October, but on balance the dollar is stronger now than it
was at that time. The value of the dollar in exchange markets began
to recover last October, fell once again between this February and
May, and since then has gathered some strength. At present, the
average price of the dollar in exchange markets, although below the
high point reached in January, is still about 6 percent higher than it
was in October of last year, before the oil crisis. Intervention in ex-
change markets by the Federal Reserve and other central banks, while
not extensive, has helped to prevent exchange rate fluctuations from
becoming unduly large and upsetting to the calculations of firms
operating in international markets.

Other oil-importing countries have fared less well during this diffi-
cult period of high and rising oil prices. For many of the less de-
veloped nations around the world, the rising costs of fuel and fertilizer
have shattered plans for economic development. Industrialized na-
tions also-notably Italy and to a lesser extent other countries such as
Japan-have experienced severe strains in their international pay-
ments accounts. And all oil-importing countries have suffered a sig-
nificant loss of consumer purchasing power due to the massive increase
in fuel costs.

Unless the price of oil declines materially, the oil-importing nations
as a group cannot avoid sizable deficits in their current international
accounts. This situation is fraught with danger for the stability of
international financial markets. It is by no means clear that private
financial institutions will be able to recycle the huge surpluses of the
oil-exporting nations to the many nations of the world that are ex-
periencing current account deficits. A substantial decline in the price
of oil is, in my judgment, essential and requires the closest attention
of the world's statesmen.
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Strains in the international financial system will, of course., be
reduced if the oil-exporting nations use their surpluses to provide
assistance to countries with current account deficits-if not directly,
then indirectly through intcrnational financial institutions. Tension
in international financial markets will also be lessened if countries
throughout the industrialized world, besides practicing conservation
in the use of oil, assign high priority to gaining control over their
internal inflationary problem. Most of them are now relying on mone-
tary or fiscal restraints -for that purpose, and the worldwide boom in
economic activity is therefore abating. If we and other nations around
the wvorld persist in this struggle, the raging fires of inflation will
eventually burn themselves out.

In our own country, the battle against inflation has relied heavily
oln monetary restraint. The Federal Reserve recognizes that a restric-
tive monetary policy is bound to cause some inconvenience and even
hardships. While we have tried to apply the monetary brakes firmly
enough to get results, wve have also been mindful of the need to avoid.
a credit crunch.

Thus, the supply of money and credit has continued to glow. During
the past 12 months, the narrowly defined money stock-that is, cur-
rency plus demand deposits-has increased 51/2 percent, while the
loans and investments by commercial banks have risen by 12 percent.

Since the beginning of this year. the annual rate of growth of these
two magnitudes has been a little higher-61/4 percent for the narrow
money stock and '131/2 percent for total bank loans and investments.
For one category of credit;-namely, business loans of commercial
banks-the annual rate of growth has been much higher, in fact over
20 percent during the first half of this year.

Clearly, the American economy is not being starved for funds. On
the contrary, growth of money and credit is still proceeding at a
faster rate than is consistent with general price stability over the
longer term.

Yet. the demand for money and credit has been rising at a very
much faster pace than the supply. This huge and growing demand for
borrowed funds reflects the continuing strength of business capital
investment; it reflects the efforts of many firms to rebuild inventories
that were depleted by earlier shortages and slow deliveries; it reflects
the inflated prices at which inventories must now be replenished; and it
reflects, to some degree, anticipatory borrowing by those who fear that
credit may later be unavailable or be still more costlv.

In any event, with the demand for credit expanding much more
rapidly than supply, credit markets have tightened, and interest rates
have risen to levels such as -we have not previously known in over a
century of our Nation's recorded experience.

For example, the rate of interest that commercial banks charge on
short-term loans to their largest and best known business customers
has risen to 12 percent. In recent weeks. many of these same business
firms have been paying from 111/2 to 1231/4 percent in the commercial
paper market. Long-term interest rates have also risen substantially.
The highest grade corporate bonds are selling at yields around 10 per-
cent; rates on tax-exempt securities have been averaging about 61/2
percent. Homebuyers now face mortgage interest rates of 9 percent or
iore.
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These interest rate levels are disquieting. They cause difficulties for
many individuals and pose a threat to the viability of some of our
industries and financial institutions. But we cannot realistically expect
a lasting decline in the level of interest rates until inflation is brought
under control. When the rate of inflation is 11 or 12 percent, an interest
rate of even 10 percent means that the rate of return to the lender in
real terms, is negative.

Evidence is accumulating that the restrictive policy pursued by the
Federal Reserve is helping to moderate aggregate demand by reducing
the availability of credit to potential borrowers and disciplining in-
flationary psychology. In the first half of last year, the credit extended
to private domestic borrowers increased at an annual rate of $165
billion and amounted to about 141/2 percent of the priavte component
of the gross national product. Estimates for the first half of this year
suggest that the rate of aggregate private credit expansion has fallen
to about $145 billion, or 111/2 percent of private GNP.

Of late, many businesses attempting to borrow at commercial banks
have found it more difficult to obtain loans. The public securities
markets have also been less receptive. Since the beginning of this June,
cancellations or postponements of corporate bond and stock offerings
have amounted to almost $2 billion. State and local governments have
also been affected; cancellations or postponements of municipal se-
curity offerings since early June have amount to about $800 million.

Some sectors of our economy now face unusually difficult problems.
The housing industry-which had already been suffering from the
erosion of workers' purchasing power, from rising construction and
land costs, from fears of a gasoline shortage, and from overbuilding
in some areas-is now experiencing added hardships because of soar-
ing interest rates and reduced availability of mortgage credit at savings
institutions and commercial banks. Public utilities have also been
caught in a squeeze; the rates charged to their customers have lagged
behind the prices of fuel and other materials. while rising interest
Tates have been adding to the costs of debt service.

During the recent boom, some carelessness crept into our financial
system, as usually happens in a time of inflation. Some commercial
banks permitted their liabilities to grow much faster than their
capital. They also allowed dependence on volatile funds-such asovernight loans from other banks, certificates of deposit, and Euro-
dollars-to reduce their liquidity. The great majority of our banks
Vavc been managed prudently; but in some instances unhealthy prac-
1-iees have turned up-such as speculating in foreign exchange or
aenuiring large amounts of long-dated securities.

Striving for quick profits is a characteristic feature of an inflation-
arv boom. In fact. our entire business system has come to rely 01o
credit too heavily. as so often happens in a time of exuberance. But
financial adventuring on the part of banking firms-whether in the
United States or abroad-is especially deplorable, since mistakes on
the Dart of individual banks can have pervasive effects on the state of
confidence.

Taken as a whole, however, the commercial banking system in the
United States is entirely sound, and it can be counted on to continue
to function efficiently. My judgment is based on the actual condition
of our banks, and it reflects also the state'of readiness of the Federal
Reserve to deal with such temporary financial problems as may arise.
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The Federal Reserve stands ready, as the Nation's lender of last
resort, to come promptly to the assistance of any solvent bank experi-
encing a serious liquidity problem. Besides, the Federal Reserve has
long had on hand well-laid contingency plans for assisting, if the
necessity should arise, other types of enterprises experiencing liquidity
problems.

The need to activate these plans appears remote. But the resources of
the Federal Reserve are enormous, and there should be no uncertainty
about our readiness to deal with financial emergencies.

Tensions in financial markets have lessened in recent weeks, but they-
mav continue to trouble us until more evidence appears that the rate
of inflation shows promise of diminishing, There are a fewv hopeful
signs that price increases may abate during the second half of this
year, but they are inconclusive.

The role of the special factors that served to accelerate price in-
creases during the past year or two is now waning. Food and fuel
prices have recently contributed less to the rise in the consumer price
level than they did in 1973 or early 1974. The boom in our own econ-
omny and that of other nations has tapered off, and the pressure of
demand on available industrial capacity should therefore continue to
diminish.

The underlying problem of inflation, however, remains very grave.
The Federal budget continues to be in deficit. Farm prices, which had
a downward trend during the past 10 months, have again staged a
spirited recovery in the past few weeks. Shortages of materials and
component parts-for example, steel, aluminum, coal, bearings, electric
motors, forgings-continue to be troublesome.

Most serious of all, the rise of wage rates has accelerated sharply
this year, while industrial productivity has been stagnating. Hourly
earnings in the private nonfarm economy rose at an average annual
rate of 10 percent during the second quarter, and labor costs per unit
of output rose faster still;

Progress can still be made this year in slowing the rate of advance
in our price level, and it is urgent that we do so. We must face squarely
the magnitude of the task that lies ahead. A return to general price
stability will require a national commitment to fight inflation this year
and in the years to come.

For a time, we should be prepared to tolerate a slower rate of
economic growth and a higher rate of unemployment than any of us
would like. A period of slow growth is needed to permit an unwind-
ing of the inflationary processes that have been built into our economy
through years of neglect. I believe the American people understand
this, and are prepared to make the sacrifices necessary to stop
inflation.

There are, of course, risks that a period of slow economic expansion
will lead to a gradual weakening of demand for goods and services,
to a deterioration in the economic outlook. and to cumulative reces-
sionary tendencies. Public policy cannot ignore this possibility. But
the principal danger our country faces today is from the corrosive
effects of inflation. If long continued, inflation at anything like the
present rate would threaten the foundations of our society.

The proper course for public policy, therefore, is to fight inflation
with all the energy we can muster.
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Monetary policy must play a key role in this endeavor, and we in
the Federal Reserve recognize that fact. Our actions this year have
signaled a firm resolve to stick to a course of monetary restraints until
the forces of inflation are under good control. We are determined to
reduce over time the the rate of monetary and credit expansion to a
pace consistent with a stable price level.

However, monetary policy should not be relied upon exclusively in
the fight against inflation. Fiscal restraint is also urgently needed.
Strenuous efforts should be made to pare Federal budget expenditures
in fiscal 1975. The Congress should resist any temptation to stimulate
economic activity by a general tax cut or a new public works program.

Greater assistance from fiscal policy in the fight against inflation
could, I believe, have dramatic effects on our financial markets. Even
if no change were made in the course of monetary policy, interest rates
-would tend to fall and the stock and bond markets revive. Such devel-
.opments would be of enormous benefit to the working of financial
imarkets and to industries such as homebuilding that depend heavily
on credit.

There may well be justification for governmental assistance to hous-
ing or other activities that are especially hard hit by a policy of
monetary restraint. An expanded public-service employment program
may also be needed if unemployment rises further. But Government
should not try to compensate fully for all the inconvenience or actual
hardship that may ensue from its struggle against inflation. Public
policy must not negate with one hand what it is doing with the other.

There are other actions that would be of help in speeding the return
to general price stability. Fresh efforts should be made to bring our
Nation's business and labor leaders together to discuss their common
interest in checking the wage-price spiral. A degree of governmental
intervention in wage and price developments in pace-setting industries
might also be helpful. In the construction industry, the pace of wage
increases is once again accelerating, and the progress made earlier
through the Construction Industry Stabilization Committee could
easily be lost. Reestablishment of that committee would be in the public
interest. 'The Board of Governors would also urge the Congress to
reestablish the Cost of Living Council and to empower it, as the need
arises, to appoint ad hoc review boards that could delay wage and
price increases in key industries, hold hearings, make recommenda-
tions, monitor results, issue reports, and thus bring the force of public
opinion to bear on wage and price changes that appear to involve an
abuse of economic power.

Encouragement to capital investment by revising the structure of
tax revenues may also be helpful, as would other efforts to enlarge our
supply potential. For example, minimum wage laws could be modified
to increase job opportunities for teenagers, and reforms are still needed
to eliminate restrictive practices in the private sector-such as feather-

.bedding and outdated building codes. We also need to enforce the anti-
trust laws more firmly and stiffen penalties for their violation.

A concerted national effort to end inflation requires explicit recog-
nition of general price stability as a primary objective of public policy.
This might best be done promptly through a concurrent resolution by
the Congress, to be followed later by an appropriate amendment to the
Employment Act of 1946. Such actions would heighten the resolve of
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the Congress and the Executive to deal thoroughly with the inflation-
ary implications of all new governmental programs and policies, in-
cluding those that add to private costs as well as those that raise
Federal expenditures.

This illustrious committee has on past occasions provided timely
and courageous leadership to the Congress and to the Nation. The
opportunity has arisen once again for the Joint Economic Committee
to help our country find its way out of the great peril posed by raging
inflation. Our people are weary, and they are anxiously awaiting posi-
tive and persuasive steps by their Government to arrest inflation and
to restore general price stability. The Federal Reserve pledges to you
its full cooperation in your search for ways to restore a stable and
lasting prosperity.

Thank you.
Senator PRoxrmiRE. Thank you, Mr. Burns, for another brilliant

statement, and for a most welcome, well-balanced series of proposals
for meeting our most serious problems.

Mr. Burns, you have been a close friend and supporter of President
Nixon for many, many years, and I think an extremely valuable coun-
sel to the President on many occasions. It has been publicly reported
that von have been to the White I-louse; however-I should put it
this wvay-you have not had a private meeting with the President
this year since January 1.

Is this the case or not?
Mr. BuRNS. That is the case. But I would not exaggerate the impor-

tance of that. I have participated in several quadriad meetings. I
speak my mind fully and freely on practically all occasions. On those
occasions when the quadriad met, the President was aware of my
views, he learned from me what he would have if I had met with him
privately.

Senator PROXINInE. How many formal meetings of the quadriad
have you attended since January 1?

AMr. BURNS. ' would have to check my records. I think three or
four. But these are not formal meetings. They are very informal.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Burns, in your past meeting with the Presi-
dent, did you meet with him usually at his request or did you call to
ask the President if you could see him, or was it both your initiative
and his initiative?

Mr. BURNS. We have done it both wavs.
Senator PROXMIIRE. Have you taken the initiative in the past year

to ask the President to see you?
Mr. BURNS. I have not taken the initiative in the past few months.
Senator PRoxItmrE. In view of the overwhelming importance of the

Presidency of the United States in economic policy-only he can
appeal to the country, and only he can initiate many actions; he is the
No. 1 legislator, even though we have our separation of powers-
I think it is unfortunate that a man of your very great ability-and
everybody acknowledges your high competence in this area-has not
for one reason or another counseled with the President.

AIr. BURN- S. Let me just state for the record that I have written
to the President from time to time; I think he knows my views
pretty well.
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Senator PROX=IRE. As you know, with policies as complex as those
of our economy it is a matter of give and take, a matter of your giving
your views and his giving his, learning from each other and under-
standing your position. It is one thing to read in a newspaper and
another to hear from a third person what your views are. It would
seem to me that there is just no substitution for direct, personal con-
sultation with the President.

Do you agree with that?
Mr. BuRNs. I agree with that.
Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Burns, I think you are right about fiscal

policy-as you know, you and I both called for a sharp reduction in
spending-I think you are right about monetary policy and about
wage restraints. But acknowledging all that, it seems to me that even
if we were following the kind of fiscal policy you and I proposed, and
the kind of monetary policy you are pursuing, and the kind of wage
restraint that you advised, that we still would suffer from the most
serious aspects of our inflation.

I think few people realize what has happened.
Steel has increased in price by 30 percent in the last year. I defy

you or any other economic historian to give me any other year in our
history when steel increased by 30 percent. I have gone back this
morning, and I find it increased sharply after World War II, but
nothing like that amount.

I find that chemicals increased in price by 30 percent last year.
There was only 1 year in our history when chemicals increased that
much.

Nonferrous metals increased by 48 percent; oil, by 82 percent.
Isn't it a fact that no matter what of fiscal or monetary policy

which we followed, they couldn't have a significant effect on these
immense price increases? Nobody can tell me that if we had greater
restraint in wage increases we would have a lesser inflation in any of
these areas, or indeed if we had a fiscal policy under which we had
a balanced budget or a surplus that it would have had a significant
effect in most of these areas. Don't we need something more than the
traditional tools to cope with the kind of inflation we suffer from?

Food is another example. Of course that has been the big one. There
are indications that it may be very bad in a few months.

I can't see fiscal policy or monetary policy helping very much. So
what do we do to meet these very large increases in the fundamental
costs of our economic society.

Mr. BURNs. Senator, it will take some time to unwind the kind of
inflation that we have been experiencing and are now in the midst of.

To give just one example, public utility rates at the present time
have been lagging, and because they have been lagging our public
utilities industry is in great difficulty. That isn't the only reason, but it
is the major reason. I have no doubt that the public utility rates need
to go up, in the interest of some balance in our economy.

Now, this will release new inflationary forces. Our price system is
now in disequilibrium, and time will be needed before this process
of inflation is unwound. Fiscal policy can help, and monetary policy
can help, and some of the other proposals that I have made will help.

Senator PROXMIRE. How long will it take, Mr. Burns? You say it
will take some time, 3 or 4 or 5 years?
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MIr. BURNS. The truth is that neither I nor anybody else knlows. bie
should be prepared for this unwinding process to last 2 years anyhow,
and it may last a good deal longer.

Senator PROX3MRE. When we have a situation where we have an
increase in steel prices of 30 percent and an increase in profit of 54
percent by steel, an increase in chemicals of 30 percent and an increase
in chemical profits of 60 percent, and in nonferrous metal 48 percent
increase in price and a 145 percent increase in profits, and in oil an
increase of 82 percent in price and an 82 percent in profits. Obviously
these companies are taking extraordinary advantage of the situation.
In some cases, not in the case of steel, but in other cases this is based
on a good profit year the year before. It seems to me that there is
something wrong with our antitrust laws, and we weren't following
through with the kind of public discussion and jawboning, identifica-
tion of unjustified price increases as we should be in a much more
vigorous way.

Isn't that correct?
Air. BURNS. I agree with all that.
Senator PROXMIRE. You. have proposed in your statement that we-

you had one sentence on the antitrust laws-
Mr. BuRNs. It is a powerful sentence, if you read it carefully,

Senator.
Senator PROX:NRE. It is a powerful sentence. But don't you feel that

the Government should find a way of combining the power we have,
the procurement power, the antitrust power, and the enormous pub-
licity power the President of the United States has, to make a real fight
to hold back and certainly prevent any future price increases of any-
thing like this kind ?

Mr. BURNs. We certainly should strive to accomplish all that.
Senator PRoxMIRE. Under these circumstances if we rely as heavily

as we have on monetary policy, with some meager help-and it seems
to be meager on the basis of what the Congress is doing lately and
on the basis of what the President is doing on fiscal policy-it seems
to me that the impact on housing and State and local governments
and small business is going to be disastrous. During this period that
you have discussed, of indeterminate length-it may be 3 or 4 years-
housing is likely to be under an enormous handicap. They are already
going under the wringer. State and local governments, small busi-
ness-you stated in your statement that we must tolerate a slower
rate of growth and higher rate of unemployment. It seems to me the
risk is not just cumulative from the standpoint of what might happen,
but also the actions of the Federal Government to counteract it, the
political realities that we have to deal with. As a member of the Senate
I am very sensitive to the fact that neither the American people nor
the Congress are going to stand still for this kind of a slowdown, this
kind of burden in these areas, they are going to act. So it would seem
to me that we can't simply say it is going to take time to shake it up,
just be patient. The people are not going to be patient. If we live
up to the provisions of the Employment Act of 1946, we simply can't
let unemployment go to 7 percent, or 61/2 percent, for that matter,
it would seem to me.

So what is your advice under these circumstances? Don't we have
to find some way of more effective action in a shorter time than simply
saying that it will take years, and we simply have to be patient.

42-309-75 18
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Mr. BuRN-s. You may notice that in my statement I recognized the
ileed, in the event the unemployment rate rises, for ameliorative steps
by the Government. Without going into detail, I suggested that a
good way-in fact, in my judgment probably the best way of doing
that-would be to expand public service employment. This could be
(lone through a triggering device. I have worked on this in some
detail, and if you are interested, I will present it to you.

Senator PROX-MIRE. The difficulty is, you see-the general language
in your statement is that we mustn't go too far, or stimulate.

-ir. BURNS. I will present for the record if you like a plan in some
detail.

Senator PROxmTRE. Fine.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record :]
AN EXPANDED PUBLIC SERVICE EMIPLOYMiENT PROGRAM

Such a program could be triggered if and when the national unemployment rate
averaged more than 6 percent for a three-month period. Assistance would be di-
rected to local areas, as designated by the Department of Labor, where the un-
employment rate was higher than this average, say, 61/2 or perhaps 7 percent.

The program could be detriggered when the national unemployment rate fell
below 6 percent for a three-month period. Once this occurred, no new employees
could be added to the program, and funding would be terminated entirely in 90
days.

Some basis for administrative flexibility would be desirable in order to avoid an
overly mechanistic approach to the program's triggering and detriggering provi-
sions. To this end, the President, with ithe concurrence of the Congress within 30
days (under special rules of procedure), could be given authority to hold up trig-
gering of the program at the 6 percent unemployment rate, to detrigger before
unemployment had fallen below the 6 percent level, and perhaps also to hold up
the detriggering for a brief period-even after the unemployment rate had fallen
below the 6 percent level.

It is recommended that the average compensation under the program be limited
to an annual sum 'of $5,000 and that total funding not exceed $4 billion. This
would permit the employment of 800,000 temporary workers on average for a
full year, and probably more during periods of peak need.

The program would be administered by State and local governments, uinder
direction of the U.S. Department of Labor, perhaps assisted by advisers drawn
from the ranks of personnel managers in private industry. It would be anticipated
that employees under the program will be put to work at useful pursuits as deter-
mined by the employing governmental unit.

-Such a public service employment program would make it possible for the
Federal Government to continue longer with a basically restrictive economic
policy as inflation is being brought gradually under control. Fears of the damag-
ing social effects of widespread unemployment-which is always an obstacle to
effective inflation control-would be calmed.

The program is inherently flexible and responsive to changing circumstances.
It could be triggered in and triggered out, both nationally and locally, as economic
conditions may require. Since the program is a contingency plan, it might in fact
involve no budget expenditures. In any event, outlays of as much as $4 billion in a
full fiscal year would be extremely unlikely.

The recommended average wage of about $100 a week is low relative to private
rates of pay. Quite apart from budgetary implications, there needs to be a strong
incentive for the temporary public employees to shift to private sector jobs as
these become more readily available.

A partial source of financing the program could be an increase in the minimum
Federal income tax from 10 percent to 20 percent (which probably ought to he
done in any event, for reasons of equity). Another possibility is a higher Federal
gasoline tax (which may be desirable in its own right as a conservation measure)
such a tax could not only fund the public service employment program but also
finance an income tax credit to reimburse lower-income groups for the higher
gasoline tax.
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Senator FnzoxA=R. Does this mean that you would trigger public
service employment with, say, 6 percent unemployment?

Mr. BURNS. Definitely, yes.
Senator PRoxmIRE. It would trigger that to the extent of providing

enough jobs so that you wouldn't have more than 6 percent unemploy-
ment in the future, is that the way it would operate?

AMr. I31NS. I don't know how to guarantee that, Senator. All that
I can propose, and all that any honest man can really say on this
subject, is that if unemployment rises, steps will be needed to deal
with it. We should take steps of a kind that will not commit us to
permaniently expand it. The public setvice employment program is
something that could be triggered in and triggered out. I would be
entirely willing, in the event that unemployment rises to a 6-percent
level, to see legislation that would provide for some 800,000 jobs,
say, wvhiclh is not insignificant.

Senator PROxmIRE. Thank you very much. That is most helpful.
Mry time is up.
Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Burns, I wa ould like to join the chair in thank-

ing you for this testimony. In a city in which credibility is tested
constantly, your credibility before this committee and before the
American people has never been subject to doubt. Your forthright
statements are once again deeply appreciated.

The Chair asked you about your meetings with the President. There
is a meeting today at 3:30 p.m. with the Cabinet.

Do you have any reason to believe that that meeting will deal with
the No. 1 problem in the country, inflation?

Mr. BURNS. I don't know what the subject of this Cabinet meeting is.
Senator PERCY. Is it rather unusual that the Cabinet has met so in-

frequently, and the time and attention given to economic problems
has been so little, when the problem of inflation is without any ques-
tion the No. 1 problem in the minds of the American family, business
and labor? Has this problem really been given only haphazard atten-
tion this year?

Mr. BURNSS. A*Without quarreling with that statement or contesting
it in any way, I would merely say that I attended a breakfast meeting
this morning which started at '; :30. It was a meeting in the White
House. Five of your colleagues in the Senate were there. That meeting
wvas attended by Mr. Rush, Mr. Ash. Mr. Simon, Mr. Stein. and myself.
That meeting did deal with the subject of inflation.

Senator PERCY. Is it your feeling that economic issues are being
moved up to a very high priority and a very important place in the
administration's thinking now?

Mr. BURNS. I am an impatient man. *While I think that economic
matters are being attended to in the W"hite House. I would like a little
more energetic action., yes.

Senator PERCY. David Rockefeller, ov-er the weekend, used the word
":panic" in a front page story in the Washington Post that was picked
up across the country. From a conservative banker this was a rather
shockingr word to use. I see no use of that phraseology or even the
feeling of panic in your own considered statement. Certainly you point
with concern, deep concern, to certain areas. But do you have any basis
for believing that we are on the verge of a panic?
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Mr. Burnss. No, I do not. I tend to approach problems of this sort
in a cool manner, especially when other people get emotional and
panicky. It is a time when a cool head helps.

Senator PERCY. I think the word was used by Mr. Rockefeller as a
warning to his fellow bankers to be certain that their financial houses
are in order, that they do not put profits ahead of soundness. I see in
your statement sufficient warnings of that, and probably the combined
statements would be adequate warning, then, that just pressing for the
last dollar of profit would be inexpedient and certainly the wrong
course.

Mr. BURNS. I endorse heartily your comments, Senator. This is a
subject on which I could become eloquent, but I will not do so now.

Senator PERCY. It has been said that the stock market is subject to
three forces, the three I's: Inflation, interest rates, and impeachment.
I would like to have your comment on all three of those. Could we
start with the subject you have not mentioned in your testimony,
impeachment.

How much of our present uncertainty, how much of our present
inflationary forces, depression in the market-which puts pressure on
debt, and removes away the possibility of equity financing to renew
businesses and the expansion of existing businesses and distorts the
economy-how much is attributable to the uncertainty surrounding
the impeachment question? How will we resolve this question and get
on with the Nation's business once we get this behind us in a proper
fashion?

Mr. BURNs. That is a very difficult question to answer, Senator. My
own impression, like that of most people, is that impeachment is add-
ing to uncertainty in the business and financial world, and that this.
is exercising a negative influence. But when you try to document anl
opinion like that, you run into difficulties.

For example, while the Judiciary Committee was holding its hear-
ings, I felt it my duty to watch with special care hour by hour, what
was happening in the most sensitive market of all; namely, the for-
eign exchange market. The foreign exchange market was remarkably
stable. I believe the dollar actually, on balance, strengthened during
that period.

This does not conform to commonsense, but it is a fact. Therefore
I can only repeat, my impression is that it is a negative influence.
Thinking about the matter, I can't see how it can be anything else.
Looking for evidence it is hard to come by hard evidence. I do draw
one conclusion; namely, that many of us, perhaps most of us, have
come to exaggerate the importance of what happens in this city as
far as our economy is concerned. The strength of our economy lies in
the thinking and the actions of the American people. They go on
planning their lives, affected by what is going on in this city, but
fundamentally moved in the larger sense by their own considerations.

There is great strength in the American people and in our economy.
We must never assume that what we do here in Washington, important
as it is, is decisive for the fortunes of the American economy.

Senator PERCY. I will concur with that.
Now, as to inflation, you stated in your statement the proper course

for inflation is to fight it with all the energy we can muster. I would
like to ask your reaction to some approaches that have been taken to
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the economy. It has been suggested, and will be suggested again, that
we reduce taxes, personal income taxes, by increasing the personal
exemption.

Do you feel, as I do, that would be a disastrous course for us to
go on and that we should resist the temptation even in an election year
to reduce taxes?

Mr. B]3uIaNs. I join you completely in that, Senator.
Senator PERCY. Is it possible to increase taxes so that it would

benefit the economy but not remove incentives for exploration and
development, for instance, for oil?

Are there some taxes that could be increased with some effect to
help narrow the gap or remove the budget deficit in 1975?

Mr. Bur,\s. That would be possible. But I think I would concentrate
on the expenditure route.

Senator PERCY. Holw deep do you think wve can go? We have a range
from the Cabinet figures of Mr. Ash of maybe $2 or $3 billion, to those
of Secretary Simon of about $10 billion, and I have heard some reports
as high as $20 billion.

11Vhat is your own feeling as to what eve can actually take out of
the fiscal 1975 budget, taking into account that we are already in that
year ?

Mr. BuRNS. I think we could reduce our planned expenditures for
fiscal 1975 quite safely anywhere from $5 to $10 billion. And we should
try to shoot for the higher mark.

Senator PERCY. I concur once again, and I think the Chair does.
From the standpoint of interest rates, what do you foresee ahead,

and what forces or changes have to be made in the fight on inflation
in order for interest costs to be brought down?

Mr. BURNST. In my judgment, if there is persuasive evidence in the
country that Federal expenditures are being cut back, it would lead
at once to some decline in interest rates.

That decline could become very large if evidence accumulated that
inflation is actually being brought under control. In our country as
elsewhere, the rate of interest will adjust to the rate of inflation.
*When the rate of inflation comes down, the level of interest rates
will also tend to move toward lower levels.

Senator PERCY. Thank you. My time is up.
Senator PROxSMIRE. Congressman Moorhead.
Representative MOORHTEAD. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman. And

thank you. Mr. Burns. Your statement as always is fascinating.
I also appreciate the comments you made about the committee and

its courageous leadership in past years.
It seems to me that this year what we need; before we develop the

courage, is a plan. It concerns me that 10 years ago we knew what
the economic goal should be, and it was just a question of whether we
had the courage to impose a tax when we got into Vietnam and things
like that. But I wonder if we aren't in an entirely different economic
ball game than we were '10 years ago. Maybe we are too constrained
in thinking onlv of remedies which were applicable 10 years ago.

We have had the economies of the industrialized world in a simul-
taneous boom. and the lesser developed countries are finding that they
can unilaterally or multilaterally increase the prices of their com-
modities. As you said so eloquently in your statement, the current
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inflation is worldwide in scope. So when we talk to the people of this
country about what we can do to control inflation domestically,
whether it is by monetary restraint or fiscal policy, I don't think we
can sell the same old policy. If you have a worldwide problem, you
can't solve it on less than a worldwide basis.

I think we need some new economic thinking, Mr. Burns. Do you
agree with me?

Mr. BURNs. I would welcome some new and sound economic think-
ing, yes.

Representative MOORHEAD. Certainly, I wasn't suggesting unsound
new thinking. But maybe you should be getting some young person of
a generation below yours and mine, to develop some new ideas.

Mr. BUPNS. Don't discriminate against aging individuals.
Representative MOORHEAD. I don't mean to discriminate against any-

* one, Mr. Burns. I just think we need a new pathway. I am not saying
that the old path is bad, but I just don't think it is enough.

I think if we had perfect fiscal restraint, perfect monetary restraint
in the United States, we would still be facing a worldwide inflationary
problem, from which we couldn't isolate ourselves.

Mr. BURN\s. The simple answer to that is, yes, you are entirely right.
But I am not going to stop there.

I want to make two comments. First, the foreign trade in our
economy is a relatively minor factor. So that while there may be price-
raising influences coming from the outside, let's not exaggerate the
overall impact. That is point No. 1.

Point No. 2, the United States is recognized around the world as
the leader in economic policy. If we pursue policies here which re-
strain inflation, the policy that we pursue will spread across the
world, and we will lead the world in curbing inflation rates.

I am speaking, of course, only in the context of the industrialized
sector. That is the main part, economically speaking.

Representative MOORHEAD. That is a very good point, Mr. Burns.
If we, as the economic leader of the free world, can control our infla-
tion, it will be an example and an influence on the rest of the world.

Mr. BurNs. Exactly; yes.
Representative MOORHEAD. I take it from your discussion with Sena-

tor Percy that you think that the most effective policy we could have
now is fiscal restraint, and that you would exercise restraint partic-
ularly on the expenditure side. Is that correct, sir?

Mr. BURNS. Yes.
Representative MOORHEAD. Now, getting back to courageous policy.

We all have to recognize that when we face an election that we do
have to have some courage here. But let me point out to you that one
of the things that the people back home object to is the thought that
the military budget is used to stimulate the economy, and that the
expenditure restraint is on the social programs.

I think they would accept reductions in social programs if they
were accompanied by reductions in expenditures for the military-in-
dustrial complex. But without that I think they would feel that they
are being singled out for excessive sacrifice.

There are other things in your statement that are particularly in-
teresting. It seems to me that with leadership from Washington, we
could begin to practice extensive conservation, particularly with re-
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spect to the use of oil and other commodities. 'We should create the
attitude in this country, that the good things in life aren't just f rom
increasing quantity, but rather from increasing the quality of life.
This, in my opinion, would be an extremely significant anti-inflation-
ary move.

I would say that I agree with you that we sometimes exaggerate
the importance of the effect of this city of New.York City on the
economics of the entire country. 'We forget that the basic economy
across the Nation is a lot better than either 'Wall Street or Pennsyl-
vania Avenue thinks it is.

Last week 'Walter Heller testified before this committee and sug-
gested that the continuation of the present monetary and fiscal policies
might well lead to an uncemployment rate of 7 percent. Yet in your
statement you say: "The demand for labor has remained strong."

Are those two statements inconsistent?
Mr. BURNS. No, I don't think they are inconsistent. I commented

on the present situation and the recent past. ,Air. Heller commented
on what he sees looking into his crystal ball.

Representative MOORnMAD. Does your view of the crystal ball differ
from his?

Mr. BURNS. 'WTell, I haven't been blessed with as good a crystal ball
as other economists. I do believe that unemployment is likely to rise.
But whether it will go to 51/2 or to 6 or to 7 percent, I simply don't
linow. I marvel at my professional colleagues wvho know everything
down to a decimal point looking into the future. A good scholar knows
much less even about the past.

Representative MOORHEAD. Let me see if I can summarize what I
think you said in response to the vice chairman's questions. If the poli-
cies of fiscal and monetary restraint did result in an increase in unem-
ployment, the solution should not be across the board expansion, but
rather a rifle shot policy to aid the particular geographic areas or
population groups who suffer high unemployment. Is that correct. sir?

Mr. BURNS. That is precisely my thought. Public service employ-
ment has two benefits. You caln trigger it in and trigger it out as con-
ditions warrant.

You can trigger it in and trigger it out in individual localities, as
conditions develop in those localities.

Representative MOORPHEAD. Even though you disavowed the existence
of the crystal ball, it does seem to me that in your statement you wvere
giving us a rather optimistic look ahead by saying that the boom has
tapered off, and the pressures of demand on available industrial ca-
pacity should therefore continue to diminish.

Am I reading too much optimism into that statement?
Mr. BURNS. The very next sentence is the answer to your question.

The very next sentence reads: "The underlying problem of inflation.
however, remains very grave."

And I go on to cite reasons for that judgment.
I wish I could be optimistic about the general price outlook. As yet

I cannot be.
Representative MOORITEAD. Thank you. Mr. Burns. My time has ex-

pired. I appreciate your testimony.
Senator PRox-irmE. Congifressman Brown.
Representative BRowN-. Mr. Burns, it is always delightful to see you

here.
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Do I understand from the thrust of vour formal presentation and
your responses to the questions I have given that if Congress and the
administration don't cut spending and balance the budget, that you are
going to keep the screws tightened down on the money supply and
handle the problem of inflation as you can to the degree that you can ?

Mr. Bniums. I would not link the two that closely or that mechani-
callv. In fact, I can visualize circumstances under which, without visi-
ble entbacks in Federal expenditures, it might still be the judgment of
the Federal Reserve that monetary policy should be relaxed. The two
are related, but there is no simple mechanical or very close relation
between them.

Representative BrowN. Of course, you did not mention the prospect
that if we don't cut back that you would relax the money supply. So I
guess that is not one of the alternatives.

Mr. BURNS. What we try to do in monetary policy depends on eco-
nomic and financial developments. Those developments we can foresee
only very imperfectly. Therefore, in the absence of fiscal action, condi-
tions might develop, to be sure, when we would ease up on our mone-
tary policy. That could happen, for example, if the rate of inflation
clearly diminished.

ReDresentative BROWN. If the administration and the Congress don't
cut Federal spending and don't try to balance the budget, and the
screws are kept tight, I guess that what we would face is the prospect
of higher interest rates, or at least continuing high interest rates with
the resulting limits on investments that result from those interest rates.
I saw -where one of the suburban communities in Washington, for in-
stance, just cut its plans for expansion because of the high interest
rates. It seems to me that this lack of investment then raises the imme-
diate prospect of the possibility of increased unemployment.

So I would like to turn it around and ask, if we want to try to avoid
an increase in unemployment. and if we do cut spending and show the
necessary fiscal restraints. would it be possible that we could ease up
some on the money supply and thus encourage private expansion by
having some more investment funds available, so that the private
sector could take up the slack of reduced Federal spending?

Mr. BURNS. Well, the answer is, it would certainly be possible. If the
Federal budget were cut back. we in the Federal Reserve. of course,
would give that some weight, perhaps very considerable weight. But I
cannot give you mv promise as to what Federal Reserve action would
be in that event. That would depend on unfolding circumstances.

Representative BROWN. As I understand, in response to other sug-
gestions you suggested, we might cut the Federal budget by $5 to $10
billion. With about 30 percent of our Federal budget being in con-
trollable expenditures and the rest being in so-called noncontrollable,
that would mean a cut of $5 to $10 billion from a budget of only
apirroximately $90 billion.

Senator Proxmire has proposed a $10 billion cut in the total budget
wNhich, if you apply it only to the noncontrollables, is about 11 percent
on the basis of the fiscal year. Of course, we are into the fiscal year and
this hasn't passed our House of the Congress yet. The question is, are
we going to be able to cut enough out of the so-called controlled costs
to get in a $5 to $10 billion cut, or are we going to get some new think-
ing on what our controllable expenses and what our uncontrollable
expenses of the Government are ?
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'Senator PROXIIRE. Will the gentleman yield?
My position was that we could cut $10 billion. My position also is that

if the President would ask the Congress to pass a resolution which
would make the impounding action unnecessary, but would provide
authority to the President to withhold temporarily spending on high-
ways, and spending in other areas where they are fixed, that I would
feel that that would help and reach a much larger proportion.

Mr. BURNS. 'Well, the term "controllable" and the term "uncon-
trollable" as used by budgetary authorities continues to trouble me.
I have my own definition. My own definition of what is uncontrollable
is as follows:

Interest on the public debt is an uncontrollable expense; contracts
calling for payment of money during a given fiscal year are uncon-
trollable expenditures; and certain minimum number of Federal em-
ployees, I would call that also an uncontrollable expense. Everything
else is controllable.

Congress after all is in the business of legislating. Congress can
legislate cuts in programs. Therefore, if the Congress saw fit to do so,
much larger cuts than the $5 to $10 billion that we have been talking
about could be made.

Now, whether that is desirable or not, or whether it is achievable or
not, are separate questions.

I feel very uncomfortable when I am told that only a very small
part of the budget is controllable. Statements like that proceed on the
assumption that we have no Congress, that the Congress can't legislate.
That is ridiculous. A Congress which has legislated various spending
programs could add to those programs, could subtract from those
programs, could add new programs, and could eliminate old programs.

Representative BROWN. I notice that you have left out such things as
trust fund, automated increases in social security, and retirement of
civil service personnel, and the military and so forth.

Mr. BURNs. I have. Those expenditures are based on existing legis-
lation which can be left intact, or which may be changed.

Representative BROWN. May I move to the unified budget.
Are we ignoring things that have a significant impact on interest

rates and inflation, such as the guarantees on loans for housing. stu-
dent aid, railroads, aircraft companies, that sort of thing, and the
impact of those on Federal borrowing and interest rates?

Mr. BURNS. I think we are. Take fiscal year 1974. The Federal
budget deficit, under the unified budget, was $31/2 billion in that fiscal
year. That is the figure that is normally cited. It is not a figure that
I work with exclusively. I start with that figure. Then I add the budget
outlays, which in that year came to $2.4 billion. Then I add also the
net outlays by Government-sponsored agencies, which came to $15
billion. Therefore, taking this enlarged, and to my mind true, Federal
sector, you have a deficit not of $3.5 billion but of $21 billion. That
is the deficit that has to be financed. When the Federal Government
goes into the market for $21 billion of money net, that inevitably
has an effect on interest rates.

Representative BROWN. So that $3.5 billion really is a figure to
make politicians and taxpayers feel a little more comfortable, but it
really doesn't have anything to do with how much money the Federal
Government is borrowing, the impact that borrowing has on interest
rates, and what that does to all of us on inflation.
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Mr. BURNs. Well, I wouldn't describe it just that way. I would say
it is an incomplete figure.

Representative BROWN. I would like to come back to that budget
if I have time, but for now I have one other question I would like to
ask.

I switch to a comment you made in your statement, operations are
not involved in and impacted by international trade and money mar-
kets, and floating exchange rates, and that sort of thing.

Do we need a new banking law to eliminate what you referred
to in your statement, that some carelessness has crept into oui financial
system?

Mr. BURNS. Yes, I think we do. And before too many months pass,
the Federal Reserve will come forward with a reform program, one
that I think we need badly.

Representative BROWN. As I understand it, we talk about a two-
tiered banking system in this country, but we really have regulation of
the banks by about four or five different agencies, is that correct?

Mr. BURNS. Well, more than that. You have the Federal Reserve.
You have the Comptroller of the Currency. You have the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation. You have the State banking com-
missioners in 50 States. And there are large areas of our banking sys-
tem that are totally unregulated.

Representative BROWN. With all that regulation, with all those
choices

Mr. BURNS. With all that regulation we still have gaps, and we have
a curious spectacle, that if a bank doesn't like one regulator, it can
just turn around and choose another regulator. This is not a healthy
condition. I am not going to be popular among bankers when I say
this, but it is time to call a spade a spade.

Representative BROWN. We wind up with the Franklin National
Bank and with the local banks in the Washington area investing in
industrial wines, whatever they are, and a few other things. This
seems to me to be rather unhealthy for our system, and certainly
would have an impact on inflation, since many of those bank loans are
insured. It seems to me that if we got into a collapsing banking system
in this country, then we would surely move into more inflation, be-
cause you would wind up printing more money in order to pick up all
those guarantees, wouldn't you?

Mr. BURNS. If you ever got into a collapsing banking situation,
vou would have a depression, and we would worry about that rather
than inflation. But we are not going to have a collapse of our banks,
nothing like that.

Representative BROWN. We were very close that that, however, with
one maj or bank, weren't we?

Mr. BURNS. One major bank was in real difficulty, yes. But that is
only 1 out of 13,000 banks in this country.

Representative BROWN. My time is up, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROXMIRE. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. I am delighted to welcome you here. I broke away

from a meeting in the Foreign Relations Committee to have the privi-
lege of asking you a few questions.
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I understand that you have already commented in response to Vice
Chairman Proxniire's questions about a standby program for pJblbic
service jobs. I understand that you could support the figure of 800,000
jobs being triggered by a 6-percent unemployment rate.

Is that a correct figure?
Mr. B .RXs. That is a correct statement.
Senator J.kvrirs. The bill that I have introduced with Senator Nelson

contemplates 500,000 jobs at a total cost of $4 billion.
Mr. BU-RN-S. Mly figure is $4 billion, but I get 800,000 jobs out of itwhereas you get 500,000. The difference must be that I assumed a lower

a verage wrage for public service employees than you did in your calcu-
lations. Whether your figure is more nearly correct than mine I don't
know.

Senatoi -J.xivrrs. But my figure is based on the early experience under
the Emergency Employmnicnt Act.

MIr. BmN-s. Your figure is based on experience, yes. UTnder the exist-
ing program the average wage for public service employees has been$8,000. Using that figure. Vou Lwill get your results. That is the way
you proceeded. I lowered the figure from $S,000 to $5,000 and then
got mille. isclearly, you see, an area for judgment.

Senator JLAVrrs. I really have no quarrel with that, except to point
out that I -was bound by the Emergency Employment Act which we
have nowv been through, and that one of the big accommodations for
my newv proposed bill, which now seems to have sufficiently high level
sponsors, from yourself, Secretary of the Treasury Simon-I don'tmean that you have all endorsed the bill or anything like that, but
there is a feeling that this needs to be done, and even encouraged-is
its successful record. Within a month after the jobs ended 70 percent
of the people wvere able to get other jobs. That is a fantastic result.

I am delighted to hear you say what you have, and we shall cer-
tainly pursue it, and we value greatly your advice.

I would like to ask you whether you think the Federal Reserve
money policy is too tight in view of the following facts: One. the
fact that you yourself recommend some tax advantages for equipment
and modernization; and second, that we are, as it were, ganmbling with
the weather in terms of the crops in this country, which don't look
nearly as good as they did, and that that would again have a very re-strictive effect upon those -who are concerned with these raw mate-
rials, both in terms of the income they produce and of their export,
bearing in mind that we don't wvant a sensational breakout of food
prices, because of the lack of credit, and therefore, the necessity for
sweating the consumer for all the traffic will bear.

Mr. BuRN-S. W1rell. Senator, I think we are on the right track in the
Federal Reserve. Our policy is not imbedded in concrete. We, ofcourse, will, as eve always do, watch with the closest care the economic
and financial developments.

You spoke of inadequate harvests. That is certainly true of the corn
crop, the way things are developing.

But it would seem to me that a faster rate of monetary expansion
in this country than we are having would be more likely to raise pricesthan to lower them.
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You spoke also of some tax readjustments that I would favor. That
is true. I would favor tax readjustments of the kind that would tend
to stimulate investment. I think the volume of business capital in-
vestment that we have had, particularly in the raw materials indus-
tries, has been seriously inadequate, and has contributed to the re-
cent two-digit inflation that we have been experiencing.

But any tax bill that I would subscribe to at the present time should
have a neutral effect on the budget. While I would be inclined, for
example, to modify the capital gains tax, the modifications that I
would make would not involve a significant loss of tax revenue this
year. And to the extent that they did, I would try to offset that by
raising the minimum tax. I think the minimum tax of 10 percent is
just too low. Raising it from 10 to 20 percent might not yield much
revenue, but it would yield some, and it would, I think, promote equity,
which is always important in a tax system.

So, I would make tax adjustments of a kind that would leave total
Federal revenues substantially unchanged at this time.

Senator JAVITS. Would you raise the 7-percent rate or the 4-percent
rate on investment tax cut?

Mr. BUrNs. I don't think that at the moment that I would raise the
7-percent rate. I would raise the 4-percent rate affecting public utilities
to 7 percent.

Senator *JAVITS. Mr. Burns, I would like to say that I agree with
vou about both those matters, and I shall do my best in that regard.

But I would like to ask you this about utilities. They are in terrible
trouble now on raising mioney. What do you think of the idea of
some kind of RFC or other specialized Federal attention, as they are
responsible for 40 percent of the capital invested in the country, and
for an enormous part of its employment, and they are really up
against it, paying rates of interest which simply cannot be paid based
on the likelihood of speed in their rate adjustments?

lMr. BURNS. This is a matter that I have been giving attention to
recently, and will be giving very much attention to during the coming
week. I think that our public utility commissions are continuing to
do business as usual in an abnormal time. In the case of numerous
public utilities, rate increases are justified, needed, and essential. De-
lays such as we have been having can be cut back severely, and should
be cut back. I think a mechanism can be found for achieving that.

Second, I think that some tax adjustments can Lb made. We men-
tioned one, a simple adjustment of the investment tax credit. The
Treasury is developing some new ideas in that field. And I will be
evaluating those.

Third. I think that our commercial banks should be particularly
responsive to the needs of our public utilities by providing bridge
loans.

Now, whether we should go beyond that and establish some agency
resembling the old RFC is a question that does deserve consideration.
But I have not reached any conclusion on that.

Senator JAVITS. Just one wrap-up question, 1\fr. Burns, which I
think the country would be interested in because of your enormous
reputation. You heard the President outline the administration's eco-
nomic policy. It has been called the oldtime religion or the oldtime
medicine. You have made some proposals yourself, like public service
employment, a much more effective monitoring agency than the Presi-
dent has set up for wages and prices.
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11WTould you give the country and the 'world the benefit of your
opinion of what the United States ought to do in terms of the tone of
its general fiscal and monetary restraint and budget reduction?

Mr. BURNs. . think that we have to start with the fact that the
general public does not really understand monetary policy. It is some-
thing of a mystery to most of our citizens. Some have faith in the
Federal Reserve. I wish there were more people who had faith in the
Federal Reserve. Many do not. But there is one thing that people do
understand. They understand that a reduction in Federal spending
will mean a reduction in aggregate demand for goods and services,
and that upward pressures on prices will be reduced to that extent.
The public can also understand that when the Federal Government
has a balanced budget, it does not need to go into the market to borrow.
On the other hand, when the Federal finances are run at a deficit. the
Government does enter the market to borrow and thereby serves to
raise interest rates.

So I would put every emphasis on reducing Federal spending, not
only because of the objective results, but because this would fit the
psychology, the thinking of the people, so that governmental efforts in
this direction and in other directions will become more credible to the
American public.

I would start with that.
Next, I would recognize the fact of life-and what is the use of

blinding ourselves to it-that in the kind of economy we have, there
are abuses of economic power by some of our corporations and by
some of our trade unions. And the simple device of ad hoc boards,
which would have the power to delay price or wage increases in key
pace-setting industries, and publicize the results of hearings and so
on, I think this is something that the public could understand.

I think that it would -win general support. I think it could be
helpful.

The public also can understand the need to increase productivity.
I didn't go into it because my statement was too long as it is. I have
talked about that. And it is a factor that you have mentioned and
fought for repeatedly over the years.

Local productivity councils are something people could understand.
They could see how, when you establish productivity councils in indi-
vidual towns, individual business establishments, factories, offices, and
so on, striving for greater efficiency, and a reduction in costs, that such
councils may serve to lower prices.

I think that all programs should be developed, not only with an eye
to what is sound economically-of course, you have got to start with
that and not deviate from it-but the programs must also be attuned
to popular comprehension of these matters. Havingc struggled with
monetary policy for some years, I can see why public understanding
of monetary policy is so difficult for the average man. He is apt to
take it on faith or to reject it on faith.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Mr. Burns. That is very
illuminating. Mly time is up.

Senator PRoxR=F. M~r. Burns, in response to Senator Percy, you
have said that we sometimes exaggerate the effect of what happens
here in Washington. You said the House Judiciary Committee hear-
ings had no negative effect on foreign exchange; in fact, the dollar
strengthened. I can think of reasons why that might happen.
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The speculators might have felt that the President was being nudged
toward the door and celebrated. But at any rate, I am sure you would
not regard the actual transfer of Presidential power from President
Nixon to Vice President Ford as a minor economic event. That would
signal the end of the Watergate trauma, it would mean that we would
have a new man in office, with all of the effect of a new man, a honey-
moon period, the approval that we saw with President Truman when
he moved in, and so forth.

Under these circumstances, what effect would this have in your view
on inflationary expectations?

Mr. BuRNs. Senator, in all these matters you are far more expert
than I, and I doubt that I could really be of any help to you.

Senator JAVITS. Would the Senator yield?
Senator PROXMIIRE. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. There are just the two of us here.
I think, Mr. Burns, it would be very useful to give an answer to that

question, because you say yourself that there is an enormous erosion
of confidence with respect not only of our own banking system, but
the world banking system. Some very sensible and important people
think there is danger of some great cataclysm.

Wouldn't it be useful, therefore, to give an opinion as to what a
change in the direction of this country would mean?

Mr. BuRNs. I think that the Federal Reserve must stay out of the
problem of impeachment politics. That is a direct answer to your
question.

Senator JAVITS. Well, if we do it, we will be the lucky ones.
Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Burns, let me press you just once more on

this.
I realize you want to stay out of impeachment politics. But you are

recognized as an economist with extraordinarily good judgment. I am
not asking you any opinion on the President's guilt or innocence; it
would be absolutely improper, and you wouldn't be qualified, I would
agree, to give any particular opinion on that.

What I am asking for, however, is your opinion on the economy
and the effect of this transfer of power on the economy.

Mr. Bu-RNS. Let me think out loud with you just a little. Whatever
the cause may be-and I think there are many causes. and Watergate
is certainly a major cause, but it is not the only one-I think that there
has been a certain erosion of mutual confidence and trust in one an-
other and in our institutions. This has been going on for some years.
Once we put Watergate behind us one way or another, one source of
the decline in trust and confidence in institutions, agencies of Gov-
ernment, and individuals in Government, in politics, Senators, Con-
gressmen, and the Federal Reserve, would be eliminated. I thinkl
therefore, there would be some improvement. But the rebuilding of the,
confidence and mutual trust, on which our entire civilization rests, will
take some years.

Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it clear that with the specific reaction of
labor and management to a new President under these circumstances.
the prospects of achieving cooperation and restraint in the inflation
area would be improved?

Mr. BuRNS. Well, I would draw a distinction between the rhetoric
of cooperation and the reality of cooperation. The rhetoric will im-
prove faster than the reality. That is my judgment.
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Senator Pnoxznmum. How about investor confidence? We have had an
extraordinary performance in investors not wantinig to invest in equi-
ties, and concern about savings under these circumstances. It seems
to me that this kind of a change could have quite a profound effect in
this area. And you are certainly expert in this area, much more than
we are.

Mr. BuRNs. I would say that as far as the stock market is concerned,
the fortunes of the stock market depend fundamentally, first, on cor-
porate profits, and second, on the level and direction of interest rates.
Corporate profits in this country have been dangerously low. That is
my judgment. Interest rates have been dangerously high. That, I
think, is everybody's judgment. In truth, lasting improvement on the
stock market will not take place unless and until there is confidence
that profits will improve and that interest rate levels will come down.

'Senator PROXMIRE. Profits have enormously improved in the first
and second quarters of this year. Stocks are selling now at almost
record lows, the price earnings raise shows. So the profit element it
seems to me has been at least temporarily improved. This is a matter
of expectation I presume you are talking about.

Mr. BuiRNs. You knowv our financial press has been reporting an
enormous increase in profits. I have no quarrel with the reports, except
that the figures are not analyzed sufficiently.

Let me tell you the story about profits as I see them. We have an
estimate of corporate profits before taxes of about $150 billion for
the second quarter. These are all annual rates.

Now, these figures as reported include profits of Federal Reserve
banks. I don't know why they do that. But that is what the statistics
show. But let's eliminate that.

Next, let us get rid also, not permanently but for analytical pur-
poses, of the profits of financial corporations and of the foreign sub-
sidiaries of our businesses. My reason for that adjustment is that what
I want to look at is the hard core of domestic business; namely, the
domestic nonfinancial enterprises of the country, where the world's
work, our own work, is largely done.

And then we are left with the profits of domestic nonfinancial busi-
ness. The figure for the second quarter is about $119 billion, down from
$151 billion with which -we started.

Next. I would remove income tax that is paid by corporations. After
all., profit after taxes is the only real profit.

Senator PRox-rnRE. When you say down $151 billion, you say after
having removed these elements, you are not talking about a drop in
profits.

Mr. BunR-s. Yes. But I will come to the historical comparison in a
moment. I am still working on the second quarter figures.

We remove from this $119 billion figure, corporate income tax. and
also inventory profit. I remove inventory profit because it is an illusory
kind of profit.

Senator PRox3rnns1. You might separate those, too, because as I
understand it, the effective tax rate in the last 5 years has dropped
from 43 percent to 36 percent.

Mr. BuRNs. I can give you those figures separately, and I will in a
moment. But now having made these adjustments, what you have, as
I see it, is an approximation to the true profit of domestic nonfinancial
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businesses. There are other adjustments one might make, but I am not
going to do it now. Thus the figure, which started out at a level of
$150 billion, is now down to $32 billion.

Next, I have before me figures-
Senator PROXINIRE. $32 billion from $119 billion.
Mr. B-URNS. From $150 billion. We started at $150 billion.
Senator PROXIInRE. I understood the step from $150 billion to $119

billion. From $119 billion to $32 billion, which is, of course, the big
drop, are you converting this into

Mr. BURNs. No, I am doing nothing except eliminating
Senator ProxiBiRE [continuing]. Inventory profit.
Mr. BuRNs. Corporate income tax, and inventory profit. That re-

duces the figure from $119 to $32 billion for the second quarter of this
year.

Now, let's look at historical figures
Senator PROXmIRE. Let me just interrupt to say that, as I understand

it, there are a lot of questions about this inventory profit situation.
As a matter of fact, the profits don't necessarily reflect higher in-

ventory prices, but in many cases, perhaps most of these cases, inven-
troies are sold at prices set in long-term contracts. As a result, the
increase in spot market prices is not representative and exaggerates
the real increase in inventory values. This would reduce the actual
profits by more than the proper amount.

Mr. BuN s. That is a controversial point. I am taking the figures on
inventory profit as reported by the Department of Commerce.

Now, the figures that I have adjusted, as described, go back to the
first quartear of 1969. The figure for the first quarter of 1969 was $31.2
billion. It declined during the remainder of 1969, it declined during
all of 1970, and then began reviving in 1971, and reached a peak of
$38.6 billion in the fourth quarter of 1972. And then there were some
irregular movements. The figure for the fourth quarter of 1973 was
$38.1 billion. And for the first quarter of 1974, $30 billion. And for the
second quarter, $32 billion.

That is my analysis of profits.
Actually, if I tried to make an adjustment for the method of reckon-

ing depreciation-because depreciation is counted on a historical cost
basis instead of replacement cost basis-that figure of $32 billion
would be lowered, and there may well be other adjustments. You sug-
gested one, Senator, and I can't say that you are wrong. There might
be an upward adjustment.

What I am trying to convey to you is that the profits picture as it
is being reported ignores many things that have been happening
within the corporate world. And in my judgment profits in the ag-
gregate are too low.

Now, in some industries
Senator PROXIMIRE. Let me ask you, are all these figures current

dollars?
Mr. BURNs. All these figures are in current dollars.
Senator PROXMIRE. Was this an analysis by the Federal Reserve

staff?
Mr. BuRNs. This is basically an analysis by my staff.
Senator PRox3IIRrm. Will you give us the details of that?
Mr. Bu-RNS. I will be glad to supply you the details for the record,

the calculations of what I have just described in full detail.
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Senator PROXMTRE. Thank you very much. This is most interesting.
Because that certainly contradicts all the evidence that has been
reported, and what you see in the financial press.

Also I am going to ask the staff of the Joint Economic Committee
to analyze it, and I will put this analysis in the record also.

Mr. BURNS. Very good. I would be very glad to see their analysis.
Senator PROXMIRE. We will send it to you.
Mr. BURNs. Thank you.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]

HON. ARTHUR F. BURN'S ANALYSIS OF CORPORATE PROFITS

CORPORATE PROFITS

sBillions of dollars at seasonally adjusted annual rates]

Domestic profits, nonfinancial corporations-

After income tax-
All Nonfinancial

corporations corporations Before Including Excluding
(before (before income inventory inventory

Year and quarter income tax) income tax) tax profits profits

1969:
ist -89.0 76.9 72.6 37.1 31.2
2d -88.0 75.3 70.9 36.0 30.9
3d - . 82.2 69.7 65.0 32. 5 30.1
4th - 80. 5 68.1 63. 5 31. 6 24. 5

1970:
lst -76.1 63. 4 58. 3 29. 8 23. 6
2d - 74. 7 61.2 56.8 28.8 24.0
3d -.---- .. 75. 7 61.7 57. 0 28.6 24. 2
4th - 69.8 55.5 50. 9 25.3 2L S

1971:
Ist -78.7 64.0 60. 0 30. 7 26.2
2d - 83.5 68.4 63.0 32.3 27.5
3d - 85.7 69.8 65. 7 35.4 29.1
4th -86. 7 70. 0 64.1 35. 3 31. 0

1972:
lst - 92.3 75. 2 70. 8 39. 9 34.1
2d -96.0 78.7 73.9 41.6 35.1
3d -100. 2 82.4 . 76.9 43.3 36.0
4th -108. 2 90. 0 83. 8 47. 0 38. 6

1973:
Ist ---- -- 120. 4 101. 7 94. 7 54. 2 37. 7
2d - 124. 9 105. 6 98. 6 56. 6 36. 7
3d - 122. 7 103. o 95. 6 55. 0 37. 5
4th -122. 7 102.3 94. 3 54.4 38.1

1974:
Ist - 138. 7 118.0 104. 8 61. 0 30. 0
2d I-X 150. 5 129.2 118.6 69.3 32.0

X Preliminary.

Source: Department of Commerce, except data for 2d quarter of 1974 which are Federal Reserve estimates.

As you know, total corporate profits before taxes rose sharply in the first
quarter of this year but inventory profits accounted for almost all of the increase.
In the second quarter, total profits appear to have shown another large increase,
with inventory profits accounting for about half the rise.

Inventory profits are, in a sense, fictitious profits; they develop during a period
of rising prices because the income statements of many companies do not reflect
the full cost of replacing inventories used up during the period. But they are
taxed like any other profits and thus only part of the amount shown as inventory
profit is actually available to the company; the rest of the inventory-replacement
cost constitutes a drain on other funds.

Chart 1 illustrates the process by which the substantial increase in total
profits before taxes turns out to have been a significant decline in profits avail-
able this year for purposes other than inventory replacement. Information on
second quarter profits is so tentative and incomplete at present that I should like
to focus the discussion primarily on the first quarter, for which considerably
more information is available.

424309-75-19
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The top line of Chart 1 shows profits before taxes of all corporations, which
increased from a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $123 billion in the fourth
quarter of last year to $139 billion in the first quarter of this year; preliminary
GNP estimates imply a further rise to $150 billion in the second quarter. The
second line shows the same measure of profits for nonfinancial corporations,
including profit and dividend income from their foreign branches and subsidi-
aries * it also shows a sizable increase in total profits this year.

But when inventory profits are excluded, as in the next line, the first quarter
increase all but disappears, and the implied second quarter rise is greatly reduced.
In every nonfinancial domestic sector for which estimates are available, first
quarter earnings performance is significantly worsened when inventory profits
are excluded-as can be seen from Chart 2, which shows profits before taxes,
including and excluding inventory profits.

Note particularly the curves for the transportation, public utility and com-
munication sector. We don't normally expect inventory profits to be significant
for these companies because inventories account for so small a proportion of their
total assets. But, with the enormous rise in fuel costs, inventory profits have
become relatively very large, especially for public utilities which are shown
separately, on the only basis for which estimates are available. In this industry,
profits before taxes and excluding inventory profits declined 40 percent in the
first quarter and accounted for four-fifths of the $2 billion decline for the com-
bined group.

The only domestic nonfinancial sector to show an increase in profits before
taxes, after inventory profits are excluded, is nondurable manufacturing. But
Federal Trade Commission data on manufacturing profits suggest that this in-
crease, like the 65 percent rise in profits originating abroad, largely reflects
developments in the oil industry.

The industry detail shown in Chart 2 is not available on an after-tax basis.
For that, we have to turn back to Chart 1 and look at aggregate data. The fourth
line of this chart shows profits of all nonfinancial corporations, after deducting
both the cost of replacing inventories and liabilities for income taxes. These are
the profits available for additions to inventories, investment in other assets, and
payment of dividends. Profits from production abroad are still included, since
these funds are available for use in this country if the company so desires.

This derivation finally makes full allowance for the impact on profits of under-
stating inventory expense. Measured this way, there has been deterioration this
year, and no real improvement since late 1972, in the volume of profits available
for ongoing activities. Given the first quarter decline in adjusted profits, its appar-
ent pervasiveness among industries, the volume of corporate spending plans,
and-last but not least-pressure to increase dividend payments in light of the
sharp increase in reported profits and the prospective demise of the restraint
program, it is hardly surprising that corporate borrowing was so large this
winter and spring. Such borrowing may appear Inconsistent with line 1 on this
chart. It does not appear inconsistent with line 4.

Faced with basically sluggish earnings, corporations apparently preferred
to borrow high-cost funds rather than to cut back severely or postpone their
investment plans. Perhaps they expected funds to cost even more or to be less
available over the near-term. Perhaps they expected profits to improve as the
year progressed, reflecting some combination of higher selling prices and lessened
drain from inventory replacement costs. But over the longer run, the trend
in adjusted profits has to shift dramatically if profits are to provide an adequate
incentive for investment.

If one is interested In measuring profits as an incentive to investment, rather
than as a means of financing it, one should probably look at available profits
generated by domestic production only. This is done in the bottom line of Chart 1.
As you can see, this measure shows a marked decline in the first quarter, with-
perhaps-a partial recovery in the second. Despite the inflation of recent years,
the seasonally adjusted annual rate of domestic profits of nonfinancial corpora-
tions in the first half of 1974-after inventory profits and Income taxes-was
probably only about 5 percent above the 1969 level. And while the impact of
inflation on inventory replacement costs has been eliminated from the figures
charted In this bottom line, no allowance has been made for the amount
by which depreciation allowances, based as they are on original cost, are increas-
ingly falling short of fixed asset replacement costs.
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The Department of Commerce prepares several different sets of current-costdepreciation estimates. They vary considerably, depending on the depreciationmethod used, but they have one thing in common: the spread between historical-cost and current-cost depreciation has widened steadily with the result thatallowance for the understatement of both inventory and fixed asset replacementcosts leaves profits after taxes, even in 1973 and even in current dollars, littlehigher than they were in 1969 and in most cases only marginally higher thanthe amount paid out in dividends.

Chart 1

CORPORATE PROFITS

Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates

1971 1972 1973 1974
1969 .1970
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Chart 2

CORPCRAar, PROFITS BEFOCLE TAX

Including and Excluding Inventory Profits

Ratio scale
Lillion dollars Seasonally adjusted annual rates

Ratio scale
Billion dollars
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AN EVALUATION OF HON. ARTHUR F. BURNS' ANALYSIS OF CORPORATE PROFITS

(By the Joint Economic Committee Staff)

This evaluation comments on each step of Mr. Burns' analysis of corporate
profits as outlined in the table on p. 285. (See also chart 1 on p. 287.)

1. Exsclusion of income of financial corporations.-This adjustment makes no
significant difference in the pattern of profits changes. The proportion of total
corporate profits going to nonfinancial corporations declined during the recession
of 1970-71 from about 86 to 80 percent and then recovered as business improved.
In any case, a shift between the financial and nonfinancial sectors merely repre-
sents a change in shares between classes of investors and not a shift from
capital to other factors of production. Therefore, it should not affect the total
return to capital.
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2. Exclusion of profits from foreign operations.-When assessing funds avail-
able for domestic investment, it must be understood that profits earned abroad
may be repatriated to the United States for this purpose just as profits earned
in this country frequently have been invested abroad. The dollar devaluations
of the recent past should tip the balance of intracorporate capital flows toward
the United States. Exclusion of profits from foreign subsidiaries is necessary,
of course, in measuring the current profitability of domestic operations.

3. BXClusion of inventory profits.-The component of profits attributed to
inventory profits has become a very large share in the last 2 years. Its exclusion
is based on the argument that inventory profits must be reinvested to maintain
the inventories. There are two possible elements of exaggeration here:

(a) First, the estimate of inventory profits probably is overstated because
the increase in wholesale price indices on which it is based is overstated
during periods of inflation. These indices are based mainly on list price
and spot market quotes which typically advance ahead of prices actually
paid under pre-existing contractual arrangements.

(b) Second, the cycle of inventory management involves stockpiling in
excess of current needs during inflationary periods. As Inventory prices
stabilize, purchases decline more or less sharply, and a phase of inventory
depletion frequently follows. In this case, some inventory profits are not
reinvested concurrently to maintain stocks but remain free for alternate uses.

In general, any discussion of appropriate or "necessary" levels of corporate
profits should be tempered by recognition that investments are not undertaken
in response to past or present profits but rather in anticipation of future profits
over a more or less long run. Today's profits affect investment only because:

(1). They may be factored into expectations about profits several months or
years hence or

(2) they may provide otherwise unavailable resources for investment or in
some real sense may lower the costs of such resources.

It must be borne in mind that high profits today will not be reinvested if pros-
peects are bleak for the future. If future prospects 'are bright, on the other hand,
outside funds can be raised more or less readily to augment those from internal
sources. The fact that outside funds are very costly at today's rates of return
is a reflection of today's policy of constricting demand.

Senator PROXMIRE. My time is up.
Senator Percy.
Senator PERCy. Mr. Burns, we just had a major wage settlement

involving all the Communications Workers of America, 750,000 work-
ers, and the telephone companies.

Could we use that as an example of the recommendations you had
in your statement urging that the Cost of Living Council be reestab-
lished with power and authority to monitor the economy and appoint
an ad hoc review board that could delay wage and price increases in
key industries? The administration has just sent legislation to Con-
gress proposing a monitoring agency, but it does not contain any
authority for holding up wage increases. Have you discussed this dif-
ference in your recommendation and the proposal of the administra-
tion with Mr. Rush, Mr. Stein, and Mr. Simon? How important do
you think the authority to hold up a wage increase would be?

Mr. BURNS. I have not discussed this question with members of the
administration recently. But in earlier months this was the subject
of frequent conversations among us.

I feel that without my suggestion, which I think is a modest one,
the monitoring device would be quite ineffective. There is an element
of compulsion in my suggestions, but it is very minor. The delay that
I would contemplate would be some 30 or 45 days at most, and after
that, these boards, or the Cost of Living Council, would have no en-
forcement powers.

Now, in the absence of a device like this, price or wage increases will
take place that will suggest to many an unwise use of economic power.
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It is extremely difficult to roll back price or wages. It is not only dif-
ficult to achieve, but it causes great confusion to business people, and
great unhappiness to the working people. A minor delaying device
would, I think, avoid problems of this character.

Senator PERCY. Did you have an opportunity to study the wage
settlement of the communications workers and the telephone
companies?

Mr. Bu-RNs. No, I have not.
Senator PERCY. I was rather impressed with the way that was

worked out. I think the president of the CWA and John deButts and
his colleagues of A.T. & T. tried very hard, from my conversations
with them, to bear in mind the inflationary effect. But it was their
judgment, taking into account productivity increases that have been
very apparent in that automated industry, that they could do this
without it having an adverse effect upon inflation. I was pleased that
they were very conscious of this. In fact, most labor leadership-
Senator Javits and I talked with George Meany last week-are aware
of the fact that inflationary increases are defeating in the end. George
Meany did indicate that he would be very willing to work closely, I
think he put it, with the congressional powers, in encouraging the
establishment of productivity councils, productivity committees, by
management and labor throughout the country, and that organized
labor would be pleased to work with management in finding ways to
reduce unnecessary costs, make our operations more effective and ef-
ficient, and our wage increases more meaningful.

Do you place high significance on that aspect of what labor and
management could do? You have commented on productivity, and the
fact that it has not been increasing, it has actually declined a bit. How
important is that as a fact or in fighting inflation?

Mr. BURNS. I think it is enormously important. I think a construc-
tive dialog between our labor leaders and business leaders is long over-
due. I think it is essential.

Senator PERCY. The vice chairman mentioned unemployment.
Your statement indicated that we might have to tolerate a some-

what higher level of unemployment. In seeking to offset that, some in
the Congress have advocated tax reductions to stimulate the economy,
which I for one reject, and I am glad that you do.

Do you feel that one of the better ways would be to have standby
authority for public service jobs which would put people to work
that are unemployed, and would move them from welfare rolls to pay-
rolls, and would provide productive enterprise and keep them active
and busy until the economy does pick up?

Mr. BuRNs. I would strongly favor that approach.
Senator PERCY. Do you feel it would be desirable, however, rather

than just adding cost and budgetary items, to offset that possibly with,
say, a simple removal of the deductibility of gasoline taxes at the
State and local level from the Federal income tax? It would yield $600
million. It is a principle that when we put a few items in the budget
that involve cost, we try to find a revenue item that will match it and
offset it and be self-liquidating in a sense.

Mr. BURNS. I think that is a very wholesome principle, yes.
Senator PERCY. I would like to see us try to provide the money at the

same time we provide the job opportunities should we need them. I
think your support of that concept would be helpful.
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You mentioned the pressure of oil prices. I have forgotten exactly
the words that you used. But the sense of it was that something must
be done, there must be a creative effort, an attempt to bring down the
price of oil.

Do you have any specific suggestions as to what can be done? Secre-
tary Kissinger has talked about consuming nations working more
closely together. Certainly we could reason with the oil-producing
countries as to the disastrous effect the present pricing policy is
having on the developing nations of the world. That is one approach.

Do you have any other suggestions that you can offer?
Mr. BURNs. Well, my program would be a three-pronged program.

First, what we could do on our own we ought to do. The President
announced some months ago the goal of achieving independence in the
energy area. I think we ought to push Project Independence with the
utmost vigor. In the process of doing that we would in effect be saying
to the oil producing countries that they caimot count, looking to the
future, on the price of oil remaining at anything like the present level.
Now, this can be important in stimulating their thinking about their
own self-interest.

Second, we need a much stronger conservation program than we
have. Toward the end of last year, and early this year, we embarked
on a conservation program. So did other countries around the world.
But gradually we have returned to the old, lazy, wasteful ways. An
active conservation program I think is essential. This requires co-
operation among the oil consuming countries.

Third, I think that just as the oil producing countries have gotten
together and established a cartel, so the oil consuming countries must
get together and work out a common policy, and through political
devices try to bring the oil producing countries to the path of reason,
from their own viewpoint as well as the viewpoint of the world
economy.

I think there is a lot of naive thinking in this area. Well-meaning
people talk a great deal about recycling. What I think these people
overlook is the fact that by raising the price of oil nearly fourfold,
the oil-producing countries have released forces on the rest of the
world that are likely to prove unmanageable.

Therefore, the price of oil has to come down, and it has to come down
substantially. And even then there will be a major recycling problem.
But then, hopefully, we will be able to manage it through our private
financial institutions and through our international organizations.
I think we are living in a world of illusions at the present time as far
as the price of oil is concerned.

Senator PERCY. I thank you very much. I concur on the necessity
of working together as consuming nations. It is disastrous to have a
policy of just dog eat dog. Apparently they do not realize that they
can't go it alone in this kind of battle.

Second, in this conservation program, if we could get passage on
the floor, of the 55-mile-an-hour speed limit, that is at least something
we could do not only to save oil, but 12,000 lives a year. We would be
foolish not to take reasonable steps like that to conserve. Thank you
very much indeed.

Senator PROX3rIRE. Senator Javits.
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Senator JAVITS. Mr. Burns, I am delighted to hear what you said
about conservation. I think it is most shocking and shameful that our
country would abandon its whole effort so soon.

I deeply believe-and please, no comment is needed from you-that
it is attributable to our problems with the President. It takes a Presi-
dent who is firmly in his seat to lead the country in that kind of a way.
That is real austerity in the face of a grave emergency. I believe that
the Arabs will be convinced that we are in earnest if we cut oil con-
sumption and gasoline consumption in this country about 15 percent,
as we did in the early time of our conservation program, and that the
other nations of the world can be similarly enlisted. So I thoroughly
agree with you.

I might say, on the monitoring agency, I thoroughly agree with
you, too. I am going to amend the bill which I put in to carry out the
ideas that you have just offered. I want to crank in my own ideas.

I also have put in a measure which I hope you will look at, for
regional productivity councils, the bill provides $50 million, which
will be sufficient to organize 1,000 of them as we had in World War II.

I am glad Senator Percy has introduced in the record that we have
the promise of very effective cooperation from the AFL-CIO.

I did have a couple of questions to ask you. Secretary Simon, testify-
ing before us the other day, was rather optimistic about the fact that
through the present machinery we would be able to work out this
problem of somewhat loose Arab money which is being put out on
demand while banks are lending for 5 years or thereabouts. This could
cause a great world crisis, of course. You don't seem to be as optimistic
about that. What do you think the central banks of the world can do
about that situation?

Mr. BURNS. I hope that the world's political statesmen, as I sug-
gested earlier, will go to work on the price of oil. Then I think the
central banks, of course, can be helpful. But in the absence of a signif-
icant decline in the price of oil, I for one cannot be at all optimistic
about this problem being handled. It would be easy for me to say to
you, oh, well, we central bankers will take care of it. I don't know
whether we have that much good sense or that much power. I don't
think we ought to attempt to undertake that which it isn't at all clear
that we can manage.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Burns, we have the grain and the Arabs have
the oil. It is true, there are not all that many Arabs. But there are 30
million in Iran, which has kind of been the leader in raising prices.
Has there been 'any discussion about dealing with bushels of grain
in buying barrels of oil? The price can go very high, just as high as
for oil. If people have to eat, they can't eat their oil.

Mr. BURNS. There has been some inconsequential talk on this
subject.

Senator JAVITS. Don't you think it deserves consequential thought?
Mr. BURNS. The answer is yes. But I wouldn't stop with wheat.
Senator JAVITS. I 'am just talking about food and fibers.
Do you feel that is a problem for statesmen or for the central

bankers, or both?
Mr. BURNS. It is hardly a problem for central bankers. Central

bankers can at best suggest.
Senator JAVITS. But in the economics of the world, it can be a factor

can it not?
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Mr. BURNS. Oh, yes.
Senator JAVITS. The last question I want to ask you is about whether

or not we need, in view of the fact that the demand for credit is such
a big point in the inflation and interest rates, some kind of a regulatory
imechanism for credit. Like we had during the war-some kind of ad-
visory council on what ought to be credit priorities.

Mr. BURNS. I would see no harm in that. There might be some ad-
vantage in having an -advisory group of financial people.

Senator JAVITS. I think it was called the Capital Issues Commit-
tee during the war.

Mr. BU-RNs. Yes. My recollection is not too good, Senator. We had
such a body functioning, I believe, during the Korean war, and then
it was quite ineffective. My recollection about World War II is in-
sufficient for the purpose of this discussion.

It is one thing to have an advisory group which would suggest ways
of conserving credit funds, stressing some uses and not others, or
stressing some uses more than others. A mandatory system would
trouble me. To put through a mandatory system-let me tell you
where my thinking takes me. You could, for example, exempt credit
for homebuilding entirely. You could exempt small business and have
a certain cutoff point on size. But then you would be left still with an
enormous task. Here is a governmental body, let us say, that will de-
termine how much credit can properly be allocated to Ford Motor
Co., to General Motors, to General Electric, and to smaller business
concerns. This would require great knowledge and understanding of
the interrelations among various corporations. For example, you
might approve an expansion of capital for the automobile industry,
and fail to approve, or there could be a lag in approving, capital ex-
pansion for suppliers. The different parts of our economic system are
so interrelated, and knowledge of individual areas would need to be so
detailed and so thorough, that I would despair of a committee with
enforcement power doing a really constructive job in this area. I
would rather trust the market.

Senator JAVITS. But with an advisory committee.
Mr. BURNS. An advisory committee, I think, could be helpful.
Senator JAVITS. But it should originate in the Treasury of the

Government rather than with you?
Mr. BURNs. Well, I don't know. I think we ought to talk that over

and decide which is the best originating agency.
Senator JAVITS. I hope very much you will, Mr. Burns.
Mr. BuRNS. Thank you very much.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROXMIIRE. Mr. Burns, you were with the National Bureau

of Economic Research at one time?
Mr. BuRNs.!Oh, yes.
Senator PROXmIRE. Didn't they make a study of forecasting and

conclude that the forecasters were pretty good for 6 months and after
that you might as well ask a taxi driver-well, not a taxi driver, may-
be, but anyway a Member of Congress-anyway, somebody who was
not very competent?

What I am getting at is this. The forecasts have been very good in
periods of the past. with some notable exceptions, such as last year's
dismal effect on prices. You may not have a crystal ball, but you do
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have a fine staff. You have an econometric model, and you have ex-
cellent judgment. Would you rule out a continued level of growth over
the next 6 months of only 1 or 2 percent?

Mr. BURNS. No; I would not rule it out.
Senator PRoXMIRE. Does it seem likely?
Mr. BURNS. It seems plausible; let me put it that way.
Senator PROXMIRE. Under those circumstances would you feel that

there is a possibility of a 7-percent unemployment?
Mr. BURNS. With a rate of growth as low as that, it would take quite

some time before an unemployment rate of 7 percent was reached.
With a rate of growth of that magnitude you could reach by the end
of the year or early next year 6 percent, but not 7. That would be my
best guess.

Senator PRoxMIRE. I would say that you rule out at least as very
unlikely a rate of growth of zero for the next couple of quarters.

Mr. BURNS. Do I rule it out? No; I do not rule it out.
Senator PRoxmIwnu You would regard it as unlikely?
Mr. BURNS. I expect a sluggish economy, Senator. What does a

sluggish economy mean? Does it mean a small plus, does it mean a zero
change, does it mean a small minus?

Senator PRoxMnxE. Does the range of 51/2 to 6 percent unemployment
seem plausible to you?

Mr. BURNS. Yes; it is.
Senator PROXmiRE. How about prices? Do we have much prospect

in the coming year of having prices eased so that the rise in prices
would go below 10 percent as you said? They were about 11 percent
most recently.

Mr. BURNS. Well, I would be a very unhappy man if I thought
that we have no chance of doing it. I think we definitely have a chance
of doing it. The place that I would look for a decline particularly
would be in prices of industrial materials. With the growth of world
demand tapering off, the prices of sensitive industrial materials since
this April by and large have no longer been rising on the average, in
fact, they are a little lower than they were in early April. If the slow
rate of growth continues the rest of this year, which seems likely to
me, then a decline in the prices of industrial raw materials could well
take place.

Senator PROXMFIRE. The wholesale price index, though, rose at a very
sharp rate in June and July. It was led, of course, by plastics, chemi-
cals, steel, petroleum, and so forth.

Mr. BURNS. That is true. But you take prices of sensitive industrial
materials

Senator PROXMIRE. And nonferrous metals too, were up sharply.
Mr. BURNS. That is true. But take prices of aluminum scrap, steel

scrap, copper wire bars, lead, they have been unchanged in recent
weeks. The price of tin has declined. The price of wool has declined.
The price of cotton print cloth, the price of rayon goods, the price of
hides, the price of rubber, the price of lumber, the price of plywood,
and even fuel oil and gasoline have been unchanged in price in recent
weeks. There is a certain tendency toward stabilization in these prices
of sensitive materials.

The Federal Reserve index on sensitive industrial materials prices
shows a peak in April and a definitely lower level in July. What the
development will be in future months I cannot say. But if the tapering
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off in aggregate demand continues, this is the area where I would ex-
pect price declines of some magnitude to take place. That will tend to
spread out over the coming months.

Senator PROximE. So part of this might be brought on by the
drought. You referred to wool and hides. Both are animal products
that I imagine might be affected by the same elements that would tend
to increase meat and wheat prices and so forth.

The 10 percent inflation forecast which Wharton and Chase have
made, do you regard that as plausible or implausible?

Mr. BURNs. I do not know. Sure, one could have 10, 12, 8, or 7 per-
cent. You could sit around and listen to these professional colleagues
of mine debate whether the price level at the end of the year will be
rising 7 or 8 percent. No one ever knows what he is talking about.

Senator PRoxAMM. You suggested and you emphasized-it was a
strong sentence in your statement-enforcement of the antitrust laws.
This morning Mr. Kauper, head of the Antitrust Division, is reported
as urging a revision of the antitrust laws to remove some of the diffi-
culties of proving antitrust violations and shorten the time it takes to
file and complete antitrust cases. Do you support that?

Mr. BuRNTs. I support that. I would also support much stronger
penalties than we have under existing law for violations. Violation of
the antitrust law is a crime, and the punishment should fit the crime.
At present, in my judgment, it does not. I believe the maximum pen-
alty in terms of dollars is only $50,000, and that is a mighty small
penalty for an officer of one of our large corporations.

Senator PROXMIRE. In my judgment, President Nixon is responsible
for undermining antitrust enforcement by ordering Attorney General
K]eindienst and Antitrust Chief McLaren to desist from prosecuting
the big corporations, and threatening to fire McLaren, saying he
wanted him out within an hour.

Furthermore, the President's nominee for Chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers, Mr. Greenspan, has gone on record as bitterly
opposed to our antitrust laws, and has vehemently attacked the Sher-
man Antitrust Act.

Roy Ash has spoken of the need for relaxing the antitrust laws.
What assurance do you have and what assurance can you give us

that the antitrust laws will be vigorously enforced under this
administration?

Mr. BURNS. How well our laws are enforced depends partly on the
Executive. It depends partly on the Congress. If you and your col-
leagues in the Congress are not satisfied with the enforcement that we
have, and if you speak out loudly and clearly, there are all kinds of
steps, as you so well know and understand, Senator, that you can and
you ought to take in that event.

Senator PRoxMinRE. Mr. Burns, the difficulty is that the executive
branch executes the laws and enforces the laws, we do not.

Mr. BuRNs. You have clubs of your own.
Senator PROXumIE. We have two powers. One is the power of legis-

lation. And according to what Mr. Kauper said, I am delighted to hear
your support for that change in legislation. We have the power of
investigation. But we do not have the power of enforcement.

Mr. Bu-RNs. Well, the power of investigation-don't you underesti-
mate that. To the extent that this becomes a subject of serious interest
on the part of the Congress, we ought to have hearings on that sub-
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ject once a month, let us say, and bring the facts to light. Then the
rascals, if there are any, will begin behaving very properly.

Senator JAVITS. Would the Senator yield at that point for one
question ?

Senator PROXMIRE. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. Is it not a fact, Mr. Burns, that the antitrust laws

urgently need modernization and revision, and, therefore, that is even
more reason for our exercising our investigatory powers?

Mr. BURNS. This is what my attorney friends tell me. I do not know
enough about antitrust laws. But I have no reason to question their
judgment.

Senator PROXMIRE. It seems to me that a person who does not believe
in the antitrust laws, or thinks they should be taken off the books, may
not be qualified to be the Chairman of the Council of Economic Ad-
visers. What do you say to that?

Mr. BURNS. The man who has been nominated to that post is a
former student of mine. And I never criticize my former students. I
love them all.

Senator PROXMIRE. He seems to be a student of Ayn Rand right
now.

As you know, fuel prices, especially gasoline prices, are at an all-
time high in this country, and yet there is a surplus of oil on the world
market. Consumption is down, and the production of all fuel is down.
If more market forces were operating normally, would not fuel prices
be going down instead of remaining at the present level, and does the
maintenance of high prices suggest that this may be collusion?

Mr. BURNS. I do not know enough about that market to speak with
any feeling of confidence. My impression is that while the prices in
the spot markets have come down, the posted prices are still being
maintained, and most of the oil that is sold to the oil companies is
governed by posted prices rather than by spot prices. I believe that is
true, and, therefore, I would assume that the maintenance of monop-
olistic prices by the oil producers is the chief explanation of the kind
of price level that we have in our markets for oil and oil products.

Senator PROXMIRE. Is that not reinforced by the fact that the oil
companies have cut back production so that they are operating well
below capacity now, far below what they were last year, when their
capacity is greater, at a time when they have an abundance of crude?
I am talking about production of gasoline.

Mr. BURNS. That, I do not know. I have not been following the
statistics on production of gasoline. I have been following rather
closely statistics on production of crude oil in individual countries
and in the aggregate. Their production has been rising. That is why
you have a surplus.

Senator PROXMIRE. I would like to move into one area, and then I
will yield to Senator Percy.

I would like to quote to you from what I think is a very disturbing
observance by Mr. Mullaney of the New York Times on July 14. He
said this:

In past periods of surging demands the Federal Reserve Board has issued
warning to the Nation's banks to curb their lending. Why not now? Why not a
public pronouncement from Washington that the banks should refuse loans for
some specific, not generalized, specific selective nonessential uses, for anticipa-
tory borrowing plans by business to avoid higher costs later? The Government
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has been relying on a single solitary weapon, high interest rates, to fight a very
modern inflation. It is indeed high time to haul in more energy and more imagina-
tion to fight a rampaging fire which seems clearly out of control and threatening
even greater distortions, and more grievous losses throughout the economy.

What is your view of the notion that the Federal Reserve Board
is called upon here to tell the banks that they should reduce loans in
specific designated areas?

Mr. BuRNS. Let me comment on that. This is a question that I and
my colleagues on the Board have considered from time to time. I have
been advised that a pronouncement made publicly through a letter
addressed to individual banks-somehow September 1966 sticks in
my memory, the date may be wrong-had confusing and unfortunate
effects. Now, in view of this experience as described to me by our staff,
I hesitate to take that approach. However, I have talked to bankers
very extensively, individual bankers and groups of bankers, on this
subject. My views are quite well known among the bankers of the
country, or at least those who run the larger banks of the country.

In view of the discussions we have had at the Federal Reserve
Board, where this history of pronouncements of this sort is well known
by some members of our staff, it is not ut all clear that this would be
helpful. This has been considered, and maybe should still be done. I
have very much of an open mind on that. But I have been persuaded
at least thus far, not to do that through letters or through public pro-
nouncements. I have done it quietly to the best of my ability.

Senator PROXMMRE. My time is up.
Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Burns, in your statement you mention that

public utilities have also been caught in a squeeze. In talks with public
utility officials across the country-and I have talked with virtually
all of them in Illinois in recent weeks-they are gravely concerned
about their ability to raise capital to expand to meet their contractual
demands. What recommendations would you make for finding ways
for utilities to be able to provide expansion? According to the com-
ments of Secretary Simon recently, it appears quite unrealistic to hold
down rates in the presumed interest of consumers when the consumers'
interests are served not only by the price they pay for the services but
their ability to get those services. There seems to be two adverse fac-
tors: One, that the financing of expansion is extraordinarily difficult
in a controlled industry, a regulated industry; and second, they are
at a disadvantage in the investment tax credit, and they only get
a 4-percent credit against a 7-percent credit for the rest of American
industry. Would you care to comment on those two phases of it and
what recommendations you would make?

Mr. BURNS. I would certainly favor putting public utilities on the
same basis as other industries; in other words, raising the investment
tax credit from the present level of 4 percent to 7 percent.

Senator PERCY. I presume that would cover telephone companies
who are also at a depressed level and yet have to keep rates down and
meet future supply?

Mr. BURNs. There are various administrative and tax adjustments
that the Treasury is now studying, and that I will be studying with
members of the Treasury staff very soon. What they will come to, I
cannot say.
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I think that our public utility commissions are continuing to operate
on a business-as-usual basis, which means that there are long delays
in granting necessary increases in the rates. A concerted effort, I think,
must be made to expedite the handling of these rate cases by our public
utilities.

I expect to be a little wiser by the end of the week than I am now,
through meetings I will be attending with a group of utility execu-
tives and financiers involved in public utility financing. Another na-
tionwide conference is now in the process of being projected to deal
with this problem. At the moment, I would definitely work on these
two fronts: speedup in the handling of utility rate cases and raising
the investment tax credit.

I would do a third thing, and that is to advise the bankers over the
country of the importance of bridge loans for public utilities.

Senator PERCY. I noticed in surveys recently that the Government,
more than any other part of American life, is blamed for inflation.
I do feel that a certain responsibility must be borne by the Govern-
ment. You have indicated that decisions are not made promptly
enough. Certainly, I have a number of utilities recently who are in
the midst of their expansion plans, bringing plants onstream, and yet
the Federal Energy Office had not made the decision as to whether
or not they were going to have adequate supplies to get those plants
underway. I think John Sawhill's decisiveness in this question of
letting them know when he was going to make a decision, it was going
to be made the 31st of July, and the basis on which that decision would
be made, cleared the air immensely. The decision was made on sched-
ule, and I certainly commend it. But I see in the bureaucracy, cases
pending 10 years, such as railroad cases, and similarly, rate cases.
It is that indecision of Government that hamstrings business. An ad-
verse decision would be better sometimes rather than the constant
delay in knowing where you stand with respect to a Government
regulatory agency.

You mentioned in your statement that there are a few hopeful signs
that price increases may abate during the second half of this year, but
they are inconclusive. Having just seen headlines in the paper in the
Midwest about the drought, and the effect it is going to have on higher
food prices, I would be most grateful for specificity and hopeful signs
that you see, if there are some.

Mr. BURNS. I have already commented on that. The rate of growth
of our own economy, and of the economies around the world, is cer-
tainly diminishing. We are in a period of sluggish economic expansion.
With the rate of increase in demand for goods and services definitely
diminishing, the pressure on industrial capacity is being reduced. This
is already being felt in the market for sensitive industrial raw
materials.

Senator PERCY. A hopeful sign is the investment of a large amount
in capital, $20 billion this year. That would bring on a stream of
supplies, and should hopefully bring prices down in the future.

Statistics released July 18 by the Department of Commerce indicate-
that an inventory investment amounted to $15.1 billion in the second'
quarter of this year compared to $16.9 billion in the first quarter. In,
your judgment, has there been excess buildup of inventories, and if so,
what effect would it have on the production later this year?
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Mr. BURNS. That is an extremely difficult question to answer, Sena-
tor. Our statistics on inventory are very inadequate. One of the casual-
ties of our massive inflation has been a decline in the reliability of our
statistical system. The recent revision of the inventory figures indicates
where large errors in these figures may lead. Before we are through,
you will find that the recently revised figures will be changed, and
changed significantly once again. I do not know how to answer that
question. I do know this, that the inventory picture is very uneven,
and that in the case of many materials and many components, there
are still great shortages being reported by purchasing agencies over
the country. But I cannot give you-and this is about the first time in
my professional history that I have felt so helpless on this subject-
now a statement on the inventory position of this country. I cannot
do it because our statistics on the subject in large part are guesses.

Senator PERCY. You have commented on its effects on profits, of
course, which is an important factor.

The President mentioned in his economic message some time ago
in Los Angeles that there is a tradeoff between increasing supplies and
certain other objectives such as in protecting the environment. I have
heard many businessmen complain that one of the factors contribut-
ing to inflation and higher prices and costs is environmental control
measures that they thought were too stringent. Would you care to
comment on this balance that must be obtained between economic
growth and also preserving our environment, and not having growth
today at the expense of livability in the future.

Mr. BURNS. I think that we have passed legislation in the environ-
mental field and the health and safety area which is imposing very
heavy costs on business enterprise. And we have not given enough
attention to that.

I am not suggesting even remotely that the legislation that we have
passed in this area was bad legislation. What I am suggesting is that
we have tended to neglect the cost raising effect of legislation of that
type. A large part of the investment that is now undertaken by our
business firms is not going to contribute to the productivity of those
businesses, to the profitability of those businesses. It has been under-
taken in response to legislation by the Congress and by the individual
States, legislation designed to protect the public, but legislation which
has been serving to raise costs. I think it would be very salutary if the
Congress would get into the habit, when passing legislation which
involves raising costs for business, to recognize that an inflationary
factor is thus being released, and, therefore, that some offset elsewhere
needs to be found, if we are ever to have an approach to general price
stability.

Senator PERCY. I want to thank Mr. Burns for the extraordinary
contribution he has made toward the understanding of our problems
and the clarity of his suggestions toward a solution. I regret that
Senator Javits and I had to be in and out. But we have one element
of uncertainty cleared up. The Foreign Relations Committee has now
determined that there is no inconsistency between Secretary Kis-
singer's testimony and the examination that we have made. We felt
we ought to get over and vote on that and remove that uncertainty.
But we are sorry that we have to leave.

Thank you.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Senator Percy.
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I could not agree with you more on this last statement with respect
to our facing squarely the inflationary effect of imposing environ-
mental, safety and health and other regulations on industry. I have
voted for all those, and I would vote for them again, I think they are
excellent legislation. It is what we should do. And we should do it with
our eyes open. As you say, we should find some way of timing it and
some way of adjusting it so that it does not have the enormous infla-
tionary effect it has. It is in the billions of dollars a year when you
accumulate all of these things together.

In your statement, Mr. Burns, you said: "The Federal Reserve
stands ready, as the Nation's lender of last resort, to come promptly
to the assistance of any solvent bank experiencing a serious liquidity
problem." Can you tell us whether this promise was employed with
regard to the Franklin National Bank? Would you briefly describe
what you did for the Franklin Bank?

Mr. BuRNs. The answer to your question is, "yes." It certainly was
applied to the Franklin National Bank. We came to the assistance of
that bank promptly and on a massive scale. If we had not done so,
that bank would have had to close.

Senator PROXMIRE. You provided funds at what rate of interest to
the Franklin Bank?

Mr. BuRNs. We provided funds to the Franklin National Bank at
our discount rate, which is 8 or 81/2 percent, depending on the kind of
paper that is used at the discount window by the borrower. I believe,
in the case of Franklin National, about one-fourth of the sum that we
have been lending has been at an 8-percent rate, and the remaining
three-fourths at an 81 /2 -percent rate.

Senator PRoxM=IE. Why is it fair to bail out a bank with a subsi-
dized rate like that? Eight percent is far below what they could have
gotten, what a sound, solvent bank could have gotten in the market,
maybe 4 percent below. It is 'a very substantial subsidy. How did you
justify that?

Mr. BURNs. The 8 and 81/2 percent discount rate is the rate that is
now effective, has for months now been applying to any bank that
borrows from the Federal Reserve.

Senator PROXMIRE. In an extraordinary circumstance like this,
where the borrowing is so heavy, would it not be wise to adjust the
rates, it is not what appears to be a taxpayer's subsidy of tens of mil-
lions of dollars.

Mr. BURNs. I do not think that the amount is decisive. If we ad-
justed our policy, Senator, it ought to be on another principle, not the
amount that is borrowed, but the period over which the borrowing
takes place. In other words, discounting at the window is ordinarily
for very short term purposes-for a few days, a week or two or three.

Senator PROXAITRE. This is a great exception to this. You say that
one-quarter is paid back. But you do not anticipate having that bil-
lion dollars paid back in the next few weeks or months, do you?

Mr. BURNs. It will be some time before that loan is repaid, yes. Of
course, at the beginning we have not known about that. There are
legal questions here that had not been finally resolved by our staff.
We have looked into the possibility and the desirability of having a
special discount rate that would apply to loans, whatever the size may
be, that turn out to be of lasting or long duration.
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Senator PRoxrNIE. *Why not simply adjust the discount rate to a
realistic market rate? Why should it be so far below?

Mr. BURNS. That has been proposed time and again. And 'we have
made a study of the discount rate problem several years ago, and that
proposal was made. There is a lot to be said for that proposal, and
there is also something to be said against it; namely, that if we adjust
the discount rate to the market rate, we lose one instrument of policy
that we presently have. The discount rate, as it has been used by the
Federal Reserve and by other central banks, has been an important
signaling device, and you lose that power or that advantage when you
adjust-

Senator PROXMIRE. It has been an important signaling device. But
as an instrument of substantial monetary policy it does not compare
with buying and selling Federal securities, does it? It has been a very
limited modest instrument, and for long periods it has been very close
to being in disuse, has it not, really?

Mr. BURNs. It is less important as an instrument of monetary policy,
certainly, than open market operations are.

Senator PROXMIRE. It is my understanding that the discount rates in
other countries have been above the market rate, it has been a penalty
rate, available if necessary, but with a penalty required.

Mr. BURNS. Yes, that has been done. But also experiments have been
tried in adjusting the discount rate to the market, and these experi-
ments have been abandoned too. So there is a great variety of practice
here. I am not ready to say to you that our practice is the best.

Senator PROXIMIRE. Does the Federal Reserve Board stand ready to
provide the same kind of bailout service to any bank, big or small?

Mr. BURNS s. There is no question about that.
Senator PRoxmuIE. Regardless of size?
Mr. BURNS. There is no question about that.
Senator PROXINIRE. I can understand protecting bank depositors
Mr. BURNS. Let me just go back. There is no question about it if the

bank is solvent. The bank has to be solvent before we lend. We are
not bailing out poor bankers or bankrupt banks.

Senator PROX-MIRE. In this case. you had a bank which speculated in
foreign exchange to a considerable extent. I imagine there are many
reasons for a large bank like this to have difficulties. But I can under-
stand protecting bank depositors. We have a law on the books that
protects them to a very considerable extent with Federal deposit in-
surance. I can see why the Federal Reserve Board steps in to provide
additional assistance to see that no depositor loses anything. Stock-
holders are something else, and management is something else.

Mr. BURNS. We are not protecting stockholders, and we are not pro-
tecting management. We pay no attention to that. We are protecting
the financial systems, both domestic and foreign. If we had sat by and
refused assistance to a $5 billion bank, the consequences for the fian-
cial system could have been disastrous.

Senator PRox3rn11. Does this mean that no bank, no matter how
incompetent, is going to go to the wall? You say that if it is insolvent,
y ou would not bail it out.

Mr. BURNS. That is correct.
Senator PRoxMrIRE. But short of that., you will bail out every one of

the thousands of banks no matter how poor their management policies
42-309-75-20
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or how incompetent they have been? Does this not involve some kind
of incentive for taking a high risk, knowing that the good old Fed
vill always take care of you?

Mr. BURNS. I do not know that I would -want to say that we would
do it universally or to that degree. I want to point out that there is a
very important distinction between saving a bank or a banker. We do
not save bankers; we save banks when it will serve the national
interest. I think that is the responsibility of the Federal Reserve
Board.

Senator PROX-MIRE. What do you mean by solvent?
Mr. BURNS. By solvent, I mean that when you compare the assets

of a bank with the liabilities, you find that there is a net equity posi-
tion left.

Senator PROXMIRE. It is a matter of great judgment in almost all
cases, is it not?

Mr. BURNS. We make the best use that we can of such accounting
skills as are available.

Senator PROXMIRE. How do you reconcile this, what seems to be-
it would certainly seem to a layman to be a soft and easy policy with
respect to Franklin, and available to other banks apparently-with
the well-known opposition to other Government bailouts of large
corporations and your own views about private enterprise? There wvere
over 10,000 bankruptcies last year. Small businesses are always failing.
That is part of free enterprise, the freedom to fail. How do you
reconcile this bailout of the banks?

Mr. BURNS. Senator, you cannot compare the consequences of a bank
failure with the consequences of a failure of a manufacturing or trad-
ing enterprise. It is no accident that since the earliest days of our
Republic we have regulated banks. Our Government has regulated
banks because it has recognized that banking is an activity that is
peculiarly connected with the public interest, that it has a public
dimension. When a bank fails, the whole community may suffer. In
the kind of interdependent world that eve have today, there may be a
domino effect, a ripple effect, that can spread doubt and uncertainty
and even panic across the Nation. It may cross national boundary
lines. Let us not compare the consequences of a failure of a business of
a given size with the consequences of a bank failure.

In any case, Senator, ours is a central bank. We have been given the
power and the responsibility to serve as a lender of last resort, par-
ticularly for banks. The Congress has not asked us to bail out indi-
vidual businesses which are on the verge of bankruptcy.

As far as banks are concerned, we have no interest in individual
banks. We are interested in the financial system, the preservation of
its integrity.

Senator PROXMIRE. 'What your statement implies is that there is a
very heavy responsibility on the quality of regulation.

Mr. BURhiS. Yes, that is true.
Senator PROXMIRE. The quality of regulation must be sufficient as

to at least mitigate if not completely prevent this kind of problem.
Mr. BURNS. You are quite right.
Senator PROXMIRE. Are the recent difficulties we have run into in

San Diego, and with the Franklin Bank, and some of the other diffi-
culties that some people seem to apprehend-there was an article
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about, there is a hurricane going to hit but nobody knows whether it
is going to hit-is this due to failure in our bank regulatory system?

Mr. Burons. I think our bank regulatory system leaves a great deal
to be desired.

Senator PROXMARIE. It leaves a great deal to be desired?
Mr. BuIRNS. Yes, sir.
Senator PROxAnTRE. But give us a bill of particulars? I am a member

of the Banking Committee, and I will be delighted to do all I can
for it.

Mr. BuRNs. I certainly shall.
Senator PROX-rnri. We will welcome that.
Mr. BunNTs. I thinky it is high time that we revamped our regulatory

machinery.
Senator PizoxSiumSi. You will recommend improvements in bank

supervision and regulations that are specific and that you feel would
help improvements?

Mr. B3umNs. I -will recommend some drastic changes, because I will
consider them major improvements.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is very welcome.
I just want to clear up some confusion. I understood that you testi-

fied before the Ways and Means Committee of the ITouse, and you
said that you favored a change in the tax laws to provide an increase
in the investment credit from 7 to 10 percent to be combined with an
increase in the corporation income tax from 48 to 50 percent so that
there would be no loss of revenue, but so this would be more incentive
to investment. I understood you to tell Senator Javits today that you
did not favor an increase in the investment credit. Is that a change in
your view. or did I misunderstand your earlier testimony?

Mr. Bun-s. In my testimony before the W1Tays and Means Commit-
tee, I was asked the question whether I would favor an increase in the
investment tax credit to be coupled with an increase in the general
corporate income tax rate. That was a new thought to me, and I gave
no definite reply, as I recall. Congressman Mills asked me to write to
him on the subject. which I have done. I will be glad to send you a
copy of that letter, which I ended by being rather lukewarm on that
proposal.

Senator PROxnxirE. Fine.
[The following letter was subsequently supplied for the record :]

AUGUST 1, 1974.
Hlon. WrLTBuR D. 'MILLs,
House of Representatives,
TWashington, D.C.

DEAR WILBUR: At the House Ways and Means Committee Hearing on July 15,
you asked for my thinking on the desirability of raising the corporate income
tax from 48 to 50 per cent, and using the revenue gain to raise the investment
tax credit from its present level of 7 per cent to a higher percentage. Among
other things, you asked whether this shift would leave the business community
better off.

In general, industries that have larger than average investments in eligible
machinery and equipment per dollar of profits would be better off: other indus-
tries would be worse off. The effects on individual industries vary greatly. Using
past data as a guide, the greatest beneficiaries would be the transportation
industries (especially railroads, airlines and pipelines), electric and gas utilities,
coal mining and mining of nonmetallic minerals, and some branches of maufac-
turning-such as the paper, petroleum refining, and the primary metals industries.
On the other hand, firms engaged in wholesale trade, retail trade, and finance
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would be worse off. Also, firms whose profits have declined to such an extent
that they cannot now take advantage of allowable investment tax credits would
receive no relief. A numoer of firms in the public utilities sector might fall into
this category.

Considered as a permanent feature of the tax structure, I believe the proposed
change would be undesirable. A higher permanent level for the corporate income
tax would be a drawback, since the higher the rate, the weaker are the incentives
for efficiency in business enterprise. I also would be cautious about raising
permanently the average level of the investment tax credit, since this would
accentuate the discriminatory features of this device-that is, the tendency to
favor industries that invest heavily in machinery and equipment over those that
invest in other ways, or that are generally less capital-intensive.

There would be some advantages, however, to considering a temporary change
of this kind in the structure of business taxation, for-on balance-I believe the
proposal would encourage additional outlays for machinery and equipment. The
incentive to increase investment would apply to all firms with profits regardless
of whether or not they benefit from the two-pronged change in tax rates. There
would, however, be a considerable time lag-probably a year or more-before any
material benefits would be realized in the form of increases in productive capacity.

These short-run benefits would be of some value, but probably not of major
significance in the battle against inflation. And it might be that this change
in the tax structure could not be achieved in a timely fashion. It is therefore
not clear to me that it would be worthwhile to expend such energy-in trying to
get this proposal through the Congress. I would be glad to reevaluate my opinioa
when the tax bill gets closer to passage.

Sincerely yours,
ARTHUR F. BURNS.

Senator PROXMIRE. Just one other question. I would like you to put
on your professor's cap

Mr. BURNS. I always wear a professor's cap.
Senator PROXMiIRE. Keep it on, then, and see if you can help us with

a problem that seems to be puzzling many economic commenators, and
many Memnbers of Congress. You have argued that the 6-percent in-
crease in the money supply is a reasonable increase, and an increase
which as I recall, is at the top end of the range within which we
would like to maintain money supply growth. In past years I have
asked You if there should not be some adjustment for the increase in
the cost of living. You have said very firmly, no. Now, it is argued that
when you have a 10- or 12-percent inflation-for simple purposes, let
us say 10-and you have a growth rate that you would like to see, say,
at 2 percent and you want to slow it down a little bit, that you would
need, in order to have the increase that the money supply stays neutral,
an increase of 10 plus 2, or 12 percent. If you have an increase in the
money supply on that basis of 6 percent, you are tending to starve the
economy for money to a very considerable extent. It means either the
velocity will have to speed up greatly, or the interest rates have to
increase. You have to ration credit in one way or another, and it exerts
considerable sharp restraint. Is that analysis correct, or do you feel
that there is something missing here, that a 6-percent increase in the
money supply is a reasonable expansionary policy, or at least not a
very stringent policy?

Ar. BURNS. I do not think it is a very stringent policy, no. If you
tried to adjust the rate of growth of the money supply to the rate of
growth of dollar value of the gross national product, you could not,
over the long run, ever return to price stability.

Senator PROXM'IRE. Admitting that, is it not very important to try
to adjust it realistically to what the inflation actually is, recognizing
that, of course, if you had a 12-percent, or maybe a 12 plus 2, a 14-
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percent increase in the money supply, it might be highly inflationary,
that you have to recognize that there is a certain realism here in the
fact that you do have, in fact, as a fact of life, an increase in the cost
of living, and if you do not provide enough money to finance it, you
are going to have a very strenuous restraint?

Mr. BuRNs. Well, as you know, in this area we have been striving
for a middle course. A 5- or 6-percent rate of growth of the narrow
money supply is definitely too high from a viewpoint of general price
stability in the long run. On the other hand, such a restricted rate of
growth of the money supply, given a 2-digit inflation, will mean a
decline in the real money supply; that is true.

If we are ever to return to general price stability, a middle path, I
think, has to be selected. Whether the right figure is 5, 6, or 7, one can
argue about. But it cannot be zero, in my judgment, nor can it match
the rate of growth of the dollar value of the Nation's output.

Senator Pnox-MIRE. Why would it not be roughly equivalent, if you
have a 6-percent increase in the money supply and 12 percent in-
flation, to have a 6-percent decrease in the money supply if you have
zero inflation? I think we would all recognize that is being very
restrictive.

Mr. BuRXNs. If we had zero inflation, Senator, we could afford some
luxuries that we cannot afford at the present time, as far as the money
supply and bank credit are concerned.

Senator PROXMIRE. I do have this final point. You conclude your
statement with a generous offer of "full cooperation" with the studies
of inflation which this committee will be undertaking under the reso-
lution which passed the House last week.

The Joint Economic Committee, as you know, has only a small
professional staff, whereas the Federal Reserve has a large and well-
qualified staff of professional economists. I hope very much that we
can draw on your offer of "full cooperation" by obtaining technical
advice from your staff and perhaps by having your staff do some
special studies for us.

Mr. BURNS. We will be very glad to do that.
Senator PROX3nRE. I am going to ask the committee to explore with

you and your staff the special type of assistance we might be able to
get from you. Will that be agreeable?

Mr. BuRNs. Entirely.
Senator Pnox=ruE. As you pointed out, this committee has a very

lifficult and responsible task, and we very much need your assistance
and cooperation. And I am extremely grateful for it.

Thank you very much for another fine presentation. We appreciate
it.

Mr. BuRNs. Thank you, Senator.
Senator PnoximrE. The committee will stand in recess until 10

o'clock Wednesday morning, August 14, when we will hear Mr. I. W.
Abel.

[Whereupon, at 1:07 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Wednesday, August 14,1974.]



EXAM1INATION OF THE ECONOMIC SITUATION
AND OUTLOOK

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1974

CONxGRESS OF THIE UNITED STATIS,
JOINT EcONOMIc Co-Nr-r1rEr ,

WVashington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 1202,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (vice chair-
maan of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire, Humplirey, Bentscn, Jayits, and
ScIwelker; and Replresentatives Moorhead and Carey.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; John R. Karlik,
Loughlin F. McHugh, and Courtenay M. Slater, senior economists;
William A. Cox and Carl V. Sears, professional staff members;
Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant; Leslie J. Bander, minor-
ity economist: and *Walter 13. Laessig, minority counsel.

OPENIN-G STATEMENNT OiF SENATOR PnOXMIRE

Senator Pi4ox_)iimu. The committee will come to order. This morning
it is a pleasure to welcome as our witness Mr. I. W. Abel, president
of the United Steelworkers of America and chairman of the Economic
Policy Committee of the AFL-CIO. And I take it, Mr. Abel, you will
be speaking as chairman of the Economic Policy Committee of the
AVFL-CIO.

In just the short period since Mr. Abel accepted the committee's
invitation to testify, a new President of the United States has been
sworn into office. President Ford has indicated that he wants to move
swiftly and vigorously to deal with inflation and that he will urgently
seek the advice of Congress and of business and labor leaders as well
as of professional economists.

In response to the President's request, contained in his address to
Congress Monday night, the senior members of the Joint Economic
Committee wrote to President Ford yesterday to inform him that
interim conclusions and recommendations by this committee for deal-
ing with inflation will be available within 6 weeks. that is, by Sep-
tember 23. which is what the President requested in his message to
Congress on Monday night. These will be followed by a more detailed
and complete report which will be filed by December 31 under the
terms of Senate Concurrent Resolution 93.

This assignment to which the committee has committed itself will
not be an easv one. If there were easy answers to inflation, we would
have solved the problem long ago. However, the inauguration of a
new President gives us all hope that the spirit of cooperation so essen-
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tial to dealing with this problem can be achieved. A question of great
interest to this committee is the attitude which labor will take toward
renewed efforts at wage and price restraint.

Labor was not treated fairly under the wage and price controls.
Wages were controlled more effectively than prices, and this con-
tributed to an actual decline in the real value of the average worker's
weekly pay and a sharp decline. Will it now be possible to design a
program which will be fair and which will win the cooperation of all
major groups, including labor? The Banking Committees of both the
House and the Senate will begin consideration this week of new re-
quests for a Cost of Living Council. The readiness of labor and busi-
ness to cooperate in a new effort of this type is obviously the key to
whether such a renewed effort is worthwhile.

Thus it is most fortuitous that we have Mr. Abel here this morning
to meet with the committee. He may feel that we put him on the spot
with our questions. I assure you, Mr. Abel, we do not do so out of any
desire to harass, but because we need urgently to know your assessment
of the outlook, your views as to what constitute reasonable wage in-
creases at the present time, your attitudes toward the profits presently
being made by business, and your preferences as to the type of price-
wage monitorying agency, if any, which should be established.

So, Mr. Abel, go ahead any way you wish with your statement. I
have read your excellent prepared text. I read it last night and was
considerably impressed by it. Obviously this is one which you gave a
great deal of thought to, and it is a constructive and a helpful pro-
gram. We have had testimony now by a number of top economists of
the administration, and I have been disappointed in that they did not
have constructive programs. We hope they will change with the new
President.

If you wish to read your statement in full, that is fine, but if you
would prefer to summarize or abbreviate any part, the entire text will
be included in the hearing record.

So go right ahead, sir.

STATEMENT OF I. W. ABEL, CHAIRMAN, ECONOMIC POLICY COM-
MITTEE, AFL-CIO, AND PRESIDENT, UNITED STEELWORKERS OF
AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK L. FERNBACH, ASSISTANT

Mr. ABElL. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
My name is I. W. Abel, president of the United Steelworkers of

America. I appear here this morning before the committee as chair-
man of the AFT,-CIO Economic Policy Committee, and I am accom-
panied this morning by my assistant, Mr. Frank Fernbach, who
handles our economic special studies projects here in our Washington
office.

I want to thank the vice chairman and members of the committee
for this opportunity to present the views of the AFL-CIO on national
economic developments and trends.

The inauguration of President Ford on August 9 has given the
American people and the national economy a psychological lift. The
importance of such a boost to tl. a spirit of the American people cannot
be overestimated.
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However, this psychological boost must be supplemented, quiterapidly, by an economic program designed to solve, not perpetuate,
the economic problems that face the American people.

At its meeting in Chicago, August 5 and 6, the AFL-CIO Executive
Council devoted considerable attention to the sorry state of the na-tional economy. Not since the end of World War II have the American
people been faced by an economic situation as serious, as complex, oras dangerous. The problem was compounded by misguided policies ofthe last administration, by neglect, and by widespread public distrust
of the Government's ability to deal with economic difficulties.

These problems have by no means gone away with Mr. Nixon's
resignation. It is our hope that both the Congress and the new Fordadministration, now that the national nightmare is over, will turn theirfull attention to setting these matters straight.

The AFI-CIO Executive Council declared last February and againlast May that the American economy had been in an inflationary reces-sion since the final months of 1973, and recent Government figuresbear that out.
The dimensions of the problem are unchallengeable.
Inflation is continuing to climb. The average worker's buying poweris declining. Unemployment is up and is expected to rise during thecoming months. The highest interest rates in 100 years and a moneycrunch are creating depression conditions in the homebuilding indus-

trv and serious trouble for other parts of the economy.
The recession is continuing and appears to be deepening. A long,drawn-out recession, combined with continuing inflation, staresAmerica in the face.
The stepped-up rise of prices was set off by the Russian grain dealin July 1972. The price rise began to accelerate in the second half of1972, during phase II of the last administration's so-called stabiliza-tion program, a one-sided program of controls on workers' wages andheavily weighted in favor of big business and big banks.
Inflation was aggravated by devaluations of the American dollarand vast exports of farm products and crude materials in short supply,such as steel scrap, copper scrap, and even wastepaper.
It was aggravated further in 1972, an election year, when the Fed-eral Reserve supplied a rather easy flow of money and credit. atslowly rising interest rates, which encouraged speculation and thebuildup of installment and business debt.
Added pressures on the rising prices of key farm products, rawand crude materials, resulted from hectic speculation and profiteeringin the essentially unregulated commodity exchanges.
The energy emergency in the autumn of 1973 and the winter of1973-74, with the extraordinary rise of prices of oil and petroleum

products, added still further to accelerating inflation and the economicwoes of the American people.
The last administration's response to these developing troubles,which it set off and, in large part, encouraged, was to adopt restrictivemonetary and fiscal policies in early 1973. By the late winter and earlyspring of 1974, the Government's economic program boiled down tovery tight money, sharply rising interest rates, and a holddown onexpenditures for essential programs, such as low- and moderate-incomehousing.

42-30D--75--21
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These policies could not possibly curb this rising tide of inflation.

But they hit homebuilding first and hardest; residential construction,
which declined in 1973, is now in a depression. They were a major

factor in throwing the American economy into today's continuing
recession. They generated even more inflation by raising costs and

prices.
Moreover, these policies, and the money crunch they created, now

present the threat of a deepening recession, business failures and high
unemployment, while inflation persists.

Take a look at these facts, Mr. Vice Chairman:
Inflation, with its very marked effects on food and fuel prices,

which have been spreading to the prices of industrial goods, utilities,

and services, has had a particularly devastating effect on most retied
people, and on low- and middle-income families with children. Their

living standards have been undermined.
The buying power of the average workers weekly takehomie pay

has dropped to about the level of 1965, 9 long years ago.
The number of unemployed rose more than 750,000 between October

1973 and July 1974. If unemployment reaches a 6-percent rate, which

Government economists say is possible by the end of this year, it

would mean an additional 650,000 jobless. The way things are going

at present, the rise of unemployment may be considerably greater
than that.

In recent months, the real volume of retail sales, after accounting for
higher prices, has been about 5 percent below the same period of

last year.
A housing shortage has been developing, while both housing starts

and building permits have been falling sharply.
Confronted by the highest interest rates since the Civil War. many

cities and counties are postponing bond issues and delaying invest-
ment in public facilities and services.

Public utilities are cutting back plant expansion programs. Even
such large corporations cannot afford today's interest rates, since they
are also faced by inflated fuel costs.

These actions by local governments and public utilities mean cuts
in heavy construction, reduced orders for machinery, fewer jobs, and
increasing unemployment.

The monetary policies of the last administration have brought the
American economy to the edge of disaster.

A decisive change is needed to begin to lift the economy out of its
present mess and onto the road to balance and health.

A decisive change in economic policies is also essential to maintain
the psychological lift of the past few days and restore public confi-

dence in the Government's ability to manage economic problems with
fairness, equity, and justice.

Against this background, Mr. Vice Chairman, it should come as no
surprise that workers are reaching for higher wage settlements at
the bargaining table. The stepped-up inflation of the past 2 years
leaves them no other choice but to try to stem their losses through nego-
tiations with their employers.

By the time Mr. Nixon stepped down from office, the inflation rate
was more than double what it was in early 1969.

Over the 12 months that ended in June, the consumer price index
shot up 11.1 percent, and even higher prices are already inescapable.
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During the 12 months through July, whvholesale prices climbed 20.4
percent. Wholesale farm prices have turned up. and during the past
quarter, wholesale prices of industrial goods rose at an annual rate
of 30.4 percent. These increases are now on their way to the retail
market and the consumer .

In June, the buying power of the average worker's weekly take-
home pay was 4.5 percent lower than the year before and nearly 7 per-
cent lower than in October 1972. June was the 15th consecutive month
in which the average -worker's buying power was below the level of
the year before. It stands, as I said earlier. at about the level of 1965.

The Labor Department tells us that during the 12 months ending
in July, the average worker's hourly lage rose only 8 percent, and that
includes all wage increases, cost-of-living adjustments. and the long-
delayed rise in the Federal minimum wage front $1.60 to $2 an hour.

W11'age settlements reached in major collective bargaining contracts
during the April-June quarter this year carried an average first-year
increase of 9.2 percent, or 7.4 percent over the life of the agreemlent,
plus cost-of-living escalators in many of the agreements.

So workers are still falling short of the 11.1-percent increase in
Ii ing costs over the past year and are still losing ground.

The incomes and living standards of workers, pensioners and others
living on low fixed incomes are being squeezed. But other types of
incomes and costs are shooting up sharply.

Even though real economic growth has been declining, corporate
after-tax profts jumped 28 percent in the second quarter of this year,
according to a preliminary estimate by the First National City Bank
of New York. The bank said "the advance appears to be largely, if not
entirely, due to rising prices."

That 28 percent profit increase came after a 19-percent increase in
the first quarter, when the economy was in the sharpest decline since
the recession of 1958. It followed profit boosts of 26 percent in 1973,
25 percent in 1972, and 17 percent in 1971.

The prime interest rate, which the commercial banks charge on loans
to the major corporations, jumped from 6 percent in early '1973. and
S3/4 percent in the first half of last March to 12 percent at present.
That is a rise of 100 percent in the past IS months and 37 percent in
5 months.

The tight money, high interest rate policy, enforced by the Federal
Reserve, is putting the economy through a wringer, It has pushed the
economy to the brink of disaster. A depressed home-building industry,
declining national production and increased unemployment have been
added to runaway inflation.

This spectacular rise of interest rates is adding sharply to infla-
tionary pressures. It is directly boosting prices throughout the econ-
omy, as business passes oln increased interest rate costs. By creating
slump conditions. it is depressing productivity and adding to upward
pressures on unit costs and prices. In the name of fighting inflation, the
Federal Reserve has become an engine of inflation.

These interest rates are boosting the taxpayers' burden. Interest
payments on the Federal debt rose $5.3 billion between fiscal years
1973 and 1974, much of it due to higher interest rates. It is also increas-
ing the interest payment burden of State and local governments.
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Along with the immediate damage, the Federal Reserve's policy is
building higher costs into the economy for many years in the future.

For example, payments on principal and interest for a 25-year,
$25,000 mortgage at a 10-percent rate are $227 a month. That is $66
a month more, every month for 25 years, than the same mortgage at
6 percent. So over 25 years, the buyer will pay $68,000 for his $25,000
mortgage, or $19,800 more than he would pay at the 6-percent rate.

The Federal Reserves' goal is to further slow down the economy.
If it succeeds, it will increase unemployment, which has already risen
from 4.6 percent of the labor force to 5.3 percent last October. That is
an increase from 4.1 million to 4.9 million jobless.

The high interest squeeze is creating further weakness in the econ-
onmy, in addition to the depressed state of home-building and weakness
in retail sales.

Major cities and counties have found it impossible to float needed
bonds issues at current interest rates, resulting in the postponement of
improvement in community facilities and services, as well as curbing
the growth of job opportunities.

Public utilities, confronted by these interest rates and high fuel
costs, are cutting back plant expansion despite the need for additional
gas and electricity facilities, adding to the 10.6-percent unemployment
rate among construction workers and cutting the expansion of jobs
for utility workers.

Such cuts in private and public investments now pose the danger of
widespread reductions of the large inventories business accumulated
in the past year. The result could be cancellations of orders for goods
in the coming months and a general drop in production, working
hours, and employment.

Moreover. the Federal Reserve policy is discriminatory. It favors
the powerful big-city commercial banks, wealthy money lenders, and
money-laden major corporations. But it hits workers and consumers,
home-builders and home-buyers, communities, smaller businesses and
even those corporations, like public utilities, that need lower-interest
loans. While all of these have been starved for credit, there has been a
continuing flow of loans for other purposes, such as foreign loans.

Governor Andrew Brimmer of the Federal Reserve Board reported
last month that American banks increased the flow of money to foreign
borrowers by $8.5 billion during the first 5 months of this year.

"Only a small share of the rise in bank loans to foreigners has been
associated with export financing," Brimmer said. "Instead, it appears
that, with the termination of nonexport foreign lending restraints,
banks have de-emphasized export financing and intensified their
interest in developing other foreign lending and investment oppor-
tunities."

Nothing could be clearer than the fact that the tight money, high
interest rate policies worked against the interests of the American
economv and the American people.

These policies can reduce the rate of inflation only by subjecting
the American people to the suffering of a depression or extended
recession.

High interest rates and the rising price of homes, plus the phase-out
of Federal low- and moderate-income housing programs have brought
a sharp drop in residential construction since early 1973.
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Prices of homnes and rents for new apartmnents have risen sharply.
Credit for buildcrs' loans is drying up and available only at very high
rates. Moreover, the upward spiral of interest rates, led by the major
commercial banks, has resulted in the large-scale withdrawal of funds
from savings and loan associations and mutual savings banks, wvhich
are the main source of mortgage money.

Housing starts during the first half of this year were 31 percentbelow the comparable part of 1973, and in 1973, they were 13 percent
below 1972.

Price inflation and the cutback in federally assisted home production
have also shifted production toward the high end of the price scale.
Less than 5 percent of new homes sold are now priced at under $20,000,
and less than 30 percent at under $30,000. The median new home sales
price is up to about $36,000.

As a consequence, most American families have been priced out of
the housing market. It would noow require an $18,000 income to meet
total home- ownership costs on a home with a $30,000 mortgage, which
rules out about three-fourths of American families.

The annual rate of 1.6 million housing starts in 1974, so far, isbarely keeping pace with the annual increase in households over the
past 2 years. It does not allow for replacement of an estimated 700,000units lost from the housing supply annually due to demolitions. fire,
flood and other causes. and it does not begin to allow for housing to
accommodate the mobility and migration of the population. Tie over-
all production deficiency creates housing shortages which breed more
inflation.

Mr. Vice Chairman, the question of where low and moderate income
families will find adequate housing has been ignored by the Federal
Government. The rapidly increasing conversion of housing to con-
dominium status is bringing crisis to hundreds of thousands of fami-
lies that are being displaced because they cannot afford to pay the
price.

In addition, it is estimated that as much as 2.5 percent of the hous-
ing units sold this year will be condominiums. and that fact is creat-
ing nel problems for those who can afford to buv them. as well as
for those who cannot. Many of these people are finding themselvessaddled with escalating management and recreational fees under long-
term contracts, as well as mortgage payments. There is no adequate
consumer protection at Federal., State or local government levels.

The housing chaos reacted by the last administration has to be
cleaned up as quickly as possible.

We of the labor movement urge the new administration and theCongress to restore residential construction to a level that will meet
the needs of the American people by taking these steps:

One, we recommend the administration should use the remaining
unused contract authority for housing assistance payments to make
new commitments that will support the construction of additional
units under the section 235 home ownership assistance. and section 236
rental housing assistance programs. It should also utilize such addi-
tional authority as the Congress may enact in support of conventional
low-rent public housing and assisted housing for the elderly.
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Two, the Congress should enact sufficient additional contractual
authority for annual assistance payments under the conventional pub-
lic housing, section 235, and section 236 programs that would permit
those programs to be fully implemented during fiscal years 1975 and
1976.

Three, the Congress should enact pending legislation that would
permit direct loans and housing assistance payments to provide hous-
ing for low and moderate income senior citizens.

Four, the Congress should enact proposed legislation that would
provide for middle income home mortgage financing at lower interest
rates than those presently available, through mortgage purchases by
the Government National Mortgage Association.

Five, the Congress should adopt legislation to -protect American
families from abrupt displacement from apartment houses being con-
verted to condominiums, and to protect consumers who purchase con-
domniniums against hidden, long-term charges.

The AFL-CIO is convinced that the tight money, high interest pol-
icies pursued by the Federal Reserve are a dire threat to the well-
being of the American people. We belieev that an immediate and
thorough change in monetary policy is essential. We trust President
Ford will agree.

For our part, we seen an urgent need for much lower interest rates,
combined with a selective monetary policy based on social and eco-
nomic priorities. In our view. the extension of available credit should
be eased for high priority objectives, and tightened for low priority
purposes.

Therefore, Mr. Vice Chairman, the AFL-CIO:
One, urges the Congress to take immediate action to direct the

Federal Reserve System to allocate available bank credit on a selective
basis, to allocate a significant portion of available bank credit, at
reasonable interest rates, for such priority purposes as housing, com-
munity facilities, and expansion of essential public utility plants
and to curb the flow of credit for such activities as gambling casinos.
land speculation, hoarding. foreign loans, and foreign subsidiaries of
American companies.

The Federal Reserve System should also be directed to provide a
sufficient expansion of money and credit, at lower interest rates, to
encourage the needed expansion of economic activity and job
opportunities.

Two, we urge establishment of a direct lending program by the
Federal Government to provide mortgages at reasonable interest
rates for middle income housing, as well as expansion of Government
programs for low and moderate income housing, which have been
curbed in the past 2 years.

Three, the AFL-CIO calls on the Congress to establish a fair and
equitable means of raising the required volume of Federal revenue to
meet the Government's obligations for maintaining its operations and
expanding essential programs.

Elimination of the major loopholes in the Federal tax structure and
adoption of an excess profits tax can raise as much as $30 billion of
additional revenue. Proposals for further tax cuts for business, which
the administration and big business spokesmen are advocating, should
be rejected.
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The average taxpayer will be able to obtain a genuine tax break
when everyone pays his fair share of the Federal tax burden.

Four, the AFL-CIO reiterates our request to the Congress to enact
Government controls on exports of agricultural and other products
in short domestic supply, to be maintained until shortages are ended
and inflationary pressures on prices of such products subside.

Effective Government regulation of the commodity exchanges, in-
cluding margin requirements, is needed to curb price boosting, exces-
sive speculation, and profiteering.

The Government should rebuild America's stockpile reserves of
agi icultural products and raw materials which have been depleted in
the past 2 years. The reestablishment of such reserves to adequate
levels as rapidly as feasible is necessary to serve as a price-stabilizing
factor, as well as for national security and to help meet domestic or
foreign emergencies such as floods, shortages, or famines.

Five. we urge the Congress to appropriate the funds needed for a
large-scale public service employment program. Substantial Federal
grants to the States and local governments are required to create jobs
for the unemployed and provide unmet public services.

Six. and finally, Mtr. Vice Chairman, the AFL-CIO calls on the
Congr ess to enact a special program of Federal grants to States, local
and Federal governments and Federal agencies to accelerate short-term
public works construction and repairs in areas of high unemployment.

Mr. Vice Chairman, there is a great deal more to be said about the
grave state of the American economy, but I have confined this testi-
monv to those areas where, in labor's view, the greatest dangers lie.
These are the areas that we believe most urgently require the immedi-
ate attention of this committee and the Congress.

For 5 years the economy has been given heavy doses of the wrong
medicine. The resulting imbalances and inequities cannot be allowed
to continue very much longer.

11W7e in organized labor have great faith in the strength and re-
siliency of this Nation and its institutions, including its economy. But
thie time has come to return to a sane, humane system of national
priorities and to make the policy changes that are necessary to restore
the national economy to health.

American workers and the American people are in deep economic
trouble. and they are looking to this Congress and President Ford for
relief. That relief must come soon, if we are to escape economic chaos.

Thank you. MNr. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROX1-IRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Abel.
Again, as I said, this was a very helpful presentation, and it pro-

vides as such a, welcome balance for our hearings. We have heard one
song sung over and over again by a series of administration witnesses.
and you come in with a view that is quite different and has a lot of
merit.

There is a great deal in here with which I heartily agree. Your
analysis of the causes of our present plight. I think, is sound. In your
statement, what you say about housing is most constructive. Congress-
man Moorhead and I have just been in 41/2 weeks of conference on
the housing bill. so we are very concerned about that. I am also chair-
man of the Appropriations Subcommittee that handles the money for
housing, so we are delighted to get this enlightened view of the neces-
sitv. absolute necessity of moving head with the depressed industry
which is suffering very seriously.
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You had a startling revelation that just had not been called to my
attention in your statement. I think it tells us a lot about what kind
of policy is likely to be effective. You point out that retail sales in real
terms have dropped 5 percent this year. Just think what that means.
Here is the year of our worst inflation; effective demand has gone
down, and the prices have gone up. Now, when we take the first kind
of an economic primer, we learn that when demand falls, prices are
supposed to fall off; or on the contrary, if demand goes up, and people
want to buy more, then prices go up. But it has not been working
that way. It has been working in quite a contrary way.

I would like to ask you before I get into some other specific ques-
tions, because it is very helpful if I can quantify this, what you would
foresee if the present policies are continued in general by the new ad-
ministration. We hope they will be changed to some extent along the
]ines that you recommend. But supposing they are not. What do you
predict is likely to happen to growth for the rest of this year?

Mr. ABEL. Quite frankly, Senator, we are very much disturbed that
if this present policy is continued, we will see the unemployment rate
grow. We will see a falling off of industrial productivity as a result
of what is already taking place in the building at excessive rates of
industrial inventories. Naturally, the inability then of people to meet
their obligations, their debts and so on, and a real spiraling movement
then into a deep economic depression.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, I want to get as specific as I can, and I
want to ask you about each of them. First, growth; second, unemploy-
ment; and third, prices.

What do you expect to have developed as the year goes on, say by
the end of this year, in terms of the growth of the economy? As you
know, it declined 7-percent annual rate the first quarter; 1-percent
annual rate the second quarter; and so far the evidence is that it has
been fairly stable in this quarter, but it may have moved down a little
bit further. What do you anticipate for the rest of the year?

Mr. ABEL. I myself feel strongly from what I have seen, Senator,
and with the limited knowledge I have, that with the exception of basic
industries such as steel and aluminum, I think we are going to see a
further reduction of productivity. I think that in both the steel in-
dustry and the aluminum industry-where productivity is much
higher than the rest of the economy, and higher, I might say, than
the normal, average growth-that we will see, still see a continua-
tion

Senator PROXmiRE. A continued reduction? Do you expect pro-
duction to decline?

Mr. ABEL. No. I expect in the basic industries for it to continue.
Senator PROXMIRE. But overall?
Mr. ABEL. But overall I think there will be a decline.
Senator PROxMiRE. How about unemployment, which the admin-

istration says it will go between 51/2 and 6 percent, and Walter Heller
said it would go up as high as 7 percent. Do you have any views on
that?

Mr. ABEL. I think it is very possible that Walter Heller might be
correct. I would point out that while we talk in terms of the number
of unemployed-and I make the point in my testimony here that it has
increased by 700,000, and if we go to 6 percent it will be another
650,000--a very important fact in regard to this that we are over-
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looking is the fact that for each unemployed, we are talking about
four people. So that when we say that there are already 700,000 added
to the unemployment rolls, we are talking pretty much of 3 million
people who are deprived of an adequate income. This is an important
factor in our view.

Senator PROXMIRE. How about the prices? Again, the administra-
tion says they think price increases will drop between 7 and 8 percent.
Others say that will continue close to double digit. We have had this
recent wholesale price index which is the biggest increase we have had
in a year, in July, an increase, as you know, of 3.7 percent, a whopping
increase.

Mfr. ABETL. I can only remind you in that regard, Senator, in 1971
when the President instituted the freeze, and then the Pay Board
and Price Board, we were told then that we were going to roll back
the rate of inflation to 2.5 percent. We established, I remind you, our
wage guidelines. On that assurance, allowing 3 percent for economic
growth and 2.5 percent. for inflationary growth, we established the
i5.5 limitation on wage adjustments, but never did we even approach
the 2.5 limitation on cost of living or inflation, and we see no imme-
diate steps in that direction now. It is now 11 percent and going higher.
When we see the roll-in-

Senator PROXMIRE. So you do not see any reason to expect price
increases are going to abate at all unless we adopt-

MAIr. ABEL. Not at all. I think a good example of this is automobile
pricing at the present time. We have had an oversupply of auto-
mobiles. Every dealer is loaded to the hilt. Unemployment is rather
high at the present time in the auto industry. But the prices keep
going up on automobiles.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is right. We see a reversal of the demand
drops off so prices go up, and it ought to be exactly the opposite.

TN[r. ABEL. So it is a clear indication that the administered prices
we have

Senator PROXMIRE. What I was getting at, these are fixed-fixed
corporate prices, and we are going to have to get tough and cut down.
Mr. Kauper of the Antitrust Division has been talking about a fight
to stop big corporate price fixing. and we hope he gets into it, I hope
President Ford gives him lots of support, and I also think that we
in Congress ought to give as much support as we can.

Let me point out, your fine statement contains a number of recom-
mendations-credit allocation, housing assistance, tax reform, agri-
cultural policy, public employment, public works-but you do not
reallv tell us what to do about inflation. All of us are puzzled about
what to do. Cutting the budget will help, but as strongly as I support
spending cuts. I know that will not do the whole job. Or even the
main part of it. Steel prices are up 40 percent. Now, you are in the
steel industry. That is vour industry; you are expert in that industry.
There has never been a vear when we have had anything like that.
There was 1 year right after World War II when they went up 22
percent. But 40 percent in 1-year. vou know. you can go a whole decade
without a 40-percent increase, and a 1-year 40-percent increase, nobody
can tell me that wage increases are responsible for a 40-percent price
increase. There is no indication that I know of , of a demand situation
that really would justify that kind of an increase.
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In the past 12 months. crude oil prices are up 78 percent, sugar
prices up 88 percent, industrial chemicals up 50 percent. Now, this
kind of an increase is something that is really at the heart of our
inflation. The kind of policies we are talking about would not stop
these runaway price increases. 'I think we just have to have some kind
of an agreement-some kind of a business, labor, Government getting
together to call a halt to this.

My first question to you, of course, is labor willing to do that?
Mr. ABEL. Labor has always been willing, in fact, more than willing

I would say to cooperate in every respect, as we have said repeatedly,
make every sacrifice needed, providing that all segments of our econ-
omy make equal sacrifices, that there be equity in whatever type of
a program is necessary.

Senator PROXNEIRE. President Ford has now been pushing a price
monitoring agency, and a wage-price monitoring agency is being
pushed very hard. The House is about to mark it up today. The Senate
is setting hearings on it tomorrow, and we want to push it through, he
wants to have us push it through rapidly. He called me on the tele-
phone, and that has not very often happened to this Senator by any
President. He called me yesterday and asked me to support it. so he
must be calling a lot of other people. How do you feel about it?

Mr. ABEL. Well, I would have to say this with respect to what they
have been talking about for the last few weeks. The need for legisla-
tion to establish this kind of an monitoring system, certainly in my
view. the President has this at his comfimand now. He has the Economic
Council, he has the Cabinet members who are the Secretaries of Com-
merce, Labor, and Agriculture. All of these people have the economic
data at their fingertips that he can call upon and say, let us have a
look at what is going on, let us m6nitor this thing. If he-is talking
about this sort of thing that people have advocated, then, I think he
already has it. All he has to do is to utilize the people that lie has at
hand.

Now, if he is talking on the other hand of establishing once again
a sort of an advisory, 'tripartite advisory council of labor and busi-
ness. the public, I think some good can come of that. We have had
similar bodies during the Kennedy and Johnson administrations. I
think they were helpful in advising and assisting in these areas. Some-
thing like that I believe could be helpful.

I would say this, off the top of my head, that whatever the proposals
are, I am sure that the labor movement-and President Meany, is the
one that should be responding to that degree, and I am sure he will in
a few days here-will be more than. willing to sit down and listen to
any kind of a proposal, and to extend every cooperation with some
assurance that we are not going to get the same kind of shabby treat-
ment that we were subjected to in 1971.

Senator PRoxIMuE. That is mighty welcome.
Congressman Moorhead.
Representative MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman. Mr.

Abel. I welcome you particularly in your capacity as president of the
United Steelworkers of America, because the headquarters of that
great union are in my congressional district. I consider you to be a
close friend as we have flown back and forth between Washington and
Pittsburgh on numerous occasions. So I welcome you, sir.
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I also want to commend you on this excellent statement. I do not
think that any statement on the economy has analyzed the situation
with such insight and offered more helpful solutions to problems that
I find terribly difficult to analyze.

Mr. Abel, you were talking to the vice chairman on the subject of
productivity, and you mentioned productivity in the steel and the
aluminum industries which, of course, you are familiar with. I know
that you and the steel industry have been leaders in having labor and
management sit down and work together toward increased produc-
ti vity.

I wonder if you could tell us a little bit about your experiences,
emphasizing, in particular, how your experiences could be translated
into other areas of the economy ?

Mr. ABEL. Well, quite frankly, Mr. -Congressmani. we have been
very much interested, concerned, I might say. both the industry and
our members with the unique problems of the steel industry. Here
again, I take this occasion to point out that it came about mainly be-
cause of our lax trade policies, and the unfairness of much of our
policies in the foreign trade area. Because of this kind of a loose
policy, we found that roughly 20 percent of the American steel market
had gone to foreign producers. At that point we both recognized we
had a mutual problem, one of coping with foreign competition, as well
as one of reviving a basic industry that this country greatly needed,
not only in the past, but in the future. S6 we set about to see'how it
bias we could jointly approach this problem. We did it in two ways.
We camae to Congress, we came to the then administration for aid with
respect to trade policies. We did, with. the'great help of our good
friend, Senator Hmnphrely, work out some voluntary import quotas
wvith competing companies. Then .we got looking at our productivity
problems, we established productivity cd'mmittees in every steel plant
across.this country. and fiom the top of the industry to the plant level,
and from the top of our union to the plan level we have been working
on these problems. I am happy, to say that we have made great
progress. ..

The imports have been cut from 17.3 million tons in 1.971 to just a
little below the 12-million ton rate as of now. In productivity, while
the rest .of business and industry in this country dropped below the
normal 3-percent growth rate last year, the basic steel industry pro'
ductivity improvement factor was in excess of 10 percent. So, I think
this is an indication that we have done a good job. I think that both
the industry and our members and the economy of this country is much
better off because of this approach.

I would go further and say again that a lot of the encouragement
for our efforts in the productivity area came from a tripartite com-
mittee on productivity that was set up by the Federal Government a
few years ago, but now, too, has gone out of existence.

Representative MOORHEAD. Would one of your recommendations to
this committee be to reestablish a tripartite committee on productivity ?

Mr. ABEL. Yes. I think this is very helpful. You know. a lot of
times in our society and in our wav of life we recogRize the need to
do something, but we are maybe a little reluctant on our own to take
that step for fear that it might not meet with popular approval. I
think this is the case too often. In our case, it has met, I am happy to
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say, with overwhelming approval and participation by our people,
because again here we recognized what has happening to our indus-
try, and in turn, there are jobs and communities in this country, and
we put ourselves to these things.

In addition, I remind you that in our industry we were willing and
able to sit down, and because of our mutual concern, work out what
we called our experimental negotiating agreements which assured the
industry, our members and the Nation that we would not be en-
countering basic steel strikes or lockouts. There would not be the need
for the building up of huge stockpiles or the increasing of foreign
imports. It has worked to the mutual benefit of all concerned.

Representative MOORIHEAD. I think that you and your union have
pioneered work in this area, Mr. Abel, and you are to be strongly
commended for reaching this type of agreement. It benefits the mem-
bers of your unioi and actually benefits the industry, too. It might be
helpful to the committee if you could expand your remarks on this
subject and give us more specific information which might be helpful
to other unions and industries.

Mr. ABEL. Good.
Representative MOORHEAD. I notice that in your statement you dis-

cuss the need for a large scale public service employment program.
In previous testimony before this committee the Chairman of the
Federal Reserve System, Mr. Burns, suggested a $4 billion program
which would be put into effect whenever national unemployment
reached a rate of 6 percent.

What I would like to ask you, sir, is whether you think that dollar
amount and that 6-percent trigger is approximately correct, or do you
have a different level of funding or unemployment rate in mind?

Mr. ABEL. I have no idea, and I question whether anybody else has
as to the total expenditure or the requirements. I think it depends on
how we look at the needs, the problems, and the extent to which we
want to go. With respect to unemployment again, this is a matter of
judgment. Are we talking about overall unemployment or specific
unemployment? As I point out here, in our building construction
trades in this country today we have better than 10 percent unem-
ployment. These are the highly skilled workers of this country who
are unemployed because, again, of tight money policies, primarily. And
the inability of people to afford housing is one example.

So, it depends on certain variances.
With respect to the need, the need is there, and certainly we should

get on with it. I served, I am happy to say, on the Civil Disorders
Commission in 1968, and we filed with the President and with the
Congress a comprehensive report of things we felt strongly then that
were needed in our major cities. Not a thing has been done with it. We
have not cleaned out the slums. In New York City, as an example,
where we toured Stuyvesant and Harlem, and witnessed the devasta-
tion around and the great need, we have seen nothing done about im-
proving that. We have seen continuing building of multimillion-dollar
skvscrapers in the center city of New York, but nothing about the
slums and the conditions surrounding that great empire.

I would sav that now is the time that Congress and the Federal
Government should give some attention to the recommendations of
the Civil Disorders Commission and get on with this job. I think now
is the time we should give consideration to the needs of our major
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metropolitan areas for assistance in providing transit systems so people
call get to their jobs and get home again. I think now is the time,
we talk about national defense, you luiow, and even the President in
his message to the Congress the other night and to the people, pointed
out that this is one area that wve were going to continue our efforts.
I think it is time we recognized the futility of all of our efforts in.
national defense if we let our rail systems go completely to pot, as
we are doing. The time is now to start rebuilding that rail system.
Only the Federal Government can do it. Private enterprise is not going,
to do it. Thev wrecked it. The Federal Government wvill have to rebuild
it, and I think now is the time to start oln it, and these are the things
that are needed now to help the economy. It will help unemployment,
and it will do the things on a long range, lasting basis that this country
needs.

Representative MKOORTHEAD. Thank you very much, Mr. Abel. My
time has expired, and I must go to the other side of the Capitol where
we are considering the establishment of a Cost of Living Council;
so I am glad to have had the benefit of your answers to Senator P1rox-
mile's questions oln this important issue. Thank you very much.

Mr. ABEL. Thank you, Congressman.
Senator PuOoxmiRE. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. M~r. Abel, I am delighted to see you here, and it is

quite interesting to me that everything you are mentioning here has
been very high on my agenda, and so I would like to be rather specific
about the particular bills.

First, as to the monitoring agency about which you were asked,
Arthur Burns recommends that we also crank into it the capability
for the agency to have a "cooling off" period, or the power to stay a
particularly vital wage or price increase as much as 45 days. The
administration is not going for that, and Mr. Rush just testified up-
stairs before the new Budget Committee, of which I am a member,
against it.

Do you have any feeling about whether the monitoring agency
should or should not have any such authority?

Mr. ABEL. I would be opposed to it, Senator, again on the basis of
our experience. We did encounter in the summer of 1971 the imme-
diate freeze, which, of course, is all right for the fellow that has
already had his, but for the ones that are in line, it certainly is an
added hardship. Many people did suffer because of that freeze period.
The same sort of thing happens today. I think certainly we have to
look at things the way they are. If you have had yours, fine, and if
you have something due you, you certainly should be given consider-
ation in that regard.

But, then you can also start cranking in sort of the guidelines and
the yardstick that is going to have to have a governing impact on us
in the future. But, I would be opposed to any immediate freeze.

Senator JA`VITS. I have legislation in on a monitoring agency, and
also I understand yesterday a new bill was introduced by Senator
Sparkman and Senator Tower. That will be out for hearing, Senator
Proxm ire said, tomorrowv and I expect to testify in favor of it.

Now. on the productivity council, which has been a long-standing
legislative effort of mine, do you believe that the productivity council
experience of World War II served a useful purpose, where we had
5.000 such labor-management councils on local and industry bases?
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Do you believe that they would be a very useful tool now, and do you
feel that labor would cooperate if it were done in good faith?

Mr. ABEL. I am highly in support of that kind of a program. Here
again, as I say, our experience within basic steel has been very good.
It has been beneficial to all concerned.

But again, I would point out these are mutual endeavors, and they
have to be approached with that point of view. Workers camnot be
expected by industry just to be utilized, used and discarded. They have
to be accepted as equal partners and have the opportunity,' if you
please, and we have not. of going into management people and ques-
tioning their decisions, and recommending a different course. Even
appealing to the next step, if we feel that there is merit to our views,
in contrast to management's views. This is with respect to productiv-
ity, utilization of forces, the whole gambit. Quite frankly, Senator,
it has been working, and working well in the steel industry.

Senator JAVITS. Well, now, do you have it on an industrywide basis,
or plant, or company, or how is it set up ?

Mr. ABEL. We have it in the basic steel industry from the very top
of management in the industry to the plant level, the work manager,
the foreman and supervisor, and we have it in the union from my level
down to the shop steward, and the officers of the local union. One of
my assistants, as an example, devotes practically full time to working
with his counterpart in the industry, giving guidance and assistance
to these productivity committees.

Senator JAVITS. Do you feel, Mr. Abel, that that could be approached
through the AFL-CIO on an all-union basis?

Mr. ABEL. Very definitely.
Senator JAVITS. I have talked with Mr. Meany about it. I shall

pursue it and pursue it with the President.
I note also that you are for some form of a budget of our food re-

sources, which I thoroughly approve of, and that would include,
would it not, a determination as to what we can or cannot export?

Mir. ABEL. Correct. Very much.
Senator JAVITS. Also, knowing you as I do, I am sure you would be

for some reserve for famine and starvation and catastrophe, whether
it happened here or happened anywhere else?

Mr. ABEL. That is exactly the point that we are making there,
Senator. We are very much disturbed, have been and were at the time
of the grain deals, and certainly now that concern is bolstered by the
reduced crop that we are having because of weather conditions. This
is always a danger and a threat to a society such as ours. We suggest,
too, Senator, that we go beyond foods to having some kind of control
on exports of raw materials. Here is an example in it again in the basic
steel industry. We are hard pressed, and a lot of the price increasing
comes not from wage costs, but as an example, scrap costs; and the
price of scrap steel rose in this country from around $40 a ton to as
high as $160 a ton because we were once again shipping all of the scrap
to Japan and foreign producers who were in a position to bid the
price up.

Senator JAVITS. You also, however, understand the need for a two-
way track, and you want us to have some judiciousness about this.

Mr. ABEL. Right.
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Senator JAVITS. The other thing I would like to ask you about is
your feeling on the misallocation of credit. I am sure Senator Hum-
plhrey will question you about that, and I do not want to anticipate
what he would say, but he has been very, very eloquent on that score.
I take it that you would favor some form of control in that area,
whatever we thought might be a feasible control?

Mr. ABEL. E xactly, and preference given to certain needs of society.
Senator JAVITS. I think you would find some comfort in the housing

bill. We adopted the report in the Senate yesterday, and I think it is
very strong.

Finally, on the public service employment, we are pushing ahead
with the hearing on my bill with Senator Nelson for 500,000 public
service jobs with a 6-percent unemployment trigger at a $4 billion
price tag. The only difference between our bill, and it has been in for
some months, and MIr. Burns' suggestion is that he set a low figure
of $6,000 for jobs, and our experience is, it takes $8,000.

Do you feel, MIr. Abel, that with your estimate of 650,000 jobs as
being the deficiency, and do you have a 6-percent unemployment, and
this is national, it would be by our labor markets, that the 500,000 is
a reasonable order of magnitude of public service employment with
,%which to meet that kind of an initiative?

It is not job for job, but do you feel it is a reasonable shadow that
the Govermnent can do to help materially?

Mr. ABEL. I think, Senator, as always this is a beginning. I do not
believe, of course, that it is going to be the end-all. I myself feel, you
know, that it is wrong for our kind of a society to say we accept a
4 percent unemployment rate, a 5 percent or a 6 percent. I think, after
all, it is the national policy, through act of Congress, that we are for
full employment, we want everybody that is desirous of a job and able
to perform a job, to have it. Certainly it is our view that where we have
unemployment, we have public need, whether it be slum clearance,
rapid transit development, public schools, hospitals, and God knows,
the need seems to be never ending. We should be utilizing the resources
we have, which include manpower and skills and ability along with our
resources to alleviate these conditions.

So, while I hesitate to say that your proposal is the end-all, I am
sure you do not intend it to be, it is a start in the right direction, and a
good start. And we are for it.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Air. Abel.
Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
AIr. ABEL. I would just add, you know, Senator, I had the occasion

to meet the other day with some German industrialists, and I find that
they are very disturbed because there is an unemployment rate of
2 percent in Germany. We seem to be prepared to accept 6 percent.

Senator JAVITS. Yes. I thoroughly agree, and there is no magic in
the figure except it represents a measure of the national urgency which
would induce Congress to come through with this kind of an expanded
public service employment program.

Thank you, Mir. Vice Chairman.
Senator PROXMIRE. Senator Humphrey.
Senator HumnHEY. My good friend, Mr. Abel, I want to compli-

ment you on your statement and to thank you for your constructive
testimony.
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Mr. ABEL. Thank you.
Senator HumPHmEY. We have received some very practical, sound

advice here, much needed, might I say, because much of what we hear
is what I call the old time religion economics which is basically the
economics of high interest rates, tight money, balanced budgets, and
investment policy. I happen to believe that there is merit to a degree
in all of those, but the emphasis has been away from what I believe
are the social necessities and the social needs of our country. As
Senator Javits indicated, I was particularly pleased with your recom-
mendation to the Congress to take immediate action to correct the
Federal Reserve System to allocate available bank credit on a selective
basis; namely, to take care of some of the needs of housing and com-
munity facilities, and so forth. There is no reason in the world that
cannot be done.

Are there any members of organized labor on the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System?

Mr. ABEL. If there are, I do not know of them.
Senator HUIMPHREY. You know, I think that banking is too impor-

tant to be left to the bankers because they are locked in in a theology
of their own. One of the things that really has bothered me about the
Federal Reserve proposals is they are essentially banking proposals
without adequate appreciation of the other needs of our economy. I
just wanted to thank you very much for your recommendation.

I noted that you were concerned about the needs of the localities,
the counties, State governments, local governments, for public works
and public improvements. We have got a World Bank, you know, to
help the world, I have supported it, and an Asian Development Bank
for Asia, and our Government, our country is a big contributor or an
investor in that. We have the Inter-American Development Bank for
Latin America. We have made some effort to make a contribution to
the African Development Fund now, which I have supported. But
it always bothered me that we never took time out to have a national
domestic development bank for our own country, so that you could
have some long-term loans for public improvements and not just
depend on the Congress or the last election as to whether or not vou
are going to get some grants, but to get long-term financing at low
rates of interest for these important public projects.

There is a great deal of difference between financing private industry
and financing public programs. Last evening I heard Senator Javits
make a comment to the effect that we needed to take another good
look at our credit terms, getting up to instead of 10-, 15-, and 20-year
loans, getting to 40- and 50-year loans on certain types of projects,
construction, or facilities because they have that lifespan. I think
this is so necessary.

I want to question you a little about an area about which I believe
I know something, and that is the food question. First of all, the
Government has no national food policy, I should state very categor-
ically. You have mentioned here, you reiterate your request to the
Congress, to enact controls on exporting and other products in short
domestic supply. I have looked upon, frowned upon, what we have
called export embargoes, but I do believe there ought to be export
licensing when you get to a situation where there is a short supply.
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For example, we are in short supply right now, for the rest of this
year, on corn, which will have an unbelievable effect upon the price
of dairy products, beef, pork, and poultry. It is in the works. just as
surely as we are looking at each other here today. And the Govern-
ment is going right around, continuing to eat those jolly beans that
I talk about, and pretending that it did not happen. But it is here.
I think it was proper. in light of the lack of supply of corn as a basic
feed grain for our own domestic economy, that the Secretary of Agri-
culture be required that in case any exports are made. that lhe must
make a decision to license that export, to take a look at the supply
situation, and if the supply is short, there shall be no license.

Mr. ABEL. I think, Senator, following the grain deal with Russia,
you will find overwhelming support among the public for just that
kind of a regulation. I do not think there is any question about it.

The American public was shocked by what took place in that case
and the aftereffects of it. I would go further and say to you that I
think that it is about time that some thought be given to, as well as a
peek every once in awhile, into the commodity exchange markets. And
see to it that we do not have this goings-on, whatever you might call
it, and it scares me when I see it on television of this wild, so-called
bidding in commodities. We witnessed soybeans, as an example, as we
did a few years ago, going from $1.50 a bushel to $14 a bushel, by
people who never saw a soybean. I think this kind of thing is greatly
needed in this country.

Senator HumPHREY. You will be pleased to know that I introduced
legislation on strengthening the Commodity Exchange Authority, and
that we have just completed the markup of this bill which is going to
put real teeth into the Commodity Exchange Authority as an inde-
pendent commission, not under the Department of Agriculture, but
totally independent with new authority, with injunctive powers, regu-
latory powers, the likes of which this country has not had in the com-
modity area at any time. We have just finished this markup on the
bill in the Senate, and we are going to act on it this year. The House
has taken action on it already. I think our Senate bill is a little tougher
than the House bill, and we will hopefully work those details out.

Now, on reserves, Mr. Abel, I have had a running battle here with
the Secretary of Agriculture and others on reserves. I have had legis-
lation introduced and refined after extensive hearings. and listening
to every conceivable voice that wanted to be heard, of establishing a
national grain reserve program. I think it is just as you have mentioned
about the railroads being in such disrepair in this country, and we
talk about national security. You have got to have holes in your head
to talk about national security and not have a good transportation
system. We talk about national security, and if we got in a war today,
we have no food reserves. We had food reserves in World War I, we
had huge food reserves in World War II, we had food reserves for the
Korean war, and we had food reserves in the war in Vietnam. But as
of now, all we talk about is more bombs, and for the amount of money
that we are investing in three Trident submarines, -we could build a
food reserve in this country that would assure us of adequate supplies
for the foreseeable future, for ourselves, for national and international
emergencies, and for the consumer.

42-309--75-22
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I have perfected legislation that will see that the farmer is not
wvrulig out, so to speak, and the victim of depressed prices; where two-
thirds of the reserves would be held on the farm by the farmer himself,
and only a third of that in the Government hands. I wish to God that
you could get the Secretary of Agriculture and the Committee on
Agriculture to do something about it. Might I say I brought this bill
up once in the Senate and got 26 votes. It is a much better bill now
than the one we originally had, but we need to speak to, you have
got to speak to people through your powerful organizations to get
on the stick with this one because I can tell you that after this year,
we are going to see what it would have meant to have had some food
reserves. When we sold all of that wheat to Russia, every consumer in
America was taken for a ride.

I believe that we ought to sell, but I think we ought to know how
much we are selling, and I gather that is what you are saying here,
that we ought to have some levels that we maintain for ourselves, is
that correct?

Mr. ABEL. That is correct. I think there is need for some consulta-
tion with other people rather than just an act or a judgment on the
part of the Secretary of Agriculture, whoever he might be, or any one
individual. I would like to be of help, but I do not know in this
instance what help we could be. I once, not too long ago, talked to the
Secretary about the food situation, and particularly the pricing, and
I was surprised that he said, well, when farmers could buy Chevrolets
for $900 again. then maybe we could look forward to 79-cent steak. So
these kinds of approaches do not seem to me to be very constructive.

Senator HuMTPHREY. Of course, the point about a food reserve is
von can see that the farmer has a good price when he producces it,
and he is entitled to it.

Mr. ABEL. Exactly.
Senator HUMPHREY. At the same time, you can have some reserves

to protect the needs of this Nation, and I am talking about national
security, not only consumer needs.

The. final thing-time is running out-I would like to just compli-
ment you on your commentary on the housing proposals. It is so
terribly much needed. And your information to us on the outflow of
money. Constantly we hear that one of the reasons that the interest
rates are high is because the Federal Government has to refinance so
much, which is, of course. true. But the outflow of money from this
country abroad is incredible, and that is what is drawing down the
credit pool, so to speak, for the citizens of this country. You signal
this for us, but., Mr. Abel. I weary of it. We know what you are saying
is true. but we ignor it like it was not a fact, and I do not know what
we are going to do about it except to keep pounding away at it here.
I hope that when you talk with our new President, and I understand
that he has had a talk with Mr. Meanv. and I want to wish this new
man well, I think he is a man that man faces up to reality, but I hope
that you will recite some of these proposals that you have because they
are all necessary.

We talk about how to control inflation, but nobody is talking about
how to control recession.

Mr. ABEL. Some people think that is the way to control inflation, you
know, is to have a recession.
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Senator HI-NiMPrjEY. I noticed, according to our Joint Economic
Committee, and I asked them to do a study for me, since 1969, in the

51/2 years of the Nixon administration, eve experienced two recessions
and have lost $234 billion in production and incomes. As a result,
Federal budget receipts were $46,900 million lower than they would
have been at full employment, and that is 4 percent unemployment.

The incidence of this loss can be viewed more clearly if the figure
for the entire economy is broken down by sectors. Corporate profits
were $18.3 billion below what they would have been at full employ-
ment. Workers have suffered the greatest loss. The labor force lost
approximately $129 billion in wages and salaries. Consequently, each
worker's income was reduced by an average of $1,460 in those 51/2 years.

Now, add on to this what you have pointed out in your statement
of the loss due to inflation, where the real incomes of workers has been
going down this year, last year, and the year before, and I think it is
fair to say that the working people of this country have taken an unl-
believable whipping.

Mr. ABEL. That is correct.
Senator HumPHREY. Due to two tliings, inflation on the one hand,

and recession on the other. We have simply got to get the attitude
around here that the people of the country are what count, and not
these statisticians and their charts that will tell you about what they
canlot do.

I want to thank you very much. I am inspired by what you have had
to say. I hope that your orgallization, the AFL-CIO will give us more
of a boost on planning. There is no plalning in this government.
absolutely none, and on a capital budget. We try to pay everything
by cash around here in this government, and if that is the way we had
gone in the housing program, we would have been living in teepees
and caves. But, if we are going to build a new dam, you have to appro-
priate the money, and if you are going to build a new office building,
can you imagine building a new office building and paying cash for it?
But we do it here. There is not a businessman in America who would
do that without having this head examined. We would send him off to
the top psychiatrist right quick. But, we run around here and we are
going to build a new Federal office building and we have to put the
money on the line. We need a capital budget, and we need to start to
get ourselves budgeted according to the way people run things instead
of the way we operate around this outfit.

My time is up I am glad, and I imagine you are glad of it, too.
Senator PROXMIRE. eSenator Schweiker.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you very much. Mr. Vice Chairman.
First I would like to say to our distinguished witness that we are

very pleased to have him here today. Being my constituent, I am really
prolid of him because I think Mr. Abel has done several things that
ought to be public noted. which makes him more bona fide to advise
this committee on what we ought to be doing. I think not only is he
the distinguished labor leader of long-standing reputation, but I think
he has given an innovative approach that could be used in terms of
some very difficult and practical problems concerning special demands
in industry. His uniique and innovative approach. I think, qualifies
hinl to be considered as a statesman, and around here when you call a
person a statesman it is a pretty high compliment. That is the way it
is intended, Mr. Abel.
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Mr. ABEL. It is a compliment in the labor movement, Senator.
Senator ScnwEiErt. 1 think we can learn from some of the things

you have pioneered, and innovated in the steel industry. You are
able to represent your people while fulfilling your commitments to
the national interests and the country, and that is why I think your
recommendations are particularly appropriate. I was very intrigued
in reading over one of your points that relates very specifically to an
idea that I have been working on.

In your statement you urge the Congress to take immediate action
to direct the Federal Reserve System to allocate available bank credit
on a selective basis. I have been working with a somewhat similar
proposal, a two tier approach to credit. This system would let the
free market forces prevail, tight money, if you will, on less desirable
credit objectives, permitting the free market level to seek its own
force; however, on certain high priority national interest programs,
it would provide for lower available credit. I would certainly include,
as you have, housing into that area. I think that I might even carry
this point further and suggest that there probably is some industry,
possibly even within the steel industry, where the lack of capital
expansion has either caused layoffs or the loss of domestic markets;
therefore, we might include in that selective credit concept, industries
whose searcity of product affects unemployment or industrial
expansion.

I am just asking, and I do not know fully what you had in mind
there.

Mr. ABEL. We believe quite frankly, Senator, in all of these areas
where assistance is needed, that we should be able to make these judg-
ments, and these special dispensations, so to speak, wherever we feel
that there is the need for this kind of support or encouragement.

Senator ScHWEIKER. Relating to either unemployment or a shortage
in a particular material. where there exists economic repercussions to
the economy, that kind of a definition?

Mr. ABEL. Right, very much.
Senator ScHEIwEiR. I think that this certainly is where we are

going to have to go if this amount of credit-
Mr. ABEL. Let me point out what I think is a current problem and

one that could be fitting into this, is our public utilities. Certainly
with the energy crisis that we experienced a year ago, this past year,
the needs that we see in the future because of expansion necessities,
one of the areas that we have to be getting on with is our public
utilities, and they are bogged down because, No. 1, high interest rates,
and No. 2, high prices. They could use some lower interest rate assist-
ance to build our public utilities up to meet the requirements that are
going to be here before any of us are ready for it. So, this is an area.

Senator SCIWEIKER. I think the energy and utility area is a very
excellent example. I know that there was a real problem in terms of
the coal mines, which related to steel, and I do not know if that has
been resolved yet, but that might be an area where a national interest
would be expressed. This kind of a selective or second tier credit would
be applied by some national determination. Would that be in order?

Mr. ABEL. That is correct, because there again you have the failure
of the free market to meet the need because of profitability.
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Senator SCuEvEIMEI. In accordance with what you have said in your
preliminary remarks. in many ways we are using policies 30 or 40
y'Cars old in terms of credit application that worked maybe for the
1950's and the 1960's, but are completely irrelevant and obsolete to
the needs today. It rcminids me of a person wearing a belt, and he has
to keep his belt at a certain notch just to hold things in place, and
that is necessary. If you keep taking in the notches, and tightening
up on credit, yolu are going to kill the bean. I think that is really
what we are doing, killing our national bean by across the board appli-
cation, and I am sure that is exactly what you had in mind with your
selective credit proposal. I really think this is a controversial situation
that Congress is going to have to confront, but I do not see any other
wav out of the economic dead end we seem to have walked into.

Ar.. ABEL. Correct.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. I have a couple of other questions I would

like to ask.
What about the jawboning approach? Do you think that that is a

valuable approach or not? I did see, of course, that the President
now is talking about the GMt prices. Is this a weapon that we should
be using selectively, or how do you feel this fits into the problem?

Mr. ABEL. I think it has some very definite usefulness. I think, here
again, it is a question of degree and judgment. I do not think jaw-
boning should be used to the extent, perhaps, of taking a baseball bat
and just willy-nilly hitting people over the head with it. But, I cer-
tainly feel that persuasion has a very useful role in our kind of society,
and I think especially when it is used by the President of the United
States. I think we can all be brought to recognize maybe a little
stronger social responsibilities if when we get out of line a bit some-
body like the President of the United States calls us in and sits down
and talks to us about the facts of life. I think it can be useful. I also
recognize that without using good judgment it can be harmful.

Senator SCInSJEzR. It has to be used wisely and with discretion.
MNr. ABEL. Wisely, that is right.
Senator SCHEIRIKER. The other question I had, there has been a

proposal relating to the investment tax credit usage and, of course.
this does affect steel very heavily because of the capital aspects of
expansion of the steel industry. I just wondered whether you had any
relative evaluation of whether this was a viable approach nowv or
whether you feel the selective credit answer is a better answer?

Mr. ABEL. I think now is not the time to look at investment tax
credit. I think the time is perhaps now to look at the overall tax
structure and perhaps endeavor to revise the thing and get a new
structure to provide equity. again, for all of the people. Now, there
mav be some areas, there might be justification for investment tax
credit. But, I was amused this morning on the television to witness
three of our top economists who are very much disturbed with the
goings on on Wall Street, and the failure of people to be buying
stocks. and their great suggestion to overcome the apathy in the market
was for Congress to enact a tax credit exempting the first $1,000 of
capital gains. This. of course. would inspire us all to go out to the
market and to earn that $1,000. To me it is certainly unjustifiable
and foolish to think that this kind of a recommendation would be
helpful in any way.
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Senator SciwvEIrinE. *What we really need, and I think you will
agree, is a very selective application of the answer. I think we have
dealt with generalities and have been without answers too long, which
penalize us by distorting the issue. So when you use the word '"selec-
tive" in your credit approach, I think that really describes the only
way you are going to cure some of our ills, being most selective and
not writing across the board which may cause as many problems as it
purports to stop.

Do you agree with that?
Mr. ABEL. Correct. There is the crying need for a review of our

whole tax structure in an overall, looking toward an equitable tax
structure.

Senator SCHWEIKER. I certainly hope we do face up to the whole
tax problem because of its inequities and its personal impact on indi-
viduals as well as the whole picture, and I certainly concur with that.

That is all I had, 'Mr. Vice Chairman. I appreciate the time very
much, and I thank you.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Abel, your 10 percent increase in steel pro-
ductivity is startling and most encouraging. But, you see, this, it
seems to me, highlights the absolute injustice of the enormous increase
in the price of steel. Productivity of the worker has increased 10 per-
cent, you tell us, and yet production, the amount of steel we are pro-
ducing is actually down. A year ago it was down a little bit, and it is
almost the same, but it was 2.781 million tons in July of 1973, and it is
2.775 million tons in July of 1974.

Mr. ABEL. It is fluctuating, Senator, between that figure and 2.9
million. A lot of this, I dare say,, is because of the need to shut do
facilities for repair: periodic repair, or because of breakdown.

Senator.Prox.rn:E. I understand that.
Mr. ABEL.. WAAhen you are hitting close to 3 million tons, you are

hitting full capacity.
Senator PROXNIRE. Butthey have-been increasing capacity, they

have been building more capacity, and their capacity is up. So again
you have a situation in which demand, production, or sales are not,
however you want to look at it, at a flat or a down. Wage costs, that is
wage increases directly with productivity, those increases are about
level, and yet we have this enormous increase in price. I think this is
the guts of our inflation problem. It is the same thing in oil, chemicals,
nonferrous metals, and food processing. They have been able to in-
crease the price without any real justification in terms of their costs.
So, I just feel that it is very important that we have action on the part
of the administration and the Congress to give the muscle to call atten-
tion to that, and to prevent it in the future if we cannot roll it back.
After all, this increase in steel, when one, wonders why automobiles
went up 10 percent. well, steel is a big element in the cost of a car. It
is a big element in the cost of a house. It is a big element in the cost of
a building. It is a big element in the cost of so many things, and it is
the real bellweather in terms of inflation. Do you not feel that this
kind of an enormous increase takes some real explaining on the part
of the steel industry?

MIr. ABEL. I think anv of these increases should require some explain-
ing. I am, of course. not in any position to make that kind of an
explanation for the steel industry. but I would say, and I feel I have
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somewhat of an obligation as a contributor, maybe, to their costs, but
it has not all been wage costs, I hasten to say.

Senator P1noxmImE. Your documentation that you have given us this
morning indicates that wage costs are probably most insignificant of
all if you have a productivity of 10 percent and a wage increase of
10 percent, and that is a washout and the wage cost is zero.

Mr. ABEL. That is right. As I said earlier, the price of scrap. as an
example, was allowed to run completely wild. We do have the fact
of the steel industry for a number of years, and indirectly we then,
the steelworker, have been pretty handy whipping boys for everything
that happened from the standpoint of the economy.

Senator PnoxmnBE. One indication that this is just sheer, unadulter-
ated, concentrated economic power is the fact that profits are up .54
percent.

Mr. ABEL. Yes, the profits are up 54 percent, but there again, as
you know better than I, percentages can be misleading; 40 or 50
percent of nothing is still nothing. There is no question the steel
plofitabilitv has been down over the years, and most steel companies,
in fact if not all of them, I think you will find, have over the yeears
been required to reduce their paymnents to their owners, et cetera. In
addition, you are talkingi about a very high-cost industry. *When you
are talking about expanding a steel miill or building a steel mill, you
are talking about a $500 million or $600 million investment as against
other industries where there is a much less requirement of capital
expanditures.

Senator PnoxxmrnE. How would you use the excess profits tax?
Mr. ABEL. I agree with you that there is the need to justify profits

-in this industry *as well as all other industries.
Senator PROXIrlRE. How would you view the excess profits tax

working in the steel industry?
Mr. ABEL. I think it would'work well in the industry.
Senator PRoxxrnt. -Would it be applied to the steel industry in

this case? This kind of big increase, I presume, would be based on
profit experience in the past.

Mr. ABEL. I think very strongly that such an approach would have
a. very salutary effect overall in our economy.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me ask you this: President Ford announced
his intention of calling a summit conference on the economy, includ-
ing people from various viewpoints. Have you been invited?

M\1r. ABEL. No, I have not.
Senator PRoxrynE. Do you know if Mr. 'Mcanv has been invited?
Mr. ABEL. All I know is that Mr. Mfeany met with the President

yesterday, I saw in the news. I have not talked with Mr. MIeanv.
Senlator PRoxrMIE. Do you regard that as a signal of -Mr. Meanly's

willingness to cooperate with the new President?
Mr. ABEL. I would say so, at least to the point of listeninigr and

seeing just what the President might have in mind. and his view of
the role of labor, and in coping with the problems that we are con-
fronted with.

Senator PROX-MIRE. What do vou regard as a reasonable rate of wvage
increase at the present time? In your statement. you refer to workers
falling short of the 11-percent increase in living costs over the past
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year, and is that implying that you regard 11 percent as a basis, and
then on top of that you would have the productivity factor of some
kind?

Mr. ABEL. That is substantially correct.
Senator PiioxmInE. A 13-, 15-percent increase, perhaps, something

of that kind?
Mr. A'BEL. If the economy goes that way, yes. *What we have been

uising as the yardstick. and again it goes back to pretty much the
assurances we were given in 1971 with the freezes and the phases of
the participation in productivity, as well as a markup on inflation,
in steel.

Senator PROx-mIRE. So the AFLCIO position is you should take
the cost of living as a basis, and then provide for the productivity
factor in negotiating a reasonable wage increase at the present time?

Mr. ABEL. As an example, Senator, in our basic steel agreements
now, in our experimental negotiating arrangements

Senator PROXMIRE. Of course, you do have a cost-of-living factor
written in, do you not?

Mr. ABEL. Yes, we have both the productivity improvement factor
and we have the cost-of-living factor, and our productivity improve-
ment factor is a 3-percent national figure.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, only about 20 or 30 percent of the unions
have a productivity factor, have an escalator, a wage-price escalator
factor in them.

Mr. ABEL. Correct.
Senator PROXMIRE. So you are in a minority, but you would regard

other unions that do not move in the direction of an escalator as
making a reasonable request if they asked for the cost of living plus
some kind of productivity?

Mr. ABEL. That is right.
Senator PRoxxIRE. Now, you have indicated also that you think

that the large steel price increases I referred to earlier were not made
necessary in any way by the rise in wage costs, is that right?

Mr. ABEL. That is correct, in view of the productivity improvements
we have had.

Senator PROXMIRE. In your statement, you imply a suggestion of
control of capital investment abroad, and I think that is a very
interesting analysis you have. I think it makes some sense, but you do
not include it in your recommendations at the end. I did not see that
you specifically indicated that you thought we ought to limit capital
investment abroad. You said that so much of the financing that we are
providing is not for export and, therefore, providing jobs in this
country, but it is simply financing operations abroad and, in effect,
exporting jobs.

Do you regard control of this kind of capital as a desirable step for
the Federal Governinent? Do you think we ought to enact legislation
in that regard?

Mr. ABEL. Yes. We have been making strong arguments for years
now against what we term the development of multinational corpora-
tions, the export of American capital and know-how to foreign
countries.

I would point out that there apparently now seems to be developing
a reversal, because some of these corporations or companies in other
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countries are beginning to realize that maybe the picking is better
in this country today than it is in these foreign countries, because

Senator PROXmIRE. So they are investing
Mr. ABEL [continuing]. Their inflation is greater than ours, and

their productivity is much lower than ours. and they are beginning to
see that ours is perhaps a better opportunity here.

Senator PRoxMimiE. One of the recommendations you have that Sena-
tor Humphrey discussed, but I am very concerned about it, Congress-
man Reuss has been pushing it, and that is the allocation of credit by
the Fed. After a]], the Federal Reserve Board members were not
elected; they are appointed practically for life; they are appointed for
14 years. They are, as Senator Humphrey said, by and large bankers
or banker oriented.

Why should they have this colossal power of allocating credit, and
it would have to be an immense power, it seems to me, and it would
not be enough for us to provide simply what I have been advocating
as the direction that they provide funds for housing at a preferred
rate which we have to have housing move ahead.

But, in addition, what they should have, it seems to me, if you are
going to be consistent with going any further than housing, if the
power to allocate a productive investment, if you are going to get more
production in the economy, so you increase supply, so you do some-
thin- about inflation, and they would have to have that kind of power.

I do not cotton to the idea of giving up that kind of authority, as I
say, to a group of unelected officials whose competence I question.
I have sat in on the appointment of almost all of these people before
our Banking Committee, and several of them are not qualified and
others have a very strong orientation toward banking and big busi-
ness. I just do not think that we should let them call this very impor-
tant turn in the economy as to where our resources would go.

Mr. ABEL. Well, I certainly agree that Congress should be the over-
riding watchdog or authority.

Senator PnrwxlNrE. Supposing we agreed that we should not permit
an- investment in gambling casinos and a few other unproductive
areas. It is very hard to determine what is a productive investment and
what is not, and once you interfere with the marketplace to that extent,
it seems to me that you are going to have to have a very big and
professional bureaucracy, and I am not even sure under those circum-
stances they wvould make the right decision.

MAr. ABEL. Certainly you would have to have certain guides estab-
lished to determine. such as a distressed area. and if we have, let us
say. what is determined a distressed area that should be given con-
sideration, then that would be the basis of the consideration, whatever
the need might be. I would hasten. Senator, to say to you that I share
the concern over the broad authority of the Federal Reserve. I would
remind you, I come from that part of Ohio where as a youngster,
Jack Coinskev's views on our monetary system got attention. I listened
many long hours to a lot of those discourses. and I suppose as a result
of that I too entertained a lot of concern and reserve with respect to
the power and authority of the Federal Reserve and the reason for
them to have this kind of complete exercise of authority over all of
our economic lives.

Senator PROXNMIRE. MV time is up.
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Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chairman.
I am delighted to see you again, Mr. Abel.
Mr. ABEL. Glad to see you, Senator.
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Abel, I am deeply concerned about the prob-

]ems of raising capital for industry in this country, and the shortage
of capital, the liquidity crisis, how we are going to expand to create
jobs that are necessary to take care of unemployment now and in future
generations to come. I look at the record of industry for the last decade
in this countrv, and I see the smallest percentage of GNP reinvested
in manufacturinig capacity in this country of any of the major indus-
trialized societies in the world.

The one next in line to us is England, and they are in trouble
enough. I know we are becoming more of a service-oriented society,
but we are not going to be able to keep up our balance of trade, we are
not going to be able to keep a strong defense effort, just by taking in
other people's washing. We have to keep manufacturing capacity up-
to-date and competitive.

So, let me touch on a couple of points here and get your opinions.
I noticed you referred to the outflow of capital and that concerns me.
I am on the Finance Committee, and we voted to do away with the
interest equalization tax in January. Subsequent to that time, I think,
wve have seen a net outflow of capital of around $2.5 billion. It would
seem to me that that is one of the things we ought to be monitoring.
With the pressures on the monetary system in this country, to see that
kind of an outflowv of capital is of great concern to me.

Another subject that concerns me is seeing the Export-Import Bank
participating in loans to set up manufacturing capabilities abroad. I
do not agree with that, especially when I see that they do it with an
interest subsidy, where they are loaning at 6 and 7 percent to set up,
for example, a fertilizer plant in Russia with a direct loan of $180
million, and to do that at 6- and 7-percent interest rates when business
in this country is short of capital and is paying 14 and 15 percent.
I think that is unwise, and I do not think that is sound. I would like
to have your comments on some of these points, Mr. Abel.

Mr. ABEL. Well, we certainly agree with the point you have made
here on this business of giving subsidy loans to foreign countries.
actually in some cases to become competitors of ours, while denying
the same kind of consideration here at home. Certainly it is quite clear
that some of our people in responsible positions have not heard of the
old adage that charity begins at home, because we seem to take from
ourselves to give to other people. We are much more generous abroad
than we are here. We certainly do not subscribe to that. We think that.
we should be concentrating on the needs of our own people, our own
country, and the needs to strengthen our society and our economy
rat her than devoting so much of our resources to others.

At the same time. we believe that we have a role. naturally. in help-
ingr the underdeveloped and the developed countries, and it is our view,
Senator that this. of course, is a role. an important role for the United
Nations. I would take this occasion to say to you in our view we should
be giving greater sunport to the work of the United Nations rather
than trying to play the big brother role in world affairs that we seem
to be more and more developing.
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Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Abel. I am concerned with the problem of
many industries who are trying to raise capital through the stock
market, and I look at some like the steel industry that might be selling
at say five times earnings ratios. That means that they have to find
an investment that will pay them 40 percent, prior to taxes, and you
cannot find that kind of investment. They cannot go to the equity
market and sell their stock. It makes no sense to try to do it to raise
capital to increase capacity, to keep the jobs at home so that we can
keep part of the steel market and not give it all up to the Japancse
and to the Europeans.

I would propose a limitation, for example, on what bank trust de-
partments in their voluntary pension funds. discretionary pension
funds, can own in a way of a percentage of stock of a corporation.
because what has happened is that they have gone to the higher per-
forimance glamour stocks, the very large corporations that are sup-
posedly showing a very high rate of growth.

They have shown sort of a herd instinct in following each other,
and what I would like to see is a further diversification. I think that is
the important thing. I think wve ought to have prudent institutional
investment. I think that it would protect the pensioners better., and
I think it would provide liquidity to the stock market, to companies
perhaps not as high in performance, like the steel industry.

I would hope that your people would study that particular provision
of limitations being placed on bank trust departments in some of their
pension funds and how much stock they can own in a corporation.

Mr. ABEL. Certain1v we wvil be happy to study the proposal and do
what we can. I would point out to you, Senator, in that regard, in my
view, certainly the Federal Reserve tight money policy has been per-
haps the overriding contributing force to this kiznd of a situation.

Senator BENTSEN. I believe that.
Mr. ABEL. It seems to me quite clear that the investors today are

not going to put their money in stocks of companies that pay them
maybe 3 percent return, when even the Federal Government just last
week floated bond issues that give them a 9-percent return, and you
go from there on up to the 11 and 12 percent. They all have a con-
tributing force in what is happening to the stock market as such, as
well as the investment of private funds in corporate interests.

Senator BENTSEN-. No question about that. We are having a reces-
Sion in this country. Anytime you have two quarters with a declining
GNP. that is the classic definition of recession. according to most ex-
perts. I always get concerned when an administration starts redefining
what a recession is. I am convinced that we are in one. and if we keep
up the high interest rates and tight money. I feel we will trigger some-
thing even more serious. The high interest rates crank right into the
mortgage payments, and right into the cost of production, and it is
passed right on to the consumer.

So I think it is the wrong policy.
'Mr. Abel. the President has called for a cost-of-living task force. I

also called for a task force when I was asked to respond to President
Nixon on the economy, but mine is quite a different version from that
proposed by the administration. The administration, in effect, has an
in-house group, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Agri-
culture. the chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, a total of
about eight, and it is a part-time effort on their part.
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It seems to me that if we are going to have a group like this, we
should try to find a group that would have an even-handed approach
to business and labor, and work in the public interest first and fore-
most. In this area of cooperation between the Congress and the Presi-
cdent, which I certainly welcome, it should be one that is made up not
just by the President, but should be made up by the Congress and the
President. The proposal I have offered. and I am going to testify before
Senator Sparkman's committee at 2 o'clock, calls for a cost-of-living
task force with five commissioners who would devote their full time
to it, three of them being appointed by a bipartisan recommendation
of the Congress, and two of them by the White Ilouse.

I know your concern about the cost-of-living task force, but in turn
I would like any comments that you might have about it.

Mr. ABEL. We were very much opposed to the President's proposal
because, in the first place, he had, and the President has now. at his
command that kind of assistance without the enactment of legis-
lation to establish it. So, we sort of viewed it as another gimmick, you
might say, that is misleading.

With respect to some kind of an overriding or overviewing com-
mittee, as you propose, I am sure that labor will be quite willing to
sit down and look at any kind of proposal designed to be helpful,
and will be more than willing to cooperate so long as there is an indi-
cation that labor is going to be given consideration, and that out of
whatever might develop, that the overriding motivation -will be equity
for all segments of our society. I think hibor will be more than ame-
nable to suggestions and proposals. *

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much. M1r. Abel. Mi~y time has
expired.

Senator Pnox3IInv. Along that line that Senator Bentsen was inquir-
ing. there is one additional authority or power that might be given
to the President that he does not have under present law. Chairman
Arthur Burns of the Federal Reserve Board suggested that the body
be authorized to hold up big inflational wage or price increases for a
period of 30 to 45 days while hearings would be held on it. It would
not be allowed to stop it, but it would be able to focus public attention
on it, get the facts on it, get the justification on it before it goes into
effect.

Now, this would be a change and would permit, it seems to me. an
opportunity to stop the kind of colossal increase that steel has had in
the last year of 40 percent, and oil of S3 percent, and chemicals of
50 percent, and so forth.

Mr. ABEL. Let me just say this again, without looking at any con-
structive proposals or giving too much thought to it. but it sounds
just at first blush like something heading down the road that has been
in practice for many years in the rail industry where we have con-
stantly had hearings, and investigations. and the first thing you know
everyone is lost in a maze of records and activities. always running
2 or 3 years behind. and always in constant turmoil. Before one settle-
ment is arrived at. a new set of demands are launched. and I for one,
Senator, would hope that we take steps to relieve our society from this
sort, of an uncertain situation in the rail industry, without expanding
it into other segments.
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Senator PROXIt iRE. Congressman Careys has come in, and we would
like to welcome him as an excellent member of the committee, and we
are honored to have him here. He is a very distinguished Member of
thlie committee and the Congress.

Representative CAREY. Thanlk You, Mr. Vice Chairman. I am going
back over to the floor as soon as I can on the House side to assist, I
hope. Mr. Abel, in passage of the important general transportation
bill that is before that body. I think that that kind of activity. long-
ranige planninig for the moving of people economically and con-
veniently to worksites and homesites is the kind of thing that you are
talking about.

Mr. ABEL. Correct.
Representative CAREY. In terms of what we need in this country, and

I hope the support of the AFL-CIO and your support will be enough
to move that bill forward. I am pleased, Mr. Abe], to see also that in
your leadership of a great labor organization your interest in the
American lifestyle and quality does not end with the signing of a
collective bargaining agreement or at the gate of the steelmill. I am
particularly impressed by your address to the need for home pro-
duction. It seems to me it would be a matter of simple commonsense,
that as the President calls for this summit on the domestic side, the
first thing he is going to see from that summit, when gathered there,
if we look out at America, is that we are in what you would call a
chaotic situation on housing. We are not creating any, especially for
low-income, moderate-income families and elderly persons.

You have come up with this series of good ideas and fundamental
ideas, and I do not want to indicate that you share my age span, you
may be too young to remember this, but is it not true that when a
President named Roosevelt ran into a depression that was in the hous-
ing market particularly, he came along with a series of emergency
measures to get rid of the tight money problem, to get the Federal
Government into the building of what we then called Government-
created housing or publicly assisted housing? Is that not the first thing
that the President should seek from the summit, that the family has a
right to a decent place in which to live, and one which they can afford?
So I would hope that you are invited to that summit, and I hope that
you will tell the President that we have to get housing going again.

Is there any problem that you see on the horizon now from the sum-
mit that is going to get us out of the housing depression?

Mr. ABEL. No, there are none as of this moment. Certainly there is
great need. As I mentioned earlier before you came in, Mr. Congress-
man. the recommendations we made as a result of our study 'by the
Civil Disorders Commission, pointed to the grave need that exists
in all of our major cities for slum clearance, and renewal, and that
was in 1968, and nothing has been done.

Representative CAREY. They are still there.
Mr. ABEL. The conditions must be much worse today.
Representative iCAREY. I can tell you that as I go around New York

State it is still there, and it is worse.
Mr. ABEL. That is right.
Representative CAREY. Because the housing stock has been depleted

and the private sector has no incentive to invest. In fact, is it not true
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that the Government is, by going out with the 9-percent money, by
this great process called disintermediation, taking out of the savings
institutions and the thrift institutions the very resource money we
used to use to create housing for the Government, and while it is not
creating housing, it is at the same time depleting the money supply
that used to be available even for conventional housing. Some think at
the summit the new President must see that he has an obligation to get
some housing going again. That would certainly help in the unemiploy-
ment rates that are worst of all in the building trades, and those who
use the products of the steel mills. I hope that he would see his way
clear to coming forth with a positive housing program.

He mentioned health and he said health. and he said we could get
this kind of a bill going, but there is a pending housing act, and I hope
that you would use your good offices and your influence with the Presi-
dent, as I will try to do. to make 1974 not only a year for health, but
a year for housing. I welcome your recommendations, and I am going
to take them with me and try to see if I can convince some of my
conferees in the House that we should go ahead with this kind of a
program and prompt the President to think about homes for Ame'rica.

Thank you. Mr. Abel.
Mr. ABEL. Thank you. Mr. Congressman.
Senator PROX2IMRE. Thank you. I would just like to conclude. Mr.

Abel, by thanking Vou for superlative testimony. which has been very,
very helpful.

I do think. however. there is one caution I would like to gi\ve. I
would hope that Von, with your good advice that you have had in
the labor movement, would really consider an anti-inflation program.
W11hat you have given us here this morning is most helpful. But I think
that the big problem is inflation. You have told us very, very useful
things about what to do about the prospect of a serious recession and
a depression developing, but we do not have from you, it seems to me,
a program that copes with this terrific inflation. You indicate it is
likely to go on at an 11- or 12-percent rate, and it is so cruel and it is
going to have such an adverse effect and could have even a destructive
political effect. In fact, you told me this morning you felt that labor
is going to have to ask for the cost of living plus an additional factor
for productivity and. therefore. you call for about a 14- or 15-percent
wave increase. which would be inflationary. Then you have that ter-
rible cycle of inflationary wages which push up prices. and vice versa.

Now I recognize that labor has been extraordinarily statesmanlike
for the past couple of years. But, now if you move ahead and call for
that kind of a wage increase and prevail. it seems to me that we do not
have much of a chance of avoiding an inflation that is going to last
for some time.

Mr. ATFEL. Let me again take this occasion to point out to you that
our experience here now has proven that wages are not the causes
of inflation. Thev are the result of it. Our escalators. I remind vou.
are an after-the-fact happening. It is always a quarter late, we are
running a ouarter late always, and it is a catchup provision. so it is
not wagres that is the culprit. With respect to your anti-inflation pro-
gram. I assure you labor is more than willing to cooperate because
we know more than anybody else that laboring people are the ones
that suffer because of inflationary actions.
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'Senator PROXmIRE. You sce, we are locked into such a dilemma.
Here we have never had anything like this. Our inflations in the past
by and large have been war oriented, and this is not, and you come
along and make some constructive proposals, including proposals for
a sharp increase in spending and in a number of areas, public service
employment, public works, and you call for that, and that may be
necessary and essential. ]3ut, unless we have some counteracting spend-
ing reduction, we are going to have a serious continued inflation situa-
tion, especially if after the excellent behavior from the inflation
standpoint of wages, now we get a very sharp increase in wage
demands and wage settlements.

I agree it is a result of what has happened in the past, but never-
theless, if you get a 15-percent wage increase

Mr. ABEL. But as I point out, then even with those kinds of wage
increases, we are back to a purchasing power level of 1965.

Senator PROX3r111E. Well, I am not saying you do not have to have
a one-time or an increase of that kind. What I am saying is that we
have a dilemma here that labor, I hope, w-ill help us begin to solve
in some way.

Mr. ABEL. We have a greater interest than anybody else.
Senator PROXMIRE. It would be very helpful if labor wvould come

in very hard and help us crack down on antitrust, for instance. These
increases are just outrageous. 'They cannot be justified and have no
relation to cost, these terrific increases in price, and we just have to
stop this kind of corporate price fixing, wvhich I think is the root cause,
and unless we get labor's support for that. we are not going to be able
to have the kind of muscle we need.

Mr. ABEL. I think you will find labor's support will be there.
Senator PROXYMIRE. Very good. Thank you very much.
MIr. ABEL. Thank you.
Senator PROXMtIRE. The committee will stand adjourned and this

concludes the hearing; the record will remain open for a week.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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